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A BOU T  T H E
Carnegie Commission on Preventing Deadly Conflict Series

Carnegie Corporation of New York established the Carnegie Commission on Preventing
Deadly Conflict in May 1994 to address the threats to world peace of intergroup violence and
to advance new ideas for the prevention and resolution of deadly conflict. The Commission
is examining the principal causes of deadly ethnic, nationalist, and religious conflicts within
and between states and the circumstances that foster or deter their outbreak. Taking a long-
term, worldwide view of violent conflicts that are likely to emerge, it seeks to determine the
functional requirements of an effective system for preventing mass violence and to identify
the ways in which such a system could be implemented. The Commission is also looking at
the strengths and weaknesses of various international entities in conflict prevention and con-
sidering ways in which international organizations might contribute toward developing an ef-
fective international system of nonviolent problem solving. The se ries grew out of the re-
search that the Commission has sponsored to answer the three fundamental questions that
have guided its work: What are the problems posed by deadly conflict, and why is outside help
often necessary to deal with these problems? What approaches, tasks, and strategies appear
most promising for preventing deadly conflict? What are the responsibilities and capacities
of states, international organizations, and private and nongovernmental organizations for un-
dertaking preventive action? The Commission issued its final report in December 1997.

The books are published as a service to scholars, students, practitioners, and the interested
public. While they have undergone peer review and have been approved for publication, the
views that they express are those of the author or authors, and Commission publication does
not imply that those views are shared by the Commission as a whole or by individual Com-
missioners.
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F o r e w o r d

The end of the Cold War raised hopes for a more peaceful international order.
Many of us thought that much of the conflict in the world had its origins in the
rivalry between the United States and the Soviet Union, and with the end of that
rivalry countries could be brought closer together. As the case studies in this
book demonstrate, we were too optimistic. Since 1990 over two dozen deadly
conflicts have produced more than nine million casualties and doubled the
number of refugees around the globe from 12 million to 25 million.

No issue facing the world today deserves our attention more than conflict pre-
vention. We need to foster a sense of urgency, a new way of thinking that gives
precedence to the prevention and not simply the management of conflict, to
avoid disaster rather than merely dealing with its consequences. The contribu-
tors to this volume provide i lluminating descriptions of the a ctions that pre-
vented some crises from becoming violent. They also provide agonizing details
of violence that could have been prevented and carefully demonstrate what
could have been done to prevent it.

Our task is to build on studies like this one and develop practical steps and a
renewed commitment to preventive diplomacy and preventive defense.We need
a strategy similar to the Marshall Plan after World War II, which successfully
prevented the conditions that could have led to another war. A broad strategy
using political, economic, and military tools can influence the world away from
violence and deal with the parade of challenges that threaten our survival and
cause great disruption, pain, and bloodshed.

During the Cold War we succeeded again, with policies of deterrence and
containment, which must not be abandoned. After all, the North Koreans and
the Iraqis—to mention two obvious examples—are not going to disappear.Rus-
sia is on the brink of chaos and could conceivably lose control of its nuclear ar-
senal. China could grow hostile and uncooperative. The planet is overrun with
weapons of mass destruction, and terrorism is on the rise.We continue to need
military forces able to deter aggressors and win wars quickly and decisively.

Early warning is essential to conflict prevention. Mass violence has well-
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known causes and seldom occurs unexpectedly. Where there is no democracy,
where there is alienation of major groups in society,gross economic imbalances,
exclusion or discrimination of groups, or historical grievances, the risks of con-
flict are very high. Conflict occurs in states that are undergoing major transition.
It springs from strong perceptions of inequity, uneven distribution of the good
things in life, disputes over resources, repression, corruption, or a decline in the
legitimacy of government.Then there is the human element.We must always ex-
pect that a Hitler, a Stalin,a Pol Pot, or some other charismatic, inflammatory
leader lurks just offstage, eager to take advantage of the social stresses in society
in ways that almost guarantee new conflict.Violence usually results from human
decision, not blind fate. Recognizing this reality is a necessary precondition for
preventing conflict.

Early warning must be followed by timely action. The international commu-
nity needs a capability for preventive action, the ability to deploy civilian per-
sonnel to mediate problems and to provide emergency economic relief. Most
fundamentally, the international community, through the United Nations and
other multilateral institutions and nongovernmental organizations, must ad-
dress the underlying political and economic causes of conflict. The world com-
munity must support political reform and the development of responsive and
accountable government. Institutions of civil society such as political parties,
trade unions, independent media, and the rule of law provide important safe-
guards for protecting human rights, fighting corruption, and fending off politi-
cal demagoguery.At the heart of prevention must be a strong system of justice,
legal systems available to all, that produce a sense that conflicts will be resolved
fairly.

We know that conflict prevention requires the participation of the entire in-
ternational community. No one leader, country, or institution can carry the
load. Preventive action must be tailored to fit each situation, with a plan, close
coordination of all the actors, internal and external, regional and international,
civilian and military, public and private, official and nonofficial.

Having said this, it is necessary to stress that the primary responsibility for
conflict prevention within countries lies with the government and the people of
those countries. The next responsibility lies with the international community,
with countries within the region assuming the greatest responsibility for main-
taining or restoring peace.

Sovereignty always figures prominently here. Nations do not accept outside
intervention lightly. But today the international community believes that w ith
sovereignty comes responsibility. When nations cannot manage conflict, or do
not show respect for international standards and commitments, the interna-
tional community sometimes steps in—as has been the case in Iraq.

I have come to the view that the international community needs some means
of responding militarily to deteriorating situations in order to prevent conflicts,
some kind of multinational, multifunctional rapid reaction standby capability,
probably within the United Nations. I do not underestimate the difficulties of
creating such a capability,but I believe we must begin to explore ways and means
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to achieve that capacity. There is no inherent contradiction between the preven-
tion of violence and the use of military force. To the contrary, armed personnel
have played a constructive role in Bosnia, Cyprus, Haiti, Macedonia, Western
Sahara, and elsewhere. If we do not develop this rapid reaction force, the United
States, as the power with the most developed intervention capabilities, will be
called on again and again.

Americans often ask, why should we care? My answer is that we should care
because sometimes our vital national interests are at stake,as in the Persian Gulf.
We care about human values and human life, as in Somalia, where we could not
tolerate the horrible pictures of starving children. We care because waiting will
only make the costs go up—in deaths, the scale of relief efforts, and the damage
to international standards.

A domestic challenge is illustrative. Today we spend one percent of the Amer-
ican health care budget on prevention. Yet experts are virtually unanimous in
their judgment that we could save many lives and much money if we devoted a
greater percentage of our total health care costs to prevention. The same is true
of conflict prevention. Preventive action can save money and lives. It can also
promote American political, diplomatic, and economic interests.

U.S. training and education programs for foreign military establishments
(IMET) bring nations together to learn how military establishments function in
a democracy. It is striking to see officers from the former Soviet Union or from
Latin American countries learning about the primacy of civilian authority, re-
spect for human rights, the rule of law, and the role of a popularly chosen legis-
lature. This is conflict prevention in action.

We soon complete the twentieth century. It is a century of wars—the first in
which world wars were fought. It is also a century in which men and women of
good will, because of the devastation of the world wars, have wrestled with the
idea of conflict prevention and world peace.We have glimpsed that peace is pos-
sible because it is necessary.We have not won the day, but we have begun to un-
derstand what peace and conflict prevention can mean—quite simply, it can
change the course of history and the life of human beings more than anything
else we know or can do. We may not be able to rid the world of conflict, but we
can make the world more livable. What more important task do we have on our
agenda? What more important legacy is there for our children and grandchil-
dren than a less violent world, a world of concord, not conflict?

Lee H. Hamilton, Director
The Woodrow Wilson International 

Center for Scholars
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P r e f a c e  a n d
A c k n o w l e d g m e n t s

There is no more important challenge facing the international community than
preventive diplomacy. What this challenge entails is to be neither underesti-
mated nor overestimated.This means on the one hand refraining from glib crit-
icisms and rhetorical condemnations that do not give sufficient analytic weight
to the very real difficulties of preventing ethnic wars and other deadly conflicts.
It also means not subscribing to historically deterministic theories or accepting
at face value claims by policymakers a nd others about failed attempts at pre-
vention that nothing more or different could have been done.

It is along the lines of this analytic balance that this book has been written.
Our primary goal has been to assess the feasibility of preventive diplomacy,case
by case for the ten cases we study as well as more generally with regard to
broader analytic patterns and policy lessons. The book includes not only cases
in which preventive diplomacy failed, but also ones in which it largely suc-
ceeded—opportunities that were missed as well as ones that were seized.For the
former our authors knew that they needed to make the argument that opportu-
nities in fact were there, that something more or different could have been done
which could have made a significant difference. As w ith any effort at counter-
factual analysis that is to be more than speculation or ex post argumentation,
this requires ample empirical substantiation, well-reasoned and realistic alter-
native policy proposals, and plausible delineation of alternative policy
processes.For the latter the problem was akin to cases in which deterrence is said
to have succeeded, yet we can’t know for sure that war otherwise would have re-
sulted.Here the empirical evidence and analysis are geared to showing that these
cases quite plausibly could have b ecome deadly conflicts, and that preventive
diplomacy was a key reason they did not. In every case the authors met these
empirical and analytic standards, providing a sense of the problems of, but also
the prospects for, preventive diplomacy.

Our book thus provides both original case studies that add to the respective
case literatures and a comparative analysis that addresses core theoretical de-
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bates about post–Cold War international conflict and security and provides the
basis for broader policy lessons. It is by no means the last word or the definitive
word on preventive diplomacy, but we do see it as a contribution to the broader
effort to build the literature, establish the empirical basis, develop the core con-
cepts, and delineate the key strategies.

Credit for the genesis of this project, as well as for so many others in this bur-
geoning field, rests with the Carnegie Commission on Preventing Deadly Con-
flict. Under the sagacious leadership of cochairmen David Hamburg and Cyrus
Vance, and with enormous credit to Executive Director Jane Holl, the Carnegie
Commission has done more than any other single organization to foster work
on post–Cold War conflict prevention and resolution. Its special capacity as
“bridger”and“convener”has brought together key groups and individuals from
an impressively w ide range of relevant communities—the academic commu-
nity, government, multilateral organizations, NGOs, the press—and with a gen-
uinely international scope. I have had the privilege of participating in a number
of these meetings and projects, and I have found the exchanges of views and the
opportunities for collaboration to be of immense value. And while other orga-
nizations and individuals also have made important contributions, a solid share
of the credit for what is becoming a rich and extensive literature on post–Cold
War conflict prevention and resolution goes to the Carnegie Commission.

I also would li ke to acknowledge Alex ander George. Alex is a member of the
Carnegie Commission and the person who in his own signature style of gentle
firmness drew me into this project.Alex also has been the single most influenti al
voice for building bridges bet ween the academic and policy communities, an ef-
fort of which this project is a part. Thanks also to Esther Brimmer and Thom as
J. Leney of the Carnegie Commission staf f for their help in organi z ing and ad-
ministering the project, to Bob Lande, who was a valued partner in editing and
m anaging the manus c ript, and to Anita Sharm a , for editori al assistance and
m anagement of the page proofs. Valu able input, insight s, and critic isms came
along the way from partic ipants in panels at conferences of the American Politi-
cal Science Assoc i ation and the International Studies Assoc i ation , and at confer-
ences at Ditchley House (Ox ford) and the Center for International Security and
Cooperation at Stanford University. Comments and critic isms from Janice Gross
Stein ,Don Rothchild, and Fen Osler Hampson and three other out side reviewers
also were very helpful . Laura E. Larson , our copy editor, helped smooth out and
improve our tex t, and Jennifer Knerr of Rowm an & Lit tlefield provided valu able
guid ance and valued support throughout the publishing process.

Special thanks and gratitude go to our authors. Too many edited volumes
start out pledging internal coherence but end up as papers united by little more
than being bound together under the same cover. Our goal was to establish and
maintain an integrative framework that would provide the structure necessary
to identify and substantiate patterns, but without becoming a straitjacket con-
fining the unique aspects of individual cases. I appreciate the authors’ willing-
ness to work with me in this process as we tried to strike an optimal balance. I
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also appreciate their forbearance with the much greater than anticipated time it
took us to complete the project and publish the book.

As I was working in late 1998 on this book’s last chapter, I was feeling some-
what hopeful that for all the decade’s ethnic cleansing and genocide and other
horrors, perhaps lessons had begun to be learned, and would be applied pre-
ventively to the next conflict or conflicts. I was seeing less writing about in-
tractable problems and ghosts of the past, hearing less pontification of self-
styled realism, and even witnessing former and even current government
officials admitting that mistakes had been made. But then came Kosovo, yet an-
other ethnic cleansing, yet another missed opportunity for preventive diplo-
macy—and in many respects, the peace agreement notwithstanding, even more
discouraging since claims of having been surprised by and unfamiliar with the
nature and dynamics of post–Cold War conflicts were even less credible at the
end of the decade than earlier.

So where is the hope, one might reasonably ask, that the challenge of preven-
tive diplomacy ever will be met? What will it take, and where, if not Kosovo, to
motivate and mobilize the will and capacity? As discouraged as one can get, I
also have not yet forgotten the lessons the students in my Contemporary Amer-
ican Foreign Policy class taught me circa the mid-1980s. In one of the last classes
of the term I used to ask the students to think about what kinds of changes might
be p ossible in international affairs. When one responded t hat he thought t he
Berlin Wall might come down,I tried to compliment him on his idealism while
dutifully warning him about the delusions of youthful naïveté. I reacted simi-
larly to the student who said she thought apartheid would end and Nelson Man-
dela would become president of South Africa,and to the one who speculated on
a peace between Israel and the Palestine Liberation Organization. But the os-
tensibly naïve proved quite realistic, the impossible became possible. There is no
reason to think the same cannot prove true for preventive diplomacy.
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Preventive Diplomacy: 
A Conceptual and Analytic Framework

Bruce W. Jentleson

THE BASIC LOGIC OF preventive diplomacy seems unassailable. Act early to
prevent disputes from escalating or problems from worsening. Reduce ten-

sions that if intensified could lead to war. Deal with today’s conflicts before they
become tomorrow’s crises. It is the same logic as preventive medicine: don’t wait
until the cancer has spread or the arteries are fully clogged. Or, as the auto me-
chanic says in a television commercial as he holds an oil filter in one hand and
points to a seized-up car engine with the other,“pay me now or pay me later.”1

Indeed, over the course of the first years of the post–ColdWar era,invocations
of the need to expand and enhance the practice of preventive diplomacy were
heard from virtually all quarters. They came from the United Nations, as
with the communiqué issued in January 1992 at the first ever heads-of-state
summit of the UN Security Council calling for “recommendations on ways of
strengthening . . . the capacity of the United Nations for preventive diplomacy,
peacemaking and peace-keeping,” and the ensuing report by Secretary-General
Boutros Boutros-Ghali, An Agenda for Peace, which devoted a full chapter to
preventive diplomacy.2 They were sounded from the very outset of the Clinton
administration, as in the emphasis by Secretary of State Warren Christopher in
his confirmation hearings on the need for“a new diplomacy that can anticipate
and prevent cr ises . . . rather than simply manage them”; the advocacy by Na-
tional SecurityAdviser Anthony Lake for“greater emphasis on tools such as me-
diation and preventive diplomacy”; and the emphasis in the 1994 National Se-
curity Strategy of Engagement and Enlargement on “preventive diplomacy . . . in
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order to help resolve problems, reduce tensions and defuse conflicts before they
become crises.”3

Similar statements and initiatives also marked post–Cold War shifts among
major regional multilateral organizations. The Conference on (now Organiza-
tion for) Security and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE/OSCE) committed in its
1990 Charter of Paris for a New Europe to “seek new forms of cooperation . . .
[for] ways of preventing, through political means, conflicts which may emerge.”
A number of new CSCE/OSCE structures were established, such as the High
Commissioner on National Minorities and its “missions of long duration,”
which took on preventive diplomacy responsibilities.4 So, too, in 1992–93 the
Organization of African Unity (OAU) launched its Mechanism for Conflict Pre-
vention and Resolution.While couched in qualifiers about“non-interference in
the internal affairs of States” and functioning “on the basis of consent and co-
operation of the parties to a conflict,” it still marked an important recognition of
common regional interests in seeking to prevent conflicts that threaten regional
security irrespective of their original venue.5

A broad r ange of nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) also have made
clarion calls and taken extensive preventive actions.Indeed, NGOs have become
so significant to preventive diplomacy, both as key actors in their own right
and—all too often—as those left to try to cope with the consequences of pre-
vention failures, that a number of recent studies specifically focus on their role.6

Think tanks and elite associations also have been quite involved both in issuing
studies and setting up unofficial“Track”action groups. The Carnegie Commis-
sion on Preventing Deadly Conflict, which commissioned this study, has been
prominent among them.7

Yet for all these invocations and early initiatives, the record of these first years
of the post–Cold War era has been mixed at best. On the one hand, the past
decade has borne witness to some of the deadliest conflicts of an all too deadly
century. The breakup of Yugoslavia added a new term, ethnic cleansing, to the
lexicon of warfare, and left an estimated quarter million people dead, another
two hundred thousand wounded, over one million displaced, and general dev-
astation and destruction throughout Croatia and Bosnia and Herzegovina. In
the case of Rwanda, for all the semantics international leaders tried to play, there
was no denying the genocide.8 In Somalia the political order already had largely
collapsed and the killings and mass starvation had been taking their heavy tolls
long before the international community finally started to pay attention. In
Nagorno-Karabakh, in Chechnya and in numerous other cases, ethnic and
other versions of internal war raged. Indeed, one authoritative estimate comes
to thirty-seven major armed conflicts in the 1990s and casualties exceeding four
million.9

On the other hand, albeit smaller in number, there have been cases in which
prevention has succeeded in limiting if not precluding deadly conflict. Macedo-
nia had its own significant ethnic tensions and vulnerabilities amid the breakup
of Yugoslavia, but it did not fall into mass violence. Congo (Brazzaville) had its
sharp tribal and regional divisions but managed to l imit the political violence
surrounding its 1993 elections, and it could well have done the same in 1997 had
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the preventive diplomacy strategy pursued earlier not been abandoned. The
tensions in Russian–Baltic (Latvia, Estonia) relations surrounding the demands
on the one side for the withdrawal of Russian troops and on the other for safe-
guarding the rights of Russian ethnic minorities could well have led down a
more conflictual and dangerous path. The same was true in Russian-Ukrainian
relations with their myriad of tensions and, particularly, the high-profile issue
of nuclear weapons possession to resolve. Then there were other cases such as
the 1994 nuclear proliferation crisis with North Korea, the peaceful resolution
of which should not lead us to forget the ominous risks and severe potential con-
sequences had preventive diplomacy failed.

The central objective of this study is to assess why some post–Cold War conflicts
have been prevented from leading to war and other deadly conflict, but not
others—why, in effect, some opportunities for preventive diplomacy have been
missed, but others seized. In pursuit of that objective, we have brought together
a group of distinguished scholars and diplomats as contributors to this book.
The ten cases just mentioned—Croatia-Bosnia, Rwanda, Somalia, Nagorno-
Karabakh, Chechnya, Macedonia, Congo (Brazzaville), Russia-Latvia/Estonia,
Russia-Ukraine, North Korea—are the ones on which we focus. They represent
different types of conflicts that characterize the post–Cold War world, as well as
a mix of successes and failures—i.e., opportunities missed and opportunities
seized—that is important for testing arguments about what strategies work and
which do not, and why and how they succeed or fail.

In the rest of this chapter, I pres ent the structure of the study and elaborate on
theoretical , conceptu al , definitional , and methodological aspects that provide the
context and framing for the case studies. The cross - case analytic comparisons,
theoretical implications, and policy lessons are taken up in the final chapter.

The Realism of Preventive Diplomacy

That preventive diplomacy has been“oversold,”its difficulties underestimated in
a number of respects, is a fair criticism.10 But to simply write it off would be to
commit the mirror-image mistake of those too eager and uncritical in their em-
brace. We have here “an idea in search of strategy”—a basic concept that has a
solid inherent logic and a potentially valuable utility, but that needs both a
deeper conceptual grounding and a fleshing out of its policy relevance.

As part of this, it is important at the outset to confront the critique of preven-
tive diplomacy as “unrealistic.” While virtually no one disputes the desirability
of preventing ethnic cleansing, genocide, and other deadly conflicts, “realist”
and other critics question both the viability and the value of preventive diplo-
macy. With regard to the former, aren’t many of these conflicts just the playing
out of history—of “Balkan ghosts” that still haunt the region, of precolonial
African tribal hatreds, of other deeply historical animosities? And as to the lat-
ter, is it sufficiently in the interests of major powers such as the United States that
they should run the risks of trying to do so? And, after all, aren’t most taking
place in locales that, as a former U.S. ambassador to S omalia put it about that
country, just are“not a critical piece of real estate for anybody in the post–Cold
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War world?”11 Why not just wait and see, and if needed resort to later stage con-
flict management?

Yet for all its self - styled realism ,this line of argument is to be questioned with re-
gard to its ass essments both of the vi ability and the value of preventive diplom acy.

The Viability of Preventive Diplomacy

The question of the viability of preventive diplomacy is rooted in the broader
debate over the principal sources of post–Cold War conflicts, ethnic conflicts in
particular. In its essence this is a debate over historical determinism. The as-
sumption of an overwhelming inevitability to these conflicts that is inherent to
their characterization as a playing out of history is indicative of what is called
the“primordialist view,”in which ethnic conflicts are seen primarily as manifes-
tations of fixed, inherited, deeply antagonistic historical identities.12 In this
analysis the end of the Cold War stripped away the constraining effects of the
strategic overlay of bipolar geopolitics, releasing the “Balkan ghosts” and other
historical hatreds to their “natural” states of conflict.

If the primordialist theory were valid, then it truly would be hard to hold out
much prospect for preventive diplomacy.Yet as a number of studies have shown,
ethnic identities are much less fixed over time, and the frequency and intensity
of ethnic conflict much more varying over both time and place, than primor-
dialist theory would have it. As David Lake and Donald Rothchild argue, “the
[primordialist] approach founders on its inability to explain the emergence of
new and transformed identities or account for the long periods in which either
ethnicity is not a salient p olitical characteristic or relations b etween different
ethnic groups are comparatively peaceful.”13

Michael Brown delineates such other vari ables as political institutions and so-
c ioeconomic factors that are less historically deterministic but still possible “un-
derlying” sources of ethnic as well as other internal conflict s. He and others show
that states with weak political institutions are more prone to political violence than
institutionally stronger ones as measured by both the legitim acy of the authority
they claim and their capac ity to exerc ise that authority. Soc ioeconomic factors
come into play in a number of ways, including the general destabili z ing ef fects that
poverty can have, the disruptive ef fects of m ajor economic cris es, and the com-
pounding of ethnic and other political - cultural divisions by corresponding eco-
nomic dis c rimination and inequitable distribution of wealth .1 4

However, while these underlying factors are helpful in identifying disposi-
tions toward political instability, they still leave us short of understanding why
deadly conflict results in some cases but not others.

The existing l iterature on i nternal conflict does a commendable job of surveying the
underlying factors or permissive conditions that make some situations particularly
prone to violence, but it is weak when it comes to identifying the catalytic factors—the
triggers or proximate causes—of internal conflicts. . . . [W]e know a lot less about the
causes of internal conflict than one would guess from looking at the size of the litera-
ture on the subject.15
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There is no question of the importance of having a comprehensive picture of the
sources of conflict and the full lists of soc i al ,political ,economic,demographic,en-
vironmental , and other underlying factors. But these almost always end up both
over- and underdetermined in their ex planations of the fund amental reasons why
violence actu ally occurs. This is why, as David Carment concludes from a litera-
ture review,“no two scholars seem to agree on the ex act caus es of ethnic conflict.”1 6

The optimal analytic approach both for avoiding the historical determinism
fallacy and for getting beyond underlying factors to proximate, violence-trig-
gering factors is through a “purposive” view of what the key sources of deadly
conflict are.17 This approach acknowledges the deep-seated nature of ethnic
identifications and the corresponding intergroup tensions,animosities, and un-
finished agendas of vengeance and retribution that carry forward as historical
legacies. But it takes a much less deterministic view of how, why, and whether
these identity-rooted tensions become deadly conflicts. It focuses the analysis
on forces and factors that intensify and activate the dispositions as shaped by
history into actions and policies reflecting conscious and deliberate choices for
war and violence. The dominant dynamic is not the playing out of historical in-
evitability, but rather the consequences of calculations by parties to the conflict
of the purposes served by political violence. These are, as another author put it,
“the purposeful actions of political actors who actively create violent conflict”
to serve their own domestic political agendas by“selectively drawing on history
in order to portray it as historically inevitable.”18 The Carnegie Commission in
its Final Report, makes its own strong statement of the purposive view:“[M]ass
violence invariably results from the deliberately violent response of determined
leaders and their groups to a wide range of social, economic and political con-
ditions that provide the environment for violent conflict, but usually do not in-
dependently spawn violence.”19 The key, therefore, is to get at why these deter-
mined leaders choose deliberately violent responses.

It is important to note in this regard that the sense of purposiveness goes be-
yond just posing these conflicts as a particular manifestation of the larger prob-
lem of the“security dilemma.”20 The notion here is that the parties are driven to
military action less out of strict aggression than the uncertainty of the situation
in which, given the conflicts that do exist, neither side feels confident the other
won’t strike first. A similar conceptualization is of this as a “commitment prob-
lem,” of situations in which “two groups find themselves without a t hird party
that can credibly guarantee agreements between them.”21 Still we know that
some security dilemmas and some commitment problems are resolved or at
least ameliorated without resorting to or devolving into warfare. The key, there-
fore, still is to get at the purposive choices as made by the leaders of the princi-
pal parties to the conflict. These choices and the “conflict calculus” that results
from them involve assessments as made by these leaders of the interests at stake
and the potential costs-risks and gains-benefits of alternative options for
achieving those i nterests. While hardly done as memolike net a ssessments or
strategic plans,and notwithstanding all the accompanying vitriolic rhetoric and
historical legacies, the dynamic is a deliberate, calculated, purposive one.

It is in seeking to influence this calculus by which parties to the conflict take
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their purpos eful actions that preventive diplom acy has its potenti al vi ability. This
is, to be sure, hard to do. But it is possible to do. Both points are integral to a gen-
uine realism . The empirical - analytic evidence from our cas es will be seen to be
strongly supportive of this argument.The claims are not that some policy X surely
would have prevented ethnic cleansing in Bos ni a , or some policy Y smoothly re-
built the Som ali state, or some policy Z prevented genoc ide in Rwand a . But it also
is not to accept the ass ertion that nothing else could have been done,that no more
or nothing dif ferent was vi able than the polic ies as pursued.There were miss ed op-
portunities.2 2 And in those cas es in which deadly conflict was averted, the key
point is that success was not a given , that failure was a very real possibility had not
the opportunities for preventive diplom acy been sei zed.

The Strategic Value of Preventive Diplomacy

A second point in the critique of preventive diplomacy as not realist is the
high risks and costs and low interests said to be at stake. Yet here too there are
both theoretical and empirical bases for questioning the critique.

If it were the case that the fires of ethnic conflict s, however intens e, would just
burn upon thems elves and not have significant potenti al to spread regionally or
destabili ze more system atically,or if the options for later action had the presumed
pragm atic preferability, then in strict realist terms one could argue that major
powers could af ford to just let them be. But that is not always or even frequently
the cas e. First, as numerous cas es have shown and as much of the literature sub-
stanti ates, spread is much more common than self - containment. This occurs
through various combinations of direct “contagion” through the actu al physical
movement of refugees and weapons to other countries in the region ,“demonstra-
tion ef fect s” that even without direct contact activate and es calate other conflict s,
and other modes of conflict dif fusion .2 3 Cons equently,among other things, when
there is no prevention , the real estate in question risks get ting bigger.Whether be-
cause the conflict then takes in areas that are more strategic or simply because a
larger area is in crisis, out side powers can find their interests much more at risk .

Second, the costs and r isks thus are not attached just to preventive action;
wait-and-see also has its costs and r isks. The conflict dynamics often end up
narrowing the available policy options over time and working against later stage
conflict resolution in other ways as well. Part of this is t he “Rubicon effect” by
which the onset of mass violence transforms the nature of a conflict. The addi-
tion of revenge and retribution to other sources of tension plunges a conflict sit-
uation down to a fundamentally different and more difficult depth, where reso-
lution and even limitation of the conflict become much more difficult. Certain
international strategies that might have been effective at lower levels of conflict
are less likely to be so amid intensified violence.

This thus ends up as another version of the classic problem for statecraft that
the more extensive the objectives, the greater and usually more coercive are the
strategies needed to achieve them.24 Preventing a conflict from escalating to vi-
olence is a more limited objective than ending violence once it has begun. The
logic is the same as for the distinctions made by Thomas Schelling between
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deterrence of a proscribed action from occurring and compellence of its cessa-
tion once it has begun.25 Options thus do not necessarily stay open over time; a
problem can get harder down that road to where it has been kicked. The truly
realistic policy question most often thus is not involvement “Yes or no?” but
“When and how?”It is in this sense that opting for early resorts rather than hav-
ing to fall back on last resorts can be the more realistic strategy.

One of the key tenets of the argument for not acting early has been that when
the time comes, what is needed to be done can be done.Yet the experience has
been that ending the conflicts has been one thing, putting such severely shat-
tered societies back together quite another. It is a problem, to draw on other
work by William Zartman, of “putting Humpty-Dumpty together again.”26

A final point concerns the basic fallacy in the dichotomy so often drawn be-
tween realism and idealism. We long have seen that one of the persistent frus-
trations for realists generally with regard to American foreign policy has been
that it never has been strictly a matter of “interest defined as power,” as in Hans
Morgenthau’s classic formulation. Indeed just a few years after laying out this
and other aspects of realism in his Politics among Nations, Morgenthau felt com-
pelled to write another book, In Defense of the National Interest: A Critical Ex-
amination of American Foreign Policy, lambasting American statesmen for not
thinking and acting in this manner and instead being “guided by moral ab-
stractions without consideration of the national interest.”27 Yet in the most fun-
damental sense,“the distinction between interests and values,” as Stanley Hoff-
mann argues, “is largely fallacious . . . a great power has an ‘interest’ in world
order that goes beyond strict national security concerns and its definition of
world order is largely shaped by its values.”28 To this should be added Joseph
Nye’s conception of “soft power,”by which as a pragmatic and indeed quite real-
ist calculus the values and ideals for which the United States stands are not just
virtuous but also a source of international influence.29

***

To be sure, affirming the possibility of preventive diplomacy must not be
done without a lso recognizing the difficulties that inhere in moving from the
possible to the actual. In our case studies the authors are quite deliberate and ex-
plicit in presenting the evidence and developing the analysis in support of ar-
guments about what was and was not possible. In the final chapter I draw gen-
eral analytic conclusions and policy lessons regarding the key requisites and
conditionalities for successful preventive diplomacy. It is this balance between
not dismissing the difficult as impossible and also acknowledging the difficul-
ties that is the essence of genuine realism.

Defining Preventive Diplomacy

It is true, of cours e, that all diplom acy seeks to be preventive. Michael Lund at tri-
butes the coining of the term “preventive diplom acy” to UN Sec retary - General
Dag Hamm arsk j ö ld in 1960 with reference in the Cold War context to UN ef fort s
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“to keep locali zed international disputes from provoking larger confrontations
bet ween the superpowers.”Yet while this use and others convey a sense of what is
meant, in strict definitional terms there still is “no agreed - upon meaning among
practitioners and scholars.”3 0 In recent years it has been applied to an unm anage-
ably broad range of activities,objectives, and polic ies, including people - to - people
conflict resolution di alogues, c risis prevention medi ation , war de - es calation and
termination , democ racy building, economic development, the eradication of
poverty, and environmental pres ervation . No wonder one former State Depart-
ment of fic i al referred to it as being “a buzz word among diplom at s.”3 1

Lund’s definition is as “action taken in v ulnerable places and times to avoid
the threat or use of armed force and related forms of coercion by states or groups
to settle the political disputes that can arise from the destabilizing effects of eco-
nomic, social, political and international change.”32 This is helpful but requires
further focusing for our purposes with regard to the stage of the conflict cycle
being focused on.The problems here are both how far back and how far forward
to go. With respect to the former, it can be a rgued that prevention requires at-
tacking the deepest roots of conflicts—as the Commission on Global Gover-
nance put it in its 1995 report, “a comprehensive preventive strategy must first
focus on the underlying political, social, economic and environmental causes of
conflict.” This is what the Carnegie Commission calls “structural prevention,”
addressing “the root causes of deadly conflict,” as differentiated from “opera-
tional prevention,” which is “undertaken when v iolence appears i mminent.”33

Our concern in this study is more at the operational end,with diplomacy geared
principally to the proximate and pressing causes of conflicts.34

The other part of the stage - of - the - cycle issue is how far forward past the point
at which violence breaks out one can still speak of conflict prevention rather than
conflict management or conflict resolution . While dem arcating a prec ise bound-
ary is just not possible, an excessive blurring takes away from the meaningfulness
of the conceptu al distinction as well as from potenti al policy lessons for ass essing
how timing af fects the relative utility of dif ferent strategies. This was a problem
with the definition of preventive diplom acy in Boutros - Ghali’s An Agenda for
Peace, which started with “actions to prevent disputes from arising” and contin-
ued on to “prevent ex isting disputes from es calating,” but then also went on “to
limit the spread of the lat ter when they occur.”The first two fit much bet ter within
the prevention stage, while the lat ter gets more into conflict management.3 5 Our
focus thus is on the period in which violence is imminent or early but still short of
m ass deadly conflict — i . e. , going not too far back and not too far forward.

With this as our focus, we differentiate among three components of preven-
tive diplomacy: early warning, key decisions on early action, and strategies of
action. These a re s omewhat but not strictly se quential, and more analytically
than operationally distinct.

Early Warning

Early warning is, as aptly put in another study, “sounding alarm bells at the
right time and in a salutary and appropriate manner.”36 As Alexander George
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and Jane Holl observe in their chapter, while “specialists may disagree on the
scope of preventive diplomacy and ... in their assessments of policies and strate-
gies . . . there is no disagreement, however, on the importance of obtaining early
warning of incipient or slowly developing crises if preventive action is to have
any chance of success.”

Effective early warning e ntails overcoming two distinct but interconnected
problems: (1) t he informational problem of obtaining the necessary quantity
and quality of intelligence in a reliable form and timely manner, and (2) the an-
alytic problem of overcoming various barriers that can impede or distort the ac-
curacy of analysis. Even more t han the traditional problem of the “signal-to-
noise” ratio of such classical intelligence problems as an impending surprise
attack or major advances in an adversary’s m ilitary capabilities, the nature of
what constitutes early warning of ethnic and other post–Cold War conflicts is
more difficult to ascertain in a number of respects. Take, for example, the“indi-
cators of states at risk”cited in the Carnegie Commission Final Report and based
in large part on a study by the State Failure Task Force,a group of scholars work-
ing with the U.S. National Intelligence Council (NIC).37 Among the indicators
deemed particularly relevant were demographic pressures, a lack of democratic
practices, elite/mass ethnic divisions, serious economic problems, and “a legacy
of vengeance-seeking group grievance.”Yet not only does each of these have its
own ambiguities and degrees, but there is even less definable specificity or reg-
ularity to what constitutes the“critical mass”for a “credible” warning. The“chal-
lenge for early warning systems,”as put in another study,“is not so much in iden-
tifying societies at risk,in general,but in recognizing patterns of change that will
lead to the acceleration of conflicts.”38

It is in the sense of the latter part of this statement that early warning is not
just an informational problem but also an analytic one. Some sense needs to be
provided that the conflict in question is not just a potential one but has a sig-
nificant likelihood of occurring. This entails averting both the “underwarning”
problem of missing developing conflicts and “overwarning”—ending up, as it’s
been said, predicting eight of the next three coming deadly conflicts.

Even when the analysis is made, there is the question of whether recognition
of the signals and conveyance of their import w ill bring rewards or r un risks.
The intelligence analyst who would push early warning r isks “shoot the mes-
senger” reactions of being blamed for the bad news even if it is accurate. Or, if
inaccurate, the “cry wolf” label may follow, an appellation t hat c an be profes-
sionally damaging as well as bring personal disdain from colleagues. Similarly,
one veteran ambassador offered the following assessment of the “habitual be-
havior” and “mind-sets” of the career Foreign Service officer: “The habits of
planning ahead, of taking strategic diplomacy beyond just the issues of the
week,are not deeply ingrained.Preventive diplomacy requires the ability to sniff
trouble in its early stages and then take steps to avoid it. This does not happen
routinely or predictably.”39 These bureaucratic dynamics also pertain to the
United Nations and other international organizations and their respective ef-
forts to build institutional capacity for early warning.

Humanitarian relief organizations and other NGOs also can play important
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early warning roles, but they too have certain obstacles to overcome.“The hall-
mark of NGOs,” Larry Minear and Thomas Weiss write,“is their activity at the
grass-roots level . . . working on the front lines.”40 Thus,by both location and ac-
tivity, NGOs often are the first external actors to b ecome aware of conflicts in
their early stages. The reputation for nonpartisanship t hat many have earned
can give information they provide and warnings they sound substantial credi-
bility. Yet they may lack formalized and systematic channels through which to
convey such warnings. There also may be serious disincentives for doing so,
such as being seen by host governments and other local actors as interfering in
ways that can both compromise NGOs’ missions and put their field workers in
danger.41 In addition, particularly with large NGOs, there also have been indi-
cations of the Weberian “iron law of bureaucracy” setting in and getting in the
way of effective functioning for early warning.42

Key Decisions on Early Action

Even if early warning is achieved, there remains the problem of what George
and Holl call the “warning-response gap,” of the need for key decisions to be
made to take early action.Whereas the early warning problem is one of a failure
of intelligence, the warning-response gap is one of a failure to use intelligence.
The warning is there, but either explicit decisions are made not to act or inac-
tion results from decisions bogging down or otherwise not being made. Cogni-
tive, bureaucratic, and political factors all may contribute to this problem.

George and Holl cite relevant findings from psychological research on how
and why cognitive dynamics can impede both the disposition and the capacity
for acting despite evident warning signals. Precisely because most of these cases
involve interests that while arguably important are less than vital, policymakers
are inclined to treat conflict warnings as “discrepant” information. There is a
natural cognitive tendency to discount information that is discrepant from ex-
pectations, or at least to make it “meet higher standards of evidence and to pass
stricter tests of admissibility.” This reflects an anticipatory assessment of the
costs of having to act on a signal as exceeding the probable rewards for doing so.
Because warning often “forces policymakers to confront difficult or unpalatable
decisions,” George and Holl emphasize, “early warning does not necessarily
make for easy response.”

The bureaucratic dynamic can have a number of aspects. The inherent diffi-
culty of mobilizing for new initiatives, especially when a crisis is only potential
or incipient, is more another Weberian axiom than a criticism of any particular
bureaucracy (be it one or another U.S. administration,the United Nations, etc.).
There also may be the “full plate” problem of other more pressing issues preoc-
cupying policymakers. This was a problem, for example, for much of the inter-
national community and especially the United States in 1990–91 during the Gulf
War with regard to both Somalia and Yugoslavia. It also has been a problem for
the United Nations, which in the early 1990s had between fi fteen and twenty
peacekeeping forces scattered around the world, as well as twenty special medi-
ators, all to be managed by the Secretariat.43
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Then there is the question of political will. While the essence of the strategic
logic of preventive diplomacy is to act early before the problem becomes a cri-
sis, it often is the same lack of a sense of crisis that makes it much more difficult
to build the political support necessary for taking early action. This comes back
to the earlier point on the prevailing view of preventive diplomacy as inconsis-
tent with realist foreign policy. It is natural and normal, given this perception,
for major powers not to muster the will for action: e.g., in the case of the United
States, for presidents already under pressure to limit attention to foreign policy
to give priority to those issues most imminent in their effects on U.S. interests;
for Congress to be even less inclined to fund policies the rationale of which is
principally about threats that might be there in the future; and for the attention
of the American public to follow the ups and downs of the “CNN curve.”

Of course, the political-will problem also pertains to other international ac-
tors, as we will see for France in cases such as Congo and for Russia in Chech-
nya and Nagorno-Karabakh. For the United Nations,as well as for regional mul-
tilateral organizations, in one sense it involves basic decision rules and
bureaucratic barriers to concerted action. In another sense it is an extension of
the political-will problem of the major powers.

Strategies of Action

It surely is not enough, as Stedman pointedly argues, to succumb to “the
urge . . . to do something, anything.”4 4 Not only are such reactive actions unli kely
to achieve their objectives, but they run what might be termed the “qu agmire”risk
of incurring costs and setbacks more burdensome and dam aging than if nothing
had been done,as well as the “syndrome”risk of a paralysis carrying over to future
situ ations, including some in which early action may actu ally have worked.

To be sure, there cannot be a standard preventive diplomacy strategy, one size
fits all, any more than there could be a single strategy for any other area of for-
eign policy. In terms of overall strategy, preventive diplomacy usually will re-
quire “mixed strategies” combining both coercive elements capable of posing a
credible deterrent, and inducements and other reassurances that provide posi-
tive incentives for cooperation.On the one hand,those who would resort to pur-
posive violence need to be deterred from doing so. On the other, reassurance
may be needed against the uncertainties of the security dilemma and the com-
mitment problem, and there must be something positive to show for taking the
cooperative route. Some situations may require more of a coercive component,
others more of an inducement one, but both need be encompassed conceptu-
ally. The tendency in much of the preventive diplomacy literature to focus more
on the inducement-cooperation dimension than on the coercive-deterrence
one is the mirror image of the overemphasis on the latter and often exclusion of
the former in the Cold War–era deterrence literature.45

Diplom acy and force can be antithetical , but they do not have to be. An Agend a
for Peace, for ex ample, includes preventive military deployments as one of its pre-
ventive diplom acy strategies.Whether or not the threat or use of force constitutes
an act of diplom acy depends on a number of factors such as the purpos es for
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which force is being us ed and the norm ative legitim acy and international legality
of the act. Our approach thus does not exclude the threat or use of military force
from the range of preventive diplom acy instruments and strategies.In this respect
it is consistent with other studies that also define the parameters to encompass
mi xed strategies, such as Lund’s, whose “preventive diplom acy toolbox” includes
military and nonmilitary measures, coerc ive and noncoerc ive diplom atic mea-
sures,and the Carnegie Commission’s Final Report, which in total serves as a quite
comprehensive inventory.

In taking this approach, our focus is particularly on the roles of international
actors. It is of course impossible to analyze the dynamics of any conflict effec-
tively without paying attention to both its domestic and international dimen-
sions. However, it a lso is necessary as a practical research design question for
any study, especially a multicase comparative one, to establish a priority focus.
This does not at all mean excluding domestic actors; indeed, they are key parts
of the story in all of our cases. It is more a matter of focus and emphasis.As such
we group the key international actors into five categories:(1) the United States,
which as the major world power warrants individual focus; (2) other major
powers (e.g.,Russia,France,United Kingdom);(3) the United Nations in a num-
ber of capacities, including the role of the secretary-general, Security Council
resolutions, UN p eacekeeping forces, and relevant UN agencies (e.g., the UN
High Commissioner for Refugees); (4) respective regional multilateral organi-
zations (e.g., the OSCE, the OAU); and (5) NGOs, both those on the ground in
conflict areas and those exerting political pressure on governments and inter-
national organizations.

Case Selection, the Comparative Case Analytic Framework,
and Other Methodological Considerations

As noted earlier, our study includes ten cases: Nagorno-Karabakh, Chechnya,
the Baltics (Estonia, Latvia) and the Russian troop withdrawal-Russian minor-
ity issue,Russia-Ukraine,Croatia-Bosnia,Macedonia, Somalia,Rwanda,Congo
(Brazzaville), and the 1993–94 North Korea nuclear crisis. In considering which
cases to include, we were guided by three principal criteria.

First was a priority on those cases that became or had the most significant po-
tential to become deadly conflicts. The definitional problem with preventive
diplomacy was noted earlier. At one end of the conceptual spectrum, even the
regular and regularized consultations of day-to-day diplomacy are in their
essence preventive in nature. At the other end, the preventive claim also is made
for such long-term strategies as sustainable development, fostering of civic so-
ciety, environmental protection, population planning, etc. Our concern in t his
study is the particular one of tensions and conflicts that are of greater magni-
tude than the norm of diplomatic disputes, on the one hand, and more proxi-
mate and pressing than long-term problems, on the other.This is akin to the op-
erational prevention/structural prevention differentiation formulated in the
Carnegie Commission Final Report.
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Second is that we sought to include a range of different types of conflicts char-
acteristic of the post–Cold War world. This cross-cuts our case sample in two
ways.One is geographic with cases drawn from the former Soviet Union,the for-
mer Yugoslavia,and Africa. The other is in inter- and intrastate terms,albeit with
the necessary fluidity in setting these parameters and allowing for mixed cases
in this sense as well. The main contrast is between heavily ethnic conflicts such
as the three African cases and the closer to classical interstate ones such as North
Korea and Russia-Ukraine. The other ex-Soviet ones and the ex-Yugoslavia
ones are more mixed with internal ethnic divisions as well as interstate dimen-
sions. These variations in the cases allow us to consider how differences in the
type of conflict may affect the problems posed and responses needed. They also
must be borne in mind, though, so as not to overgeneralize, a point we come
back to in the final chapter.

Third is that the case set includes both success es and failures. Here, too,
this is in part a methodological consideration of providing suf f ic ient vari a-
tion in the outcomes of the cas es to deepen the analysis and test the argu-
ment s. Also, all of our at tributions of success and failure are made with two
caveats in mind. One is that these are relative and not absolute measures,
m arking the sides of a continu um and not categories of a dichotomy. There
are few success es that are purely so, whether it be in the study of preventive
diplom acy or other areas of international af fairs.4 6 Even in dism al failures
certain polic ies that were ef f icac ious can be sifted out analytically. The other
is a sense of the potenti al transitoriness of these measures. This also can work
in either direction :i . e. , a policy that initi ally appears to have achieved its ob-
jectives then breaks down at a later date ; a policy that initi ally seemed to have
failed but becomes more successful over time. In the former cas e, the key an-
alytic - evalu ative question is whether the breakdown in prevention can be at-
tributed to flaws inherent in the original strategy or comes about because of
later mistakes that do not take away from the original success (in fact may
even further conf irm it ) . In the lat ter cas e, it is whether the polic ies in ques-
tion or some other factors were most responsible for the deferred positive
impact.

Comparative Case Analytic Framework

The ess ence of a comparative case study is to identify pat terns rather than
just single - case phenomena . The uniqueness of every case is to be respected,
but the emphasis is on developing more general conceptu al formulations, mid-
dle - range theories, and policy lessons. This amounts to more of an analytic
than des c riptive approach to the writing of case studies, with less need to “tell
the whole story” of each case than to structure and focus treatment of the cas e
on a set of analytic questions.4 7 The cas es as such are less ends in thems elves
than means to the ends of developing “conditional generali z ations,” a series of
propositions with some general validity within and according to spec ified fac-
tors and parameters.4 8
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Accordingly, an initial set of case study guidelines was developed by the edi-
tor, and then modified based on first drafts and discussions at an authors’ con-
ference. These guidelines sought to strike a balance between establishing a suf-
ficiently common framework to ensure cross-case analytic comparability, while
avoiding a rigid framework that would preclude adaptations to fit the unique as-
pects of each case.A flexible yet focused structure was the goal.

The basic case study structure has five parts. It begins with a case summary,
ends with a concluding section on lessons for both theory and policy, and in-
cludes sections on each of the analytic components of preventive diplomacy:
early warning, key decisions on early action, and strategies of action. From the
outset we stressed the flexible-but-focused analytic balance, allowing for differ-
ent degrees of emphasis on different stages as warranted by different c ases as
well as some author discretion to modify the structure, but not to the point of
fundamentally departing from the basic comparative framework.

Case Summaries

It is a given that each case in this project could warrant its own book — indeed,
some of our authors also have writ ten books on their cas es.Yet for the purpos es of
a single comparative case study, we had to set limits (or at least targets!) of about
forty to fifty manus c ript pages. In their classic study Deterrence in American For-
eign Policy: Theory and Practice, Alex ander George and Richard Smoke faced a
similar challenge and met it by starting each case with a short “r é sumé of the cri-
sis.”We have us ed a similar technique.

These are the key points addressed by the case summaries:

1 . Nature of the Opportunity — Miss ed or Sei zed ? If a case of failure,was it largely
inevitably so,or was it a miss ed opportunity in which preventive diplom acy
could have worked — if so,why,how,and on what analytic and empirical ba-
sis is the argument to be made? If a success, was it fairly readily so, or was it
an opportunity sei zed by international actors — and why, how, and on what
analytic and empirical basis is this argument to be made ?

2. “Anatomy” of the Conflict: What were the principal causes of the conflict?
What were the central issues? Who were the principal parties? Here is
where some attention can be paid to the structural/remote causes, al-
though more as broad context than analytic emphasis consistent with the
proximate-and-pressing focus established earlier.

3. Key International Actors: Who were the key international actors? What
were their policies, and why? What was the broader geopolitical context in
which this conflict occurred?

Early Warning

Was there early warning? Answers do not necessarily have to be strictly yes
or no, neither for any particular international actor nor for the international
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community as a whole. Whatever the answer, it was to be as well grounded em-
pirically as possible in terms of what was known,or at least knowable at the time.

1. Early Warning Availability: Was timely and reliable information available
to policy makers?

2. Assessment: To the extent that early warning was not available, how much
was it an informational problem, how much an analytic one? Conversely,
if early warning was not a problem, why and how were the informational
and analytic problems overcome?

3. Lessons: What lessons with broader applicability are to be learned? Under
what conditions are these most applicable?

Key Decisions on Early Action

To the extent that international actors really do not have significant interests
at stake, then there is a realpolitik logic to restraint, and not much further ex-
planation for decisions not to act or nondecision inaction is required. The case
thus would be less a missed opportunity than a conscious decision based on an
assessment of the interests at stake and the costs and risks involved to take only
limited action—and t hat w hatever the consequences for other p arties, such a
decision process has to be acknowledged as rational insofar as that international
actor’s ratio of interests to costs and risks is concerned.

However, as noted earlier, the realism of such a ssessments often is suspect.
The calculation of interests, costs,and risks by policymakers does not have to be
accepted at face value and is open to being shown as having been flawed.

The questions on what key decisions were and were not made then become
both descriptive and analytic. To draw again on Alexander George’s method-
ological work, the cases need to provide “process t racing,” rich and fairly de-
tailed accounts of the policy processes of the key international actors. We want
to show what the reasons were as policymakers saw them, as well as assess the
logic of their self-explanations.

1. Missed Opportunity: In cases in which effective early action was not taken,
we need to assess the relative significance of the cognitive and bureaucratic
factors discussed earlier, as well as political will.

2. Seized Opportunity: In cases in which effective early action was taken, the
questions are the complements to the above: How was it that cognitive dis-
inclinations were avoided, bureaucratic barriers overcome, and political
will effectively mustered?

Strategies of Action

This part of the analysis is intended more to get at the “what” of the strategies
pursued, the impact of those strategies, and how, why and at whose initiative(s)
they may have changed over time.
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1. Key Strategies: What were the key preventive diplomacy strategies that
were pursued; e.g., international mediation, other negotiating and bar-
gaining strategies, preventive military deployments or other threats or
uses of military force, economic sanctions?

2. Mixed Strategies: What was the particular mix of coercive and noncoercive
instruments in these strategies; e.g., how juicy a carrot/how big a stick,
what part incentives/what part disincentives, how much diplomacy/how
much coercion? Was military force, or the threat thereof, used?

3. International Coordination: How effectively were strategies, initiatives,and
roles coordinated among the various international actors?

4. Domestic Political Orders: For conflicts over domestic political orders,
what were t he operative state constitutive formulas; e.g., power sharing,
autonomy, secession? How appropriate were those chosen to the particu-
lar conflict at hand?

Conclusions: Implications for Theory, Policy Lessons Learned

We cannot undo the mistakes made in Bosnia,Rwanda, or elsewhere. But we
can learn from these and the other cases of this first decade of the post–Cold
War era, as we set out on the next decade—indeed, as we enter a new century.

We do not make claims to truths, laws, foolproof strategies, or any other such
grandiose achievements. But we are very much concerned with drawing con-
clusions and deriving lessons that go beyond each particular case. The key is en-
suring that the conclusions drawn are consistent w ith both the scope and the
limits of conditional generalizations, as delineated earlier. This is true both for
theory and for policy. Some of this conclusion drawing is done by each of the
case authors, generalizing as appropriate from their respective cases. It is devel-
oped more fully in the cross-case analysis in the final chapter.

Methodological Considerations for Counterfactual Analysis

In all of our cases, we proceed from the proposition that neither the failures
nor the successes were givens. In the former,success was difficult, but failure was
not a given; in the latter, failure was a very real prospect, success not a given—
opportunities missed, opportunities seized, but either way opportunities were
there for preventive diplomacy.

Among the failures we also try to distinguish between situations that primar-
ily were failures of actions taken and those that primarily were failures to act. In
the former situations, the international community did take certain actions but
the policies were flawed; in the latter, it was mostly a matter of inaction, passiv-
ity, a virtual if not total absence of efforts at preventive diplomacy. Often the re-
ality is a mix of the two, which is to be expected and can be accommodated with
intracase analytic distinctions. But whether intercase or intracase, the differen-
tiation between failures-of and failure-to has implications both for the explana-
tion of the case in question and the more general policy lessons to be drawn.
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All of this gets us into the realm of counterfactual analysis, of trying to make
claims and offer explanations of what could have happened. This type of analy-
sis brings potential benefits of important insights and policy lessons, but it also
comes with attendant methodological difficulties. In their recent book on coun-
terfactual analysis as applied to international affairs, Philip Tetlock and Aaron
Belkin stress that while there is no strict singular method for this kind of analy-
sis, it must be done substantively and according to explicit criteria if we are to be
able “to distinguish plausible from implausible, insightful from vacuous argu-
ments.”49 Drawing in part on Tetlock and B elkin, we have held our claims of
missed opportunities and other might-have-beens to five principal criteria:

1. Specificity: It is not enough just to say that something else could have been
done; it is necessary to specify the policy or policies, act or acts, and deci-
sion or decisions that would have made a significant difference in the paths
that the case followed and its outcome.

2. Minimal Historical Rewrite: Even when specific, the elements to be
changed in the case history need to be kept to a minimum. Counterfactu-
als that require “undoing many events” or otherwise posit their own long
causal chain are much weaker than those that focus on key drivers and wa-
tersheds.50

3. Plausible Causal Logic: The argument needs to be made as to why the pos-
tulated change would have altered the case path and outcome. The plausi-
bility of the causal logic depends on it being consistent with broader the-
oretical propositions that provide more general and independent support.
For example, a claim that more coercive diplomatic measures might have
worked in situation X would need to be consistent with theories of coer-
cive diplomacy; a claim about an alternative negotiating strategy,with the-
ories about mediation and bargaining;a claim about military intervention
and peace operations, with this literature; etc.

4. Knowability: The information on which any of the prior arguments are
made must have been knowable at the time. This means that it can be
demonstrated either that the information was available to key policymak-
ers at the time or that it could have been but wasn’t for reasons that can be
plausibly argued to have been within the control of key policymakers.51

5. Do-ability: Again w ith particular sensitivity to being realistic to the dy-
namics of the moment, the case has to be made that the favored policy, ac-
tion, etc., was “do-able” at the time. This means taking into account con-
straints that may have existed at the time, such as domestic politics,
weaknesses in multilateral coalition, and other sources. Here too, though,
it does not mean blanket acceptance of no-other-way rationalizations.The
malleability or nonmalleability of constraints is to be approached as a
matter for analysis.

For the failure cases and efforts to explain how they could have turned out
better, all five criteria pertain. The more specific and minimal the assertions of
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what could have been done differently, the more plausible the causal logic of why
these differences would have had preventive effects; and the more convincing
the evidence that the information on which such arguments are made was
knowable at the time and that the proposed options were viable,the stronger the
counterfactual claim.

In the success cases, the counterfactual analysis goes in the other direction. It
asks how these cases might not have turned out as well as they did.The first three
criteria still pertain largely in tact: specificity as to what the key differences could
have been, the same minimal rewrite rule, and a plausible causal logic estab-
lished for the alternative path. By definition knowability is not in doubt, so the
analysis needs to be geared to why; so, too, do-ability is not to be taken as given
but assessed for where the consequences might have been different.

The Cases and the Study

Two final points regarding the cases and the study. First, a number of the cases
are based on original and primary source research. They thus both draw on,and
add to, the literature. Second, some of our authors are principally academics,
others principally practitioners.The blend makes for a richer study,as the reader
gets the benefits both of analytic approaches based primarily on scholarly re-
search and ones based primarily on firsthand experience. All are noted experts,
their wealth of knowledge one of the lasting contributions this study makes to
the developing literature on preventive diplomacy in the post–Cold War era.
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2

The Warning–Response 
Problem and Missed Opportunities 

in Preventive Diplomacy

Alexander L. George and Jane E. Holl

SPE C I A L I STS M AY DI S AG R E E ON the scope of preventive diplom acy and, more
broadly, preventive measures of various kinds. They may dif fer also in their as-

s essment of polic ies and strategies to ward of f undesirable event s. There is no dis-
agreement, however, on the importance of obtaining early warning of inc ipient or
slowly developing cris es if preventive action is to have any chance of success.

The end of the Cold War has diminished neither the importance nor the chal-
lenge of obtaining early warning. Indeed, the intelligence community tod ay
monitors and analy zes an inc reasing number of factors, in addition to traditional
indicators of potenti al conflict, such as environmental degrad ation , economic
conditions, and population trends. The inc reas ed complex ity of gathering, sort-
ing, and analy z ing data for early warning results from the pressing need to re-
spond quickly, ef fic iently, and ef fectively to rapidly changing global event s. In an
era of inc reasing dem ands on limited resources, the task is all the more dif ficult.1

In recent years the problem of obtaining early warning has received a great
deal of attention not only within the United Nations,regional organizations,and
governments but also from nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) and re-
search specialists.2 However, the more difficult problem of marshaling t imely,
effective responses to warning has received much less systematic attention.A ma-
jor objective of this chapter is to highlight this need for more emphasis on de-
veloping effective responses for preventive action of various kinds.3 We also em-
phasize that t he design and management of early w arning systems should be
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intimately connected with the task of responding to warning. We base this view
on the belief that an improved capacity to know about and correctly interpret
events early will improve the responses that are brought eventually to bear—a
belief that is shared by a range of policy professionals, government officials, and
informed publics. We do not offer specific policy recommendations for over-
coming the gap between early warning and effective response; rather, we pro-
vide a conceptual approach through which to analyze the problem.We conclude
the chapter with a discussion of how warning and response interact in policy-
making. When successful, that interaction can help avert v iolence. When un-
successful, the result is often looked upon as a “missed opportunity.”We discuss
such missed opportunities, but with reservations, not least because of the dan-
gers associated with counterfactual analysis. However, well-crafted examina-
tions of missed opportunities for preventive diplomacy can be useful in bring-
ing to light and learning from past warning-response failures.

Toward an Integrated Warning-Response Framework

Too much of the considerable effort to develop improved warning indicators has
been divorced from the problem of linking available warning with appropriate
responses. One explanation for this separation may stem f rom the stark lines
drawn between collection and analysis in the intelligence community.4 Perhaps
there is reason for t his separation, for t his approach may be traced to the in-
creased professionalization of the intelligence field, where intelligence analysts
assiduously ward off any hint that they “do policy.” They focus their efforts in-
stead on improving the ways in which information is acquired and analyzed.5

Another explanation may lie in the very difficulty of policymaking in today’s in-
ternational environment. It may simply be beyond the capacity of any single of-
fice or agency to stay abreast of global developments in such a way as to antici-
pate, craft, launch, and manage intricate, multilateral policy responses.

But whatever the institutional causes of the warning-response gap, expecta-
tions that governments will act responsibly to help ward off possible crises are
quite real.6 These exp ectations arise, in part, because an increasingly mobile
world population combined with the explosion of global communications (the
so-called CNN effect) have helped create and inform attentive, expert, and of-
ten activist communities in many countries who know about problems before
they become violent. In part as a consequence, it has become less plausible for
government officials to try to explain away policy missteps or failures by point-
ing to the lack of timely or correctly evaluated intelligence, although the urge re-
mains almost irresistible.7

The complexity of world events combined with the compressed time span
within which decision makers are expected to craft and articulate a policy to
deal with unfolding crises make it harder, yet at the same time more necessary,
for intelligence analysts and policymakers to work within an integrated “warn-
ing-response”framework.Indeed, the need for such an integrated approach was
the fundamental lesson drawn f rom t he surprise attack on Pearl Harbor and
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provided the starting point for post–World War II efforts to design systems and
procedures for avoiding such a lapse.8

As with the need to respond ef fectively to avoid a surprise at tack , preventive ac-
tion to deter the outbreak of various post – Cold War cris es also dem ands an inte-
grated warning - response framework . Yet, for such cris es, the warning - respons e
problem is often more complicated and dif ficult than for avoiding surprise at tack .
In the lat ter cas e,policym akers have already determined that some set of obs ervable
hostile actions would be an unmistakable threat and have the strongest possible in-
centives to acquire timely warning and to respond to that threat in some way. The
s ame cannot be said for many less er contingenc ies, such as ethnic conflicts or pat-
terns of gross hum an rights abus es. Since situ ations of this kind — even in crisis —
pose a much less grave threat to the interests of a third party,policym akers are often
less inclined to dem and early warning or to take it seriously and respond to it.9

But one may wonder whether there have been many crises for which no warn-
ing was available, however m isperceived, misjudged, or i gnored. Experts pre-
dicted war in Bosnia even as the Vance plan brought a cessation of hostilities be-
tween Croatia and Serbia in 1992. The v iolent spasm in Rwanda in 1994 was
anticipated months in advance, although the magnitude of the killing was not
precisely foreseen. Even Saddam Hussein’s precipitous invasion of Kuwait in
1990 was no great surprise to those who watch events in the Middle East
closely.10 If events such as in Bosnia, Kuwait, and Rwanda are known (and in-
creasingly knowable, given the rapidly contracting nature of global interac-
tions), why are they not prevented? No simple answer is possible, yet a partial
explanation may lie in the examination of how warnings are recognized and
transmitted to policymakers, and with policymakers’ assessments of the impli-
cations of such warnings for action.

The Problem of Receptivity to Warning 11

Receptivity to warning has been a problem not only for conflicts that occur on
the margin of states’ interests but also for situations threatening a surprise at-
tack. Although the reasons for inadequate receptivity and response to warning
differ in some ways for these two types of threats, it will be useful first to review
experience with the problem of receptivity to warning of possible surprise at-
tack and, related to this, to unexpected diplomatic initiatives that trigger the
possibility of war. Properly scrutinized and evaluated, this historical experience
may be suggestive for the design and use of warning-response systems for pre-
ventive action for other types of crises.

Ex perimental res earch provides a us eful starting point for analysis of factors
that impede receptivity to warning. Laboratory studies of dif ficulties in percep-
tion of stimuli provide us eful analogies to the problem of receptivity to warning
of emerging threats in the international arena . The results of perception ex peri-
ment s, however, do not encourage hopes for easy or complete solutions to this
problem . Studies of a person’s ability to recogni ze a stimulus that is embedded in
a stream of other stimuli have shown at least three factors to be important :
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1. The “signal-to-noise” ratio—i.e., the strength of the signal relative to the
strength of the confusing or distracting background stimuli

2. The expectations of observers called upon to evaluate such signals
3. The rewards and costs associated with recognizing and correctly apprais-

ing the signal

One might assume that the stronger the signal and the weaker the back-
ground “noise,” the easier it should be to detect the signal; weak signals are sim-
ply not picked up. However, even controlled laboratory tests reveal the task of
correct s ignal detection to be more complicated than this. The results of per-
ceptual experiments that deal with relatively simple psychophysical auditory or
visual stimuli indicate that detection of a signal is not simply a function of its
strength relative to background “noise.” Indeed, the effect of a signal’s strength
on the ability to identify it can be less important than the second and third vari-
ables mentioned above.

The complex environment of international affairs only complicates matters
further,adding domestic and international overlays to the basic“map”of the cri-
sis situation.A decision maker’s expectations and the rewards and costs associ-
ated with recognition of the signal may be more important in determining re-
ceptivity to and correct appraisal of information about an emerging threat.

But while expectations regarding both the emerging crisis and the potential
responses play a key role in a decision maker’s receptivity to warning, the logic
of warning and the logic of response conflict.The logic of warning can be sum-
marized as “the sooner the better.” However, policymakers generally prefer to
put off hard choices as long as possible. Thus, even if a leader expects a situation
to deteriorate, additional information or warning to this effect may not prompt
preventive action.

Because policy choices in a crisis are often so difficult to make, individuals (as
well as small policymaking groups and organizations) may discredit informa-
tion that calls into question existing expectations, preferences, or policies. It is
well known that discrepant information of this kind is often required, in effect,
to meet higher standards of evidence and to pass stricter tests of admissibility
than new information that supports existing expectations and policies. As a re-
sult, it is disconcertingly easy at t imes for policymakers and their intelligence
specialists to discount discrepant information or to interpret it in such a way as
to protect a preferred hypothesis or policy. In the United States, the establish-
ment of multiple intelligence organizations, with their capacity for redundancy
and rich detail, was designed, in part, to counter this tendency.Yet the habit per-
sists. Indeed, not only is the discrepant information still discounted, but entire
intelligence organizations can be discounted.12

The “reward - cost”aspect of correct signal detection , too,can sharply reduce the
policym aker’s receptivity to inform ation of emerging threat s, for early warning
does not necess arily make for easy respons e. On the contrary, warning often forces
policym akers to confront dif ficult or unpalatable dec isions. One means for avoiding
such dif ficult dec isions is to reduce one’s receptivity to warning signals.Moreover,
the policy “back ground”against which new inform ation is judged can strengthen
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the tendency to ignore or downgrade incoming inform ation that challenges ex ist-
ing beliefs or ex acerbates dec ision dilemm as. Thus, once policy dec isions have
been made within the government,they tend to acquire a momentum of their own
and the support of vested interest s. Top - level dec ision makers are often reluctant
to reopen policy mat ters that were dec ided earlier with great dif ficulty; to do so,
they fear, can be taken as an indirect admission of policy failure and easily plunge
the government once again into the turmoil of dec ision making.

The Korean War

Psychological mechanisms of this kind have contributed to a number of im-
portant intelligence and policy failures.Among them was the Truman adminis-
tration’s pronounced lack of receptivity to the ample warning available in the
spring of 1950 of the forthcoming North Korean attack on South Korea.As stud-
ies have shown, had the warning been taken more seriously, the administration
might have weighed more carefully whether the perceived stakes in Korea war-
ranted U.S.military intervention.13 If an affirmative answer to this fundamental
question had emerged, the administration might have undertaken to deter
North Korea.As it was, the North Koreans acted as they did on the mistaken no-
tion that the United States would not intervene militarily on behalf of South Ko-
rea. Thus, the Korean War, with all of its fateful consequences, qualifies as a gen-
uine example of war-through-miscalculation. It was a war that might well have
been avoided hadWashington been more receptive to warning and acted on it.14

This case illustrates how inform ation processing within the U. S .policym aking
system was impeded and distorted both by the ex pectations or mind - s et of the
administration and by the costs that greater receptivity to incoming inform ation
of the emerging threat would have entailed.Taking available warning seriously al-
ways carries the “penalty”of dec iding what to do about it. In this cas e, it would have
required President Trum an and Sec retary of State Dean Acheson to reconsider
the earlier dec ision that they had made in 1949 to draw a line defining U. S .s ecu-
rity interests in the Far East to exclude Formos a ,South Korea ,and Indochina .The
exclusion of Formosa was part of the administration’s policy of dis engaging from
the Chinese Nationalist s,a dec ision that was far more controversi al within the ad-
ministration and with the public than the exclusion of South Korea . So much so
that a revers al of the ex isting policy of no military commitment to South Korea
in response to the warning of a possible North Korean at tack would have been
politically inconceivable unless Trum an and Acheson had also been willing —
which they were not, prior to the North Korean at tack — to ex tend a new com-
mitment to the Chinese Nationalist regime on Formosa as well .

As this case and others show, the policy background at the time warning be-
comes available may subtly erode the policymaker’s receptivity to it. A similar
misfortune occurred later in the Korean War. During September and early Oc-
tober 1950, the administration eased itself into a commitment to occupy North
Korea and to unify it with South Korea. But when repeated warnings came in
that such a move would trigger Communist Chinese military intervention, the
administration found itself so locked into its more ambitious war policy that it
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dismissed the warnings as a bluff. To give credence to the worrisome indications
of a forthcoming Communist Chinese intervention carried with it the cost of re-
considering and abandoning the war policy that had given rise to the danger. In
this critical situation, wishful thinking contributed to the administration’s
grossly defective information processing. Once again the result was that Wash-
ington was taken by surprise when the Chinese launched their massive offensive
in late November. A new war resulted that neither side had wanted, one that
might have been avoided had Washington not misperceived and misjudged the
evidence of Chinese intentions.15

The Blockade of West Berlin

Similarly, in the spring of 1948, most American policymakers refused to take
seriously the possibility of a Soviet blockade of West Berlin despite mounting
tension and the fact that the Soviets had recently imposed a temporary block-
ade of Western ground access to the city. Some of the same psychological dy-
namics that interfered with optimal processing of incoming information in the
cases a lready described can be seen here, too. For U.S. policymakers to have
taken available warning of a possible Soviet blockade of West B erlin seriously
would have carried with it the “cost” of having then to face up to and resolve dif-
ficult, controversial policy problems.

At the time an American commitment to West Berlin did not yet exist. Offi-
cials within the administration were badly divided over the wisdom of attempt-
ing to defend the Western outpost that lay deep in Soviet-occupied East Ger-
many. Under these circumstances, it was easier to believe the Soviets would not
undertake serious action against West Berlin than it was to decide beforehand
what the American response should be to such an eventuality. In this case, for-
tunately, although American policymakers were surprised by the Soviet block-
ade, Truman dealt with the crisis without backing down or going to war.16

The Gulf War

The August 2,1 9 9 0 , Iraqi invasion of Kuwait of fers a more recent ex ample of the
dif ficulty of correctly reading an advers ary’s signals. By mid - July of 1 9 9 0 , U. S . in-
telligence had identified the buildup of some thirty - five thous and Iraqi troops and
three hundred tanks on Kuwait’s border. At the same time, Iraq was bringing
charges before the Arab League that Kuwait had, among other things, broken Or-
gani z ation of Petroleum Ex porting Countries (OPEC) oil production quotas and
stolen oil from Iraqi territory.In compens ation , Iraq dem anded an inc rease in the
price of oil (from $18 to $25 a barrel ) , $2.4 billion from Kuwait,and a moratorium
on Iraqi debts to other Arab states stemming from the Iran - Iraq War. Should the
dem ands not be met, Sadd am Huss ein threatened that he would “have no choice
but to resort to ef fective action to put things right and ensure the restitution of
[ Iraqi] right s.”1 7 Through the lat ter portion of July, U. S . intelligence continued to
monitor Iraqi troop advancement s. By the end of the month , one hundred thou-
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s and troops had been ass embled on the Kuwaiti border, accompanied by strategic
deployments of ammunition and supplies.These moves, together with other omi-
nous signs,such as the continued buildup of biological and chemical weapons and
strong evidence of a nuclear weapons development program , highlighted the
threat pos ed to the region and vital U. S . interest s.1 8

Analysis of Iraqi intentions dif fered within the intelligence and diplom atic
communities. Even the Kuwaitis at first believed Huss ein was merely bluf fing to
gain economic concessions. Analysts tracking the situ ation within both the Cen-
tral Intelligence Agency (CIA) and the Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA) even-
tu ally concluded (by July 25 and July 30, respectively) that Iraq intended to invade
Kuwait. Even at this late date, however, high - ranking of fic i als in the intelligence
and military communities rem ained skeptical of the invasion analysis, believing
instead that Iraq was li kely to make only a limited border crossing.1 9

American diplomatic response to the Iraqi troop movements was equivocal.
Bush administration officials repeatedly stated that the U.S. had no defense
treaties with Kuwait or other Arab states threatened by Iraq. The U.S. ambas-
sador to Iraq reportedly told Hussein t hat “we have no opinion on the Arab-
Arab conflicts, like your border disagreement with Kuwait.”20 At no point was
Iraq told what the consequences would be should it attack Kuwait or other Gulf
states. Many now believe that the absence of a clear response led Iraq to believe
that its invasion of Kuwait would be met w ith l ittle resistance by the interna-
tional community and, more specifically, the United States.21

These several lessons of historical experience regarding lack of receptivity
and inadequate response to warning of surprise military or diplomatic actions
are applicable also to the different kinds of threats in the post–Cold War world
that effective preventive action must address.

Genocide in Rwanda

The Rwandan conflict offers another, brutal, example of the difficulties asso-
ciated w ith generating effective responses to the types of conflict dominating
the post–Cold War era—situations that do not threaten a nation’s vital interests.

“Most leading activists believe that the government has compiled lists nam-
ing people to be assassinated when circumstances require.”22 So reported Africa
Watch in a 1992 report highlighting human rights abuses and tensions between
the Hutu majority and Tutsi minority in Rwanda. Beginning on April 6,1994,
these lists were used as part of a killing spree that would, in a matter of weeks,
take the lives of nearly one million people. The significant presence of interna-
tional organizations (the United Nations and the Organization of African
Unity) and representatives of key donor countries (including France, Belgium,
and the United States) ensured that warning of the developing crisis was re-
ceived by prominent actors in the international community. Despite this signifi-
cant presence and ample evidence of deteriorating circumstances in Rwanda,
there was an acute failure to respond. A number of factors contributed to t his
failure.According to one report:
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There existed an internal predisposition on the part of a number of the key actors to
deny the possibility of genocide because facing the consequences might have required
them to alter their course of action. The mesmerization with the success of Arusha [the
1993 peace accord between the Hutu-dominated government and the Tutsi-dominated
Rwandan Patriotic Front] and t he failure of Somalia together c ast long shadows a nd
distorted an objective analysis of Rwanda.23

Among the more obvious warning signals were “hate r adio” broadcasts di-
rected at Tutsi and moderate Hutu,continued training of Hutu militia units, and
government-sponsored killings. Yet none of the major outside actors formu-
lated, let alone articulated, a response to the potential outbreak of widespread
violence. According to Human Rights Watch consultant Alison Des Forges, a
particularly important event was the February 1994 murder of a moderate Hutu
cabinet member by government soldiers.Des Forges noted,“[W]hen they [Hutu
extremists] saw they could get away with that kind of violence . . . it encouraged
them to go ahead with the larger operation.”24

***

While the foregoing discussion of receptivity to warning has been necessar-
ily brief, it indicates that the impediments are numerous and that they cannot be
easily eliminated. For this reason, most specialists have urged that the problem
of securing and analyzing warning should be linked closely with the problem of
deciding what responses are appropriate and useful in the light of the available
warning, however equivocal or ambiguous it may be. While high-confidence
warning is desirable, often it is not available. But neither is high-confidence
warning always necessary for making useful responses to the possibility of an
emerging crisis.

Indeed, this dis cussion of receptivity to warning of emerging threats applies
also to inform ation about favorable developments els ewhere in the world that of-
fer opportunities for foreign policym akers to advance positive goals. For many
purpos es, policym akers do not need or require high - confidence forecasts of
emerging opportunities in order to ex plore and fac ilitate such openings and pos-
sibly to turn them to account. Thus, for ex ample, following the Soviet invasion of
Czechoslovakia in 1968 and the enunc i ation at that time of the Brez hnev Doc-
trine, policym akers in Washington (as well as other obs ervers) speculated that
these events may have inc reas ed China’s an x iety regarding a Soviet invasion . Was
this an x iety (which its ongoing border conflict with the Soviet Union could only
have heightened) suf fic ient to make China interested in détente with the United
States? We cannot be sure of Chinese thinking at that time, but the point that de-
s erves emphasis here is that it did not require a forecast that could confidently pre-
dict Beij ing’s readiness for détente to make it worthwhile for Washington to ex-
plore and encourage the possibility dis c reetly. Sensible steps could be taken to
reinforce and activate any disposition for détente on the part of the Chines e. From
the standpoint of U. S . policy, the mat ter of possible détente was “actionable” even
in the face of considerable uncertainty as to China’s readiness and conditional
willingness to reorient its policy toward the United States.2 5
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The Warning-Response Gap

We have noted that policymakers are often not inclined to take early warning se-
riously or to act on it in situations that pose the possibility of severe ethnic and
religious conflicts, humanitarian disasters, or gross human rights violations.26 A
number of reasons exist for this passivity. The first is the relatively low stakes
perceived to be at r isk. At an early stage in their development, such contingen-
cies simply are not perceived to pose grave threats to a given state’s national in-
terests. Moreover, whether a low-level conflict or incipient crisis will escalate in
ways that would eventually engage major interests of individual states or the in-
ternational community often remains problematic and difficult to forecast.

Second, despite efforts to improve early warning indicators of possible flare-
ups, such events are likely to remain equivocal, subject to considerable uncer-
tainty, and capable of diverse interpretations. It is not that potential major trou-
ble spots cannot be identified; rather, the problem lies in understanding such
situations well enough to forecast which ones are likely to explode and when.
Experts and observers are likely to differ in their estimates of how serious a low-
level situation will become, with what probability, and how soon.

Third,early warning indicators typically do not speak for themselves; they re-
quire analysis and interpretation. But the kinds of knowledge and theories
needed for this purpose may be in short supply.As noted earlier,specialists have
worked more on improving possible indicators than on developing better theo-
ries and models to assess and predict the significance of the indicators.27

Fourth, even in a case in which there is relatively good warning, policymak-
ers may be reluctant to credit the warning and to take preventive action because
they have been subjected too often to the “cry wolf” phenomenon. Oddly
enough, intense policy concerns that actions may be seen as premature or un-
necessary—revealing an embarrassing policy naïveté,or worse, the possible un-
needed commitment of scarce resources—generate a real wariness of “false
triggers.”28 These policymakers, typically preoccupied with a battery of other
problems that require urgent attention, often give only the barest attention to
new, low-level crises that may never develop into serious concerns.

Fifth, and related to this, overload induces passivity. Given the large number
of simmering crises,and given the ever-growing limitation of resources, policy-
makers find it impractical to respond with preventive actions to all of them,
thinking that is reinforced by the general lack of knowledge regarding what ef-
forts would be effective. Early warning of an equivocal, uncertain nature in such
situations is insufficient for costly or risky responses.

Thus, in many ethnic and religious conflict s,hum anitari an cris es,or severe hu-
m an rights abus es, timely or accurate warning may not be the problem at all . Rather,
for one reason or another, as noted, no s erious response is li kely to be taken solely
on the basis of early warning simply because a simmering situ ation that threatens
to boil over may not be deemed important enough to warrant the type and scale
of ef fort deemed necess ary to prevent the hypothetical catastrophe.Moreover,this
reaction can occur not only when what is at stake is only dimly perceived or not
fores een at all , but also if the coming crisis is fully and accurately antic ipated.
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Indeed, sixth and finally, it may be that a reluctance to act in the face of warn-
ing at times results not because warning is not taken seriously but rather because
decision makers take it very seriously but are nonetheless deterred by the
prospects of a“slippery slope”—that is, inexorable (and potentially intractable)
involvement in an already nasty problem. This dilemma is particularly poignant
for political leaders who must weigh incurring political costs now (in addition
to the human and material costs that action entails) for benefits that will accrue
downstream,if at all,with no guarantees that they would be given credit for pre-
venting a disaster, now a nonevent. Thus, even in cases where the prospect of
a c atastrophe is taken seriously, there may be a lack of “political w ill” to take
timely and effective action.

Numerous obs ervers have noted that governments often ignore an inc ipient
c risis until it has es calated into a deadly struggle or a major catastrophe.All too of-
ten political leaders find it dif ficult to persu ade their people to support potenti ally
costly and risky operations before a dis aster actu ally occurs.As one report put it :

People throughout the world tend to be guided by the medi a — and they are predominantly
Western medi a — in determining when a problem warrants international action .Television
coverage of a situ ation has become, for many, a precondition for action .Yet for most com-
merc i al net work s, the precondition for coverage is crisis. There has to be large - s cale vio-
lence,destruction ,or death before the media takes notice.Until that happens,government s
are not under serious internal pressure to act. And by then , the international community’s
options have usu ally been narrowed, and made more dif ficult to implement ef fectively.2 9

But as noted earlier, even when events that could precipitate a major human-
itarian or violent crisis are perceived in a timely manner and accurately evalu-
ated, decision makers will often still defer taking preventive action. As we have
seen, this inaction is either because the warning is not taken seriously, for the
reasons mentioned, or because the warning is taken very seriously but decision
makers are loath to confront the unpalatable choice of responses facing them.
Particularly for the complex and seemingly intractable disputes that have char-
acterized much of the violence of the post–Cold War period, it may be less the
unfolding crisis that conditions how a decision maker processes warning than
the implications of that crisis for action.

Toward Better Use of Warning

However a policymaker responds to warning, that response entails costs a nd
risks of its own; indeed, some responses could even be quite harmful. There is
clearly a need to search for responses to warning that are useful in the situation
without posing unacceptable costs.Even ambiguous warning,for example,gives
policymakers more t ime to consider what to do: to step up efforts to acquire
more information about the situation, to rehearse the decision problem that
they would face if the warning proves to be correct, to spell out the likely conse-
quences if the equivocal warning to which low probability is assigned proves to
be genuine,to review their commitments and contingency plans,and—not least
in importance—to seize the opportunity to avert a possible dangerous cr isis.
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Thus, even ambiguous warning provides an opportunity to deal with the con-
flict situation and/or the misperceptions associated with it before it leads to a vi-
olent conflict.

Nevertheless, it is a truism to note that policymakers prefer to receive un-
equivocal warning before deciding whether and how to respond. But, as noted
earlier, high-confidence early warning is seldom available, and it can be highly
disadvantageous if policymakers defer action altogether until more conclusive
warning is available. It is precisely because unambiguous warning is so difficult
to obtain that policymakers must confront the question of what types of re-
sponse are useful and acceptable, even though the warning is uncertain or
equivocal.

As noted earlier, once the problem of warning is linked with its implications for
action , it becomes significantly redefined. Early warning of a possible crisis is de-
sirable not in and of it s elf but insofar as it provides dec ision makers with an op-
portunity to make a timely response of an appropri ate kind that might be other-
wise impossible.Warning gives the dec ision maker time to dec ide what to do and
then to prepare to do it. Warning provides an opportunity to avert the ex pected
c risis, to modify it, or to redirect it into some less dangerous and less costly direc-
tion .On occasion ,warning may provide an opportunity to deal with a conflict - of -
interest situ ation or misperceptions before they lead to a military conflict.

Consideration of the warning-response problem requires that we introduce
another dimension into the analysis at this point. Since response to warning is
never without cost or risk, the development of warning-response systems, con-
tingency response options, or ad hoc responses requires careful consideration
of the possible costs as well as of the expected benefits of each option, weighed,
of course, against the costs and benefits of inaction. At the same time, there are
undoubtedly some responses to early warning of an equivocal and ambiguous
character that are less costly than others. One could, for example, quietly inten-
sify the collection of intelligence and/or begin discreet consultations with se-
lected allies to clarify an uncertain situation before “going public”with more as-
sertive measures, such as placing forces at increased readiness.

Admit tedly,some low - cost respons es may make only a limited or uncertain con-
tribution to dealing with a troublesome situ ation . There may be, in other words, a
trade - of f bet ween respons es that promise a great deal but are costly and risky, and
respons es of a more modest but still us eful kind that do not pose large costs and
risk s. The ex perience with trade - of fs of this kind in dealing with the problem of
surprise at tack may be suggestive.In part, the trade - of f dilemma in these cas es can
be dealt with by developing a calibrated warning - response system ,one in which the
level - of - readiness response inc reas es with the level or urgency of warning.

For special historical reasons related to the trauma of Pearl Harbor, as noted
earlier, American analysts concerned with the warning problem have focused
attention primarily on the danger of a surprise all-out military attack. Lesser
types of threats and crises associated with the broader and, in many ways, more
complex tasks of preventive diplomacy and preventive actions have not yet re-
ceived as much systematic attention in efforts to develop warning-response sys-
tems. Thus, the major uses of warning contemplated by the U.S.planners in the
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past have focused on (1) the use of warning to alert military forces in order to
reduce their vulnerability and to shorten their response time; and (2) the use of
warning to reinforce deterrence by signaling to the adversary a strong and cred-
ible commitment to respond.

A broader range of threats and types of crises should engage the interest of
policymakers and specialists on crisis anticipation. Similarly, a broader range of
response options than the two uses of warnings noted above should be devel-
oped.30 A longer,more diversified list of possible uses of warning would include,
but not be limited to, the following (general response options are listed here
without attempting to judge their utility in any particular situation):

1. Gather more information about the situation. Step up collection of intel-
ligence and public information.

2. Reduce v ulnerabilities. Alert forces and citizens abroad to reduce t heir
exposure and susceptibility to attacks of all kinds. Increase readiness of
standby forces and alert special forces for contingency operations.

3. Reinforce commitments. Strengthen deterrence, whenever necessary, by
signaling credible“red lines”that should not be crossed, using diplomatic
means and, if necessary, military demonstrations.

4. Engage the targeted state in sustained dialogue. Establish clear and reli-
able channels for exchange of communications.

5 . Take measures to reduce potenti al political / diplom atic / economic costs that
could result from the emerging crisis in the domestic or international arena .

6. Conduct consultations with key states and allies. Raise the issue in the
United Nations and other appropriate international forums.

7. Undertake a public information campaign to inform populations at
home and abroad of the unfolding circumstances. Prepare publics for
possible coercive diplomacy or military action.

8. Conduct a dec ision rehears al ;i . e. , rehearse the dec ision problem that one
would be confronted with if the warning proved justified. A rehears al in-
volves (a) ass essing the dam age to important interests should the crisis
erupt (something that policym akers have done very poorly in some past
c ris es) and (b) antic ipating the political and psychological pressures that
are li kely to be brought to bear upon policym akers should the crisis occur.

9 . Consider and, if necess ary, clarify one’s commitment to take action should
the crisis emerge.Warning can have the us eful function of encouraging pol-
icym akers to identify and ass ess the complex interests that may be jeopar-
di zed if the crisis develops. Such a review may also result in a timely redef-
inition or clarification of ex isting commitment s,identifying and separating
issues that are peripheral and negoti able from those that are central .

10. Review, update, and rehearse existing contingency plans. Improvise new
policy options tailored to the emerging crisis, taking into account poten-
tial actions of other states with interests at stake.

1 1 . Initi ate form al negoti ations, ef forts at conc ili ation , or medi ation . On many
occasions, for ex ample, the UN sec retary - general’s of fice responds to early
warning by sending out fact - finding missions or by ex tending “good of fices.”
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The preceding list of response options characteri zes in general terms the types of
respons es available to dec ision makers and is intended for illustrative purpos es.
More spec ific options must be identified in policy planning tailored to the type of
situ ation and problem that is envis aged by the warning. Obviously, dif ferent types
of inc ipient cris es will require identification of dif ferent response options.3 1

This brief list should not obscure the implied steps that each measure entails.
For example, using military demonstrations to underscore one’s seriousness of
purpose must be balanced against the desire to control the level of engagement
(and avoid a “slippery slope”).

So much of this list seems like straightforward policymaking.What we mean
to emphasize,however, is the need for an explicit effort to map various responses
to anticipated developments—before those developments occur—and to asso-
ciate particular response options more closely with foreseeable cues.32

Missed Opportunities

Those who call attention to failures to take timely, appropriate actions in re-
sponse to early warning of an emerging crisis often refer to them as missed op-
portunities. The clear implication is that it might well have been possible to
avoid or limit the development of a major crisis—whether a violent ethnic or re-
ligious conflict, a humanitarian catastrophe, or a gross human rights viola-
tion—if only the international community or an external actor had intervened.

A word of caution may be in order. “Missed opportunities” implies that the
“misses” constitute important policy failures of various kinds. Indeed, it is diffi-
cult, if not impossible, to avoid the analytic conclusion that such “failures” con-
tributed measurably to a worsened situation on the ground. This assumption,
that a crisis situation is the measure against which policy decisions and their af-
termath are judged, may contribute to analytic clarity,but it fails to represent ad-
equately all of the factors that constrain policy decisions—especially in times of
crisis. Indeed, as we have tried to illustrate, factors unrelated to the crisis situa-
tion (domestic elections, credibility and other strategic concerns, or other in-
ternational problems) can affect a decision maker’s receptivity to warning more
than the circumstances causing the alarm—even when warning is “loud and
clear.” Moreover, these other factors are frequently perceived by decision mak-
ers not only to be legitimate to take into account, they are often seen as more le-
gitimate considerations than circumstances on the ground. Indeed, decision
makers most closely associated with many of these so-called missed opportu-
nities resulting in policy“failures” often strongly resist that indictment, arguing
instead that their action (or wise restraint) was in the best interest of the public
that they serve. Thus, even as the following discussion focuses on the crisis sit-
uation as the main measure of the effectiveness of actions taken (or not),we rec-
ognize the tensions that exist within the full context of these situations.

The assertion that a missed opportunity occurred is an example of counter-
factual reasoning, a practice that is very frequently resorted to in everyday life
as well as in serious analysis of historical outcomes. However widespread and
indeed indispensable, counterfactual analysis is recognized to be a very weak,
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problematic method. This is not the occasion to discuss recent efforts by schol-
ars to identify requirements for more disciplined uses of counterfactual reason-
ing.33 Suffice it to say that statements that missed opportunities occurred in
cases of failure of preventive diplomacy must be evaluated carefully to distin-
guish highly plausible from implausible or barely plausible claims. Efforts to do
so are necessary not merely to improve historical analysis of cases in which pre-
ventive diplomacy was not attempted or was ineffectual; more rigorous coun-
terfactual analysis is necessary also to draw correct lessons from such failures.

A useful start in this direction can be made by distinguishing different types
of missed opportunities. The following is a provisional (though no doubt in-
complete) listing:

1. Cases in which there was no response to warning by policymakers, who ei-
ther ignored the warning or regarded it as insufficiently reliable, too equiv-
ocal, or uncertain (example: Iraq’s 1990 invasion of Kuwait)

2. Cases of inadequate analysis of ample warning indicators and thus an in-
accurate forecast of what was to occur (examples: the 1979 Iranian revo-
lution; the North Korean attack on South Korea in June 1950)

3. Cases of inadequate response to warning, either too slow or too weak (ex-
amples: slow international response to the developing crisis in Somalia;
slow, graduated sanctions against Serbia)

4. Cases of misused opportunity involving responses of a misconceived,
harmful, inappropriate character (example: European Union recognition
of Croatia without securing a prior guarantee of the rights and interests of
its substantial Serbian minority)

5. Cases of inconsistent responses (example: in the unfolding crisis in Yu-
goslavia, European countries often acting at cross-purposes, such as in
1991 when they tried to serve as mediator between Serbia and Croatia
while pushing international recognition of Croatia and the imposition of
sanctions on Serbia)

6. Cases of incomplete response to a complex crisis (example: Somalia, where
the international community undertook to deliver humanitarian assis-
tance but refused to engage in peace enforcement efforts)

7. Cases of contradictory responses (example: efforts by some states to install
peacekeepers in Nagorno-Karabakh being undermined by other states
opposed to such a move)

In addition to some such typology of dif ferent categories of possible miss ed op-
portunities, we need, as noted earlier, some way of ass essing the merits of claims
that there was indeed a miss ed opportunity to avoid a particular dis aster that fol-
lowed. Counterfactu als are a way of rewriting history (ex ploring the possibility of
an alternative outcome) by conducting a mental ex periment — i . e. , “if only this
rather than that had been done, the outcome would have been quite dif ferent.”
Some counterfactu al ass ertions are more plausible than others. Those of us who
believe in the necessity for timely respons es to early warning may inadvertently
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exaggerate the plausibility of a missed opportunity in cases that developed into
major conflicts or severe humanitarian catastrophes.

Several suggestions can be made for assessing the plausibility of assertions of
a missed opportunity. A basic distinction needs to be made between two con-
notations of the word opportunity. One use of the term implies t hat a signifi-
cantly bet ter / good outcome would surely have been achieved if it were not for . . . ,
or if only this rather than that had been done.A weaker connotation of the term
opportunity is that a better outcome was possible; it might have been achieved
if. . . . A still weaker connotation states merely that a better outcome was possi-
ble but without indicating what might have been done to secure it. In making as-
sertions of a missed opportunity, and of course, in evaluating such claims, it is
important to keep this distinction in mind. Frequently, critics who identify a
missed opportunity blur this distinction.

Admittedly, it is often difficult to judge the degree of confidence that can be
ascribed to what appears to have been a missed opportunity. Practitioners who
engage in efforts at preventive diplomacy may well regard these distinctions as
an academic exercise. It must be recognized that those who engage in preventive
actions often do so without demanding of themselves that they be able to pre-
dict outcomes with high confidence; they make what they regard to be appro-
priate efforts and use what leverage they have to influence the course of events.
They reason that when the stakes are high, one must make efforts to influence
the course of events even when prospects of success are highly uncertain. It is
only human to believe that adverse outcomes might have been avoided or mod-
erated, if only. . . .

Such explanations for what may be dubious claims on behalf of a particular
missed opportunity leave us with the task of developing reasonable ways of eval-
uating them. To construct a good counterfactual analysis of a missed opportu-
nity one needs to start with a good explanation of the actual outcome of the case
at hand. This step is important, obviously, because the counterfactual changes
what is thought to be the critical variable(s) that presumably accounted for the
historical outcome. If one has an erroneous/unsatisfactory explanation for it,
then the counterfactual analysis that argues that a better outcome was possible,
“if only . . . ,” is likely to be flawed. Both the historical explanation and the coun-
terfactually derived alternative to it are likely to be more correct or plausible if
they are supported by relevant generalizations (and theory).

In formulating hypothetical missed opportunities and in evaluating them, at
least two questions need to be addressed: First, was the alternative action possi-
ble at the time and known to be possible, or was it something that one sees only
in retrospect? If the latter, then the claim of a missed opportunity is weakened
since it rests on the argument that alternative action could have and should have
been seen at the time. Missed opportunities that rest too heavily on hindsight
carry less plausibility, but, of course, such claims should not be dismissed if one
wants to draw useful lessons from such experiences. An after-the-fact identifi-
cation of an action or strategy not known or considered at the time can still be
useful in drawing lessons.
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Missed opportunities differ, too, depending on whether the a lternative is a
simple, circumscribed action or whether it is a sequence of actions over time. In
the latter case, counterfactual reasoning involves a long, complex chain of cau-
sation involving many variables and conditions, all of which would have to fall
into place at the right time for the missed opportunity to be realized. The plau-
sibility of a missed opportunity is enhanced, in contrast, when the chain of cau-
sation is shorter and less complicated. A missed opportunity is obviously less
plausible when it rests on the belief or expectation that a different set of actions
could have occurred over time and overcome a series of obstacles, thereby
achieving a successful outcome.

The second question: Was there at least one or a few decisive turning points?
Those who take a “path-dependent” view of history point to the importance of
“branching points” in a developing situation. At such points, once events start
down a certain path, all possible future outcomes are not equally probable. If an
analyst who asserts that there was a missed opportunity does not provide a plau-
sible scenario of how the outcome would have been more favorable, then it is not
yet a strong candidate for a plausible missed opportunity.

Those of us interested in assessing possible missed opportunities more rigor-
ously may find it useful, if not indeed necessary, to keep such distinctions in
mind. At the same time, we believe that the difficulties of assessing missed op-
portunities should not discourage us from efforts to do so. It is not that we are
interested in rewriting history per se. Rather, careful study of possible missed
opportunities is necessary if we are to learn from experience.34

Conclusion

In this chapter we have argued that policymakers must cultivate an integrated
strategy that develops potential responses with anticipated warnings. The need
to do so will only increase as publics increasingly expect their governments to
do something about crises that they surely see coming.We believe that it has be-
come implausible for Western governments to claim that they“didn’t know”that
something on a scale of Bosnia or Rwanda could happen. Similarly, claims that
“nothing could be done”ring hollow when coming from such advanced,wealthy
states. These states cannot prevent every conflict, but they would do well to
strengthen their ability to act responsibly and in a timely manner.

36 Alexander L. George, Jane E. Holl
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Opportunity Seized: 
Preventive Diplomacy in Korea

Michael J. Mazarr

Case Summary

THE NORTH KOREAN NUCLEAR issue clearly represents an opportunity for
preventive diplomacy that was seized, not missed. In the m inds of some,

the Agreed Framework reached in October 1994 and other aspects of the reso-
lution of the North Korean nuclear issue represent an incomplete seizing of
the opportunity—a problem-solving approach that left significant elements 
of the problem in place.On clos er ex amination ,however, it becomes clear that on
the issue of nonproliferation — as perhaps on any of the preventive diplom acy is-
sues ex amined in this book — an incomplete and tentative resolution may be the
only kind that will be possible, espec i ally in the early phas es of an agreement. In
this contex t, the preventive diplom acy pursued by the United States in Korea may
well have repres ented the best possible solution to a very complex problem .1

This is true in the Korean case in part because of the U. S . national interests in-
volved. In this cas e, as in many others that involve nonproliferation , those inter-
ests dem and some ambiguity in the means by which preventive diplom acy is
pursued. The U. S . interest in nonproliferation , as I will argue, is not absolute ; it is
an interest that must be balanced against other national interest s. In this cas e, that
balanc ing involved weighing the importance of stopping North Korea’s drive for
nuclear weapons against the very substanti al U. S . interest in peace and stability
on the Korean peninsula , and in fact in some long - range engagement of North
Korea to establish the found ation for a so - called “soft landing”in the North . This
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balanc ing ef fort produced an agreement — the Agreed Framework — that repre-
s ents probably the best possible resolution of this potenti al conflict at the time,but
that has nonetheless been critic i zed by those who would have preferred a more un-
ambiguous result. As I will show, however, s eeking what some have called a
tougher or bet ter bargain with North Korea would have risked war and perm anent
c risis on the peninsula , something in which no U. S . government — Republican or
Democ rat — has any interest. Perhaps the most important lesson of this largely
successful cas e, therefore, is that the architects of preventive diplom acy schemes
must take careful account of the various conflicting national interests involved and
aim at a bargain that respects that kaleidos cope of interest s.

Not surprisingly, many other case studies in this volume convey the same
idea. As Bruce Jentleson has written,“Even if early warning is achievable, there
remains the problem of mustering the political will necessary to act,”2 and most
often that political will is a function of the interests at stake. In Somalia during
the Cold War, U.S. anti-Soviet interests prevented a stronger line on human
rights, and later the lack of a true U.S.interest in peace compelled a withdrawal
in the face of opposition. In the Baltics, only the 1990 Soviet crackdown on dis-
sent galvanized U.S. policymakers to give more attention to the issue, but even
then Washington refrained from a decisive intervention. In Rwanda, as Astri
Suhrke and Bruce Jones note in chapter 10, the “threshold of acceptable costs”
for intervention among the major powers was very low. Indeed, Alexander
George and Jane Holl point out that, as a rule, human rights abuses alone “pose
a much less grave threat to a state’s interests”than other foreign policy issues and
are thus less likely to provide the political will to act.

One of the most important things one learns from examining the nearly ten-
year history of U.S. policy toward North Korea on the nuclear issue is the cru-
cial importance of the concept, widely used in the preventive diplomacy litera-
ture, of “ripeness.”3 By 1994, the various parties i nvolved in this d ispute were
ready to solve the issue, something that had not been true in 1989 or 1990, when
the United States first settled on a strategy for resolving the nuclear problem on
the peninsula. For North Korea, as of 1989 and 1990,the full extent of its decline
following the collapse of the Soviet Union was not yet evident; for the United
States, the risk of war in Korea was not yet fully appreciated; for South Korea,
too, the potential stakes involved in the newly discovered North Korean nuclear
program were not yet obvious enough to prompt decisive action. Both or all
sides must want an agreement, and want it badly, before diplomacy (or in other
cases mediation) will be meaningful. No side can perceive the situation as zero-
sum, and both or all must see advantages for their own national interests in
achieving an agreement. These commonsense conclusions were very evident in
the Korean case,which strongly supports the idea that preventive diplomacy be-
fore the conflict or dispute is ripe for settlement may have little effect,while very
similar actions taken months or years later when the parties have decided that a
solution is possible may produce sudden breakthroughs.4

The North Korean nuclear case’s real lessons lie not so much in the fact that
action was taken at all as in the reasons for it. Because nonproliferation was
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clearly a substantial U.S. national interest, and because Washington perceived
North Korea as a significant threat, discovery of a North Korean nuclear pro-
gram was bound to produce a powerful U.S.reaction designed to end it—to re-
solve the conflict, so to speak, between a North Korean nuclear program and re-
gional stability. Rather, the North Korean case offers lessons for other cases in
terms of the strategies for preventive diplomacy adopted by the various parties
involved in the dispute, especially the United States. It points to a successful
strategy of the “package deal,” or carrot-and-stick approach—not in a narrow,
tactical sense, but based on the broader strategic notion of granting association
with or forcing exclusion from the world community—that managed to avert a
conflict.The lessons of this approach are especially meaningful because the U.S.
strategy in this case appeared to work: It gained North Korean agreement to an
accord that, if fully implemented, will end Pyongyang’s nuclear program. As I
will argue, moreover, similar strategies adopted elsewhere have had equal suc-
cess.

What, then, were the strategies employed by the United States and its allies?
Why did they work? Can they be replicated in other cases of preventive diplo-
macy? After a brief review of the facts of the case,5 I will examine these questions
in detail.

During the Korean War, the United States made several threats of nuclear
use,6 threats that must have impressed North Korean leaders. After the war,
Washington deployed a substantial number of tactical nuclear weapons in Ko-
rea. The cumulative result of these U.S. policies was to confront North Korea
with a real and growing nuclear threat. By the 1970s, South Korea was flirting
with a nuclear weapons program of its own, and f rom the 1950s through the
1970s, North Korean leader Kim Il Sung confronted repeated shifts and eddies
in the stance of his patrons, the Soviet Union and China.7

Faced with these compelling threats and uncertainties,North Korea displayed
an interest in nuclear weapons as early as the 1960s. The preponderance of evi-
dence suggests that the program, which Kim and his aides may have conceived
shortly after the Korean War, gained real momentum in the first half of the
1960s, in part with support from the Soviet Union, including a small nuclear re-
actor for research purposes.8 By 1984,U.S.reconnaissance satellites detected the
construction of a second, and larger, Soviet-style reactor at the North’s nuclear
research facility at Yongbyon—a type that would be perfect for producing plu-
tonium for weapons as a by-product.9 U.S. officials requested Soviet help in the
matter,and in December 1985 Soviet officials persuaded North Korea to sign the
nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty (NPT). After a series of mistakes in which the
North was sent the wrong type of inspection agreement, the International
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) finally provided the correct version in June
1987. But the IAEA’s eighteen-month deadline for signing passed in December
1988 without any North Korean action.

In 1989 U. S . intelligence made three more disturbing dis coveries : North Korea
was building a plutonium reprocessing plant at Yongbyon ; the North appeared to
be conducting conventional high - ex plosive tests of the sort required to design and
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build an implosion - style nuclear warhead ; and construction had begun on a third,
much larger nuclear reactor with an output up to two hundred megawat t s.This gi-
ant fac ility, when operational , could produce enough plutonium for several nu-
clear weapons every year.1 0 By late 1989, therefore, of fic i als in Washington and
Seoul finally and fully apprec i ated the real and growing danger pos ed by the North
Korean nuclear program . To develop a coherent strategy to deal with this threat,
the Bush administration conducted a detailed national security review of the is-
sue in 1990. Of fic i als from all major national security agenc ies partic ipated in the
review, which repres ented — in terms of this case study — the fund amental U. S .
recognition of the problem and dec ision on what to do about it.

The review produced a thoughtful, four-part strategy to coax North Korea
into signing the IAEA safeguards agreement—now nearly two years overdue—
as a first step toward ending the North’s nuclear program completely.11 Part one
consisted of the withdrawal of U.S. tactical nuclear weapons from South Korea,
an initiative that grew out of President George Bush’s September 1991 world-
wide proposal on tactical nuclear weapons and a recognition that the flexibility
of the U.S. nuclear arsenal made the presence of tactical bombs on South Korean
soil unnecessary. To maintain its neither-confirm-nor-deny policy about the lo-
cation of nuclear weapons, the United States had South Korea announce the fact
that no U.S. nuclear weapons remained in the South, then said it had no objec-
tion to Seoul’s claim. These statements were in place by the end of 1991.

Second, the United States moved to reiterate the strength of its military al-
liance with South Korea to discourage any North Korean efforts to use the nu-
clear issue to split the alliance.A tough line, and very bold U.S.reaffirmations of
the security alliance, were highly in evidence at t he twenty-third annual U.S.-
Republic of Korea (ROK) Security Consultative Meeting (SCM) held in Seoul in
November 1991. Third, late in 1991, U.S. and South Korean officials began to
make it clear that the annual U.S.-ROK military exercise, Team Spirit, would be
suspended the following year if the North agreed to inspections. Fourth and fi-
nally, the United States agreed to a one-time diplomatic exchange with the
North in New York, the highest-level contact since the Korean War.

This diplomacy had rapid and substantial results. In February, North Korean
representatives meeting with the IAEA in Vienna initialed an inspection agree-
ment, and it was ratified by the North Korean Supreme People’s Assembly on
April 9. North Korea provided the requisite information about its nuclear pro-
gram weeks ahead of time, and when it arrived it appeared comprehensive.
IAEA director-general Hans Blix visitedYongbyon for a fact-finding tour in May
1992, and the first inspection team arrived at the end of the month and worked
into early June. The long-awaited inspections were under way.

In the second half of 1 9 9 2 ,however,this process fell apart.1 2 Most fund amentally,
North Korea received few benefits for its cooperation during the first half of the year
and thus acquired lit tle interest in a continu ation of the inspection process. In the
North - South forum to implement the inter- Korean nuclear agreement, South Ko-
rea sought wide - ranging powers of challenge inspection , something anathema to
the North’s clos ed system . Then , in the fall of 1 9 9 2 , three developments put the fi-
nal nails in the cof fin of the inspection regime : South Korea revealed an alleged
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North Korean spy ring, Seoul and Washington dec ided to go ahead with Team
Spirit in 1993,and the IAEA public i zed inform ation that its inspections had turned
up dis c repanc ies in the amounts of plutonium held by North Korea .

Despite many warnings from the North, based on the disturbing evidence
gathered by its inspectors, the IAEA on February 9,1993, demanded special or
challenge inspections—inspections on demand of suspect sites not on a coun-
try’s list of declared nuclear facilities—for the first time in its history. Just over a
month later, on March 12, as a direct result of the agency’s demand, North Ko-
rea—as it had threatened—declared its intention to withdraw from the NPT.
The initial U.S. and South Korean reaction was muted, but a crisis atmosphere
quickly emerged on the peninsula. After much negotiation and brinkmanship,
North Korea agreed on June 11 to “suspend” its withdrawal from the NPT.

More tough negotiations followed. The United States insisted on two condi-
tions: fulfillment of the IAEA inspection regime and resumption of North-
South talks. Gradually, another new issue emerged: the threat to the “continuity
of inspections.” Without access to Yongbyon, the IAEA could not continue to
verify that nuclear material was not being diverted for weapons purposes. On a
number of occasions during the fall of 1993, U.S. officials said that a loss of con-
tinuity would trigger sanctions, and a military crisis seemed imminent. Finally,
in the first two months of 1994, the United States and North Korea reached a new
agreement on IAEA inspections, which took place in March. North Korean of-
ficials once again prompted a crisis by denying the IAEA two key procedures,
but eventually the agency was allowed back in to complete its work.

By the summer of 1 9 9 4 , a new source of dis agreement aros e : the issue of the
spent nuclear fuel at Yongbyon .Despite U. S . warnings and entreaties not to do so,
North Korea removed the fuel from its main reactor at Yongbyon that spring.If the
fuel were reprocess ed, ex perts believed it would yield up to four or five bombs’
worth of plutonium . Heading of f an unsupervis ed reprocessing thus became the
m ajor focus of U. S . diplom acy — diplom acy that placed a major new of fer of ben-
efits on the table in July 1994, just before the death of Kim Il Sung.This of fer,which
repres ented the true culmination of the 1990 U. S . policy review on North Korea ,
appeared to turn the tide. After Kim’s funeral , North Korean of fic i als made clear
that they wished negoti ations on the nuclear issue to continue ; and in October,
U. S . and North Korean repres entatives completed the Agreed Framework , in
which the North pledged to cap and then reverse its undeclared (and angrily de-
nied) nuclear weapons program in exchange for tangible benefit s, most espec i ally
the provision of t wo new light - water- cooled nuclear reactors.1 3

In sum , this history should make clear that the North Korean nuclear crisis rep-
res ents an opportunity for preventive diplom acy that was not miss ed. The United
States and its allies successfully implemented a strategy for resolving this crisis as
fully as possible given the conflicting national interests involved. To ex amine how
this result emerged — how and why the United States and its allies made the dec i-
sions that they did—I will survey three phas es of preventive diplom acy in Korea :
early warning,the dec isions on whether to take action , and the strategies of action
adopted by the United States. These phas es roughly correspond to the years 1985
to 1989 (in the case of early warning ) , 1989 to 1990 (dec isions to take action ) , and
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1990 to 1991 (formulating strategies of action ) .Through this si x - year period from
1985 to 1991,the U. S .government worked with its allies to identify a potenti al and
emerging conflict, dec ided quite rapidly to take what it hoped would be dec isive
action to resolve the conflict, and through two administrations — one Republican
and one Democ ratic — formulated a consistent strategy of action that has suc-
ceeded, at least for the time being, in resolving the crisis. The following sections
ex amine how this happened.

To be sure, U. S . policy was not perfect, either from a preventive diplom acy per-
spective or from the perspective of general diplom acy. As I shall argue, for ex am-
ple, in an ideal world the United States would have seen a North Korean nuclear
weapons program coming long before its reactor was dis covered in 1984.The Rea-
gan and Bush administrations could perhaps have taken bolder steps bet ween that
dis covery and the 1989 revelation of a true weapons program to head of f the cri-
sis. Once the United States had put its preventive diplom acy strategy in place, al-
lowing the process to slow to a crawl in the second half of 1992 created unneces-
s ary risks of conflict. Some have critic i zed the Agreed Framework it s elf as overly
generous to North Korea , in particular in that it does not require Pyongyang im-
medi ately to allow the kind of challenge inspections that would help reveal
whether it does in fact poss ess enough plutonium for one or more bombs.

My point in suggesting that the United States pursued the best possible pol-
icy toward North Korea is not to argue that this policy was flawless. Rather, my
argument is that, given the numerous constraints on diplomacy and the im-
mense challenge of dealing with a prickly and isolated dictatorship, successive
U.S. administrations, particularly the Bush and Clinton teams, provided us with
about as good an example of an opportunity for preventive diplomacy seized as
we are likely to find in the real world, as opposed to the world of theory. If this is
true, then, the Korean case offers important lessons for the practice of conflict
prevention and resolution generally.

In Korea , violence was not as threatening in 1989–90 as it was in many other
cas es in this volume, where ethnic or tribal conflict already had turned,or seemed
about to turn , violent. Obviously, each case will be slightly dif ferent in this regard ;
each will find its own place on the spectrum bet ween truly imminent violence and
somewhat more distant conflict, and accordingly, bet ween polic ies to address the
prox im ate and remote caus es of that violence. One cannot say anything conclu-
sive on these definitional points in advance, except that, in each cas e, they des erve
careful at tention so that policym akers can be sure they are applying the right tool
to the right challenge. Preventive diplom acy may be inef fectu al when mass vio-
lence is under way and crisis management or conflict resolution is called for,while
those more urgent measures may in turn be unnecess ary and counterproductive
when a conflict is still more of a possibility than a reality.

Early Warning

The issue of early warning in Korea perhaps offers the fewest lessons for other
cases of preventive diplomacy because the particular kind of early warning in-
formation available to the U.S.government in this case was relatively unique.Ar-
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chitects of preventive diplomacy schemes w ill seldom have such detailed and
relatively conclusive intelligence information about the exact character and tim-
ing of a conflict or dispute.

As noted in the earlier brief history, national technical means, particularly
satellites, provided the lion’s share of the early warning evidence to the U.S. gov-
ernment in this case. Washington achieved early warning through standard in-
telligence procedures of observing North Korean military activities—observa-
tions that revealed, in 1985, evidence of a North Korean nuclear reactor
program, and by 1989 clear evidence of a nuclear weapons program as well. In
this case, U.S.officials faced no substantial barriers to achieve early warning, be-
cause established procedures and military capabilities made such early warning
basically inevitable. In chapter 2, George and Holl contend that “early warning
indicators typically do not speak for themselves”—but in the Korean case, they
very nearly did.

The indicators did not, however, speak up until the mid-1980s. In retrospect,
one could perhaps argue that U.S. administrations beginning in the late 1960s
should have considered more closely the possibility that North Korea would at-
tempt to acquire nuclear weapons.The North faced a U.S.nuclear threat and ap-
peared to have aggressive ambitions on the peninsula; a nuclear arsenal of its
own seems now to have been an obvious response.14

On closer examination, however, the reasons for this lack of an earlier warn-
ing are perfectly understandable. The simplest explanation is that U.S. officials
did not believe North Korea had the technical sophistication to construct its
own nuclear power or weapons program; in fact, one rarely finds North Korea
on lists of proliferation suspects in the 1970s, largely because its technology was
thought to be too primitive. The small Soviet-supplied nuclear research reactor
obtained in 1965, for example, was too weak to produce much plutonium and
generate immediate proliferation concerns, and was in fact under IAEA inspec-
tion thanks to a bilateral agreement with North Korea outside the terms of the
NPT. This perception turned out to be correct: Not until the Soviet Union pro-
vided the North with a full-scale nuclear reactor did a proliferation risk emerge,
and it was at that moment that national technical means supplied decision mak-
ers with early warning.

One can find other good reasons for a lack of earlier attention to the North
Korean case. South Korea supplied one important distraction by pursuing a nu-
clear weapons program of its own, which emerged in the early 1970s and ab-
sorbed all the U.S. nonproliferation energies on the peninsula for the better part
of the rest of the decade.15 Regionally, too, with the opening to China in the
1970s and the intensification of the Cold War during the first Reagan adminis-
tration, the United States had more serious concerns at the time than North Ko-
rea. And finally, even if U.S. officials had appreciated the risk of proliferation,
they would immediately have been faced with the question of what to do about
it. Making preemptive concessions, let alone threats of sanctions, years before
the proliferation risk had fully emerged would have been politically impossible.
As in other cases, therefore, the idea that a problem might emerge does not con-
stitute early warning, because busy policymakers will not be able to respond to
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that level of alarm. Only with the discovery of a large, Soviet-supplied reactor in
1984 did a vigorous U.S. response become necessary.

That fact leads naturally to a related question :Why was the U. S . response to that
warning in the mid-1980s not stronger? Why didn’t the Reagan administration
choose to move more dec isively to head of f a potenti al nuclear threat before 1989?
Here again , the events of the time make clear why a more aggressive U. S . respons e
did not occur. Once having received Soviet assistance in obtaining North Korean
signature to the NPT in December 1985 (assistance granted, U. S . of fic i als later as-
sumed, because Mos cow had no more interest in nuclear proliferation in an un-
predictable and aggressive ally than the United States ) ,Washington had lit tle legal
recourse but to wait.The IAEA process called for the agency to deliver a safegu ards
agreement to an NPT member,which then had eighteen months to return it.Since
North Korea had an incentive to delay the process,it would most li kely wait the full
eighteen months before responding. The IAEA compounded this problem by
s ending an incorrect agreement.By the time the IAEA sent the correct version , the
deadline for North Korea’s response had slipped to December 1988, and it was
only in 1989 that U. S . intelligence uncovered the more disturbing signs of a
weapons program . For most of this period, then , the United States was simply
waiting for a cumbersome legal process of the NPT to work it s elf out.

But there was another reason why the United States would have been in no po-
sition to make a stronger initiative during this period: heightened Cold War
threat perceptions stood in the way of the concessions that Washington would
eventually include in the package deal offered to the North. In the mid-1980s,
for example, North Korea made frequent and pointed reference to the presence
of U.S. tactical nuclear weapons in South Korea and called for multiparty nego-
tiations on a nuclear weapon–free zone for the region.16 As of 1985, however, the
United States w as in no position to withdraw those alleged tactical weapons;
U.S. officials continued to view them as essential components in a regionwide
nuclear deterrent system. Similarly, the eventual U.S. offer of movement to a
semiannual Team Spirit exercise would have been unthinkable in the depths of
the Cold War. Another decisive roadblock to earlier action was thus the simple
fact that during the Cold War the United States was not free to make the kind of
offer that it could make in the early 1990s;and,as I shall argue,the lack of a ready
alternative in preventive diplomacy can often forestall action. All of this relates
once again to the issue of ripeness: Even had North Korea been ready to bargain
away its nuclear program by 1985, the United States was not prepared at that
time to offer the incentives necessary to achieve such an agreement. Nonethe-
less, when early warning and the ability to respond came together in 1990, the
United States moved with admirable speed and purpose.

One must wonder, however, whether such a response would be forthcoming in
cas es in which the threat is not as clear as a nuclear weapons program .Established
c ivili an nuclear programs, nuclear reprocessing centers, and international pro-
grams of acquiring nuclear- related technologies all give relatively unambiguous
indication that a state is seeking nuclear weapons. Moreover, a particular kind of
government often seeks a nuclear capability — most often the so - called rogue
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states such as Iraq, Iran , and North Korea that flout international norms and are
known to have pursued nuclear capabilities for some time. Thus, proliferation is
at once both a more dis c reet and a more obs ervable phenomenon than many
other kinds of conflicts appropri ate for preventive diplom acy.In addition , the U. S .
national interests threatened if Iran or North Korea acquired nuclear weapons are
much more obvious than those threatened if a developing nation laps es into civil
instability or suddenly suf fers from a major famine that sparks soc i al unrest. In the
case of early warning, therefore, the North Korean case would appear to of fer few
conc rete lessons for other kinds of preventive diplom acy.

The Korean case,however,does suggest that strong enough interests can over-
come the well-known “barriers to warning” identified in the international rela-
tions literature and in other chapters of this book.17 George and Holl refer to the
importance of“receptivity to warning,”and the North Korean case bears out the
significance of this idea: U.S. officials were enormously receptive to signals of a
nuclear weapons program in the North because of the long-standing adversar-
ial relationship with Pyongyang. In this sense, the U.S. response to early warn-
ing mirrors that sketched out by James Goodby in the case of Ukraine, where
obvious U.S. national interests and the imminent risk of crisis combined to
mandate a rapid response.As Goodby explains in chapter 6,the U.S. response to
proliferation concerns in Ukraine was equally predetermined: “No lengthy and
agonizing debate was necessary to decide what should be done”by Washington,
he notes; in fact,“So popular in the United States is the nonproliferation regime
that political leaders would have had a difficult time in following a different
course.” This was precisely the case in North Korea as well, and such interests
overrode the barriers to warning in Rwanda discussed, for example, by Suhrke
and Jones in chapter 10—incredulity (the evidence was clear enough), “shad-
ows”(none were strong enough to prevent action), confusion about the message
(North Korea left little doubt of that), desensitization (unlikely on such an is-
sue), and wishful thinking (a possible problem even here, but unlikely when
dealing with such an unpredictable regime).

Another definitional question rais ed here — and an urgent policy question that
faced U. S .of fic i als in 1990—was simple and yet maddeningly complex at the same
time : What was the U. S . goal in the nonproliferation campaign? This volume ex-
amines preventive diplom acy to avoid imminent mass violence,but in the Korean
case achieving that limited goal would have been simple enough : Argu ably, the
United States could simply have turned a blind eye to the North Korean nuclear
program and thereby avoided the risk of c risis and war inherent in confronting
Pyongyang over the issue. ( Some would argue that nuclear weapons would make
North Korea a more belligerent actor and thereby inc rease the risk of conflict,
though that is a somewhat less direct risk of conflict.) Yet in Korea , as in many
other cas es of preventive diplom acy, the United States had more at stake than
avoiding an immedi ate war: it had to balance that interest against others, includ-
ing longer- term ones such as nonproliferation and relations with regional friends
and allies.The substanti al U. S .national interests involved in avoiding proliferation
in either Korea ruled out such an acquies cent respons e.
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Decisions on Early Action

These same factors make the decisions on early action taken by the U.S. gov-
ernment quite predictable.When faced with the possibility of nuclear weapons
acquisition by a highly unpredictable and historically violent potential U.S.ad-
versary, the U.S.government had no choice but to answer the threat with an ac-
tion it hoped would be decisive. The key lessons of the Korean case will there-
fore revolve around the kinds of strategies adopted by the U.S.government and
whether they succeeded or failed. Nonetheless, the way in which the early U.S.
decisions to take action occurred and the role of various government decision
makers in that process do suggest some secondary lessons.

It is fairly clear in this case how the U.S. government mustered the political
will to take such early action and overcame the tendency toward restraint in-
herent in its overall foreign policy. The U.S. government perceived North Korea
as a major security threat. The North’s million-man army continued to threaten
South Korea and the tens of thousands of U.S. troops (and thousands more
American civilians) resident there; the North remained in the midst of a cam-
paign of terrorist activities abroad; and the U.S. government continued to per-
ceive Soviet support for the North as strong and substantial. Again, therefore,
North Korean acquisition of nuclear weapons posed an imminent and substan-
tial threat to U.S.national security of the kind that will seldom be seen in other
cases of preventive diplomacy.18 (This fact dilutes the value of pursuing coun-
terfactual analysis in the Korean case; one can imagine the United States pursu-
ing a very different strategy for dealing with the North Korean nuclear risk, and
I will examine such possibilities here—but it is difficult to conceive of a situa-
tion in which the United States would have chosen not to respond at all.)

Nonetheless,a few aspects of this early U. S .policy stand out as potenti al lessons
for other cas es.The first is the importance of obtaining North Korean signature to
the NPT.For many years after the initi al signing in 1985,this appeared to be a hol-
low achievement as the North continued to delay in signing the actu al safegu ards
agreement with the IAEA that would provide for inspections of its nuclear fac ili-
ties. Yet, in fact, this early North Korean agreement eventu ally provided the basis
for later legal claims and strongly supported the U. S .position in preventive diplo-
m acy. If this case is any guide, then acquiring a commitment to general princ iples
at an early stage of negoti ation — in another cas e, ass ent to peaceful resolution of
a dispute,or a compact to abide by certain international stand ards of hum an right s
or other criteri a — while it may appear to be nothing more than a paper agreement
for some time, could in the long run become very important in establishing a le-
gal found ation for actions by the United States or others in the service of preven-
tive diplom acy.The North Korean case strongly suggests that international norms
are,in some cas es,much more than mere words ; they can sometimes provide a ba-
sis for very real and constructive world cons ensus on the importance of resolving
a crisis and doing so in a certain way. Obtaining agreement of the various parties
to these princ iples in advance will go a long way toward preparing the ground for
these eventu al legal claims.

That this conclusion is at least generalizable to other cases of nonproliferation
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emerges in Goodby’s chapter on the former Soviet Union. “An international
regime of nuclear constraints was well entrenched,”he writes.“It defined for the
principal actors, even Ukraine, the general course of action required to remain
within the rules of this regime.”Indeed,Goodby goes so far as to say that a “prin-
cipal lesson” of the Ukraine case was that “international regimes of equal clarity
that enjoy similar widespread support are a prime requirement for a successful
U.S. foreign policy in the new world now being built.”

A second lesson of the North Korean case in this context relates to the ques-
tion of why the United States did not in fact see the nuclear threat coming ear-
lier than it did. Most “postdiscovery” reviews of the North Korean nuclear pro-
gram suggest that its nuclear ambitions had their roots in the 1960s, if not the
1950s. In retrospect, given the level of U.S. military and nuclear threat to the
North and the role of U.S. nuclear weapons in the Korean War, U.S. officials per-
haps should have anticipated this nuclear program before unambiguous evi-
dence emerged in the 1980s. The lesson here, then, is that the U.S. government
needs to do a better job of establishing institutionalized means for reviewing
and understanding the historical and cultural bases of conflicts, what new con-
flicts they might spark, and how they might create new tensions and what im-
plications they might hold for preventive diplomacy.19

In the Korean case, for example, one could argue that a more careful and ear-
lier assessment of North Korea’s likely reaction to a continued U.S. nuclear pres-
ence on the peninsula might have produced proposals for w ithdrawing those
U.S.nuclear weapons much earlier than the 1990–91 time frame when they were
actually withdrawn. Satellite photographs of a nuclear reactor under construc-
tion, and later of the elements of a nuclear weapons program, provided a clear
rationale for urgent action by 1990.But the more qualitative and ambiguous ev-
idence of the historical, cultural, political, and military basis for a nuclear pro-
gram might have produced an earlier U.S. action that could have resolved this
conflict without bringing it to the brink of war, as eventually occurred in
1993–94. As I argued earlier, there were powerful reasons why the U.S. govern-
ment did not do that,and it may be too much to hope for long-term foresight on
the part of governments in other cases as well. Still, the very enterprise of pre-
ventive diplomacy assumes that foresight is a good thing; to the degree it can be
institutionalized, the Korean case suggests, admittedly slow-moving govern-
ment bureaucracies can be shoved a little further in the right direction.

Third, the Korean case suggests that the ready availability of an obvious policy
option is important to a rapid respons e.In some cas es,such as Bos ni a ,where prior
to mid-1995 all the major options — from “lift and stri ke” ( lifting the arms em-
bargo against Bos ni an Muslim forces and at tacking Serb units with U. S . or allied
airc raft) to outright intervention — were considered “dif ficult or unpalatable” ( to
use George and Holl’s phras e ) ,early warning may have had lit tle meaning becaus e
U. S .of fic i als saw no vi able means of acting on it. Certainly,in the Korean cas e, ap-
plying sanctions and risking war was both a dif ficult and unpalatable option , but
of fering a compelling package deal to the North was not — and served as an invi-
tation to respond to the very clear warning provided by intelligence.

Fourth and finally, Washington’s early discussions with the Soviet Union and
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its later negotiations with North Korea over the NPT raised immediately an is-
sue whose importance would become ever more apparent in the subsequent
eight or nine years: For the process to be successful, the negotiators appointed
by each side must enjoy substantial trust and respect within their own govern-
ments. In the U.S. case, throughout the Reagan, Bush, and Clinton administra-
tions,Washington enjoyed the luxury of having its North Korea policy generally
in the hands of diplomats and officials who were among the most respected and
trusted in their governments. When the Bush administration, for example, dis-
patched State Department officialArnold Kanter to NewYork in January of 1992
to have the highest-level official contact with North Korean officials s ince the
Korean War, it was sending a highly regarded, experienced diplomat close to the
top national security decision makers in the administration. Similarly, during
the Clinton years, the man charged with actually assembling the Agreed Frame-
work—Ambassador Robert Gallucci—enjoyed substantial bipartisan respect
as a talented and intelligent foreign service officer who had already won wide-
spread acclaim for his work on dealing with Iraq’s weapons of mass destruction
during and after the Persian Gulf War.

One can find similar examples of the importance of individual diplomats in
South and North Korea.There we find a somewhat more mixed history, as Pres-
ident Kim Young Sam’s first foreign minister, Han Sung-joo, eventually lost his
job to charges of being too soft on the North, and South Korea’s diplomacy suf-
fered as a result. One can perhaps also assume that, in North Korea, only officials
with strong political backing throughout the regime would have the authority
to conduct meaningful negotiations—an assumption one can easily support by
quickly noting the rise to preeminence in the successor regime of Kim Jong-il of
precisely those officials most closely involved in the nuclear negotiations under
Kim Il Sung. The human factor w ill often prove decisive in preventive diplo-
macy,which is perhaps in its broadest sense another powerful argument for sub-
stantial investments in a talented, experienced, flexible, strategically minded
diplomatic corps.

Strategies of Action

As I have argued, it is in the specific means of preventive diplomacy that t he
North Korean case offers its most important and useful lessons to other cases.
In surveying the U.S. approach, I will examine three specific aspects of it: the
strategy itself; its mix of threats and promises, carrots and sticks; and its use of
international coordination.

To begin with, the Korean case suggests that, in formulating a strategy for ac-
tion, officials must take into account the cultural context for policy. Psychocul-
tural insights provided an important background to the Korean crisis, offering
possible motives for the North Korean nuclear program as well as insights into
likely North Korean responses to various strategies. The case strongly supports
the conclusion of Marc Howard Ross that “often the emotional intensity of bit-
ter conflicts is rooted in perceived threats to group and individual identity. . . .
Only when these identity issues are addressed can any progress on the substance
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of the dispute be made.”20 As it happened, the U.S. strategy addressed these is-
sues by offering the North a form of identity politics that it had craved for
decades: improved relations and the promise of full diplomatic ties with the
United States.

The Strategy

Reduced to its ess ence, the U. S . strategy toward North Korea was to create a
package of incentives and disincentives designed to make clear to Pyongyang that
its national interests were best served by ending its nuclear weapons program . To
show the potenti al value of agreeing to inspections,Washington held out the pos-
sibility of an ex panded political and economic relationship with the North ; to
whet the North’s appetite, the United States granted the tempting mors el of the
high - level talks in New York of Janu ary 1992. To demonstrate that the North no
longer needed a nuclear weapons capability, the United States withdrew its tacti-
cal nuclear weapons from the South and took other confidence - building steps
( such as postponing Team Spirit for a year ) . To show the potenti al costs of refus-
ing to agree, the United States made nois es about potenti al UN economic sanc-
tions and, when Team Spirit did occur, packed the exerc ise with sophisticated
weapons to remind the North of U. S . military prowess.2 1 In some broad sens es,
therefore — in its general approach of of fering benefits for cooperation and im-
plic it penalties for noncooperation — this approach was similar to the package
deal of fered to Ukraine, des c ribed in Good by’s chapter, though in that cas e
Mos cow rather than Washington provided the tac it military threat s.

In retrospect, the Bush administration deserves enormous credit for thinking
the issue through so carefully from the outset and for developing a package of
incentives and threats that represented a moderate and intelligent approach to
the problem. One can easily imagine another government focusing more on
threats and w arnings, taking its case immediately to the United Nations for a
vote on sanctions, and refusing to admit that U.S. actions (such as the station-
ing of tactical nuclear weapons in South Korea) had anything to do with the
North’s program. In many ways, this initial model of U.S. strategy became the
template for a subsequent U.S.policy of moderate toughness toward the North;
it quickly and efficiently complied with the essential preconditions for a solution
(most especially the tactical nuclear withdrawal); and it helped lay a foundation
of thoughtful reactions to North Korean provocations that encouraged re-
strained U.S. actions in later crises.

In this approach,the Bush administration was operating in recognition of one
important fact: nonproliferation is not so absolute a U.S. national interest that
the United States necessarily would be willing to wage a major war in support of
it.A U.S. president would certainly consider military action to halt an unbridled
North Korean nuclear weapons factory, producing ten or fifteen bombs a year;
but, shrewdly enough, Pyongyang stopped short of such an unambiguous
threat. What was actually at stake by the early 1990s—the location of enough
missing plutonium by-products from the main Yongbyon reactor for two to
three bombs—justified a strenuous U.S.diplomatic effort but certainly not war.
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(Thus the enormous relief with which the roomful of U.S. officials, including
President Bill Clinton,greeted the 1994 phone call from former president Jimmy
Carter, who had traveled to North Korea as an unofficial envoy, indicating that
he had secured an agreement with Kim Il Sung to forestall what looked at the
time like an onrushing conflict.) U.S. threats of sanctions and intimations of
military action thus rang somewhat hollow, and this in turn mandated an ap-
proach that was fundamentally positive lest the North call the U.S.bluff.Here we
can find another lesson for other cases of preventive diplomacy: Washington
must think through the national interests it has at stake very carefully from the
outset and shape its strategy to protect those interests, not exceed them.

Yet as much as the Korean model therefore suggests the value of a clear, co-
herent, and early review of policy and enunciation of strategy, it would be ex-
pecting too much to hope for s imilar approaches in most cases of preventive
diplomacy.As noted earlier, a major reason has to do with the national interests
involved; one has difficulty imagining all the key national security officials in the
U.S.government gathered around a table for several days at a time, supported by
extensive staff work, developing a strategy for resolving ethnic conflicts in
Rwanda. In fact the Bush administration also benefited from a number of for-
tuitous circumstances in developing its Korea strategy: the existence, in key de-
cision-making posts, of experienced and moderate diplomats; the happy coin-
cidence that the U.S. military had come to its own conclusion that tactical
nuclear weapons in Korea and an annual Team Spirit exercise served little pur-
pose and could be bargained away; and, perhaps, a sense of urgency in Py-
ongyang to achieve a breakthrough in relations w ith t he United States before
Kim Il Sung passed into history. Had any of these circumstances been absent,
this chapter might be discussing the North Korean case as a missed opportunity
for preventive diplomacy rather than one that was seized.

Apart from the role of luck , the spec ific strategy adopted by the United States
toward the North holds a few other important lessons. One has to do with the im-
portance of a multifaceted approach whose fund amental tone is friendly and pos-
itive.Ex perts inside and out side the U. S .government frequently referred to the im-
portance of “face” or pride in the Korean cas e. As much as this was said to be a
“Korean”cultural issue of unique intensity,however — as perhaps it was (and is ) —
in fact only a sm all minority of m ajor world cultures appear to place sm all em-
phasis on pride, recognition , and honor. Thus, whether one is dealing with Kore-
ans, Latin Americans, South Asi ans, Chines e, North Americans,or almost anyone
els e, no state or group will easily accept propos als for preventive diplom acy
phras ed as dem ands and backed up by threats of s anction if the dem and is not ac-
cepted. Propos als couched as of fers designed to meet the needs of all parties, in
which inducements en joy prominence while threats of s anctions (to the ex tent
they are enunc i ated at all) lay well into the back ground, stand a much bet ter
chance of acceptance.This, in fact,was prec is ely the arrangement of the initi al U. S .
strategy toward North Korea : very public, friendly U. S . moves and of fers, sup-
ported only indirectly by the reality of s anctions if the North demurred.2 2

In this same contex t, the North Korean case suggests something else about pre-
ventive diplom acy strategies : the value of unilateral concessions.The United States
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gained a great deal from its dec isions to remove its nuclear weapons from Korea ,
change Team Spirit to a semi annu al arrangement, and meet with North Korean
of fic i als in New York .These moves directly paved the way for the IAEA inspections
in 1992. Indeed, it was only when such concessions stopped later in the year that
North Korea began the process of delay and accus ation that would lead to the NPT
withdrawal crisis of March 1993. Obviously, a perm anent series of unanswered
concessions would do lit tle to promote an equitable set tlement, and even in the
Korean cas e,U. S . concessions were hardly of fered out of pure goodwill : They were
in fact designed to put enormous pressure on the North and marshal world opin-
ion for sanctions if it refus ed U. S . dem ands. Nonetheless, the North Korean cas e
strongly supports one of the central contentions of conflict resolution theory: that
t wo actors can break out of a security dilemma with a single (or sm all series of)
positive actions that create a self - perpetu ating process of cooperation .2 3

Indeed, the idea of a linked series of initiatives, a process of phased coopera-
tion, emerges as an important strategic lesson of the North Korean case. Litera-
ture on game theory, conflict resolution, constructivism,24 and a host of other
fields generally agree on the point that building trust over time, through a num-
ber of linked and verifiable initiatives,will be more successful than discrete,one-
time agreements between adversaries. In the North Korean case, the U.S. gov-
ernment employed packages of reciprocal moves both in the negotiation phase
and in the Agreed Framework itself. So far, this approach has proven helpful in
demonstrating to skeptical officials in Washington that North Korea is living up
to each stage of the agreement.

The strong desire on the part of Pyongyang for good relations with the United
States provided Washington with especially great leverage in this case, a trend
one can also see in other examples of preventive diplomacy. Many developing
nations see good relations with the United States (or other major powers), not
only as an important symbolic achievement in their own right, but as the most
essential precondition for access to the global marketplace. Recognition by
Washington also confers political legitimacy and, in some cases, a certain sense
of security; Ukraine, for example, demanded improved ties to the United States
as part of the price for returning its inherited Soviet nuclear arsenal to Russia.25

Whenever this issue crops up in negotiations, it will provide the United States
with an important bargaining chip. In the North Korean case the U.S. package
deal offered such recognition—indirectly at first, and later very explicitly—and
in so doing provided the North with what one must presume was one of the fun-
damental goals of its nuclear program.

This is not to say that a broadly friendly approach will be desirable in every cas e
of preventive diplom acy.The diplom acy that the United States might have applied
to prevent an Iraqi invasion of Kuwait in the weeks before August 2, 1 9 9 0 , would
presum ably not have had a friendly tone at all : it would have consisted of threat s
of military and economic retali ation , large - s cale movement of troops and equip-
ment into the region , confrontational sessions with Iraqi diplom ats in interna-
tional forums, and the li ke. But apart from cas es of imminent aggression , tough
strategies li ke these will generally be more appropri ate in the crisis phas e, for con-
flict resolution or crisis management, than for preventive diplom acy.
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Finally, the Korean case demonstrates that the willingness to spend re-
sources—both financial and political—will often represent an important deter-
minant of success in preventive diplomacy. While the initial set of benefits of-
fered the North cost Washington little in purely financial terms, the final
deal—the Agreed Framework—became highly controversial precisely because
it required substantial expenditures on the part of both the United States and
South Korea.(During 1996,indeed,the Republican Congress cut funding for the
U.S. elements of the Framework in half.) Especially when dealing with govern-
ments of or groups in developing nations with a strong interest in economic ad-
vancement, the United States will often face the need to spend money to impel
or lock into place a settlement. U.S. officials should carefully assess these poten-
tial costs in advance and, to the extent possible, hammer out early agreements
on cost sharing w ith international organizations or other major powers. This
spending can become controversial among those who will see the final deal as
insufficient, and officials need to think in advance about ways to answer such
criticisms—in particular, to be very explicit about the costs of not pursuing pre-
venting diplomacy.

Other chapters of this book , moreover, m ake clear that this same lesson holds
true throughout the preventive diplom acy field.The cost of the Som alia interven-
tion appears to have reached something li ke $4 billion ; as Heather Hurlburt ex-
plains,res et tlement aid for Russi an of ficers played a key role in resolving the Baltic
c risis ; and Good by documents how major infusions of U. S .assistance helped con-
vince Ukraine to agree to a set tlement. In short, preventive diplom acy has proven
to be a checkbook enterprise as much as anything els e, and there are few cas es —
Macedonia before the Kosovo crisis stands out as an exception — where the major
powers pursuing an end to conflict have not had to spend liberally.

The Mix of Incentives

One important advantage of the “package deal” offered to North Korea was
that it was,within a certain spectrum,all things to all people. Different observers
looked at the same set of incentives and threats and, depending on their own ex-
perience or preconceptions, saw its mix of threats and inducements, of carrots
and sticks, very differently. In fact, as suggested earlier, the approach was heav-
ier on carrots than sticks, although the mix underwent numerous adjustments
during the four-year course of diplomacy that led to the Agreed Framework.

When one talks with Bush administration officials about the initial mix of el-
ements, for example, one finds several of them describing the strategy as an ef-
fort to “put North Korea in a box” and force it to agree to U.S. terms.26 In this
model,Washington’s concessions were offered with a shrug and a clear recogni-
tion that the United States considered things like the tactical nuclear withdrawal
as justified on their own merits, hardly “carrots” in any generous sense of the
term. The threat of punishment looms large in the depiction of the U.S. Korea
strategy by some Bush administration officials, many of whom did not expect
North Korea to comply and who, therefore, assumed the eventual need for sanc-
tions of some kind.
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In contrast, some State Department career of fic i als saw in the strategy a re-
flection of their own preferences for accommod ating and engaging rather than
confronting North Korea . The portrait that I have painted of the strategy,a por-
trait shared by many nongovernmental obs ervers of the process, also takes the
s cheme’s of fers as clearly more evident than its threat s. In fact, the most com-
mon reaction to the overall process among many Republicans on Capitol Hill
and in certain cons ervative think tanks has been that it repres ented nothing
short of a sellout. This is, in my ass essment, a short sighted view (which , it
should also be pointed out, is shared by virtu ally no prominent Bush adminis-
tration of fic i als) but one that, when placed alongside the comments of the of fi-
c i als who devis ed the initi al strategy, shows how far afield perceptions of a sin-
gle strategy can diverge.2 7

All of this is to suggest that participants not think of the mix of benefits and
threats in any given preventive diplomacy strategy as an objective fact. Their
meaning and interpretation—what the United States really meant by its vague
security assurances to Ukraine, for example—are largely in the eye of the be-
holder.That ambiguity can work for good or ill; it is the task of the shrewd diplo-
mat to ensure that it works for the good. The balance is a difficult one to strike.
That same vagueness of the U.S.promises to North Korea, for example, while it
may have allowed each side to read into the agreement what they hoped it would
accomplish, now threatens to create severe tensions as the North increasingly
recognizes that it and the United States meant very different things by “political
and economic engagement.”

All the parties to the diplomacy would probably agree that the threat of mili-
tary force most certainly played some role in U.S. negotiations with North Ko-
rea, but they would probably fail to agree on just what role that was. The most
obvious conclusion of the Korean case, drawn by a ll but the most pugnacious
observers, was that the United States had no real military option. U.S. officials
were centrally concerned about the missing plutonium; if North Korea had fash-
ioned the material into bombs, a spiteful U.S.air strike on Yongbyon might pro-
duce a retaliatory nuclear attack on Seoul and still leave the North in possession
of at least one nuclear weapon.Again, as I suggested at the outset of the chapter,
the question of national interests was dominant.Although at times it seemed as
if circumstances would push the issue into a crisis, and the crisis into a conflict,
no reasonable analysis suggested that the United States ought to go to war over
two bombs’ worth of plutonium.28

Military action becomes espec i ally problem atic in light of the sovereignty norm ,
an issue for any state contemplating an uninvited intervention into the af fairs of an-
other state. Even in cas es of genoc ide or state collaps e, the sovereignty norm can
help dis courage action by out side parties ; members of the United Nations gener-
ally hesitate to endorse univers al norms that might later be applied to them .2 9 Yet
this barrier is nothing when compared with the ef fect of state sovereignty on pro-
pos ed action to eliminate weapons of m ass destruction or other national military
capabilities.Without the justification of a collapsing or genoc id al state, or a pred a-
tor state such as Iraq defeated in war, U. S . of fic i als may be hard - press ed to justify a
clear and total violation of the sovereignty norm in cas es of proliferation .
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Yet what the military option did do, it seems, is rule out for North Korea some
of its more ex treme options. Some of fic i als in Pyongyang must have had the sens e
that the United States would never allow them to withdraw from the NPT and turn
Yongbyon into a rapid - fire bomb production factory, with the one reactor joined
by others to be completed within a few years. Ra z ing Yongbyon to the ground —
had such an ex treme act ever emerged in Washington as a vi able policy option —
would have ended that threat. Similarly, in other cas es of preventive diplom acy,
threats of overwhelming military response to an ex treme departure from the over-
all peace process might be able to restrict one or more actors’ dec ision - m aking
process es within certain bound aries. If the solution of fered by medi ators repre-
s ents the best possible outcome for the actor within those artific i ally impos ed pa-
rameters, then the threat of military action can indeed play an important role —
not by overtly compelling signature to an accord,but by ruling out ex treme policy
options and forc ing the parties to consider a narrower range of alternatives. Sim-
ilar threats for a time served the same purpose in Macedoni a ,where a UN obs erver
force and clear U. S . warnings helped prevent Serbi an incursions.

Apart from the military option, however, the United States employed another
probably far more important stick against the North: the threat of economic and
political sanctions. Kim Il Sung and his top aides may not have believed that the
United States would take military action against them, but they cannot have
doubted that it would push for sanctions in the UN Security Council.And while
China helped the North to fend off this pressure for a time,continued North Ko-
rean noncompliance with world norms would almost surely have forced Beijing
into an abstention on a resolution of sanctions (as opposed to a veto). We can-
not know how decisive the sanctions threat was to the North, and given the
opaque nature of its decision making, we may never know. Certainly, as I have
argued earlier, the threat was sufficiently weak that a purely threat-based ap-
proach to North Korea would likely have failed. But it is safe to assume that the
threat played some role, complementing the offer of benefits with a clear price
to be paid if the North refused to take up that offer.While the strategy offered its
carrots more often and more broadly than it wielded its sticks,without the sticks
the carrots would not have looked so good—and the strategy might not have
worked.With no price to be paid for delay, North Korea might have held out al-
most indefinitely for a better deal.

The Effectiveness of International Coordination

In general terms, the United States coordinated world action on the North
Korean issue very effectively. Washington e ncountered (and continued to en-
counter) the lion’s share of its difficulties in bilateral relationships with China
and South Korea. For obvious reasons, both governments differed at times from
the U.S. view of the best way to approach North Korea.

Yet here, too, the North Korean case may be unique among cases of preven-
tive diplomacy for one simple reason. All the major actors in the drama apart
from North Korea itself wanted the same outcome—an end to the North’s nu-
clear ambitions.For the United States,Japan,and South Korea,this goal involved
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national security considerations of the highest order. But just as important, the
goal also made sense, for less critical but still important reasons, to China, Rus-
sia, the European powers, and everyone else interested in the issue. Just as with
U.S. policy, therefore, any disagreements in the world reaction to the North Ko-
rean crisis would center around means not ends. The end—nonproliferation—
appealed to a ll major actors, something that will not be true in a ll other cases.
As an obvious example, in many civil wars the simplest notion of all—achiev-
ing peace, for example—might not appeal to combatants who think that they
can win through war but not through negotiation.

Still, the United States deserves credit for not bungling this strong hand—it
generally managed international opinion and actions quite well. Both the Bush
and Clinton administrations adroitly pushed tough language as far as China
would allow it to go, while stopping short of proposals in the Security Council
sure to trigger Beijing’s veto. Both administrations also managed the touchy re-
lationship with the erratic governments in Seoul—friendly to the North one
moment, viciously hostile the next—about as well as could be expected given
the two countries’ differing national interests. This international coordination
was especially important at a time, as I will argue below, in which multilateral-
ism through U.S.leadership has been taking shape as the defining problem-solv-
ing model of the post–Cold War era. But the coordination was not painless, and
the Korean case offers cautionary notes for future U.S. preventive diplomacy
about two potential wrenches in the gears of negotiation: allies and international
organizations.

In this case, it may be fair to say that, apart from North Korea itself, South Ko-
rea posed the single greatest hurdle to successful U.S.diplomacy on the penin-
sula. Understandably jealous of the role as North Korea’s gateway to the world,
condemned by the youthfulness of its democracy to suffer sharp swings in pub-
lic opinion and government policy toward the North, South Korea consistently
obstructed U.S. diplomacy, in public and in private. That it also agreed to t he
U.S. strategy, answered North Korea’s brinkmanship moderately and responsi-
bly and, in the end, advised Congress and anyone else who would listen to ac-
cept the Agreed Framework as the best possible solution to the conflict, is a great
credit to a nation whose whole ethos is so bound up with the question of North
Korea’s future. Nonetheless, U.S. officials expended enormous amounts of en-
ergy in dealing w ith South Korean concerns, and it is no coincidence that the
Agreed Framework resulted from a bilateral U.S.–North Korean negotiation. In
future cases of preventive diplomacy where a U.S.ally is so closely involved,sim-
ilar difficulties are likely.

Other far less intense complications emerged between the United States and
Japan. For its own historical and economic reasons, Japan wanted more normal
relations with North Korea. Tokyo strongly favored a negotiated rather than
confrontational end to the crisis and disapproved of proposals for sanctions or
discussions of military action. Here again the carrot-and-stick approach, be-
ginning with a friendly and conciliatory tone, proved its worth: It addressed the
allied request (and that of other major powers, including China) for a negotiated
solution by testing North Korea’s willingness to participate in one.
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Finally, the Korean case suggests the growing influence of nongovernmental
and international organizations,a trend with mixed implications for U.S. diplo-
macy.30 In this case, the IAEA displayed such an expanding role, from the out-
set enunciating very tough criteria for verifying North Korean nuclear-free sta-
tus and refusing to accept North Korean assurances, even when U.S. officials
would have preferred that the agency do so.Washington itself exacerbated these
tensions when it tied its own policy to judgments of the IAEA in 1993 and 1994,
saying that an agency declaration of broken “continuity of inspections” in the
North would be grounds for UN sanctions. Having placed itself at the mercy of
Blix and his inspectors, Washington had to plead with him not to make such an
inconvenient finding,which would have prompted a U.S.drive for sanctions that
Washington had no interest in pursuing at the time.

The lesson, then, is simple: International organizations such as the IAEA,
along w ith nongovernmental g roups (e.g., the Rockefeller Foundation, which
funded Jimmy Carter’s visit to North Korea), are becoming increasingly as-
sertive and independent actors on the world stage. They do not have broad-
based national i nterests; most often t hey are single-issue g roups dedicated to
nonproliferation, human rights, or the environment, and their credibility de-
rives from how successfully—and, often, how purely—they are seen to be pur-
suing those goals, as in Korea, where the IAEA’s stubborn insistence on objec-
tive standards of verification—in part an effort to make up credibility lost in
Iraq before the Gulf War—complicated U.S. diplomacy. In other cases a badly
timed finding that one party to a settlement is not respecting the rights of its mi-
norities, or in fact has not s topped one company or another from polluting a
river, could create severe problems for the architects of a preventive diplomacy
settlement. In the ideal world, all such settlements would respect an uncompro-
mising letter of the law on these issues. But in the real world, that will seldom be
the case, and international organizations, nongovernmental organizations, and
other such groups working with a controversy-thirsty media can create sub-
stantial mischief. And if they are to work effectively, they must work together;
coordinating the activities of all the various groups in war-torn areas has be-
come a major challenge for governments.31 What this implies is the need to get
such groups involved in the process from the outset, to provide them a stake in
the process and deal with their concerns through negotiation and diplomacy—
rather than attempting to manage the process exclusively through government
channels, alienating other concerned groups and forcing t hem, in essence, to
conduct their own policy through press releases.

Lessons Learned

The North Korean case holds a variety of large and small lessons for other cases
of preventive diplomacy. One important theme it raises has to do with the role
of national interests. At least in this case, they exercised perhaps the dominant
influence on policy throughout the whole history that I have briefly surveyed.
They caused the United States to respond the way it did to initial evidence of a
North Korean nuclear program; they critically influenced the character and el-
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ements of the package deal offered to the North; they ruled out immediate sanc-
tions or military action; and, from the other side of the fence, they presumably
accounted for North Korea’s decision to trade away its plans for an expanded
bomb program in exchange for promised political and economic benefits. The
lesson for other cases is clear enough: any U.S.preventive diplomacy strategy, no
matter how persuasive the humanitarian or other arguments for U.S. involve-
ment, must in the end rest upon a set of interests clearly understandable to an
average member of Congress or U.S. citizen.

This is not to say that the Korean case recommends isolationism—far from it.
It merely suggests that the U.S. role in legitimate actions of the world commu-
nity must be calibrated and limited to the U.S.interests in the specific case, just
as U.S.diplomacy in Korea—even on an issue of such overriding importance as
nuclear proliferation by a demonstrated terrorist state—had its own limits. The
alternative to such restraint may be a collapse of the entire U.S. role in preven-
tive diplomacy, peacekeeping, and peacemaking. In the end, therefore, the U.S.
experience in dealing with North Korea’s nuclear program perhaps offers one
overriding caution:A l imited U.S. role in preventive diplomacy is better than no
role at all.

The Korean case also suggests an overall template for preventive diplomacy
strategies. That template has been well described by historian Paul Schroeder,
who argues that the character of post–Cold War international relations turns,or
should turn, on the question of “association versus exclusion.” Writing in the
Washington Quarterly, Schroeder laments the trend toward an “enforcement”
scheme in world politics,“a confrontation between alleged lawbreakers and sup-
posed enforcers of the law.” Such a threatening and coercive approach, includ-
ing sanctions and military threats aimed at the “lawbreakers,” risks tension and
conflict, and as often as not will be summarily rejected by the target state.32 As
an alternative to a pure enforcement or coercion model (a model that was not
appropriate to the Korean case and w ill seldom be useful in other preventive
diplomacy cases), Schroeder proposes a policy of “association-exclusion” that
works “not by enforcing international law and punishing violators, but by form-
ing and maintaining associations that include those who conform to group
norms and exclude those who do not.” Gradually, Schroeder hopes, such a sys-
tem might undermine irresponsible states that refuse to subject themselves to
global standards of behavior.33

This, in the end, is very much the strategy adopted by the United States in Ko-
rea—although perhaps with a slightly more obvious tone of enforcement than
Schroeder would prefer—and it provides a useful model for other cases as
well.34 It begins with the assumption that most states or groups want the politi-
cal legitimacy and economic opportunity conveyed by membership in the
world community of nations, with all that membership confers—admission to
global economic and political forums, regular diplomatic contacts with the
United States and other major powers, and the like. This fact provides the basic
leverage for negotiators in preventive diplomacy: agree to a settlement, they can
argue, and join the world community; refuse and remain (or become) a pariah.
Besides North Korea, such an approach appears to have worked to a degree in
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Bosnia,Ukraine, South Africa,perhaps Cambodia and Angola,and a handful of
other cases.Modified and strengthened, it could also become the basis of a con-
sistent U.S. approach to undemocratic or militant rogue states and to others as
well.

The analysis of many of the other chapters in this volume suggests that the
major powers already use this approach.35 In the Baltics, offers of international
membership and recognition played an important role in obtaining the Baltic
governments’ agreements to compromises. The U.S. offer to Ukraine (as with
North Korea) essentially offered it two paths, of association or exclusion w ith
the major global and European trade and political institutions; Kiev chose as-
sociation and abandoned its inherited nuclear arsenal.

Finally, these strategies will find their way into force through the new, post–
ColdWar model of international action—multilateralism under U.S.leadership.
The end of the Cold War has diluted the very nearly hegemonic U.S. role atop
the democratic world and created a requirement for a more equally shared mul-
tilateral approach to problem solving. It has not, however,undermined the need
for U.S. leadership in such cases. The result is a daunting requirement for Amer-
ican leadership of a new sort—decisive but not onerous, consensual but not ir-
resolute, formulating but not mandating a strategy for resolving the conflict, or-
ganizing but not dominating the effort to implement it. The United States
achieved this delicate balance in the Korean case.
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Part Six

Conclusions



13

Preventive Diplomacy: Analytical
Conclusions and Policy Lessons

Bruce W. Jentleson

WE HAVE HAD TWO principal goals in this book. One was to present expert
studies of major cases that challenged the preventive diplomacy capacity

of the international community in the first years of the post–Cold War era. Our
authors have done that, providing important analyses and insights in each of the
ten cases.

The other principal goal has been a comparative one, to discern and assess
patterns across the cases in the successes and failures of preventive diplomacy.
These patterns, and their implications for both theory and policy, are the focus
of this last chapter.

The argument was made from the outset in the first chapter for the realism of
preventive diplomacy: that it is a viable strategy and can be done, and that it has
a strategic logic and should be done. With the evidence provided by our case
studies, I return to this argument and show its substantiation.I t hen address the
requisites for effective preventive diplomacy—how to do what can and should
be done. The chapter concludes with a section considering the problem of po-
litical will, the difficulty of which is exceeded only by its essentiality.

The Viability of Preventive Diplomacy

The case studies strongly support the contention that preventive diplomacy is
not just a noble idea, but is a viable real world strategy.
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1. Missed Opportunities: The international community did have specific and
identifiable opportunities to limit, if not prevent, the conflicts. But its statecraft
was flawed, inadequate, or even absent.

Indeed, in many of the cas es it was not just one point at which an opportunity
for preventive diplom acy was miss ed, but in fact numerous points and instances.
The errors were both of omission and commission ,of the failure to act and the fail-
ure of action taken .This conclusion is drawn cons c ious of and consistent with the
caveats concerning counterfactu al analysis as dis cuss ed in chapter 1.

In the Somalia case Ken Menkhaus and Louis Ortmayer strike a sober balance
as they steer “between the shoals of wishful thinking and fatalism.” They ac-
knowledge that“no amount of preventive diplomacy could have completely pre-
empted some level of conflict.” But they trace“a litany of missed opportunities,”
presenting s olid evidence “that t imely diplomatic interventions at several key
junctures might have significantly reduced, defused, and contained that vio-
lence.” They identify four distinct points at which opportunities were missed, a
series of “cascading crises” through which Somalia descended into a “more vio-
lent and more intractable level of conflict.”1 They also cite instances in which
misconceived actions taken by the international community “served to trigger
conflict,” actually making things worse.

In the Rwanda case Astri Su hrke and Bruce Jones also are able to substanti ate a
s eries of miss ed opportunities, including both the commissions of flawed actions
and the omissions of inaction . They go back to 1989–90 when both the Organi z a-
tion of African Unity (OAU) and the United Nations High Commissioner for
Refugees (UNHCR) had gathered suf fic ient inform ation on the inc reasing volatil-
ity of the wors ening refugee problem (mostly Tut si in Uganda) to seek to take a se-
ries of initi atives but got lit tle support from the United States or Western Europe.
They also stress as a key reason for the failure of the Arusha Accords the unwill-
ingness of the international community to but tress them with tough and credible
measures against violations and ex tremist violators.The United Nations Assistance
Mission for Rwanda (UNAMIR) had “neither mand ate nor capac ity”to be an ef-
fective preventive military deployment.And on the eve and in the early days of the
inc ipient genoc ide in April 1994, when the Hutu - dominated military still was
somewhat divided,“an important factor in their dec ision to act was the failure of
the international community to respond forcefully to the initi al killings in Kigali
and other regions.” Given these divisions within the military,“a more determined
international response against the ex tremists would have found allies within [the
military ] .” This conclusion also is strongly backed by Major General Romeo Dal-
laire, the UNAMIR comm ander, as well as in other studies.2

Gail Lapidus makes a similar argument about the dysfunctional dynamic be-
tween the actions and inaction of the international community and the assess-
ment of options and competition for influence among Russian elites in the
Chechnya case.Here, too, while acknowledging the limits of the counterfactual,
the emphasis is on the missed opportunity:

It is dif ficult to demonstrate conclusively that a more active Western role in the early stages
of the conflict would have altered its cours e. However, it argu ably might have created op-
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portunity,space,transparency,and support for a serious negoti ating process and strength-
ened the inhibitions against the resort to force. The ex istence of important divisions within
the Russi an elite,and therefore of potenti al allies of appropri ate conflict prevention ef fort s,
and the interest of a number of capable regional leaders eager to find a political compro-
mise of fered opportunities to influence the policy calculus that were never utili zed.

So, too, in the Nagorno-Karabakh case, we get the balanced yet s ignificant
claim from Ambassador Jack Maresca that “a number of opportunities were
missed that might have led to greater negotiating progress.” Indeed, this was a
case in which there was a degree of early success, as the Conference on Security
and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE) Minsk Group was able to bring all the main
parties to the negotiating table in early 1992.But the process was allowed to“fiz-
zle” over the course of the year, while the calculations of a number of key actors,
both the parties themselves and the Russians, shifted in ways that shut the win-
dow on the opportunity for prevention.

As to Croatia and Bos nia and Her zegovina , Sus an Woodward is clear and un-
equivocal at the very out s et of her chapter that “Few, if any, deadly conflicts in re-
cent history that have provided more opportunity for prevention than the wars that
engulfed the Balkan peninsula with the disintegration ofYugoslavia in 1991.”Here,
too, the analysis is both of failures in the actions taken — “so many actions taken
with the intent of prevention , or justified as such ,[ that] rebounded pervers ely on
the idea it s elf of prevention” — and of the failure to act as international actors self -
justified their inaction with a view of the conflict as “inevitable” and of the parties
to it “as intent on killing each other no mat ter what out siders did.”

As to the Congo (Brazzaville),we had the intracase contrast between the 1993
preventive diplomacy success and the 1997 failure.William Zartman and Katha-
rina Vogeli draw sharp contrasts between what was done in a t imely and effec-
tive manner in 1993 and what was not done or was done highly ineffectively in
1997. They also show how the 1997 missed opportunities traced back to the fail-
ures to follow through on the 1993 seized ones, such as in not disbanding the
militias,“an action that was absolutely necessary (and maybe even sufficient) to
prevent the reexplosion of civil war.”

2. Case Evidence of Successes: In addition to the evidence of how the failures
could have been successes, there are the successes that quite plausibly could have
been failures, had it not been for preventive diplomacy.

The counterfactual works in the other direction as well, to show why the
avoidance of major conflict in cases like Macedonia, Ukraine, the Baltics, North
Korea, and at least initially in the Congo (Brazzaville) was not a given.Any or all
of these could have become quite deadly in their own right—Macedonia, an-
other ex-Yugoslav republic with a multiethnic mix sharing a border with Serbia;
Ukraine and the Baltics, which each had their own bitter histories with Russia
within which difficult issues had to be worked out; North Korea, whose hermit
leadership and unpredictably aggressive track record sowed uncertainties and
fears of any one of a number of possible cataclysms; and Congo, as it proved to
be in 1997.
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While there was some vari ation in the identity of the key international actors,
in all of these cas es preventive diplom acy had cruc i al impact. More of the who,
what, and how from these cas es will be brought out later in this chapter. For now
suf fice to say that we get an interesting cross - s ection : Ambass ador James
Good by’s emphasis in the Ukraine nuclear nonproliferation case on both the
United States’ role and the importance of a preex isting strong international
regime with rules and norms of restraint ; Michael Ma z arr on North Korea , also
emphasi z ing the U. S . role, although more in a carrot - and - stick bargaining con-
tex t ; Heather Hurlburt on Estonia and Lat vi a ,with the focus on the CSCE/OSCE;
Michael Lund on Macedoni a ,on a range of key international actors including the
C S C E / O S C E , the United Nations,and the United States ; and Zartm an and Vogeli
on Congo, c rediting the OAU and espec i ally Gabonese president Om ar Bongo,
who had an unusu al combination of political and personal standing.

To at tribute importance to preventive diplom acy is not to dismiss other fac-
tors, such as the roles played and dec isions made by domestic actors. But as
Lund puts it for Macedoni a ,“it is unli kely that the ex isting equilibria of inter-
ests and the fabric of relationships would have been able to contain serious out-
breaks of violence for long without international preventive diplom acy.”More-
over, in a number of cas es there was an interactive ef fect by which domestic
actors reached what I term a cooperation calculus, rather than a conflict one, in
part because of incentives, assurances, and other support provided by interna-
tional actors.

To be sure, as noted as caveats in the first chapter, any attributions of success
are relative in two respects. First, the claim is not of total conflict resolution or
the total absence or avoidance of violence and killing—but, yes, escalation to
mass violence was prevented; the conflicts did not become horrifically deadly
ones. Second, even that success can prove to be transitory, as in the Congo case,
and as could have been the case as the Russian minority issue has kept coming
up in the Baltics and as the 1998 Kosovo crisis pressured against Macedonia.3

However, unless it is demonstrated that the principal reasons for eventual fail-
ure were integral to the initial success of prevention, as an analytic matter such
an eventuality would not totally negate the earlier success.

3 . Purposive Sources of Ethnic Conflict : While all these conflicts have deep historical
root s, the driving and dominant dynamic was more purposive than primordi alist,
much more the cons equence of a volitional calculus than historical determinism .

The cases strongly support the purposive side of this theoretical debate.To be
sure, history has its legacies. The politics of identity—of who I am,who you are,
and what the differences are between us—were driving forces in all these cases.
But there was nothing inevitable about deadly conflict in any one of these cases.
The conflicts were not strictly“these intractable problems from hell,”as the pre-
vailing Clinton administration view was expressed. They were fed, shaped, ma-
nipulated, directed, and turned toward the purposes of leaders and others
whose interests were served by playing the ethnic card.

If identity were so fixed and conflict so inevitable,then one would hardly have
expected, for example, for Bosnia and Herzegovina circa 1991 to have so much
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intermarriage (more than 25 percent) and so few ethnically “pure” urban resi-
dents and ethnically homogeneous smaller communities, as Woodward points
out in her chapter. The point also is made, albeit with some hyperbole, in a state-
ment by a Bosnian Muslim schoolteacher that “we never, until the war, thought
of ourselves as Muslims.We were Yugoslavs.But when we began to be murdered
because we are Muslims things changed. The definition of who we are today has
been determined by our killing.”4 Suhrke and Jones could not be more un-
equivocal in their analysis that notwithstanding the deep historical roots of
Hutu-Tutsi tensions,the Rwanda genocide was not primordialistic“mindless vi-
olence” but all too purposive: “planned . . . fully prepared . . . to retain political
power and all that went with it.”In Chechnya while giving due to the underlying
legacy of antagonistic group histories and other factors inherent to the situation,
Lapidus nevertheless also stresses the noninevitability of the war, that it was“de-
liberately launched by the Russian leadership.” So, too, in the other cases in
which we also see histories of ethnic and other intergroup tensions that fostered
dispositions toward conflict but that in themselves were not deterministic and
required calculations, decisions, and other purposive action by leaders and
other fomenters to end up as mass violence.

4 . Key and Unavoid able Role of International Actors : While not necess arily
determinative, the actions and inaction of international actors have major impact
on whether domestic actors make a conflict or a cooperation calculus. This means
most importantly that there is no nonposition for international actors.

It follows from the previous point about the purposive nature of domestic ac-
tors that to the extent that international actors can be expected to raise the costs
and risks for the violence options and/or raise the potential for gains from more
peaceful conflict resolution routes, a moderating effect on the domestic actors’
calculus is possible. If there is no such expectation, the calculus is left without a
major constraint and is more likely to lead to violence.

Moreover, while international actors may profess neutrality, be it limiting their
involvement to hum anitari an res cue or simply staying out, there simply is no
“nonposition”for the international community, in the sense of no impact one way
or the other. If one party to the conflict ass ess es that it has the advantage in mili-
tary and other means of violence over the other, so long as the other cannot count
on international assistance to balance and but tress, it should be no wonder that it
choos es war. In some instances the choice of war is at least in part a preemptive
one, less out of outright aggressive intentions than as a manifestation of the “s ecu-
rity dilemm a ,” in which warfare breaks out from mutu al ins ecurities and fears of
vulnerabilities, which credible international action could have assu aged.

Our cases are strongly corroborative. Lapidus stresses that all along Boris
Yeltsin still had “a considerable repertoire of tools and strategies” for Chechnya
other than military intervention but made his choices in part based on knowing
that the United States and others in the international community were not go-
ing to impose significant costs for using force. In Somalia, for all the “cruel and
gratuitous criminality” that clannism took on, the fact that as late as the mid-
1980s this still was “a country that was remarkably free of violent crime” runs
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counter to the primordialist view of this violence as just an extension of histor-
ical tensions. Siyad Barre quite intentionally had politicized clan relations, and
did so with U.S. Cold War–motivated support. The “conflict constituency” pat-
tern by which General Mohamed Farah Aideed and other clan leaders pushed
Somalia deeper into violence was not just an inevitability of state collapse; it was
in part a consequence of international inaction and ineffective action that, how-
ever unintentional, was permissive and facilitative.

In the Nagorno-Karabakh case Maresca brings out a number of ways in which
the West’s efforts to limit its involvement was consequential in its own right, as
Russia saw that it had room to maneuver, and the conflicting parties on the one
hand felt insufficiently reassured because of doubts about the West’s will to en-
sure the p eace and on the other hand were not constrained f rom “deal shop-
ping.” In Croatia and Bosnia and Herzegovina Woodward traces the numerous
ways in which international actors not only failed to prevent or ameliorate the
early stages of the conflict but exacerbated and worsened them. In Congo 1997
Zartman shows how the conflicting parties exploited the unwillingness of the
international community to get involved in any serious way. As to Rwanda, the
evidence of purposiveness and calculations of the international factor is ex-
ceedingly strong in the Suhrke-Jones chapter as well as from other sources.

5. Early Warning Availability: Where opportunities for preventive diplomacy
were seized, it was in part due to the timely availability of reliable intelligence
and other early warning information. Where opportunities for preventive
diplomacy were missed, it was despite early warning availability. All told, and
contrary to what often is argued, early warning was not the problem.

Goodby stresses how the Ukraine case was close to an early warning ideal
type: no ambiguity as to the nature of the problem, a high-priority interest at
stake, consensus on goals, receptivity to warning not impeded by problem
recognition, no disincentive of having to consider military force as an option.
So, too, in the North Korea case there was“detailed and relatively conclusive in-
telligence information about the exact character and timing of a conflict.” The
early warning could have come earlier,but it was early enough,with the evidence
of North Korean nuclear weapons programs beginning to mount in the mid-
1980s and having become quite “clear” by 1989.

The timely and reli able intelligence and other inform ation that constitute early
warning was available to policym akers in every one of the ethnic conflict cas es :

Rwanda:“information about the possibility of an oncoming genocide—or at
any rate, civil violence on a scale that would undermine the peace
process—was ‘in the system’ in ample quantity.”5

Somalia:“Throughout the 1980s the international community witnessed vis-
ible signs of a worsening political crisis . . . there was no shortage of infor-
mation warning of a deteriorating situation.”

Congo:“no lack of information”
Chechnya:“ample early warning,” for “both the parties to the conflict and the

broader international community”
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Baltics:“an almost ideal early warning”
Croatia-Bosnia:“there was plenty of early warning”6

Nagorno - Karabakh : while “the international community did not fores ee . . . the
strength of Russi an resistance to an international intervention on the terri-
tory of the former Soviet Union ,” it was “despite clear early warning signals.”

Macedonia: initially“less like discrete alarms and more like general concerns,”
but clearer and more clarion over time, and in plenty of time for the UN-
PROFOR-UNPREDEP preventive deployment of military forces.

This is not to go so far as to claim that any of these warnings were strictly un-
equivocal or self - evident. The “signal - to - nois e” problem rais ed by Alex ander
George and Jane Holl was evident in a number of cas es. This is a problem that
in part goes back to the indeterminacy of the sources of conflict and the dif fi-
culty of as certaining with reli able conditional probability whether inc ipient
tensions and low - level violence will become major conflict s. It also is inherent
to issues that may be major tomorrow but have to compete with imminently
pressing issues for a spot on the usu ally full plate of policym akers’ action - ori-
ented at tention . The need for improvement in early warning is address ed later
in this chapter. Still , the cas es do show that early warning was less the problem
than was response to those warnings.

6. Flawed Analysis, but Correctably So: A key part of the warning-response
problem was misanalysis of some or all of the following factors: the likelihood of
escalation to violent conflict, the impact on national and international interests,
the risks and costs of inaction, and the viability of preventive actions. The case
studies show this to be more a matter of faulty assumptions, inaccurate framing,
and other correctable analytical flaws than of inherent problems of
unknowability.

George and Holl make a case for the importance of quality analysis, the diffi-
culties for achieving this, and some ways of improving the chances of doing so.
This is one of the key links in the warning-response chain.

To an extent the problem was something of a fi rst-generational one, in the
sense of new types of issues bursting so quickly onto the scene in a period of his-
torical transition. Not a lot of thinking had been done before Somalia about
failed states.Yugoslavia was recognized to be a less than fully stable ethnic con-
federation, but for it to descend into the mass murders, raping, and pillaging of
ethnic cleansing? Or a country such as Congo, which never had had elections
and campaigns before and thus provided little basis for analyzing possible sce-
narios and alternative strategies?

The analytic problems with these types of conflicts involved both ass essment s
of the nature of the conflict and the probability that it would intensify and es ca-
late. It is true that issues such as nuclear proliferation or Russi an troops in the
Baltics inherently have fewer analytic ambiguities and uncertainties. They also
have the advantage of more apparent time sensitivity. However, we need be care-
ful not to go from acknowledgment of the greater inherent analytic dif ficulties and
ex planations of why the analytic flaws occurred,to hands - thrown - up justification
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of unavoid ability. The ex planations tell us why analys es were flawed, but this does
not mean that they had to be flawed.As Woodward writes in citing a Bush National
Security Counc il of fic i al’s lament that they “simply knew of no way to prevent this
from occurring” — “this ex planation is insuf fic ient ; if something mat ters, one
finds a way to act.”

It is in part the problem, as Menkhaus and Ortmayer put it, of being able “to
think outside the box.”This is not easy to do, and not just for analytic-cognitive
reasons but also for bureaucratic and political reasons, but it is doable. Making
the analogy between Chechnya and the American Civil War, seeing the reper-
cussions in domino theory terms, accepting at face value Russian officials’“un-
critically tendentious and self-serving analyses”—all are indicative of an“inad-
equate understanding of the situation” that, as Lapidus suggests, was not
inevitable. The particular mix of these analytic problems varies from case to
case. But whatever the mix, while things may not have been known correctly,
they could have been.7

Moreover, even if the first-generational argument is accepted, its very logic
also constitutes its datedness.We now have had the experience of these conflicts
with their various etiologies and dynamics, and we should be expected to have
learned from them.8 Whether we have, though, remains in doubt, given the late
and limited response in cases such as Kosovo.Once again the threat of concerted
international action came only after the conflict had turned deadly and was
more a matter of conflict management than conflict prevention.

A final point concerns the full-plate problem. This too is an explanation qua
justification often made. This is a highly “inflexible” approach, as Maresca
stresses: “The point is not to dispute the wisdom of maintaining such a hierar-
chy of priorities but rather to argue that it should be possible to maintain a sen-
sible order of priorities and to seize opportunities related to lower-priority
problems.” Given how often the full-plate justification is offered (e.g., the plate
was too full in 1989–90 with the end of the Cold War to see Saddam Hussein’s
aggression coming; the plate was too full in 1990–91 with Saddam to be able to
deal w ith Yugoslavia or Somalia in their earlier s tages; Yugoslavia was on the
plate as Nagorno-Karabakh intensified), it is a problem that needs to be ad-
dressed. It is one of the reasons why policy-planning functions need to be taken
more seriously and approached more systematically.

***

In sum, there is ample basis of the viability of preventive diplomacy.Some op-
portunities were seized; many others (too many) were missed. It wasn’t that
nothing or no more could have been done. It was that nothing, or at least not
enough and not the right things, was done.

The Strategic Logic of Preventive Diplomacy

Still, though, the hard-headed question remains whether, even if preventive
diplomacy is doable, it is worth doing. It may be viable, but does it have suffi-
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cient value to international actors for them to run the risks and incur the costs
of undertaking it? Why not just wait and see, kick it down the road,and a whole
variety of other widely accepted saws that are premised on the ostensible prag-
matic preferability of later-stage conflict management to early-stage conflict
prevention? So the conventional wisdom has run. And so it continues to run.

The greater li keli hood of concerted ef forts at preventive diplom acy in cas es that
were predominantly interstate rather than intrastate in nature and that mostly in-
volved geostrategic interests is one of the strongest pat terns in our study.This is in
part due to norms, a point we come back to, and in part due to interest s. With
Ukraine, North Korea , and the Baltics, s alient geostrategic interests clearly were at
stake. The action taken in those cas es thus was grounded in realist strategic logic.

Our study provides a very strong basis, empirically as well as analytically, also
making a case for the strategic logic of preventive diplomacy in the other cases
as well—and for calling into question the conventional wisdom about the os-
tensible unrealism of preventive diplomacy in cases not self-evidently involving
core strategic interests. The argument here is twofold: the need to reassess the
standard c alculus of low interests a nd high costs for preventive diplomacy in
these situations, and an analysis of how the dynamics of these conflicts contra-
dict the assumed preferability of waiting to see whether and when concerted ac-
tion is necessary.

Reassessing the Interests-Costs Calculus

The low interests–high costs calculus so often cited as the strategic argument
against preventive diplomacy underestimates the interests at stake for the inter-
national community and overestimates the cost differential between acting
early and acting late.

1. Interests Underestimated: Even though many of these conflicts did not involve
inherently strategic locales, the damage to major power and other international
interests proved greater than anticipated.

In the introductory chapter I cited a number of studies that show how and
why ethnic and other such deadly conflicts are more apt to escalate and spread
than self-contain. While our cases show varying forms that this takes, the over-
arching pattern is a strong one.

The very terms ethnic cleansing and genocide leave no doubt as to the severity
of the escalation of the conflicts in Croatia/Bosnia and Herzegovina and
Rwanda. Had these conflicts stayed at relatively low levels of violence, perhaps
the realist calculus of limited interests would have held. But they did not, and so
it did not. Nor does it necessarily matter in this regard whether one puts the mis-
calculation in underestimating the likelihood of escalation or in foreseeing this
as a possibility but still holding to a limited interests assessment. Where the in-
terests’ assessment went wrong was in sticking too much to standard measures
such as locale (“not strategic real estate”) and resource endowments (“no oil”),
and not taking into account how conflicts even in such places can have dispro-
portionate impact on interests when they escalate to such extreme levels.
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Diffusion, as noted earlier, refers to the spread of the conflict to other coun-
tries, particularly neighboring ones.9 The Rwanda case became virtually a clas-
sic example of this, in terms of the direct and intense interconnection of the con-
sequences of the Rwandan conflict and the precipitants of the Zairian one. This
is not to ignore the much deeper causes of Mobutu’s fall. Nor is it any way to im-
ply that the end of the Mobutu kleptocratic dictatorship was at all a bad thing.
But the conflict diffusion point is about how violence begat violence.

The 1998–1999 Kosovo crisis and war in my view exemplified t he demon-
stration effect that one conflict can have on another. In this analysis Milo ević’s
decision to resort to aggression in Kosovo in 1998 reflects his calculus of how
the West would and would not respond based in significant part on what the
West did and did not do in Croatia and Bosnia and Herzegovina.Thus,the dam-
age to Western and other international interests from the preventive diplomacy
failure in Croatia and Bosnia and Herzegovina was further exacerbated by this
delayed but still directly connected spread to Kosovo. This is yet another way in
which the “no-dog-in-that-fight” calculus by which the United States con-
sciously refrained from serious efforts at preventive diplomacy in Croatia and
Bosnia, and the comparable flawed calculations by the Europeans, proved more
shortsighted than hard-headed.

The Chechnya case makes evident another permutation, what might be
termed a boomerang effect.Whereas the main rationale for nonprevention was
the greater weight given to maintaining good relations with Russia, not adding
to the instability Russia already faced, and being sensitive to the domestic polit-
ical pressures to which Yeltsin had to respond, this very strategy ended up
boomeranging against these very goals.As Lapidus stresses:

economic and hum an resources that could have gone into economic development were
siphoned of f . . . ;Yelt sin’s own stature was weakened, and with it his capac ity to deliver on
other important issues ; the military establishment was left demorali zed, impoverished,
and embit tered ; and the dishonesty and cynic ism of of fic i aldom ex pos ed by the war fur-
ther drained the already meager residue of public trust in institutions and leaders.1 0

The point here is a straightforward pragmatic one, distinct from other norma-
tive cr iticisms and t he like: that nonprevention was counterproductive to the
very interests it was to serve.

This is not to totally reverse the assessment of interests. It is not the case that
preventive diplomacy always has an interests-based rationale for outside pow-
ers. Some conflicts may not escalate to ethnic cleansing and other genocide. Not
all conflicts have the same likelihood of diffusion.11 There is some logic to giv-
ing greater weight to other factors in relations w ith a major power especially
when the conflict in question embodies an asymmetry of motivations that leans
toward that state’s interests, a qualifying point that Lapidus a lso makes in the
Chechnya case, as does Maresca in the Nagorno-Karabakh case. The central
point, though, is that these are assessments to be made, not assumptions to be set.

The same is t rue with regard to the ethical and values issues raised by these
conflicts. To be sure, neither the United States, nor the United Nations, nor any
other international actor, can or should try to right all wrongs.Yet it is not nec-
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essarily reducing foreign policy into “social work” to give national interest
weight to humanitarian, justice, and other ethical considerations. Stanley Hoff-
mann is right when he argues that“the distinction between interests and values
is largely fallacious . . . a great power has an‘interest’ in world order that goes be-
yond strict national security concerns,and its definition of world order is largely
shaped by its values.”12 Moreover, it is worth pondering whether in such a glob-
alist age we want to become a people that does not feel a moral imperative to seek
to prevent genocide and other mass violence and destruction just because it may
be on a geopolitically unimportant piece of real estate. This too is both a moral
question and a pragmatic one, as a “second image reversed” reverberation of
how such hardening can affect domestic intersocietal relations.13

2. Costs Miscalculated: Whereas the costs of waiting tend to be assumed to be less
than the costs of acting early, they have proven to be much greater than expected,
and arguably more than those for preventive action would have been.

In a sense policymakers are no different from most people in putting greater
weight on immediate costs compared to anticipated ones. These costs, as
Michael Brown and Chantal de Jonge Oudraat note,“are easy to measure and
they have to be paid immediately,” whereas “the costs of inaction are much
harder to measure a nd are usually realized only in the long term.”14 It a lways
seems easier to pay tomorrow rather than today—thus the success of credit
cards,and thus the disinterest in preventive diplomacy.There is the added prob-
ability calculus that perhaps the costs won’t have to be paid, the bill won’t come
due, if the issue peters out or at least self-limits. Here too, though, in our cases
we see the failure of these hopes, as the bills did come due, and when they did it
was with the equivalent of exorbitant interest and late fees.

“The cost of remedying a situ ation once it gets out of control ,”as Sir David Han-
nay,British ambass ador to the United Nations,stated,“is infinitely greater than the
costs of . . . international ef forts to head of f such dis asters before they occur.”1 5 At
one level ,this is substanti ated by a host of statistics.In 1951 when the UNHCR was
established, there were about 1.5 million refugees in the world ; by 1980 this num-
ber was up to 8.2 million ; by 1996 to 14.5 million , plus 23 million internally dis-
placed persons.1 6 In 1971 the total ex penditure by refugee, dis aster, and hum ani-
tari an relief agenc ies was $200 million ; in 1994 it was $8 billion . For the United
States, in spite of overall foreign aid levels falling, the annu al amount being taken
by relief agenc ies has inc reas ed from $300 million in the late 1980s to $1.3 billion .1 7

At one point UNPROF OR was costing $1.6 billion per year,accounting for half of
the United Nations’total peacekeeping budget. The entire cost of the UNPR E DE P
Macedonia mission has been less than the per annum budget for the International
Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavi a .1 8

The less qu antifiable aspect of costs is to the credibility of m ajor powers and in-
ternational institutions. There is a point to be made that credibility is not just
about resolve but also about judgment and the capac ity to dis cern when major in-
terests are at stake and when they are not. This fits with the original interests cal-
culus as an ex planation of the disinclination to undertake preventive diplom acy.
But just as this calculus was of f, so too does credibility incur costs when , rather
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than appearing prudent in not get ting involved when their interests are not at
stake, international actors appear to lack the judgment to dis cern that their inter-
ests are at stake and / or to lack the will to act when their interests are at stake. This
in turn can undermine the credibility of other threats made and deterrence pos-
tures taken , as well as more general reputational standing.

Conflict Dynamics

The other set of reasons for the strategic logic of preventive diplomacy con-
cern the dynamics of the conflict itself.

1. The Rubicon Problem: As difficult as preventive diplomacy is, the onset of mass
violence transforms the nature of a conflict. A “Rubicon” gets crossed, on the other
side of which resolution and even limitation of the conflict become much more
difficult.

A former Croatian militiaman, who later turned himself in, reflected on his
own killing of seventy-two civilians and command of a death camp.“The most
difficult thing is to ignite a house or kill a man for the first time,” he stated,“but
afterwards even this becomes routine.”19 The addition of revenge and retribu-
tion to other sources of tension plunges a conflict s ituation down to a funda-
mentally different and more difficult depth. The Croatia/Bosnia and Herzegov-
ina conflicts never were going to be easy, but after all the killings, the rapes, the
other war crimes,the tasks were vastly harder.20 So,too, in Rwanda,Somalia,and
elsewhere where mass violence was not prevented. In contrast, one of the key
reasons for the success in Congo in 1993 was that international action came rel-
atively early, before levels of violence got too high.

One key reason lies in the “conflict constituenc ies”concept Menkhaus and Ort-
m ayer develop.2 1 Prevention is more dif ficult when the interests of m ajor domes-
tic actors are served more by perpetu ation and intensification of the conflict than
its resolution . The capac ity of leaders who see their interests well served by the
conflict to ex pand and maintain constituenc ies is that much greater when they
have retribution and revenge to invoke. Similarly, leaders pushing nonviolence
and cooperation have a harder time maintaining appeal .At minimum the security
dilemma gets ex acerbated as more and more people feel they have lit tle choice
even from a defensive perspective other than to mobili ze for warfare. Moreover,
the of fense has the advantage as it is easier to at tack than to hold, feeding the in-
centive to act preemptively.2 2 It is not quite a simple algorithm of the more deaths
the stronger the conflict constituenc ies, but the direction of the arrow is evident.

Another aspect is that certain international strategies that may have been ef fec-
tive at lower levels of conflict are less li kely to be so amid intensified violence.2 3

This point is part of the basis for the miss ed opportunities argument made earlier,
and it is amply documented and defended in our case studies. Part of this is the
classic problem for statec raft that the more ex tensive the objectives,the greater and
usu ally more coerc ive are the strategies needed to achieve them . Consistent with
both Thom as Schelling’s deterrence / compellence distinction and Alex ander
George’s work on coerc ive diplom acy, preventing a conflict from es calating to vi-
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olence is a more limited objective than ending violence once it has begun .2 4 This
is a key reason why, for ex ample, Woodward concludes that certain EC strategies
“might have been very ef fective . . . had they been applied earlier.” It is also why
Mares ca argues that “the most promising opportunities for conflict resolution by
the international community may occur at the very beginning of an out side inter-
vention while it [the out side intervention] is still credible and before it bogs
down .” Comparable arguments are made in the other cas es.

It is in this very crucial sense that options do not necessarily stay open over
time, that a problem can get harder down that road to where it has been kicked,
that when you wait you may end up seeing a much more difficult problem than
you first saw. Other related literature shows a similar dynamic.Jacob Bercovitch
and Jeffrey Langley, in their study of 97 disputes of various types involving 364
separate mediation attempts, found a declining success rate for mediation as fa-
talities increased. David Carment shows a much greater chance for third parties
to help achieve “definitive” rather than “ambiguous” outcomes to civil wars and
other internal conflicts when they intervene at an early rather than a middle
stage. In a later and larger study on ethnic conflict, Carment and Patrick James
acknowledge that “while there are no guarantees that early action will be suc-
cessful, the prospects for success decrease over time.”David Smock, surveying a
number of African cases, simply and clearly concludes that“starting early is bet-
ter than starting late.”Roy Licklider goes further, arguing that once civil wars get
going a military victory tends to be a more stable “solution” than a negotiated
settlement.25 While each of these studies has its own way of trying to identify
where the Rubicon is, as do our cases, the specifics are less important than the
basic pattern of mass violence marking a Rubicon, on the other side of which
resolution and even limitation of the conflict become much more difficult.

This point also has implications for the theory of “ripeness.”As developed by
Zartman in his other work, as well as by others, this is an important and power-
ful theory.26 The central idea is that there are points in the life cycle of conflicts
at which they are more conducive to possible resolution than others.When a sit-
uation is not “ripe,” as determined in large part by the extent to which the par-
ties to the conflict are disposed to even seriously consider an agreement, inter-
national strategies have much less chance of succeeding than others. But while
ripeness theory is helpful in counseling prudent assessments of when and where
to engage so as not to overestimate the chances of success, it sometimes gets in-
terpreted and applied in ways that underestimate the risks and costs of waiting.
Natural processes do not only work in one direction; they can move toward
ripening but also toward“rotting.” The crops can be left in the fields too long, as
well as harvested too early; the conflict may be intervened in too early, but it also
can deteriorate over time, grow worse, become too far gone.

Moreover, the whole natural process metaphor may be misleading. Farmers do
have their alm anacs, but they also apply the methods of agricultural science both
to help the process of ripening and to hinder rot ting. While every farmer knows
the limits of what he can do to alter nature, he does what he can — irrigates, fumi-
gates, fertili zes — to shape the natural process es in his favor. So, too, with preven-
tive diplom acy and other aspects of conflict resolution . The dynamics of conflict
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cycles, with phas es that vary in conduc iveness to ex ternal intervention , need to be
taken into account. But they should not be treated strictly as parameters that fix
the options. Here too there needs to be “cultivation” of ripening - helping and rot-
ting - hindering forces and conditions.

2. The Humpty Dumpty Problem: Putting such severely shattered societies back
together again is enormously difficult, hugely expensive, very risky—and, very
possibly, just not possible.

One of the key tenets of the argument for not acting early has been that, when
the time came what was needed to be done could be done.Yet the experience has
been that ending the conflicts has been one thing, putting the societies back to-
gether quite another. It is a problem, to again draw on work by Zartman, of
“putting Humpty-Dumpty together again.”27

As noted at the outset, while the principal purposes of this study are geared to
a primary focus on the proximate precrisis time frame of prevention, there also
is the longer view that goes back to more deeply rooted political,social, and eco-
nomic causes. This is the operational prevention/structural prevention differ-
entiation made by the Carnegie Commission and by others in analogous terms.
To be sure, the challenges posed by the structural/longer-term factors are for-
midable even under “normal” circumstances, i.e., without the added divisions
and devastation of deadly conflict, with just the inherent problems of trying to
build democratic political institutions and foster sustainable development in
societies in which there is little supportive history and numerous obstacles.

Take, for example, the statement of the goals for fostering civic society by an
NGO in Poland:“A society in which ordinary citizens trust each other, organize
voluntarily to achieve common ends, expect local government to respond to
their needs, and participate generally in the public life of the community.”28

Such goals are hard enough to foster in societies that “only” have their past
legacy to deal with, let alone societies that in the present are being torn asunder
by mass violence.It is a sufficiently formidable task to find and foster“social cap-
ital,” in Robert Putnam’s term, when there is little history of having accumulated
it, but to destroy what there is makes the problem even worse.29

The same argument holds in economic terms. The bas eline from which
post – Cold War development has been starting generally has been a low one.Tran-
sitional economies face complex economic problems, and they do so amid cross -
cut ting international and domestic pressures for growth and equity. Again thes e
are formid able problems by definition and assuming peaceful transitions,without
adding on the problem of economic reconstruction .The point has been made ear-
lier that part of the purposive nature of these conflicts is economic, that conflict s
over the distribution of wealth and the availability of economic opportunity often
clos ely correlate and connect with ethnic divisions. The economic devastation of
years of conflict means that reconstruction has to go on along with redistribution .

Even providing the basic relief of hum anitari an aid to soc ieties once they are
war- torn has been dif ficult and dangerous.The Rwand an case illustrates how food
distribution and other hum anitari an assistance risks ending up get ting politic i zed,
feeding the conflict as it tries to feed the people. Relief agenc ies allowed the ex iled
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Hutu government to reconstitute it s elf in the camps,thinking that they would help
with food distribution and maintenance of order. Instead, though , the militant s
m ade their own people their hostages and us ed their control of food and other re-
lief supplies as weapons in their continuing struggle.According to one report :

the Hutu former government even instituted a system to tax the refugees,taking a chunk
of international aid material,selling it on the black market and using the profits to en-
rich itself and buy guns. In one camp alone the Hutu government generated $6 million
a year for weapons purchases. . . . Hutus who expressed the wish to return to Rwanda
peacefully were harassed and sometimes killed.30

The very safety of relief workers has been precarious. The most glaring case
was the murder of six International Red Cross workers in Chechnya, sleeping in
their beds in a hospital—the worst atrocity against the Red Cross in its more
than 130-year history. A rash of attacks on humanitarian workers in Rwanda in
January–February 1997,including the ambush and killing of a five-member UN
human rights team, prompted UNHCR to withdraw all its monitors from that
part of the country. In March 1998 the Red Cross felt compelled to withdraw its
workers from Kosovo because of death threats. Overall estimates are of several
hundred relief workers being killed every year.31

And how devastated these wars have left their economies and societies.At the
time of the signing of the Dayton Accord, industrial output in Bosnia and
Herzegovina was only 5 p ercent of its 1990 level. World Bank chairman James
D. Wolfensohn summarized the situation: “A quarter of a million men, women
and children killed; another 200,000 wounded; a third of all health facilities
damaged . . . [also] half of all educational facilities and two-thirds of all housing
. . . 9 out of 10 people dependent on humanitarian assistance.”32

With regard to trying to establish a sense for and stand ard of justice,where does
one start? With justice against war criminals ? — but then there was the fear that ar-
resting the li kes of Karadž ić and Mladić would reantagoni ze the Bos ni an Serbs
and destabili ze the situ ation . With returning refugees to their homes ? — but then
what about Vukovar where,rather than the envisioned showcase for reintegration ,
there has been what an OSCE of fic i al called “administrative ethnic cleansing” as
returning Croats have sought vengeance against the Serbs ?3 3 What of R wand a ,
where there were more than seventy - five thous and war crimes suspects still in jail
t wo years after the genoc ide? And the estim ated two to five thous and children
born of rape? Moreover, the killings continued on , not only in the spread to
Zaire / Congo but also within the internal vic ious cycle as with the report of 3 5 0
Hutu killed by the Tut si - led army in Janu ary 1997. The “thirst for vengeance” and
how to quench it in a way that both establishes accountability for the past and a
basis for moving toward the future has been a wrenching moral dilemm a .

Many pieces shattered, on the ground.

***

One of the more controversial debates in the conflict resolution literature has
been over proposals for partition and mass population transfers as the optimal
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approach in cases of particularly deadly conflicts involving peoples deeply di-
vided on ethnic and other lines of identity. The rationale, as Chaim Kaufmann
puts it, is that we need to acknowledge that some of the solutions to ethnic con-
flicts that may be desirable are “impossible,” while those like partition and mass
population transfers that we reactively dismiss are the only ones that really are
“possible.”34 The point here is not to resolve this debate. But the very fact that
such far-reaching proposals are on the table is further reason why prevention is
so important.A world that gives up on the values of social integration and soci-
etal heterogeneity would be headed in a dangerous direction.The key is to avoid
ending up in situations in which the choices are between a bad and a worse op-
tion, and especially where that which is desirable may have become impossible
and that which is possible is not very desirable.

The Requisites of Preventive Diplomacy

Having established the viability of preventive diplomacy (that it c an be done)
and its value (that it should be done), the follow-up question is how to do it.We
use the term requisites only in a broad sense of guidelines that have sufficient
generality to constitute the parameters of a strategy but also are to be adapted
for specific application on a case-by-case basis.35

Early Warning

While early warning did not prove to be a major problem in our cases, much
more still can be done to improve international early warning capacity.36 The
UN has a number of early warning mechanisms that it continues to develop on
its own as well as in conjunction with national governments and NGOs.A num-
ber of entities are working together in the Forum for Early Warning and Early
Response (FEWER), although its mandate is primarily the prevention of hu-
manitarian emergencies. The International Organization for Migration (IOM)
has its own early warning for refugee-related emergencies, and the Food and
Agriculture Organization (FAO) has its system, the Global Information and
Early Warning System (GIEWS), for droughts and other food-related emergen-
cies. But as David Carment and Karen Garner point out,“no such global entity
exists that is capable of monitoring politically generated catastrophes.”37 Yet as
we have seen in this study, these are the key.

Another key aspect is better using the working levels of embassies and na-
tional foreign affairs e stablishments. One veteran U.S. ambassador worked in
1993–94 to add to the standard letter of instructions from the president to newly
assigned chiefs of mission a statement urging them “to practice preventive
diplomacy, to anticipate threats to our interests before they become crises.” The
intent was to create the expectation that ambassadors and their staffs should be
“thinking and acting in terms of preventive diplomacy.”38 Of course, a mere sen-
tence in an instruction letter is not nearly enough to change habitual behavior
and mind-sets. But in a sense that is the point. When greater proactivism does
get achieved at the working level, it can make a major contribution. This is
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stressed in a study by Herman J. Cohen, former U.S.assistant secretary of state
forAfrica,showing the benefits from giving ambassadors“maximum leeway”to
play active roles, keeping Washington informed but not always requiring pre-
clearance to take conflict prevention and resolution initiatives.39

The bigger problem is closing the warning-response gap.We stressed the an-
alytic problems in our cases and in the George and Holl chapter, and also that
they were correctable problems. This is in part a problem of political will, in the
information being available but there being limited political incentives and in
some instances outright political disincentives to responding with proposals for
early action. We address this later in discussing political will. Here the point is
the need for more systematic analytic capacity for developing policy responses.

In the U.S. case one possible improvement would be to enhance the role in
preventive diplomacy of the State Department Policy Planning Staff.The Policy
Planning Staff was created in the early years of the Cold War with George Ken-
nan as its first director based on recognition that there needed to be an entity
within the State Department that had as its primary mission two functions not
provided by either the geographic bureaus (Europe,Asia,LatinAmerica,etc.) or
the functional ones (Economic Affairs, Political-Military Affairs, later Human
Rights, etc.). One was to think integratively, across regions and functional areas;
the other was to think a bit longer term, not futuristically but also not so im-
mersed in daily cable traffic and immediate issues as to be strictly in-box, fire-
fighting, crisis managing. It has been very difficult for Policy Planning to play
this role effectively. But the need for it especially as we now are in another his-
torically transitional era, just as when it was first created, is quite acute. There
needs to be an entity that has as a primary portfolio providing policy analysis
and developing policy strategies for issues that are not yet pressing, but have the
potential to become so.

The United States is used as an example here, not an exclusive case, as pro-
posals along these lines also could be developed for other major powers, for the
United Nations and for regional multilateral organizations.

Diplomatic Strategies

While there is no single conceptu ali z ation of preventive diplom acy strategy
that is generally accepted or self - evidently optim al , other studies have provided
quite comprehensive inventories of the range of diplom atic strategies that can
be us ed for conflict prevention . Lund’s “toolbox” in the appendix to his book
Preventing Violent Conflict s includes both noncoerc ive diplom atic measures
such as fact - finding missions, third - party medi ation , and Track Two diplo-
m acy, coerc ive diplom atic ones such as economic sanctions, diplom atic sanc-
tions, and declarative denunc i ations. Brown and Oudraat include some of the
s ame as well as others such as confidence - building measures.4 0 David Cor-
tright’s study also for the Carnegie Commission focus es particularly on incen-
tives.4 1 And the Carnegie Commission Final Report provides a quite compre-
hensive inventory.

Bas ed on our cas es, six general pat terns regarding diplom atic strategies are to
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be emphasi zed. One is the importance of mi xed strategies, combining both coer-
c ive measures and inducement s,wielding sticks and of fering carrot s.This is not to
ex pect reflex ive Skinneri an - li ke respons es, and what Good by calls “tactical flex i-
bility” is advice to be heeded. But the general point is the need to avoid the di-
chotomies that so often get drawn bet ween coerc ive threat - bas ed strategies,on the
one hand, and positively induc ing strategies of cooperation , on the other. A “vi-
able theory of deterrence,” as Alex ander George and Richard Smoke argued back
in the 1970s in the Cold War contex t, requires less of an “exclusive preoccupation
with threats of punishment” as the sole means for influenc ing an advers ary’s be-
havior, and more of “a broader theory of process es by which nations influence
each other, one that encompass es the utility of positive inducements as well as, or
in lieu of, threats of negative sanctions.”4 2 Similarly post – Cold War theories of co-
operation that focus too exclusively on positive inducements and fail to encom-
pass the utility that threats and negative action can have on fac ilitating coopera-
tion also lack the necess ary complex ity and dynamism .4 3

Within this overarching dynamic a number of factors are key to an ef fective
negoti ating strategy.First, the negoti ators must gain and then keep the trust of the
m ajor parties. For this reason and others it often proves best to tackle the easier
issues first (note the relative use of the term as few issues in these conflicts are
easy ) . Incentives are important but tend to work best when either linked directly
to their own conditionalities or at least tactically strategi zed so as to lead to com-
promis es and concessions.To the ex tent that multiple international actors are in-
volved,as often is the cas e,coordination is very important. Major powers and in-
ternational organi z ations need to work together. How they do this, and who the
“they” is, will vary from case to cas e. The coordination may be form al , it may be
loose or it may be left tac it. But the kind of “deal shopping” that Mares ca dec ries
in the Nagorno - Karabakh cas e, or the reverse tri angulation by which the United
States and Europe and the United Nations got manipulated by several of the par-
ties in Croatia and Bos nia and Her zegovina , need to be avoided.

A second factor is the importance that the terms of negoti ation allow all sides
to derive and to be able to show their domestic constituenc ies gains from cooper-
ation and conflict management.For reasons laid out at the out s et of the book , our
emphasis intentionally has been on the roles of international actors.But ultim ately
preventive diplom acy has to interconnect with the domestic politics of the target
state, so diplom atic strategies need to be at tuned to the dynamics of the domestic
political situ ation . Conflict constituenc ies and other aspects of the “spoiler”prob-
lem have to be limited and managed.4 4 Those leaders and groups that are more
prone to nonviolent and cooperative measures — the cooperation constituen-
c ies — need to be strengthened. The particular domestic political constitutive for-
mula will vary, power sharing in some situ ations and majority rule or other struc-
tures in others.4 5 The key is to gauge diplom atic ef forts so as to reinforce and be
reinforced by the cooperation over the conflict constituenc ies.

Third is the major role played by spec i al envoys and other lead diplom ats as
negoti ators and medi ators. In many of our case success es,substanti al credit is at-
tributed to key individu als. Gabonese president Bongo, with his “patient listen-
ing and avuncular couns el” and personal and famili al ties to the protagonists,
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as well as OAU special envoy Mohamed Sahnoun, played key roles in Congo
1993. Ambassador Goodby understates his own role in the Ukraine–Trilateral
Agreement case, but more as modesty than as empirical accuracy. Mazarr gives
due credit to Ambassador Robert Gallucci in the North Korea case.

Other studies also are corroborative on this point as well .A series of U. S . In-
stitute of Peace studies af f irmed that the “c redibility and character of the me-
di ator are even more critical in internal conf licts than in interstate conf lict s.”4 6

A Carnegie Commission study by Cyrus Vance and David Hamburg stress es
the role that UN spec i al repres entatives and personal envoys have played, call-
ing for “a more activist approach” in their use for preventive diplom acy.4 7 In
Bos nia and Her zegovina , for ending albeit not preventing the war, Richard
Holbrooke generally is acknowledged to have played a key role in the Dayton
Accords.4 8 And, historically, one finds any number of ex amples. None of this
is to lapse into “great man” theories of history, but it is to stress the key roles
that individu als that bring personal standing and diplom atic ex pertise to the
task have had and can have.

Fourth is that the action taken be early, early, early. One of the strongest, least
conditional conclusions we can draw is that the longer you wait, the more there
will be to do and the more difficult it will be to do well. Strategy X may work at
point in time T, but at T 1 strategy X 1 may be necessary. There is the Rubi-
con problem.There also is the risk that irrespective of the rationalizing rhetoric,
the limits of the commitment made by international actors and the weakness of
the political will they actually demonstrate are unlikely to go unnoticed, with
consequent effects on their credibility.

Fifth concerns economic sanctions.In the North Korea and Russi a - Baltics cas es
the threat of s anctions was an important part of the mi xed strategy, the stick ac-
companying the carrot of other incentives and inducement s. In the Serbia cas e
Woodward shows the counterproductive ef fects of s anctions as they helped pro-
vide Milo ević with means and motives for consolid ating his grip.In cas es such as
Som alia and Rwanda the sanctions also were inef fective if not counterproductive.
Nevertheless, for reasons that I develop more ex tensively els ewhere, the question
rem ains whether some of these findings are “false negatives” in which the policy
failures may have been more at tributable to flaws in other parts of the strategy
( e. g. , lack of a credible military threat) or in which sanctions might have worked
had they been impos ed more ef fectively.4 9 One of the main findings in the sanc-
tions literature is that for reasons both of disruptive economic impact and con-
veying credibility, s anctions are more li kely to be ef fective if impos ed comprehen-
sively and dec isively and enforced tightly rather than impos ed parti ally and
inc rementally with limited real ef fort at enforcement.5 0 Yet parti al - inc remental
s anctions with lax enforcement later were much more common than comprehen-
sive - dec isive and tightly enforced ones.

Sixth is how the “lure of membership” in major international and regional or-
ganizations is an increasingly influential instrument.Woodward stresses the too
early and too unconditional offering of diplomatic recognition, the most basic
form of membership in the international community, to the former Yugoslav
states as a key problem. Conversely, the Council of Europe postponed Latvia’s
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admission until the Russian minority issue was worked out.* Mazarr stresses the
lure of recognition and engagement in the North Korea case, also more gener-
ally citing work by Paul Schroeder on broad conceptions of association and ex-
clusion as incentives and disincentives for state behavior.51 The converse of ex-
pulsion from membership also can work in parallel fashion.

Seventh is that no one international actor is singularly vital to preventive
diplomacy; many have roles to play across the range of cases. In some respects
it might be easier if we could point to one international actor as the optimal key
player. But neither the literature nor our cases support this.52 Different cases in-
volve different international actors playing different roles.

Major International Actors

With regard to the United States, its role continues to be an essential one much
more often than not. There are cases such as Congo in 1993 in which preventive
diplomacy succeeded without a significant U.S. role. But in most cases the U.S.
role is necessary to preventive diplomacy success. The United States played the
lead role in the Ukraine-Russia Trilateral Agreement and in the North Korea
case. In the Baltics and Macedonia, while the CSCE/OSCE also was a major fac-
tor, the U.S.role was a vital one. Conversely, in all the failure cases, a substantial
share of the blame was attributed to U.S. actions and inaction. There is debate
over how much,and there is some America bashing that sometimes gets thrown
in, but the core criticism stands up empirically and analytically.

The optimal role for the United States is as the leader of multilateral action.
Because of both the nature of many of these issues and the structure of power
in the post–Cold War era, unilateralism is more the exception than the rule.Yet
multilateralism on its own lacks reliable capacity for proactive diplomacy.
Whether through international institutions and organizations, or on a more ad
hoc basis, leadership is needed, and that leadership needs to come from the
United States as the major power. Among other things this requires finally get-
ting beyond the simplistic political debate within the American domestic polit-
ical scene over unilateralism versus multilateralism.

A more concerted commitment to preventive diplom acy also is needed from
the Western European powers.The aspirations to a Common Foreign and Defens e
Policy as proclaimed at Maastricht in 1991 are still recovering from the national
interest – bas ed approaches to Yugoslavi a . Indeed it was within days of Maastricht
that the qu asi - competitive recognitions of the new Balkan states began . Wood-
ward shows quite ef fectively the European preventive failures, individu al state and
collective, well before this. Such critic isms are in addition to, not instead of, c riti-
c isms of U. S . policy. The Rwanda and Congo cas es were others in which the Eu-
ropean powers and France in particular came under substanti al critic ism .

The United Nations brings two great strengths to preventive diplom acy. One is
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its unique norm ative role for “collective legitim ation .”5 3 No other body can claim
comparable legitim acy for establishing global norms and for authori z ing actions
in the name of the international community, be it diplom atic intermedi ation or
military intervention .The other is its net work of agenc ies such as the UNHCR that
provide it with significant institutional capac ity to help cope with refugee flows,
relieve starvation , and perform other hum anitari an task s. Yet the ambitious role
outlined in Boutros - Ghali’s 1992 An Agenda for Peace has proven too far- reaching
in a number of respect s, politically and strategically, and as manifested particu-
larly in Som ali a , Croati a / Bos nia and Her zegovina and Rwand a . Slowness of re-
sponse fairly consistently has been a major institutional problem . This in part is a
function of the United Nations’ own bureauc racy, which , while reforms are help-
ing, rem ains inef fective and inef fic ient, and in part of its own version of the prob-
lem of political will . On the one hand,the heads of state of the Perm anent Five Se-
curity Counc il members all agreed at their first - ever summit in 1992 on a
communiqué calling for “recommend ations on ways of strengthening . . . the ca-
pac ity of the United Nations for preventive diplom acy, peacem aking and peace -
keeping.” But in actu al practice each in its own way on its own issues has been re-
luctant to endow the Security Counc il with needed capac ity to act dec isively.

The increasingly important role of regional multilateral organizations
(RMOs) is indicative of the shifting geopolitical dynamics of the post–Cold War
era by which major sources of instability tend to be more regionally rooted than
globally transmitted.There also is increasing recognition of the link between re-
gional security and the peaceful resolution of ethnic and other internal conflicts
because of the problems of escalation and spread as discussed earlier.Yet as with
the other international actors discussed, we seek to discern both the strengths
and weaknesses RMOs bring to preventive diplomacy.

A cross-case comparison of the role of the CSCE/OSCE in a number of our
cases helps identify some key characteristics of RMOs.54 We get a critical view
of the CSCE/OSCE in the Nagorno-Karabakh and Croatia/Bosnia and Herze-
govina cases,a mixed view in Chechnya, and a positive assessment in the Baltics
and Macedonia. The successes are attributable to two main factors. First, a num-
ber of CSCE/OSCE resolutions had established a normative basis for preventive
action to an extent including intrastate issues. “We are convinced,” the 1990
Charter of Paris declared,“that in order to strengthen peace and security among
our states, the advancement of democracy, and respect for and effective exercise
of human r ights, are indispensable.” The Paris Charter went on to commit to
“new forms of cooperation . . . in particular a range of methods for the peaceful
settlement of disputes, including mandatory third party involvement.”Another
example was the concluding document of the 1991 CSCE Conference on Na-
tional Minorities, which strengthened norms affirming minority rights and set
up various practices and offices to seek to assure their observance.

That leads to the second point,which is the range of instruments created for pre-
ventive diplom acy practice and implementation .Most prominent has been the High
Commissioner on National Minorities, which played a cruc i al role in the Baltics as
well as in other cas es.5 5 There also are the missions of“long”and “short”duration to
more than twelve countries that provide firsthand inform ation - gathering for early
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warning, and inc reasing transparency and accountability in ways that can help de-
ter greater repression and es calation to violence.Indeed,the 1994 name change from
CSCE to OSCE (“Conference”to “Organi z ation”) reflected the ef fort to move toward
being an operational organi z ation .

Where there were problems we see three principal causes. One was the first-
generation learning curve, as in Nagorno-Karabakh, which was the CSCE’s first
conflict prevention/conflict resolution case and which suffered from the grow-
ing pains of not even initially having a staff or support structures, among other
things.Another was too partial a strategy being pursued, not sufficiently proac-
tive, with too little sense of how to follow on after such initial actions as fact-
finding missions. Third were unwieldy decision-making procedures, involving
rules of consensus and other delays and waterings-down, and especially prob-
lematic w hen as in Chechnya the actions were to be taken against and/or re-
quired the cooperation of a member state, and a big and powerful one at that.

With regard toAfrica and the OAU,the cases also show mixed results and pro-
vide a comparative basis.An important reference point is the June 1993 creation
of a “Mechanism for Conflict Prevention, Management, and Resolution.” The
undeniability of regional security consequences of conflicts traditionally con-
sidered domestic had reached the point that, as Edmond Keller puts it, African
leaders felt it necessary“to seriously reconsider the norms of external interven-
tion for the purpose of settling domestic disputes.”56 The 1993 resolution still
had significant qualifiers about “non-interference in the internal affairs of
States,”“the respect of sovereignty,”and functioning“on the basis of consent and
the cooperation of the parties to a conflict.”The invitation to intercede in Congo
in 1993 helped overcome these constraints, and w ith beneficial results. Where
there has not been this invitation, though, the constraints have been more lim-
iting. Nevertheless, in relative terms there is some sense here as well of strength-
ening through recognition of common regional interests in seeking to prevent
conflicts that threaten regional security irrespective of their original venue.

While not always in an ex plic itly coordinated fashion , NG Os can play key roles,
often achieving what governments cannot. This is a delicate relationship in a num-
ber of ways,as we have noted a number of times before.NG Os need be careful about
becoming or even being perceived as being too close to governments or the United
Nations.Yet they have a number of advantages both inherent in their non - govern-
mental status and also as manifestations of their capac ity to be “more flex ible and
c reative.”5 7 Their role in Track Two diplom acy encompass es a number of aspect s,in-
cluding the ongoing preventive work of developing interethnic and other under-
standing and cooperation , the fac ilitating of unof fic i al talks when of fic i al ones are
stymied, and the building of the structures and practices of c ivil soc iety that ulti-
m ately are cruc i al to long - term peaceful conflict prevention and resolution .

Credible Preventive Military Force

We stress ed earlier the fallacy of excluding military force and other coerc ive mea-
sures from the realm of preventive diplom acy instruments and strategies. To do so,
as some analysts and advocates do, laps es into the trap of positing force and diplo-
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m acy as antithetical .They of course can be,but they do not have to be.Indeed more
often than not, as our cas es and others show, the diplom atic components of a pre-
ventive strategy need to be backed by a credible threat to use military force, in terms
both of the will to take military action and the potency of the action threatened.

This is ess enti al for both the deterrence and the reassurance objectives threat s
of military force have in these types of situ ations.As a mat ter of deterrence, given
what we have shown to be the purposive nature of these conflicts and the deliber-
ate calculations made by certain parties to them that they can prevail militarily at
acceptable cost, the credibility of the international community’s threat to respond
coerc ively is a cruc i al factor.5 8 Prevention is not fund amentally dif ferent in this
s ense from other deterrence situ ations in which threats to use force are part of a
broader bargaining strategy in which the objective is to dissu ade so as not to have
to reach the point of trying to defeat.5 9 As a mat ter of reassurance, with regard to
the ways in which the parties may be driven to military action less out of strict ag-
gression than the security dilemma and “commitment” problem uncertainties of
the situ ation , the protection that only international actors can provide is key to the
reassurance needed for the parties to feel secure in restraint and agreement s.

The guiding requisites for seeking this balance should be along the lines of a
fair but firm strategy. On the one hand, the parties to the conflict must have con-
fidence in the fairness of international third parties, with fairness defined as a
fundamental commitment to peaceful and just resolution of the conflict rather
than partis anship for or sponsorship of one or the other party to the conflict. But
fairness is not necess arily to be equ ated with imparti ality if the lat ter is defined as
strict neutrality even if one side engages in gross and wanton acts of violence or
other violations of ef forts to prevent the intensification or spread of the conflict.

Impartiality is relatively straightforward in genuinely humanitarian situa-
tions, as in responding to starvation, disease, and displacement caused by nat-
ural disasters. So, too, in genuine peacekeeping situations, meaning those in
which the parties have reached agreement such that there is a peace to be kept
and all parties need to feel reassured that they will not be disadvantaged if they
abide by the peace. But when the parties are still in conflict, what does it mean
to be impartial? To apply the same strictures to both sides, even if these leave one
side with major military advantages over the other? To not coerce either side, ir-
respective of which one is doing more killing, seizing more territory, commit-
ting more war crimes? In such situations, it is a “delusion,” as Richard Betts puts
it, to think that absolute impartiality should be the standard.60 “In some cases,”
as Adam Roberts also makes the point,“impartiality may mean not impartiality
between the belligerents, but impartiality in carrying out UN Security Council
decisions . . . the UN may, and perhaps should, be tougher with one party than
another or give more aid to one side than another.”61† The parties to the conflict
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must know both that cooperation has its benefits and that those benefits will be
fully equitable, and that noncooperation has its consequences and that the in-
ternational parties are prepared to enforce those consequences differentially as
warranted by who does and does not do what. In this regard fairness and firm-
ness go together quite symmetrically.

The case study evidence is strongly corroborating. The arguments made and
evidence provided in the cases that sufficiently credible threats and/or earlier
and more decisive uses of military force would have made a crucial difference
make for very plausible counterfactuals.‡ Similar analyses are provided and
conclusions reached in related studies, such as Carment’s that among intrastate
conflicts “rare is the intervention where third parties have not relied on some
form of coercive diplomacy to bring the belligerents to the negotiating table.”62

On the other side, the Macedonia case shows how ef fective preventive deploy-
ments can be. First as a division of U N PROF OR and then with its own mand ate
and moni ker as UNPR E DE P, these troops were on the ground at an early stage in
the conflict cycle. Their si ze and mission were limited, but their pres ence was felt.
Nordic countries and Canada took on the bulk of the burden , while the U. S .
troops, despite their sm all number and their being confined to low - risk duties,
were disproportionately important as “a signal to all those who want to destabili ze
the region ,” s aid Macedoni an President Kiro Gligorov.6 3

To be sure, like all cases, the generalizability of the Macedonian preventive de-
ployment must be conditional.Different situations always have to be assessed as
to whether preventive military action or the threat thereof is likely to have pos-
itive effects as deterrence and/or reassurance, effects or to be exacerbants to the
conflict. However, the usual assumption of using force only as a last resort does
need to be questioned. “Preserving force as a last resort implies a lockstep se-
quencing of the means to achieve foreign policy objectives,” Holl argues,“that is
unduly inflexible and relegates the use of force to in extremis efforts to salvage a
faltering foreign policy.”64 Force rarely if ever should be a first resort,but it needs
to be more of an early resort.

The requisites this poses are formidable. To the extent that there is an asym-
metry in the interests at stake for the local party vis-à-vis the outside one(s), as
is often the case, it is that much more difficult for the latter to establish credibil-
ity. The issue always is whether the message sent is the one received. It thus is not
enough simply to make believable threats; they must be believed. Nor can this
be resolved just by tougher talk. The potential preventer also must have the mil-
itary capabilities to deliver on the threat, to carry it out with sufficient impact so
as to shift the conflict calculus away from warfare and other violence. None of
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this is easy to achieve. Yet achieving it is essential if preventive diplomacy is to
be more effective in the coming decade than it has been in the current one.

One of the keys to this is dec isiveness. Dec ision - m aking process es must not
get drawn out, def lecting real action from one meeting to the nex t, be it of the
UN Security Counc il , ad hoc groups such as the Contact Group, and / or within
the U. S . government it s elf. Those who would or have begun to turn to violence
must know with minim al uncertainty that international threats to use military
force will be delivered on . And if and when they do need to be delivered on ,
this must be done as quickly as possible, through preventive or at least early
deployment s.

Any such forces must be given a robust mission and appropriate training,
equipment, and organization to carry such a mission out. The characterization
of many of the interventions undertaken as humanitarian accurately describes
the consequences of the conflicts more than their causes. Back in April 1991,
when a deadly cyclone hit Bangladesh, killing 139,000 people and doing $2 bil-
lion worth of damage to this already impoverished country, and U.S. military
forces were sent to help provide relief and reconstruction, this genuinely was a
humanitarian mission. But the starvation in Somalia and the massive refugee
flows in Rwanda, Croatia, and Bosnia and Herzegovina all were politically pre-
cipitated humanitarian crises. To be successful, and indeed to be credible, given
the nature of the instability they had to deal with,military action needed to have
been sufficiently strong and assertive in terms of the scope of the mandate au-
thorizing military action, the size of the forces and the rules of engagement to
overcome the reluctance of the target to comply.

Proposals for a standing UN rapid reaction force have never really received
serious attention.65 By that I mean getting beyond the rhetorical dimension of
the debate in which opponents rail against black helicopters and the like, while
proponents pay less attention to the difficult operational details than to the value
of such a force as t he embodiment of the will of the international community.
Proponents see such a force in terms of Article 43 of the UN Charter and its call
on member states “to make available to the Security Council . . . armed forces,
assistance and facilities . . . necessary for the purpose of maintaining interna-
tional peace and security.”They see its potential strategic value in alleviating the
need to try to mobilize a new force on a crisis-by-crisis basis, helping avert the
problems of long delays in deployments, and providing a ready force for those
conflicts in which the major powers may not have sufficient interests to go one
of the other routes. Achieving these aims, however, would require institutional
capacity that the UN never has had and that many believe it should not have,
such as a standing operational headquarters, training facilities, standardized or
compatible equipment, strategic planning capacity, and logistical support
mechanisms.66 UN forces always h ave been much better at traditional peace-
keeping than at other more coercive and more robust peace operations.67 More-
over, the political constraints within the United States are exceedingly problem-
atic and likely to continue to be so, although the potential for political shifts
should not be totally dismissed.

NATO needs to have a key role in Europe and also in its immedi ate “out - of - area”
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environs. Post – Cold War NATO doctrine has begun to change, ex plic itly recog-
ni z ing that security threats are less li kely to come from “calculated aggression
against the territory of its Allies”than from the risks of “the adverse cons equences
that may arise from serious economic, soc i al and political dif ficulties, including
ethnic rivalries and territori al disputes,which are faced by many countries in Cen-
tral and Eastern Europe.” In the former Yugoslavia cas e, however, insofar as pre-
vention was concerned,NATO was enmeshed in the trans atlantic “collective buck -
passing,” as Jos eph Lepgold puts it.6 8 Once it did take concerted action in
mid - 1 9 9 5 , it did have coerc ive impact. This reinforced the view that had more
c redible military threats been made earlier, the Croatia and Bos nia and Her ze-
govina conflicts might have been limited and prevented from sinking to the deadly
levels that they did. Calls for NATO to take on more of a global role may be going
too far, insofar as any ex tensive use of its military capac ity to prevent conflicts in
other regions is concerned. But in its own region , including areas of Europe out-
side the territories of NATO members, NATO’s role is vital .

The Kosovo crisis rais ed the issue of the ex tent to which NATO needs to act only
under a mand ate ex plic itly granted by the UN Security Counc il . Even within
NATO there were dif fering views on this, with the United States and Britain being
the strongest voices for the suf fic iency of a basis in broader international law.Rus-
sia and China strongly objected both with regard to the Kosovo action per se and
the broader claim to non – Security Counc il international legitim ation .This rais es
the issue of the dangers in precedents for individu al states or groups of states tak-
ing military action on their own and making their own claims for international le-
gal and norm ative justification .Yet the problem in the Kosovo case as in others is
the dif ficulty in achieving cons ensus let alone dec isiveness through the UN Secu-
rity Counc il on issues on which interests diverge among the Perm anent Five.

Africa is the region other than Europe in which there has been the most effort
to develop regional capacity for preventive military intervention. The Liberia in-
tervention by ECOMOG (Economic Community of West African States Moni-
toring Group), with regional power Nigeria in the lead, was too late to be con-
sidered preventive but rather was more about conflict management; and it was
not very successful.69 More along the preventive lines has been the U.S.-spon-
sored African Crisis Response Initiative (ACRI), which is supposed to provide
military and other assistance to train and equip African forces for regional mul-
tilateral preventive deployments and other peace operations. It remains to be
seen, though, whether this initiative can overcome the obstacles it faces and dis-
pel the doubts about its potential efficacy.

In sum , the dif ficulties in establishing the modes and mechanisms for more
c redible preventive military threats and action must not be underestim ated. But
unless these dif ficulties can be bet ter managed and overcome, preventive diplo-
m acy strategy will lack the coerc ive component ess enti al to success in most cas es.

Establishing the Norm of Sovereignty as Responsibility

Norms matter. They provide an internationally recognized standard against
which policies are measured and to which behavior is held. They legitimize in-
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ternational action against states or other offenders whose actions violate those
standards. As such, norms have power.

Goodby in particular and Mazarr as well stress the importance that the strong
well-established nonproliferation norms had in the Ukraine and North Korea
cases. Hurlburt also emphasizes norms in the Baltics case, in this instance the
norm of minority rights as ensconced in key OSCE agreements. This norm was
strong enough to be a key factor in Estonia agreeing in 1992 to allow OSCE
monitoring, which was “the first time that a state had agreed to subject itself to
this intrusive procedure, a milestone for international scrutiny of such internal
matters as citizenship laws.”

Yet in other cases, the normative basis for international action has been se-
verely restricted by “strict constructionism”of the norm of state sovereignty. By
that is meant a conception of sovereignty recognizing each state as having its
own jurisdictional exclusivity and giving very limited and narrowly construed
bases of legitimacy for some other actor, whether another state or an interna-
tional institution, to seek to insert itself in the domestic affairs of a state.Yet the
need is increasingly apparent, given the intrastate nature (in whole or in part) of
the vast majority of post–Cold War conflicts, to value sovereignty less as strictly
a right and more as a “responsibility.”70

State sovereignty strict constructionism as prevailed for the 1945–90 period
was geared to the two principal factors that defined the international system of
that era: anticolonialism and the Cold War. In these contexts the affirmation of
the rights of states was largely consistent with the rights of the individuals within
those states to self-determination and to living free from external repression or
worse.Now, though, anticolonialism and major power geopolitics no longer de-
fine the international system. Moreover, it is the actions of state governments
against their own people, much more than foreign powers, that pose the major
threats to the rights of individuals.

The conception of responsible sovereignty as advanced by Francis Deng, Bill
Zartman, Don Rothchild, and colleagues requires states“at the very least ensur-
ing a certain level of protection for and providing the basic needs of the peo-
ple.”71 Neither Deng et al. nor others are necessarily arguing for international
trusteeships, protectorates or other such extreme measures.The concept of sov-
ereignty, as James Rosenau makes the point, allows for gradations, conditional-
ities, and other combinations.72 Moreover, any abridgements of state sover-
eignty would need to avoid becoming guises for power politics and maintain the
utmost consistency with their normative bases. But the key point is that the
scope of a state’s right to sovereign authority is not unconditional or normatively
superior to the right to security of the polity.

Strict constructionists are quick to cite Article 2 (7) of the UN Charter—
“nothing contained in the present Charter shall authorize the United Nations to
intervene in matters w hich are essentially w ithin the domestic jurisdiction of
any state.” Yet numerous other portions of the UN Charter provide normative
and legal basis for the individual as the“right and duty bearing unit” in interna-
tional society.73 Article 3 affirms that “everyone has the right to life, liberty and
the security of person”; Article 55 commits the UN to “promote . . . universal
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respect for, and observance of, human rights and fundamental freedoms”; Arti-
cle 56 pledges all members “to take joint and separate action” toward this end.
Further affirmations of the inalienability of basic human rights are ensconced
in the Genocide Convention, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, and
other international covenants that make no distinction as to whether the of-
fender is a foreign invader or one’s own government.UN Secretary-General Kofi
Annan reminds us that

the [UN] Charter was issued in the name of “the peoples,” not the governments of the
United Nations. . . . The Charter protects the sovereignty of peoples. It was never meant
as a license for governments to trample on human rights and human dignity. Sover-
eignty implies responsibility, not just power.74

Annan goes on to stress the legitimacy of interventions based on the Chapter
VII provision for preserving international peace and security even when the lo-
cus of the conflict is intrastate. Similar duality pertains to the macro level of re-
gional and international security. Even Article 2 (7) is qualified with “the im-
portant rider that ‘this principle shall not prejudice the application of
enforcement measures under Chapter VII.’ In other words, even national sover-
eignty can be set aside if it stands in the way of the Security Council’s overrid-
ing duty to preserve international peace and security.”75

In fact, some important precedents have been set in the 1990s of Security
Council–authorized interventions abridging sovereignty strict construction-
ism, such as with UNSC 688 (1991) authorizing a peacekeeping mission pro-
tecting the Kurds in Northern Iraq,and the“all necessary means” authorization
(1994) of the U.S.military intervention in Haiti. Most cases, though, have been
to protect refugees and for other humanitarian purposes. Indeed, the doctrines
of refugee protection and other humanitarian intervention have been taking on
increasing legitimacy.76

However, with regard to preventive diplomacy, the norm remains much
weaker. We see this very clearly in this study. In cases such as the Baltics, as well
as Macedonia and Congo in 1993, the international involvement was at the in-
vitation of the host government, and thus the normative constraint was more
avoided than overcome. Requiring an invitation in, however, also means that
such an invitation often will not come,with the consequence that intrastate con-
flicts get “protected” from international action.

In his Ditchley Foundation lecture, Secretary-General Annan makes note of
the shifting ratio of civilian to soldier casualties over the course of the twentieth
century’s wars. In World War I about 90 percent of those killed were soldiers,
only 10 percent civilians. In World War II, even counting the Nazi Holocaust
death camp casualties, he puts the ratio at about 50 percent/50 percent. But “in
many of today’s conflicts civilians have become the main targets of violence,”
and estimates are that their share of the casualties is around 75 percent.

State frontiers . . . should no longer be seen as a watertight protection for war criminals
or mass murders. The fact that a conflict is“internal” does not give the parties any right
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to disregard the most basic rules of human conduct. . . . [W]hile paying full respect to
state sovereignty, [we] assert the overriding right of people in desperate situations to re-
ceive help, and the right of international bodies to provide it.77

The norm of sovereignty as responsibility as it pertains to preventing in-
trastate violence needs to be strengthened sufficiently to legitimize early action
to prevent, and not just respond to, genocide and other deadly violence and hu-
manitarian crises.

The Question of Political Will and the 
Evolution from Idea and Value to Strategy

Almost every study of preventive diplomacy concludes that when all is said and
done,the main obstacle is the problem of political will.As an explanatory state-
ment, this is largely true.Governments have not acted because they have not had
the political will to do so. But the analytical question that follows is whether this
is to be just accepted as a fixed parameter or acknowledged as a severe constraint
but a potentially and partially malleable one?

To be sure, there should be no illusions about the difficulties of mustering po-
litical will for the kinds of actions in the kinds of situations required by preven-
tive diplomacy. Inertia and inaction are much more natural states for demo-
cratic governments not confronted by clear and present dangers than
mobilization and action. Nor in the United States is this just a post-Vietnam or
post–Cold War dynamic, lest we forget that in October 1941 a Gallup poll
showed over 70 percent of Americans still opposed to entering the war against
Nazi Germany. Some point to the modern media as a major factor, but as a study
by veteran BBC foreign correspondent Nik Gowing shows, the media can be
more of a hindrance than a help to conflict prevention.78 Even so, there is more
room for maneuver, potential malleability, and more basis for the political will
to act in these ways and for these situations than often is assumed. In the U.S.
case, poll after poll shows the American public to be much more international-
ist than isolationist. This doesn’t mean that it will support every international
commitment made, but it does mean that there is a basic understanding of the
need and desirability of maintaining an active role in the world. Public support
for the United Nations has recovered from the post-Somalia fallout and gener-
ally runs better than 60 percent. Even on foreign aid one study showed that
much of the opposition was based on the misperception of how much was
spent.79 My own studies of public opinion on the use of military force show a
“pretty prudent public” that is neither gun-shy nor trigger-happy but rather
makes distinctions according to the principal purposes military force is to serve
and supports or opposes accordingly.80 The tolerance for casualties is not very
high, but it is not as low as often gets assumed, especially when the Somalia po-
litical firestorm is the case from which generalizations are made.

Still part of the problem is the“gap”in what public opinion is and how the U.S.
Congress perceives and regards it.81 The Congress is definitely a problem, for
numerous reasons including the divided government of the split in partisan
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control of the two branches, as well as the even greater insularity of this genera-
tion of congresspeople among whom, according to one estimate, only about 25
percent had their own passports prior to taking office.Yet it also must be recog-
nized that the problems also are partly attributable to the Clinton administra-
tion’s handling of its relationship with Congress on these issues and more gen-
erally,and thus here too one cannot assume that the limits and problems as seen
in recent years are strictly inherent ones.With respect to Western Europe,the in-
sularity in European parliaments is not as bad but still is a factor when interna-
tional priorities have to compete with national and local ones.

The key, as it always has been and always will be, is executive leadership. This is
one of those statements that sounds pret ty simple but which is the sine qua non
for so much in foreign policy. Foreign policy is about making choices. The choice
for preventive diplom acy is politically dif ficult,the political constraints are serious
ones ; but they are potenti ally malleable and the choice is not inherently unsus-
tainable politically. In this regard we also come back to the argument developed
earlier about the strategic logic of preventive diplom acy. One of the main reasons
why leaders have been so reluctant to take on preventive diplom acy is that they
have held to the conventional wis dom critique of its lack of realism , that the cost s
to be borne and risks to be run are too high and the interests at stake too low. In
challenging this conventional wis dom and showing the realism of preventive
diplom acy as a strategic calculation ,we address this cruc i al aspect of the political
will question on its own terms. This is not just inveighing against inaction on
moral grounds. It is not just trying to place policy over politics. Rather, it is to ar-
gue that politics and policy are more complementary than assumed, that the rea-
son for arguing that there can and should be political will for preventive diplo-
m acy is that political and policy interests both are bet ter served.

All this speaks to what is possible. Whether it ultim ately becomes actu al is for
policym akers to choos e. As that is done, and as we think about the work — intel-
lectu al , political , strategic — that lies ahead, we also should bear in mind some
other lessons to be learned from the early post – World War II era .When Bernard
Brodie and others first began developing the theories on which the dominant de-
terrence paradigm was to be bas ed, the basic idea was relatively simple and
straightforward : Pres erve the peace through fear of retali ation . That core idea got
further developed, refined, elaborated, modified, ad apted, ex tended — indeed, it
became a major component of an entire paradigm that dominated U. S . foreign
policy and most of international af fairs for a generation . So too, here in the
post – Cold War era do we need to work with the core ideas of preventive diplo-
m acy:Act early to stop disputes from es calating or problems from wors ening.Re-
duce tensions that if intensified could lead to war. Deal with tod ay’s conflicts be-
fore they become tomorrow’s cris es. Much more development, refinement,
elaboration , modification , ad aptation , and ex tension are needed. For if we know
one thing for sure, it is that the need for prevention is not going to subside anytime
soon . It is with this ines capable truth and these goals in mind that this study has
been conducted.
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The War in Chechnya: 
Opportunities Missed, 
Lessons to Be Learned

Gail W. Lapidus

Case Summary

THE DISSOLUTION OF THE Soviet Union—though remarkably peaceful by
comparison with Yugoslavia—has nonetheless been accompanied by a

number of serious and, in some cases,deadly conflicts.While the overwhelming
majority of potential confrontations have been managed peacefully, serious
armed clashes have broken out in twenty cases, and another six conflicts esca-
lated into regional wars involving regular armies and heavy arms.1 Even before
the brutal destruction in Chechnya, the toll mounted to some sixty thousand
dead or missing, over one million refugees, and severe economic devastation,
not to mention the crippling effects of these conflicts on the development of
democratic political institutions throughout the region.

Along with the civil war in Tajikistan, the war in Chechnya has been the most
serious conflict fought on the territory of what was once the Soviet Union since
WorldWar II,with casualties approaching one hundred thousand,2 refugees and
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homeless numbering in the hundreds of thousands, and the capital city of
Grozny—as well as countless smaller towns and villages—virtually destroyed.
Whether the peace agreements negotiated in the fall of 1996 and the spring of
1997 will bring a long-term resolution of the conflict remains uncertain.

The war has not only had profoundly destabili z ing repercussions in the Cauca-
sus as well as in Mos cow; it has also rais ed broader and disturbing questions about
Russi an politics and policym aking, about civil - military relations, and about Rus-
si a’s reli ability as a partner to a whole range of international agreement s. More-
over, the failure of Western governments and of international institutions to re-
spond ef fectively to the mounting crisis raise equ ally troubling questions about
the possibilities and limits of preventive diplom acy when the behavior of a major
power is at stake,when the issue is framed as an internal rather than interstate con-
flict, and when other political priorities take precedence.

This chapter argues that the war in Chechnya was deliberately launched by the
Russi an leadership in the context of an ongoing struggle over Chechnya’s ultim ate
political status and over the process by which it would be determined. The conflict
turned on the question of whether,after the dissolution of the Soviet Union ,Chech-
nya was autom atically to be considered part of the Russi an Federation , as Mos cow
insisted,or whether its membership in the federation required its form al and ex plic it
cons ent. The dis agreement was linked to broader ambiguities concerning the polit-
ical and juridical basis of the Russi an Federation it s elf and the scope and limits of
power sharing bet ween the center and the republics. By contrast with conflicts such
as those in Yugoslavia and Rwand a , the dispute initi ally engaged a relatively sm all
c ircle of elite actors in Russia and Chechnya ; it did not involve the eruption of highly
mobili zed mass es acting on the basis of ethnic i zed identities or animosities.3 More-
over, an analysis of the events leading up to the use of military force by the Russi an
government in December 1994 makes it clear that the Russi an leadership’s dec ision
was by no means a “last resort”after all avenues for a peaceful resolution of the con-
flict had been ex hausted.4 Finally,not withstanding the fact that the conflict unfolded
over an ex tended period of time, that a number of Russi an and foreign obs ervers
and commentators considered a military confrontation a real possibility,and that in
view of what was known both of the condition of Russi an forces and of the require-
ments of an operation in Chechnya , a brief and ef fective “surgical stri ke”was highly
problem atic and unli kely to succeed,virtu ally no serious ef forts were made by West-
ern governments or international organi z ations to warn against military action in
advance or to protest its use in the immedi ate afterm ath .

As the growing literature on preventive diplomacy suggests, peaceful out-
comes to disputes are more likely when third parties apply unequivocal pres-
sures to negotiate before the conflicting sides mobilize politically or deploy
armed force.5 Although the Western reaction to the escalating violence in
Chechnya became increasingly anxious and outspoken over time, a number of
political considerations to be explored at greater length militated against the ap-
plication of serious pressure on the Yeltsin government to alter its policy until
the scale of casualties, and the media attention to the wanton targeting and de-
struction of the civilian population of Chechnya by Russian forces, reached a
point where it became a political embarrassment.
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This chapter begins with a brief overview of the conflict, focusing on its un-
derlying causes, its more immediate precipitants, and the major stages in its de-
velopment from 1991. The second section examines the failure of conflict pre-
vention, focusing on missed opportunities by the parties themselves as w ell as
by international actors. A third section examines the responses of key interna-
tional actors, including the United States, to the Russian military intervention
and the concerns that drove them. In the conclusion I argue that these responses
were based on a flawed assessment of interests, costs, and risks.

***

Although shaped by a long history of Russian-Chechen antagonism whose
origins date to the Caucasian wars of conquest of the eighteenth century, the
current conflict over the political status of Chechnya was triggered by the eco-
nomic and political transition that culminated in the dissolution of the USSR.
The ideological and political liberalization introduced by President Mikhail
Gorbachev’s reforms, with their emphasis on glasnost and democratization,had
far-reaching,though unintended, consequences in the non-Russian republics of
the USSR, precipitating a growing wave of national self-assertion. The contra-
diction between the allegedly federal nature of the Soviet system and the reality
of a highly centralized state became a growing target of national movements in
the non-Russian republics that adopted anti-imperial discourses and increas-
ingly linked demands for political reform and democratization with calls for re-
public sovereignty and, in some cases, for outright independence.6 These trends
were legitimized and given f urther impetus by Gorbachev’s belated efforts to
transform the highly centralized Soviet system into a genuine federation.

Growing ass ertiveness, however, was not limited to the fifteen union re-
publics that were the highest units in the Soviet ethnofederal hierarchy; lower-
level autonomous republics in Georgia (Ab kha z i a ) , Azerbaijan (Nagorno -
Karabakh ) , and the Russi an Federation it s elf (Tatarstan and Chechnya , among
others) were also engaged in ef forts to elevate their status.7 The election of
Boris Yelt sin as president of Russia in June 1990, which joined the personal and
political conflict bet ween Yelt sin and Gorbachev to a struggle over the nature
and future of the Union ,c reated additional opportunities for republic elites to
exert pressure for ever greater economic and political autonomy. These de-
m ands came to focus on the claim to “sovereignty,” a vague and highly elastic
term in Soviet us age,but one that was enthusi astically embraced by republic af-
ter republic in 1990 in a “parade of sovereignties” that were given legitim acy
and support by the June 1990 Declaration of Sovereignty of the Russi an Re-
public it s elf. Moreover, in his ef fort to win the support of autonomous republics
in his struggle against Gorbachev and the “center,”Yelt sin’s speeches in August
and September 1990 in Tatarstan , Bash kiri a , and Komi encouraged local elites
to “take all the sovereignty you can swallow.”When the then Checheno - Ingush
Autonomous Soviet Soc i alist Republic issued a Declaration of State Sover-
eignty on November 27, 1 9 9 0 , it appeared lit tle more than one additional man-
ifestation of a broader trend.8
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The failed coup of August 1991 ef fectively undermined the prospects for re-
forming the Union , dis c redited the considerable number of regional and local
elites who had supported the put s ch , and contributed to the further unraveling of
the Soviet system . In Groz ny, the executive commit tee of the All - National Con-
gress of the Chechen People (ANCC P ) , headed by Dzhokar Dud ayev, with initi al
support from Mos cow, us ed the occasion to force the dissolution of the Supreme
Soviet of the Checheno - Ingush republic (led by Doku Zav gayev ) , which had sup-
ported the coup.9 But as the inc reasingly radical tactics of Dud ayev and his sup-
porters arous ed opposition in Groz ny and inc reasing alarm in Mos cow, the Russ-
i an government moved from negoti ations to ultim atums,provoking Dud ayev and
the A NCCP Executive Commit tee to organi ze presidenti al elections. On October
2 7 ,Dud ayev was declared president, not withstanding challenges to the legitim acy
of the election both in Mos cow and in Groz ny, and on November 1, almost two
months before the dissolution of the Soviet Union and international recognition
of the Russi an Federation as a successor state, the Law on State Sovereignty of the
Chechen Republic declared the de facto secession of Chechnya from the USSR.

The rapid and unanticipated unravelling of the Soviet Union at the end of
1991 was initially viewed by many as a liberating event. For the Russian Federa-
tion leadership, however, it also brought with it a sudden and traumatic loss of
empire, provoking exaggerated—indeed obsessive—fears of the possible disin-
tegration of Russia itself and contributing over time to a shift within the Russ-
ian political elite from liberal democratic orientations to increasingly statist and
neoimperial ones. As the new Russian state struggled to create novel constitu-
tional and federal institutions, efforts to halt the centrifugal tendencies that had
been unleashed during the Gorbachev reforms became a key priority in
Moscow, and a major source of conflict in center-periphery relations. This con-
flict would take its most extreme and intractable form in relations between
Moscow and Chechnya.10

A number of factors explain the particularly sharp tensions in relations be-
tween Moscow and Grozny. First and foremost was an underlying legacy of an-
tagonistic group histories dating from the Russian conquest of the Caucasus and
the particularly stubborn resistance to Russian imperial expansion during the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Indeed, the Caucasian wars became a leg-
endary theme in Russian culture thanks to the l iterary classics of Tolstoi and
Lermontov,among others,while the Chechens became a symbol of heroic strug-
gles by the mountain peoples to preserve their independence. This historical ex-
perience could be mobilized as a resource in the construction of a contempo-
rary identity.

WorldWar I occasioned new but again thwarted efforts at national liberation.
While the mountain peoples temporarily threw their support to the Bolsheviks,
disillusionment quickly followed, and the struggle against Soviet rule continued
well into the 1930s. The harsh repressions associated with Stalinism, including
the forced collectivization of agriculture and the massive resettlement of kulaks,
took particularly brutal, and ethnicized, form during World War II. Suspecting
the Chechen and Ingush of collaboration with the Germans, the entire popula-
tion of the republic—roughly half a million people—was rounded up in Febru-
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ary 1944 and forcibly deported to Kazakhstan, and the republic itself abolished.
Over a quarter of the population died in the process, and many of those who es-
caped deportation were brutally massacred by NKVD (People’s Commissariat
of Internal Affairs) troops. The collective trauma of deportation and exile was a
key formative experience for many members of the present Chechen elite, in-
cluding Dudayev himself, who made their way back to the Caucasus only after
Nikita Khrushchev denounced the deportations as one of the crimes of the
Stalin era and allowed the “punished peoples” to return to their homelands.

A second contributing factor in the emergence of a Chechen national move-
ment was the structural legacy of Soviet nationality policy, with its built-in con-
tradiction between the principle of ethnoterritorial federalism and the actual re-
pression of national aspirations.11 Soviet policy had created a hierarchy of
ethnoterritorial units that provided a framework for the development of na-
tional elites and cultures while sharply constraining their economic and politi-
cal expression.By the late Brezhnev period,the rising aspirations of increasingly
educated and capable elites of the titular nationalities had become a source of
tensions and competition with Russians for key positions not only in the union
republics but also in the autonomous republics, many of whose elites had long
pressed for an elevation of their s tatus to that of union republics. As political
constraints were l ifted by the liberalizing impact of Gorbachev’s reforms, na-
tional loyalties and solidarities displaced communist ideology and became a
potent basis for political mobilization around a combination of ethnopolitical
and national demands.

Both historical experiences and the impact of Soviet policy had served to con-
solidate and reinforce group identity and solidarity among Chechens, a solidar-
ity in which identification with Islam played an important role.12 The preserva-
tion of strong clan structures and group identity was further strengthened by
the bitter experience of exile itself, which nourished a shared memory of at-
tempted genocide and a common sense of national destiny. It was also facili-
tated, after the restoration of the republic, by its relatively low level of industri-
alization and the correspondingly low level of Russian sett lement, which was
largely concentrated in the capital city.At the time of the 1989 census, of all the
autonomous republics of the Russian Federation, the Chechen-Ingush republic
had the second highest concentration of members of the titular nationality in
the total population (70.7 percent)13 and the highest proportion of those who
considered the language of their titular nationality their “native” language and
the language of everyday communication.14

Finally, geostrategic factors played an important role in raising the stakes in
the conflict over Chechnya. The emergence of independent states in the South-
ern Caucasus and Central Asia, and the new possibilities for exploiting the rich
energy resources and major transportation routes through the region,enhanced
the importance of the republic and made its status a major concern to Russian
elites. At the same time, the fact that after the dissolution of the Soviet Union,
Chechnya, unlike Tatarstan, had an external border made secession a real pos-
sibility and a sovereign or independent existence more viable.

But the mere fact of serious tensions in the relationship between Moscow and
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Grozny was not in itself sufficient to account for the escalation of conflict into
violence. A decisive factor in the escalation of conflict was the far-reaching
process of political and economic transition itself and its attendant political flu-
idity, policy incoherence, and elite conflict in both Russia and Chechnya.

The growing controversy over Russia’s federal structure fueled by fear of dis-
integration, combined with changes in the composition and policy orientation
of Russia’s political elite, made issues of center-periphery relations highly con-
tentious.A poorly institutionalized policymaking process, exacerbated by bitter
struggles between elites as well as conflicts between the executive and legislative
branches, distorted policy debate and complicated the resolution of a whole
range of issues. Even the much-hailed bilateral treaty regulating relations b e-
tween Russia and Tatarstan, finally signed in February 1994 and later touted as
a “model” for Chechnya, was the outcome of protracted and contentious nego-
tiations, and it was bitterly criticized by influential political actors in both capi-
tals, Moscow as well as Kazan.

The political fluidity, lack of institutionalization, and unresolved issues of
governance in Moscow contributed to the crisis over Chechnya in a number of
ways.The failure to create a clear, legally based federal structure and the contin-
uing ambiguity about the status of the 1992 Federal Treaty (which C hechnya
and Tatarstan had refused to sign) and the 1993 constitution (which a number
of republics rejected in the December 1993 referendum on the grounds that it
was inconsistent with the Federal Treaty) left unresolved basic issues of institu-
tional legitimacy and power sharing between the center and the republics.15 The
mounting crisis was further exacerbated by the ad hoc and improvisational na-
ture of the entire policymaking process and the low degree of professionalism
surrounding it. Inadequacies in the flow of information to policymakers, in-
cluding the president, led to decisions based on unreliable and distorted assess-
ments rather than on those of knowledgeable experts on the region.16 A few fig-
ures around the president exercised disproportionate influence, and there was
little coordination among different institutions and actors involved in national-
ities and regional policy. The divergent and conflicting interests of a variety of
ministers and presidential advisers, the absence of an effective working rela-
tionship between the executive and the parliament, and the corrosive conflict
between government and opposition all made policy toward Chechnya hostage
to the struggles for political advantage. Sober assessment and public discussion
of the actual threat posed by the situation, and of the political and economic in-
struments available for dealing with it, were largely absent.

The failure to develop and institutionalize clear norms of civil-military rela-
tions, particularly regarding the use of armed forces in internal conflict, and the
independent role of security forces not subordinated to the Ministry of Defense,
created additional problems. It made the constitutionality of President Yeltsin’s
use of military force in Chechnya as dubious as its wisdom,17 and it contributed
to the insubordination of key military actors in the initial phase of the war. Fi-
nally, a weakly developed civil society proved incapable of organizing construc-
tively to oppose or alter policy notwithstanding the lack of wide or strong pub-
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lic support. Despite significant opposition to the use of force in Chechnya, as re-
flected in public opinion polls throughout the conflict,18 and despite the criti-
cism regularly expressed by parliamentary deputies, some regional leaders and,
above all, the media, no broadly based movements emerged to oppose the war,
nor was a bitterly divided parliament able to offer a coherent policy alternative.19

The problems of policymaking in Moscow were compounded by political
weakness and elite conflict in Chechnya. Limited institutional development,
leadership experience, and economic resources inhibited the ability of Chech-
nya to function effectively as a state and created incentives and opportunities for
a variety of illegal activities, including substantial trade in weapons and drugs.
These problems were compounded by Dudayev’s own political inexperience,
mercurial temperament, provocative behavior, and poor judgment. His defiant
use of anti-Russian sentiments to consolidate his domestic political support and
weaken the opposition in turn played into the hands of hard-line political and
military groups in Russia who favored “settling” all Caucasian problems by
force. The hardening of positions on both sides thus created a set of elite inter-
actions that exacerbated the entire conflict.20

By the spring of 1 9 9 4 , the shift to the right in Russi an elite politics, which gave
additional influence to advocates of a unitary Russi an state as well as alarmist
warnings about Russi a’s imminent disintegration ,not only influenced the terms of
debate about Chechnya but provided support for covert ef forts to ass asinate Du-
d ayev and to undermine his power.Ex aggerated reports of s ec ret plans by the Du-
d ayev administration to incorporate the entire Caucasi an region under its control ,
and to ex pel Russia from the Caucasus and close of f its access to the Caspi an Sea ,
presum ably leaked to the media by intelligence sources and figures within
Mos cow’s “power ministries,”2 1 embellished des c riptions of the “c riminal regime”
in Groz ny and were us ed to justify the use of military force to overthrow Dud ayev.

In short, a weakly institutionalized political process in both capitals resulted
in policy by improvisation, and the preeeminent role of both presidents and
their immediate entourages in decision making gave exceptional political
weight to personal traits and subjective assessments. Under these circum-
stances, the effort by political figures close t o Yeltsin to turn h im against Du-
dayev and to delegitimate D udayev’s r ule effectively blocked the prospect for
high-level negotiations between the two presidents to seek a political solution.22

The Conflict Unfolds: Major Stages and Turning Points in Russian Policy

Russian policy toward Chechnya, and the developing conflict between
Moscow and Chechnya, can be broadly divided into six distinct stages.23 In ex-
amining the possible role of preventive diplomacy, I will focus here on the sec-
ond and third stages, which particularly lent themselves to a variety of preven-
tive measures by local as well as international actors. Once Russian military
forces were introduced in the fourth stage, actions taken by the international
community necessarily shifted from conflict prevention to conflict mitigation
and conflict termination, and these will be explored in the subsequent section.
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Abortive Military Intervention: November 1991

The first stage in the unfolding conflict involved the emergence and radical-
ization of the Chechen national movement in the late 1980s, the election of Du-
dayev to the presidency,and the declaration of sovereignty of November 1,1991.
Moscow’s erratic response, shaped as it was by the r ivalry between Yeltsin and
Gorbachev, culminated in an abortive military intervention. Although Yeltsin’s
declaration of a state of emergency was quickly reversed by the USSR Supreme
Soviet, and troops were swiftly withdrawn, the episode served to rekindle hos-
tility toward Russian domination, to consolidate support around Dudayev, and
to raise the political costs of any renewed military action.24

Benign, But Profitable, Neglect: January 1992 to Spring 1994

The failure of the intervention, and the breakup of the Soviet Union shortly
afterward, brought with it other more urgent priorities. The second stage in re-
lations between Moscow and Grozny lasted from January 1992 to the spring of
1994,a period of what might be termed“benign but profitable neglect.”Reflect-
ing the broader incoherence and elite conflicts characteristic of Russian policy
more generally, behavior toward Chechnya took two contradictory directions.
On the one hand, as the political and economic situation in Chechnya began to
deteriorate, hard-line segments of the Russian leadership sought to exploit the
growing political cleavages within Chechnya to vilify the “criminal regime” in
Grozny,challenge the legitimacy of Dudayev’s rule,and unify opposition figures
around a campaign to unseat him.25 At the same time, other Russian govern-
ment and parliamentary figures engaged in a variety of official dealings w ith
Grozny throughout this period, and also pursued intermittent, though unsuc-
cessful, negotiations with a range of Chechen politicians, including Dudayev’s
rivals.26 Not only did officials in the two governments collaborate on a range of
economic and political issues; corrupt and cr iminal groups in Chechnya also
worked in partnership w ith their counterparts in Moscow to use the unstable
situation to profit from trafficking in weapons, oil, and drugs and to engage in
money l aundering, facilitated by a large number of unregulated international
flights f rom Grozny’s a irport.27 Indeed, these criminal activities constituted a
crucial though still obscure aspect of the complex and symbiotic relationships
between Moscow and Grozny.

The Failure of Efforts to Overthrow Dudayev: Spring through Fall 1994

In the summer and fall of 1994,major changes in the configuration of Yeltsin’s
government prompted a shift in policy toward Chechnya. This shift coincided
with a hardening of Russian policy in a number of other areas as well: toward
the West, toward the “near abroad,” and toward issues of internal economic re-
form.Although knowledgeable specialists on the region favored the continuing
use of political and economic instruments to isolate Dudayev, anticipating that
the deteriorating situation in Chechnya would lead to his replacement by the
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Chechens themselves, the Russian government turned toward a policy of ac-
tively seeking to assassinate or overthrow Dudayev by providing political, and
increasingly military, support to opposition forces.28

The shift in policy was attributable to several factors: the growing influence of
nationalist and authoritarian attitudes and hard-line political figures in Yeltsin’s
entourage, along with his estrangement from his earlier,more liberal supporters
and advisers; the conclusion of the treaty with Tatarstan in February 1994,
which refocused attention on Chechnya as the major remaining challenge to the
authority of Moscow; and the growing strategic importance of the entire region
as Western contracts to exploit the massive oil and gas reserves of the Caspian
Basin were portrayed as a threat to Russian influence in the whole region.29

These factors contributed to an environment in which the former communist
leader Doku Zagayev, backed by hard-line figures in the“power ministries” and
the president’s entourage, succeeded in winning support for more active inter-
vention in Chechnya to “free the Chechen people of the illegitimate and dicta-
torial rule exercised by Dudayev and his bandit formations.” On May 27,1994,
a sophisticated and powerful remote-control c ar bomb was set off in Grozny
that would have killed Dudayev if he had occupied his usual place in the auto-
mobile procession.

The scale of this effort escalated in the course of the summer and fall under
the influence of a group of high-level hard-line officials in the cabinet and the
presidential apparatus informally dubbed the “party of war.”30 Using political
clashes within Chechnya during the summer of 1994 as evidence that Dudayev’s
regime lacked real popular support, the Russian government threw its backing
to a Chechen Provisional Council headed by Umar Avturkhanov as the“only le-
gitimate power structure in Chechnya”and sought to unite a variety of opposi-
tion figures around it. At the same time, a coordinating group under Nikolai
Yegorov, his senior deputy,Aleksandr Kotenkov, and a colonel from the Federal
Counterintelligence Service arranged the covert provision of substantial mili-
tary supplies to the council, including heavy armored vehicles, aircraft, and
tanks and tank crews especially recruited for the purpose. The group also began
to recruit Russian officers for the covert operation, promising them an easy vic-
tory and substantial remuneration.When a separate (and from Moscow’s view-
point, highly unwelcome) effort to storm the city of Grozny by Ruslan Khasbu-
latov31 encountered little organized opposition, it was taken as a sign that the
time was ripe for the Moscow-supported effort to extend its control from north-
ern strongholds to the capital itself.

An armored march on Groz ny, launched November 26 in the ex pectation that
Dud ayev’s forces would be incapable of real resistance,turned into a fias co ; the op-
position forces were routed and over half its tanks were destroyed or sei zed.3 2 Hu-
mili ation compounded defeat when , in the face of Defense Minister Pavel
Grachev’s deni al of any knowledge of or involvement in the operation , the
Chechen government paraded captured Russi an military personnel live on televi-
sion . But the humili ating defeat of Mos cow - supported forces in Groz ny, far from
inviting a reex amination of assumptions and strategy,s erved to provoke still more
drastic action . On November 29, 1 9 9 4 , a sec ret meeting of the Russian Security
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Council made the decision to shift from covert to overt military action and to
use Russian military forces to subdue Chechnya.33

The Resort to Military Force: December 1994

The failure of efforts to coerce the Dudayev government to capitulate or to
compel its replacement, and the humiliation suffered by their sponsors,
strengthened the determination of key figures in the Russian leadership, and of
Yeltsin himself, to demonstrate Moscow’s power and resolve by crushing
Chechen resistance. Foreign Minister Andrei Kozyrev would later explain that
those like himself who supported or acquiesced in the decision were persuaded
by the military officials at the Security Council meeting that it would be an al-
most“bloodless blitzkrieg”that would be over in a week.34 The decision also re-
flected the belief among Yeltsin’s entourage that a “small but victorious war”35

that consolidated Russia’s statehood would reverse the erosion in Yeltsin’s pop-
ularity and increase his chances in upcoming elections.

Following a series of ultimatums byYeltsin, last-minute attempts to restart ne-
gotiations were aborted by the intervention of military forces on December 11.36

The entry of Russian forces at once radically altered the situation in Chechnya.
It rekindled memories of the 1944 deportations, created a surge of popular sup-
port for Dudayev’s government, now inseparably l inked to the defense of the
homeland, and undermined the opposition, which now appeared, in effect, as
Russian accomplices.As the population of the republic rallied in its defense, the
premises of the entire military operation d issolved; the effort to force the re-
placement of the Dudayev leadership turned into a war indiscriminately di-
rected against the population and infrastructure of the Chechen republic.

In the initi al days of the operation ,large numbers of c ivili ans, including women
and children , sought to block the pass age of troops, leading several Russi an of fi-
cers to refuse to continue the operation . The heav y - handed and indis c riminate
shelling and bombing, which led to mounting civili an casu alties, Russi an and
Chechen ali ke, evoked a growing storm of c ritic ism . Moreover, the Russi an and
foreign journalists covering the conflict provided daily refutations of of fic i al pro-
paganda that sought to minimi ze the scale of the war and conceal casu alties ; the
media coverage of fered a vast audience graphic footage of the unfolding carnage.

Notwithstanding Defense Minister Grachev’s assurances, on January 2,1995,
that an operation to“mop up”Grozny would take only five or six more days and
that residents who had fled the city would be able to return home shortly, the vi-
olence continued for almost two more years and resulted in some hundred thou-
sand casualties and nearly four hundred thousand refugees, one-third of the re-
public’s population.37

Moreover, the assumption that decisive military actions by the government
would win widespread popular support proved profoundly mistaken. The in-
tervention provoked a w ave of criticism from broad circles in Russian society,
with public opinion polls indicating that over 60 percent of the population op-
posed the use of force, and about 25 percent were prepared to recognize Chech-
nya’s independence.38 The heads of a number of other republics issued harsh
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criticisms of the intervention, neighboring regions feared its destabilizing im-
pact on their own territories,and Generals Aleksander Lebed and Boris Gromov
warned the war could turn into another Afghanistan. The brief and successful
surgical strike promised by its advocates turned into a massive,brutal, and pro-
tracted war that devastated the republic of Chechnya, weakened Yeltsin’s leader-
ship, and had far-reaching consequences for the Russian state.

Protracted Conflict: 1995 to August 1996

As the violence es calated in the face of widespread and unantic ipated resistance,
Russi an troops found thems elves confronting guerrilla warfare in which virtu ally
the entire civili an population came to be seen as the enemy. Over the next two
years, m assive violations of hum an rights and ex treme brutality would be docu-
mented by Russi an journalists and political figures, as well as by Russi an and in-
ternational nongovernmental organi z ations (NG Os ) .3 9 As a number of commen-
tators pointed out, the purpose of the entire operation had become qui xotic : to
demonstrate that Chechnya was a part of Russi a , it was treated as a foreign enemy.

The failure to achieve the capitulation of the Dudayev government, or to win
legitimacy for the Moscow-supported regime of Zagayev, and the growing do-
mestic and international concern ultimately produced a two-track approach in
which intermittent and half-hearted attempts at negotiation were combined
with a relentless pursuit of military victory.40 Over the next two years,daring ef-
forts by Chechen militants to use hostage taking and other terrorist acts to force
the Russian government into negotiations produced a succession of cease-fires
and talks. But any agreements reached were quickly undermined on the Russ-
ian side by hard-line opponents of a political settlement. Moreover, evidence of
cleavages and even insubordination within the armed forces began to surface,
as a military initially skeptical of the intervention became increasingly commit-
ted to victory.41 When Yeltsin’s assurances that bombings or other military ac-
tions had been suspended were contradicted by journalists on the scene, it was
often unclear whether the duplicity was deliberate or whether key actors were
operating quasi-independently.

The presidenti al election campaign in the spring of 1 9 9 6 , as well as the im-
pending Group of Seven meeting scheduled to take place in Mos cow in April ,
appeared to give new impetus to the search for a negoti ated set tlement of the
politically unpopular war. On March 31 Yelt sin laid out a plan for resolving the
c risis, commit ting hims elf to a ceas e - fire and peace talk s. Es calating military
operations once again called into question Mos cow’s intentions, and when Du-
d ayev was killed by a Russi an rocket at tack on April 22, the process appeared
to have stalled once again . A surprise preelection visit by Yelt sin to Groz ny re-
launched negoti ations, which culminated in the Na z ran agreements on a ceas e -
fire, Russi an troop withdrawals, and prisoner exchanges. But the most dec isive
event of all was Yelt sin’s dec ision to further strengthen his position in the sec-
ond round of the presidenti al elections by appointing third - place contender
Lebed to be sec retary of the Security Counc il and put ting him in charge of the
peace negoti ations.
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With Yeltsin’s election victory, Russian forces returned to the offensive with a
new wave of bombings and renewed claims from Moscow that Russian forces
had won the war and were engaged in a final mopping-up operation. The
Chechens responded by launching an assault on Grozny on August 6, on the eve
of Yeltsin’s inauguration, in an effort to force Moscow back to the negotiating
table and to demonstrate that the war was by no means over. The massive defeat
and humiliation of Russian f orces left no realistic option short of totally de-
stroying the city to retake it. Amid bitter recriminations and debate in Moscow,
Lebed visited Grozny as presidential envoy and reached agreement with the
Chechen leadership on a cease-fire.

A Negotiated Peace Agreement: August 1996 to May 1997

The successful negotiations, which culminated in the Khasavyurt peace
agreements signed on August 31,1996, the election of Aslan Maskhadov as pres-
ident of Chechnya in January 1997, and the signing in May 1997 of the agree-
ment“On Peace and the Principles of Relations between the Russian Federation
and the Chechen Republic of Ichkeria,” were made possible by three key devel-
opments. First and foremost was the massive defeat of Russian forces in Grozny,
in which their presumed control over the city was challenged overnight by a sur-
prise rebel offensive. Recognizing that any effort to retake the city w as tanta-
mount to its complete destruction by bombing, the Russian leadership finally
acknowledged the futility of its military campaign and prevented the military
from launching a new offensive. The military situation in turn created an op-
portunity for the more liberal group of advisers around Yeltsin who had re-
gained influence during his election campaign to win control over policy toward
Chechnya. The third factor was the personal role of Lebed,whomYeltsin had ap-
pointed to bring an end to the conflict.

The terms of Lebed’s appointment gave him both a personal and a political
stake in achieving a settlement. He also benefited from having had no responsi-
bility for the war: Lebed was in the fortunate position of being able to admit oth-
ers’ mistakes rather than his own. Recognizing, in August 1996, that the war was
both unwinnable and wrong, that constitutional order could not be established
by air strikes and artillery shelling, that extremists on both sides had to be neu-
tralized, and that the Chechen leaders were responsible negotiating partners
who would honor agreements they had entered into, Lebed’s commitment to a
negotiated settlement was unequivocal. To this task he brought a degree of per-
sonal courage, sensitivity to the psychology of the Chechen side, and decisive-
ness that won t he respect a nd t he confidence of his negotiating p artners and
made the Khasavyurt agreements possible. Overcoming intense resistance in
Moscow proved an even greater challenge; charged with commiting high trea-
son in agreeing to the dismemberment of Russia, Lebed attacked the planning
and conduct of the entire war a nd directly accused Interior Minister Anatoly
Kulikov of responsibility for the disaster.While a seriously illYeltsin initially dis-
tanced himself from the agreements, their ambiguity on key issues (in particu-
lar, their deferral of decisions on the status of Chechnya for five years) and the
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broad domestic and international acclaim that greeted them eased his ultimate
acceptance.

A Fragile Peace

The four- s entence Treaty on Peace and the Princ iples of Relations bet ween
the Russi an Federation and the Chechen Republic of Ich keria signed in May
1997 acknowledged the “centuries - long antagonism”bet ween the two sides and
commit ted both to the renunc i ation of force “forever” in resolving disputed is-
sues and to building relations in accord ance with “generally recogni zed princ i-
ples and norms of international law,” a formula that each party could interpret
in its own way. While the agreement ended the fighting and brought about the
withdrawal of Russi an troops from Chechnya , no significant progress has been
m ade to date on resolving the underlying conflict over Chechnya’s status.

On the Chechen side, the Russian troop withdrawals and the peace agree-
ments are viewed as tantamount to recognition of Chechnya’s independence, de
facto if not de jure; postponement of the final decision on status is regarded as
a device to allow the Russian leadership to gradually accommodate itself
to the reality. The republic’s leadership has pointedly rejected any participation
in Russian Federation political institutions and has been actively seeking to ex-
pand its regional a nd international t ies and to win international recognition.
However, such recognition, and the hoped-for membership in international or-
ganizations, is unlikely to be forthcoming absent Moscow’s agreement.

The Russian leadership, for its part, continues to insist that Chechnya is part
of the Russian Federation, despite its inability to exercise real control over the
region. Moreover, both conciliatory and coercive approaches to Chechnya still
have their advocates in Russian elite circles. Advocates of conciliation, such as
Ivan Rybkin, former secretary of the Russian Security Council and Yeltsin’s spe-
cial representative for Chechnya until his removal in October 1977, have floated
proposals for a loose “associated status,” a formula that might earlier have been
acceptable to moderate segments of the Chechen leadership, but it is difficult to
elicit political support for it in the current environment. They have also urged
that Moscow sidestep the issue of status and focus on concrete economic agree-
ments that could help restore the republic’s devastated economy and rebuild ties
to Russia. Such proposals, however, have foundered on severe budgetary con-
straints in Moscow and unwillingness to devote scarce resources to an unreli-
able region.

At the same time, advocates of coercive measures to isolate the republic or to
increase the political and military pressure on it retain real support in influen-
tial political and military circles. Remnants of the old“party of war” continue to
portray Chechnya as a hotbed of instability and the spearhead of an Islamic in-
surgency threatening the entire North Caucasian region and beyond.While a re-
newed resort to large-scale violence seems unlikely, continuing intraelite strug-
gles in both capitals, combined with growing instability in the North Caucasus
more broadly, make it difficult to envision a negotiated agreement on Chech-
nya’s status in the foreseeable future.42
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Early Warning: Missed Opportunities for Conflict Prevention

Both scholars and practitioners concerned with preventive diplomacy have de-
voted increasing attention in recent years to the need for early warning of incip-
ient or developing crises if violent conflict is to be forestalled. Even more im-
portant, they have begun to focus attention on the need for, and impediments
to, marshaling t imely and effective responses to warning.43A close analysis of
the evolution of the conflict in Chechnya suggests that both the parties to the
conflict and the broader international community had available to them ample
early warning that the conflict was escalating, as well as a broad array of possi-
ble responses, but that for reasons to be explored here, timely and appropriate
measures were not adopted.

Moscow and Grozny

The assertion of the Russian government that military force was used as a last
resort, after all other options for a peaceful resolution of the conflict had been
exhausted, is not supported by the record.A considerable repertoire of tools and
strategies were available to the governments of Russia and Chechnya for dealing
with the conflict by means other than military force, but as this account has ar-
gued, these options were not seriously explored or utilized. This assessment is
shared by a number of responsible figures in the Russian political establishment
with firsthand knowledge of policymaking in the developing conflict.Emil Pain,
a leading specialist on nationality policy and adviser to Yeltsin during this pe-
riod, has written:

In democratic societies, there are a number of conditions under which the use of force
is the only permissible way for a state to resolve regional conflicts. This is true, above all,
when peaceful means of resolving conflicts have been exhausted and society has agreed
to incur casualties and material losses, as well as when society is confident of the army’s
ability to act not only effectively but also in a civilized manner. These conditions had
not been met before the Chechen war began.44

A similar view is advanced by Sergei Kovalev,the prominent human rights ad-
vocate and, until his resignation over the war in Chechnya, Yeltsin’s special ad-
viser on human rights. In testimony before the U.S. Congressional Commission
on Security and Cooperation in Europe, he asserted that “for quite some time
both before and after the outbreak of fighting it would have b een p ossible to
solve the problem of Chechen separatism by political means. All attempts to do
so were systematically and deliberately torpedoed by the military high com-
mand and by others in the government in Moscow.”45

Direct bilateral negotiations between officials of both governments at the
highest level were never conducted. Indeed, a number of critics of Russian pol-
icy, including Tatarstan’s President Mintimer Shaimiyev,have focused on the de-
monization of Dudayev,and Yeltsin’s refusal to meet with him, as a major policy
error. As Shaimiyev argued, like it or not Dudayev represented Chechnya and
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should therefore have been dealt with.46 However, the successful efforts of hard-
line advisers around Yeltsin to convince him that Dudayev was neither a serious
nor a legitimate political actor ruled out the direct negotiations for which Du-
dayev had repeatedly called. Other Russian officials have added that the condi-
tions proposed by Moscow and the names of those appointed to conduct talks
with the Chechen side were further proof that the government did not pursue
the negotiations seriously.

In view of the obstacles to constructive direct negotiations between the two
parties, the involvement of other actors as mediators or facilitators might have
contributed to productive discussion and added a degree of transparency to the
contacts that did take place, an important contribution of the Organization of
Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE) presence during the 1996 peace
talks. Indeed, Dudayev repeatedly proposed and supported third-party media-
tion.47 While discreet discussions of such options went on behind the scenes, the
highly charged political atmosphere in Moscow blocked third-party mediation
by other actors within the Russian Federation, such as regional governors or re-
public presidents, or by other leaders from the Commonwealth of Independent
States, even though several possible candidates were available and willing.48

Moreover, there was considerable scope for negotiation of possible arrange-
ments short of full independence but going beyond the “Tatarstan model,” in-
cluding agreement to postpone a final solution to the contentious issue of sta-
tus. Although Russian officials have argued that the Chechen leadership was
unyielding in its insistence on complete independence, there are several reasons
to question this view. For one thing, the Dudayev government clearly sought,
and indeed assumed, continuing economic links to Russia and continuing par-
ticipation in the ruble zone. The Chechen leadership never sought to c ut eco-
nomic and political ties by closing the border with Russia or introducing its own
currency in place of the r uble, as, for example, the se cessionist leaderships in
Transdniester and Abkhazia had done in their conflicts with Moldova and Geor-
gia.To this day a substantial Chechen diaspora continues to reside in Russia and
contributes to the support of families in the North Caucasus.

Some skepticism is further warranted because of the repeated tendency of
some Russian officials to exaggerate the threat of dismemberment.Although the
1994 power-sharing treaty with Tatarstan would later be held out as a model for
compromise that the Chechens rejected, Moscow’s negotiations with Kazan
were themselves extremely difficult and protracted. Even the more modest de-
mands of the Tatarstan side were viewed with alarm and provoked the threat of
economic sanctions and even of Russian military intervention in March 1992.

It should also be noted that both Russian and Western analyses often add to
the confusion about the intentions of the Chechen leadership by treating the
Russian terms for sovereignty and independence as if they were interchangeable.
In fact, the Chechen constitution adopted in 1992 referred only to “state
sovereignty”; the term independence was not used. In view of the rather broad
and vague connotation of the term sovereignty in the former Soviet region
throughout these years, it remains an open question whether a loose form of as-
sociated status might have been acceptable to the Chechen side before the war
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itself further embittered relations.Whether such proposals were seriously made
at the time remains a subject of some dispute. But it is notable that Russian Na-
tionalities Minister Vyacheslav Mikhailov admitted, in September 1997, that
Moscow and Grozny had never discussed what precisely the Chechens meant by
“independence.”49

Clearly, a serious negotiating process,and particularly one that used the good
offices of foreign governments or international organizations, would have clar-
ified the scope for compromise. The Dudayev leadership, fearing imminent
Russian military action,made a number of appeals (before as well as after the
Russian military intervention) to the United Nations, to President Bill Clinton,
and to the governments of a number of other countries, outlining the escalating
Russian efforts to use military force against Chechnya and urging that their in-
fluence be used to press the Russian government to refrain from further mili-
tary actions and to resume negotiations.50 It remains unclear whether these ap-
peals were sent through appropriate channels and reached the intended
recipients.51 In any case, there is no indication that the Russian government was
prepared to cooperate, and absent that support neither the United Nations nor
the OSCE would have contemplated action. The attitude of the Russian leader-
ship was curtly summed up by Foreign Minister Kozyrev in December 1994
when he commented to the Russian press that “settlement of the Chechen crisis
is an internal affair of the Russian Federation.We need no foreign mediators for
that.”52 Why t he Russian government in the fall of 1994 was unwilling to use
available mechanisms for conflict prevention is relatively clear; why the interna-
tional community failed to play a more active role in deterring or preventing the
escalation of the conflict deserves attention.

International Actors

Even prior to the summer and fall of 1994, there was ample warning that the
growing conflict between Moscow and Grozny could erupt into open violence.
The North Caucasus had long been viewed as the most turbulent region of the
Russian Federation, and as we have seen, the dispute between Moscow and
Chechnya began even before the dissolution of the USSR. Both in the fall of
1991, when the Russian government troops threatened Grozny and Dudayev or-
dered full-scale mobilization, and again in November 1992, when Russian
troops massed along the Ingush b order and e ntered Chechnya, military con-
frontation seemed imminent.53

The lack of serious Western or international attention stemmed in part from
Chechnya’s relative obscurity in a region that had never elicited significant West-
ern expertise and media attention, in part from the absence of a constituency
that could give it political saliency, and in part from the view among officials in
Western governments that because the conflict had no interstate dimension, it
was unlikely to affect broader regional security. The protracted conflict over
Nagorno-Karabakh, which had att racted considerable attention and involve-
ment by the international community, was given high visibility in the West, and
in the United States in particular, by the presence of a large and politically active
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Armenian diaspora, while the attention devoted to the political status of Rus-
sians in the Baltic states was fueled by the intense pressures brought to bear by
Moscow. By contrast, the only significant efforts by the NGO community to fo-
cus international attention on the situation in Chechnya were those of the Un-
represented Nations and Peoples Organization (UNPO),54 which was widely
viewed as an organization prepared to support indiscriminately v irtually any
minority group,and of International Alert,which undertook a fact-finding mis-
sion to Moscow and Grozny in October 1992 at the invitation of Valery Tishkov,
director of the Institute of Ethnography of the Russian Academy of Science and
at that time chairman of the Russian State Committee on Nationalities Affairs.55

In its final report, the mission urged both sides to engage in a broad bilateral di-
alogue over the entire range of economic, political, and security issues and sug-
gested that such a dialogue could best be facilitated by an outside organization
or g roup of individuals acceptable to both sides, but these recommendations
were neither followed up nor implemented.56

By the spring of 1994, the relationship between Moscow and Grozny dis-
played virtually all the signs of “unstable peace”that pointed to the need for pre-
ventive diplomacy: high or r ising potential that coercion might be used to re-
solve political differences; the absence or breakdown of policies and institutions
at a regional or national level that could handle disagreements and maintain a
process of orderly resolution; and the explicit request, on the Chechen side, for
third-party involvement in mediating the conflict.57 A broad repertoire of tools
had been developed over the years that might have been brought to bear on the
situation, from fact-finding missions by NGOs and efforts to involve both par-
ties in informal or track-two dialogue to utilizing the good offices of the UN sec-
retary-general’s office or the OSCE to create favorable conditions for direct ne-
gotiations and provide them with a degree of transparency. Indeed, ample
precedent already existed for the use of such mechanisms in the region:a num-
ber of them had been brought to bear in the Baltic states, often in a highly in-
trusive way, in response to charges by the Russian government of discrimination
against the Russian communities of Estonia and Latvia.58

Nor was reliable information about the steady escalation of the conflict lack-
ing. The Russian media tracked this process in considerable detail and with
great frankness throughout 1994;serious investigative reporting regularly chal-
lenged official accounts of events in the region, exposing, for example, the fact
that Russian conscripts and officers were being recruited for secret combat op-
erations on the side of the so-called Chechen opposition and that Russian air-
craft and heavy weapons were being provided for its operations.59 A few indi-
viduals and NGOs expressed growing concern about the possibility of military
escalation, and the UNPO in particular appealed for international efforts to
avert it.60 In October and November 1994, explicit appeals were sent both by
President Dudayev and by Foreign Minister Yousef to President Clinton and to
U.N. Secretary-General Boutros Boutros-Ghali. But Western analysts and gov-
ernment officials appear not to have focused on the conflict and generally min-
imized the likelihood of resort to force. To the extent the issue received atten-
tion, it seems to have been assumed in official circles that it would be madness
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to attempt a military campaign in of Chechnya. There seemed no reason to
doubt the repeated assurances by Yeltsin and his aides throughout the summer
and fall of 1994 that the conflict would be resolved by peaceful means.61 At a
time when Western governments, and the United States in particular, were pre-
occupied with a number of serious problems in relations with Russia and
preparing for the important OSCE meeting scheduled for December 1994 in
Budapest, there appears to have been an expectation that even if some elements
of the Russian security or military establishment were threatening force to com-
pel Dudayev’s political capitulation, it would not actually be utilized.

Western perceptions of the unfolding conflict over Chechnya were also sig-
nificantly affected by the way in which the entire issue was framed by the Russ-
ian leadership. Lacking extensive knowledge of and direct experience in the re-
gion, some Western analysts and actors, including some in the U.S. government,
were perhaps too willing to accept uncritically Moscow’s effort to portray the
struggle between Moscow and Grozny as an issue exclusively involving internal
law and order rather than an ethnopolitical conflict focused on issues of self-de-
termination.Undeniably, allegations that Chechnya had become a center of cor-
rupt and criminal activities had a serious basis in fact. It was equally undeniable
that Dudayev was a difficult figure to deal with and that his regime lacked a
broad base of popular support. But the mixture of information and disinforma-
tion spewed out by official Russian sources, as well by nationalist propagandists,
tended to neglect the obvious collusion between Russian and Chechen elites
that had contributed to the situation and portrayed the Dudayev leadership as
nothing more than a criminal conspiracy without popular support or legiti-
macy, manipulating separatist political slogans to disguise its real goals. It was,
moreover, permeated with ethnic stereotyping and scapegoating that came
close to treating Chechens as a criminal population. Misleading and exagger-
ated characterizations of the situation in Chechnya emanating from Russian
sources, which bore all the earmarks of counterintelligence service disinforma-
tion efforts, were by no means limited to the extremist publications and
speeches of right-wing nationalists; they were all too often voiced by scholars
and high-ranking officials like the minister of defense and by Yeltsin himself.62

This propaganda campaign may well have contributed to the tendency in Wash-
ington and elsewhere to view the Chechens, and Dudayev in particular, as the
troublemakers and villains in the unfolding tragedy.63

When Russian military actions were actually launched on December 11,
Western governments appear to have been taken by surprise.Having given great
weight to Yeltsin’s private and public assurances in the summer and fall of 1994
that the use of force was unthinkable in the Caucasus, Western capitals seemed
unprepared for the development. No prior notification appears to have been
given by the Russian government,nor was the prospect of imminent military ac-
tion raised by Russian officials at the December OSCE meeting in Budapest.

In view of the obvious dis array of Russi an military forces,Western intelligence
m ay also have accepted too unc ritically of fic i al ass ertions that a surgical stri ke was
not only feasible but was assured of quick success.Even analysts who predicted the
possibility of protracted guerrilla warfare in the mountains of Chechnya appear
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to have assumed that Russi an forces would rapidly subdue Groz ny it s elf. Not only
was the disorgani z ation and dis array of Russi an forces underestim ated ; so was the
capac ity and determination of Chechen militants to defend their country and
unite around its leadership in response to the Russi an military intervention . It was
only after several weeks of clumsy and failed military operations,enormous civil-
i an casu alties, and wanton destruction that questions began to be rais ed about the
underlying assumptions of the military operation and its goals.Before December
1 9 9 4 , preventive diplom acy was not even at tempted.

Key Decisions and Strategies of Action

In considering the response of the international community to Russian military
actions in Chechnya, we need to focus our attention on three key sets of actors:
the United States,European governments,and the OSCE.But before turning our
attention to their response, it is important to bear in mind that these Russian
military actions constituted a serious violation of a number of international
commitments. Most notably, they violated Conference on Security and Coop-
eration in Europe (CSCE) agreements of 1990 and 1992 involving prior notifi-
cation of major military activities, and they were a direct and clear challenge to
the principles enshrined in the Budapest Code of Conduct signed less than two
weeks prior to the Russian intervention.64 But broader principles were at stake
as well. Underlying the entire history of the Helsinki process was the principle
that t he international community had an important stake in the w ay govern-
ments treated their own populations and that violations of human rights and of
other international obligations were not merely an “internal affair” but behavior
for which governments could and should be held accountable. These under-
standings were largely ignored in the initial Western reactions to the Russian in-
vasion of Chechnya; indeed, it took almost one month for the U.S.government
to formally acknowledge that Russian actions violated these commitments.65

Weak Responses: The U.S. Government

The initial American reaction to the Russian invasion was a statement by
President Clinton on December 11 at a press conference in Miami that “it is an
internal affair, and we hope that order can be restored with a minimum amount
of bloodshed and violence.”66 Secretary of State Warren Christopher went even
further in conveying tacit support for Russian actions, and for Yeltsin person-
ally, in stating,“It’s best in such matters to leave it to the judgement of President
Yeltsin; it’s a democratic society; it’s not the old Cold War. I’m sure he thought
through what he was doing before he did it, and it’s best we let him run such
things.”Christopher went on to add,“We would not like to see the disintegration
of Russia.We think that might lead to much more bloodshed. .. . I’m sure he took
this action only when he felt he had no other alternative.”67

This attitude of cautious neutrality verging on outright support for Russian
actions was reiterated in a succession of State Department briefings and press
conferences over the next two weeks. The American government, in effect, put
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itself in the position of supporting a military action opposed by a majority of
Russian citizens, as well as by Russia’s most outspoken supporters of democracy
and human rights. It also elicited a sharp response from Republican critics of the
administration; as Christopher Smith, Republican chair of the congressional
Subcommittee on International Operations and Human Rights, admonished,
“The eradication of a people and its territory is not an internal matter.”68

The official commentary was notable in several respects. First, it tended to
echo the framing of the issue emanating from official Russian sources—namely,
that what was involved was no more than the legitimate effort of a state to re-
store order on its territory—and the hope that this would be accomplished
swiftly and at low cost. In none of the initial statements was there any indication
that that the issue was not Russia’s territorial integrity—it was never ques-
tioned—but of the methods by which it would be maintained. It failed to make
clear that how the Russian government deals with its internal problems is a mat-
ter of enormous concern to the international community. A strong case can be
made that“the failure to act in a more decisive fashion had the effect of granting
the Russian government before and during the first stages of the conflict a de
facto license to flagrantly disregard the most b asic principles of international
law, including those reiterated in the Code of Conduct.”69

Second, to the extent that the issue of Chechnya’s status was addressed, the
press commentary emanating from Washington largely repeated apocalyptic
Russian statements that sought to justify military action by warning that what
was at stake was the fragmentation or disintegration of Russia itself. A State De-
partment briefing on December 14 v irtually echoed Russian statements about
the threat of dismemberment: “we have no interest and the world has no inter-
est in seeing a splintering or dismembering of the Russian Federation. That
would be enormously destabilizing. It would produce the possibility of large-
scale refugee flows.”70 Moscow’s assertion that Chechnya posed a threat not
merely to the territorial integrity but to the unity and stability of the entire Russ-
ian Federation, and that it could set in motion a “domino effect” with repercus-
sions throughout the country, appears to have been accepted uncritically, with-
out much consideration for the distinctive features of the Chechen context.
Moreover, it may have heightened concerns in the intelligence community over
the potential for loss of control over nuclear weapons and armed forces.71 The
possibility that a resort to military intervention in the North Caucasus was more
likely to increase rather than reduce instability was not publicly addressed.

Yet another striking feature of the American reaction were the analogies
drawn—however inept and misleading—between the Chechnya conflict and
the American Civil War, with the implied or explicit parallel between Lincoln
and Yeltsin.72 This rationale for military action, used to particular effect by For-
eign Minster Kozyrev addressing an American audience on Meet the Press, was
an attempt to legitimate Russian policy toward Chechnya while sidestepping the
actual conduct of Moscow in the conflict.73 Ignoring as it did the long history of
antagonism, including issues of ethnicity,conquest, and repression,this analogy
was not only inappropriate; it was also strikingly reminiscent of Gorbachev’s ef-
forts in 1990–91 to invoke the American Civil War as justification for Moscow’s
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resistance to Baltic independence, and of equally uncritical acceptance of Gor-
bachev’s argument by some circles in Washington at the time. In effect, the dis-
cussion focused almost exclusively on the goal of preserving territorial integrity
without much consideration of the process by which this was to be achieved.

As the scale of military actions escalated over the next few weeks, adminis-
tration sources continued to avoid harsh attacks on Russian conduct, confining
criticisms to the humanitarian aspects of the conflict. State Department brief-
ings focused on specific and limited concerns, such as “individual instances in
which we think there has been indiscriminate use of force,” or the fact that In-
ternational Red Cross relief efforts were being obstructed. Or they called upon
the Russian leadership to refrain from attacks on civilians, when such attacks
were clearly an integral feature of the whole operation.74

Obviously, the press commentary did not necessarily reflect the administra-
tion’s internal assessment of the situation, nor did it preclude continuing private
efforts to convey to Moscow that its actions were jeopardizing the bilateral rela-
tionship.A good deal of it represented an attempt at damage limitation aimed at
domestic audiences—an effort to prevent opponents of administration policies
toward Russia from using the war in Chechnya to promote their goals. The re-
action of the U.S.administration reflected two overriding goals. The first was to
prevent what was viewed as a marginal problem from derailing progress on
high-priority issues in Russian-American relations; the second was to support
Yeltsin politically, out of a conviction that his continuation in office, and friendly
personal relationship with Clinton, was indispensable both to continuing eco-
nomic and political reform and to Russian-American partnership on a broad
range of issues.

High administration officials repeatedly insisted that Russian behavior in
Chechnya should not be allowed to stand in the way of continuing Russian-
American engagement over a whole range of urgent problems, from nuclear
proliferation to the war in Bosnia, or detract from the achievements of the
Yeltsin administration in political democratization and economic reform. De-
fense S ecretary William Perry, for example, in responding to questions about
Chechnya in connection with his meeting with General Grachev on December
16, asserted that “provided it [the intervention] is not destabilizing beyond the
scope of that activity, I do not see it as affecting our desire to have a pragmatic
partnership with Russia.”75 Indeed, State Department spokesman Michael Mc-
Curry expressed irritation with the media’s focus on Chechnya in a State De-
partment briefing on December 12:

We have been aware for some time, for months, of the conflict that exists in Chechnya,
the efforts that the Russians have made to control violence there, to deal with what has
been a very crime-ridden and corruption-ridden province. . . . We are certainly well
aware of the situation and how the Russians have been responding to it. But by no means
does Chechnya define the broad parameters of the U.S.-Russia partnership.. . .I caution
anyone here [not] to e levate the question of Chechnya just because it happens in the
headlines and in your heads today into something that is on a par with the question of
NATO expansion or of the other issues in which we have a very important and focused
engagement with the Russians.76
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To preserve a good working relationship with Yeltsin, the administration appar-
ently refrained from raising the issue in high-level bilateral discussions until the
foreign secretaries’ meeting in January 1995.77

Weak Responses: European Governments

The initial response in Western European capitals to Russian military actions
in Chechnya was s imilarly restrained. The European Union refused to issue a
strong condemnation on the explicit grounds that support for t he process of
democratic reform deserved higher priority than demanding compliance with
norms of human rights, and that the establishment of democratic institutions
was the best guarantee that intrastate as well as interstate conflicts would be re-
solved p eacefully.78 The reports of Russian military actions, however, quickly
gave rise to second thoughts about the ability of Russian forces to conduct a
carefully targeted operation. The London Times gave most direct expression to
the unspoken consensus:

A nation cannot accept the threat of an armed conflict within its country. Negotiations
backed by a threat of force would have been the best choice. But there is no turning back
now. If force is used it must be coordinated and overwhelming. Half-measures will only
increase resistance and lead to bloodshed. But the current political confusion in
Moscow and the unsuccessful military operations in C hechnya make a quick and ef-
fective operation increasingly unlikely.79

When a European Parli ament resolution adopted on December 15,1 9 9 4 ,accepted
that Chechnya was part of the Russi an Federation but deplored Russi a’s use of
armed forces against “national minorities,”the Russi an Duma issued an angry re-
spons e, denying the allegations and insisting that the issue was exclusively one of
dis arming illegal military form ations armed with tanks and rocket launchers.

The noted Russian political analyst Andrei Kortunov summed up the initial
Western reaction in mid-January 1995:

So far, the events in the North Caucasus have not led to any even halfway serious crisis
in relations between Russia and the West. If one doesn’t count the symbolic gesture by
Denmark, which has frozen military cooperation w ith Moscow, our leading Western
partners have, on the whole, reacted to the “pacification” in Chechnya with Olympian
calm. Action has been limited to a modest proposal to get the mechanism of the OSCE
involved in an effort to solve the problem,a few outraged editorials in the liberal press,
and some caustic cartoons of Boris Yeltsin.80

Rising Criticism

As reports accumulated of the brutality of Russian actions and the indis-
criminate shelling of civilian targets, and as the blatant lies dispensed by Russ-
ian officials were exposed daily by the news reports and television coverage from
Chechnya, the European response became increasingly critical. As the military
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correspondent of Moscow’s Segodnya put it on January 5, Moscow has failed to
justify “the hopes of Western politicians that a rapid and not too bloody elimi-
nation of the hotbed of separatism in Chechnya would allow them to keep silent.
The events of the past few days have made the democratic countries radically
change the tone of their comments.”81 Although no major European leaders
challenged the view that this was Russia’s internal affair, a growing number of
prominent figures began to speak out, criticizing Russian actions as uncivilized,
unacceptable, and in clear violation of international law. The Swedish foreign
minister, Lena Hjelm-Wallen, proclaimed that “what is now happening in
Chechnya is unacceptable.”82 Chancelor Helmut Kohl of Germany on January 9
called it “complete madness,” and France’s foreign affairs minister, Alain Juppé,
declared, “Russia must know that the bombing of civilians with aircraft and
hundreds of tanks is not a concept included in the European democratic
model.”83 As criticism and demands for explanation mounted, European Union
Foreign Affairs Commissioner Hans van den Broek announced that the Euro-
pean Union would delay implementing the partnership agreement with Russia
pending consulations. “We don’t dispute that Chechnya is part of the Russian
Federation,” he insisted,“but we do have serious concern—verging on indigna-
tion—at the way a political problem is being addressed by military means.”84

The Role of the OSCE

Ultim ately, however, the OSCE was the institution most centrally af fected by
the conflict in Chechnya and had the clearest mand ate for engaging in preventive
diplom acy. But the OSCE was it s elf constrained by Russi an resistance to its in-
volvement in what the Russi an leadership insisted was an internal mat ter.8 5 In the
face of Russi an opposition , member states declined to press propos als to use the
OSCE hum an dimension mechanism to organi ze a fact - finding hum an right s
mission . Seeking to avoid open confrontation and to elic it Russi an cooperation ,
the then chairm an in of fice, Hungari an foreign minister Lasz lo Kovacs, s ent his
personal repres entative, Ist van Gyarm ati , to Mos cow on Janu ary 9–10, 1 9 9 5 , to
solic it Russi an support for sending a sm all OSCE team of ex perts to Mos cow and
Groz ny.8 6 A first mission of four, accompanied by Russi an of fic i als, visited the re-
gion on Janu ary 26–29 and succeeded in securing the agreement of both sides to
visits to prisoners by the International Red Cross. In an ef fort to avoid antago-
ni z ing the Russi an leadership, the mission confined its statements to ex pressing
deep concern over the tragic events in Chechnya ; indeed, Gyarm ati commented
at a press conference that “identifying individu al hum an rights violations was not
part of my mand ate.”8 7 A second visit took place on Febru ary 22,and delicate ne-
goti ations combined with continuing pressure from Western governments led to
an unprecedented agreement by the Russi an government to allow an OSCE pres-
ence — of fic i ally titled “Assistance Group,” in deference to Russi an sensitivities —
to be established in Groz ny.8 8 A critical role in this process was played by the Eu-
ropean Union , which insisted on the establishment of an OSCE mission as a
condition for signing the interim trade agreement with Russi a .
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The OSCE Assistance Group operated under ex tremely constraining guide-
lines insisted upon by Mos cow, which had acquies ced in its creation to avoid fur-
ther jeopardi z ing Russi a’s ties to Western countries but sought to limit and con-
trol the group’s activity. Despite the barrage of c ritic ism to which it was regularly
subjected, and not withstanding the ex treme delicacy of its position over the
course of the following two years, and particularly under the able leadership of
Tim Guldim ann , the Assistance Group succeeded in gaining the trust of moder-
ates on both sides and ultim ately in brokering direct negoti ations. While it was
not in a position to influence directly the political and military choices that re-
sulted in a continu ation and es calation of the conflict, the group played a highly
constructive role in fac ilitating the delivery of relief supplies and exchanges of
prisoners, in focusing international at tention on hum an rights violations, in pro-
moting di alogue bet ween the two sides and providing an element of trans-
parency,and in fac ilitating later ceas e - fire agreements and competitive presiden-
ti al elections in Chechnya . By of fering unwavering support to the princ iple that
a peaceful resolution of the conflict was both ess enti al and possible, the OSCE
pres ence strengthened the position of moderates on both sides and paved the
way for the direct negoti ations that ultim ately produced the peace agreement.

As the war continued and the violence escalated, a variety of governments,
NGOs and individuals pressed Moscow to seek a negotiated solution to the con-
flict. Most significantly, the Council of Europe froze consideration of Russia’s
admission,making settlement of the Chechen conflict a condition of member-
ship and establishing a special commission to monitor progress.89 A variety of
European officials and parliamentarians visited Moscow and Grozny, notwith-
standing the outrage such visits provoked in right-wing circles.A decision at the
foreign ministers meeting of the European Union similarly delayed the signing
of an interim trade agreement with Russia until a settlement was reached in
Chechnya. Pressure continued to be exerted to permit humanitarian organiza-
tions such as the International Committee of the Red Cross to send relief con-
voys to the region.

Despite the failure of these efforts to bring about a change in Russian policy
toward Chechnya, the imposition of formal sanctions or indeed of more strin-
gent forms of economic conditionality was rejected. Suggestions that Interna-
tional Monetary Fund (IMF) or World Bank loans be refused or delayed were
turned down, as were proposals to curtail or make conditional U.S.Export-Im-
port Bank credits, U.S.Agency for International Development programs, or pri-
vate investment. The European Bank for Reconstruction and Development
(EBRD) never brought up Russian behavior in Chechnya as a subject of board
discussion. Other forms of linkage were also resisted; for example, the Clinton
administration avoided using Russian behavior as additional justification for
NATO enlargement. Even symbolic sanctions were shunned; Clinton went
ahead with a planned visit to Moscow to celebrate the annivarsary of victory in
World War II, albeit with an understanding that the traditional military parade
would not be part of the ceremonies in Red Square. Indeed, continuing Western
financial support for Russia in the face of the war, and at a time when the Russ-
ian government was failing to collect over 30 percent of the tax revenues owed
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to it, led a number of figures inside Russia as well as in the West to accuse West-
ern governments and the IMF of indirectly helping finance the war.90

As in the United States, there was in European political circles a w idespread
and considered judgment that the political survival of Yeltsin was crucial to sta-
bility and progress in Russia, and that his fall would allow antidemocratic forces
to come to power in Moscow.A whole array of major issues required Russian co-
operation, from NATO to Bosnia, and indeed the efforts to develop a new secu-
rity framework in Europe depended critically on Russia’s partnership and con-
structive engagement. Whether or not the personal embrace of Yeltsin went as
far as it did in Washington, political leaders across the continent were wrestling
with the broader dilemma of how to balance political support for Yeltsin with
criticism or opposition to threatening behavior emanating from Moscow. The
war in Chechnya further exacerbated an already difficult quandary.

Moreover, for a number of governments not only was the conflict considered
to be largely of local importance without broader geopolitical consequences for
the region, but they did not wish to see any precedents established that would
weaken their own efforts to deal with troublesome issues of minority secession-
ism or terrorism.

Analysis: Constraints on Early Action

As this analysis has demonstrated, a number of factors played a role in con-
straining the use of various instruments to try to prevent the resort to military
force or to deter its escalation. First, the norm of sovereignty and territorial in-
tegrity takes on particular importance where the behavior of a major power is
at stake. Western governments and international organizations have been pre-
pared on a number of occasions to play an intrusive role in the internal affairs
of smaller states, including those of the former Soviet region. In the cases of Es-
tonia and Latvia, the situation differed in two important respects: the domestic
issue was a source of tension in interstate relations between the two capitals and
Moscow, and the Baltic governments were prepared to accept the international
involvement.Whether or not these institutions’mandates would have permitted
such action, as a practical matter, no action by the United Nations or the OSCE
could be undertaken without Russian acquiescence.

The reticence of the United Nations in the crisis des erves particular at tention .
As mentioned earlier, President Dud ayev appealed directly to the international
community, including the United Nations and the Security Counc il , but Russi a’s
envoy to the United Nations,Ambass ador Sergei Lavrov, had oppos ed any dis cus-
sion of the crisis in the Security Counc il , insisting that it was purely an internal
m at ter. During a visit to Stockholm shortly afterward, in response to a question
about UN failure to seek to restrain Russi an military action , Sec retary - General
Boutros - Ghali replied very simply,“We are bound by the U. N . Charter.”9 1 He was
presum ably referring to Article 2(7), which excludes from the competence of the
United Nations “m at ters which are ess enti ally within the domestic juris diction”of
any state. As the sec retary - general had hims elf argued in another contex t, how-
ever, certain kinds of internal conflict could jeopardi ze international order: when
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conflict within a state threatens to cross borders, when it creates a grave hum ani-
tari an emergency, or when it challenges fund amental princ iples of the interna-
tional order.9 2 The reluctance to adopt a more ex pansive definition of responsi-
bilities in the period leading up to the Russi an military intervention , and the
inaction of the United Nations subs equently, cannot be ex plained purely with ref-
erence to the norms of sovereignty and the form al limits to UN juris diction ; it re-
flects as well the deference to a perm anent member of the Security Counc il and
the limited tools available to the sec retary - general other than his moral author-
ity.9 3 The ambitious vision of UN peacekeeping outlined by Sec retary - General
Boutros - Ghali in 1992 foundered on the reality of political and resource con-
straint s.

In addition to the deference to Moscow, the willingness to acquiesce—at least
initially—in Russian actions was also influenced by a concern, however exag-
gerated, over the possibility that Chechnya represented not a unique situation
but one of a series of possible dominos that threatened to bring about the frag-
mentation and even disintegration of Russia,with all its ominous consequences.
This deep concern with preserving Russia’s territorial integrity was joined to ob-
vious ambivalence about the principle of national self-determination, and the
lack of any consensus whatsoever on the conditions under which it could legit-
imately be invoked. The fear of unleashing centrifugal forces throughout Eu-
rope, or of legitimizing a variety of insurgencies, contributed to an emphasis on
stability and existing borders, and to t he neglect of emerging new norms that
link respect for sovereignty with the internal conduct of governments and lead-
ers. It is particularly striking in the case of the American response that none of
Washington’s early statements conveyed any indication that the actions of states
within their borders are subject to any limitation whatsoever. But the failure of
the OSCE to speak out on behalf of Helsinki norms, as well as the Budapest
agreements, was especially striking.

The deference to Moscow was further reinforced by the extreme resistance of
Russian political elites to outside involvement in the conflict. For several years,
in connection with a number of conflicts on the territory of now independent
states that were formerly republics of the USSR, Moscow had made it amply
clear that it considered the entire region of what it pointedly c alled the “near
abroad” to be a sphere of Russian security interests and had actively fought to
exclude or limit the involvement of outside states and actors in the region.
Clearly, resistance to such involvement within what was considered the territory
of the Russian Federation was even greater, and the very suggestion of foreign
involvement provoked hostile reactions in conservative political circles.94

Second, the delicate political situation in Moscow further contributed to the
extreme circumspection of Western governments and officials.Fearing that crit-
icism of the war in Chechnya would strengthen the communist-nationalist op-
position to Yeltsin, and conceivably even bring to power forces far less favorable
to economic reform,political democratization,and a responsible foreign policy,
Western governments were inhibited in bringing pressure to bear on Moscow to
influence policy. (It should be added that these governments were equally reluc-
tant to provide ammunition to their domestic critics; with programs of U.S. as-
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sistance to Russia under attack by conservative Republicans, the defense of
Yeltsin was inextricably linked to the defense of Clinton administration policies
toward Russia more broadly.)

Third,the priority of other issues requiring the cooperation of theYeltsin gov-
ernment, from nuclear dismantlement to START II ratification, and from joint
peacekeeping efforts in Bosnia to NATO enlargement, served as a f urther con-
straint on the willingness of Western leaders to press Russian officials very hard
over an issue they initially considered marginal. The failures of Russian policy,
revealed and magnified by the powerful media coverage from Grozny,forced the
issue to center stage.But only when it became clear that Yeltsin’s policy in Chech-
nya was undermining his own political effectiveness and authority, jeopardizing
his prospects of reelection, and threatening to derail the whole process of re-
form, could criticism of the war in Chechnya be presented as congruent with
support for Russian reform.

Fourth, the emphasis on inclusionary strategies for influencing Russian do-
mestic and foreign policy is an important factor in its own right because it mil-
itated against the use of political or economic sanctions to influence Russian be-
havior. Indeed, precisely because support for democratization and economic
reform implied continuing political and economic engagement by the West, the
imposition of sanctions was seen to be counterproductive.

Finally, inadequate understanding of the situation in both Moscow and
Grozny—as reflected in the tendency to underestimate the growing influence of
hard-line figures inYeltsin’s entourage on policy toward Chechnya; to accept un-
critically tendentious and self-serving analyses of developments there by Russ-
ian analysts and officials; to view the situation through the misleading prism of
theAmerican CivilWar; and above all to exaggerate the possible“domino effect”
of Chechnya without recognizing the specific features that distinguished the
case of Chechnya from that of other regions and republics95—weakened the ca-
pacity of Western governments and institutions to devise more suitable re-
sponses to the crisis.

Lessons Learned

For the Russian government, the war in Chechnya constituted a major policy
failure. It was based on a serious misjudgment of the political situation in
Chechnya, of Russian military capabilities, and of public opinion. It was an ex-
ceedingly costly policy that exacted an enormous toll, weakening the Yeltsin
government domestically as well as internationally and projecting an image of
brutality, unpredictability, and unreliability that influenced policy toward Rus-
sia throughout the region.It has had destabilizing consequences throughout the
Caucasus and southern Russia, where a flood of refugees, weapons, and drugs
has exacerbated tensions and severely strained the capacity of local govern-
ments across the region. Moreover, the ferocity of the war not only made a po-
litical solution of the conflict even more difficult but further embittered
Chechen-Russian relations in ways that will have long-lasting consequences.In-
deed, the view that the effort to use military force to solve the Chechen conflict
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was a major policy failure was ultimately embraced by Yeltsin himself. At a
Kremlin press conference in October 1995 he acknowledged, somewhat am-
bivalently, that the war was the biggest disappointment of his presidency,
adding,“I think we may agree with the criticism of Western states that the use of
force could have been avoided.”96

For Western governments and international organizations, the critical issue
was not the failure to head off the conflict but the failure to try. It is difficult to
demonstrate conclusively that a more active Western role in the early stages of
the conflict would have altered its course. However, it arguably might have cre-
ated opportunity, space, transparency, and support for a serious negotiating
process and strengthened the inhibitions against the resort to force. The exis-
tence of important divisions within the Russian elite, and therefore of potential
allies of appropriate conflict prevention efforts, and the interest of a number of
capable regional leaders eager to find a political compromise offered opportu-
nities to influence the policy calculus that were never utilized.

Moreover, Western governments and international institutions had a consid-
erable degree of leverage, given Russian aspirations and vulnerabilities. Ulti-
mately, the West and the international community as well as Moscow and
Grozny paid an exceedingly high price for the war—a price that was initially not
anticipated—because of its adverse effect on other important interests: eco-
nomic and human resources that could have gone into economic development
were siphoned off in ultimately futile military efforts; Yeltsin’s own stature was
weakened, and with it his capacity to deliver on other important issues; the mil-
itary establishment was left demoralized, impoverished, and embittered; and
the dishonesty and cynicism of officialdom exposed by the war further drained
the already meager residue of public trust in institutions and leaders. Not only
did the war fail to resolve the conflict which triggered it; it exacerbated tensions
and instability throughout the North Caucasus and compounded Moscow’s
failure to develop a coherent approach to the region.97

Indeed, Western reactions surprised and disappointed liberal circles within
Russia, which had long viewed the West as inspiration and partner in the strug-
gle for human rights. As one Russian analyst put it,“One of the most surprising
consequences [of the Chechen conflict] was the fairly ambivalent attitude of key
Western countries . . . to massive violations of the human rights of Russian and
foreign citizens during the military phase of the conflict. . . . Western ambiva-
lence helped the Yeltsin regime considerably in pursuing the military option in
Chechnya for such a long time.”98 Adding to the disappointment,in his view,was
the perception that Europeans treated Russian public opinion just as the Russ-
ian elite did: as a factor unworthy of serious attention.

Once military actions were launched in December 1994,a more forceful in-
ternational response would probably not have been effective in deterring fur-
ther escalation or compelling a change in policy; not until a mutually hurting
stalemate had been reached, and a new constellation of political forces created
by the presidential elections in spring 1996, was there a new opportunity for a
negotiated solution. Even then it required the devastating rout of Russian forces
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in Grozny in August 1996 a nd Lebed’s decisiveness in acting on the belief that
there was no realistic alternative to serious negotiations, for a peace agreement
to be ultimately signed and implemented. But a case can be made that given the
real divisions within the Russian elite over the resort to military force, and the
lack of public support for it, the possible costs of speaking out frankly were ex-
aggerated and the moral and political price of restraint underestimated.

Finally, the initial endorsement of Russian actions in Chechnya poorly served
the larger long-term goal of building a democratic, law-governed state; it
equated the views and interests of a particular group of hard-line officials with
Russian national interests. Seven decades of arbitrary rule in which the state
rode roughshod over individual rights and relied on force to maintain control is
precisely the legacy from w hich Russia is attempting to distance itself. Under
these circumstances, the principle that legitimate authority must be based on
consent is the cornerstone of Russian democratization. The policy implications
of this position were most eloquently expressed by Sergei Kovalev in his state-
ment to the U.S. Congressional Commission on Security and Cooperation in
Europe:

Support for democratic reforms in Russia should be combined with equally serious and
energetic opposition to any actions by government bodies in Russia which depart from
the values of a democratic society.Only a selective and targeted combination of support
and pressure can assist the transformation of the Russian state from its historical role as
the bane of the Russian people into a guarantee of their prosperity and security, from a
continual threat to neighboring countries into their reliable and equal partner.99
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The International Community and the
Conflict over Nagorno-Karabakh

John J. Maresca

Case Summary

THE MODERN CONFLICT between Armenians and Azerbaijanis dates from
about 1987–88 and has its roots in the existence of the historic Armenian-

dominated enclave of Nagorno-Karabakh within the Soviet Republic of Azer-
baijan under the USSR. The conflict escalated from a long-standing political ar-
gument to a violent confrontation and then a war as the bonds holding the
Soviet Union together began to weaken.

The concept of uniting the Autonomous Oblast of Nagorno - Karabakh with the
Soviet Republic of Armenia became a rallying cry for Armeni an nationalist s,a kind
of substitute for dem anding independence, which was still viewed as an impossible
dream . A “Karabakh Commit tee”was formed in Armenia in 1987,which was in fact
an opposition political party, the precursor of the pres ent - d ay Armeni an National
Movement.Led by the Karabakh Commit tee,huge demonstrations were held in the
Armeni an capital ,Yerevan ,and in Stepanakert,the main city of Nagorno - Karabakh .

Azerbaijani resentment of these developments mounted and served as a fo-
cus for the nascent Azerbaijani sense of nationalism that was also growing
stronger at that t ime. In 1989 demonstrations turned i nto riots a nd pogroms
against the large Armenian minorities in Sumgait, an industrial city, and Azer-
baijan’s capital, Baku. These events, in turn, spurred reactions on the Armenian
side in a classic d ownward spiral of vengeance. Huge numbers of Armenians
and Azerbaijanis fled each other’s republic, or were forced to leave.
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The Soviet government in Moscow made half-hearted efforts to stem the tide
of discontent. Direct rule of Nagorno-Karabakh was tried from January to No-
vember 1989 but failed. The Soviet Army intervened in Baku in January 1990,
killing some Azerbaijanis and provoking long-lasting resentment. Local Soviet
army units began siding or cooperating with the locality where they were based,
and weapons flowed easily to partisans on both sides.

In Stepanakert the Soviet of the Autonomous Oblast of Nagorno - Karabakh
voted first to secede from Azerbaijan , later to join Armeni a , and finally simply to
constitute an independent state, basing these actions on a clause in the Soviet con-
stitution whose applicability in the particular circumstances of Nagorno -
Karabakh has been debated ever since. Military confrontations began around the
frontiers of Nagorno - Karabakh ,and the conflict took on all the characteristics of a
war.There were also inc idents along the border bet ween Armenia and Azerbaijan ,
and several sm all enclaves on both sides of this frontier were eventu ally overrun .1

Before the breakup of the USSR, the conflict over Nagorno-Karabakh was
viewed as an internal problem of the Soviet state. Because of the Soviet Union’s
fierce hostility to any outside interference in its internal affairs, there was no
thought in the international community of intervening in the Karabakh conflict
during that period. Of course, no one foresaw the sudden disintegration of the
Soviet Union or predicted that the international community might eventually
undertake a role in this conflict.

It was only when the newly independent states f rom the former USSR for-
mally joined the Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE)2

at the meeting of its foreign ministers in Prague in January of 1992 that the in-
ternational community began to consider a possible role. The international ef-
fort began almost as an afterthought before the closing of that meeting: the
British delegate noted that a conflict existed between two of the new member
states, suggesting that a CSCE fact-finding mission be sent to the area. The pro-
posal was approved without debate.

The conflict over Nagorno-Karabakh was viewed by some as an internal
problem of Azerbaijan, by others as an international conflict between the newly
declared state of Nagorno-Karabakh and the state of Azerbaijan, or between
Azerbaijan and Armenia. This difference of appreciation of the very nature of
the conflict made it extremely complex to deal with. In addition, it engaged key
interests not only of the enclave itself, of Azerbaijan and Armenia, but also of
Turkey, Russia, and the Armenian diaspora.

The Karabakh Armenians believed that they had exercised their right of self-
determination and were fi ghting t heir war of independence; the Azerbaijanis
considered the Armenians of Nagorno-Karabakh an armed rebel group and be-
lieved the real war was w ith Armenia. Armenia was giving indispensable sup-
port to the Karabakh Armenians but held that it was not directly involved in the
conflict and that blockades by both Azerbaijan and Turkey constituted unwar-
ranted aggression. Turkey also denied that it had a role in the conflict but as-
serted that it could not ignore the suffering of its brothers and sisters in Azer-
baijan, which w as being pressured by Russia. Russia claimed that Turkey was
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encroaching on its sphere of influence and that it alone had the responsibility to
settle disputes in the trans-Caucasus. The Armenian diaspora, concentrated in
Russia, the Middle East,Europe (particularly France),and the United States (es-
pecially California), supported both Armenia and (directly and separately) the
Karabakh Armenians, but it was split between realists who wanted to end the
war by acceptable compromise and fanatics who saw it as a righteous war to re-
gain lost Armenian lands.

The conflict that emerged from this complex equation went through a phase
of bloody warfare from 1991 to 1994. Numerous outside attempts at mediation
failed, and while a cease-fire was agreed in Moscow in May 1994, it has been a
fragile and tenuous one. About sixteen thousand people have died in the con-
flict, one million refugees have been left homeless because of it, and a large part
of Western Azerbaijan remains occupied by Armenian forces.

The Nagorno - Karabakh dispute has much in common with other local conflict s :
long - standing hatreds ; ethnic, religious and linguistic dif ferences ; the easy avail-
ability of weaponry; emerging nationalistic feelings that have long been repress ed ;
weak governments and nationalistic leaders ; a remote third world - li ke set ting ; an
unsophisticated population ; and ex ploitation and manipulation from both within
and out side the area . In such cas es it is sometimes dif ficult for the international
community to agree on the nature, s cope, and objectives of an intervention .

In the Karabakh conflict, however, the international community (except Rus-
sia) largely agreed on the approach but was unwilling to extend itself beyond
certain modest limits to achieve a solution. Russia, on the other hand, worked
hard to minimize and supplant the role of the international community, as part
of a broader policy of retaining Moscow’s influence and prerogatives as media-
tor and peacekeeper in the territory of the former USSR. These differences led
to a unique competition between Russia and the international community for
leadership in mediating and supervising a resolution to the conflict.

The Nagorno-Karabakh dispute does not illustrate the problem of early
warning in a classic sense. When it loomed as a potential source of violent con-
flict, the entire region was part of the USSR; the international community con-
sidered it an internal problem not subject to international intervention. On the
other hand, upon the breakup of the USSR, when the conflict was already active
and involved at least two newly independent states, the international commu-
nity correctly perceived it as having the potential to lead to a broader regional
conflict. This was one of the central conclusions of the CSCE’s early 1992 fact-
finding mission to the area and led the CSCE to launch a mediation effort, later
recognized and implicitly mandated also by the UN Security Council.

The CSCE’s negotiating process,which became known as the“Minsk Group,”
began energetically and at first looked very promising. But the effort fizzled af-
ter its first (and still important) success of getting the conflicting parties to the
negotiating table. Russian negotiators made repeated efforts to undercut it,
while high-level Western attention was focused on the former Yugoslavia, and
there was an unspoken tendency to leave the problems of the former USSR to
Russia.A number of opportunities were missed that might have led to greater
negotiating progress.
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Although this international community intervention has been unsuccessful
so far in finding a political solution to the conflict, it has laid an essential basis
for such a solution by creating a credible and sustained negotiating process.This
process has been an element in the durability of the 1994 cease-fire and may yet
help the parties to resolve the conflict.

This chapter examines the problem of early warning as it applies here, de-
scribes the strategies followed by the Western countries and by Russia as they
have tried to mediate the war, explains the key decisions taken (or not taken) by
outside players on possibilities for early action, and analyzes some of the most
prominent missed opportunities.The following broad elements run throughout
the Karabakh negotiating experience and help explain the international com-
munity’s inability to arrange for a permanent cease-fire, introduction of peace-
keeping forces, and a political solution for the status of Nagorno-Karabakh:

• The unwillingness of the conflicting parties to make concessions as, en-
couraged by their friends, each of them continued to hope that they could
“win” the conflict.

• The lack of sustained high-level Western interest in the conflict, which led
the conflicting parties to mistrust the West’s will to ensure the peace. The
absence of a U.S. commitment to participate in a possible CSCE peace-
keeping force made the parties seriously doubt the credibility of such an
operation.

• Russi a’s determination to keep the international community out of the “near
abroad,” which produced unilateral Russi an ceas e - fire propos als undercut-
ting international plans and permit ted “deal shopping” by the parties.

• The unwieldy procedures of the CSCE and its “Minsk Group” negotiation,
which guaranteed that a peacekeeping force could not be provided
promptly.

Early Warning

By the time the Nagorno - Karabakh conflict emerged on the international stage, it
was already violent ; the warring sides and the issues that separated them had been
largely defined.The challenge for the international community was neither one of
fores eeing the conflict nor of preventing it from becoming violent. The problem
of early warning was thus not the same in this case as it is with a conflict that be-
gins and grows as a potenti al problem for the international community.

“Early warning”is nonetheless relevant here, since the international commu-
nity needed to understand the possibility that the conflict could spread, spark
similar conflicts elsewhere,or draw regional powers such as Turkey,Iran,or Rus-
sia into a larger confrontation. Countries that were interested in the Karabakh
conflict correctly understood the warning signals on this point and considered
it essential to try to head off a l arger conflict. This was why the international
community became involved.

When the CSCE first sent a fact-finding team to Armenia and Azerbaijan in
February 1992 to report on the Karabakh conflict, the fact that the conflict had
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for so long been an internal Soviet one, in a distant region that was little known
and of limited interest to the West, meant that no ready specialists and ideas on
the conflict were available to the governments that were in a position to con-
tribute to a solution.

But the deeper involvement of Turkey or Iran could have brought Western in-
terests into play. If Turkey, a NATO member,had become directly involved in the
conflict (inevitably on the side of Azerbaijan), NATO could easily have found it-
self in a confrontation with Russia (which has had the historic role of defending
the Christian peoples of the Caucasus against the Turks and has given essential
support to Armenia). Similarly, an Iranian intervention could have prompted a
larger conflict by directly challenging Russian and Turkish interests.

Such factors encouraged Western governments to intervene in some form , but
the dif ficulties involved, the lack of ex pertise on the region , and the many other
problems competing for at tention dictated that any Western intervention would
have to be severely limited in scope and depth . Fact - finding and medi ating as-
sistance appeared as the most li kely types of intervention , with obs ervation of a
ceas e - fire added later. It was only after considerable ef fort had been invested that
the provision of a peacekeeping force was also broadly accepted. Thus, early
warning signs of potenti al es calation were heeded,but only minim ally,as a CSCE
negoti ating process was initi ated in the spring of 1 9 9 2 . The significance of early
warning was understood, but commitment to dec isive action was lacking.

What the international community did not foresee, despite clear early warn-
ing signals, was the strength of Russian resistance to an international interven-
tion on the territory of the former Soviet Union. Russian resentment quickly
evolved into a major dispute over who should have responsibility for mediation
and eventually peacekeeping in the Karabakh conflict—Russia or the interna-
tional community as represented by the CSCE.In Moscow there was little agree-
ment on how to deal with the former Soviet republics, but there was a strongly
held opinion, especially among the military and other security organs, that
maintaining peace and stability on the territory of the former USSR was the ex-
clusive prerogative of Russia. This view resembled the possessive att itudes of
virtually all colonial powers with respect to their former colonies, but it was per-
haps felt even more strongly in the case of Russia because of the country’s his-
toric xenophobia, particularly toward the West. Many Russians see their coun-
try as having a unique role across Eurasia and do not accept that outsiders have
any place in this area.3

Many in the West were instinctively suspic ious of Russi an “peacekeeping” ef-
forts on the territory of the former USSR, but no country was prepared to take the
lead in replac ing the Russi ans.Westerners were therefore not in a position to crit-
ic i ze the only country ready to step in ,regardless of the Russi ans’methods or mo-
tivation .Westerners were also hopeful that an emerging democ ratic Russia would
not revert to an imperi alist policy and were inclined to give President Boris Yelt sin
the benefit of the doubt in the “near abroad.” The fact that Russi an peacekeeping
in the former USSR was to be conducted under the guise of the Commonwealth
of Independent States (CIS) confus ed some Westerners, who may not have per-
ceived the dif ferences bet ween this emerging organi z ation and the democ ratic
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structures of Western institutions such as the European Union . The result was
confusion over the significance for Russia of the relationship with the near abroad
and the appropri ate Western respons e. The danger signals of Russi a’s hostility to-
ward international intervention in the former USSR were only parti ally under-
stood in the West, and the international ef fort to find a resolution on Nagorno -
Karabakh continued without the serious high - level ef forts that were needed to
work out a satisfactory basis for cooperation with Russi a . The resulting dispute
about roles and Russi an-CSCE cooperation delayed the medi ation process and
thus prolonged the military standof f over Nagorno - Karabakh .4

Strategies for Action

There have been two basic outside strategies for dealing with the Nagorno-
Karabakh conflict: that of the international community (essentially the Western
members of the CSCE) and that of the Russians.

International Community (Western) Strategy

At the out s et of the international community’s involvement in the Nagorno -
Karabakh conflict,there was no strategy — either national or international — on the
part of the Western countries. The initi al CSCE fact finders visited the region with
an ex tremely vague mand ate, and they did not even know what kind of report was
ex pected of them . The general view was that fact - finding would naturally lead to
the development of a strategy, which it did, but only in a very hapha z ard way.

The United States also did not have a distinct “strategy” for the Nagorno -
Karabakh problem ; rather, the U. S . government tended to see this and other con-
flicts on the territory of the former USSR as aspects of its overall policy toward
Russi a . In its Russia policy, the United States had a hierarchy of issues. For ex am-
ple,control of nuclear weapons ranked very high , as did encouraging progress to-
ward democ ratic institutions and free - m arket economies. Resolution of disputes
in areas of intense Russi an interest, such as the trans - Caucasus, was relatively low
in this hierarchy.The American tendency was therefore to handle such disputes in
the context of international organi z ations such as the CSCE and to follow policy
lines that were developed through dis cussion among a number of li ke - minded
countries.Any action would be taken in con junction with the international orga-
ni z ations so that it would not be an exclusively American action .

After two CSCE fact-finding missions and one by the United Nations, the
Western governments with an interest in this conflict (primarily the United
States, the United Kingdom, France, Germany, Turkey, and later Italy and Swe-
den) began to formulate some ideas that, from the spring of 1992, gradually
jelled into a tacitly agreed strategy whose principal elements were as follows:

1. The Karabakh conflict was not a high priority for Western countries, and
because of Russia’s primary interest in the region, the conflict would be
subject in large measure to the priorities of Western countries in their re-
lations with Russia.
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2. In this situation there was a tendency to give Russia leeway or to let it take
the lead in conflicts in the near abroad. For the West, Nagorno-Karabakh
and other conflicts within the former USSR took a distant second place be-
hind the strong preoccupation with the conflicts in the former Yugoslavia.

3. It was clearly understood among the Western participants in the CSCE
mediation effort that the CSCE could intervene only in limited ways (me-
diation and limited cease-fire observation/peacekeeping) in the area of the
former USSR, in order not to provoke a Russian response, and in view of
the limited resources available for such interventions at a time when polit-
ical attention was committed to the Yugoslav problem.

4. It was well understood among the Western participants in the mediation
itself that the international community’s effort should be led by the Minsk
Group under the aegis of the CSCE, as part of a de facto division of labor
among international organizations. At the time the UN Security Council
was overloaded with other mediation and peacekeeping operations, and a
division of labor appeared sensible.It was generally recognized that the Se-
curity Council would in any case have to create something like the Minsk
Group, with its unique composition, to pursue negotiations. Security
Council resolutions recognized the leading CSCE role and gave it some-
thing of a UN mandate.

5. It was largely agreed that the Western countries involved in this effort
should take the role of neutral mediators and should work within the
Minsk Group.

6. The Western mediators agreed that they should work closely with Russia
and Turkey, but they should keep Iran out of the negotiating process. Iran
was not a member of the CSCE and was therefore not bound by the prin-
ciples that guided the other participants,and it was generally assumed that
Iranian participation would not be helpful.

7. The possibility of exerting greater pressure on Turkey and the Armenian
diaspora to play a more positive role was tacitly rejected. Turkey was seen
as a relatively positive participant in the peace process and not easily sub-
ject to pressure. The Armenian diaspora was highly politicized and di-
vided on the Karabakh issue, and it would have been difficult for the dias-
pora Armenians to agree on how to proceed.

8 . The Western negoti ators aimed for a ceas e - fire as the top priority objective
for the negoti ating process,coupled with whatever would be necess ary to get
the parties to agree to the ceas e - fire (e. g. , the lifting of blockades, the return
of occupied territories, the return of refugees to their homes,and some form
of international “gu arantee” of the ceas e - fire, such as a peacekeeping force ) .

9. The Western negotiators believed that, following agreement on a cease-fire
and the necessary associated measures, it would be easier to encourage the
parties to negotiate a political settlement to the conflict. The possibility of
making an early compromise proposal for a political status for Nagorno-
Karabakh was rejected, since it was thought that the existence of such a
proposal would sharpen the disagreement among t he parties and make
the negotiating process more difficult.
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10. The Western negotiators recognized the necessity of preparing for a de-
cision in the broader CSCE to send a CSCE monitoring mission (later a
peacekeeping force) to oversee the cease-fire.

11. While some of the other participants in the negotiating process, as well
as Armenian-American groups, would have liked to see a greater U.S.
role, most recognized that this was unlikely because of the area’s remote-
ness from U.S. interests and the possibility of provoking Russia.One pos-
sibility that was repeatedly suggested was the appointment of a special
U.S. envoy to help mediate the dispute, such as the United States has long
had for Cyprus, but this idea was not approved by the Clinton adminis-
tration, since it wished to avoid deeper involvement.

Russian Strategy

The disarray in Moscow made it difficult to find any credible, authoritative,
and complete statement of Russian policy toward conflicts in the newly inde-
pendent states of the former USSR or the Nagorno-Karabakh conflict in partic-
ular. It may be that there simply was no centrally developed or approved policy
concept or list of policy objectives.What seems more likely is that there was sim-
ply an accumulation of separate actions by different ministries and power
groups, all seeking to reflect and anticipate what they saw as the tendency of po-
litical opinion or to impose their own conceptions in the absence of official pol-
icy. These efforts from time to time received at least the tacit approval of Presi-
dent Yeltsin.

By observing Russian actions and the aims that Russian negotiators pursued
in their dealings with the newly independent states and in the negotiations over
Nagorno-Karabakh, it was nonetheless possible to draw up a representative list
of policy directions and the strategy implicit in them.

1. Reestablish Russia’s great power role. In the first instance this required
maintaining or regaining Moscow’s influence over or control of the evolu-
tion of events in the area of the former USSR, and ensuring that this was
recognized by the rest of the world. Moscow continued to aim for accep-
tance as a European great power, with legitimate interests in all European
affairs. Controlling the conflict over Nagorno-Karabakh, and ensuring
that the international community did not take control of its resolution,was
essential to the development of this strategy.

2. Control the outer frontiers of the whole of the former USSR. The Russians
pointed out that there were no marked or even surveyed internal borders
in the former USSR, and to establish them now would be very costly.5 By
their logic, a better solution was simply to leave the “internal” Soviet bor-
ders unmarked, to reestablish the old outer frontiers of the USSR, and to
man them with Russian border forces,as was still the case on many of these
frontiers. Exceptions included the Baltic states and Azerbaijan, but in the
latter case the Russians were actively pressing for reintroduction of their
border guards along the frontier with Iran. The desire to control the Azer-
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baijan-Iran border was one of many strong incentives for the Russians in
their effort to regain dominance of Azerbaijan through a “peacekeeping”
role in Nagorno-Karabakh.

3. Maintain military bases throughout the former USSR. After the Russians
forced Georgian President Eduard Shevardnadze to invite Russian forces
into Georgia, and after agreement on w ithdrawal of Russian forces from
the Baltic states, the only former Soviet republic where basing of Russian
forces was an unachieved objective was Azerbaijan. The newly indepen-
dent Azerbaijani government under President Abulfaz Elchibey forced the
Russians to leave in 1993, and even its relatively pro-Moscow successor
clearly did not want the Russians back. Russia exerted strong pressure on
the government of Azerbaijan to agree to the reopening of its large base in
Gandzha,a step that would be required for logistic support of a Russian
peacekeeping force.

4. Exercise economic and financial control. Russia was pressuring the gov-
ernments of the newly independent states to join the CIS economic and fi-
nancial agreements, under which each member yielded to Russia key de-
cision-making powers. Azerbaijan, with its potential oil wealth, was a key
element for achieving this objective.

5 . Control natural resources throughout the former USSR,particularly energy
resources.Not only did Russia it s elf need these resources,but they were also
a prime source of hard currency and could em anc ipate some former
colonies from Russi an control . The Russi an technique for gaining control
over resources was not very subtle ;Russia simply dem anded a share and also
insisted that pipeline routes from the Caucasus and Central Asia should
c ross Russi a .Russi an determination to control regional oil and gas resources
was a major reason for the at tack on Chechnya . Here again ,Azerbaijan ,with
its vast oil and gas res erves, was a major Russi an target.6

6. Keep the international community out.For Russia the international com-
munity meant the United States and its surrogates, and Russi an xeno-
phobes, were determined to exclude American influence, as well as Turk-
ish or Islamic influences to which Russia was particularly sensitive along
its southern frontier. The Caucasus was traditionally viewed from
Mos cow as Russi a’s “soft underbelly,”where Islamic penetration was a real
d anger. This was yet another reason for both Mos cow’s invasion of
Chechnya and its interest in domination of Azerbaijan and the trans -
Caucasus.

7. Finally, the Russians were determined to preclude a breakup of the Russ-
ian Federation itself, the “empire within an empire.” Some peoples within
the Russian Federation had already begun to demand greater degrees of
autonomy for their regions, drawing inspiration from the actions of mi-
norities in the near abroad. The favored technique for ensuring Russian
control over Russia was to reestablish control over the whole of the former
USSR through “reintegration”of the former USSR. This would reestablish
the traditional buffer zones and theoretically insulate the Russian Federa-
tion from unwelcome potential instabilities.
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Key Decisions on Early Action

Because of the dispute bet ween the CSCE and Russia over leadership of the me-
di ation / peacekeeping ef fort for Nagorno - Karabakh , the action undertaken by the
international community in the CSCE became a Western dec ision / action process
more than one repres enting the international community as a whole.This was true
even though Russia was a part of the CSCE’s activities and partic ipated actively in
its dec ision - m aking process. A distinction must therefore be made bet ween the
international dec ision process in the CSCE, repres enting ess enti ally a Western in-
tervention ,and the private Russi an dec ision process,repres enting Russi a’s pursuit
of its own interests apart from the international community.7

The two key decisions on the taking of early action on the Nagorno-Karabakh
conflict after its appearance as an international problem were (1) the decision of
the CSCE in January 1992 to undertake the fact-finding effort that led to a mod-
est intervention, with the support given to t his CSCE role by the UN Security
Council,8 and (2) the internal Russian decision, taken about December 1992 to
January 1993,to oppose international involvement in the settlement of the con-
flict. Each of these decisions was accompanied by decisions that were not taken
and that resulted in missed opportunities for advancing the peace process.

The CSCE Decides to Intervene . . .

As the suddenness of the CSCE decision to become involved suggests, the or-
ganization was ill prepared to take on a role and responsibility for the complex
Karabakh conflict.The CSCE had never before undertaken a conflict prevention
or conflict resolution role; it did not even have a permanent staff, much less the
kinds of support structures required to carry out a sustained conflict mediation
or resolution effort.

No thought was given to the implications of even the modest step of s ending a
group of fact finders,despite the ex perience that any initi al intervention by an out-
side party in a local conflict leads to longer and more serious involvement. Politi-
cally it is very hard to shrug of f responsibility for a conflict after an initi al step has
been taken ,even if that step is a modest one. In view of the fact that no major out-
side government, with the possible exception of Turkey (which openly supported
Azerbaijan ) , was prepared to accept more than minim al responsibilities in medi-
ating the conflict, the CSCE dec ision was ill considered.It is ironic that some CSCE
leaders defended the Nagorno - Karabakh ef fort because they thought it could
s erve as a means to construct ad hoc those structures that they believed the CSCE
needed but that the member states were unwilling to establish in the abstract.

There was also a total lack , among Western political leaders, of any policy in-
vestment in the conflict — political positions taken and defended,for ex ample.On
the contrary, there was widespread ignorance of the issues, or even of the vocab-
ulary peculi ar to this particular conflict. Political people had very shallow views,
or no views at all ,on the mat ter and could hardly even dis cuss it.This ex plains why
simplistically pro - Armeni an positions were taken on the Karabakh conflict in a
number of Western institutions during 1990–92, the result of lobbying ef forts by
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Armeni an di aspora groups among uninformed politic i ans. A prime ex ample of
such actions - in - ignorance was Section 907 of the Freedom Support Act,pass ed by
the U. S . Congress in 1992. This clause was openly hostile to Azerbaijan and pro-
hibited direct U. S . aid to the government in Baku, even for hum anitari an pur-
pos es. Section 907 was intended as a retali ation against Azerbaijani and Turkish
blockades of Armeni a , but it ignored the suf fering also pres ent on the Azerbaijani
side. The basic ef fect of Section 907 was to prevent U. S . policy from appearing
truly imparti al , and thus to hinder U. S . medi ation ef fort s.9

Perhaps the one advantage of the international community’s previous igno-
rance of the Nagorno-Karabakh conflict was that the West came into this prob-
lem with relatively little political “baggage,” in terms of past positions or en-
gagements. It thus had roughly balanced credibility with both sides, in spite of
Section 907 and other pro-Armenian legislative positions—e.g., in the parlia-
mentary assembly of the Council of Europe. While the Azerbaijanis believed
that the West would, under domestic political pressure, favor the Armenian side,
the Armenians were concerned that the West, particularly the United States,
would tilt toward the interests of their Turkish allies. Moreover, suspicions on
both sides were somewhat allayed by even-handed reports from the first CSCE
fact-finding missions to the region.10 The West also benefited from a contrast
with the Russians, up to then the only power seemingly interested in the prob-
lem, who were the subject of deep suspicion and resentment on all sides, even
though they were needed and courted by everyone.

Despite the problems for an international intervention, the CSCE at its meet-
ing in Helsinki on March 24,1992, agreed that there should be an international
“Conference on Nagorno-Karabakh” to settle the dispute and that this confer-
ence should be held as soon as possible in the Belarussian capital, Minsk.When
it proved difficult to convene the conference, the United States insisted that the
designated Italian chairman organize “emergency preliminary” negotiations to
prepare it. These “emergency preliminary” negotiations became known as the
Minsk Group. The Minsk Group included the small number of CSCE member
states that had volunteered to participate in the Minsk Conference for various
reasons (e.g., because they held or would shortly hold the rotating CSCE chair-
manship, or, in the case of Belarus, because they had offered to host the confer-
ence). Only a few of these participants had real interest in the issue. The mem-
bers were Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Czechoslovakia, France, Germany,
Italy, Russia, Sweden, Turkey, and the United States.

It is worth noting that the informal Minsk Group and its negotiating process
were not created by the CSCE decision, which established only the formal Con-
ference on Nagorno-Karabakh; they were created by high-level U.S. insistence
that “emergency” negotiations begin.11 To make early negotiations possible, the
United States also brokered an agreement under which both the Armenian and
Azerbaijani communities of Nagorno-Karabakh would participate separately in
the Minsk Group, though not as sovereign states.

The Minsk Group was initially quite successful; it managed to bring all the
parties to the conflict together around a single negotiating table. This was in
spite of the resistance of the Azerbaijani representatives, who did not want to
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give even implicit recognition to the Armenian community of Nagorno-
Karabakh, and of the Nagorno-Karabakh Armenians themselves, who wanted
to sit at the table as a sovereign state. The Minsk Group also developed a nego-
tiating vocabulary accepted by all parties, a key step in any negotiating process,
and a generally accepted set of negotiating objectives and sequencing, which
eventually became known in the Minsk Group’s jargon as the “Adjusted
Timetable of Urgent Steps to Implement Security Council Resolutions 822 and
853.”This included a cease-fire with troop withdrawals and lifting of blockades,
return of refugees, and introduction of international observers, followed by ne-
gotiation of a political settlement at the Minsk Conference.

. . . But Does Not Seize the Early Opportunities

In many ways the early period of the Minsk Group’s work (June–December
1992) was t he most opportune moment for a comprehensive s olution. But in
spite of the group’s early success, the full opportunity of this period was not
seized.Western conflict resolution credibility was at its highest level,since it had
not yet been identified with the failures in formerYugoslavia and was not yet un-
derstood to be limited by Russian policy to areas outside of the former Soviet
Union. Even the CSCE still had credibility, because its capabilities and limita-
tions were unclear. Also, the parties to the conflict were uncertain of their abil-
ity to withstand concerted international pressures.

At the same time, Russi an poss essiveness about conflict resolution and peace-
keeping within the territory of the former Soviet Union had not yet emerged as a
m ajor Russi an policy thrust. On the contrary, following several failed at tempts to
resolve the Karabakh conflict, either alone or in partnership with Ka z akhstan ,
Mos cow’s insistence on managing conflicts within its former empire was at its low-
est level . Russi an of fic i als were therefore reasonably cooperative with the CSCE’s
initi al ef forts to mount a peace process for the Karabakh dispute.

Even the s ituation on the g round at t he t ime was relatively propitious for a
compromise. The Karabakh Armenians were still weak militarily. Their capital,
Stepanakert, was under daily bombardment, which gave the Armenians an in-
centive to end the fighting. The Azerbaijani army appeared to be the stronger
military force and threatened to overrun the Karabakh Armenians. There was
no land corridor yet from Armenia to Karabakh through which military sup-
plies could be shipped. The situation of the Karabakh Armenians was thus pre-
carious, and the Armenian government, led by the moderate President Levon
ter-Petrossian, still had important influence over them.

In Baku the regime of Soviet-era holdovers was replaced by a popularly
elected government led by the anti-Soviet dissident and nationalist Elchibey,
who was seemingly in a somewhat better position to lead the country toward a
settlement. Azerbaijan had not yet suffered the subsequent military defeats that
revealed its army to be incapable of mounting a serious offensive and thus chal-
lenged the country’s national pride. The number of Azerbaijani refugees from
Karabakh was relatively small and so did not constitute an insuperable political
obstacle to compromise.
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There was also a degree of high-level Western interest in the Karabakh con-
flict during this period which would not be seen again for almost two years.Sec-
retary of State James Baker personally intervened with the Armenian and Azer-
baijani foreign ministers during a conference in Lisbon in June 1992 to pin down
the essential agreement on how Nagorno-Karabakh would be represented in the
Minsk Group negotiations.

A full cease-fire agreement was elusive but was finally reached late in the night
of December 14,1992, on the fringes of the meeting of CSCE foreign ministers
in Stockholm. It was decided that the agreement would be presented for en-
dorsement by the CSCE foreign ministers the following morning to receive their
backing. This was as close as the Minsk Group got to a cease-fire during this pe-
riod, however, because at 8:00 A.M. on the following day, the Azerbaijani foreign
minister without explanation withdrew his country’s agreement and the whole
deal fell apart. This concluded the first phase of the Minsk Group’s work with a
profound disappointment and a very public failure.

Why were the opportunities of this early period missed? The first reason, and
the one with the most direct impact, was that each of the parties to the dispute
still harbored ambitions for winning the conflict,either by using military means
or by outwaiting their adversaries. The fatigue of combat had not yet taken its
toll, and the famous exhaustion factor had not yet set in. Also, neither side was
strong enough politically to risk being accused by its domestic opposition of a
sell-out. This was probably why the Azerbaijanis backed away from the Stock-
holm agreement. As appeared later, both sides had plans for military action to
advance their cause.12

The Karabakh Armenians, with encouragement from elements of the Ar-
menian diaspora, wanted political recognition as a part of any agreement, even
if it was only a cease-fire. Such recognition would have provided the rationale
for continuation of what they viewed as their war of independence, whether that
effort would be waged by war or through negotiation. The Azerbaijani govern-
ment, encouraged by Turkey to take a hard line, was determined to avoid any
such political recognition, even if it was only implicit. By refusing to recognize
any political status for Karabakh, it maintained its justification for continued ef-
forts to suppress the uprising. Even details such as the question of whether rep-
resentatives from Nagorno-Karabakh should have a nameplate at the negotiat-
ing table, and what title might be inscribed on it, were loaded with symbolism
and were thus very sensitive.Essentially,neither side was yet ready to find a com-
promise.

The second major factor that caused the opportunities of this period to be
missed was the lack of clear and sustained high-level interest in the issue in the
West. This was especially true as the Minsk Group’s early success brought it
closer to a possible cease-fire agreement on the eve of the December 1992 Stock-
holm CSCE foreign ministers’ meeting. Concerted efforts by the foreign minis-
ters in the period before and at Stockholm could have made the difference and
resulted in a cease-fire agreement at that time. But no foreign minister, let alone
the group of them,made this a priority for the Stockholm meeting. The chair-
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man of the Minsk Group did not even attend the Stockholm meeting; his ab-
sence signaled that no important developments were expected and ensured that
the ministers would not focus on this issue.The Russians did not even send their
Minsk Group negotiator to Stockholm, and they were represented in all
Karabakh-related discussions by a mid-level official who was only informed in
a very general way of the issues and who was not in a position to exert pressure
or join in initiatives.

The absence of high-level interest in Stockholm was the culmination of con-
sistent low-level interest from the creation of the Minsk Group. The chairman
was a little-known Italian politician who had served only as deputy foreign min-
ister and did not speak any of the languages of negotiation. The representatives
sent to the negotiations by the Western countries were low-level diplomats,some
from their local embassy, or retirees brought back to service. Despite the fact
that the Minsk Group had been created because of a high-level U.S. interven-
tion, the U.S.representative in it received little support. It was clear to the nego-
tiators who represented the parties to the conflict that the Western countries
were not very interested in the Karabakh war.

Moreover, these factors, combined with the rules fixed by the CSCE itself at
its summit meeting in Helsinki in the summer of 1992 regarding its role in
peacekeeping operations, created serious doubts as to whether the CSCE could
or would actually provide the monitoring force that was an essential element of
any cease-fire agreement. There was, of course, no peacekeeping or monitoring
force immediately available or credibly in the offing. But in addition the CSCE’s
rules were so complex and torturous that it was difficult to see how a force could
be provided, much less to convince the very suspicious parties to the conflict to
trust in such an operation.13

The Minsk Group, though informal, was a subsidiary of the CSCE. It there-
fore operated on the assumption that if it could arrange a cease-fire, the CSCE
would be the organization that would provide the international force to super-
vise and guarantee it. But the CSCE’s Helsinki-agreed procedures were unreal-
istic and self-defeating: consideration of a possible force by the CSCE could not
begin until the parties agreed an operational concept, and even if the full CSCE,
after its usual laborious debate and the consensus decision of more than fifty
countries, approved deployment of a force, it could not go to the area u ntil a
cease-fire was stable. From acceptance by the parties to deployment would take
weeks, possibly months, during which the parties were expected to stabilize the
cease-fire by themselves. Yet everyone was aware that without a firm commit-
ment from the CSCE to provide a force promptly, acceptance by the parties
would not materialize, because the parties knew that a cease-fire would not last
unless outsiders supervised it.

The effect of all this was to make the work of the Minsk Group look unreal;
the parties had little faith that an agreement negotiated in such circumstances
would hold, and they had little incentive to negotiate in good faith, let alone to
make serious concessions or join in a compromise. The final failure of this early
period, in Stockholm, was the result of all these factors.
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Russia Decides to Keep the International Community Out

The initial success of the U.S.-backed Minsk Group—combined with in-
creasing outside influence, especially Turkish, in the Caucasus and CentralAsia,
and other inroads by the international community into what the Russians con-
sidered their“sphere of influence”—led to an internal shift of Russian policy in
late 1992 or early 1993. The new policy, though never announced publicly, was
aimed at minimizing external influences anywhere in the former USSR.The first
place where its effects could be clearly seen was in the mediation efforts for the
Nagorno-Karabakh conflict. Here the Russians did all they could to complicate
and obfuscate the international process, of which they were ostensibly an im-
portant part, while developing proposals of their own that they presented pri-
vately to the parties.

Russia’s decision to keep the international community out of the former
USSR was signaled to the world by Foreign Minister Kozyrev’s hard-line“mock
speech” at the December 1992 ministerial session of the CSCE in Stockholm.
With respect to Russian policy in the “near abroad,” Kozyrev said:

The space o f the f ormer S oviet Union c annot be viewed as a zone w here t he CSCE
norms can be applied in full. This is in effect a post-imperial space where Russia has to
defend its interests by a ll available means, including military and economic ones. We
shall firmly insist that the former republics of the USSR immediately join the new fed-
eration or confederation, and this will be discussed in no uncertain terms.14

An hour later, possibly because journalists were sending off dramatic reports of
the event, Kozyrev explained that it was all a hoax; he just wanted to show his
colleagues what Russia’s policies might be like if hard-line nationalists gained
power.

Yet the policies of the Yeltsin government began to evolve rapidly from that
time, especially on a few leading-edge issues such as the Karabakh war. A new
period began partly because of the failure of the Minsk Group’s first phase of
work, and partly because of the much broader policy change by Russia toward
the principle that all conflict resolution and peacekeeping efforts on the terri-
tory of the former USSR should be the responsibility of Russia, through the CIS.
This change was heralded by Yeltsin’s assertion, in a speech on February 28,
1993, that:

Stopping all armed conflicts on the territory of the former USSR is Russia’s vital inter-
est. The world community sees more and more clearly Russia’s special responsibility in
this difficult undertaking. I believe the time has come for distinguished international
organizations, including the United Nations, to grant Russia special powers as guaran-
tor of peace and stability in regions of the former USSR.15

The beginning of 1993 thus marked the start of the strange competition be-
tween Russian and international mediation efforts on Nagorno-Karabakh that
undercut any potential for finding a solution by encouraging“deal shopping”by
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the parties. The Karabakh equation was complicated enough without this com-
petition; with it the negotiating process became nearly impossible.

In fact, before the end of 1993, Russia’s “real” policies closely resembled the
hard-line nationalist policies of Kozyrev’s “mock” Stockholm speech. In partic-
ular, Russia’s ambitions to maintain its monopoly on the leadership role
throughout the territory of the former USSR had become obvious.16

This new policy manifested itself through a gradual separation of Russia from
the work and proposals of the Minsk Group, even when the Russian representa-
tive had played a major part in drafting them. Separate unilateral Russian pro-
posals began to surface, first privately to the parties to the conflict without any
information to the other Minsk Group negotiators, and then more openly, in
stark contradiction to the joint work of the group. In addition, Russian officials
began to publicly ridicule the Minsk Group.

Russian-CSCE disagreement eventually focused on who would provide, and
control,a monitoring or peacekeeping force. Russia’s proposals were based on
the concept of a Russian or Russian-controlled CIS “Separation Force” that
would be inserted between the warring sides and would be authorized to use
force to suppress any violations of an accompanying cease-fire. This was very
different from the international proposals (supposedly also supported by Rus-
sia) that were for an internationally controlled monitoring force not authorized
to use force.

The Azerbaijanis steadfastly opposed a Russian-controlled force, or even a
large Russian contingent in an internationally controlled force, mainly because
of their 1990 experience of Soviet troops using force to quell r ioting in Baku,
with numerous casualties. Upon gaining independence,Azerbaijan set as one of
its top political objectives obtaining the removal of all Russian troops from its
territory. This was largely accomplished during the government of the national-
ist president Elchibey. With the prospect of significant revenues from their oil,
the Azerbaijanis did not believe that they needed the Russians, and any leader
who advocated the return of Russian troops risked being overthrown.

Armenia, on the other hand, needed a close relationship with Russia to offset
its powerful traditional enemies, the Turks. Armenia therefore did not seek the
removal of Russian forces when it became independent. A Russian army divi-
sion continued to be based there, and Russian border troops continued to guard
Armenia’s Turkish frontier. As Armenia’s economic situation deteriorated with
its traditional energy sources and markets cut off, its dependence on Russia in-
creased. At the same time, Armenia sought friendly relations and economic as-
sistance from the West, and from the diaspora, so it kept channels open in this
direction too. This led Armenia to indicate that it could accept a peacekeeping
force from any source; the Armenian government’s principal objective was to
find an acceptable end to the war and to rebuild its economy.17

The Karabakh Armenians were in a different position from Armenia itself.
Their principal concern in approaching any agreement to end the conflict was
their own security. As a small enclave with a population of about 180,000, the
Karabakh Armenians could not afford to relinquish either military or political
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positions without being certain of their security. They were also dependent on
Russia for the military supplies essential for the war. They had little contact with
the West and no commitment to it, except the Armenian diaspora, which pri-
marily encouraged them to maintain a hard line. All of this led them to opt for
the Russian offer of a separation force, both because it came from Moscow and
because it entailed a mandate to use force and therefore looked more likely to
ensure Karabakh’s security.

With the concerns of the Karabakh Armenians in mind, the West beefed up
its concept of a CSCE “Monitoring Mission.” A more senior officer was desig-
nated as the prospective commander and military experts visited the region to
see first-hand how such a mission would operate. A Planning Group of experi-
enced military officers began to work on detailed plans for the Mission at the
CSCE’s headquarters in Vienna. But the concerns of the Karabakh Armenians
about a CSCE Monitoring Mission grew as international efforts in Bosnia were
revealed as weak and indecisive. In addition,a highly publicized Turkish offer to
provide half of the troops for the international force deeply worried all Armeni-
ans because it evoked images of the genocide of the early years of the century.

Moreover, there were no public commitments by major countries of important
troop form ations for an international Monitoring Mission ; the commitments that
were made tended to be for sm all units from sm aller countries (e. g. , a Swiss of fer
of a medical team ) . The United States made it clear early in the CSCE dis cussions
that U. S . troops would not be involved,though there might be a few U. S .monitors.
There was never any question of a NATO role,because it was generally recogni zed
that a NATO intervention on the territory of the former Soviet Union would be
provocative to Russi an nationalists and could be broadly counterproductive.

In these circumstances, the Karabakh Armenians continued to favor a Russ-
ian separation force, while the Azerbaijanis continued to oppose it. The Russian
approach added to Western concerns about the neoimperial implications of the
overall Russian attitude toward the near abroad, so that there was a growing di-
vergence between the Russians, who were increasingly insistent on recognition
of their special responsibilities for peacekeeping in this area,and theWest,which
was ever more reluctant to accept it.18

No Effort to Reach High-Level Agreement on Cooperation with Russia

Even without the change in Russi an policy, 1993 was not a promising year for
the ef fort to reach a peaceful set tlement in Nagorno - Karabakh . Beginning in the
early spring,Karabakh Armeni an forces, with active support from the regular Ar-
meni an army,began a series of of fensives by sei z ing most of the territory bet ween
Nagorno - Karabakh and Armenia (the Kelbajar area north of the Lachin corri-
dor ) . Further of fensive thrusts lasting through October gave the Karabakh forces
control of all of southwestern Azerbaijan , south to the Irani an frontier and east to
Agd am and Goradiz (constituting about one - fifth of Azerbaijan’s national terri-
tory ) . Throughout this period the Minsk Group labored on its “Adjusted
Timetable of Urgent Steps,” while the CSCE worked on its plans for a ceas e - fire
monitoring mission .
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Russia’s growing insistence on playing t he key role in the resolution o f the
Karabakh conflict might have been harnessed in a positive way during this pe-
riod, as part of the CSCE effort, if a concerted attempt in this direction had been
made at a very high level. But such efforts were too low-level, too general, or too
after-the-fact to really engage the Russians, to allay their suspicions, and to gain
a positive response.

Since it was apparent that outside countries, especially the United States,
would be extremely reluctant to send personnel to oversee a cease-fire in this re-
mote region of the Caucasus, in conditions that would be expensive, difficult,
and dangerous, it seemed logical to try to co-opt Russian interest in the area and
to engage the Russians to constitute the bulk of an international force under
CSCE control and guidance. The Russians had many assets that would make a
major contribution from them virtually essential for the success of an operation
around Nagorno-Karabakh. Without Russian support any peacekeeping oper-
ation in the trans-Caucasus would have a difficult time; but with Russian par-
ticipation such an operation could have a good chance of success.

At first, prospects for enlisting Russian cooperation seemed promising. The
Russian military appeared to be reluctant to undertake another intervention in
the Karabakh area without a mandate from the CSCE (or, better yet, from their
point of view, the United Nations, which could authorize them to use force).
Also, “sphere of influence peacekeeping” had not yet become a public issue of
such principle that combined activities were out of the question. In the summer
and fall of 1993, therefore, the U.S.representative in the Minsk Group discussed
privately with the Russian representative a list of seven conditions for joint su-
pervision of a cease-fire that could have made a cooperative Russian-interna-
tional venture possible u nder the auspices and control of the CSCE. To com-
pound the difficulties, this discussion took place just as the internal U.S.
government debate on a new approach to peacekeeping was at its most intense
stage. This situation made it even harder for Washington to take a forceful posi-
tion on this specific peacekeeping issue.

But the Russi ans were unresponsive,and their bad faith became inc reasingly ob-
vious. It was clear that it was their deliberate intention not to cooperate, thus
ensuring that their own propos al would be understood by the parties to be the only
conc rete of fer available, and ultim ately to supplant the international negoti ating
process. Mos cow did not want to share responsibility for a peaceful set tlement of
the conflict over Nagorno - Karabakh with anyone ; it was even prepared to make a
peaceful set tlement more dif ficult if that would help to ensure Russi an control .

Foreign Minister Kozyrev summarized the Russian view succinctly in an ar-
ticle published in September 1993:

Pres ently we are on the verge of m aking a similar choice [similar to the choice of a peace-
keeping force for Ab khazia] in Nagorno - Karabakh . There is no alternative to a Russi an
peacekeeping contingent there,which is to acquire the status of UN forces as soon as a set-
tlement mechanism is in place and is to be reinforced by UN units from neutral European
countries which are members of the CSCE. Here, both we and the United Nations must
perform our historical duty. Shrinking from it would be irresponsible.1 9
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Budapest CSCE Summit Not Fully Used

Following the Nagorno-Karabakh Armenian offensives of 1993, an uneasy
military stalemate set in on the ground. The Karabakh Armenians were at the
limits of their small army’s ability to control territory, while the Azerbaijanis
were preoccupied with refugee problems and unable to mount an offensive.
These factors led to a cease-fire agreement among defense ministers, signed in
Moscow on May 12,1994, under the auspices of the Russian minister of defense.
There had been many previous cease-fire agreements, but this one held tenu-
ously because of the de facto stalemate in the war, and it once again gave hope
that a fuller and more formal agreement might be reached. CSCE discussion of
a joint CSCE-Russian operation to oversee the cease-fire intensified accordingly.

A major opportunity to arrange for a cooperative CSCE-Russian endeavor
came in the summer and fall of 1994, in the lead-up to the December 5–6 Bu-
dapest summit of the CSCE. During this period the issue of sphere of influence
peacekeeping or “third-country peacekeeping” had come into sharp focus, and
interest had grown in the general concept of using the CSCE to sponsor peace-
keeping efforts. The arrangements for a future force to oversee t he cease-fire
around Nagorno-Karabakh were under active consideration as the sole current
possibility for a model CSCE venture to oversee a cease-fire. At the same time it
had become clear that if the international community role was to be meaning-
ful in comparison with the Russian offer for a separation force, it would at a min-
imum have to comprise a classic peacekeeping operation, rather than just the
Monitoring Mission which had been the earlier concept.

On September 16 the Committee of Senior Officials of the CSCE agreed to
seek approval of a UN resolution authorizing the CSCE to organize a peace-
keeping force for Nagorno-Karabakh.In contrast to the earlier Monitoring Mis-
sion, the peacekeeping force would be larger and armed and would play a more
active role in controlling a formalized cease-fire agreement.While specific rules
of engagement for the force were not finalized, it was apparent that CSCE peace-
keepers would only be authorized to use force in self-defense, not for suppres-
sion of violence as in the Russian concept.

The Nagorno - Karabakh issue had gradu ally ris en to the top of the international
agenda because of its implications for the future scope of CSCE conflict resolution
activities, and it was even dis cuss ed by Presidents Clinton and Yelt sin at their Sep-
tember 1994 meeting in Washington . In a dis cussion reminis cent of the one be-
t ween the two countries’ Nagorno - Karabakh negoti ators more than one year ear-
lier,Clinton press ed Yelt sin to accept a major but less - than - dominant Russi an role
in a CSCE force, while Yelt sin argued that Russia was the only country willing to
take ef fective action to resolve the dispute and held out for an arrangement that
would put Russia in control . The two leaders could not reach agreement.

As the CSCE summit approached, it became clear that the CSCE’s ability to 
field a genuinely internationally controlled peacekeeping force for the Karabakh
conflict would be a key test of the summit in giving the CSCE a meaningful post–
Cold War conflict resolution role. The Russians a lso had a stake in this i ssue,
because they had publicly presented their vision of the CSCE as the central in-
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ternational organization for Europe, in which they foresaw a major role for
themselves. Had concerted international pressures been applied at the highest
level prior to the Budapest meeting, it might have been possible to reach agree-
ment on a structure and guidelines for a CSCE force, including an important but
subsidiary Russian contingent.At their September meeting,Yeltsin and Clinton
were not that far apart; the essential differences were only the percentage of
Russian troops in a peacekeeping force a nd w ho would command that force.
Several hundred fewer Russians would probably have made the Russian contin-
gent acceptable,and a face-saving device (as was later found for the Russian con-
tingent in the NATO Implementation Force for Bosnia [IFOR]) could have been
arranged for the command structure. Inducements like these would have made
it difficult for Yeltsin to refuse.

But such pressure was not applied. On the contrary,Clinton almost did not go
to the Budapest meeting at all. Despite the fact that the Budapest CSCE summit
had been on the international calendar for two years, the White House planned
a reception for one of the very same days, and then said Clinton could not leave
Washington because of a “previous engagement.” Clinton eventually attended,
but for only one day.

The initiative on the third-country peacekeeping issue was left to the Rus-
sians, who used the occasion for Yeltsin’s now-famous warning to Washington
not to try to“direct” events in Moscow’s sphere of influence, or risk opening up
a period of “Cold Peace” between Russia and the West.20 Seen in hindsight, this
was clearly a warning not to interfere with Russia’s attack on Chechnya, which
occurred one week l ater, as well as a rebuff on Nagorno-Karabakh.A general
agreement was reached at Budapest on the principle of a joint CSCE-Russian
peacekeeping force for Nagorno-Karabakh, but essential “details” were left to
later negotiations. Moreover,simply equating the international community,rep-
resented here by the CSCE,with one country, Russia, was a step backward; Rus-
sia had participated as one of several members of the Minsk Group, but in Bu-
dapest it was recognized as having a special role in the Caucasus. The
implication was that this was, indeed, Russia’s “sphere of influence.”21

Despite the general accord on a combined force,final agreement was blocked
by dispute over two familiar“details”: who would control the force, and the per-
centage of the force to be provided by Russia. The Russians continued to insist
on commanding t he force t hemselves, while the other members of the CSCE
wanted it to be under CSCE command. The Russians also wanted to supply the
major portion of the troops, while t he other CSCE members w anted Russian
participation to be limited to less than 50 percent. Whether the Azerbaijanis
would accept a large percentage of Russians, even if it was less than 50 percent,
remained to be seen.

There were several reasons why the opportunities of this period were lost.The
most important was the policy change in Moscow toward keeping other coun-
tries out of the Russian sphere of influence. Beginning in early 1993 the U.S. rep-
resentative in the Minsk Group repeatedly warned b oth his Western partners
and his superiors in Washington of the broader implications of the shift in the
Russian position in the Karabakh negotiations.But senior levels of governments
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in Washington and the West had other priorities, and preferred to put their faith
in the very general “assurances” that were being given by the Russians at higher
levels. The new Russian policy on peacekeeping in the near abroad only became
evident to government leaders in the fall of 1994, too late to avoid the failure in
Budapest.

Another factor was the Russians’ simple inability to engage in responsible ne-
gotiations on the Karabakh issue.Throughout the period under discussion here,
obvious disagreements persisted between the Russian foreign and defense min-
istries, to the extent that the Russian negotiator on Nagorno-Karabakh,who was
supposed to have an interministerial mandate, sometimes learned about the ac-
tivities of Russia’s defense minister in the area from Western newspapers. Also,
when the U.S.representative finally was able to hold direct discussions with se-
nior officials at the Russian Defense Ministry, the Russian Karabakh negotiator
was not permitted to attend (nor was anyone else from the Foreign Ministry).

In addition, the strong U.S. leadership role in the early period of the Minsk
Group’s work may have added to Russian concerns about losing their influence
in the region. Particularly worrying for Moscow was the American effort to en-
gage Turkey to share responsibility for a peaceful settlement of the conflict. The
increased Turkish role rang ancient alarm bells for the Russians and may have
encouraged their effort to keep the international community out.22

Period of Stalemate, Lasting Cease-Fire, and Russian Overload

The Russian attack in Chechnya in December of 1994 added an important
new set of factors to the Nagorno-Karabakh problem. The attack made Russia’s
role in the Caucasus a much more central world issue, put Russian peacekeep-
ing credentials in the region into much more serious doubt, and saddled
Moscow with a major military effort that made the possibility of undertaking
another operation nearby less plausible. Russia now had a significantly greater
need for international legitimacy and cooperation in any role it might take on in
the Karabakh conflict.

At the same time, broad new opportunities had opened for making progress
on the Nagorno-Karabakh negotiating front. The Russian-arranged cease-fire
had held for a significant period of time—much longer than any previous cease-
fire—thus meeting a key condition for introduction of CSCE peacekeepers. For
the first time since 1992, Nagorno-Karabakh had an elected leader with a solid
popular mandate,its “president,”Robert Kocharyan. Azerbaijan’s leadership was
also stabilized after President Gaidar Aliev repulsed a nascent coup attempt in
the fall of 1994 and sidelined his one major potential rival in Baku,former prime
minister Surat Husseinov. Discreet bilateral discussions had become routine
among senior officials of Azerbaijan,Armenia, and Turkey.

In addition,a degree of war weariness had begun to set in on both sides.While
each party had its fanatics, who continued to favor seeking “victory,” there were
also voices of moderation. Both Armenia and Azerbaijan needed a settlement
desperately for economic reasons; Armenia’s economy was being destroyed by
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the continuing blockade by Azerbaijan and Turkey, and Azerbaijan was under
increasing pressure to be able to use the prospective earnings from its oil to re-
build war-torn regions. Both countries, as well as the Karabakh Armenians,had
been alarmed by Russia’s attack on Chechnya, an event that was closely related
to the Karabakh conflict and other wars in the Caucasus region.After Chechnya,
any country in the region had to understand that in a certain set of circum-
stances,“it could happen here.”

Russia was made cochair of the Minsk Group in January 1995 in a further at-
tempt by the CSCE to ensure Moscow’s cooperation. Russia was still interested
in playing the dominant role in the settlement of the Karabakh dispute, but it
was bogged down in the Chechen war. The disarray in Moscow on how to deal
with the Caucasus had become intense after the attack on Grozny. This, of
course, made Moscow’s decisions on Chechnya much more difficult but put
Nagorno-Karabakh on a relative back burner. The situation was ripe for new ef-
forts to find a joint basis for a proposed peaceful solution. This point seemed to
be recognized within the CSCE, and in August 1995 the CSCE’s chairman in of-
fice appointed a Polish diplomat as his “personal representative” (i.e., official
mediator) for the conflict.

But international ef forts were still unli kely to work without sustained high - level
Western ,particularly U. S . ,insistence,and the Karabakh dispute continued to carry
a low priority in Washington’s and the West’s overall list of Russi an issues.As in ear-
lier periods,it seemed impossible for Nagorno - Karabakh to be treated with the ac-
tive leadership that it required.Just as the Russi an venture in Chechnya was not se-
riously challenged by the West, the at titude of Western leaders toward the conflict
over Nagorno - Karabakh was to continue to accept a dominant Russi an role.

Lessons Learned

We may draw many lessons from the experience of the international commu-
nity in attempting to deal with the conflict over Nagorno-Karabakh. Some have
already been suggested here. The principal lessons relate to the themes that ap-
pear throughout the Karabakh negotiating experience.

First, an international intervention in a local conflict, even after violence has
begun, can be useful in balancing local factors, providing incentives for a peace-
ful settlement and establishing a framework within which the conflicting sides
can negotiate. But it must have the demonstrated, continued backing of inter-
national leaders to be successful. Without this, an intervention may not have
enough clout to push through to a resolution and may then risk stabilizing an
undesirable situation in an unresolved state.

Second, even well-intentioned and seemingly well-based outside initiatives
will be unsuccessful as long as the parties to the conflict are not themselves pre-
pared to make the concessions necessary for a compromise s olution. Natural
unwillingness to compromise can be exacerbated by local political leaders who
seek to capitalize on actual or latent nationalistic feelings to gain or maintain
power, and by external forces pursuing their own interests.
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Third, the most promising opportunities for conflict resolution by the inter-
national community may occur at the very beginning of an outside interven-
tion, while it is still credible and before it bogs down, but this is precisely the pe-
riod when outsiders are usually most hesitant about taking bold action. Early
warning needs to be combined with the political will to take early action, or its
potential may be wasted.

Fourth, the hierarchical approach to issues, which currently dominates the
West’s approach to dealing with Russia, is too inflexible and in practice discour-
ages initiative taking and seizing of opportunities to resolve issues that are lower
down the list, even if they may be important and dangerous in themselves. The
point is not to dispute the wisdom of maintaining such a hierarchy of priorities
but rather to argue that it should be possible to maintain a sensible order of pri-
orities and to seize opportunities related to lower-priority problems.

Fifth, Russia’s strong desire to be the leader in mediation and peacekeeping on
the territory of the former USSR is a problem for the international community
if it wishes to carry out such activities in this region.A way must be found to in-
tegrate Russia’s ambition to play an important role, and its physical capabilities,
with the impartial legitimizing character of international institutions, so that
Russian efforts do not devolve into neocolonialism.

Sixth, if the CSCE/OSCE is to play a serious mediation and peacekeeping role
in conflict resolution, it must develop a reliable structure and more effective pro-
cedures, so that its efforts will be taken seriously by parties in conflict.

Finally, the U.S. role is often cr ucial for international conflict resolution ef-
forts; with active U.S.leadership much is possible, but often the chances of suc-
cess are small without it. The approach of participating in an international ef-
fort, as an alternative to an independent U.S. intervention, is a useful one,
particularly in regions where an obvious U.S. role might be viewed with suspi-
cion. But even in such circumstances the United States must be prepared to play
an energetic leadership role,backed strongly at the highest level,or the effort will
be wasted.
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Preventive Diplomacy: 
Success in the Baltics

Heather F. Hurlburt

Case Summary

ESTONIA, LATVIAAND LITHUANIA had enjoyed a relatively privileged status in
the West during the period of their incorporation into the Soviet Union

(1940–91). That incorporation was never officially recognized by the United
States and many other Western governments. Active émigré groups were also
successful in giving them a level of public visibility closer to that of Poland or
Hungary than to that of the other Soviet republics. Baltic independence move-
ments became increasingly vocal during the period of Mikhail Gorbachev in the
late 1980s, setting the stage for high levels of Western concern and involvement
in the process that led to their early declarations of independence, Soviet mili-
tary crackdowns in 1991, and eventual independence that same year.

Even so, the West did not move immediately to grant the Baltic states security
guarantees, extensive tariff breaks, or massive financial and military assistance
in 1991. The several reasons—concern over the Soviet response, fiscal parsi-
mony at home, the primacy of concerns with German unification—have been
extensively analyzed and debated. But the West was keenly interested in Baltic
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security. Efforts to work within limited fiscal and diplomatic parameters gave
rise to creative uses of incentives: targeting of aid to regional fl ashpoints and
marshaling the resources of various international organizations to shape
Baltic—and Russian—behavior. The Western “friends of the Baltics” found
ways to use already existing procedures, status in international organizations,
and those organizations’ norms and standards as reinforcement for bilateral
incentives—and as incentives in their own right.

This method of influence was one with which European states had some ex-
perience in the field of human rights.1 However, the particular state of Baltic-
Russian relations was so novel in 1992 that considerable room for experimenta-
tion existed. Thus, several new instruments or new uses of old instruments were
tested, with some success, in the Baltic case. The United States had been in the
forefront of efforts to open European institutions to democracies emerging
from the Soviet bloc and, of course, had been their champion through the Cold
War. Although some other countries of the region—the Nordic states in partic-
ular—were perhaps more sensitive to Baltic concerns, it fell to the United States
to take the lead in galvanizing a response.

By mid-1992, initial Russian acquiescence or even support for the statehood
of three small neighbors was turning to hostility, presenting the international
community with a new dilemma. Russia had begun to turn to international or-
ganizations—chiefly the United Nations and the OSCE 2—with allegations of
human rights violations in Baltic policies toward ethnic Russian or Russophone
residents. Not only were substantial elements of the Russian elite and Russian
military unresigned to the loss of the strategic slice of Baltic seacoast, but Baltic
leaders, in their actions and rhetoric, repudiated all of the preceding forty years
and refused any responsibility for their results, including for the individuals ar-
rived from Russia during the Soviet period.

Russia’s lowered status was thus painfully reinforced, and Russian politicians
were not long in seizing on this.The Russian parliament threatened Estonia with
sanctions as early as July 1992.3 Debates over eligibility for citizenship, voting
rights, and permanent residence, particularly in Estonia and Latvia, brought
long-repressed nationalist sentiments to the fore in Russia and the Baltic states.
Latvia had only a slight majority of ethnic Latvian residents, and Estonia and
Lithuania were both home to sizable Russophone minorities. Ensuring primacy
of the national language and culture was a priority across the political spectrum,
with extremist elements calling for the expulsion of Soviet-era settlers, particu-
larly those with military or security service connections.

Ex-Soviet troops remained in all three countries, as did large numbers of eth-
nic Russian civilians, concentrated in heavy industries. In addition to the prob-
lem of encouraging the parties to reach agreement on the forces’withdrawal, the
status of individuals who wanted to remain—particularly retired military per-
sonnel—was hotly contested. The two issues were thus conflated.

Inevitably, the Baltic governments’ relationship with Russia became a potent
issue in their domestic politics. In Russia too, even moderate politicians could
not hear with equanimity the calls of some Baltic politicians for the expulsion
of ethnic Russians. Nationalist Russians responded with calls for the reoccupa-
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tion of the states,or at least for strong nonmilitary pressures on them.4 President
Boris Yeltsin halted the troop pullout first in December 1992, attempting to
strengthen his nationalist credentials. Lithuania, it should be noted, was able to
come to agreement w ith Russia on relatively lenient citizenship laws, having a
much higher percentage of ethnic Lithuanian residents and consequently less
hard-line nationalist pressure. Russian bargaining on troop withdrawal was
therefore easier.An agreement was signed September 8,1992, and the troops de-
parted in August 1993.The Estonian and Latvian response—intensified calls for
assistance f rom a nd t ies to NATO and other Western institutions—increased
Russian resentment.This cycle raised fears of new extremism on both sides.One
victim was moderate foreign minister Janis Jurkans of Latvia, whose “weak” na-
tionalist credentials forced his resignation during late 1992 debates between
moderates and hard-liners over the troop withdrawal negotiations.

Western governments viewed the problem as one of ensuring peace and the
long - term survival of the Baltic states without ex posing Yelt sin and Russi a’s moves
toward democ racy to dangerous pressure from Russi an nationalist s. Initi al hopes
that the West would commit it s elf militarily to the Baltics’ defense were dashed ;
only Carl Bildt, then prime minister of Sweden ,even alluded to such a possibility.5

The United States was determined to balance support for Russi an democ racy
and Baltic independence. It repeatedly rebuf fed Baltic requests for security gu ar-
antees.6 In 1992, the prospect of NATO and European Union (EU) ex pansion re-
m ained distant,and neither organi z ation had been forthcoming in responding to
Baltic approaches.With a presidenti al campaign under way,the Bush administra-
tion was harshly critic i zed by Baltic - American and other Eastern European eth-
nic groups for its ins ensitivity to their concerns ; the administration was also sen-
sitive to charges that it had been too slow to support Russi an democ racy and
Yelt sin .7 These opposing pressures soon made it clear to the Baltic countries, per-
haps even more so than the admonitions of State Department of fic i als, that U. S .
support would not be unlimited.But it also kept up the administration’s interest in
m aking demonstrable progress to stabili ze the region .

Left with a limited arsenal, international organizations and governments
worked together to offer several different incentives, which became salient fea-
tures of the international community’s response. Membership in or association
agreements w ith European organizations—the Council of Europe, the OSCE,
and the European Union—were conditioned on Baltic adoption of liberal citi-
zenship laws and residence procedures for residents belonging to other ethnic
groups—chiefly, though far from uniquely, Russians. The need for Russia to
limit its attempts to influence Baltic policies as it too strove for Council of Eu-
rope acceptance and Western financial support was also made clear. Assistance
with housing was offered to Russia in exchange for the withdrawal of Russian
forces. Western oversight of any continuing Russian presence—specifically, the
Skrunda radar facility in Latvia—was promised to help Estonia and Latvia
make the difficult compromises required to obtain troop withdrawal. These
policies helped produce some significant results. Russian troops withdrew com-
pletely from the Baltic countries, and the governments of Estonia and Latvia re-
visited problematic citizenship and naturalization laws.
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Two sets of consequences for preventive diplomacy theory emerge. One con-
cerns the possibilities for multilateral preventive action. International organiza-
tions played a p articularly important role in this case, and here again the sides
benefited from the existing structure of institutions that reinforced interna-
tional norms and could offer rewards if the norms were followed. The institu-
tions also provided the possibility of pooling scarce resources and building ad-
ditional support for national concerns—or helping put bilateral issues into a
wider context.

A second lesson for preventive diplomacy here concerns the role of the United
States, or any country playing the chief role in a multilateral effort. This case
showcases how much help favorable preconditions can be and points up the im-
portance of specific and limited goals.Although targeted strategies were used to
achieve those goals, they were not restrictive; rather, concerned policymakers in
the West, the Baltic states, and Russia were creative and flexible in using all the
forums at their disposal to achieve a favorable outcome. This made extra work
to ensure that different organizations or states could not be played off against
each other, but the resulting united front was a critical part of a positive out-
come. This case also suggests, though,that although getting in early is advisable,
it in no way guarantees that getting out early will be easy.

Early Warning

Ironically, the violence that accompanied the Baltic states’bid for independence in
August 1990 provided an almost ideal early warning of the tensions that followed.
It caught the at tention of policym akers, c rystali zed the issues, and provided a
graphic foreshadowing of what a violent conflict would entail , with bloodshed in
Vilnius and Riga and fights over key structures, such as television towers and par-
li ament buildings. The Soviet crackdown it s elf dram ati zed hard - liners’ vis ceral
distaste for the loss of the three republics, as well as the ex istence of pro - Soviet
hard - liners within each state. The crisis made clear Baltic determination to press
for independence at any cost,and it dram ati zed the divergence of views within the
Soviet power structure. Its afterm ath saw the trading of harsh ethnic rhetoric on
both sides, and Baltic determination to move forward.

The three countries had always enjoyed a high level of recognition among
“captive peoples” of Eastern Europe. The v iolent Soviet crackdown of August
1990 gave them Western recognition and status akin to Solidarity in Poland or
Andrei Sakharov in the Soviet Union. Western governments responded. The
long-standing U.S. policy of providing extensive briefings on OSCE meetings
for Baltic-American organizations, and often putting members of such organi-
zations on official U.S. delegations, had created natural channels for heightened
awareness, and sometimes political pressure, during and after the drive for in-
dependence.8 When contrasted with the lower profile taken by most European
countries (most of which had recognized the incorporation of the Baltic states
into the USSR), U.S. support for Baltic activists made it inevitable that a leader-
ship role in Baltic security would fall to Washington. The admission of the three
into the OSCE in September 1991,a long-standing goal of Baltic organizations
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in the West, was a case in point. Just nine months earlier, a complaint from Gor-
bachev had been enough for host President François Mitterand of France to
banish them from the November 1990 Paris summit of the OSCE.9 But now
Gorbachev was caught between Baltic activists and Soviet hard-liners.U.S.pres-
sure for Baltic recognition and German concern to support Gorbachev brought
the OSCE’s then thirty-four foreign ministers to Moscow for a quickly sched-
uled meeting to mark the three countries’ entrance, at the opening of a human
rights conference, on September 10, 1991.10 United Nations membership
quickly followed, and the Council of Europe initiated its admission process.

Baltic representatives and their advocates in the United States and Western
Europe thus had plenty of places to raise their concerns. The fact that these con-
cerns were wrapped up with the withdrawal of Soviet forces—an issue with both
strategic and symbolic importance for the United States—left U.S. policymak-
ers well primed to receive them.Moreover, the clear hostility of Soviet hard-lin-
ers toward Baltic independence had established a clear connection for Western
policymakers between promoting Soviet (later Russian) moderates and pro-
tecting Baltic independence. When Yeltsin pronounced himself in favor of sov-
ereignty for the three in 1990, he caught headlines around the world. This battle
among Russian policymakers caused the Baltics to be seen as a bellwether for
the region’s prospects.

Their strategic location, of course, only increased their interest to both Rus-
sia and NATO. The Soviet Union had relied on their ports heavily for exports
and defense—independent, and particularly if allied with NATO, they could
cripple Russian access to the Baltic Sea. For NATO countries, of course, their in-
dependence and neutrality would help lower the immediate military threat that
Russia posed to the Nordic states.

The handful of Baltic specialists in government and Congress suddenly found
themselves in great demand.11 Because this group tended to be small but expe-
rienced and emotionally committed to the Baltic cause, they were able to make
an immediate impact. The Baltic states had built up strong support in Congress
over the years, and through the independence struggle a series of hearings and
congressional delegations kept the issue alive before Congress and the pressure
on the executive branch.12 The idea of the Baltics as “rightfully European” also
played a role in keeping Europe’s interest, ensuring that the situation was being
monitored more carefully than were other “ethnic hot spots”previously marked
by violence such as the Fergana Valley in Central Asia, minority-populated ar-
eas of Georgia, or Nagorno-Karabakh.

The immedi ate result was a continued U. S . focus on the region and a willingness
to keep it on the agend as of NATO and the OSCE. High levels of out side interest in
the withdrawal of Soviet troops continued, for obvious reasons. Somewhat more
surprising, perhaps, was the level of detailed interest in the controversies over citi-
zenship and naturali z ation laws in Estonia and Lat vi a .The surprising degree of in-
volvement and awareness in these domestic issues can be traced to the develop-
ment of new and intrusive mechanisms in both the OSCE and the Counc il of
Europe — and to the interest of those bodies, and the United Nations, in being key
players in a new Europe built on shared ideals and cooperation , as the rhetoric of
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the 1990 OSCE Charter of Paris for a New Europe had it.The Counc il of Europe had
initi ated in late 1991 a program of visit s, report s, and inspections of laws to ensure
that the three applicants measured up to its ex tensive stand ards. This was a routine
part of the counc il’s application process. But Russia sei zed on the Counc il of Eu-
rope review, and the ongoing possibilities to raise hum an rights issues at the OSCE
and United Nations, to protest as “hum an rights violations” strict propos ed re-
quirements for naturali z ation and the exclusion of nonc iti zens from elections.

Estonia, the first of the three Baltic states to bring citizenship proposals before
the legislature, was persuaded in late 1992 to invite an OSCE rapporteur mis-
sion’s visit—a procedure designed to foster international scrutiny of human
rights cases and situations.13 This was the first time a state had agreed to subject
itself to this intrusive procedure, a milestone for international scrutiny of such
internal matters as citizenship laws. The mission itself reported that the “Con-
stitution of Estonia as well as other laws examined by the mission meet the in-
ternational standards for the enjoyment of human rights.”14 This assurance gave
the OSCE credibility within Estonia and gave the Estonian government a posi-
tive reference to use in dealing with the United Nations, the Council of Europe,
and numerous other international as well as Russian interlocutors.

So, to recapitulate: the stakes in the disputes over the status of ethnic Slavs in
the Baltic states were very v isible—and, in Western eyes, very high. Indeed, a
textbook case for successful early warning would involve committed pressure
groups in the United States; a region or issue with strategic as well as symbolic
importance for a major power and its allies (the United States and NATO in this
case); and mechanisms, whether through international organizations, non-
governmental organizations (NGOs) or the media, for extensive and relatively
unbiased information to emerge and be correctly interpreted. It is worth paus-
ing to note here that active nongovernmental advocacy made Western govern-
ment intervention palatable and added strength to the perceived threat of fur-
ther Western involvement. By cooperating, as well as pursuing their traditional
roles, NGOs can strengthen U.S. positions with respect to foreign govern-
ments—if the governments understand the American system of pressure
groups and the domestic dimension that those groups add to American foreign
policy.All of these conditions pertained in the Baltic states in 1991–92. While it
is unlikely that these conditions could be recreated elsewhere,policymakers and
advocates might be well advised to frame the case for action in these terms and
work to build similar constituencies.

Key Decisions on Early Action

With the international community mobilized on behalf of Baltic independence
and Russian reform as described earlier, the decision to be involved came fairly
easily. The U.S. government less chose preventive diplomacy consciously than
greeted new sources of tension—proposals for laws on citizenship and natural-
ization—as possible obstacles to the goals of strengthening the three states and
Russian democracy while achieving a complete pullout of Soviet troops from
the Baltics. This realpolitik approach infuriated the Baltic-American lobby,
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which wanted support for the moral correctness of its position.15 The U.S. be-
lief that support for the Baltic states reinforced Russian moderates at the expense
of Russian hard-liners was strengthened in December 1992. Foreign Minister
Andrei Kozyrev of Russia,a moderate and much liked in the West, arrived at the
OSCE ministerial meeting in Stockholm and gave a mock presentation, full of
threats to the sovereignty of all Russia’s neighbors, to dramatize his concern that
Russia’s moderates were not receiving enough support.16 This message, and its
reinforcement privately, helped convince the Clinton administration to con-
tinue a policy of support and strong involvement in Baltic issues.

Two unusual—and crucial—elements did make their way into decisions on
early action. First, the United States, the p arty w ith the most influence on all
sides, actively sought to work with other states and international organiza-
tions—and to use the legitimacy that those organizations had to offer as an in-
centive to the parties. Second, the actions chosen moved firmly into the internal
affairs of the states concerned. The laws of the three Baltic states became subject
to international scrutiny and recommendation to an unprecedented degree, one
that the international norm of noninterference usually makes impossible to
contemplate. How did this come about?

Because OSCE commitments had touched on internal af fairs since the Helsinki
Final Act’s 1975 provisions on hum an right s, and because the Baltic states in par-
ticular had benefited from Western scrutiny into their treatment within the Soviet
Union , all sides accepted some international scrutiny of the countries’ domestic
polic ies.1 7 It is worth emphasi z ing that this condition , so cruc i al to the success of
out side preventive diplom acy, was the result of fifteen years’ hard labor in what
were hardly hopeful circumstances. Indeed, only in October 1991 had all OSCE
states agreed to an ex plic it commitment accepting that hum an rights are “m at ters
of direct and legitim ate concern to all partic ipating states and do not belong ex-
clusively to the internal af fairs of the state concerned.”

So the Baltic states were attached to their status in international organizations
as a symbol of their independence and sovereignty. At the same time, the orga-
nizations’ Western members—and the organizations themselves—were anx-
ious to find a place in the post–Cold War order and to test out the unity of pur-
pose and commitment to common ideals that had been on display in
international summits and conferences from New York to Moscow and Paris to
Helsinki.18 The international organizations thus came to the fore as never be-
fore,and their representatives played an important role in determining when ac-
tion needed to be taken and in strategizing.

Strategies of Action

The dis cord bet ween Russia and the Baltic states as both also looked to the West for
approval and support gave the United States and its Western European partners
unusu al influence over both sides. The West had ex tensive possibilities for carrot s
and stick s, choosing most prominently access to financ i al assistance and to inter-
national organi z ations (and playing down security gu arantees ) . But international
organi z ations partic ipated in preventive diplom acy as actors as well as rewards.All
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the parties badly wanted to be well perceived within the United Nations and the
O S C E , particularly to be seen as meeting hum an rights stand ards to permit entry
into the Counc il of Europe,which some had des c ribed as the anteroom of the Eu-
ropean Union .

It is also worth noting an important dif ference bet ween this case and other, less
successful international respons es to cris es on the territory of the former Soviet
Union . Baltic dec ision makers were famili ar with the OSCE and with the way the
United States had us ed it to support Baltic dissidents during the Cold War and the
cause of Baltic independence thereafter. This helped them be confident in their
claims and use of sovereignty and in their own negoti ating skills.On the contrary,
chapters 3 and 4 in this volume by Lapidus and Mares ca both demonstrate that the
OSCE and its norms lacked the necess ary leverage,trust,and determined Western
support in Chechnya and the Caucasus. That is, international organi z ations were
on more famili ar ground in the Baltics and could of fer real and valued benefit s.

Washington’s commitment to support both Baltic independence and Russian
reform seemed to rule out explicitly “punishing” one party or the other. Failure
to provide increases in aid and lukewarm support for membership in interna-
tional organizations seem mild sanctions compared w ith those contemplated
and used elsewhere. Yet they worked. With the United States in the lead, the in-
ternational community took advantage of Russia’s eagerness to press its case in
international organizations and the Balts’desire for status within those same or-
ganizations. This was a rare moment when the political leadership on both sides
wanted to “do the right thing.”

The two issues which arose—citizenship and naturalization policies and So-
viet troop withdrawal—were linked by Russia,which conditioned its agreement
to withdraw on permission for Red Army retirees to stay behind under condi-
tions that would permit them to obtain citizenship. The Estonian and Latvian
governments objected to Russian interference in debates over the policies. They
were further hemmed in by their own nationalists who actively campaigned for
the expulsion of Russians.19

The OSCE initi ated a perm anent pres ence in Estonia in Febru ary 1993 “to pro-
mote stability, di alogue and understanding bet ween the communities in Esto-
ni a .”2 0 Thus, Russia also had results to point to in domestic and international de-
bate. This du al result gave the OSCE an entrée to both parties, as each had gained
from the mission .With the OSCE on the ground, and Counc il of Europe consid-
eration continuing, the international community was well placed when tensions
rose over citi zenship requirements and, later,a draft law on the status of aliens.The
Counc il of Europe was able to insist that changes be made in ex isting and pro-
pos ed laws before Estonia would be accepted.The exclusion of nonc iti zens (most
of the Slavic population) from voting in national elections was strongly ques-
tioned, and the eventu al acceptance of Estonia included the following stipulation :

[The Council of Europe] expects the Estonian authorities to base their policy regarding
the protection of minorities on the principles laid down in Recommendation 1201
(1993) on an additional Protocol on the rights of minorities to the European Conven-
tion on Human Rights.21
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The alien law, in its initial form, left numerous elements of its application and
implementation unspecified and required that noncitizens obtain work and cit-
izenship permits within two years or face deportation. The Council of Europe
expressed concern.OSCE High Commissioner on National Minorities Max van
der Stoel bluntly noted that the lack of clear procedures,avenues for appeal, and
a broad promise of citizenship to preindependence residents could raise con-
cerns “to such an extent that it could lead to a destabilization of the country as a
whole” and urged the reconsideration of such measures.22

The OSCE and Council of Europe statements were followed with high-level
calls and démarches f rom the United States and other Western governments.
Russia weighed in by interrupting the flow of natural gas to Estonia—a threat
not lost on anyone.President Lennart Meri of Estonia refused to sign the law and
asked the Estonian parliament to revise it. The revisions clarified some of its va-
garies and assured ethnic Russians that they would not arbitrarily be deported
while unemployed.

It seems clear that international support and the threat of its withdrawal, as
well as efforts to direct Western assistance to ease intercommunity friction,
made the internal decision to w ithdraw and revise the law easier for Meri and
the parliament. Heightened Western interest in Estonia included the direction
of U.S.credits toward enterprises in Russian-populated regions and promises of
more,both soothing the Russians and giving the Estonian government a card to
play with its own hard-liners.23 On the Russian side, the high profile of interna-
tional involvement, and international willingness to criticize the Estonian pro-
posals, allowed the Russian authorities to claim something of a success.24 Es-
tonian government officials did likewise.25 The international incentive structure
of norm-based membership that brought with it tangible and intangible re-
wards had, in this case, functioned well.

Tensions rose to a s imilar level in Latvia the following year when a draft law
on citizenship was promulgated. In the Latvian case, the lack of a citizenship law
had already led the Council of Europe to postpone Latvia’s admission. When a
draft law including quotas limiting annual naturalization of residents to a per-
centage of the growth rate of the Latvian population passed its first reading on
November 25,1993, the international community became actively involved.The
Council of Europe criticized the text as “vague,”“arbitrary” and ultimately “not
in line with European standards.”26 The OSCE high commissioner said:

If the overwhelming majority of non-Latvians in your country is denied the right to
become citizens, and consequently the right to be involved in key decisions concerning
their own interests, the character of the democratic system in Latvia might even be put into
question. In this connection I refer to the 1990 CSCE Copenhagen Document, which states
that the basis of the authority and legitimacy of all governments is the will of the people.27

[Emphasis added.]

Shortly thereafter, the troop withdrawal negotiations (discussed at greater
length later) also reached an impasse, and the success of Vladimir Zhirinovsky
and his heavily nationalist party in Russia’s December 1993 elections caused the
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West to look on Baltic-Russian tensions with greater concern. The new harsh-
ness of Russian rhetoric toward the“near abroad”included pressure on the other
post-Soviet states to negotiate dual-citizenship agreements and the creation of
organizations with strong Moscow ties to press for “ethnic Russian rights” in all
the former republics. Russian foreign minister Kozyrev’s relative moderation on
these issues appeared to be losing ground.

Concern increased in Washington that, if the Baltic problems were not re-
solved soon, Russia’s commitment to withdraw the troops would falter. The
United States allowed the Nordic countries,particularly Sweden,to take a strong
public role on the issues and weighed in at key moments. Nordic and U.S. rep-
resentatives took the lead in keeping the issues alive before the OSCE and Coun-
cil of Europe.28 Most explicitly, Council of Europe officials went on record i n
spring 1994 with their belief that the draft law disqualified Latvia f rom mem-
bership. Gentle reminders that the Council of Europe standards would also be
applied to applicants to the European Union had an effect as well.29

When, despite these pressures, the Latvian parliament passed the citizenship
law in 1994, the ground was well laid for international involvement. The OSCE
high commissioner, the Council of Europe, and the European Union again re-
viewed the statute and again suggested that it did not meet European standards.
Phone calls from Nordic leaders were followed by a well-timed visit from Pres-
ident Bill Clinton on July 6. Clinton promised to speed the establishment of en-
terprise funds for the Baltic states and called on Latvians to heed“the better an-
gels” of their nature and make peace with Russian residents.30

The sequence of events that followed was similar to the Estonian case: Presi-
dent Guntis Ulmanis of Latvia refused to sign the law.Although the resulting de-
bate in parliament broke up the ruling coalition, the quotas were removed and
other changes made. The revised law was signed on August 11. Latvia was then
admitted to the Council of Europe in early 1995.

Again, the immediate results were favorable, but some longer-term costs had
been incurred. One analyst wrote:

The major dis agreements bet ween Lat via and Russia have been resolved, but neither side
is completely happy. Russia still believes that the citi zenship law is too harsh but reali zes
that its complaints will no longer elic it a response from the international community.
Many Lat vi ans believe that the West forced [their] government to grant too many con-
cessions . . . but recogni ze that they were needed to overcome Russi a’s intransigence.3 1

Estonia and Lat vi a’s place in European organi z ations — and their right to that
place, and to their aspirations toward eventu al European Union , if not NATO,
membership — had been secured. The posing of that place as a reward for modi-
fications in laws also preempted many further Russi an challenges. Indeed, al-
though Russia did not stop accusing the two states of hum an rights violations,
Russi an at tempts to condemn them or lower their status at international bodies
diminished after these inc ident s.As such , the use of international organi z ation af-
fili ation as an incentive may have inc reas ed the confidence, and thus stability, of
the two states considerably by allowing them the full integration into the Western
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bodies they had sought and demonstrating that those bodies could hear and re-
spond to their concerns, even if not in perfect accord ance with their wishes.

Financial Incentives—Getting the Troops Out

As has already been noted, the elaboration of citizenship and alien laws pro-
ceeded in parallel with tendentious negotiations over the withdrawal of Russian
(formerly Soviet) forces from the Baltic countries. In July 1992, the three coun-
tries a nd the West succeeded in wringing f rom Moscow, in the context of an
OSCE summit meeting, an acknowledgment that the troops’ presence“without
the required consent of those countries” constituted “a problem from the past”
and a commitment to an “early, orderly and complete withdrawal” of the
troops.32 The stage for longer-term international involvement was thus set. The
Baltic countries had presented numerous proposals for internationalization of
the withdrawal. The inclusion of this particular section, over which Lithuania
had held the entire summit document hostage for inclusion of a reference to the
troops’ illegal status, was an early taste for the Baltic countries of the power and
benefits conferred through the international organizations and was regarded as
a major triumph for them.

Negotiations with Estonia and Latvia bogged down over Russian objections
to the residence and citizenship policies of the two states as well as Russian de-
mands regarding the fate of several military i nstallations. Russia halted with-
drawals in December 1992 and threatened to do so repeatedly, while pressing in
bilateral and international forums for recognition of a direct link between the
pace of withdrawal and adoption of citizenship and residency regulations more
to Moscow’s liking.

The Nordic countries and the United States attempted to replicate the earlier
U.S.-German policy of funding housing construction for departing Russian
units. Denmark and Norway came forward with offers in December 1992,in re-
sponse to Russia calling a halt to the ongoing withdrawal. Sweden offered assis-
tance in retraining officers, noting that, as cooperation and aid programs were
developed,Sweden and Russia “needed to solve the problems that had tarnished
their relations in the past” and specifically to set a deadline for Russian with-
drawal from the Baltic states.33 The United States appropriated $6 million in
1993 and offered five thousand to seven thousand housing units to Russia for re-
turning soldiers in the hope that, as in the German case, military unrest would
be blunted.34 The provision of housing took on an additional use in the Baltic
case—dissuading Soviet Army officers from remaining in the Baltic countries
out of fear that Russia held nothing for them.35

Even these incentives proved insufficient to dissipate Russia’s remaining po-
litical concerns or to provide sufficient political cover for Russian leaders, who
had seen“mistreatment” of Russians in the Baltics become a useful domestic is-
sue for mainstream and nationalist politicians. Concerned that public and gov-
ernment opinion in Russia was moving toward neoimperialist views, the United
States and its allies stepped up the search for ways to make compromise palat-
able to Estonia and Latvia.36
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This was a tough sell. As with citizenship, the Estonian and Latvian govern-
ments had a domestic opposition t hat vociferously opposed any compromise
with Russia and particularly any admission of the rights or permanent status of
ethnic Russians and former officers of the Soviet Army. The Baltic governments
also complained vigorously that they were singled out for undue pressure by the
international organizations, while many others—particularly Russia—were
committing far worse “violations” of human rights.37 With money already tight
in Western ministries and Russia apparently unmovable, the international orga-
nizations had little to offer. However, in 1992, the Baltic states had tried to ob-
tain outside involvement in the withdrawal process.Russia had refused to accept
international oversight,and the NATO countries had declined to press the point.
In 1994, the idea of international monitoring resurfaced and was used to break
crucial blockages in the withdrawal negotiations.

Latvia

Along with tremendous Western pressure to close on a deal immediately,
Latvia was promised use of the OSCE mission to monitor and carry out subse-
quent inspections of the destruction of the Soviet radar site at Skrunda, which
the Russians had rather hoped to keep.38 Also, inclusion of an OSCE represen-
tative in joint Latvian-Russian deliberations to oversee allocation of permanent
resident status and civil rights to Russian military pensioners and their families
was held out as a sweetener for Latvian acceptance of pensioners remaining in
Latvia.

When an agreement was finally signed on April 30,1994, Latvians, Russians,
and the Western press a like pointed to the crucial role of outside pressure in
reaching an accord.39 What had been made clear by the length of the negotia-
tions a nd the strength of domestic feeling was t hat pressure alone would not
have worked; the Latvian side had to walk away from the negotiations with pal-
pable gains and assurances for its domestic constituencies. In response to the
1993 deadlock, the United States had been able to bring to the discussions in
Latvia and Estonia an appropriation of $160 million in 1994 to assist the with-
drawal, specifically to build housing for Russian officers and their families but
also to assist in dismantling the Skrunda radar system in Latvia.40 A delegation
of Latvian politicians from across the political spectrum had been hosted at the
White House to provide additional persuasion, and both the U.S. ambassador
and the American head of the OSCE mission to Latvia had been frequently in-
volved.41 The offer of international oversight, while less important per se than
bilateral pressure from the United States and Sweden, served as a carrot to
counter that pressure.

Estonia

Recogni z ing the role Sweden in particular had played,Foreign Minister Koz yrev
of Russia urged that it exert a similar influence on Estoni a .4 2 The Estoni an situ a-
tion continued to es calate, however, with hum an rights charges and counter-
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charges being made throughout May and June 1994.Estoni a’s neighboring Nordic
states established, at Russi an urging, a Baltic Counc il “Commissioner on Demo-
c ratic Rights and Institutions” for the region . Coming, as the appointment did, at
the end of a meeting where Koz yrev again linked troop withdrawal and rights for
ethnic Russi ans, it was perceived as a Russi an triumph , an admission that a prob-
lem with democ ratic rights and institutions ex isted. Perhaps more important, it
gave the Russi an foreign ministry a triumph to claim for domestic consumption —
although it also laid Western diplom acy open to the critic ism ,chiefly from the U. S .
Congress and Baltic groups in the United States, that it cared more for placating
Russi an nationalists than for serious apprais als of the region’s problems.

However, the symbolic nature of this step was underlined when the first com-
missioner, Ole Espersen, was not involved in the last-minute withdrawal nego-
tiations that followed. His mandate was crafted in such a way that he had no av-
enue to be directly involved, and he did not present his first report to the Baltic
Council until the following year. Moreover, the last stages of the talks were held
far from the very public atmosphere endemic to international fact-finding mis-
sions. Pressures and incentives were offered more quietly through local ambas-
sadors and calls and visits from capitals.

Estonia reached a compromise agreement with Russia on July 26,1994. Esto-
nia had received both the reassurance it sought and a final push for compromise
during a Baltic summit with Clinton (the first U.S. president to visit the inde-
pendent Baltic states) in Riga on July 6.He came to the Baltics with a package of
$50 million in business loans and $10 million to ease Baltic participation in
NATO’s Partnership for Peace—the latter a significant message to Russia and
something of a security reassurance for L atvia. Preparations for the v isit had
provided ample opportunity for American diplomats to work with the Estonian
and Latvian governments and to conduct similar consultations in Moscow. The
summit rhetoric, stressing U.S. and Western commitment to the maintenance of
Baltic independence,was backed up with quiet support and continuing pressure
from international organizations.43 An environment was created in which the
Estonian government could finally face down its own hard-liners and make
concessions sought by Moscow, chiefly permitting military pensioners to re-
ceive residence permits as well as granting Russia extra time to dismantle mili-
tary reactors at the Paldiski submarine base. These concessions, which had been
the last sticking point of the talks, were further eased by the assignment of an in-
ternational oversight and mediation role to the OSCE mission, which sends one
member to the commission e stablished by the Estonian government to make
recommendations on residence permits for Soviet military retirees.

Russia balked in mid-July, however, threatening not to honor the Latvian
agreement and not to go further on the Estonian withdrawal. In response, Clin-
ton told Yeltsin that the continued presence of Russian troops threatened to be-
come “a burden to the Russian-American relationship.”44 Other American offi-
cials pointed out, publicly and privately, that Russian intransigence would build
pressure for NATO enlargement, both in the United States and among Central
European countries.The U.S. Senate voted in July 1994 to suspend all aid to Rus-
sia until the withdrawal from Estonia was complete.
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Results

In both the Latvian and Estonian cases, the deliberative bodies have gone on
to function with OSCE participation, although not without controversy. The ef-
forts of the OSCE representatives—and Baltic governments’ reactions to their
suggestions—have periodically appeared on the agenda of OSCE sessions since
1994, and Estonia in particular has complained bitterly of “interference” by in-
ternational representatives, while in Latvia OSCE officia ls had difficulties with
Russian obstruction. However, Russian troops were completely withdrawn by
the August 31,1994 deadline, and the Skrunda radar was first downgraded to
observatory purposes and then destroyed.

Lessons Learned

The Baltic experience has interesting implications for our understanding of the
process of preventive diplomacy and for the possibilities of international orga-
nization involvement. I will deal first with the implications for process from an
American perspective, and then turn to the specific roles of international orga-
nizations.

Undeniably the preconditions were highly favorable. The world’s attention
had been focused on the possibility of conflict in the Baltics, and its implica-
tions, by the bloody events of 1990.The involvement of the Soviet Army, with all
its implications for Western security, was unquestionably the first factor that
guaranteed the region priority attention. But the Baltic countries and their
American supporters’ concern with public support played up a sense of moral
obligation, among policymakers and the public, which guaranteed that the
Baltics would capture public imagination—as not every crisis does.

When decisions to respond were required,advocates could point to groups on
all sides—Russian moderates, Baltic governing parties, international groups
such as t he Council of Europe, the OSCE and its High Commissioner van der
Stoel—that shared the goal of resolving problems pragmatically.Although there
were extremists on both sides, both also had important economic and strategic
reasons to compromise. The United States did not have to argue against the par-
ties’ own conception of their long-term interests.

Moreover, the Baltic nations’ high visibility and popularity in the United
States made early warning relatively unproblematic. The United States was en-
gaged in the Baltic states before they were independent and had embassies in all
three capitals shortly thereafter. A domestic constituency existed and clamored
for support for the Baltic states, while another pressed for support for Russia’s
democrats. Within the foreign policy community, no one advocated leaving the
new states to fend for themselves.

These successful early warnings also made it possible for the United States to
get involved early. The 1990 violence in Vilnius and Riga had convinced the
Baltic states to fear the new Russians as much as the old, while impressing on
Moscow that the United States and others would respond vigorously to assaults
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on Baltic sovereignty. Further bloodshed, or any clashes during the negotiating
period,would have been highly polarizing within the Baltic countries and would
have made Baltic leaders’ attempts to broker compromises substantially more
difficult. The United States would also have had to abandon the position of
friend to both sides which it strove to maintain.

U.S. goals for its preventive diplomacy were fairly limited: to get Russian
troops out and to settle the preconditions for ethnic Slavs to gain citizenship or
permanent resident status. The United States by and large resisted being
dragged into debates over borders, for example, and did not insist that the ne-
gotiating process continue until ethnic integration was visibly proceeding. This
approach has meant that cries for U.S. involvement are still heard as ethnic dif-
ficulties continue, but it also meant that a set of agreements exists to regulate de-
bates. And, most important, the situation is no longer destabilized by Russian
troops. Of course, the United States remains engaged in Baltic security and in
working with the OSCE and the governments to smooth the ethnic Slavs’ tran-
sition. But this is no longer preventive diplomacy, except in the broadest sense
that all of managing an ongoing relationship is conflict prevention. It could not,
in any case, be successful without the preexisting base.

The role of international organizations in this case is unusual and not easily
replicated. The parties found consensus in the principles and methods of Euro-
pean human rights bodies such as the Council of Europe and the OSCE. The
delicate balance between human rights and national rights, self-determination
and territorial integrity negotiated in Helsinki in 1975 had long sustained re-
formers and nationalists in the Baltics and Russia. Thus, although these norms
had always appeared more utopian than practical in E ast-West relations, both
sides were eager to live up to the OSCE ideal to reap the benefits of access to“Eu-
rope.”

This “European consensus” that formed the basis for preventive action in the
Baltics included limitations on the notion of noninterference and an emphasis
on international involvement in human rights issues. The acceptance of limita-
tions on sovereignty was a crucial precondition for the successful involvement
of international organizations. Those limitations had been crucial to the West-
ern pressure that had sustained Baltic leaders during the S oviet era and later
helped reformers like Yeltsin and Kozyrev gain power. They thus had a stake in
international scrutiny which is unlikely to be replicated in other instances—un-
less there is conscious forethought and attempts to put in place norms that are
at once standards and goals.

Because Counc il of Europe membership was still pending and EU and NATO
membership on the distant hori zon for all the parties, status with European orga-
ni z ations could be us ed as an incentive it s elf. The immedi ate threat of deni al of
Counc il of Europe membership seemed to have the strongest ef fect in the Lat vi an
cas e. U.S and European of fic i al démarches reinforced the idea that good - neigh-
borly relations would be necess ary for EU and NATO membership — and there is
no question that Baltic leaders hesitated to antagoni ze the West for ex actly this rea-
son . The potenti al for NATO enlargement still seemed far on the hori zon at the
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time,but the EU of fered an initi ative, which became known as the “Stability Pact,”
to make the links bet ween neighborly relations and EU membership ex plic it.The
EU goal was to set up dis cussion “tables” bet ween applicants and their hostile
neighbors to resolve problems before the countries were considered for member-
ship. ( Subs equently, this criterion was us ed for NATO accession as well ; the two
approaches found some success in moving central European states toward new
treaties of friendship and cooperation.) But the Baltic “table,”initi ally unable even
to meet, has contributed nothing conc rete to stability in the Baltics. A similar ef-
fort with Hungary and its neighbors en joyed mi xed success — treaties were duly
signed, but ratification was long resisted and bilateral contacts have grown slowly.
In contrast to the process that unfolded around the Baltics, the EU of fered no con-
c rete incentives for treaty signature,could not provide any (even implic it) security
gu arantees to weak states such as the Baltics and entered situ ations such as the
Hungary - Slovakia relationship, where by no means all players on either side were
convinced that a treaty was in their best interest s. The history of the Stability Pact
should be viewed,therefore,as a cautionary tale : international organi z ation mem-
bership may have its privileges,but of fered alone and for the distant future, it is un-
li kely to of fer suf fic ient benefits to move domestic leaders away from ex treme po-
sitions that are popular at home.

Unlike the EU initiative, the OSCE and Council of Europe efforts benefited
from already existing mechanisms for monitoring, reporting, and commenting
on internal developments. These allowed a certain division of labor between
governments and international organizations. The OSCE’s van der Stoel and
Council of Europe officials took on the unpopular role of pressing t he B altic
states to comply with international legal and human rights norms. Clinton, the
Nordic countries and others were left free to urge compromise in more stately
terms and to use their ability to provide economic blandishments. With Russia,
the United States could press strongly for troop withdrawal and take a firm tack.
At the same time, Russia was able to use the presence of OSCE and UN missions
and discussions in the OSCE and Council of Europe as places where Russian
views on human rights “violations” could be publicly aired and given some le-
gitimacy. Responding to Russia through these forums appeared to give Russian
claims more legitimacy and thus served as an incentive in its own right.

Thus, political and economic capital could be brought to bear on the problem
from many different angles. When one entity was distracted or suffering from
budget shortfalls, the presence of others helped maintain the initiatives. A sec-
ond benefit of the mingling of political capital was to convey a united front to all
parties and to keep international organization goals consistent with national in-
terests. If anything, international officials tended to go further in pressing for
Baltic compromise than U.S.officials. The international organizations generally
took their independence very seriously and were not eager to bring recommen-
dations in line with each other, let alone national governments, but this served a
useful role by allowing U.S. suggestions to appear moderate.45 The end result
gave every party opportunities to claim victory, while the would-be preventors
never deviated from their goals of full withdrawal and civil peace.
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This combination of proposals and incentives developed by embassy and in-
ternational organization representatives on the ground with central goals that all
actors shared was what made conflict prevention in the Baltics successful. It did
spark resentment among Balts and Russians, and it has not prevented citizen-
ship issues from flaring again in the region. But it did address a comprehensive
set of problems with a broad set of incentives and persuasions, carrots and
sticks. It got the parties through a tense time and gave the Baltic countries
breathing space to build inclusive polities.

It may be argued that the number of preconditions—both in the United
States’ ability to respond and the preparedness of the international community
to play a role beyond the traditional limits posed by national sovereignty—
makes this case less generalizable. Instead, the case suggests the utility of estab-
lishing similar preconditions elsewhere. In particular, it reaffirms the impor-
tance of groups, international or nongovernmental, that can bring early
warnings to prominence with the United States and other governments.

This case also affirms the usefulness of the standard-setting side of interna-
tional affairs, and of the international b odies themselves, for giving t hose in-
volved a stake in t he process. Few of the diplomats who framed Helsinki’s hu-
man rights provisions, or those who defended Baltic nationalists in the 1980s
using Helsinki provisions, imagined that one day those provisions would be
used to justify international scrutiny of independent Baltic citizenship laws—
and to oversee the permanent departure of Russian troops. But so it was.
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6

Preventive Diplomacy 
for Nuclear Nonproliferation 
in the Former Soviet Union

James E. Goodby

Case Summary

EARLY WARNING OF an impending crisis over control of nuclear weapons was
inherent in the process that led to the disintegration of the USSR. The warn-

ing was, therefore, a matter of observing political developments and drawing
reasonable conclusions more than it was a matter of intelligence indications.The
crisis posed three potential dangers:(1) loss of control over the possession and
use of nuclear weapons and fissile material;(2) an increase in the number of de-
clared nuclear weapon states; (3) rising tensions between Ukraine and Russia,
caused in part by disputes over possession of nuclear weapons. With more than
thirty thousand warheads,the Soviet Union had deployed short-range (tactical)
weapons in most of its fifteen republics. The four republics that became the in-
dependent states of Belarus, Kazakhstan, Russia, and Ukraine had long-range
(strategic) weapons.
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The strategic judgment underlying the 1970 Nuclear Non -Proliferation Treaty
(NPT) was that any increase in the number of nuclear weapon states would
threaten international peace and security. New strategic circumstances had
emerged by 1992: the bipolar global order no longer existed, signs of a turn to
quasi-isolationism in the United States had appeared, and the independence of
Ukraine had become a key element in calculations about European security. But
the Bush administration revalidated the nonproliferation regime in the
strongest possible terms and conducted effective preventive diplomacy to up-
hold it using a mix of coercion and incentives to deal with the situation that de-
veloped as the Soviet Union collapsed.

In the fall of 1991, President George Bush ordered that U.S. short-range nu-
clear forces be drawn down, thus providing political cover for Mikhail Gor-
bachev and, later, Boris Yeltsin to withdraw tactical nuclear weapons to Russian
territory where some would be destroyed. This withdrawal was accomplished by
June 1992. But it dealt only with tactical and not strategic nuclear weapons.

An agreement that committed Belarus, Kazakhstan, and Ukraine to become
nonnuclear weapon states and to transfer all strategic warheads to Russia was
negotiated by Secretary of State James Baker and signed in May 1992. This
agreement was dubbed the Lisbon Protocol for the locale of the negotiations and
indicated its addition to the already negotiated first Strategic Arms Reduction
Treaty (START I).As such, it was an important affirmation of the continuation
of the nuclear nonproliferation regime into the post–Cold War period.

In this chapter, in recognition that two distinct sets of problems had to be ad-
dressed by governments, I distinguish between two phases of the case. The
warning, decisions, and actions described earlier will be identified as “Phase I.”
The second phase of the nuclear succession crisis, clearly discernible by the
summer of 1992 and initially overlapping in time, focused mainly on Ukraine
and reached its peak intensity during 1993. Early warning of the second phase
came when leading Ukrainian politicians, most of them members of the
Ukrainian parliament, the Supreme Rada, questioned giving up nuclear
weapons. This was thus a more open challenge to the o ld order than the first
phase had been. Ukraine had become the world’s third largest strategic nuclear
power by mid-1992, with over 1,900 strategic warheads.

Tensions rose bet ween Ukraine and Russi a . Ukraini an politic i ans emphasi zed
the status accorded nuclear weapon states in the international community and also
the potenti al threat pos ed by Russi a .On the other hand,from Mos cow’s standpoint,
Ukraine did not own the nuclear warheads and was making unreasonable de-
m ands on Russi a , the true owner of the weapons.Furthermore,nationalists in Rus-
sia voiced concern about ethnic Russi ans stranded in the newly independent states.
There were several other irritants in the Russi an - Ukraini an relationship : the long
connection of the Russi an navy with Sevastopol , the problems over dividing the
Soviet Black Sea Fleet bet ween Russia and Ukraine, and anger among Russi ans
over the way Khrushchev’s “gift”of Crimea to Ukraine had backfired.

Ukrainian fears of a confrontation with Russia were heightened by the spec-
tacle of President Yeltsin’s struggle with the Russian Congress of People’s
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Deputies, where claims to the territory of Ukraine were publicly voiced. At the
same time, the president of Ukraine, Leonid Kravchuk, was losing his authority
over the Ukrainian parliament. His ability to fulfill promises made to the United
States and Russia was increasingly cast in doubt as his own power ebbed and the
situation in Russia looked more ominous.

The Clinton administration, just as devoted to revalidating the nonprolifera-
tion regime as the Bush administration had been, reacted promptly to the new
crisis. The Clinton administration’s policy toward denuclearization in Belarus,
Kazakhstan, and Ukraine was established in one of President Bill Clinton’s first
national security decisions in March 1993. The policy and the diplomatic ac-
tions that flowed from it initially took the same uncompromising stance that the
Bush administration had adopted in its final months in office. But by May 1993
the Clinton administration decided that an intense focus on only one issue in its
relations with Ukraine was unproductive in solving that one issue and that it ne-
glected too many other important elements in the relationship. A decision was
made to broaden the dialogue, resulting in an almost immediate improvement
in the tone of the relationship.

After a period in which the United States deferred to Russian assurances that
Russia and Ukraine could work out the nuclear problems, Washington recog-
nized the validity of Ukrainian desires for a more active U.S.role. From its self-
described role of catalyst, Washington moved from mediator to active partici-
pant in the negotiations. This shift to a fully engaged U.S.preventive diplomacy
was essential to its success. In the fall of 1993 a very active period of diplomacy
began that included the highest levels in all three of the governments concerned
and trilateral as well as bilateral channels. On February 3,1994, the Ukrainian
parliament gave its approval to ratification of START I and its protocol. In Bu-
dapest, on December 5, 1994, the United States, Russia, Belarus, Kazakhstan,
and Ukraine exchanged instruments of ratification for START I and on the same
day Ukraine deposited its instrument of accession to the NPT. On June 1,1996,
pursuant to these agreements, the last nuclear warhead crossed the Ukrainian
border for dismantling in Russia.

The negotiations that led to these results represent an opportunity seized.
Neorealist theory predicts that a new nation such as Ukraine would insist on be-
ing a nuclear power if it had the capacity to do so.1 Ukraine did not do so, de-
spite a strong presumption that if it chose to keep the nuclear weapons within
its borders it could have done so. There were, in fact, two major ingredients in
the recipe for success: active and persistent U.S. diplomacy as well as an inter-
national regime of nuclear constraints t hat was well u nderstood and well en-
trenched. This regime defined for the principal actors, including Ukraine, the
general course of action required to remain within the rules of this regime.With
the help afforded by this regime, preventive diplomacy, using a combination of
steady pressure and incentives, was skillfully conducted by the Bush and Clin-
ton administrations. The success of this diplomacy meant that the nuclear con-
straint regime developed during the Cold War had survived the passage to a dif-
ferent era.
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Early Warning—Phase I

The advent of Gorbachev as general secretary of the Communist Party of the
Soviet Union made possible a series of dramatic negotiations on nuclear arms
reduction with Presidents Ronald Reagan and George Bush. Gorbachev’s recog-
nition of the need for a fundamental change in Moscow’s relations with the
United States and Reagan’s determination to achieve deep reductions in nuclear
weapons created an opening for serious negotiations. A first dramatic success
came with the exchange on June 1,1988, by Reagan and Gorbachev of ratifica-
tion instruments bringing into force the Treaty on the Elimination of Interme-
diate Range and Shorter-Range Missiles (INF), by which the United States and
the Soviet Union agreed to eliminate intermediate-range nuclear weapons,prin-
cipally U.S. Pershing II ballistic missiles and ground-launched cruise missiles
and Soviet SS-20 ballistic missiles.

The next step was STA RT I, signed by Bush and Gorbachev on July 31, 1 9 9 1 ,
which limited the United States and the Soviet Union to 6,000 accountable strate-
gic nuclear warheads and 1,600 nuclear delivery vehicles on each side. After that
came a framework agreement for a second Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty
( STA RT II), approved by Bush and Russi an Federation President Boris Yelt sin on
June 17,1 9 9 2 .This agreement was intended to reduce the number of warheads to
bet ween 3,000 and 3,500 on each side and correct the failure of the earlier
Richard Ni xon and Leonid Brez hnev negoti ations to ban land - bas ed MIRV
( multiple independently targetable reentry vehicle) missiles in the SALT I agree-
ment of 1 9 7 2 . The greatest dis arm ament program in the history of the world,
measured in terms of destructive potenti al removed from deployment, began
during Reagan’s second term and Bush’s single term . It was made possible by the
end of the Cold War and the new relationship bet ween the United States and the
Soviet Union , and later the Russi an Federation , inaugurated by Gorbachev and
carried forward by Yelt sin .

However, the very changes that made possible these remarkable agreements
presented a fundamental challenge to the g lobal nuclear restraint regime that
had been constructed over more than four decades.2 The collapse of the Soviet
Union in 1991 had three immediate consequences: first, fifteen newly indepen-
dent states emerged, in many of which nuclear weapons had been deployed;sec-
ond, a once highly structured society with a well-defined sense of identity and
values began a disorderly and economically difficult transition to an unknown
future; third, relations between Russia and the other newly independent states
became at best unsettled and at worst antagonistic. These developments threat-
ened the nuclear restraint regime.“Yugoslavia with nukes”was the image Secre-
tary of State Baker used to describe the nightmare that could result from a loss
of central authority and control over these nuclear weapons.

The poss ession of nuclear weapons by additional states would autom atically
weaken the NPT, not only by inc reasing the number of countries in the category
of nuclear weapon states,but also by plac ing pressure on neighboring countries to
acquire nuclear weapons. Newly independent states bordering on a nuclear
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weapon state with imperi alistic traditions were bound to consider — and they
did — how nuclear weapons might help in their struggle to rem ain free and inde-
pendent. The transition from authoritari anism to nas cent democ racy was almost
bound to include — and did include — outbreaks of violence,considerable disrup-
tion in the machinery of government, and a breakdown in soc i al dis c ipline with
cons equent rise in criminal activities. Opportunities for theft and smuggling of
nuclear materi als and the lack of suitable employment for scientists and techni-
c i ans skilled in Soviet nuclear weapons res earch and development would clearly
be a spec i al problem for the nuclear restraint regime.A new and ominous nuclear
proliferation problem began to appear with the looming collapse of the Soviet
state : the potenti al leakage of nuclear weapons or materi als from Soviet govern-
ment control to groups able to steal or buy them ,whether those groups were crim-
inal or terrorist organi z ations, rogue military unit s, or purchasing agents repre-
s enting other government s. This problem was seen in the United States by people
in and out of government as a major potenti al threat to the security and stability
of all nations, including those emerging from the collapse of the Soviet Union .3

As Ukraine and other republics of the Soviet Union moved toward inde-
pendence, the Bush administration reali zed that STA RT I and, perhaps, the
NPT might become unintended victims of the collapse of the Soviet state. The
dominant fact in the equ ation , for the Bush administration and later the Clin-
ton administration , and for the U. S . Congress, was that if Ukraine failed to rat-
ify STA RT I, the treaty would be dead. Russi a’s Congress of People’s Deputies
resolved in November 1992 that STA RT I should be ratif ied but that the in-
struments of ratif ication should not be exchanged until Ukraine had acceded
to the NPT. The situ ation that seemed to be shaping up, as the Bush adminis-
tration saw it, would call into question the solidity and continuity of the non-
proliferation regime at a particularly inopportune time, with the NPT global
review conference scheduled for 1995. Nor did they believe that Ukraine’s pos-
s ession of nuclear weapons was either necess ary or even us eful to its security
interest s.4

Key Decisions—Phase I

Right away, in 1991–92, the U. S . National Security Counc il’s interagency com-
mit tees actively considered the issue of nuclear weapons in the former Soviet
Union .Sec retary of State Baker,aided by Unders ec retary Reginald Bartholomew,
took a leading role in shaping policy and conducting preventive diplom acy. The
ess enti al point to unders core about this period is that U. S . government of fic i als
never seriously considered any alternative other than a nonproliferation policy.
The U. S . government was prepared to support a transition from a Soviet to a
Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS) nuclear force if such a force were
centrally controlled, as Mos cow had proclaimed. This would have meant lit tle
practical change since the Russi an military would still have controlled the force
perhaps with a veto of uncertain value exerc is ed by other members of the CIS.

The Bush administration reacted very promptly to indications that mount-
ing disorder within the Soviet Union might jeopardi ze centrali zed control of
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nuclear weapons in that country and create additional nuclear weapon states.
Several preventive steps were taken in rapid succession . Bush announced the
f irst on September 27, 1 9 9 1 , lit tle more than a month after the at tempted coup
against Gorbachev that, while put down , became the key prec ipitant to the
breakup of the Soviet Union . The initi al Bush strategy was summ ari zed as
follows :

The United States would w ithdraw all its nuclear artillery shells and all nuclear war-
heads for short-range ballistic missiles to the United States. These and any similar war-
heads currently stored in the United States would be dismantled and destroyed.All tac-
tical nuclear weapons, including nuclear-armed cruise missiles, would be withdrawn
from U.S.surface ships and attack submarines. Nuclear weapons associated with land-
based naval aircraft also would be removed. Many of these weapons would be disman-
tled and destroyed and the remainder placed in secure central storage areas. All strate-
gic bombers would be removed from day-to-day alert status and their weapons
returned to storage areas. All ICBMs scheduled for deactivation under START I would
be taken off alert status. The single warhead ICBM would be t he sole remaining U.S.
ICBM modernization program; certain other nuclear weapons programs would be ter-
minated. President Bush called on the Soviet Union to take comparable, although not
identical measures.5

On October 5,1991, Gorbachev announced that the Soviet Union would take
reciprocal actions. For this analysis the most important were as follows:

All nuclear artillery ammunition and nuclear warheads for tactical missiles would be
destroyed. Nuclear warheads of anti-aircraft missiles would be removed from the army
and stored in central bases; part of them would be destroyed. All nuclear mines would
be eliminated. All tactical nuclear weapons would be removed from surface ships and
multipurpose submarines. These weapons, as well as weapons from ground-based
naval aviation, would be stored, with part being destroyed.6

The Bush initiative provided political cover to Gorbachev and then Yeltsin for
withdrawing Soviet tactical nuclear weapons from republics that were suddenly
no longer securely a part of the Soviet Union and in some of which ethnic con-
flict already had broken out. This is one of the best examples of decision mak-
ing in the field of preventive diplomacy in recent years.7

Another excellent ex ample was initi ated by the U. S .Senate during the same pe-
riod. Legislation sponsored by Senators Sam Nunn (D-Ga.) and Richard Lugar
( R- Ind.) in 1991 provided for $400 million to be reprogrammed within the De-
partment of Defense fis cal year (FY) 1992 budget and another $400 million from
the FY 1993 budget to provide assistance to Russi a , Ukraine, Belarus, and Ka z ak-
stan to ex pedite dism antling of nuclear weapons systems called for under STA RT
I and to strengthen nonproliferation programs.8 This gave the Bush and Clinton
administrations new tools to strengthen the nuclear restraint regime and deal with
the problems that began to emerge as the republics of the former Soviet Union be-
gan their long transition period.

The Bush-Gorbachev decision did not affect the large numbers of long-range,
strategic nuclear weapons that were still deployed outside Russia, over 1,900 in
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Ukraine alone. On December 8, 1 9 9 1 , the chiefs of state of Belarus, Ukraine, and
Russia issued a declaration that created the CIS and placed military af fairs under
joint comm and of these three states.Ka z akhstan joined the CIS a short time later.
Responding to these development s, on December 12, 1 9 9 1 , Sec retary of State
Baker gave a crystal - clear statement of the Bush administration’s views in an ad-
dress at Princeton University:

[W]e do not want to see new nuclear weapons states emerge as a result of the transfor-
mation of the Soviet Union. Of course, we want to see the START Treaty ratified and im-
plemented. But we also want to see Soviet nuclear weapons remain under safe, respon-
sible, and reliable control with a single unified authority. The precise nature of that
authority is for Russia, Ukraine, Kazakhstan, Belarus, and any common entity to deter-
mine.A single authority could,of course, be based on collective decision-making on the
use of nuclear weapons.We are, however, opposed to the proliferation of any additional
independent command authority or control over nuclear weapons.

For those republics who seek complete independence, we ex pect them to adhere to the
Non - Proliferation Treaty as non - nuclear weapons states,to agree to full - s cope IAEA safe-
gu ards, and to implement ef fective ex port controls on nuclear materi als and related tech-
nologies.As long as any such independent states retain nuclear weapons on their territory,
those states should take part in unified comm and arrangements that exclude the possi-
bility of independent control . In this connection , we strongly welcome Ukraine’s deter-
mination to become nuclear- free by eliminating all nuclear weapons from its soil and it s
commitment, pending such elimination , to rem ain part of a single, unified comm and au-
thority.9

A few days later, on December 17,1991, President Gorbachev announced that
the Soviet Union would cease to exist as a unified state by the end of the year; he
resigned on December 25.On December 18,1991, Russia, Ukraine,Belarus, and
Kazakhstan declared that they would abide by the provisions of START I. On
December 30,1991, the CIS members signed an agreement specifying that joint
command of strategic forces would be implemented under the unified control
of the CIS commander (a Russian) and the Russian president in agreement with
the heads of state of the CIS nuclear states.The Ukrainian government, however,
refused to acquiesce in Moscow’s demand that the Russian CIS commander
have administrative as well as operational control over strategic offensive arms
that had not yet been returned from Ukraine to Russia.

Washington’s first reaction to these developments was that Mos cow should take
the responsibility for working out the relationship of Belarus, Ka z akhstan , and
Ukraine to the provisions of STA RT I. The four governments quickly showed that
this would not be easy to do. Russia viewed it s elf as the only nuclear weapon suc-
cessor state to the Soviet Union and therefore entitled to a privileged position in
arms control negoti ations. Ukraine dis agreed. On Febru ary 20, 1 9 9 2 , President
Kravchuk declared that Ukraine must be an equ al partner with Russia in these ne-
goti ations. The Bush administration dec ided that U. S . bilateral negoti ations di-
rectly with the newly independent republics would be necess ary.

A third big decision was made by the Bush administration late in 1992: an of-
fer to purchase five hundred metric tons of highly enriched uranium (HEU)
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from dismantled Soviet warheads. The United States was to guarantee that the
material would be used only as fuel for civilian nuclear reactors, and Russia was
required to agree with Belarus, Kazakhstan, and Ukraine on an equitable shar-
ing of the proceeds ($11–12 billion). The amount due each country would de-
pend on the amount of uranium extracted from warheads deployed in each of
the three republics and the expense borne by Russia in preparing the HEU for
civilian use. Measures of transparency were to be put in place in Russia to en-
sure that the uranium came from dismantled warheads. Initially, U.S. officials
presumed that blending down to low-enriched levels for use in fuel rods would
take place in the United States, but the Russian government preferred that this
process be carried out in Russia, which was accepted by the United States.

The plan had several advantages. It would not cost the U.S.government any-
thing; money spent on the HEU would be recouped from sales of the blended-
down fuel through the commercial nuclear fuel market. It provided an incentive
to the new republics to return warheads to Russia since they would not be paid
until they did.It provided badly needed economic assistance to each of the states
participating in the program. Since the HEU would no longer be available for
refabrication into weapons, the deal would make the dismantling of warheads
irreversible and, to some extent, transparent.

The HEU decision was one of the key elements in the effort to save and
strengthen the nuclear restraint regime. The Clinton administration ultimately
relied heavily on the HEU offer to broker the agreement that led to Ukrainian
acceptance of START I and the NPT.10

Strategies of Action—Phase I

As noted earlier, because of the Bush-Gorbachev initiatives, all Soviet short-
range nuclear weapons systems were relocated to sites within the Russian Fed-
eration by June 1992, leaving only long-range strategic nuclear systems with as-
sociated warheads still deployed in the territories of Belarus, Kazakstan, and
Ukraine. The U.S.talks with all four states ensued through several channels, in-
cluding both Secretary of State Baker and Secretary of Defense Richard Cheney.
The talks were given urgency in the spring of 1992 by several factors.The United
States and Russia had made some headway in what would become START II,
and the Bush administration wanted to complete START I. Moreover, START I
was showing some signs of unraveling. Ukraine had briefly halted the shipment
of tactical nuclear warheads to Russia. Although the transfer of these warheads
was completed in May 1992, strategic warheads still remained. Furthermore,
Kazakhstani president Nazarbayev said on May 5 that he wanted security guar-
antees from China, Russia, and the United States before fully giving up nuclear
weapons.And, of course,1992 was an election year in the United States,with one
major event being a Yeltsin visit to Washington planned for the summer.

The negotiations on START I obligations and the successor state question
were successfully concluded in Lisbon, Portugal, on May 23,1992, when a pro-
tocol to START I was signed. The Lisbon Protocol, signed by the foreign minis-
ters of Belarus, Kazakhstan, Ukraine, Russia, and the United States, committed
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the first four of these countries to assume the obligations of the former USSR
under START. They therefore became successor states for the purposes of
START I. But in the case of the first three countries, an obligation to adhere to
the nonproliferation treaty as nonnuclear weapon states in the shortest possible
time (Article V) meant that they would not be successor states to the Soviet
Union as nuclear powers. This article was later to be challenged by the Ukrain-
ian parliament.Each of the chiefs of state of these three countries also appended
letters to Bush. Kravchuk wrote,“Ukraine shall guarantee the elimination of all
nuclear weapons, including strategic offensive arms, located in its territory in
accordance with the relevant agreements and during the seven-year period as
provided by the START Treaty.”11

Although the contract and details pertaining to the HEU purchase were not
completed for many months, the deal was immediately of great interest to Rus-
sia’s Ministry of Atomic Energy (MINATOM). Naturally, Belarus, Kazakhstan,
and Ukraine found it interesting too. Russian-Ukrainian negotiations on shar-
ing proceeds began late in 1992 and almost immediately ran into problems over
when compensation to Ukraine would be handed over. In addition, political
pressure from the Ukrainian parliament required the Kravchuk government to
ask for compensation for the tactical nuclear warheads that already had been
shipped to Russia by May 1992.

The three preventive diplomacy decisions taken by the Bush administration
were timely and indispensable to subsequent diplomatic moves. The tactical nu-
clear initiative resulted in the removal to the relative safety of Russia of tens of
thousands of nuclear warheads that might otherwise have been in harm’s way.
Because of this, the proliferation problem was limited to three new republics in-
stead of several. The Lisbon Protocol committed Belarus, Kazakhstan, and
Ukraine to becoming nonnuclear states and provided the legal basis for subse-
quent negotiations regarding the denuclearization process.Purchasing five hun-
dred tons of HEU provided significant leverage for the United States, besides of-
fering substantial economic relief to the four new independent states.

To sum up the situation at the end of the Bush administration, Kravchuk had
made quite clear to American officials what Ukraine would need politically and
financially to proceed w ith the transfer of nuclear warheads to Russia and to
complete the elimination of strategic offensive arms in Ukraine. There were
three conditions:security assurances from at least Russia and the United States;
compensation for the nuclear materials contained in the warheads transferred
to Russia, including the tactical nuclear warheads already transferred to Russia
in the spring of 1992; and tangible economic and technical support to offset the
cost of eliminating strategic offensive delivery systems on Ukrainian soil.

The Bush administration had respons es on the negoti ating table to each of
these Ukraini an requirements by Janu ary 1993 when the Clinton administration
took over.U. S .suggestions for security assurances were of fered to Ukraine in Jan-
u ary 1993 and dis cuss ed even earlier than that. Nunn and Lugar, during a visit to
Kiev in November 1992, had told Kravchuk that bet ween $100 millon and $150
million could be made available to Ukraine from the Nunn - Lugar program for
dism antling nuclear delivery systems. Bush wrote to Kravchuk on December 5,
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1992, promising up to $175 million for assistance to Ukraine from Nunn-Lugar
funds.And the HEU deal was already under negotiation between Ukrainian and
Russian officials by that time.

These three elements were the same three that were at the heart of the U. S . - Rus-
si an - Ukraini an trilateral accord concluded by Clinton , Yelt sin , and Kravchuk in
Mos cow on Janu ary 14,1 9 9 4 .An ex planation of what happened during the period
from mid-1992 through 1994 can best be of fered in terms of a second phase of
early warning and rapid dec ision making in response to these event s.1 2

Early Warning—Phase II

Kravchuk had dominated the Ukrainian political scene from the days when he
led Ukraine to independence in December 1991, but his authority began to be
challenged by the parliament in the summer of 1992.Kravchuk’s decision to sign
the Lisbon Protocol and to transfer over two thousand tactical nuclear warheads
to Russia without compensation in May 1992 was the last time that he could take
such important actions without much hindrance from the parliament.

By the end of 1 9 9 2 ,Kravchuk was stressing the three conditions that would have
to be met if Ukraine were to proceed with its obligations to surrender nuclear
weapons on its territory.The Ukraini an parli ament also declared that Ukraine was
the owner of all nuclear weapons on its soil and a successor to the Soviet Union in
this respect. This prompted rage in Mos cow and heated exchanges bet ween of fi-
c i als of the two government s. The Russi an government declared that the Ukrain-
i an position was completely unacceptable, and the Congress of the People’s
Deputies resolved that STA RT I could not come into ef fect until Ukraine had rat-
ified it, including its protocol , and had acceded to the NPT.

Kravchuk continued to speak publicly of “an unchanging commitment to be-
coming the first nation in history to destroy voluntarily all its nuclear weapons
and become a non-nuclear state,” but this view did not go unchallenged in
Ukraine. Although it was a small minority, a faction in parliament had come to
favor retaining some nuclear weapons, focusing particularly on the modern,
made-in-Ukraine SS-24 intercontinental ballistic missiles (ICBMs). One of the
most influential spokesmen for this view was General Volodymyr Tolubko, a re-
spected deputy in the parliament, a former division commander in the Soviet
Strategic Rocket Forces (SRF),and nephew of a former SRF senior commander.
For him,security alone justified Ukraine’s retention of modern nuclear forces.
DeputyYuri Kostenko, later minister of the environment,also stressed Ukraine’s
security and the possible role of nuclear weapons. Other deputies believed that
Kravchuk had erred in letting the tactical nuclear warheads be transferred to
Russia without compensation.They argued that this must not be repeated in the
case of the more than 1,900 strategic warheads located in Ukraine.Later, in April
1993, 162 deputies signed a letter to this effect.

These attitudes were gaining strength partly in response to a growing worry
about developments in Russia. As seen from Kiev, Yeltsin’s struggles with the
Congress of People’s Deputies displayed a Russi an political scene inc reasingly
more nationalistic and hard - line, with a weakened Yelt sin fighting a desperate
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rear- gu ard action against neo - Sovietism . In December 1992, the Russi an Con-
gress resolved to reex amine the status of Sevastopol . Dif ficulties had aris en over
use of the port of Sevastopol by the Russi an navy and over division of the Black
Sea fleet bet ween Russia and Ukraine. Russi an vice president Alex ander Rut skoy
angered Ukraini ans by ex travagant pronouncements about Russi a’s rights in
Crimea and with respect to the Black Sea fleet.The Russi an Congress also insisted
that the U. S . - Russi an umbrella agreement for Nunn - Lugar assistance, signed by
Bush and Yelt sin in June 1992, should be subject to its approval , thus calling into
question the whole basis for Nunn - Lugar cooperation .1 3 This reflected cons erva-
tive and nationalist suspic ions that the Americans were gaining unfair advantages,
including access to state sec ret s, through cooperation in the nuclear field.

Ukraini an hopes that independence would autom atically bring economic sup-
port and security assurances from the West also had not been met by the summer
of 1 9 9 2 . This, too, caus ed a feeling of disillusionment and some despair in a soc i-
ety where economic distress was serious and stri kes were being called in protest.
Nor were the political rumblings only from Ukraine. Ka z akhstani of fic i als also
were having second thought s. Hearing the speeches being made by politic i ans in
Kiev and Mos cow, they reconsidered their own readiness to renounce nuclear
weapons. Only in Belarus, where 70 percent of the fallout from Chernobyl had
been deposited and where nationalist feelings were not strong,did the Lis bon Pro-
tocol and the NPT continue to en joy strong support.

The policy of the Bush administration in its last weeks in office was to insist
that agreements had been signed and the United States expected they would be
carried out. The Congress strongly supported this policy. Nunn-Lugar legisla-
tion, in fact, required that the administration certify that recipients of assistance
were committed to compliance with arms control agreements into which they
had entered. A strategy to ensure that this would happen would have to be de-
veloped by the incoming Clinton administration.

Key Decisions—Phase II

The starting point for the Clinton administration’s review of policy toward
Ukraine was the Lisbon Protocol, which required that Ukraine, Belarus, and
Kazakhstan eliminate all the nuclear weapons located on their territories. In
March 1993, Clinton decided to maintain the policy of denuclearization that he
had inherited from Bush,and he issued instructions to that effect.Very little help
would be given to these states until t hey had fulfilled t heir promises to ratify
START I,including the Lisbon Protocol, and had acceded to the NPT. For an ad-
ministration that regarded nonproliferation as one of its highest foreign policy
priorities, this was a quite natural strategy. As was the case with the Bush ad-
ministration, at no time was there any consideration given to adopting the po-
sition that Ukraine should become a nuclear power. Ukraine’s basic security
problems were seen as economic and social, not matters that could be cured by
acquiring a nuclear deterrent.

It quickly became apparent that the Clinton administration’s hard line toward
Ukraine was not working. The perceived lack of support from the United States
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caus ed a political clim ate in which a U. S . - Russi an agreement on the details of the
HEU purchase in Febru ary 1993 was seen as a form of betrayal ; Ukraini an of fic i als
felt that the United States was making deals with Russia that significantly af fected
Ukraini an interests without adequ ately consulting them , even though it had been
m ade quite clear that the contract would not be signed by the United States until a
revenue - sharing formula had been worked out.Similarly,the Clinton - Yelt sin sum-
mit meeting in Vancouver on April 3–4, 1 9 9 3 ,was seen in Kiev as a U. S . tilt toward
Mos cow that rankled in an already touchy environment.Particularly noticeable in
Kiev was a sentence in the Vancouver Declaration that said “the Presidents stress ed
their ex pectation that all countries of the former USSR which are not already NPT
members will promptly confirm their adherence to the treaty as non - nuclear
states.” Yelt sin’s government added to the Ukraini an concern when , the day after
Vancouver, it issued a statement that “recently the situ ation around nuclear
weapons stationed on the territory of Ukraine has sharply deteriorated . . . the po-
sition of Ukraine . . . is fraught with ex tremely dangerous cons equences . . .nuclear
weapons cannot and must not be an object of political games.”1 4

Amid these and other signs that U.S. policy toward Ukraine was not working,
the administration initiated a major review of U.S. policy toward Ukraine, with
one of the ablest of the National Security Council (NSC) staffers, Rose Gotte-
moeller, in the lead. Changes were recommended that included more sensitivity
to Ukraine’s own problems, greater willingness to offer Ukraine incentives, and
a broadening of the U.S.-Ukrainian dialogue. Support for these changes was
widespread in the administration. This review led to a changed Clinton admin-
istration policy toward Ukraine which included a more proactive U.S.role in di-
rect talks with Ukraine. From May 1993 onward, the U.S.position changed sig-
nificantly in ways that made it easier for the Ukrainian government to engage in
serious talks with the United States.

Strategies of Action—Phase II

The U.S. decision to broaden the U.S.-Ukrainian dialogue to embrace eco-
nomic, political,and other types of cooperation led to a visit by Ambassador-at-
Large Strobe Talbott to Kiev in May. The visit and its message were seen in Kiev
as a turning point in U.S.-Ukrainian relations. In June, the specifics of the U.S.
position on START ratification and NPT accession as a condition for Nunn-Lu-
gar assistance also began to change. Secretary of Defense Les Aspin conveyed to
Russian defense minister Grachev and then to Ukrainian defense minister Mo-
rozov a proposal that Ukraine proceed immediately to deactivate the strategic
offensive arms on its territory by separating the warheads from their delivery ve-
hicles. The idea was not appealing to Grachev, who was concerned about stor-
ing warheads in facilities in Ukraine, even temporarily and even under Russian
guard. Morozov, on the other hand, found the idea quite interesting.

The U. S . propos al , provided to the Russi ans and the Ukraini ans through sev-
eral high - level channels,was fine - tuned over time to meet Ukraini an and Russi an
concerns.Basically,the propos al called for deactivation by removal of the warheads
and temporarily storing them in Ukraine under joint Russi an and Ukraini an 
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supervision , perhaps with some international obs ervers, pending their removal to
Russia for prompt dism antlement. Ukraine would then be compens ated for the
value of the HEU in the warheads. The United States saw what it called “early deac-
tivation” as a step on the way to Ukraini an compli ance with STA RT and the NPT,
not a substitute.All three nuclear weapons systems on Ukraine’s territory would be
included — weapons assoc i ated with heavy bombers, S S - 1 9 s, and SS-24s.1 5

In June 1993 the United States changed its position on the conditions that
Ukraine would have to meet to receive Nunn-Lugar assistance. Up until then,
Nunn-Lugar assistance was held up because of the conditionality to START I
ratification and NPT accession. Now, though, Ukrainian ratification of START
and accession to the NPT would no longer be necessary to receive assistance for
dismantlement. If the Ukrainians would agree to begin early deactivation by re-
moving warheads from one regiment each of the SS-19s, SS-24s, and heavy
bombers, the United States would agree to begin providing Nunn-Lugar assis-
tance for dismantlement when removal of these warheads had begun.A pilot
project to dismantle SS-24 missile systems would also be started.

Ukraine responded to the changes in the U.S. position in various ways. One
way was to begin in July t he dismantling of SS-19 m issiles, initially two regi-
ments in agreement with the Russians.Many of the SS-19s were approaching the
end of their service life and could not be deployed much longer without major
refurbishment in any event.

Ukraine also dec ided to accept a visit by the U. S . delegation on safe and secure
dism antlement (SSD) at the end of August to dis cuss the Nunn - Lugar umbrella
and implementing agreement s.The most important of the implementation agree-
ments was one that would provide up to $135 million for dism antling assistance.
Even while Nunn - Lugar assistance had been held up, technical talks had pro-
ceeded and had achieved some initi al understandings on lists of equipment and
financ i al of fs et measures. To this point, however, the unilateral SS-19 dism antling
was taking place ess enti ally at the ex pense of the Ukraini an government.Simulta-
neously, the Ukraini an - Russi an negoti ations on disposition of nuclear warheads
were coming to a head. These talks had been under way since November 1992 but
had failed to make progress. The subjects under negoti ation were schedules and
methods for removing warheads from Ukraine, compens ation to Ukraine for the
value of the nuclear materi als in the warheads, including compens ation for tacti-
cal nuclear warheads removed in 1992, and security assurances. Problems had
aris en over when compens ation would be provided to Ukraine, whether tactical
nuclear warheads should be eligible for compens ation , and whether security as-
surances should refer to the CIS and its rec iprocal obligations.

By August 1993 the talks had been so successful that three papers were ready
for signature at a meeting of the Russian and Ukrainian presidents, prime min-
isters, and other high officials. These included understandings regarding re-
moval of nuclear weapons, revenue sharing, and ideas about compensation for
tactical nuclear weapons. The accords were signed at Massandra, in Crimea, but
their implementation was temporarily delayed when a Ukrainian official sought
to leave open the question of which was the governing document, the original
START or the Kravchuk letter included in the Lisbon Protocol. The difference
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was that a Ukrainian interpretation of START required only partial elimination
by Ukraine of its strategic offensive arms. The Kravchuk letter, with the Lisbon
Protocol, required Ukraine to eliminate all strategic offensive systems. The rea-
soning of this senior official was that the Ukrainian government should not pre-
empt the decision of the parliament. Injecting this issue into the discussions re-
sulted in immediate derailment of the accords.

This was not the end of the Massandra accords. The negotiations between the
Ukrainians and the Russians continued after Massandra and were based on the
agreements reached up to that point. Indeed, the Massandra agreements would
be contributing elements in the final January 1994 trilateral accord. They were
an essential part of the implementation of the trilateral accord and a main rea-
son why a trilateral follow-on was not required. The Ukrainians and Russians
had already prepared the ground for agreements on compensation and a
timetable for withdrawal.

The Ukrainians remained convinced, however, that compensation agree-
ments and security assurances should include the United States in some fash-
ion. Agreements that included only Russia and Ukraine would not be accept-
able.16 This was probably another reason for Kiev’s conclusion that the time had
come for U.S.-Ukrainian negotiations on deactivation and dismantlement of
strategic offensive arms. The first U.S.-Ukrainian meeting on Nunn-Lugar co-
operation took place from August 30 through September 1, 1993. The second
followed on October 21–26,1993,and the third took place December 2–6,1993.
The results of these meetings included the Nunn-Lugar umbrella agreement, the
implementing agreement on dismantlement of strategic offensive arms, and the
first notice from the Ukrainian government that it intended to deactivate all of
its SS-24s in fairly short order by removing their warheads. In the August meet-
ing, the United States welcomed the agreement between Russia and Ukraine to
start deactivating two regiments of SS-19s and asked that the process be con-
tinued beyond that. Noting that Washington wanted heavy bombers and SS-24s
also included, the U.S. delegation suggested alternative methods for deactivat-
ing missiles and proposed talks on methods of eliminating the SS-24s. Nunn-
Lugar resources would be available for this. The Ukrainians were assured that
the United States would not sign the HEU contract until a revenue-sharing
agreement had been worked out with Ukraine, Belarus, and Kazakhstan. As re-
gards timing of compensation for Ukraine, it was the U.S. view that Ukraine
should be compensated when the nuclear warheads located in Ukraine had been
dismantled in Russia. Discussions on the Nunn-Lugar umbrella agreement and
the dismantling assistance agreement revealed some problems concerning au-
dits and the status of American citizens working on these programs, as well as a
desire that Ukrainian enterprises provide some of the necessary equipment.

The October meeting took place just prior to and during the visit of Sec retary
of State Warren Christopher to Kiev. The United States wanted progress on the
SS-24s and hoped that Ukraine could dec ide on what deactivation option it
would li ke to pursue. However, the Ukraini an government was not ready to de-
fine ex actly what deactivation or dism antling procedure Ukraine would be pre-
pared to accept. Obviously, Ukraine had not reached a satisfactory conclusion at
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that point in its negoti ations with Russia over compens ation and security assur-
ances. At the last moment, Kravchuk and Christopher agreed that an ef fort
should be made to overcome the rem aining problems in the Nunn - Lugar um-
brella agreement and they instructed their negoti ators to do so. At one point in
the evening, Kravchuk , Christopher, and Unders ec retary of State Lynn Davis
joined the negoti ators to emphasi ze in no uncertain terms what was ex pected.
This had the desired result. The rem aining issues were resolved by 6 A.M. on Oc-
tober 26, and the umbrella agreement was concluded.Although the deactivation
of SS-24s was left as an open question when Christopher left Kiev, it was clear that
this issue now dem anded a solution urgently.Christopher stress ed the point in a
subs equent mess age to his Ukraini an counterpart and suggested that the nex t
visit of the U. S . delegation in early December would be an occasion to dis cuss it.

It is likely that Kravchuk’s decisions in this period were encouraged byYeltsin’s
success in eliminating for a t ime the threat posed to his authority by the Russ-
ian legislature. Yeltsin was seen as at least tolerant of Ukrainian opinions, while
the Congress of People’s Deputies was seen as hostile to Ukraine at a very fun-
damental level, including the issue of Ukraine’s territorial integrity.Yeltsin’s dis-
solution of the Congress of People’s Deputies, with the help of the Russian army,
relieved Kravchuk of one source of concern and assured him that his Russian
negotiating partner would be around for a while.

These same considerations may have played a part in the next major develop-
ment in the negoti ation . On November 19, 1 9 9 3 , the Ukraini an parli ament
adopted a resolution ratifying with res ervations STA RT I and the Lis bon Protocol .
However, the ratification resolution also had what many obs ervers feared was a
“poison pill” in a provision that declared inter alia that the article of the Lis bon
Protocol that commit ted Ukraine to adhere to the NPT as a nonnuclear weapon
state was not binding for Ukraine and that this issue would be left to be address ed
later by the parli ament. The Russi an government was highly of fended by the par-
li ament’s action , which was interpreted in Mos cow as a revers al of the whole de-
nucleari z ation process. But the resolution , while af firming that STA RT required
Ukraine to reduce only 36 percent of the nuclear delivery vehicles and 42 percent
of the warheads in Ukraine, also stated that “this does not preclude Ukraine from
eliminating additional delivery vehicles and warheads on the basis of procedures
stipulated by Ukraine.” Other res ervations related to long - standing Ukraini an re-
quests for security gu arantees, financ i al and technical assistance, verification of
warhead dism antlement in Russi a , and compens ation .

Nevertheless the resolution did give Kravchuk the authority to proceed with SS-
24 deactivation and to move toward a set tlement of some other issues. Shortly af-
ter pass age of the parli ament’s resolution , Kravchuk was able to inform the United
States that warheads were being removed from some SS-24s.In a dis cussion in Kiev
with the U. S .S SD delegation early in December, the Ukraini ans promis ed that by
early 1994 all forty - six SS-24s would be deactivated.

Several questions needed to be resolved before Russia, Ukraine, and the
United States could agree on what would ultimately happen to the warheads re-
moved from the SS-24s. First, the HEU compensation issue had to be settled.
Second, Russia had to help in maintaining and securing the warheads removed
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from the SS-24s. Third, the United States had to help Ukraine obtain security as-
surances from Russia. A meeting between Clinton and Kravchuk, which had
been under discussion for some months, had to be scheduled. As to the neces-
sary Nunn-Lugar agreements, the U.S. delegation was informed that the um-
brella agreement could enter into force shortly.The implementing agreement on
strategic systems dismantlement was signed, which made available up to $135
million for deactivation and dismantling assistance.

The next step was to inform the Russians of this breakthrough and seek their
cooperation. The head of the U.S. SSD delegation met with Deputy Defense
Minister Andrei Kokoshin and other Russian Ministry of Defense (MOD) offi-
cials in Moscow on December 6 for this purpose. U.S. Ambassador to Russia
Thomas Pickering discussed the report from Kiev with the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs. One Russian participant in the MOD talks speculated that the Ukraini-
ans were simply engaged in maintenance procedures, but Kokoshin immedi-
ately sensed that the situation had changed.Although surprised by the news, the
Russians understood that the opportunity should be seized to resolve the out-
standing issues. Of prime importance was the long-stalled revenue-sharing
agreement in connection with the HEU purchase. Russian-Ukrainian negotia-
tions on the safety and security of the nuclear warheads and a schedule for trans-
ferring t he warheads to Russia for dismantlement a lso had taken on new ur-
gency. The Massandra agreements had paved the way for what, at least in
Washington, was seen as the last stage of the negotiations.

The Trilateral Accord

To move the process forward dec isively, U. S . vice president Al Gore and Russ-
i an prime minister Vi ktor Chernomyrdin and their ex perts became directly in-
volved. Gore and Chernomyrdin were to meet in Mos cow on December 15–16,
1 9 9 3 , in the framework of a U. S . - Russi an commission on technological coop-
eration in the fields of energy and space that had been created at the Vancou-
ver summit. Moving rapidly to take advantage of the Ukraini an move, Sec re-
tary of Defense Perry, Ambass ador- at - Large Talbott and other senior U. S .
of fic i als us ed the Gore - Chernomyrdin commission meetings to dis cuss with
Russi an counterparts the framework of a possible trilateral agreement, of
which a big part was revenue - sharing under the HEU deal . Unders ec retary of
State Davis and her senior advis er, James Timbie, were key players in thes e
talk s. Timbie had been responsible for much of the creative energy behind the
m ajor dec isions concerning Ukraine throughout the period dis cuss ed in this
chapter. These dis cussions were followed immedi ately by a meeting with senior
Ukraini an of fic i als and Russi an deputy foreign minister Georgy Mamedov in
Kiev, taking advantage of an of fer by Perry to use his airplane to fac ilitate the
initi ation of trilateral talk s. The same U. S . interagency group accompanied
Perry, and, again , the convers ations were promising and fully in line with the
dec isions Kravchuk had made in late November. The Mass andra agreement s
were clearly very much in play in the Ukraini an - Russi an negoti ations in the
view of Ukraini an of fic i als.
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The outlines of the trilateral agreement that was beginning to emerge left im-
portant matters to be resolved, mainly by the Ukrainians and Russians, but they
also seemed to put Ukraine firmly on the track to ratifying START and acced-
ing to the NPT. In late December, Clinton approved the approach that his nego-
tiators proposed to reach closure. A trilateral meeting, chaired on the U.S. side
by Ambassador Talbott, was held in Washington on January 3–4,1994. Consid-
erable progress was made, so much so that issues like presidential visits and the
timing of the Ukrainian parliament’s ratification of START became ripe for dis-
cussion.A key element became a U.S. offer of a $60 million advance payment to
Russia on the HEU purchase so that Russia could begin fabricating fuel elements
to transfer to Ukraine. This allowed Kravchuk to claim a tangible, short-term
benefit for Ukraine’s precarious energy problem.

A meeting between Clinton and Yeltsin had been scheduled for January
13–14,1994, in Moscow. It now was possible to plan for a trilateral meeting with
Kravchuk to settle on an arrangement that would satisfy all parties. Clinton ap-
proved the plan and during a visit to NATO headquarters on his way to the
Moscow meeting, the Americans preemptively announced that an agreement
had been reached and that the president would meet with Kravchuk in Kiev be-
fore traveling on to Moscow. The final stage of summit diplomacy was success-
ful and the Trilateral Accord, including all the elements that had been under dis-
cussion since 1992, was issued in Moscow on January 14,1994. The agreement
included the following elements:

The Presidents look forward to t he entry into force of the START I Treaty, including
the Lisbon Protocol and associated documents, and President Kravchuk reiterated
his commitment that Ukraine accede to the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty as a 
non-nuclear-weapon state in the shortest possible time.

Presidents Clinton and Yeltsin expressed satisfaction with the completion of the
highly-enriched uranium contract, which was signed by appropriate authorities of the
United States and Russia.

The three Presidents decided on simultaneous a ctions on transfer of nuclear war-
heads from Ukraine and delivery of compensation to Ukraine in t he form of fuel as-
semblies for nuclear power stations.

Presidents Clinton and Yeltsin informed President Kravchuk that the United States
and Russia are prepared to provide security assurances to Ukraine . . . once the START
I Treaty enters into force and Ukraine becomes a non-nuclear-weapon state party to the
Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty. . . .

President Clinton reaffirmed the United States commitment to provide technical and
financial assistance for the safe and secure dismantling of nuclear forces and storage of
fissile materials . . . including a minimum of USD 175 million to Ukraine.

This was not the end of the story. Several steps had to be taken to implement
the Trilateral Accord and a failure to agree on the details of those implementing
measures could have negated the whole agreement. Each of these challenges was
met. First, the Ukrainian parliament ratified START, including the Lisbon Pro-
tocol, on February 3,1994, thereby endorsing the proposition that the Trilateral
Accord met the conditions that the parliament had laid down in November
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1993.17 Second, the Ukrainians and Russians reached an agreement a few days
later on compensation, on maintenance and security for nuclear warheads, and
on a schedule for the transfer of the warheads to Russia for monitored disman-
tlement. This agreement resolved the outstanding issues between Ukraine and
Russia and made unnecessary a further trilateral meeting.

Not everything went so smoothly. The Ukrainian government hoped for se-
curity guarantees in the form of a treaty, and this went well beyond the assur-
ances that the United States was prepared to offer.From the first discussions with
Ukrainian officials in 1992 Washington had made it clear that a treaty commit-
ment was not possible. The assurances that the U.S. government was prepared
to offer were drawn from the principles of the Helsinki Final Act and assurances
given by the United States in connection with the NPT. The trilateral agreement
also recorded the fact that the United Kingdom,the third depository state of the
NPT, was prepared to offer the same security assurances to Ukraine once it be-
came a nonnuclear weapon state party to the NPT.

One other element played a part in the preventive diplomacy of 1993–94. The
Ukrainian government, and Kravchuk personally, had expressed a serious in-
terest in an international fund to support dismantlement. Working with its
NATO allies, Japan, and interested European governments, the United States as-
sembled a package of assistance programs to offer Ukraine prior to the conven-
ing of the new p arliament in March 1994. On February 21, 1994, the a mbas-
sadors of fourteen countries met with Kravchuk in Kiev to present a statement
endorsing Ukraine’s intentions to become a nonnuclear weapon state and offer-
ing pledges of tangible support. The countries represented in this international
effort were Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Italy, Japan,
the Netherlands, Norway, Spain, Sweden, the United Kingdom, and the United
States. This show of international solidarity with Ukraine and its decision to re-
nounce nuclear weapons was well received and no doubt helped to reinforce the
Ukrainian government’s determination to proceed.

An official visit to Washington by Kravchuk also had been part of the negoti-
ating equation for months. The invitation now was issued and the visit took
place on March 3–5, 1994.

Kravchuk was defeated in the Ukrainian presidential elections of June 1994 in
a campaign fought primarily over economic issues. He was replaced by Leonid
Kuchma, former director of a missile production complex in Ukraine. On dis-
armament the new president adopted the same position as his predecessor and
the first fruits of his stewardship became the last act in the negotiating drama
played out in November and December 1994. It involved drawing to a close the
long debate about security assurances. Becoming finally reconciled to the real-
ity that a t reaty was impossible, Ukraine settled for the type of political docu-
ment foreshadowed in the Trilateral Accord and which had been discussed with
the Ukrainians long before that. On November 16,1994, the Ukrainian parlia-
ment voted overwhelmingly (301–8) to endorse Ukraine’s accession to the NPT.
The instrument of accession was deposited on December 5. On that same day
the parties to the Lisbon Protocol—Belarus, Kazakstan, Russia, Ukraine, and
the United States—exchanged instruments of ratification of START I at a
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ceremony in Budapest. The security assurances document was signed at the
same time by Russia, Ukraine, the United Kingdom, and the United States.18

The agreements that in various ways involved Russia,Ukraine,and the United
States in HEU sales, in revenue sharing, and in protection, maintenance, and
transfer of warheads for monitored dismantlement in Russia were effectively
implemented despite occasional “bumps in the road.” On June 1,1996, the last
nuclear warhead crossed the border of Ukraine for dismantlement in Russia. In
a statement issued on the same day, Clinton remarked,“In 1991 there were more
than 4,000 strategic and tactical nuclear warheads in Ukraine. Today there are
none. I applaud the Ukrainian government for its historic contribution in re-
ducing the nuclear threat.”19

Lessons Learned

Skillful preventive diplomacy by two U.S. administrations was essential to the
success of this venture. That is the main story described in this chapter.Another
requirement for success in these negotiations should not be overlooked. Two
U.S. presidents and their administrations made quick and effective decisions ac-
cording to the logic of the nuclear restraint regime.

Explanations justifying this course of action to the public were readily avail-
able. No lengthy and agonizing debate was necessary to decide what should be
done. The facts associated with the end of the Cold War—and of the bipolar or-
der—could have pointed to a different solution. No longer essential as a prop to
the bipolar order, the policy of blocking any increase in the number of nuclear
weapon states might have given way to a toleration for some limited increase, es-
pecially in the cases of nations whose sovereignty and independence was im-
portant to the United States. In fact, little or no attention was given to alternative
strategies. Consistency and steadiness, combined with tactical flexibility, are
hallmarks of any successful diplomatic campaign. These characteristics were
clearly present in U.S. diplomacy on the nuclear succession question during
1991–94. This too is the result of adopting a strategy in harmony with well-un-
derstood and broadly supported rules of behavior.

Diplomacy was successful in the situation described in this chapter because
the conceptual thinking and the rules flowing from this thinking had been es-
tablished years before, an example of what preventive diplomacy really means.
While many other familiar guideposts of the Cold War had been washed away
by the revolutions of 1989–91, the framework for decisions provided by the nu-
clear restraint regime remained. The logic of the regime was understood by the
U.S. political leadership and supported by public opinion.A principal lesson of
the experience is that international regimes of equal clarity that enjoy similar
widespread support can be a crucial contributing factor for a successful U.S. for-
eign policy in the new world now being built.

The nuclear restraint regime encouraged Russia and the United States to co-
operate because they both had been operating within its confines for many
years.This was essential to the success of the negotiation.Tactically, the two gov-
ernments preferred different approaches, but strategically, they were as one.Ob-
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viously, this ma de a substantial impact on Ukraine, where the underlying as-
sumptions of the nuclear restraint regime also had broad public support, even
amidst the nationalist politics of the Rada. The tangible and intangible benefits
given to Ukraine during the course of the negotiations of course also were es-
sential, but it nevertheless is noteworthy that Ukrainian leaders kept coming
back to the theme of Ukraine’s duties to the international community.

In conducting their diplom acy both the Bush and the Clinton administrations
us ed a variety of techniques : promis es of help, threats that help would be denied,
charges of reneging on previous agreement s,appeals to noble instinct s.The Yelt sin
government did much the same but relied also on economic pressure,particularly
ex ploiting Ukraine’s dependence on energy supplies from Russi a . Russia at first
was reluctant to have the United States involved directly with Ukraine, but even-
tu ally the U. S . role moved from catalyst to medi ator to active partic ipant.Without
this evolution in its at titude towards the negoti ations, there would have been no
agreement, despite the strength of a nuclear restraint regime.

Appendix I: Resolution of the Supreme Rada of Ukraine

On Implementation by the President of Ukraine and the Government of Ukraine
Of the Recommendations Contained in Paragraph 11 of the Resolution

Of the Supreme Rada of Ukraine
Entitled “On Ratification of the Treaty

Between the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
And the United States of America on the Reduction and Limitation of

Strategic Offensive Arms,”Signed in Moscow on July 31, 1991,
And the Protocol thereto,Signed on Behalf of Ukraine in Lis bon on May 23,1 9 9 2
— Taking into account the spec ific measures undertaken by the President and

Government of Ukraine during the period November 1993–Janu ary 1994 to im-
plement the provisions of the resolution of the Supreme Rada of November 18,
1 9 9 3 ;

—Based on the results of the meeting between the Presidents of Ukraine, the
United States of America and the Russian Federation in Moscow on January 14,
1994, and the Trilateral statement and the Annex thereto, signed by them;

—Considering the fact that Ukraine has received confirmation from the Pres-
idents of the U.S. and Russia of their willingness to provide Ukraine with Na-
tional Security guarantees following entry into force of the START I treaty and
Ukraine’s accession to the treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons
(NPT) as a non-nuclear-weapon state, and considering t he o bligations of the
United States of America, the Russian Federation, and Great Britain in regard to
Ukraine: To respect its independence, sovereignty and existing borders, to re-
frain from the threat or use of force against its territorial integrity or political in-
dependence, to refrain from economic pressure, and their obligations not to use
any weapons against Ukraine;

—Taking into account the confirmation by the Presidents of Ukraine, the
U.S. and Russia that the relations between them will be based on respect for
the independence, sovereignty, and territorial integrity of each state and the
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confirmation of their willingness to provide assistance in developing an effec-
tive market economy in Ukraine;

—Taking into account that in accordance with the Protocol entitled “On the
Procedure forVerifying the Destruction of Nuclear Weapons Removed from the
Territory of Ukraine to Industrial Enterprises of the Russian Federation,”repre-
sentatives of the Ministry of Defense of Ukraine will verify the disassembly and
destruction of strategic nuclear warheads on Russian territory which will pre-
clude re-use of components of these warheads for their original purpose;

—Also taking into account Russia’s obligations to ensure the maintenance
and safe operation of nuclear warheads;

—Proceeding from the premise that Ukraine will receive just compensation
for the value of highly enriched uranium and other components of all the nu-
clear weapons which it owns;

—Taking into account the agreement that the Russian Federation and the
United States of America will provide just and timely compensation to Ukraine
for the value of highly enriched uranium as nuclear warheads are removed from
Ukraine to Russia for disassembly, and that the acts of removal and provision of
compensation to Ukraine will take place simultaneously;

—Proceeding from the premise that the United States of America, the Russ-
ian Federation,and Ukraine will scrupulously comply with the accords set forth
in the trilateral statement of the Presidents and the Annex thereto, both existing
agreements between them and agreements which have yet to be concluded with
respect to nuclear weapons deployed on the territory of Ukraine;

—Believing that the foregoing makes it possible to fulfill the conditions and
reservations made in the Resolution of November 18, 1993,

Resolves:

1. Taking into account the specific measures adopted by the President and
Government of Ukraine with respect to implementation of the provisions
of the Resolution of the Supreme Rada of November 18,1993,and the rec-
iprocal steps on the part of the U.S. and Russia, to withdraw the reserva-
tions regarding Article V of the Protocol to the START Treaty, signed in
Lisbon on May 23, 1992.

2. To instruct the Government of Ukraine to exchange instruments of ratifi-
cation of the START I Treaty and begin activities to conclude specific in-
ternational agreements ensuing from the reservations in the Resolution of
the Supreme Rada of Ukraine on ratification of the START I Treaty.

February 3, 1994

Appendix II: Memoranda on Security Assurances in 
Connection With Ukraine’s Accession to the Treaty on the 

Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons. Budapest, December 5, 1994

The United States of America, the Russian Federation, Ukraine, and the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland,
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Welcoming the accession of Ukraine to the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation
of Nuclear Weapons as a non-nuclear-weapon state,

Taking into account the commitment of Ukraine to eliminate all nuclear
weapons from its territory within a specified period of time, noting the changes
in the world-wide security situation, including the end of the Cold War, which
have brought about conditions for deep reductions in nuclear forces, confirm
the following:

1. The United States of America , the Russi an Federation , and the United King-
dom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland reaf firm their commitment to
Ukraine, in accord ance with the princ iples of the CSCE Final Act, to respect
the independence and sovereignty and the ex isting borders of Ukraine.

2. The United States of America, the Russian Federation, and the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland reaffirm their obligation
to refrain from the threat or use of force against the territorial integrity or
political i ndependence of Ukraine, and that none of their weapons w ill
ever be used against Ukraine except in self-defense or otherwise in accor-
dance with the Charter of the United Nations.

3. The United States of America, the Russian Federation, and the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland reaffirm t heir commit-
ment to Ukraine, in accordance with the principles of the CSCE Final Act,
to refrain from economic coercion designed to subordinate to their own
interest the exercise by Ukraine of the rights inherent in its sovereignty
and thus to secure advantages of any kind.

4. The United States of America, the Russian Federation, and the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland reaffirm t heir commit-
ment to se ek immediate United Nations Security Council action to pro-
vide assistance to Ukraine, as a non-nuclear-weapon state party to the
Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons, if Ukraine should
become a victim of an act of aggression or an object of a threat of aggres-
sion in which nuclear weapons are used.

5. The United States of America, the Russian Federation, and the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland reaffirm, in the c ase of
Ukraine, their commitment not to use nuclear weapons against any non-
nuclear-weapon state party to the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nu-
clear Weapons, except in the case of an attack on themselves, their territo-
ries or dependent territories, their armed forces, or their allies, by such a
state in association or alliance with a nuclear-weapon state.

6. The United States of America, the Russian Federation, Ukraine, and
the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland will consult in
the event a situation arises which raises a question concerning these 
commitments.

This memorandum will become applicable upon signature, signed in four
copies having equal validity in the English, Russian and Ukrainian languages.
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Part Three

The Breakup of Yugoslavia



7

Costly Disinterest: Missed Opportunities
for Preventive Diplomacy in Croatia and

Bosnia and Herzegovina, 1985–1991

Susan L. Woodward

Case Summary

FEW, I FA N Y, DE A DLY conflicts in recent history have provided more opportunity
for prevention than the wars that engulfed the Balkan peninsula with the dis-

integration of Yugoslavia in 1991.1 Early warning was abund ant. Institutional in-
terests in demonstrating a new capac ity for crisis management with the end of the
Cold War were strong,in Europe and in the United States.Public opinion was mo-
bili zed throughout the world — by the ex tensive reporting in electronic and print
media of atroc ities, forced population movements that added a term to the lex i-
con of c ivil war (ethnic cleansing) , and other indignities visited upon civili ans —
to dem and that governments take action . And the fact that each of the wars oc-
curred singly and moved in time from one region to the next provided ample
opportunity to learn lessons from one war that could be applied to prevent the
nex t.

The case of the wars of independence for two of the country’s six republics
that began in Croatia in August 1991,after the Slovene war of June 28–July 8,and
in Bosnia and Herzegovina after March 1992, before the war in the Kosovo
province of Serbia appeared imminent in spring 1998, demonstrate instead that
the conditions for effective action are very demanding. If early warning is based
on faulty analysis of the conflict, if interests in early action do not place higher
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priority on the prevention of violence than on other, competing interests, and if
instruments are not suited to the moment when they are mobilized, then action
aimed at prevention can in fact make matters worse. The failure, in fact, in the
Yugoslav cases of so many actions taken with the intent of prevention, or justi-
fied as such, rebounded perversely on t he idea itself of prevention. In place of
analyzing the reasons that so many opportunities were missed, the external ac-
tors involved began to view the conflict as inevitable and the parties as intent on
killing each other no matter what outsiders did. And when new decision mak-
ers struggled to overcome that impulse in the case of Kosovo and to learn from
their mistakes, they still failed to seize a host of opportunities for prevention,re-
peating nearly all of their previous steps.

There were numerous opportunities to prevent the violence in former Yu-
goslavia, but they occurred before crisis management mechanisms swung into
place, between 1985 and March 1991. At that time, governments t hat had the
power or interest to act were nearly unanimous that the outbreak of violence in
former Yugoslavia—even horrendous and massive violence of the kind that did
occur—would not be sufficient reason to intervene. The questions asked by pol-
icymakers were not whether there would be violence, but would it affect them?
Would their legislatures vote the money? Would they gain politically at home
from acting early? The answer to all three questions was no.

In the Yugoslav case, there was no perceived interest in preventing distant vi-
olence, no national glory and political benefit from prevention, and little way to
override politicians’ normally short-term calculation of costs (both financial
and political).Yet the direct cost to the major powers of not acting early with an
eye to prevention—in terms of the moral credibility of key international orga-
nizations (especially the United Nations and NATO), of their own soldiers’lives,
and of expenditures for diplomatic, military, and relief activity to reduce the
number of Bosnian deaths and then implement a peace agreement—was in the
end very high.

The Roots of the Conflict

In 1979–81, the government of the Soc i alist Federal Republic of Yugoslavi a , li ke
m any other third world countries, began a decade - long struggle to resolve a for-
eign debt crisis and restore liquidity and growth to its import - dependent econ-
omy. Recogni z ing that the immedi ate crisis was due largely to ex ternal shock s, the
International Monetary Fund (IMF) created a new, three - year fac ility on the con-
dition that the government would introduce a strict mac roeconomic stabili z ation
program and begin an economic reform to liberali ze foreign trade, promote ex-
port s, restore financ i al dis c ipline, and in general make the economy at tractive to
capital markets and foreign investment. Although quite conventional for devel-
oped market economies, the program required a nearly total revers al of the in-
dustri al and trade polic ies of the 1970s and the ex tensive economic - policy and fi-
nanc i al decentrali z ation of the preceding thirty years. As a result, the economic
reform and accompanying financ i al and budgetary austerity would af fect each re-
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public and province dif ferently, produc ing dif ferent economic interests and polit-
ical positions. One aspect they had in common , however: the requirements to re-
turn control over monetary policy and foreign exchange (on which investment
and moderni z ation depended) to the National Bank in Belgrade and to impos e
dis c ipline on the republic banks (and thus on their prim ary client s, large firms ) .
The reform goal of improving federal capac ity for mac roeconomic management
of a liberali z ing economy would deprive each republic of the control over re-
sources they had come to assume was theirs by right.

Opposition to reform was strongest in Sloveni a , as the wealthiest and largest
earner of foreign exchange, but the ef fect of austerity and the shift to Western mar-
kets also rais ed serious dis content in republics whose economies were more oriented
to domestic producers or Eastern market s, such as Serbi a , Montenegro, and the
poorest republics of Bos nia and Her zegovina and Macedoni a . To maximi ze ex port
revenues, the stabili z ation program even propos ed a division of the country into
s eparate policy spaces :a northwestern area (prim arily Slovenia) of“highly modern ,
technically advanced ex port industries”and a south of low - wage,labor- intensive in-
dustries produc ing prim ary commodities and absorbing higher levels of unem-
ployment.Croatia quickly reoriented public investments to the first category, while
Serbia began to slip rapidly from the first to the second. At the same time, the de-
m and restrictions and rising unemployment (already at 14 percent when the reform
began) seriously eroded economic security among core benefic i aries of the regime
( highly skilled industri al workers and the urban middle class ) ,and even threatened
the ultim ate safety net, food from a gu aranteed rural plot. Because of the structure
of the Yugoslav political system , the resulting politics of reform played out at three
levels.In each republic, leaders of the ruling party and in government positions mo-
bili zed arguments against those parts of the reform they disli ked and in support of
keeping control or inc reasing local resources to pay for rising costs of new invest-
ment and soc i al welfare.At the federal level ,where all dis cussion and policy occurred
through cons ensus among equ al repres entatives of each republic and province,their
conflicts of interest and dis agreements over economic policy and institutional re-
form led inc reasingly to stalem ate,to rule by temporary measures (ess enti ally fiat by
the federal cabinet ) ,and to mutu al rec rimination .And since the country was not an
electoral democ racy, the enormous popular unease was ex press ed instead directly,
in qu arrels over who had rights to public employment and incomes,youth rebellion ,
a revival of church activity, industri al stri kes, ethnic scapegoating, and simmering
res entment of s ecure politic i ans and the regime.

The harshness of the stabili z ation program made no dif ference. By 1985, the
currency registered triple - digit inflation , and the trade defic it had wors ened. De-
liberations on constitutional reform among party leaders at the federal level began
in conditions of deep economic recession . In place of the need for soc i al cons en-
sus and a sense of common purpose among the republics,the pressure to inc reas e
resources intensified their dif ferences and a growing ass ertion of republican in-
terest s, legitimi zed in the constitutional langu age of national right s. Slovenia and
Croatia began to link up with regional assoc i ations in central Europe and Italy and
to rebel against federal ta x ation and policy on the grounds that it violated their
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sovereign right s. Slovenia sought to protect Slovenes’ full employment and in-
comes by ex pelling non - Slovenes (prim arily Bos ni ans and Kosovar Albani ans )
from the workforce, while Sloveni a ,Croati a ,and Voj vodina complained about the
waste of their tax dollars on a federal administration in Belgrade, a standing army,
and development aid to the south and the need to protect their economies against
ex ploitation by others. In Serbi a , the economic crisis ripped open a long - festering
res entment of the 1974 constitution that had given such ex tensive autonomy to it s
t wo provinces that the republic government received no revenues or share of fed-
eral transfers to the provinces and the provinc i al governments could use their veto
at the federal level against any Serbi an legislation .Already fac ing a political crisis
over renewed dem ands in 1981 from the Albani an population in Kosovo (a terri-
tory given Serbia by international conference in 1912 and considered the historic
homeland of the Serbi an nation , but nearly 78 percent Albani an by 1981) for full
republic status, thus secession from Serbi a , and the growing dem ands from mi-
nority Serbs in the province for protection from Belgrade against what they
claimed was national dis c rimination by the Albani an government, Serbi an elite
opinion began to see the only solution to their declining economic fortunes to lie
in constitutional changes to reverse the two provinces’ autonomy.

Although the primary focus was on money, reversing economic decline, and
disputes over macroeconomic policy, the emerging debate over constitutional
reform provided packaging that was much more useful politically but also much
more confrontational. Positions began to s olidify into two c amps: confederal-
ists, who sought to preserve and enhance the powers of the republics and
provinces, and federalists, who sought to create the conditions for an all-Yu-
goslav market and a more effective central administration. But the politicians’
rhetoric of national rights became ever more explicit, joined first with the crude
Marxism of officialese to become a language of national exploitation, and then
with the anticommunist nationalism of intellectuals and youth (most openly in
Slovenia and Serbia) who saw the moment for radical change and began in-
creasingly to shape the public discourse of discontent.

Moreover,there was no way that an economic reform aimed at improving global
competitiveness and an economic opening to Europe could be kept separate from
the political changes taking place in that world. By the mid - 1 9 8 0 s, the strategic
conditions under which soc i alist Yugoslavia had built its national independence
of both Cold War blocs while benefiting economically by balanc ing bet ween the
t wo superpowers were rapidly unraveling. The European Community (EC) was
moving toward complete financ i al integration by 1991. Soviet economic and po-
litical reforms were taking major steps forward under President Mi khail Gor-
bachev. A new Polish pope began a Vatican crus ade against communist regimes
and for new converts in Eastern Europe.Aggressive NATO posturing in the east-
ern Mediterranean threatened the Yugoslav army, while NATO and the Wars aw
Pact countries were beginning conventional arms reduction talk s.The EC and the
Counc il for Mutu al Economic Assistance (CMEA) resumed economic talks in-
terrupted in 1979. In this altered strategic contex t, the new goal became European
membership, and Slovene politic i ans led the way.

Public opinion polls taken in 1990 and spring 1991 show that a clear major-
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ity of the population did not want a breakup of the country, with the most in-
tense views held in Bosnia, followed by Montenegro, and then parts of Serbia
and Macedonia. By the late spring of 1990,a federal“shock therapy”program of
macroeconomic stabilization had brought the hyperinflation down to single
digits,and middle-class incomes began to improve.But the Slovenes had already
rejected federal authority in the republic with amendments to its constitution in
1989, and the Serbian president was using mass demonstrations to install sup-
portive regimes in Kosovo, Vojvodina, and Montenegro and impose direct rule
in Kosovo. In January 1990, the Communist Party had simply collapsed, when
the Slovene delegation walked out of an extraordinary congress—demanded by
the army in hopes of restoring the ruling party and political order—when they
did not win support for their plan to transform Yugoslavia into a confederation
of independent states and parties.

By April 1990, multiparty elections for republican governments began (in
Slovenia and Croatia, with the other four republics bringing up the rear in No-
vember and December). Elections moved the agenda of the confederalist
camp—Slovenia and Croatia—to independence,as parliaments elected in April
announced in July that they would choose independence if a loose confedera-
tion was not adopted within one year. In Croatia, the previous parliament had
already adopted a new constitution that declared t he republic a Croatian na-
tional state, and the new government of President Franjo Tudjman campaigned
to “de-Serbianize” all public functions, beginning with Serbs in the police force
in border areas. Right-wing, anticommunist Croat émigrés returning from the
West were beginning to change the political scene in the capital. The president
of Serbia declared that if confederation won,he would demand the redrawing of
borders between the republics so that Serbs, like Slovenes and Croats, would re-
alize their right to a national state by including within the Serbian state those
Serbs concentrated in border areas of Croatia and Bosnia and Herzegovina. In
August, Serb resistance a gainst the policies of an increasingly discriminatory
government in Croatia turned violent in border areas.At the same time,Kosovar
Albanians held a referendum on independence and were rewarded with the
closing of their provincial parliament.

The year bet ween July 1990 and July 1991 was jammed with ef forts by the fed-
eral government to reverse these development s, from a promis ed federal election
in December that Slovenia vetoed, to ef forts by the federal army to dis arm para-
militaries in Croatia that the Croati an government called illegitim ate, and nu-
merous meetings of the presidency and among republican presidents to find a
compromise to the constitutional stalem ate.All were abruptly terminated on June
2 5 , 1 9 9 1 , when the parli aments of Slovenia and Croatia declared independence
and mobili zed the armies they had been creating in sec ret to defend their dec ision .

Foreign Explanation of the Conflict

The policy debates that ensued in major Western capitals about whether and
how to intervene in the Yugoslav conflict were bas ed on three competing ex plana-
tions. First, the anc ient ethnic hatreds s chool saw a pat tern of historical conflict 
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bet ween Serbs and Croats and ethnic hatred characteri z ing the Balkans for cen-
turies that could no longer be contained once long - ruling dictator Josip Broz Tito
died and the Eastern European revolutions lifted the lid of communist repression
from the region . Harking back to the Balkan wars of 1 9 1 2 – 1 3 , the ass assination in
Sarajevo that sparked World War I, and the civil war provoked by World War II,
this school oppos ed any intervention except perhaps hum anitari an aid to civili ans
because the conflict was inevitable and had to burn it s elf out.

A second historical school focused instead on nationalism and the inevitabil-
ity of nation-states in the modern world. With the collapse of imposed commu-
nist regimes in Eastern Europe, it argued,countries could resume their strivings
for national self-determination as a natural continuation of goals begun in the
nineteenth century. From Germany to Czechoslovakia and Yugoslavia, if popu-
lations voted for independence, it should be granted as fast as possible. The fact
that all these countries were mixtures of nationalities could be handled by diplo-
matic pressure on a new state to guarantee minority rights.

The third school focused instead on nationalist (or predatory) leaders whom
they saw as stirring up violence and planning aggression to hold on to power. In
this interpretation, ruling communists opposed reform and would use any
methods necessary (including virulent nationalism) to prevent their loss
of power. Among the original Yugoslav protagonists, Slovene President Milan
Ku an was seen as innocent because his regime appeared the most democratic
and market-oriented in the country and because little violence occurred in
Slovenia. Although the violent consequences of Croatian President Tudjman’s
nationalism were transparent to those who heard his rhetoric against Serbs and
his territorial claims to Bosnia and Herzegovina, his anticommunist rhetoric
seemed to give greater credibility to his claim to be democratic, European, and
fighting for freedom against Belgrade oppression. This left Serbian President
Slobodan Milo ević, who not only did not deny his ideological leftism, and thus
by this school must be opposed to reform, but also clearly could be accused of
encouraging Serb rebellions in Croatia and in Bosnia with his use of Serbian na-
tionalism in the reform fight. The war between the federal army and Slovenia,
and the war between Croatia and the federal army and Croatian Serb radicals
must, by this reasoning, be a result of Milo ević’s planning, including an alliance
forged with the federal army and with Serb paramilitary gangs and criminals to
create a Greater Serbia.The policy solution was to assist Croatia and Bosnia and
Herzegovina in their wars for independence from Yugoslavia and to stop and
punish Serbian aggression.

In the face of violence and pressure for action , all three interpretations began to
converge into one, that of Serbi an aggression . Accordingly, this stage of the old
Serb - Croat conflict was initi ated by Serbi a ; Milo ević was the obstacle to the na-
tional rights of Slovenes and Croat s ; and to stay in power, he was willing to us e
force and provoke war.2

But,however us eful as a guide to policy in the crisis stage after June 1991, thes e
interpretations bear lit tle connection other than rhetoric with the actu al soc iety
and its conflicts up to that point. None would have aided prevention , except as a
forewarning of what might occur without it. Yet there were many opportunities for
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the main international actors — the United States, the EC, the Conference on Secu-
rity and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE), Germ any, Britain ,France,NATO,or neigh-
boring states such as Austri a — to defuse the crisis and prevent the violence. Faulty
analysis, lack of national and collective interest, fund amental dis agreements about
whether to act, who should act, and how to act, mi xed mess ages to the local parties,
inappropri ate instruments for the issues momentarily at stake in an evolving conflict,
inexcus able delays bet ween actions — all these factors contributed not only to a fail-
ure to prevent what was preventable but also to ex acerbating the tensions spiraling
toward war.

Early Warning

Most discussion of preventive diplomacy in theYugoslav case focuses on the pe-
riod between July 1991, when violence threatened to escalate in Croatia, and
March 1992, when violence erupted in Bosnia and Herzegovina. This was a pe-
riod of crisis management, however, in which preventive diplomacy had ever
less of a role. Although serious attempts at preventive diplomacy in the period
preceding the crisis might not have forestalled a crisis, it could have unfolded
very differently—without the paroxysms of violence, unwillingness to compro-
mise, and radicalization that had not yet stopped by 1998.There were many op-
portunities to act when no action was taken, and also to act differently, in the
many cases in which outsiders were involved.

Early warning mechanisms were built into Yugoslavi a’s strategic position during
the Cold War. From 1949 on , the internal political stability of Yugoslavia was of
great concern to the Western powers because of its critical role in the policy of con-
tainment. This concern did not prevent the United States, which had crafted this
buf fer role of Yugoslav “national communist s” defending their land against
Mos cow and its allies, from withdrawing support unpredictably, such as when
Congress gave higher priority to its anticommunist campaign or was angered at Yu-
goslav nonalignment if it appeared too anti - American .For the most part,however,
the aging of Tito and concern for the Western cons equences of Yugoslav instability
m ade the fate of the country after Tito a subject of nearly constant ass essment.

Because this early warning mechanism was focused on the question of lead-
ership succession, however, its credibility suffered a near fatal blow when Yu-
goslavia appeared not only to survive Tito’s death in May 1980 but to survive it
well without any noticeable trauma. Intelligence agencies and academic experts
seemed to have cried wolf about Yugoslavia’s demise too often. The collective
presidency composed of one representative from e ach republic and province
plus the army that Tito designed to replace him was working. More telling indi-
cators of systemic disintegration did not enter the radar scope of Western for-
eign policy—for example, the serious erosion of federal institutions visible in
parliamentary stalemate, the declining authority of federal legislation and judi-
cial decisions, and the discarding of mechanisms that the political elite had
considered critical to the regime’s legitimacy as a multinational state (such as
disregard for the national quota in the choice of cabinet ministers, and bargain-
ing over the order of rotation among the republics of the position of prime
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minister) that were taking place in the 1980s under the pressure of the IMF sta-
bilization program and conflicts over reform.

The origin of the concern for Yugoslav stability in anticommunism and con-
tainment of Mos cow also clouded the judgment of its early warning mechanism .
The dram atic rise in unemployment, such as among youth , and in the state’s ca-
pac ity to finance soc i al programs and welfare commitments on which allegi ance
to the regime was bas ed were either ignored or dismiss ed as necess ary to stabi-
li z ation .Yet even if notice had been taken , the results would have been welcomed
( as they were further east) for hastening the delegitim ation of communist rule. It
was only after 1991,as a result of postcommunist reform ex perience in Eastern Eu-
rope and in Latin America , that recognition was given to the cruc i al role of soc i al
s afety nets in winning political support to ride out the early hardships of stabi-
li z ation polic ies and marketi z ation .3 It was then too late for Yugoslavi a . Even Tito’s
death had lost its gravity in the exc itement at the time over the Solid arity move-
ment in Poland and the inclination to view the early signs in 1981–82 of popular
or intellectu al nationalism in Kosovo,then Sloveni a , and Serbia in a positive light.

The dual role of Western intelligence agencies toward communist countries
contributed to this bias. The still controversial revelations about the role of Ger-
man intelligence services in supporting Croatian nationalists (and particularly
persons in Croatian intelligence who played a critical role in Croatian secession
in 1990–91) demonstrate clearly that the dispassionate analysis needed for early
warning and good policy was compromised by Western agencies’ simultaneous
task to engage in counterinsurgency.4 As early as 1985, Yugoslav politicians be-
gan to warn loudly about the threat to the survival of Yugoslavia from Slovene
nationalism and a resurgent identification in Slovenia and Croatia with Roman
Catholicism and central Europe, but the link between anticommunism and de-
mocracy in Western Cold War thinking created blinders against the dangers of
anticommunism. Moreover, the causes of these leaders’ concern were in part
coming from the West, in the anticommunist rhetoric and activity of émigré
communities and theVatican, or were approved as dissidence by intellectual and
church groups in Yugoslavia. This mind-set tended to give an advantage in the
West to nationalists in the Roman Catholic, former Habsburg areas of Slovenia
and Croatia over nationalists in Orthodox or Muslim, former Ottoman areas
such as Serbia, Bosnia, and Macedonia. By the time that Slovenia and Croatia
were declaring independence, their skillful campaign to identify their national-
ism with democracy and to persuade foreign governments and publics that Yu-
goslavia was an artificial, communist creation and that their wish to leave it was
a legitimate democratic impulse had succeeded.

Another difficulty with the early warning mechanism was its tie to Yu-
goslavia’s strategic role. Thus, the mechanism became less sensitive during the
1980s as developments in the Soviet Union and East-West negotiations on arms
control and economic relations began to e rode the need for a Yugoslav buffer.
Instead of recognizing that Yugoslav domestic stability and prosperity were tied
to its international position, and thus the danger posed by a change in that in-
ternational position,the mechanisms for analysis and early warning became less
alert the more they were needed. The critical early warning period for effective
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preventive diplomacy was 1985–89. The first real warnings of impending vio-
lence occurred in late fall of 1990.5

Key Decisions on Early Action

Conventional wis dom about the Bos ni an war is that Europe failed. By 1991, the
Bush administration had dec ided that Yugoslavia was Europe’s problem , and this
rem ained the judgment of m any members of Congress and the U. S . political elite
thereafter. In fact, the key responsibility for early action lay with Washington .

Yugoslavi a’s strategic role was bas ed on a spec i al relationship with the United
States, which included U. S . influence over international financ i al institutions and,
as late as 1982–85,a program to res chedule and refinance Yugoslavi a’s foreign debt
organi zed by Ambass ador David Anderson and the State Department with a con-
sortium of six hundred bank s. Some European states were direct partic ipants in
the domestic conflict as a result of their separate pursuit of national interests and,
national competition in a rapidly opening European scene in the 1980s, such as
the active encouragement of Croati an independence from the Vatican by 1985,the
inc reasingly vocal support that Austria gave economically, psychologically, and
politically to the Slovene independence caus e,and the economic aid that Italy gave
to the federation in 1987–89. By 1989–90, Norway and Germ any were giving
couns el to Croati a ; Swit zerland had joined its voice to Austri a’s ; clandestine pro-
curement and sale of weapons for Slovene, Croati an , and (later) Bos ni an armies
were being arranged on Austri an soil ; and the Hungari an government contracted
to deliver fifty thous and Kalashni kov rifles to Croati a .But collective European ac-
tion to meliorate the crisis did not begin until the spring of 1 9 9 1 . The very idea
that Europe should act on strategic mat ters independently of the United States was
being cautiously rais ed (and rejected) only in 1990, after Hungary abruptly
opened the wall dividing Europe and the Wars aw Pact had dissolved.

American Neglect: 1985–1989

Effective early action by the United States would have had to address the void
being created in Yugoslavia’s geostrategic position after 1985. Few had any rea-
son to know or care how much the political and economic order of Yugoslavia
was t ied to its international position, and some might have hailed the greater
cross-border economic relations, such as Alpe-Adria (a regional tourist and cul-
tural association of counties in northern Italy, western Austria, and the Slovene
and Croatian republics), Austrian banks opening in Ljubljana, or cooperation
and conflict over water and ports between Greece and the Macedonian repub-
lic, as evidence that a post–Cold War Europe was developing. Yet, the first seri-
ous confrontation between Slovenia and the federal government was over the
federal army and defense policy.

The spirit behind the narrowly institutional terms of East-West (interbloc)
talks, that of pan-European détente and cooperation, made inclusion of
Yugoslavia—a Helsinki signatory, with one of the largest armies in Europe and
association agreements with the EC and European Free Trade Association
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(EFTA)—both natural and essential. Discussion about the place of Yugoslavia
could have been (and should have been) coordinated with European allies once
the momentum in East-West talks made the noninclusion of neutral Yugoslavia
transparently dangerous. Instead, the opportunity was lost to nip in the bud the
primary concern driving Slovene independence after 1989 (whether it would be
included in the new Europe if it remained in Yugoslavia) and thus to gain time
for the economic reform,for compromise on the federal constitution,or even for
negotiations over the country’s dissolution.

This missed opportunity led to another: the missed opportunity to lay a foun-
dation for EC influence over developments in 1989–91, by explicit consideration
at this t ime of the role of Yugoslavia in the new Europe. If the EC, NATO, or
CSCE had done that necessary political preparation, the EC would have been
externally credible in insisting, or affirming, in 1991 that Yugoslavia would be
admitted to European institutions only as a whole and that Europe would honor
its own Helsinki commitment to the territorial integrity of existing states.

Instead of inclusion, the Reagan administration pursued an aggressive NATO
strategy toward southeast Europe at the very time that an IMF-sponsored stabi-
lization program to overcome Yugoslavia’s foreign debt crisis was requiring cuts
in the military budget and the Yugoslav defense ministry and general staff were
preoccupied with the country’s lack of defense preparation in the face of rural
depopulation, rapid urbanization, and budgetary stringency. It was those con-
cerns that were driving reforms of military organization, conscription, and fed-
eral-republic relations against which Slovene youth first organized resistance
and that provided the mobilizing emotion on which the republic government
and Slovene activists organized their arguments against the federal government
in the initial steps toward secession. The constitutional conflicts behind the fi-
nal breakup of Yugoslavia, and the particular reforms that the Slovene govern-
ment opposed, originated in a package of reforms required by the IMF in ex-
change for a three-year standby credit (and restored ratings in foreign capital
markets which w ould follow). Under pressure f rom t he U.S. Treasury and an
emerging global debt crisis in 1982, the IMF had also toughened its bargaining
stance and the terms of its conditions for loans, such as on financial discipline,
bank restructuring, and demand-deflation austerity. And in 1987, on the eve of
even tougher IMF demands for federal administrative and financial reform,
Washington simply announced in diplomatic communications w ith Belgrade
that the special relationship (and thus financial support of the federal govern-
ment in exchange for Yugoslavia’s strategic role) was over.6

Ironically, perhaps, the only conc rete at tention to the Yugoslav government in
this period of rapidly changing international and regional conditions was from
bankers concerned about the country’s ability to service and repay loans. They
were the only foreign actors with a clear interest in keeping Yugoslavia together,
apparent in the conditions they impos ed for new loans. If the republics had to be
individu ally responsible for repaying their debts (as financ i al reforms in 1977 had
m ade them constitutionally ) , then the three southern republics — Bos nia and
Her zegovina ,Montenegro,and Macedoni a — would surely default.Bankers would
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more than regret having lent to Yugoslavia at rates calculated on the capac ity of the
ex port - earning republics of Slovenia and Croati a .Yet the conditions creditors set
were similar to those of the IMF conditionality programs because they followed
the same theoretical understanding of the Yugoslav problem . In dem anding
greater central bank independence and dis c ipline over the republican bank s, a
more ef fic ient federal administration , structural readjustment to Western mar-
ket s, wage and price controls, and so forth , they reinforced the political and soc i al
conflicts over mac roeconomic policy, over propos ed revisions of the 1974 consti-
tution (oppos ed by Sloveni a , Croati a ,Voj vodina , and Kosovo, and desired by Ser-
bi a , Montenegro, the federal government, the army, and probably Bos nia and
Her zegovina , though it was less vocal) and over the relative regional and distrib-
utive burdens (“who was ex ploiting whom”) of the induced recession and market
transition . The idea that new country wide political mechanisms to manage thes e
conflicts (other than vague platitudes about democ racy) might also be critical to
the reforms was not then ,nor is it now,a part of such ex ternal advice or insistence.
The result of c reditors’ concern , therefore, was only to strengthen the centrifugal
forces of the economic and political crisis and to bolster Slovene determination to
leave. The European Community would repeat this mistake in May 1991.

The next blunder and the last moment to mobilize early action, addressed at
causes of the impending violence, was the fall of 1989, when the constitutional
conflict between the federal and the Slovene governments over Slovene consti-
tutional amendments revealed Slovene intentions to secede. The new prime
minister, Ante Marković, was then embarking on a reform package that showed
every sign of succeeding, if given the several years needed for its anti-inflation-
ary successes to be accompanied by economic revival and political reform. At
the end of January 1990, the Communist Party dissolved. The first of the multi-
party elections initiated by Croatia and Slovenia, in April, brought indepen-
dence-oriented parties to power in these two republics (but with less than 50
percent of the vote, they lacked the mandate that their leaders claimed).Between
December 1989 and May 1990, Marković’s policies had reduced hyperinflation
to negative price growth. His personal popularity soared above all other Yu-
goslav politicians (including in public opinion surveys that paired him with
each of the republican leaders7), and middle-class fortunes b egan to improve
slowly. Nonetheless, in July declarations by Presidents Ku an and Tudjman and
by the Slovene and Croatian parliaments confirmed the assessment made by
Serbian leaders Borisav Jović (holding the chair of the collective Yugoslav pres-
idency) and Milo ević that the confederation platform had won and that
Slovene and Croatian secession was inevitable.Adjusting their policies to the re-
ality of the end of Yugoslavia, they shifted focus to the borders of the successor
nation-states and their demand, first made public in March 1990, that the bor-
ders be redrawn.8

Thus, the four- d ay visit of Prime Minister Marković to Washington and New
York in October 1989 was a critical moment — m any would say the last — to assist
the many forces in Yugoslavia that were moving against the nationalist momen-
tum and toward a successful postcommunist transition .Marković’s ex traordinary
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program of meetings, with bank s, business es, and the Counc il on Foreign Rela-
tions in New York , and then with President George Bush , Sec retary of State James
Baker, the sec retaries of commerce, defens e, and treasury, the presidents of the
Ex port - Import Bank (EXIMBA N K ) , Overs eas Private Investment Corporation
( OPIC ) , the World Bank , and the IMF, including three times in private with it s
president,Michel Cam dessus,produced overwhelming verbal support for his eco-
nomic and his political program from both the IMF and Bush .But this verbal sup-
port was never followed up. No financ i al or other support was forthcoming, and
without U. S . government action , others — such as the bank s, international finan-
c i al institutions, and Europeans — would not act. The needed fresh money (about
$1.2 billion) came too late, from the EC in May 1991. At the same time, in No-
vember 1990, the U. S . Congress voted to freeze all American aid in six months if
there were no improvements in hum an rights violations in Kosovo.

The reason given in 1989 for this lack of support was that American govern-
mental assessments gave Marković only a 50–50 chance of succeeding.9 The
United States did not want to commit until it saw whether he succeeded,as if that
commitment was not essential to his success.10 As David Gompert, special as-
sistant to President Bush for national security affairs at the time, wrote later,“the
prime minister wanted debt relief and a public signal of unreserved American
political backing—commitments that seemed unwarranted in view of his gov-
ernment’s apparent terminal condition. . . . the Marković government was be-
yond help . . . the Bush administration could not justify putting the dying Yu-
goslav federal authority on life-support systems.”11

It is not clear why this faulty ass essment was made. Gompert propos es two fac-
tors. Although “well aware of the potenti al of a violent dissolution of Yugoslavi a ,”
“it simply knew of no way to prevent this from occurring.”1 2 This ex planation is
insuf fic ient ; if something mat ters, one finds a way to act, as the United States did
toward the Baltic state secessions and the breakup of the Soviet Union because it
had nuclear weapons.Apparently the danger of doing more dam age by acting than
by not acting was not dis cuss ed. But it does appear that as this li keli hood of vio-
lent breakup came clos er, in the fall of 1990 and spring of 1 9 9 1 ,the abs ence among
American and European policym akers of a perceived interest in the outcome fed
a kind of policy la z iness.1 3 The cons equences of simply abandoning Yugoslavi a
were so profound and so knowable that this lack of policy at tention should not be
dismiss ed easily. This judgment is confirmed by Gompert’s second factor, which
by 1992 was conventional wis dom : that there were too many other, preoccupying
global issues of greater importance.

The timing of the Yugoslav crisis at the end of the Cold War made it, along with
a number of African countries, from Liberia and Som alia to Angola , an “orphan
of Iraq” — as Dame Margaret Anstee, United Nations unders ec retary - general and
the sec retary - general’s spec i al repres entative for the Angolan peace process in
1 9 9 2 – 9 3 , called the concentration of American ef fort on put ting together the
Des ert Shield coalition in the fall of 1 9 9 0 . It was even more an orphan of preoc-
cupation with developments in the Soviet Union and Germ any and, s econd arily,
Eastern Europe.1 4 By 1991, the influence of timing on the ability to act in the Yu-
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goslav crisis was even stronger, when institutional capac ity in the European and
international order was not ready for the actions that were propos ed.

Faulty Analysis: 1990–1991

Relative insignificance among foreign policy priorities, including the assess-
ment that its consequences would remain local and the fact that theYugoslav cri-
sis presented a new problem for which the major powers were not prepared, is
sufficient explanation for policy failure. Early warning cannot by itself alter
strategic thinking. As the crisis emerged, however, there were missed opportu-
nities that could have been seized had the analysis also not been faulty. The
American analysis, based largely on d iplomatic reports and therefore local in-
formants, had three faulty elements. It accepted the argument that the political
choice in Yugoslavia was between democracy and unity, and between Slovenia
and Serbia, rather than one between nationalists of all kinds and the non-
nationalist forces in each republic and the federal government who could only
prevent war by building cross-republican coalitions and democratic checks and
balances. It accepted the argument of Kosovar Albanians and Slovene national-
ists that the issue at stake was human rights and Serbian aggression against those
rights rather than states’ rights (of provinces, republics, and the federal govern-
ment) and economic reform. And in response to crisis, it supplanted its view of
Yugoslavia as a modern, European state facing harsh economic reform and
post–Cold War realities w ith an image originating in Western fears of a vio-
lence-prone Balkans consumed with historical grievances.

Failing to Distinguish the Rhetoric and Reality of a Prodemocracy Policy

First,American analysis accepted whole hog the Slovene argument,shared by
Serbian liberals in Belgrade and exploited later by Croatian leaders, that the
choice in Yugoslavia in 1990–91 was between “democracy” and “unity,” as U.S.
ambassador Warren Zimmermann reports Secretary of State Baker’s words in
June 1991. Gompert writes:

The basic choices were clear to the Bush administration early on: either Serbian leaders
would have to be induced to embrace constitutional democracy and eschew domina-
tion of Yugoslavia, or else the Slovenes would have to be persuaded to a bandon their
hopes and stay in an undemocratic Yugoslavia dominated by the Serbs. 15

He continues,“Only a credible threat of force by the West would have been likely
to halt Serbian power-grabbing, while nothing short of outright Western oppo-
sition would have tempered the Slovenes’ wish to get free of the Serbs.”

If democracy and unity were ever in opposition in the period of Yugoslav
crisis, it was in 1983 w hen Slovenes proposed multi-candidate elections for the
executive offices of the federal party and state. They faced resistance to these
proposals especially f rom Croatia, where p arty conservatives ruled. What the
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Slovenes wished to be free of in 1989–90 was a recentralizing economic and po-
litical reform dictated by the IMF and supported strongly by market reformers,
including highly respected Slovene economists.

To the ex tent there was a Slovene wish to be free of the Serbs, it was only after
the repression of the miners’stri ke in Kosovo in Febru ary 1989 when federal pres-
ident Janez Drnovš ek , a Slovene, and Slovene president Ku an began to support
Albani an grievances in Kosovo, a province of Serbi a , under the label “hum an
right s.” But this policy was bas ed on their conclusion that Albani an grievances
would slow the accession of Yugoslavia to the Counc il of Europe and EC—the
Slovene goal since 1985—and that Slovenia could get there faster alone. Behind
what was a winning rhetoric on hum an rights was less an antagonism to Serbi a
than an ass essment by the Slovene leadership, which was probably correct, that
Kosovo — and Macedoni a — were too poor and economically underdeveloped to
win EC membership for all of Yugoslavia in the fores eeable future.1 6

Gompert’s reference to “power-grabbing” by Serbia c ould only refer at this
point not to land but to constitutional changes reducing the autonomy of its two
provinces (Vojvodina as well as Kosovo) and the use of popular demonstrations
to force changes in the party leaderships of Vojvodina, Kosovo,and Montenegro
toward persons loyal to Milo ević. But the goal of the constitutional changes in
Serbia was the same economic and political reforms mandated by the IMF and
the League of Communists for the federal government to enable effective eco-
nomic management in an open economy. In this they were part of the same re-
publican-centered interest politics occurring in Slovenia and Croatia.While it is
difficult to imagine how Gompert’s credible threat of force would be applied to
invalidate constitutional changes, this proposal ignores the inconvenient fact
that while Milo ević  initiated this radical solution to the constitutional problem
of the provinces’powers, the decision to retract autonomy had to be formally ap-
proved by the federal party leadership of all the republics. In a log-rolling ma-
neuver, moreover, the Slovene representatives gave their assent in exchange for
approval of its contestable constitutional amendments (just as radical,but in the
opposite direction, limiting t he authority of federal legislation in its republic,
these amendments and many in other republics were later declared unconstitu-
tional by the Constitutional Court) and its demand that the next federal prime
minister not be a Serb. Martial law in Kosovo was a federal police action in which
units from all six republics initially participated.17

There is no doubt that the changes in party leaderships in October 1988–Feb-
ruary 1989, which appeared to give the Milo ević faction four out of eight votes
in the federal party, were done in an outrageous fashion in the case of Kosovo
and were frightening to many.Silber and Little may be correct that part of Slove-
nia’s efforts to weaken the center were aimed at counteracting this develop-
ment.18 But outsiders were in a position to be more discerning.The problem cre-
ated was not Serbian hegemony but polarization in a political system based on
consensus, and the further weakening of federal political capacity by both
camps. To accept either the Slovene or the Serbian argument was to accept the
nationalist f allacy. It also encouraged (as some states were a lready doing) the
Slovene choice for exit over what needed supporting to prevent violence,
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whether the country held or not. The country desperately needed to replace the
irresponsible rhetoric and pressure tactics of nationalist politicians, the media,
and mass rallies with new countrywide political institutions in which politicians
moved to compete for the center, alliances formed on real issues of conflict and
could shift in time, leaders were chosen by legitimate means, and there were le-
gal channels for redress of grievances.

Gompert, in calling for “outright Western opposition” to Slovene indepen-
dence, which he knew was unlikely,rightly recognizes that the time had come by
1989 for theWest to act,when Slovenia began talking of independence and when
Slovenes and Albanians reached for international support by claiming a conflict
between democracy and unity and violations of their human rights. Opposition
to Slovene i ndependence would not have b een necessary, however, if credible
promises of European membership for Yugoslavia had been elaborated and ac-
companied by a credible threat that such membership would only come if the
country remained united. The problem instead, as came clear in 1991, was that
the West was divided and Slovenia had its supporters. Even the United States, in
the person of Deputy Secretary of State Lawrence Eagleburger on a visit to Yu-
goslavia at the end of February 1990, less than two months before Slovene elec-
tions, told Slovenes that if Yugoslavia broke apart, “the United States . . . would
have no choice except to live with it.”19

The apparent misunderstanding by diplomatic analysts of the constitutional
quarrel and fiscal revolt that were progressively destroying the federal govern-
ment’s authority after 1985, and of the role of Slovenia,Vojvodina, and Croatia,
on the one hand, and of foreign creditors (including the IMF in its official man-
date),on the other, is frequently attributed to a Belgrade-centered myopia of the
diplomatic corps, from Ambassador Scanlan to Deputy Secretary of State Ea-
gleburger and his staff. Warnings from academic analysts20 in the mid-1980s
about the disintegration and coming political crisis are said to have been dis-
missed by persons in Belgrade and in Washington who, again it is said, had lit-
tle knowledge of or sensitivity for Slovenia and Croatia (despite the extensively
researched Croatian nationalist events of 1967–71), for the debilitating extent of
economic decentralization in the 1970s, or for the tendency of the U.S.Counsel
in Zagreb to Croatophilia.

Whether such alleged analytical bi as es prevented the formulation of polic ies
before 1990, when such action would have been no more intrusive on sovereignty
than IMF loan conditionality but that might nonetheless have been perceived as
unreasonably interventionist,is a mat ter of vital foreign policy reform .More to the
point, however, was the miss ed opportunity for a prodemoc racy policy in 1989
when the democ ratic torch was being carried not by Slovenia but by the federal
government. The great unknown regarding the path taken in Yugoslavia rem ains
what would have happened if the country wide referendum on the constitutional
amendments scheduled for November 1988 and the federal elections planned to
follow the republican elections in December 1990 had been held. Consider the
fact s : Prime Minister Marković’s popularity; the pro - Yugoslav opinions of the
m ajority of c iti zens in Bos nia and Her zegovina , Macedoni a , Montenegro, and
Serbia proper; the unknown numbers in Sloveni a , Croati a , and Voj vodina who
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wanted to live in a democ ratic Yugoslavi a ; the reputedly large numbers in Croati a
who did not reali ze that they were voting for independence in the referendum for
republican sovereignty in May 1991; and the necessity of a country wide alli ance
of prom arket and prodemoc racy liberals to outnumber local nationalists or op-
ponents to reform . Federal elections at the end of 1 9 9 0 , as many from former Yu-
goslavia insist, could well have made the democ ratic transition possible. The ex-
perience of the rest of Eastern Europe and of Russia strengthen this ass essment.
Instead,Slovenia reneged on its constitutional obligation and political promise by
vetoing partic ipation in both the constitutional referendum and federal elections,
thereby preventing both ,and no foreign power said a word. Nor did out siders give
any public ity or support to the numerous party leaders and of fic i als in the army,
court s, and administration who,in insisting on acting within the law and refusing
political pressures from Milo ević and others to act ex tralegally, demonstrated 
the potenti al there was within the country for a democ ratic and peaceful transi-
tion to the crisis.

If democracy had become the ultimate value in American policy toward Yu-
goslavia and if Slovenes were perceived to be the leading democratic force
within the country, then the collapse of the League of Communists in January
1990 and the series of multiparty elections at the republic level between April
and December 1990 would seem to have been an excellent opportunity to show
real support for democratic institutions at the crucial moment of political tran-
sition.An inexpensive program of technical assistance,sending some three hun-
dred technical advisers to the political parties throughout the country and ob-
servers on media freedom during 1990, might have created an entirely different
atmosphere of transparency, international interest,and equal opportunity. Such
programs were already under way toward Eastern Europe so they were not out
of the realm of political imagination or feasibility.Given the European insistence
in 1991 that any Yugoslav republic seeking recognition as an independent state
meet democratic criteria, it is not clear why such criteria did not come to play in
1990 when nationalist fervor was breeding egregious electoral and human rights
practices in all the republics and when the federal prime minister’s program ap-
peared to represent those European values and a democratic transition best.
West European political parties were actively supporting their counterparts in
former East Bloc countries with financial, technical, and moral assistance, but
none entered Yugoslavia to counteract the overwhelming advantage of nation-
alist parties in Slovenia, Croatia,and Serbia that benefited from the Communist
Party organizational network or émigré financing and media skills.21

The most fateful missed opportunity to prevent violence was the early deci-
sion that Slovenes and Croats had a right to self-determination in their so-called
“historical communities”—according to Germany’s imperious position on
Croatia and the referendums in Slovenia and Croatia—but that the citizens of
Yugoslavia as a whole did not have that right. The primary obstacle to a
prodemocracy policy supporting the federal government is said, retrospec-
tively, to have been the more powerful momentum at the time in favor of self-
determination. But this insistence on the historical inevitability of self-determi-
nation, most common among Germans and Americans, ignores the absence of
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an operational definition for the principle of self-determination of peoples.
Above all, it does not specify who the people are. No outsider chose to criticize
Slovenia for denying the right of other Yugoslavs to vote on the fate of their
country in 1989 and again in 1990. No country required Slovenes and Croats
who wanted independence in 1991 to accept as condition for recognition that
their compatriots also be allowed to exercise the right of self-determination and
vote. The option of remaining in Yugoslavia was denied the rest of the popula-
tion without any choice, once the rights of Slovenia and Croatia were accepted.
Having decided that Slovenes and Croats but not Yugoslavs were“peoples,” they
then denied the same claims, made also in popular referendums, by Serbs in
Croatia, Serbs in Bosnia, Albanians in Kosovo, and Macedonians. Taking these
developments seriously as competing claims that would need to be negotiated
was the precondition of peace.22

The frequent American diplom atic ex hortations for democ racy without real
support for democ ratic forces also wors ened the confrontation among republican
political leaders by appearing to take sides. According to Jović, the federal presi-
dent in 1990 and repres entative of Serbi a , Serbi an politic i ans (including Milo e-
vić) and the federal army leadership heard these ex hortations for democ racy as
thinly veiled support for the “s ecessionist s”and saw Western actions as a continu-
ation of its anticommunist campaign , now aimed at destroying Yugoslavi a . With
Serbs already mobili z ing around a nationalism of res entment and slight, this ap-
proach reinforced a growing stubbornness2 3 born in watching the momentum of
power relations turn against them . Far from being able to act in enlightened self -
interest,leading Serb politic i ans and pro - Yugoslav army of ficers felt only that thes e
dem ands should be resisted at all cost s.2 4 While out siders reduced the incentive of
Slovene politic i ans to compromise by encouraging them to believe that their path
of independence would be rewarded,they also reduced that incentive among Ser-
bi an and army leaders who began in 1991 to adopt the same strategy and seek (un-
successfully) out side support in the East.For all the critic ism of a diplom atic corps
too focus ed on Belgrade, they appeared to have rather lit tle understanding of the
recent caus es of Serbi an nationalism or the soc i al and political bas es of Milo e-
vić’s polic ies. Foreign polic ies concerned more with condemnation than with un-
derstanding appear to induce more condemnable behavior.

There may be no better illustration of the consequences of taking sides than
the major missed opportunity in March 1991 when opposition parties in Serbia
organized demonstrations against Milo ević ’s policies, particularly his control
over the media.Just as international opinion was gathering to condemn Serbian
aggression, draft evasions were skyrocketing in Serbia. Contrary to the propa-
ganda that Serbia was an enemy of democracy in the country, there was a rapid
mobilization of popular protests, antiwar groups, and political parties pushing
for democratic reforms taking place in Belgrade and smaller cities.25 Although
it is extremely difficult to predict what might have been the outcome of wide-
spread international recognition of and support for these groups and individu-
als then, there can be no doubt that the path of the Yugoslav crisis would have
been significantly different if they and the antiwar network connecting groups
across republics had been acknowledged and strengthened.
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Confusing Constitutional Autonomy and Human Rights

The second faulty element in American analysis was particularly dam aging to
the long - term ability to negoti ate the crisis and an end to the violence that came.
This mistake was a result of American domestic politics and,some involved argue,
the ethos of its foreign policy. By the time that U. S . ambass ador Zimmerm ann
took up his post, in March 1989, the Albani an lobby in the United States, through
Senator Robert Dole and Congressm an Tom Lantos (for reasons of personal his-
tory) and Senators Alfonse D’ Am ato and Don Nickles and Congressm an Dana
Rohrbacher (for constituency reasons ) , had focus ed congressional and diplo-
m atic at tention on the abus es of Albani an hum an rights in Kosovo.2 6 The prior
U. S .dec ision that Yugoslavia was no longer of strategic interest freed Ambass ador
Zimmerm ann to focus on hum an right s. A man unusu ally inclined by tempera-
ment to be outraged by events in Kosovo and fresh from heading the U. S . delega-
tion at the two - year Vienna review meeting on hum an rights and arms control of
the CSCE, Zimmerm ann focus ed much at tention on Serbi an domestic politics.
But the Kosovo issue was not about Albani an hum an rights but the ex tent of
provinc i al power in relation to Belgrade (as both republic and federal govern-
ments) and the hum an rights of Serbs within an Albani an - ruled autonomous
province.

Li ke the republic leaderships in the mid- to late 1980s,Albani an activists began
in spring 1981 to seek to maximi ze local control (by dem anding full republic sta-
tus, s eparating from Serbia) as a panacea for economic troubles, even though “the
degree of autonomy for the Albani ans in Serbia [after 1971] could serve as a model
for minority rights any where in the world.”2 7 By 1986, Serbs in Kosovo had begun
to rebel .Claiming years of indif ference from authorities in Serbia and the other re-
publics to their grievances of varying harassments and pressures to leave the
province since 1971, they sought popular and parli amentary support in Serbi a
proper against the threat of“genoc ide.”2 8 Instead of an opportunity for Serbi an de-
moc rats to develop political mechanisms for addressing both , admit tedly formi-
d able issues, the Albani an dem ands and Serb complaints were both sei zed by Ser-
bi an nationalists and anticommunists to build support for their campaign against
Tito’s federal system and its marginali z ation through partition of Serbs in soc i al-
ist Yugoslavi a . At the same time, the newly elected party leader of Serbi a , Milo e-
vić, broke the of fic i al silence on Serb complaints and began to use them as an in-
strument, mobili zed in a series of m ass rallies in 1988–90, to defeat his political
opponents and justify changing the constitutional order of Serbi a .When the 1990
amendments to the Serbi an constitution did reduce provinc i al autonomy, the Al-
bani ans sought international at tention by defining the issue as one of “hum an
right s” and “communist aggression against democ ratic forces.”

For American officials to demand retention (and, after 1990, restoration) of
Kosovo’s extensive autonomy as a human rights issue was to repeat the mistakes
of Yugoslav authorities throughout the 1980s. Condemning direct rule over
Kosovo was fine, but it avoided the issues that would have to be solved in
1990–91 if they continued to support the Slovene and Croatian campaigns.
Moreover, this position was in conflict with the constitutional reforms that were
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a condition of further IMF loans and the key to Prime Minister Marković’s pro-
gram for functional reintegration of the Yugoslav space as the precondition of a
market economy and multiparty democracy. The major focus of the 1980s re-
formers was to get rid of the 1974 constitution and its system of political con-
tracting (dogovaranje) in the economy and control by provincial and republican
party and government bureaucrats.

The single - minded focus on Kosovar Albani ans did nothing to improve the hu-
m an rights situ ation , for it address ed neither the cause of the Kosovo conflict nor
the source of its use by the Slovene and Serbi an leaderships.To be ef fective, the hu-
m an rights campaign should have address ed the issue country wide, as there were
growing hum an rights violations in many parts of the country, most notably of
Serbs in Croatia and of Albani ans in Macedoni a ,which were part of the same con-
stitutional and nationalist conflicts and would become caus es of war. This dif fer-
enti ation , too, was a result of American domestic politics, reflecting the inc reas-
ingly active and influenti al Croati an lobby in Washington .2 9 Yet its anti - Serbi an
mess age and preoccupation with Milo ević was even more detrimental to an ef-
fective policy of prevention , for it succeeded in deflecting all policy onto one per-
sonality what properly should have been address ed to the legal and constitutional
issues at stake, the interactive dynamic of nationalist conflict, and a pan - Yugoslav
solution .Moreover,rhetorical critic ism and the threat of s anctions do lit tle to pro-
tect hum an right s.The prim ary gu arantee of hum an rights is functioning and sta-
ble democ ratic institutions, in which individu als can fight for their rights freely
and safely through political assoc i ations, free medi a ,and independent court s.The
slow but steady erosion of American support for federal reform and abandonment
of the federal prime minister were thus deadly blows to hum an right s.

In this regard, one miss ed opportunity stands out with particular poignancy in
early 1991 because of the lateness of the hour. This begins with the inex plicable
American warning to the Yugoslav People’s Army (Jugoslavenska Nardona Armija ,
or JNA) in Janu ary not to intervene in the domestic conflict.3 0 The scene had
moved to Croati a . In a pat tern similar to the Kosovo conflict, the antifederal cam-
paign for greater home rule and resistance to federal ta x ation in Croatia had in-
c reasingly adopted ex plic itly nationalist rhetoric. By 1988, there was serious ha-
rassment of minority Serbs in areas of mi xed Croati an - Serb population such as
upper Dalm ati a .Growing violations of Serb hum an rights and frightening rhetoric
in an area where fas c ists had unleashed a genoc id al terror against them in World
War II became easy bait for the Serbi an nationalist intellectu als and media in Bel-
grade.Milo ević ’s call to protect Serbs at risk out side Serbi a ,begun in Kosovo, was
given credibility by the ex tremist rhetoric of Tudj m an’s electoral campaign , which
ex tolled the World War II state and included a pledge to “de - Serbi ani ze”the repub-
lic. Once elected,moreover,he moved to require loyalty oaths of Croati an Serbs, to
replace all Serbs in local police forces in border areas with ethnic Croat s,and to us e
the counterorgani z ing of Serbs in those areas as an excuse to dis arm them all (in a
region in which gun ownership was a tradition ) .By August 1990,there were armed
confrontations bet ween Croati an internal security police and local Serbs in this
kraj ina region ,and paramilitary groups were forming among rural Serbs and right -
wing Croat s, including Croat volunteers from Bos nia and Her zegovina . By late
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1 9 9 0 ,moreover,army intelligence reports and Western newspapers were reporting
that both Slovenia and Croatia were sec retly creating independent armies and pur-
chasing weapons abroad — in Germ any, Poland, Czechoslovaki a , Guinea , Ugand a ,
and the open market.In Janu ary, the federal minister of defense told the presidency
that the army had caught the Croati an minister of defense and Croati a’s repres en-
tative to the federal presidency in a plot to import weapons sec retly through Hun-
gary and Austria and to prepare a military defense of independence.3 1

As in Kosovo in 1989–90, what should have been treated as a serious issue of
Serb human rights, so as to deprive nationalists of their credibility, had become
an internal security matter and a possible threat to the constitutional order. But
this time the efforts by the federal presidency to deal with the problem—by of-
fering a special police unit created from all the republics to secure communica-
tions and civil order in krajina in the fall of 1990 and by demanding in January
1991 the disarming of all paramilitary groups in Slovenia and Croatia—or to
have the army do it, were rejected by Croatia on constitutional grounds as ille-
gitimate interference in the republic. Although the domestic deployment of an
army is plausibly grounds for external intervention within the terms of the
Helsinki Final Act to condemn—if one assumes that a threat of force is tanta-
mount to the use of force—and Yugoslavia was a signator, the federal govern-
ment had no other instrument than the federal army to enforce its ruling against
noncompliant republics and to protect the constitutional order against sedition
and escalating v iolence w hile its reform was b eing negotiated. The American
warning was in effect supporting Croatia’s defiance of federal authority, on a de-
cision in which its own representative to the presidency had participated. It did
not accompany this warning with demands that Croatia respect its citizens’ hu-
man rights equivalent to the demands on Serbia (regarding KosovarAlbanians),
with support for groups to counteract the media frenzy, especially in Belgrade
and Zagreb, by taking the allegations to court or demanding police investiga-
tions, or with any warnings to Slovenia and Croatia about the consequences of
their preparations for war.

In fact, the threat to Yugoslav stability was so clear by this time that it would seem
to have been an obvious moment for ex ternal powers to mobili ze allies in some
preventive action to assist the federal government in developing a capac ity to act
on the collective security problem within the country.3 2 Even if the issue by then
was dissolution of the country (although the United States publicly, and Britain
and France both publicly and privately,had not yet accepted this eventu ality3 3) , the
prevention of violence required an alli ance with the army leadership, not its fur-
ther vilification and isolation . The mistake of ignoring Yugoslavia in the CFE ne-
goti ations, then of NATO’s unilateral reclassification of the JNA from friend to foe,
was being repeated again ,reinforc ing the JNA’s liminal status.Active management
of the crisis was needed at this point, when Slovenia had made its intentions fully
clear and violence was on the rise in Croati a . Under intense pressure to act do-
mestically — in Kosovo, Croati a , and Belgrade in March 1991—the army was not
only a potenti al ally of a peaceful resolution , demonstrating late into the summer
of 1991 its preference for a peacekeeping role ; through its floundering and lack 
of clear direction after June 25, its own dissolution into nationalist armies led by
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well - armed and trained of ficers, and its dec ision during the fall to fight for a new
state for it s elf, tinged with res entment at the humili ations of the Slovene and Croa-
ti an tactics, it also became one of the most serious motors of war.

Balkan Determinism

The third analytical error in the American ass essment was a kind of determin-
istic Balkanism that captured Washington and European capitals as events moved
clos er toward violence.3 4 In the view of most State Department insiders and ana-
lysts during 1990,this was the prim ary analytical obstacle to action .Gompert con-
firms this when he writes,“More fund amental still , those American of fic i als who
knew the Balkans best believed that no ex ternal power, not even the sole super-
power,could prevent Yugoslavs from killing each other and destroying their coun-
try, much less impose a fair and lasting peaceful solution .”3 5 This was a profound
shift in perspective.From a Cold War ally,which two generations of American stu-
dents and diplom at s,Germ an and British tourist s, and political activists drawn to
its partic ipatory soc i alism had come to know as a part of their world, if somewhat
too hospitable for their own economic good, Yugoslavia was now seen as a geo-
graphic region of anc ient hatreds steeped in a history of bloodshed,“an intractable
‘problem from hell’ that no one can be ex pected to solve . . . less a moral tragedy 
. . . and more a tribal feud that no out sider could hope to set tle.”3 6 The shift was
rapid, inex plicable except as an excuse not to act, but ironclad in its reasoning that
prevention would be futile.Western unwillingness to take the threat of violence se-
riously had found its justification .

The result was one of the most tragic ironies of this period:a growing gap be-
tween analysis and fact as the possibility of violence came nearer. The more the
crux of the issue for Yugoslavs was positioning their nation in the new European
order being created after 1985, and especially after 1989, the closer outsiders
came to treating the Yugoslavs as“non-European,”“Balkan.” During 1990, when
Slovenia and Croatia were already moving from a fight over federal powers to a
plan for independence,the EC preoccupation with a faster road to integration—
the Maastricht Treaty—“made Slovenians and Croatians feel that there was no
time to lose in the process of transition.” As an acute observer of the Yugoslav
scene explains,“There was always little doubt in Slovenia and Croatia, that un-
derdeveloped regions like Kosovo or Macedonia would never make their way
into an integrating Europe. The speedy way to Maastricht changed this feeling
into a last minute panic.”37

Whereas it is easy to understand how the Western alli ance could miss the op-
portunity in 1985–86 to include Yugoslavia in dis cussions about the new structure
emerging in pan - European security and economic relations, this was no longer
possible in late 1990 and early 1991,after the Paris summit of CSCE and more than
a year after the collapse of the Wars aw Pact.Yet the opposite was occurring. Rene-
goti ations in 1989–91 of the 1982 EC agreement (which had bet ter terms than the
one negoti ated with Poland,Czechoslovaki a ,and Hungary in 1991) floundered in
1989–91 and were in serious trouble beginning in July 1990,when Greece blocked
the agreement. The EC’s aid program for Eastern Europe (called PH A R E ) ,s et up
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for Poland and Hungary in July 1989, was ex tended to the rest of the former East-
ern bloc in April 1990 but did not include Yugoslavi a . The NATO ministeri al in
November 1990 dec ided not to get involved in Yugoslavia because it was “out of
area .” This form al reaf firm ation of the original geographic limits of its collective
s ecurity was also a political statement about the position of Yugoslavia in the
evolving European order. The dec ision of the CSCE summit the same month that
the conflict was an internal mat ter, and that statements by American and EC for-
eign ministers that Yugoslavia should rem ain united, were interpreted in Yu-
goslavia as part of Western ef forts to keep Eastern Europe, including Yugoslavi a ,
out.Combined with the lack of real support for the Marković reforms and the fail-
ure until late May 1991 of the Marković - Lon ar at tempts to replace semiclientage
to the United States with European aid, these signals only strengthened Slovene
determination to leave and try (successfully, it turned out) on its own .

Disunity and Mixed Signals from Europe

As Slovenia moved the agenda of the conflict dec isively toward secession be-
t ween July and September 1990, Croatia witness ed armed clashes in August,
and diplom ats and intelligence estim ates began to warn of the violence that
would follow Yugoslavi a’s dissolution , individu al states became inc reasingly ac-
tive in at tempting to shape the course of event s. The trouble was, these actions
were often in conflict and sent mi xed signals to the parties. The conflicting
mess ages both inc reas ed the uncertainty within Yugoslavia about out siders’
li kely actions and encouraged each party to ex pect support for their own in-
terests and intentions, without having to work out some compromise and so-
lution at home.

The call for a collective European response to the crisis did not come,however,
from any recognition that they were individu ally working at cross purpos es and
thereby ex acerbating the conflict. It came from European bureauc rats who saw an
opportunity for European institutions to develop an independent foreign and se-
curity policy from a retreating United States by accepting the challenge, s ent loud
and clear for almost a year, that it considered the Yugoslav crisis a European mat-
ter.In December 1990,the sec retary - general of the West European Union (W E U ) ,
Willem van Eekelen , propos ed immedi ate action in Yugoslavia with a W E U -
mounted division compos ed of national brigades. Winning support by Febru ary
1991 from all WEU members except his own Netherlands (under Foreign Minis-
ter Hans van den Broek ) , van Eekelen met stif f resistance from the United States.
In the Bartholomew let ter (also called the Dobbins Démarche) to the WEU min-
isteri al , the United States rejected any cooperation on European defense out side
the context of NATO.And without some U. S . military partic ipation , British mili-
tary planners in the Ministry of Defense calculated, European states simply did
not have the military capac ity to mount independent action . They made the same
calculation in July 1991 when France called for a European interposition force in
Croatia bas ed on provisional plans for a Euro Corps, and at the momentous W E U
ministeri al in September 1991 when the Europeans definitively rejected military
intervention . In addition to the regrouping of forces taking place after Operation
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Des ert Storm , European militaries did not have a head qu arters and other institu-
tional bas es separate from NATO.

Diplomatic leadership was possible, however.The Council of Europe changed
course and began overtures for Yugoslav membership on the first condition
among several, presented by a delegation to Belgrade on February 6,that federal
parliamentary elections be held. More important was the European Commu-
nity, which was moving toward adoption of the Maastricht Treaty in December
1991,and a commitment, in place of the EU’s majoritarian foreign policy mech-
anism, European Political Cooperation (EPC), to a Common Foreign and Se-
curity Policy (CFSP). In part to repair the embarrassment of intra-European
quarrels over whether and how to participate in the Persian Gulf operation, the
Europeanist president of the EC Commission, Jacques Delors, seized on the Yu-
goslav conflict as an opportunity for the first test of CFSP. He had the commis-
sion draft guidelines in March for an aid package in support of Marković’s eco-
nomic reform program, and in mid-May 1991, he and President of the EC
Council of Ministers Jacques Santer took it to Belgrade in a round of diplomatic
conversations with the federal government and Slovene president.

Nonetheless, Delors, too, encountered resistance to a united position from
member states. Although he of fered an EC accession propos al to Yugoslavia if it
rem ained united, the European parli ament had already voted, on March 13, to
support the independence of the federal unit s.3 8 Germ any’s foreign minister,
Hans Dietrich Gens cher, was consulting daily with the Croati an foreign minister
and frequently with the Slovenes in a posture inc reasingly supportive of inde-
pendence similar to that of his Austri an counterpart, Alois Mock , who had been
on the hustings for Slovenia for more than a year. Three weeks before Delors and
Santer arrived in Belgrade of fering the $4.5 billion requested by Prime Minister
Marković (although with stif f conditions on progress on market reform and on
continued unity ) , the United States was pois ed to stop all aid to Yugoslavia as re-
quired by the Nickles amendment to the foreign operations appropri ations act
voted by Congress in November 1990. If improvements on hum an rights abus es
in Kosovo did not occur bet ween November and May 5,1 9 9 1 , it read, the United
States would end all economic assistance and backing in international financ i al
institutions. Although Sec retary Baker us ed dis c retionary authority to stop the
action , the mess age to Sloveni a , focus ed on the “Kosovo albatross” for EC mem-
bership and on dis agreement within the trans atlantic alli ance, was dis astrous.
Britain followed by blocking the EC aid package championed not only by Delors
and Santer but also by Itali an Foreign Minister Gi anni De Michelis.

De Michelis was also operating a separate initi ative to forge a common policy
with Austria (and eventu ally Germ any) by creating in May a joint group to mon-
itor the crisis, in hopes of reining Austria in ,and,early in the year,a five - nation re-
gional grouping for economic coordination , the Pentagonale, to counteract the in-
fluence of the northern Itali an - initi ated regional assoc i ation for trade and
tourism , Alpe - Adri a , that had been working for more than five years with Slove-
nia and Croatia alone. Austri an Foreign Minister Mock and his staf f were pro-
moting a Croati an idea to establish a spec i al commission , a Counc il of Senior El-
ders, to negoti ate the conflict.And on June 21,despite American insistence during
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all of 1990 that this was a European problem and an open shift in Congress in early
June to support for Slovenia and Croatia by exempting the two from its aid em-
bargo on the rest of the country,3 9 Sec retary Baker made a last - minute, whirlwind
stop in Belgrade on an independent mission to dissu ade Slovenia and Croati a
from unilateral secession and the army from the use of force.

War in Slovenia

On June 26,Slovene territori al defense units (the republican half of the Yugoslav
armed forces,which had been sec retly transformed into a Slovene “national army”
over the preceding eighteen months) took over Yugoslav customs posts on the
Slovene border with Italy,Austri a ,and Croati a .On June 27, the federal parli ament
( under uncertain legality) ordered the federal army to protect Yugoslav territori al
integrity by retaking control of those post s. Their “ten - d ay war” left about si x ty -
eight dead and more than three hundred in jured, a toll falling disproportionately
on Yugoslav army cons c ripts and including some foreign truck drivers us ed as
hostages by Slovene forces to at tract international at tention .4 0

Coinc identally meeting at an EC ministeri al in Lu xembourg,European foreign
ministers moved on June 28 to activate crisis management mechanisms and to
assume the leading role in medi ating the conflict.4 1 The EC “Troi ka” of govern-
ing foreign ministers met with the federal prime minister and foreign minister
and the republican presidents of Sloveni a , Croati a , and Serbi a . At the request of
Austria under the rubric for “unusu al military activities,”the CSCE convened on
July 1 an emergency meeting with Yugoslav parties of its Conflict Prevention
Center (established November 21, 1 9 9 0 , it had only just opened shop in Vienna
on March 18,1 9 9 1 ) .On July 4, it sent its Commit tee of Senior Of fic i als (CSO),the
new CSCE mechanism for crisis medi ation adopted the previous November, to
join the EC Troi ka in providing “good of fices” to fac ilitate political di alogue
among the Yugoslav parties.In unfathom able logic except to display the leverage
it had available,on July 5 the EC impos ed economic sanctions on the federal gov-
ernment,suspending almost $1 billion in aid, and an arms embargo on the coun-
try, even though this step ran directly contrary to its view that federal reform ef-
forts needed to be strengthened and that the army should not intervene.
Negoti ations bore fruit on July 7,when a ceas e - fire was signed on the Croati an is-
land of Brioni bet ween the Slovene government and the Yugoslav army on a
three - part package propos ed by the Yugoslav prime minister that at tempted, in
fact, to turn the clock back to June 25 and to buy a three months’ delay.4 2

Assuming the EC presidency on 1 July, the Dutch now made a serious effort
to deal with the conflict. Based on an assumption that the country could not be
saved, Foreign Minister van den Broek proposed on July 13 in a COREU (con-
fidential correspondence among EC foreign ministers) that the EC initiate full
consideration of the legal issues—borders,assets, debts, and monitors deployed
to areas not yet at war—that are involved in the dissolution of a state.43As a “very
tentative attempt . . . at structuring our discussion on the future of Yugoslavia,
with a view to developing a common position which may serve as guidance for
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possible Troika involvement in the Yugoslav negotiating process,” the Dutch
government proposed the necessity of a “comprehensive solution which in-
volves all republics and the federal government” and a “voluntary redrawing of
internal borders as a possible solution.”44

While effectively replacing the federal government and legitimizing Slovene
goals, however, the EC ministers could n ot yet recognize that t heir actions at
Brioni had altered the situation fundamentally and that peaceful management
of the crisis required confronting their internal disagreements. Not one of the
other eleven would even consider discussion of the conflict, laid out clearly in
the Dutch report, between the principle of self-determination and the existing
internal borders, should they become international borders. Instead, they could
only agree, as part of the mission they set up to monitor the Brioni Agreement
in Slovenia (the European Community Monitor Mission [ECMM]) to deploy
some of the thirty (later fifty) unarmed West European observers to neighbor-
ing Croatia to monitor the situation there.

Dis agreement over whether the country could (and should) rem ain united was
even stronger within the CSCE, although it was institutionally more suited for
conflict resolution and crisis management. The CSCE revers ed its position of
November 1990 that this conflict was an internal af fair of a sovereign state, to a
dec ision at its June 1991 summit in Berlin to intervene on the grounds that the
interest of regional stability favored Yugoslav unity and the Helsinki princ iple of
territori al integrity. But this declaration was entrusted to its medi ating mecha-
nism , the CSO, which was chaired by Germ an foreign minister Gens cher, now
publicly partis an in favor of Slovene and Croati an independence and pressured
by a Bundestag resolution to ex tend immedi ate recognition . Moreover,the Soviet
Union withdrew its objection to intervention the previous November, but on the
condition that the cons ensus rule for CSCE dec isions rem ain , thus enabling the
Yugoslav government to veto the CSCE propos al for a peace conference.

Slovene authorities had prepared long for this moment, and they were ready
both militarily and politically, with nearly 90 percent support from their popu-
lation. It had no border dispute with Croatia (though one emerged later), and
Austria had championed its cause for several years. Only with Italy, among its
neighbors,were there quarrels,and these were not of the kind to lead to violence.
Croatian authorities, by contrast, had done little to prepare militarily or admin-
istratively for independence, and the nationalist project of President Tudjman
had received only 41.5 percent of the vote in April 1990.45 That project was ex-
clusionary, above all toward 12 percent of the population of Serb nationality of
whom more than one-third lived in mixed Croat and Serb communities along
the border with Serbia and Bosnia and Herzegovina. Tudjman’s party had orga-
nized among Croats in the Serbian province of Vojvodina and in Bosnia, and he
had made clear at his party’s first congress on February 24, 1990, and in the
spring 1990 electoral campaign that the historical territory of Croatia reached
in the east to Zemun (a former Habsburg town in Vojvodina, Serbia, facing Bel-
grade across the Danube) and in the south to most of Bosnia and Herzegovina.
The border between Croatia and Serbia (in eastern Slavonia and western Sri-
jem/Srem) had been hotly disputed when the republican borders were drawn af-
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ter World War II. Already in July 1990, Tudjman had initiated a series of talks
with Serbian President Milo ević on how to partition Bosnia between them,46

while Milo ević went on record demanding new borders for a Serbian state in
the event that Yugoslavia broke apart. The southernmost tip of Croatia was ac-
tually federal land on w hich the Yugoslav navy had its primary base (the Pre-
vlaka Peninsula,guarding the northern coast of the deep-water Gulf of Kotor in
Montenegro), and access to the sea that was critical to the economies and sense
of security of three of the remaining Yugoslav republics was through Croatian
ports. (Macedonia, the fourth, oriented its trade through Thessaloniki, until
Greece closed its border in two successive embargoes in 1992 and 1994 aimed at
preventing Macedonian independence.)

War in Croatia

By separating the case of Slovenia from the rest of the country, the EC had
abandoned any possibility of preventing war in Croatia. In fact, its actions in
Slovenia probably had the opposite effect, of encouraging both sides to risk war.

To the Croatian side, the Brioni Agreement signaled victory for the Slovene
strategy: willingness to use force (and to arm in preparation), while laying bets
with a propaganda war aimed at foreign audiences to persuade them that the
Croatian choice was legitimate and its use of force, therefore, defensive.De facto
recognition of Slovene claims, on top of support for Croatia in major capitals in
Central Europe (particularly Austria and Germany), implied it was only a mat-
ter of time before they won, too. The task was to hold out, encourage Croatian
extremists to instigate violence, and nurture the image of being helpless victims
of Serb ruthlessness.47 The fact that the EC did not hold Slovenia to its commit-
ments at Brioni helped them further. The Serb bloc in the Yugoslav presidency
did implement its agreement to seat the Croatian representative, Stipe Mesi , as
chair,making president a man whose stated agenda was Croatian independence
from Yugoslavia, but he then used his new authority and Slovene noncompli-
ance with the Brioni Agreement to freeze moves toward independence and to
unfreeze the blockade of JNA barracks and order the JNA to leave the republic
altogether.48

To the opponents of Croatian independence (at least, within its republican
borders)—the federal army, the Serbian leadership, the terrified Serb popula-
tion in border areas of Croatia, and the Bosnian leadership—the failure of the
Dutch efforts to get a European-sponsored negotiation of borders and succes-
sion at the start and the rapid move away from support for Yugoslav territorial
integrity by the United States and Britain by June 27 left t hem a lone. The EC
trade embargo on Yugoslavia and its decision to mediate left the federal govern-
ment with only military means to act, at the same time that the decisions of the
United States not to intervene, of Britain to oppose the European use of military
force, and of Germany (which could not constitutionally deploy military force)
to take the lead as patron of Croatia further weakened any deterrent against
those who would risk the use of military force to achieve their political goals.

The civil disturbances in Croatia over the preceding two years es calated after
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the declaration of independence in June.Ex tremists fanned the flames of fear and
violence, families armed to defend their homes,and mi xed local communities be-
gan to divide ethnically, each at tempting to secure control of their village or town
by ex pelling members of the other group : prim arily, Croats ex pelling Serbs, and
Serbs ex pelling Croat s. Despite its humili ation in Sloveni a , the federal army ap-
parently at tempted to play the role of peacekeeper during much of July and early
August, removing barricades, sheltering civili ans, interposing bet ween armed
groups, and at tempting to dis arm paramilitary groups (both Serb and Croat) as
they had been instructed to do by the Yugoslav presidency in Janu ary.4 9 Despite
this inform ation from their monitoring mission and plenty of evidence that be-
hind the out side agitators and a spiraling dynamic were tens of thous ands of peo-
ple who did not want to fight or were fighting as Serbs and Croats together against
out siders, EC diplom ats refus ed to talk to the army. Indeed, just as in Janu ary –
May, the Europeans lost invalu able time again in July – September while they bick-
ered among thems elves over what to do and whether to act at all .

Fighting worsened dramatically during August,as the war for territory shifted
from incidents of local terror and expulsion (what came to be called “ethnic
cleansing” during the Bosnian war) to direct confrontations between the federal
army and a mobilizing Croatian army. By the second week of August, fighting
had claimed three hundred lives and displaced seventy-nine thousand Croats.
In the next two months, three hundred thousand Serbs (and many Croats) were
expelled or fled from eastern and western Slavonia into Bosnia. On August 12
Serbian president Milo ević convened a meeting of Serb leaders from Serbia,
Montenegro,and Bosnia and Herzegovina to write a constitution for a rumpYu-
goslavia. On August 22, President Tudjman issued an ultimatum to the JNA to
leave the republic or be treated as an occupying army. After July, the rest of the
country had no choice but to focus on its political future. The prospect of a Yu-
goslavia without the counterbalance of Croatia, and the threat to Bosnia of
Croatian nationalism, left few options, if any, to the leaders of Macedonia and of
Bosnia and Herzegovina except to move toward independence.

War in Bosnia and Herzegovina

Bos nia and Her zegovina was, li ke Yugoslavi a , a multinational republic. Three
nations — Muslims, Serbs,and Croat s — had equ al constituent status (giving each
rights of s elf - determination and parity or proportional repres entation in the dis-
tribution of public of fices and goods ) . Unli ke all other Yugoslav republics, there
was no majority nation : each was numerically a minority (in the 1991 census,
Muslims were 43.7 percent of the population , Serbs 31.4 percent, and Croats 17.3
percent, while 5.5 percent declared thems elves Yugoslav, in commitment to Yu-
goslavia or its soc i alism and as a refuge from exclusive ethnic identities for thos e —
largely urban Serbs in 1980s Bos ni a , and country wide, m any younger people — of
an educated, cosmopolitan identity ) . The census, moreover, reflected very lit tle of
d aily reality, where more than one - fourth of all marri ages were mi xed, there were
few if any urban residents of pure back ground,and less than one - third of the pop-
ulation lived in homogeneous communities.5 0 The republic was also the backbone
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of the country’s defense strategy, from strategic routes and airfields to arm ament s
factories and military stockpiles.

With the greatest concentration of loyalists to the system created by Tito and
Yugoslav socialism, the Bosnian population had rapidly to fill the political vac-
uum being created after January 1990 when the Communist Party collapsed. In
June 1990,a large majority believed that ethnonational parties should not be le-
galized; by November, they had voted overwhelmingly in the first multiparty
elections for nationalist parties—Muslim,Serb,and Croat.51 As in Croatia,these
national parties had not confined their activities within republican borders. The
Party of Democratic Action (SDA) of Bosnian Muslims had first organized a
substantial following in the Sandjak, an area of Serbia, spilling over into Mon-
tenegro, which is majority Slavic-speaking Muslim and had provincial status in
the Ottoman Empire. The Serbian Democratic Party (SDS) of Bosnian Serbs
was a branch of the largest Serb party in the border areas of Croatia already at
war. The Croatian Democratic Union (HDZ) of the Bosnian Croats was a loyal
branch of President Tudjman’s party in Croatia. While the three formed a coali-
tion government based on federal Yugoslav principles of parity, proportion, and
consensus, tensions developed during 1991 at the local level,where governments
tended to be dominated by one group.

More important, the republic could not remain isolated from events else-
where in the country. In the meetings of the federal presidency and republican
presidents during the spring of 1991 to seek a solution to the political crisis, dis-
cussion included proposals from the presidents of Croatia and Serbia for divid-
ing Bosnia and Herzegovina between them or for its cantonization into three
parts. Serbs in the krajina area of northern Bosnia, along the Croatian border,
began in April 1991 to imitate their fellow party members in Croatia in e stab-
lishing autonomous regional parliaments, and by June 24, to cooperate on a
common political future. In August and September, the Croatian w ar spilled
over Bosnian borders through refugees, Serb fighters seeking respite in the
Bosnian krajina, and federal army and Montenegrin combat operations against
Croatia in the Dalmatian hinterland and up the Neretva Valley to Mostar, and
Bosnian Croats joining the Croatian army.

In November 1990, the president of the main Bosnian Muslim party, Alija
Izetbegović, had declared that Bosnia would never remain in a rump Yugoslav
state. By July 1991, as its elected president (i.e., chair of its seven-person collec-
tive presidency), he began to seek foreign support for independence, including
a personal tour of Pakistan, Saudi Arabia, and Turkey. But he also had to nego-
tiate independence with his coalition partners.52 Discussions over the wording
of a referendum on independence proceeded all summer and fall. The Serb par-
ties were actively opposed.When their Muslim and Croat partners allied to out-
vote them on a memorandum on sovereignty in mid-October, despite the rule
of consensus, they left the parliament and held a plebiscite on November 9–10
in which Serbs voted overwhelmingly to remain in Yugoslavia. The less numer-
ous Croats chose Bosnian independence as the first step of secession and even-
tual union with Croatia. As for Muslims and many who thought of themselves
as Bosnians, an independent Bosnia was their only choice in a new world of na-
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tion-states, and the effort to make themselves into a majority with a civic, mul-
tiethnic definition of Bosnian citizenship the surest route.

Already by September, paramilitary gangs from Serbia began stirring up
trouble against non-Serbs in villages on the Bosnian side of the Drina River,and
Herzegovinian Croats were integrating the municipalities they dominated into
the political and economic order of neighboring Croatia, adopting its new cur-
rency and much domestic legislation, and building an army under Croatian
army tutelage. Local authorities of all three parties began to distribute stocks of
territorial-defense-force weapons to their supporters, and arms dealers went
from one village to the next spreading fear of imminent attack from neighbor-
ing villages so as to sell guns for “self-defense.”53 Within days of the Serb
plebiscite, Bosnian Croats declared a statelet called Herzeg-Bosna. While Presi-
dent Izetbegović and federal army officers were attempting throughout the fall
and early winter of 1992 to negotiate terms of the JNA’s demobilization and loy-
alty to a Bosnian state, Izetbegović was also secretly importing weapons from
Slovenia, organizing a Muslim elite paramilitary force, and, in November, or-
dering localities to ignore t he army’s c all for m obilization. He appears not to
have put much thought, however, to an all-Bosnian defense. In early December
1991, Croatia and Serbia imposed economic boycotts on Bosnia to cripple what
remained of the republic’s economy.

Nonetheless, there were no preventive actions taken against war in Bos nia and
Her zegovina . Even the mild propos al made by the Dutch presidency of the EC
during the Brioni accord negoti ations July 7–8 to flood Bos nia with unarmed
monitors,as a part of its mission in Slovenia and Croati a ,was rejected on grounds
of financ i al cost. The same month , the annu al meeting of the G-7 powers called
for a UN peacekeeping force for Bos ni a , and some Western career diplom ats and
intelligence spec i alists (including Americans) joined the calls of intellectu als in
Bos nia and Serbia for a United Nations protectorate over the republic. The UN
Security Counc il , however, continued to insist that the conflict was an internal
m at ter. This was behind its dec ision September 23 to univers ali ze the EC arms
embargo (impos ed in July ) , as well as the sec retary - general’s dec ision on Octo-
ber 8 to send a spec i al envoy,Cyrus Vance,to assist the EC in negoti ating a ceas e -
fire in Croati a . The EC set up a peace conference at The Hague on September 7,
but it and the shut tle diplom acy of its envoy, Lord Peter Carrington , and Vance
focus ed on negoti ations bet ween Croatia and Serbi a . The CSCE rejected Presi-
dent Izetbegović’s appeal in September for aid to retire the army, including a re-
tirement fund for senior of ficers. In October, the Serb bloc now dominating the
rump Yugoslavia urged the UN to send four hundred monitors to the Bos ni an
border with Serbi a , and in November, Izetbegović requested UN peacekeeping
troops. Although the U. S . State Department had many bilateral talks during the
fall with Izetbegović ( and Gligorov of Macedoni a ) , both requests were ignored.

Whatever their intentions, the EC and UN unwillingness to create border mon-
itors or send peacekeeping troops was sending a mess age about very weak com-
mitment to Bos ni an integrity.As late as March 1992, when war was imminent, the
head qu arters for UN peacekeeping troops sent to monitor the Croati an ceas e - fire
was set up in Sarajevo (with a logistics base in the northern Bos ni an town of Ban ja
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Luka) as “an act of symbolic solid arity” with the people of Bos ni a , but it did not
have the intelligence and inform ation capac ity to act as a true preventive deploy-
ment. Had the UN had the lat ter capac ity, military ass essments at the time were
that ten thous and troops would have been suf fic ient (later ass essments stated that
perhaps a thous and might have been enough) to prevent war from entering Sara-
jevo, if not to protect the rest of the republic.5 4

If the fate of Yugoslavia held no interest for Western powers, then Bos nia and
Her zegovina was barely visible. In fact, the view was emerging in Europe under
Germ an pressure that Slovenia and Croatia des erved independence but that the
rem aining four republics of Yugoslavia should form a third state.The direct spark
to war in Bos ni a , tragically, was what Germ any called (in its lobbying within the
EC from July to December 1991) “preventive recognition” of Croatia and Slove-
ni a . It is not clear what Foreign Minister Gens cher intended to prevent. War had
come and gone in Sloveni a ; UN envoy Vance had negoti ated a ceas e - fire in Croa-
tia by November 23.Public let ters sent to Gens cher in late November and early De-
cember from Vance, Carrington , UN sec retary - general Javier Pérez de Cu é llar,
and U. S .s ec retary of state Baker all warned in the clearest terms that recognition
of Croatia before a set tlement for the entire former country was complete would
lead directly to war of the most horrendous violence in Bos ni a .

It may be, however, that the Bos ni an war was inevitable once the EC foreign
ministers rejected the Dutch propos al on July 29 to reconsider the borders in re-
lation to the princ iple of national self - determination .5 5 At the least, they could
have devis ed leverage over Croatia and Serbi a , or protections, up front, for the
Bos ni an and Muslim populations. That they did not shows how developed sup-
port for Croatia (or antagonism to Serbia and the army) had come,as is suggested
by the apparent shift in tactics by President Izetbegović during November, from
pleading against prem ature recognition to pursuing independence and an al-
li ance with Croati a . The EC peace conference propos ed what they considered a
compromise bet ween the ex isting republican borders and national claims of s elf -
determination : a loose confederation along the lines of the Slovene propos al of
1989–90 (which Croatia cosponsored in October 1990). Republics would be rec-
ogni zed as separate states, linked by a customs union ,and spec i al status would be
granted to the two territori ally concentrated minorities in Croatia (Serbs) and
Serbia (Albani ans ) . But this was an implic it recognition of statehood for each of
the six republics, according to their borders within the former Yugoslavi a . Then ,
by detaching the Slovene and Croati an cas es from the comprehensive set tlement
that Lord Carrington insisted was necess ary, the Germ an policy deprived the re-
public of Bos nia and Her zegovina of the avenue left to prevent war — the bar-
gaining room to obtain a set tlement prior to independence on the internal con-
stitution of political power and national right s.5 6 President Milo ević had
opened the way to a solution of the Serb question in Croatia in proposing spec i al
status for kraj ina Serbs, which the Hague negoti ators incorporated into the EC
draft treaty as a general princ iple, although Milo ević was not yet ready to accept
this for Kosovo. It is particularly clear with hindsight how much dif ference this
would have made for the entire conflict,but this miss ed opportunity to revive ne-
goti ations,however long they took ,and avoid war in Bos nia would have required
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pressure on Croati a . Without a gu aranteed agreement on that status prior to
Croati an independence, however, Serbs in Croatia would never accept it.5 7

Nonetheless,Germ any succeeded at the EC ministeri al of December 16 in per-
su ading two of the three rem aining holdouts of the twelve, France and Britain ,5 8

to recogni ze Slovenia and Croati a . It then dis carded its doubts about Bos ni an in-
dependence in a quid pro quo that gave the other four republics the “equ al right”
to independence as well , if they made the request within one week . In addition ,
the EC’s Arbitration Commission — s et up the previous August to arbitrate intra -
Yugoslav economic disputes — was requested to rule on the republics’ eligibility
for recognition .When the commission ruled that Croatia did not yet meet Euro-
pean criteri a , Gens cher obliged Tudj m an to ad apt its constitution and spell out
the rights of Serbs. But Chancellor Kohl reneged on the commitment to wait,rec-
ogni z ing Croatia on December 23 for domestic ef fect, and thereby gave up any
ef fective leverage over Croati an compli ance (which Serbs in Bos nia were watch-
ing carefully) as well as over all other terms of the Hague draft treaty that obliged
mutu al obligations and economic cooperation among the new states.5 9

The EC did respond to Bosnia’s request for recognition, made by President
Izetbegović without consulting coalition partners or members of parliament
from opposition parties, with a separate negotiating mission during February
and March 1992 to facilitate an internal agreement among the three Bosnian rul-
ing parties on territorial governance and power-sharing prior to being granted
independence. The EC’s Arbitration Commission advised that a citizens’ refer-
endum on independence be held first,60 which the EC scheduled for February
28–March 1. But just as the German policy toward Croatia had fatally handi-
capped the EC peace conference, so the U.S.secretary of state now began a suc-
cessful campaign of pressure on European allies for immediate recognition of
Bosnian independence, regardless of the Lisbon talks.Wanting to yield to pres-
sure from the Croatian lobby to recognize Croatia, the United States needed a
principle on which it could abandon its previous opposition. It then com-
pounded the problem, however, by adopting the German justification—that
recognizing Bosnia immediately would prevent war.

Izetbegović appears to h ave drawn the same lesson from EC recognition of
Croatia that Croatian President Tudjman had drawn from the EC agreement at
Brioni on Slovenia: avoid explicit preparation for war, prepare a public relations
campaign about defenseless victims, and await recognition and the interna-
tional military assistance that would follow.61 On March 3, he announced inde-
pendence, and on April 4, on the eve of American and EC recognition of Bos-
nian independence on April 6–7, Izetbegović declared war on Serbs. Perceiving
this growing hostility and the diplomatic shift against them, Bosnian Serb lead-
ers made a classic (and tragic) calculation that it was better to fight sooner rather
than later.62 Using Izetbegović’s announcement and the occasion of murders of
members of a Serb wedding party in the center of Sarajevo, they abandoned
hopes for a negotiated settlement and began their artillery siege of the city that
would last three and one-half years. The war for and against Bosnian indepen-
dence, and to “redistribute” the population into nationally dominant territories
that could act as sovereign units, began.
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Strategies of Action

The t ime for p reventive diplomacy in Yugoslavia, either to give the country a
chance to make its complex domestic and international transition successfully
or to prevent its dissolution from being violent, saw no such action. Particularly
striking were the explicit abandonment of Yugoslavia by the United States, after
thirty years of a special relationship for NATO’s collective security, and the fail-
ure by Western Europeans to seize any of many opportunities to embrace Yu-
goslavia in their overtures toward and assistance of other countries in Eastern
Europe.Major contributing factors to the final outcome,moreover,were the par-
ticular conditionality required for IMF credits and debt repayment during the
1980s, and the interested policies of Austria, the Vatican, and e ventually Ger-
many, Hungary, and Italy toward the two northwestern republics that seceded.

The failure to act, or to act with positive effect, was not due to a lack of infor-
mation or early warning but to faulty analysis of the conflict and a perceived lack
of national and collective interests or threat in even a worst-case scenario (as oc-
curred). Granted, good policy advice would have required sensitivity to the
changing character of the conflict and therefore a time-sensitive flexibility for
appropriate policies. But at every stage the observers were looking through
lenses—whether of ideology (e.g., anticommunist), partisanship (e.g., pro-Al-
banian, pro-Croatian, pro-Catholic, pro-Slovene), or ignorance (e.g., of the
sources of internal nationalism or in the application of Helsinki norms of hu-
man r ights, nonuse of force, and self-determination to the Yugoslav conflicts,
without any adjustment to the circumstances)—that prevented helpful action.

When intelligence analysts and normal diplomatic correspondence did bring
attention to the conflict, it was already at crisis stage. Although some room re-
mained to prevent the violence, if not perhaps the country’s dissolution, such
prevention by then required assertive engagement, either in actively strength-
ening and supporting the federal government and a iding antiwar groups and
opposition parties within society, or in taking over responsibility to manage the
breakup peacefully and enforce alliance cohesion as leverage against the parties.
Few were willing even to contemplate either role. When actions were discussed
or initiated, they tended to remain at the rhetorical level, followed by months of
inattention that wasted valuable time and left diplomatic efforts constantly be-
hind the pace of events.Despite—perhaps because of—the lack of interest in se-
rious action,however,governments were rapidly taking positions on the conflict
that sharply limited the alternatives they could entertain. Indifference to what
was at stake is exemplified by the failure of foreign offices to supplement meager
in-house expertise with academic experts and of EC capitals to take seriously
the reports that were being sent back from the field by the monitoring mission
(ECMM) they had created for just such a purpose.63

Most tools available were deployed at some time, beginning in late 1990, but
emphasis was placed on fairly weak, noncoercive diplomatic tools. There were
frequent rhetorical statements from individual governments and from regional
organizations about the standards of behavior expected by Yugoslav parties
(such as respect for human rights in Kosovo, the nonuse of force by the federal
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army, or the right to self-determination), either without backing or with the
threat of economic punishment (such as the withdrawal of U.S. aid in regard to
Kosovo and the EC economic sanctions accompanying their mediation in July),
and in all cases with insufficient specificity to the targets. Fact-finding and mon-
itoring missions sought increasing transparency,but with such erratic follow-up
by outsiders and with such double standards that they could do little in the way
of deterrence. Diplomatic mediation began with economic incentives (such as
loans in exchange for market reform and unity), graduated slowly to the weak-
est diplomatic tool,“good offices,” to facilitate dialogue among the parties, and
then graduated to mediation by teams of foreign ministers or special envoys
from regional organizations (the EC and the CSCE) and international organi-
zations (the UN) to negotiate cease-fire agreements in parallel with the first of
several international conferences to negotiate a political settlement, and finally
to international recognition and its conditions (a referendum, constitutional
amendments). Each instance was hampered by fundamental disagreements
among the mediators and their sponsoring capitals, the sending of mixed and
even contradictory signals at the same time, and the outright defection (in the
case of Germany) from agreements made, including to accept the judicial advice
of the EC’s Arbitration Commission set up for the purpose. At each stage, they
were out of date, demanding behavior appropriate to an earlier stage of the cri-
sis. Most important in the period of crisis management, the major powers threw
away the one serious tool of leverage they had to prevent war in both Croatia and
especially Bosnia and Herzegovina: the power to grant international legal sov-
ereignty and thus to set and enforce conditions prior to recognition. And while
countries were w illing to i mpose an arms embargo, commit military forces to
supervise a cease-fire agreement (in Croatia), and eventually deploy along a
border where conflict might erupt (in Macedonia), they contemplated but re-
jected any multinational military deployment to interpose between armies or to
stop the violence.

Although this catalogue of tools suggests an active effort at prevention, it
formed no political strategy.With the possible exception of the Dutch proposal
of July 13,1991, that the EC accept that Yugoslavia was finished and help nego-
tiate the needed change in borders for stable nation-states (dismissed out of
hand by the other eleven on July 29), at no time was there a clear idea of how to
approach the problem. There was not even recognition that the absence of such
an approach was a serious hindrance. Actions were often mutually canceling,
such as promises of economic aid by some and threats to withdraw economic
aid by others at the same time,or counterproductive, such as installing the Croa-
tian representative to theYugoslav presidency as its chair (president) after Croa-
tia had declared independence, imposing economic sanctions on the federal
government when it needed strengthening, and declaring an arms embargo
when it insisted the army not act, all in the space of four days,July 1–5,1991. Ac-
tors failed to create appropriate instruments and sett led instead for w hat was
readily available or habit—economic conditionality and diplomatic suasion in
the case of the EC, for example. Timing in relation to the nature of the conflict
was not assessed. These EC instruments might have been very effective, for
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example, had they been applied earlier, after 1985 but even as late as 1989. By
1991,the EC needed more explicitly political instruments, possibly with a threat
of force. Moreover, the decision-making rules on common EC foreign and se-
curity policy were themselves in a state of flux and out of sync with national po-
sitions on the conflict: shifting during 1991 f rom the EPC, in which interested
states could take the lead and those less interested would defer, to the CFSP,
which required universal consensus, after consensus was no longer possible be-
cause some influential member states had taken on a position of advocacy to-
ward one or more of the Yugoslav parties.

Preventive action was largely stymied by qu arrels over who should act.Becaus e
rationales for intervention were tied to particular institutions, these rivalries pro-
duced indec isiveness.Led by the dec ision of the United States that Yugoslavia was
out of area for NATO and an internal af fair for the CSCE,ef forts to act in 1990–91
were confined to national and organi z ational interests that had lit tle to do with
conflict prevention . The dec ision on who should act defined their perception of
the conflict, rather than the nature of the conflict being the determinant of who
should act and how. Thus, it was not an issue of European collective security, and
its instability was an internal af fair of a sovereign state, not a threat to regional in-
stability.For reasons having nothing to do with Yugoslavi a , French opposition to
NATO action reinforced the U. S . position , as did Soviet opposition to CSCE in-
volvement. Similarly in 1991, dec isions to act were motivated by institutional in-
terest s, such as the ef forts by WEU and the EC to ex pand their roles and capac i-
ties in European security by acting in Yugoslavi a . Far more influenti al than
developments in the Yugoslav conflict it s elf, these institutional interests led the
European parli ament (in March ) , then the EC Commission and Counc il of Min-
isters (in March through May ) , and finally the CSCE (in June) to reverse the po-
sition of 1990 and dec ide that the conflict was a threat to European and regional
s ecurity after all , justifying intervention . But because their rationale for inter-
vention had lit tle to do with Yugoslavi a , it was possible to avoid the work of struc-
turing a peaceful outcome and, instead, to pursue containment. Their growing
Balkan determinism persu aded policym akers that they could not prevent Yu-
goslavs from fighting,but they could prevent wider cons equences of the violence.

Most significant in the failure to prevent, however, was the inability of outside
actors to help facilitate the political transition in Yugoslavia: to support demo-
cratic development, to be rule- and institution-minded instead of party- or per-
sonality-minded, and to assess t he domestic impact of their rhetoric and ac-
tions. They appear to have dismissed repeatedly the idea of using Yugoslavs
themselves to help find an internal solution—such as by recognizing their fate-
ful mistake of ignoring, and then accusing, the army instead of making it into
an ally of peace or allowing it to be neutral; by missing the opportunity to sup-
port middle-class moderates when the turnaround in their economic condi-
tions in mid-1990 began to give them a stake in Marković’s reforms, or in 1991
when they formed antinationalist and antiwar movements; or even by failing to
deploy the C old War techniques of counterinsurgency and radio propaganda
(Voice of America, Radio Free Europe, etc.) against the ultranationalists in the
service of pluralistic, tolerant forces.
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This inability to address the political questions at stake and to craft a political
solution occurred as well in the process of breakup. The brief Dutch at tempt
not withstanding, all diplom atic ef forts in the spring and summer of 1991 (before
and after the Slovene and Croati an declarations of independence) chose the form
of medi ation . They were unwilling, in other words, to define an outcome or even
a framework , let alone to impose one on the parties. When the EC shifted from
medi ation to peace conference, in September 1991,and Euroc rats in Bruss els even
drafted a treaty for the country’s dissolution , the princ iple of medi ation still
shaped their approach — starting from the positions of the parties with whom me-
di ators talk and excluding any alternatives from soc iety, ex pert s, or a broader, re-
gional or strategic perspective.In this cas e,medi ation by diplom ats obeyed diplo-
m atic tradition : they thought in terms of state actors rather than embedded
systems of interwoven local ,national , and international aspects and actors, as was
clearly the case in an unraveling Yugoslavia (or Soviet Union) and its international
contex t. The simple outcome of dissolution into its federal unit s, negoti ated
among those who were, or were soon to be, at war, did nothing to alter the terms
of the conflict that had seemed to require third - party medi ation in the first place.

The mediator’s habit of looking for such “counterparts” is vulnerable also to
thinking in terms of allies and therefore in taking sides with one party or a n-
other. This vulnerability is greater where powers do not perceive strategic inter-
ests and so calculate strategically in terms of alliances elsewhere that will be
helped by their position toward the conflict. Such habits of mind provide few
checks against a mediator who takes on the national interests of his or her coun-
try. But third-party mediators can only succeed if they are perceived as fair-
minded and as detached providers of information. From the European parlia-
ment resolution of March 13 recognizing the internal borders as legitimate
international borders, to the EC declaration on August 27, ten days before the
start of the Hague conference aimed at providing a comprehensive settlement
for the country, that the cause of the wars was Serbian aggression, the EC and
CSCE had taken a position toward the conflict. This gave them no leverage over
Slovenia and Croatia, which had assurances that they would win without mak-
ing concessions on key provisions of the drafted treaty—a customs union, mi-
nority r ights, or succession issues—and it gave them no leverage over Serbia,
Serbs, and the army,whose views were denied legitimacy from the start and who
stood accused without a hearing.

Under the circumstances, the EC, CSCE, UN, Germany, or the United
States—the diplomatic actors in this period—would have been far better off
taking any position, as long as they agreed, and imposing it on all parties to the
conflict. Then there might also have been room for calculation of what would
have been necessary to obtain compliance—either Scitovskyian compensation
to Slovenia and Croatia (in which Serbia and Serbs in Croatia bribed the two re-
publics not to secede) or Kaldorian compensation to Serbia and Serbs in Croa-
tia and Bosnia and Herzegovina (in which Slovenia and Croatia paid them com-
pensation for the consequences of their exit).64 In fact, a position did emerge
from the way outsiders handled the crisis—that each republic was eligible for
sovereign status and that the internal borders were not subject to negotiation—
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that created definite losers: Serbs in Serbia, Croatia, and Bosnia and Herzegov-
ina, many self-identified Yugoslavs and people of mixed identity, eventually
most Bosnians, and potentially Albanians in Serbia. But this position was never
imposed because the powers were unwilling to back their decisions with mili-
tary force against t he losers or to accept that the losers had legitimate claims
which had to be addressed. In conceding to German pressure, EC states worried
only about a common position, not about making their decision stick without
provoking violence. Those Yugoslavs with different, stated preferences were of-
fered no compensation,and negotiators never made it possible for the Serb lead-
ers they condemned to back down from their nationalist position, give them as-
surances that they would be safe, or provide Milo ević a way to save face.Instead
of handing them inducements to make it easier, they were handed punishments,
and they responded in kind.

The rapidly changing positions of the Western powers in response to intra-al-
liance politics, to events in the Soviet Union, and to their own domestic politics
also seriously obstructed the critical role of mediation—providing detached in-
formation, reducing uncertainty, and clearing up misperceptions. Because they
would not do the alternative, to impose a settlement, the power relationship was
reversed: the mediating countries became dependent on consent of the parties.
The more diplomatically engaged was the EC during the summer and fall of
1991, the more it ran into obstacles from the parties:a Slovenia and Croatia that
reneged on their promises to Secretary Baker not to secede unilaterally; a Yu-
goslav federal government that refused to accept a CSCE proposal in July for a
peace conference and was unable to agree on appointments to t he Arbitration
Commission;a Slovenia that simply ignored its signed commitments at Brioni;
a President Tudjman who obstructed all EC efforts to negotiate a cease-fire be-
tween September 6 and late November 1991 because he refused to talk with the
JNA; and a President Milo ević who refused the EC’s proposed treaty conven-
tion for a confederation.Yet the self-interested behavior of the parties is hardly
surprising when the EC negotiators themselves spoke of recognition as a tactic
to strengthen the hand of those they perceived to be at risk (the Croats, and then
the Bosnian Muslims), as if recognition were not an irreversible decision, and
when EC member states ignored international law (on the territorial integrity of
Yugoslavia) and the legal judgments of its own arbitrators (on the conditions for
recognition of Croatia and of Bosnia and Herzegovina) when it suited national
interests or alliance politics.

The literature on negotiated settlements to civil war emphasizes two major is-
sues: the“ripeness” of the parties to negotiate—the“hurting stalemate”that will
bring them to the table65—and in implementing a settlement, the danger of
“spoilers” among them.66 The Yugoslav case suggests that in preventive diplo-
macy, the same issues apply to the outside interveners: the problem of their
“ripeness” to intervene, which reduces the chances of early action, and the po-
tential for “spoilers” among the foreign powers, who can sully any efforts at pre-
vention that require collective action. As David Owen rightly concludes, the
characteristic of international action toward former Yugoslavia was “a divorce
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from responsibility”: those who exercised their power over the conflict were un-
willing“to bear the military consequences of their political decisions,”and those
who “did accept responsibility . . . never exercised power.”67 If an influential in-
ternationalist in the U.S. Congress can say i n August 1991, before the war be-
came serious in Croatia and before war had begun in Bosnia,“If war continues,
if the violence spreads and more people are killed, then we’ll pay a lot more at-
tention,”68 then motivations for preventive diplomacy are still at a primitive
level. Those aiming at prevention must be ready to act before such violence, or
at the earliest stages of such violence, when the dynamics of war have not taken
over. If Germany can unilaterally undermine all EC collective diplomatic efforts
and then withdraw immediately after doing the damage, followed by the same
behavior toward Bosnia by the United States, there need to be constraints
against willful spoilers among interveners as well as the warring parties.

A Word on the Conventional Wisdom

A word should be said about the conventional wis dom on preventive action in
the Yugoslav cas e, for it dif fers from what has been pres ented here. There appears
to be cons ensus that Western powers should have acted either at the time of the
bat tle over Vukovar, a Croati an town on the Danube and the border with Serbi a ,
which lasted from August to November 1991, when the town was totally de-
stroyed, or at the time of the shelling of Dubrov ni k , a city on the Dalm ati an coast
of Croatia designated an internationally protected cultural site by UNESCO. Had
European or American forces bombed the JNA either at Vukovar or Dubrov ni k
( the lat ter chos en more for its recognition value that might have more easily mo-
bili zed public opinion in Western capitals than the level of destruction , which was
insignificant in comparison with Vukovar ) , then , the argument goes, the JNA
would have been deterred from further shelling. The Croati an war would have
ended, and the Bos ni an war would not have begun .

The argument is extremely important because of the overwhelming consen-
sus after five years of war: first, that the international use of military force early
on would have prevented war; second, that no diplomacy succeeds (particularly
preventive diplomacy) unless it is backed by a credible threat of force; and third,
that powers can avoid committing ground troops in cases of internal war and
rely on air power (or its threat) alone.

A decision to bomb the Yugoslav army at Vukovar (technically very compli-
cated and likely to be resisted by the responsible military authorities), or to
bomb the navy at sea off the coast of Dubrovnik, would have clearly required a
level of commitment by NATO powers that they were unwilling to make at the
time.69 Assuming that such a decision could be taken quickly, which is unlikely,
such bombing would certainly have altered the international side of the situa-
tion fundamentally. It could not have stopped the war in Croatia much earlier
than the cease-fire negotiations did, but it might have prevented the war in
Bosnia. Its shock value would not have been enough even in September, how-
ever. The outcome would have depended on what else foreign powers did.
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Prevention of further war could only have resulted if the states that decided
to bomb, either singly or as NATO, had been willing to accompany the bombing
with the very political strategy and ground presence that they were until then re-
sisting.Would they have agreed to impose the EC draft treaty being discussed at
the Hague? This would have required ground troops, to fight a war against the
Serbs in Croatia and in Bosnia and Herzegovina—a simple task but nonetheless
a war,with casualties.Additional levers would have been needed to impose eco-
nomic cooperation on Slovenia, which had succeeded in resisting everything
else that it did not agree to; to persuade Germany to abandon its policy toward
Croatia which was by then quite entrenched, supporting full independence
without special status for Serbs or reassuring links to former Yugoslavia; and to
prevent Kosovar Albanians from seizing the moment to strike preemptively for
independence (for special status in Serbia was not their goal). It is difficult to
imagine preventing war in Bosnia by this bombing action in Croatia, moreover,
unless some form of international protectorate was established to provide the
umbrella for domestic negotiations among the three ruling parties, holding off
recognition until then.70 This would have required making a special case diplo-
matically of Bosnia and imposing an agreement on President Izetbegović (who
had only two months’ earlier rejected the Muslim-Serb agreement reached be-
tween Zulfikarpa ić and Karad ić). The integration between Herzegovina and
Croatia was at a sufficiently early stage that it might have been reversed, but not
without explicit action to do so and without further levers to impose acceptance
of the Bosnian border on Croatian president Tudjman.

Bombing alone would not have stopped the war, in other words, because the
political issues were real and were perceived as vital—a matter of life and death
and of the long-term survival of a people—by all of the Yugoslav parties at war
(first the Slovene government and population, then the Croatian government,
many Serbs in border Croatia, the Serbian government, and the Yugoslav army,
and eventually all three Bosnian political leaderships). By the time of Vukovar
and Dubrovnik, the country could not be put back together again, and the issue
was one of borders, security, and guarantees of human rights in the new states.
Citizens had been forced to declare loyalties and take sides by then so t hat in-
terveners would have had to rebuild the popular support that was available ear-
lier for a new Yugoslavia or a peaceful dissolution that provided means to retain
old connections in the economy, infrastructure, and multiple residences in sev-
eral “countries”; a convention on visa-free, open borders such as the Schengen
agreement among EU states so that friends and relatives could continue to visit,
and so forth.

The questions are, Could the decision to bomb have been taken quickly,
within days, and only a month after the September 17 debate within the WEU
when military intervention was rejected because there were insufficient troops
without the participation of the United States?71 And would the taking of such
a decision have succeeded in overcoming EC resistance only three months’ ear-
lier,when proposed by the Dutch presidency,to political management of the en-
tire crisis? Bombing followed by ground presence would certainly have forced
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EC states to take seriously the information coming from their monitors, and it
might have enabled professional investigation of the conflict and parties inde-
pendently of propaganda, lobbying, and national preferences. They would have
learned from the monitors or from Special Envoy Vance and his team, for ex-
ample, that by then, the issue for the army (separate from local Serbs) was the
forty thousand troops and their families who were barricaded in their barracks
all over Croatia, held in humiliating a nd i nhumane circumstances. Release of
the soldiers and their families would have ended the war in Croatia, but the ob-
stacle was President Tudjman, whose refusal to negotiate with Minister of De-
fense Kadijević on this matter and on numerous other diplomatic efforts to end
the war was an equal or greater problem than the army or Serbs at the time. In-
vestigation of the facts on the ground might also have opened up the necessary
but missing dialogue with the army. But without a political strategy and capac-
ity to implement it after bombing, the act of bombing alone would have failed at
its goal and would have drawn the Western powers into either a long occupation
or a war in the Balkans. It was this commitment that was missing at the time, ei-
ther to seek genuine compromises and compensations (and recognize the facts
necessary to such an effort) or to create a field operation.The question left unan-
swered is, Would the decision to bomb have forced the powers to make either
commitment?

Some Lessons to Be Learned

Few cases of deadly violence in recent history have evoked such consensus that
the international community f ailed by not acting early to prevent v iolence as
Croatia and Bosnia and Herzegovina. There is some—truth to this, but three
points that are less often given due emphasis are key. First, the failure to act pre-
ventively traces back into the 1980s and involves opportunities that were poten-
tially more propitious for prevention and are crucial for understanding what
transpired beginning in 1991.Second, the problem was not just inaction but ac-
tions that were partial and otherwise flawed.The concept of missed opportunity
includes misuse as well as neglect. Third, the fatalistic assumption rooted in
Balkan determinism and other theories of ancient hatreds—that there was little
if anything that the international community could do—was fundamentally
flawed. In fact, the actions of the international community contributed to war
and made it more intense.

In explaining (albeit not justifying) the policies that were pursued, it was clear
that in their hierarchy of goals, external actors gave low priority to the preven-
tion of violence. More important were defense of their status quo national eco-
nomic and security interests, repayment of Yugoslavia’s foreign debt, economic
and political reform to open Yugoslav markets to foreign investors, responding
to voting constituencies (such as émigré lobbyists seeking favor for their par-
ticular community in Yugoslavia), demonstration of a European ability to act
collectively on foreign policy and defense,and simple conflict avoidance among
the major powers. Nor did they learn any lessons from these early failures, for
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they never adjusted their behavior in later periods from the stop-gap mentality:
they ignored the consequences of actions in one locale for areas not yet at war,
and they thought little about the durability of cease-fire agreements.

The lessons of the former Yugoslavia case, in particular Croatia and Bosnia
and Herzegovina, are many. Early warning is not sufficient to obtain early ac-
tion.An institutional capacity to act must be agreed on and precede the conflict,
and it must obligate collective action and a coherent message even when the
leading powers perceive no national interest and disagree about the nature of the
conflict.

The direct and long-term consequences of internal violence anywhere in the
world to the major powers and their mutual relations must be given greater at-
tention so that the major powers give prevention higher priority. Policymakers
hid behind the argument that violence in Yugoslavia could not be prevented if the
people themselves were determined to fight, and that in any case, they did not
know how to prevent the violence. If they had perceived a vital, collective inter-
est in prevention, one can assume that these arguments would have vanished.

A substantive understanding of the nature and dynamic of such internal con-
flicts is still insufficient to mobilize policies of prevention when much can be
done—long before the indicators of impending violence are siren red and long
before calculation and behavior are driven by the dynamic of violence and war
itself. Early warning signals must be based on such an understanding of the po-
litical dynamic, not static indicators of potential conflict, and of how to inter-
vene. The international community does not yet pay enough attention to the po-
litical capacity necessary for effective economic management of open
economies and the danger of political disintegration, nor does it know how to
intervene in support of democracy, human rights, and an environment that en-
ables domestic actors to achieve radical political transitions peacefully. The
diplomatic mind-set long established for interstate conflict is not only inappro-
priate but often h armful, helping to escalate internal conflict and to miss op-
portunities for prevention. Exhortations are not sufficient, and taking sides in a
nationalist conflict,exacerbated by incoherence and mixed messages,will nearly
guarantee violence.
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Preventive Diplomacy 
for Macedonia, 1992–1999: 

From Containment to Nation Building

Michael S. Lund

Case Summary

TH E RE P U B L IC OF MAC E DON I A shared with the other Yugoslav republics the
economic decline, rekindled nationalisms, and weakening federal institu-

tions that in 1991 and 1992 led Sloveni a , Croati a , Serbi a , and Bos nia into seces-
sionist wars.Yet it alone among the six republics achieved independence without
violent conflict and emerged as a multiethnic democ racy.The common ex plana-
tion is that,in contrast to the international response to Croatia and Bos ni a , timely
initi atives by the United Nations and other third parties toward Macedonia pre-
vented the outbreak of violent ethnic conflict.1 These ef forts are held up as a
model of ef fective international preventive diplom acy.2 But skeptics can obs erve
that whether national political disputes become violent or are resolved peacefully
might be ex plained by other factors.If the clash of interests is not suf fic ient to cre-
ate a serious threat of violence, or a threat aris es but is regulated by the protago-
nists thems elves, then third - party preventive diplom acy may make lit tle dif fer-
ence. Third - party ef forts may also unintentionally pres erve an unstable status
quo without transforming it or even inc rease tensions beyond what they other-
wise would reach .3 This chapter first gauges the potenti al for violence of the main
trouble spots that were believed to threaten Macedoni a’s ability to survive after it
declared independence in 1991. These threats ex isted in Yugoslavi a - Macedoni a
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relations, Greece - Macedonia relations, ethnic Macedoni an and Albani an rela-
tions within Macedoni a , and Serb - Albani an relations in the Kosovo area of Yu-
goslavi a . The chapter then ass ess es the ex tent to which third parties prevented
their violent es calation and fostered the conditions for a self - sustaining peace.4

The findings indicate that this exemplar of preventive diplom acy met some of
the skeptics’ c riteri a , but not others. In brief, although the arenas of tension in and
around Macedonia were often des c ribed as a “powder keg,”none was an imminent
ex plosion . But four significant conflicts did heat up, and many people were killed
in one. Three of them were kept below the level of m ass violence, armed con-
frontation , or war, however. The fourth , in Kosovo, was contained until early 1998
but then es calated rapidly to a civil war.The comparative restraint of these conflict s
cannot be ex plained by historical or cultural legac ies that were untypical of the
Balkans. Violent es calation was avoided in part because of recent conditions, in-
terest s, and tactical calculations that generally out weighed the incentives or abili-
ties of governments and ethnic group leaders to employ violence to pursue politi-
cal dif ferences.But these local equilibria were all tenuous, and they would not have
endured for long without the preventive actions of international third parties.

Initi ally, the international response toward warnings of possible South Balkan
conflicts was unhelpful if not harmful . Subs equently, the degree and depth of in-
ternational engagement ac ross the four fronts varied considerably. Nevertheless,
the preventive ef forts have been mostly successful , at least so far, for they have
d ampened periodic inc idents of low - level violence and rising tensions and fos-
tered political di alogue and negoti ated set tlement s.By engaging,pair by pair,most
of the potenti al antagonists in the South Balkans and interdicting several of its po-
tenti al source point s, the missions and medi ation initi atives reduced the overall
risk the much - feared South Balkan scenario would start somewhere or, if it did,
would spread. On the Kosovo front, however, prevention largely failed. This was
not because of total international neglect but because the preventive ef forts made
there were too weak and incoherent compared with the forces inclining toward de-
terioration . It is too early to judge whether this gap in the otherwise significant in-
ternational preventive engagements on behalf of Macedonia will undo the
achievement on the other three front s. In short, a combination of ex ternal pre-
ventive ef forts and locali zed conflict inhibitors ex plain why Macedonia has sur-
vived peacefully as a fledgling multiethnic democ ratic state — at least so far.

But the preventive diplom acy inside Macedonia and Kosovo also has had unin-
tended King Mid as – li ke ef fect s.By acknowledging certain groups’grievances,third
parties rais ed their ex pectations and inc reas ed the incentives to continue national-
ist political caus es through ethnic mobili z ation , while failing to undercut or cir-
cumvent local tendenc ies to ethnic i ze all domestic and foreign policy issues. The
policy lesson is not that benign neglect would have been the bet ter cours e.Rather,
to avoid merely ingraining ethnic polari z ation ,preventive action has to go beyond
containing and muf fling violence, supporting power sharing, and even fac ilitating
political di alogues.It must also modify the basic incentives driving popular politics
by fostering new domestic soc i al and economic interests and organi zed groups,
c reating broad stakes in partic ipating in the international system ,and helping build
s elf - regulating national dispute management process es and interstate relations.
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This requires incorporating into a wider range of programs that are already oper-
ating on the ground spec ific conflict and peacebuilding procedures.

Pre - Independence Bac k ground

When Macedonia severed its ties to Yugoslavi a , the potenti al for violent conflict
inc reas ed because its political identity had never been clearly defined, yet the new
state was emerging amid contending nationalisms. Ethnic Macedoni an , Serbi an ,
and Albani an political movements within and ac ross the new state’s borders each
aspired to create various identity - bas ed polities. The overriding question was not
ideological , economic, or even cultural but political : would Macedonia become
one or more ethnically bas ed governing authorities,or would such models be out-
weighed by the advantages of a multiethnic state? Three other Yugoslav republics
were failing to reconc ile the same pressures short of going to war.

Before 1991, the area within Macedoni a’s current bound aries, known as Vard ar
Macedoni a ,had never before had its own sovereign government.From the time of
Alex ander the Great until the end of the Greek civil war in 1949, the larger region
called Macedonia was the field of bat tles, insurgenc ies, and terrorism . For cen-
turies, its changing political status was defined by wa x ing and waning empires
and, more recently, by the new, ins ecure states of Serbi a , Greece and Bulgaria as
well as rival greater powers.A distinctly “Vard ar Macedoni a” national cons c ious-
ness, roughly congruent with the pres ent bound aries, arose in the late nineteenth
century, when poets and intellectu als articulated a distinguishable local culture,
and the Internal Macedoni an Revolutionary Organi z ation (IMRO) arose to fight
for that area’s independence from the Ot tom an Turk s. But even its leaders such as
Gotse Delchev were brought up under Bulgari an influences,and in 1903,the Turk s
brutally crushed the self - declared Krushevo Republic in western Macedoni a . Al-
though Turkey was ex pelled in 1912 in the first Balkan War by Serbi a , Greece, and
Bulgari a , Bulgaria tried to take the area until , in the second Balkan War, it was
pushed out by its erst while allies. The Bulgari an reoccupation of Macedonia in
World War I was revers ed by the Vers ailles treaty, but Macedonia was then placed
under a new Kingdom of Croat s, Serbs, and Slovenes, where it was called South
Serbi a .After its occupation again by Bulgaria in World War II, it was put under the
new Soc i alist Federal Republic of Yugoslavi a .

Only when Yugoslavi a’s leader Josip Tito made Macedonia an autonomous re-
public with its own constitution in 1946 did a Macedoni an entity congruent with
the pres ent state receive its first lasting legal and political found ation . To unify Yu-
goslavia while curtailing the Serbs’ hegemony, Tito granted more cultural auton-
omy and political authority to all the republics and thus their dominant ethnic
groups.Though Macedoni an previously had been regarded as a di alect of Bulgar-
i an , he recogni zed it as a distinct and of fic i al langu age. The Republic of Macedo-
nia encompass ed Albani ans, Serbs, Turk s, and other groups, but it was more
tightly tied to the ethnic Macedoni an majority, who were Orthodox Christi ans,
when Tito made the Macedoni an Orthodox Church autocephalous in 1967. The
1974 federal constitution bestowed greater financ i al , judic i al , and educational au-
tonomy to the republics, granted them authority over their own defense forces,
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and created the autonomous areas within Serbia of Kosovo and Voj vodina , which
meant they held seats in the federal collective presidency. All these devolutions
heightened the sense of territori al ownership felt by the ethnic Croat s, Slovenes,
Bos ni ans, Macedoni ans, Albani ans, and Hungari ans who predominated in each
juris diction , but they also inc reas ed res entment among the Serbs.

Following Tito’s death in 1980,with the Cold War waning,the West reduced the
economic and military aid that also had kept this central European buf fer state to-
gether.Western donors required more market dis c ipline in Yugoslavi a’s decentral-
i zed but inc reasingly inef fic ient system of local economic self - m anagement. The
resulting centrali zed economic reforms, austerity, and unemployment inc reas ed
the competition bet ween and within the republics to maintain their stand ards of
living, and it accentu ated their considerable economic disparities. In the name of
democ racy,the republics’dis content and rivalries were directed at the federal gov-
ernment,where Serbs were gaining even greater influence.From 1987 to 1989,Slo-
bod an Milo ević and his clique wrested control of Serbi a’s Communist Party and
most federal institutions.In mass televis ed rallies, he heightened the Serb ins ecu-
rities and fueled their nationalism .The collapse of the Yugoslav Communist Party
in Janu ary 1990 led to multiparty elections in the republics that brought leaders to
power who, to varying degrees, played to prevailing local ethnonationalist senti-
ment s. In some places, this led to severe dis c rimination against local Serb,Alban-
i an , and other minorities.5 Macedoni a’s first free parli amentary elections in No-
vember 1990 heard both communists and nationalists in the campaign approve of
harassing the Albani ans.

Despite the trend toward ethnically defined republics, however, Macedonia’s
own independence was impelled more by external forces than by native nation-
alism. Both Bosnia-Herzegovina and Macedonia were poor and heavily depen-
dent on federal redistributive policies, so their presidents,Alija Izetbegović and
Kiro Gligorov, were not inclined to secede. Most ethnic Macedonians at that
time were profederation and shared with Serbia a wariness toward the ethnic
Albanians who straddled the two republics. But in the spring and summer 1991,
as discussed in more detail in chapter 7, Yugoslavia’s dissolution was occurring
de facto through armed hostilities between Slovenia and Croatia, on the one
hand, and the Belgrade government, on the other. The two presidents concluded
that unless their republics seceded, too, they would be left as minorities in a
Serb-dominated rump Yugoslavia.

In September, Macedonian authorities held a referendum in which 95 percent
of the people who voted approved independence (72 percent of eligible voters
voted in the referendum, including ethnic Macedonians living abroad). The re-
public’s Albanians as well as Serbs boycotted. The government declared sover-
eignty in November and requested European Community (EC) recognition and
UN membership.

Postindependence Disputes: Issues, Parties, and Evolution

To ethnic Macedoni an nationalist s, Independence Day, September 8, was the
culmination of their quest for their own sovereign state. They were finding more
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and more roots of a distinct culture in the region’s past. But the new state also en-
compass ed a si zeable number of Albani ans and several sm aller groups, including
Serbs.6 Albani an , Serbi an , and Bulgari an nationalisms were active in the region
and could uns et tle Macedoni a’s uneasy domestic ethnic relations and / or invite in-
trusions from neighboring states.The new country stood ex pos ed to threats prin-
c ipally on four front s : (1) the border with the Federal Republic of Yugoslavi a
( F RY) , if Serbi an nationalists pushed the Belgrade government to recover or sub-
vert Macedonia on behalf of a “Greater Serbi a” ; (2) Macedoni a’s relations with Bul-
garia and Greece, espec i ally the lat ter, due to irredentist fears ; (3) tensions within
the country bet ween ethnic Macedoni ans and ethnic Albani ans, who had politi-
cal support from Albani a ; and (4) Kosovo to the north , where inc reasing Serb re-
pression of the Albani an majority and / or a popular uprising could cause Alban-
i an refugees to flow into Macedoni a , uns et tle its ethnic balance, and provoke
Albania and Serbia as well as their regional allies. While each possible flashpoint
had spec ific issues and antagonist s, they were intert wined,so wors ening one could
wors en others.

To judge the actual threat of violent escalation from these arenas, we can ex-
amine their basic sources and trace their levels of intensity from 1991 to early
1998.We do the latter by using gradations that lie in between peaceful coopera-
tion, at one extreme, and all-out war, at the other. These intermediate levels in-
clude (1) institutionalized nonviolent political conflict, as expressed in conven-
tional interstate diplomacy or normal national-level public policy disputes;(2)
diplomatic or political tensions and occasional violence around particular is-
sues, largely managed by ad hoc diplomatic or extraparliamentary negotiations;
(3) nonengagement and polarization of disputing parties, with occasional con-
frontations and outbreaks of mainly covert political violence; and (4) frequent
covert or overt political violence and military action.

Macedonia-FRY: A Separate Peace?

The greatest initial concern was a hostile reaction to Macedonian secession
by a contractingYugoslavia.One vision of a Greater Serbia promoted by Serbian
ultranationalists favored uniting not only the areas outside Serbia where ethnic
Serbs predominated, such as the krajina in Croatia, but also areas such as
Kosovo and Macedonia that had few Serbs but historically were viewed as Ser-
bia. Many Serbians still referred to Macedonia as South Serbia. They viewed
Macedonians as having no distinct identity and their language as Bulgarian.7

The Serbian Church had not recognized the Macedonian bishopric.
Yet in late 1991 and 1992, hostilities bet ween Macedonia and Serbia did not

break out. Pursuing a policy it called “active neutrality,” the Macedoni an govern-
ment pledged friendly relations with all neighbors. After parli ament voted that 
the Serbi an - dominated Yugoslav People’s Army (Jugoslavenska Nardona Armija
[J NA]) should leave, Gligorov negoti ated an agreement whereby it completely
pulled out by April 1992. Because the JNA took every weapon and piece of equip-
ment it could carry and destroyed the rest, the new Macedoni an state was de-
fens eless. But a peaceful secession was largely possible becaus e, while Milo ević
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could not af ford both to keep troops in Macedonia and to fight the Bos ni an war,
he also believed that he could let Macedonia go without giving up on its later be-
coming part of a Greater Serbi a .8 Left economically dependent and ex pos ed to the
depred ations of what were known as the “three wolves” ( Albani a , Bulgari a , and
Greece ) , Macedonia would crawl back to Serbi an protection . His view was rein-
forced by the collateral impacts on Macedonia of the UN economic sanctions
against the FRY of November 1991 and May 1992.

While independence provoked no immedi ate reaction , when the Bos nia war
continued into 1993 and 1994,there were grounds for believing that changes in the
Serbs’ fortune might prompt them to recapture Macedonia or help it fall apart
from within . The FRY had not recogni zed the new state or agreed to an interna-
tional border in place of the internal bound ary.9 As late as 1994, Macedonia was
still perceived in Belgrade as a seceding republic whose departure led it to eco-
nomic dis aster and possible disintegration , owing to the pressures from Albani a
and Bulgaria and the internal plot ting of ethnic Albani ans in Macedoni a .1 0

The behavior of FRY troops along Macedonia’s border seemed to corroborate
the notion of persisting Serbian designs.Despite the UN preventive deployment
force that began patrolling the border in early 1993 (discussed later), small con-
tingents of the Serb Army would penetrate across, occupy a spot for hours or
days, and eventually retreat, but only after tensions arose and negotiations were
required. In June 1994, Serbian soldiers took over for several weeks a moun-
taintop in the northeast known as Hill 1703,an especially strategic vantage point
toward Macedonia,Serbia,and Bulgaria.Macedonia gathered troops in the area,
and for a while, the Serbs refused to leave or negotiate.

Though Serb forces were at least testing the Macedoni an government and the
peacekeeping force, the evidence is circumstanti al and ambiguous as to whether
Belgrade wanted or was able to go beyond minor troublem aking to invade or in-
timid ate Macedoni a .1 1 Several factors may have restricted the border troops to no
more than nuis ance activity. Though in control of the FRY government, Milo e-
vić could not risk losing support within the Serbi an electorate by taking on dif fi-
cult and costly ventures. Although Serb provocateurs had at tempted to organi ze
them , the sm all Serbi an community in Macedonia was not feeling so oppress ed
that they publicly agitated against the government and appealed to Serbia for sup-
port.The Serbs in Serbia and Macedonia also shared with ethnic Macedoni ans not
only the Orthodox religion but,more immedi ately, the feeling of a threat from the
Muslim Albani ans.1 2 President Gligorov also labored to avoid provoking Serbi an
nationalists into a fight.A former communist technoc rat, he lived up to his nick-
name, “The Fox ,” by adeptly maneuvering to independence and negoti ating the
F RY’s dis engagement.Also important was the advantage of Macedoni a’s allowing
oil to “leak” through the UN embargo to Serbi a ,1 3 which gave it fuel for its truck s
and tanks and gave Macedonia a us eful black market. Until more is known about
Belgrade’s military and political capac ities and constraint s, it cannot be said how
much Milo ević actu ally wanted or could pursue revanchism or whether he ap-
proved occasional border harassment just to mollify the ultranationalist s.

Still ,a changing course in the Bos ni an war might have tempted or pushed Milo-
ević , whatever his own inclinations, to reap credit from weakening Macedoni a .
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Following the war’s end in 1995, some thought he might still turn to the Macedo-
nia project — an analysis that gained more plausibility later when he launched a
military campaign in Kosovo (see below ) . In short,while a direct Serbi an threat to
Macedonia was not self - evident, it could not be entirely dismiss ed. Looking from
south of the border, the signs made it reasonable to worry for some time.

In terms of the gradations of conflict, Macedonia-FRY relations moved from
diplomatic tensions and special negotiations to somewhat more stable interna-
tional relations. Following the negotiation of the JNA withdrawal, border inci-
dents created occasional tensions but did not escalate beyond small confronta-
tions. Following the Dayton Accords, the FRY recognized Macedonia and
economic traffic was fully restored. Macedonia is one of the FRY’s major trad-
ing partners.The border issue has been taken up by the Macedonia-FRY border
commission, although it has proceeded very slowly because of Serbian delays.
An agreed boundary remains undecided, but bilateral commitment to the ne-
gotiations was renewed in late 1997.

Macedonia-Greece Dispute

The first arena to erupt into the open was the least anticipated. Upon Mace-
donia’s request for EC recognition in December 1991, Greece vehemently ob-
jected to its name, flag, and the white tower on its currency, which was similar to
a famous landmark in Thessaloniki. The constitution spoke of the country’s
concern for the status and rights of ethnic Macedonians in neighboring coun-
tries, such as a largely assimilated group in northern Greece who locally were
called“slavophone Greeks.”All this conjured up the ancient kingdom of Alexan-
der the Great’s father Phillip II, which included much of present-day Greece.14

The ancient symbols were still provocative because of Macedonian-Greek dis-
trust remaining since the Greek civil war. Suspicions that Macedonia harbored
designs on Greece and Bulgaria reemerged in the late 1980s when Macedonian
nationalists circulated maps showing a greater Macedonia encompassing parts
of these countries but barbed wire marking the present borders, as if outlying
areas were under foreign o ccupation. In early 1992, these issues e voked mass
Greek demonstrations in Athens and patriotic g atherings by Macedonians in
Melbourne and Toronto.15

In Janu ary 1992, the Badinter Commission of the EC (renamed that month the
European Union [EU]) recommended that Macedonia be recogni zed. But al-
though Macedoni a’s parli ament amended the constitution to pledge noninterfer-
ence in the internal af fairs of its neighbors, Greece successfully press ed the con-
s ensus - governed EC to deny recognition ,1 6 thus also blocking Macedoni a’s
eligibility for International Monetary Fund (IMF) and other aid. The government
fell later that year in part because it failed to get recognition from more countries.

After Greek prime minister Constantine Mit sotakis showed some flex ibility in
early 1993, UN negoti ators obtained a parti al set tlement in April that allowed
Macedonia to join the UN under the temporary designation “The Former Yu-
goslav Republic of Macedoni a”( F Y ROM ) , but without its flag flying at UN head-
qu arters. This pass ed Macedoni a’s parli ament with only weak support, however,
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and in Athens, more mass demonstrations and pressure from the militant Pan-
hellenic Soc i al Movement (PAS OK) brought down the Mit sotakis government in
September. Soc i alist Andreas Papandreou became prime minister in October
with a twenty - vote majority, and Greece left the negoti ation table. In December,
six members bolted from EU policy, and over one hundred nations soon recog-
ni zed Macedoni a .When the United States also moved toward recognition in Feb-
ru ary 1994, Greece again broke of f negoti ations and impos ed an economic block-
ade on Macedonia that severely reduced its vital north - south trade route.

Clearly, the intense feelings that Macedonia’s chosen name and symbols
stirred up in the two countries and their ethnic diasporas showed this was a se-
rious diplomatic confrontation and economic crisis, no mere semantic squab-
ble. Though military hostilities were unlikely, escalating local incidents of vio-
lence could undermine the stability of the newer of the two s tates. Ultimately,
the Greek government realized the embargo was economically damaging,and it
was unpopular with the Greek business community. Greece also stood to gain
from having a stable buffer state between it and Yugoslavia. Were the Bosnian
war to spread to Macedonia, Greece might have to host thousands of refugees,
with all their ethnic implications. But the persistence of the Macedonia-Greece
dispute showed how patriotic fervor could outweigh for some time the two
countries’ trade and security interests.

Eventually, this dispute progressed to intergovernmental relations that are
deeper than Macedonia’s w ith the FRY. Negotiations starting in 1992 reached
nearly a complete settlement by 1995. Diplomacy, travel, trade, and other rela-
tions are now considerable. Macedonia is seeking to join Greece in NATO.

Macedonia’s Ethnic Relations

Independence also raised the issue of the political status of ethnic groups
within Macedonia. With about 23 percent of Macedonia’s 1.9 million popula-
tion, ethnic Albanians have been the most vocal minority and have felt discrim-
inated against by the Macedonian Slavs, who constitute about 65 percent.17

When the 1991 constitution referred to the Macedonians’ historic struggle for a
nation and described Macedonia as “a national state of the Macedonian people,
in which full equality as citizens and permanent co-existence . . . is provided for
Albanians” and other nationalities (though omitting Serbs),18 the twenty-five
Albanian parliament deputies absented themselves. Equal rights were guaran-
teed for all citizens, but the Albanian,Turk, and other minorities understood the
distinction between them and a nation-constituting people—which in commu-
nist-era doctrine had the legal right to self-determination—as relegating them
to second-class citizenship.

Albani an leaders also complain of spec ific dis c rimination . They believe they
would have more MPs and government portfolios were the communist - era voting
districts changed to apportion the population more fairly and local government s
m ade stronger.1 9 Other grievances concern lack of a proportional number of jobs
for Albani ans in the military, police, court s, c ivil service, and state media and
resistance to their desire for more cultural and educational autonomy. On their
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part, m any ethnic Macedoni ans fear the Albani ans’ higher birth rate will inc reas e
the pressure to achieve autonomy for western Macedonia or union with Albani a ,
similar to the dem ands of Kosovo’s Albani ans, and they see Albani an cultural
rights as inviting other such minority dem ands. The most nationalistic Macedo-
ni an party, the Internal Macedoni an Revolutionary Organi z ation - Democ ratic
Party for Macedoni an National Unity (V M RO - DP M N U ) , vocali zed and height-
ened the an x ieties of the Macedoni an population , put ting pressure on the gov-
ernment coalition parties to avoid obvious bending to Albani an dem ands.

Periodically, these ethnic controversies have flared up in demonstrations or ri-
ots that have resulted in some deaths. In November 1992, the killing by police of
an Albani an teenager in the old Bit Pa z ar shops area of Skop je led to rioting by
ethnic Albani ans and the wounding of policemen . When police shot dead three
Albani ans and a Macedoni an , the feeling arose in both communities that a wider
conflict was imminent.2 0 Larger demonstrations arose in December 1994. After
Kosovo’s Prishtina University was clos ed in 1989, because the national universi-
ties in Skop je and Bitola taught only in Macedoni an , Albani an activists and stu-
dents dec ided to create an Albani an university in the city of Tetovo, west of
Skop je.A government court rejected their initi al request for recognition on con-
stitutional grounds. At a rally announc ing the opening of class es in Febru ary
1 9 9 5 , the Tetovo university’s rector referred to possible resistance with guns and
grenades if police stopped the action .Arrests of the organi zers led to a street con-
frontation that left one Albani an student dead and about twenty in jured.2 1 When
the government in spring 1997 initi ated instruction in Albani an at Skop je Uni-
versity’s Ped agogical Institute for teacher training, ethnic Macedoni an student s
reacted by starting a hunger stri ke and demonstrations.When the dean then de-
layed implementation of the dec ision ,Albani an students went on stri ke.

Ethnic relations were put under additional strain by the drastically declining
standard of living due to the cutoff of Macedonia’s main trade by the UN sanc-
tions, economic reforms, and the Greek embargo.22 Privatization actually may
have hit e thnic Macedonians harder than it did Albanians, because they hold
more jobs in state-owned industry whereas Albanians are engaged more in agri-
culture, but each group tended to assume it was the more victimized.23

But here again ,Macedoni an - Albani an relations were kept from totally deterio-
rating by countervailing economic and political realities. In addition to the black
m arket and smuggling, the inclination of Albani ans living in western Macedoni a
to invite active interference from Albania has been tempered by the fact that, al-
though Macedoni a’s Albani ans are less urban and educated than its ethnic Mace-
doni ans, they en joy a higher stand ard of living on average than their kin ac ross the
border.2 4 The sharing of political power in the government has been an additional
restraint.Executive and legislative power sharing was required as early as the 1990
elections because nationalist parties competed not only against each other but
with nonethnic parties, and no party gained a majority. After July 1992, the gov-
ernment consisted of a coalition that parceled out portfolios among three par-
ties.2 5 The political weight of ethnic Macedoni ans is not only partly counterbal-
anced by Albani ans ; both groups face some pressure from Turk s,Serbs, and other
ethnic minorities.Because it is not monoethnic,the government has been inclined
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to relatively even - handed polic ies. Regarding Albani an education and employ-
ment grievances, government of fic i als agree there is serious imbalance but point
to modest changes that are in fact showing up, such as in teacher training, police
training,and the composition of the army.

Government and party leaders also have stepped in at critical moments to dis-
courage es calations by voic ing moderate words and taking diplom atic action .Af-
ter the Bit Pa z ar riot and an arms - smuggling episode, Albani a’s president Sali
Berisha exchanged assurances with Gligorov, and they met several times to pledge
mutu al respect for the two countries’ borders. When the Tetovo demonstrations
flared up, the chair of the ethnic Albani an coalition party, the Party for Demo-
c ratic Prosperity (PDP ) ,went on television to urge Albani ans to stay of f the street s.

Coalition government has not abated ethnic politics, however, especially
since 1997. The main ethnic parties have split into moderate and more nation-
alist parties, and the government has come under increasing criticism.26 In the
October 1996 local elections that were interpreted as a litmus test for the gov-
erning coalition, the more nationalist Albanian “PDP-A” party swept several
municipalities in the western areas.Victorious local officials felt emboldened to
declare a kind of de facto Albanian autonomy and fly Albanian flags at govern-
ment buildings.When political authority broke down in Albania in March 1997,
annexation by Albania lost its attraction, so its weak economy and government
now provide little inspiration to the Albanian cause inside Macedonia. But Al-
banians in Macedonia now could feel even more insecure vis-à-vis ethnic Mace-
donians, whose nationalist leaders could also become bolder, thus moving Al-
banians to more desperate methods. Though earlier scattered instances of arms
smuggling from the abundant supply in Albania were interdicted, the flow
across the border, as well as into Kosovo, increased.

Overall , although Macedonia has avoided violent politics and completely po-
lari zed political camps, it is hard to judge whether the continuing ethnic ferment
means its institutions and political process es are weakening or gradu ally becom-
ing stronger. By continuing to pursue its political and public policy disputes
within formal institutions, Macedonia’s domestic politics may be slowly matur-
ing. Though ethnic controversies still provoke tense demonstrations, they are still
m ainly pursued through the cabinet, parli ament, the Constitutional Court, the
bureauc racy, and elections, or they prompt spec i al negoti ations on particular is-
sues. Rather than boycot t s, the 1997 elections saw several political parties align-
ing,campaigning vigorously,and incorporating their more radical youth wings.A
tax scand al was followed by cabinet reshuf fling, and the prime minister initi ated
direct talks with opposition parties. Even more noteworthy, in the parli amentary
elections of fall 1998, a coalition won that included the Macedoni an nationalist
party that had boycot ted the 1994 elections and the Albani an nationalist DP Party
that had sparked the flag controversy.

On the other hand, the pace of disputed policy issues through official chan-
nels is very slow, and Albanian nationalism has not abated.In sum, the basic sta-
bility of the Macedonian state still seems relatively secure,but it remains too vul-
nerable to a security or political crisis, such as that in Kosovo, and thus the
breakdown of the fragile ethnic alliance.
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Kosovo: From Polarization to War

The tensions between Albanians and Serbs in Kosovo, especially since the late
1980s, were from the start the most palpable threat to young Macedonia’s terri-
torial integrity and internal stability. It was long feared that a worsening Kosovo
conflict would put Macedonia at risk because under Yugoslavia, Kosovar Alba-
nians were tied through family,economics,and frequent travel to those in Mace-
donia.Many Albanian leaders studied or taught at Kosovo’s Prishtina University,
and after its closing in 1989, they migrated to Macedonia. Widespread fighting
in Kosovo could generate masses of Albanian refugees pushing into Macedonia
and upsetting the ethnic Macedonian-Albanian balance,and Kosovo’s brethren
Albanians in Macedonia and Albania might move through Macedonia against
Serbia, possibly causing Serbia to attack.27

While Serbs regard Kosovo as the cradle of their culture,Albani an nationalism
also grew up there.With the highest birth rate in Europe,and because of economic
outmigration by Serbs,Albani ans compris ed 90 percent of the 1.2 million popula-
tion by 1993. The dem ands for local control that the Albani ans in Kosovo had
voiced since the late 1960s, punctu ated by occasional at tacks on individu al Serbs,
became inc reasingly threatening to most Serbs.2 8 In 1988 and 1989,the federal gov-
ernment under Milo ević assu aged the rising Serbi an res entment of the gains
m ade by other groups,espec i ally the Albani ans,by banning the use of Albani an in
of fic i al af fairs, pushing out local Albani an of fic i als, and revoking Kosovo’s au-
tonomous status. The resulting marches and stri kes were met by crackdowns that
left an estim ated si x ty people dead.As a welter of opposition parties emerged, the
Albani an writer Ibrahim Rugova galvani zed much of the Albani an political lead-
ership in the Democ ratic League of Kosova (LDK ) . In May 1992,the Albani an po-
litical movement elected its own parli ament with the LDK dominant, and it estab-
lished the “Republic of Kosova” with Rugova as president. Rugova ex plic itly
adopted a strategy of nonviolence inspired by the Eastern European civic move-
ment s, Mahatma Gandhi , and Martin Luther King. Kosovo soon had an alterna-
tive government, s chool system , soc i al institutions, health services, and a fledging
medi a , staf fed by unemployed workers and professionals who volunteer their labor
and financed by ta xes on Albani an workers in Western Europe.With Serb acquies-
cence,t wo parallel communities and governments operated in uneasy relations for
years.2 9 The LDK’s program called for reclaiming Kosovo’s autonomy, which they
ex press ed as the right to their own republic or independence.In the meantime,Ru-
gova variously called for an international administration and UN protectorate.

The cycle of action and reaction bet ween an ins ecure oppressor and an op-
press ed but determined people put Kosovo at a high level of distrust and hostil-
ity.3 0 Here, too, though , the imminent prospect of a rebellion was blunted by eco-
nomics and power. Kosovar Albani ans are Muslim and Serbs Orthodox , but
religious dif ferences are not compounded by huge economic inequ alities.The UN
economic sanctions af fected all in Serbi a .Kosovar Albani ans have been allowed to
travel and emigrate to work in Western Europe via Skop je and Ohrid, and the re-
mit tances of workers’ earnings has helped maintain the area’s stand ard of living.
The FRY and Macedoni an governments saw the value of this safety valve.In addi-
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tion ,street violence was kept at a low level simply because the Kosovars were over-
powered by Serbi an security forces and the JNA .F RY MiG jets occasionally flew
clos ely over the capital ,Prishtina , to remind the population who was in charge.Al-
though the LDK’s nonviolent doctrine made a virtue out of a necessity, it helped
keep a volatile situ ation from es calating into all - out revolt.

After November 1995,however, the basic political dynamics in Kosovo began
to change, raising the chances of an outbreak of violence. The Dayton Accords
accepted Croatian and Bosnian ethnically defined borders achieved in battle but
did not require Milo ević to address Kosovo human rights violations. With the
Kosovars exhausted by years of martial law, unemployment, deteriorating
health, and other basic community needs, Albanian activists began to question
out loud whether the LDK’s patient nonviolence had failed by not reaping its due
international reward. The established LDK leadership came under pressure to
show the value of its strategy of peaceful parallelism.

In 1996 and 1997, an alternative Democratic Forum emerged on one side of
a widening political spectrum. One of its leaders was a popular anticommunist
Albanian dissident, Adem Demaci. Imprisoned by the communists for twenty-
eight years, he is described as Kosovo’s Nelson Mandela, for he advocated that
the Albanians pursue federal or confederal relations with Serbia and criticized
the LDK for its rigid, all-or-nothing focus on Kosovo’s constitutional status.An-
other leader of the Forum came out in favor of a more assertive strategy of civil
disobedience modeled on the Palestinian intifada.

Meanwhile,on Rugova’s other flank ,a new group emerged to press for secession
by violent means. Beginning in April 1996, bomb ex plosions and shootings killed
Serb police and of fic i als as well as alleged collaborators in the major towns. Al-
though the source of these inc idents was at first not clear, in May 1997, a shadowy
group known as the Kosovo Liberation Army (KLA) announced it was behind the
more recent killings.3 1 This clandestine organi z ation was reportedly raising
money among the seven hundred thous and Albani ans abroad in order to buy
arms.3 2 By late 1997, Serb police no longer went into certain hill areas over which
the group had assumed de facto political control .But the KLA was clearly too weak
to wrest control of Kosovo from the Yugoslav military, so its ef fect was to provide
Milo ević with an excuse to finally break the back of the vex ing Kosovar caus e.

With Rugova under pressure and Milo ević seeking entry into international
institutions, the two leaders signed an agreement in October 1997 to reopen the
Albanian schools. However, a joint commission failed to carry it out. A year af-
ter it was signed, the Kosovar Albanian student organization carried out a series
of demonstrations in Prishtina that pressed for the agreement’s implementation.
From February to June 1998, Albanian-Serb hostility escalated to an unprece-
dented level of confrontation, violence, and military action. By mid-June, over
three hundred Albanians had been killed, including many women and children,
and sixty thousand refugees were pushed into Albania and Macedonia seeking
safety and shelter.

Evidently, having lost influence over Montenegro and fac ing a wors ening Yu-
goslav economy, Milo ević was trying to shore up his political support by either
vanquishing a budding Albani an guerrilla movement or provoking a higher-
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stakes international crisis from which he might ex act needed economic and diplo-
m atic concessions. The LDK held a new round of elections March 22. While Ru-
gova’s leadership and popularity were confirmed, diss ension was never more evi-
dent in the party rank s. The es calation had shifted the Kosovo crisis from a
nonviolent and repressive modus vivendi to an entirely dif ferent threshold. Thou-
s ands of radicali zed and emboldened Albani an youths were now willing to die in
an all - out civil war. Famili ar features of an es calated conflict came into play: at-
tacks and counterat tacks by “thugs” and “terrorist s” spiraling the violence ; world
media coverage ; ex patri ates financ ing inc reas ed arms shipments and sympathi z-
ers lining up on both sides ; the UN-sponsored Contact Group on Bos ni a - Her ze-
govina holding high - level meetings ; UN Security Counc il sanctions and threats of
further actions ; divided international respons es ; and on - again , of f - again medi a-
tion initi atives. The key question by mid - June was whether, even presuming that
they would recogni ze the mutu al costs of continuing armed combat, the negoti-
ating parties could reach any compromise that would be accepted by their riled -
up constituenc ies, espec i ally the emboldened KLA . In the fall an agreement was
reached that led to a large and hastily deployed Organi z ation for Security and Co-
operation in Europe (OSCE) obs erver mission , but ceas e - fire violations led to it s
breakdown and another failed set tlement at Rambouillet, France, in Febru ary
1 9 9 9 . This was followed by NATO bombing of Serbi a ,m assive ethnic cleansing of
Kosovo, and a set tlement by early June.

Marked s ince the early 1980s by demonstrations and police repression, the
conflict in Kosovo was the most heated to threaten Macedonia.A certain equi-
librium lasted until Dayton highlighted the lack of political movement on the
persisting issues, thus inviting political fragmentation and more extreme ac-
tions.A momentary political engagement on the education agreement was thus
soon overtaken by mass demonstrations, political violence and military action.

Local Inhibitors: Benign Legacies or Contemporary Interests?

During a post–Cold War period of exceptional global upheaval, the four
South Balkan potential issues that threatened Macedonia did not all explode,
unlike other Yugoslav disputes. Instead, they followed differing trajectories. All
simmered, but only one boiled over, and two cooled down.

Before ascertaining the possible impact of international preventive actions in
controlling the conflicts, how much discounting must be made for the impacts
of indigenous conditions and actors?33 For example, perhaps the conflicts were
restrained because they did not inherit divisive historical and cultural legacies
like the other Balkan arenas that did explode.Such a thesis would contradict two
recent influential analysts. One sees “Balkan ghosts” of past ethnic hatreds still
haunting Macedonia. The other notes how Macedonia and Kosovo lie on top of
a deep cultural fault line that divides two clashing global civilizations. Both an-
alysts judge Macedonia to be especially prone to recurring turmoil because the
powerful undercurrents of past group animosities and abiding cultural divi-
sions will tend to override any short-term influences. In view of these analyses,
the moderation of recent years appears all the more remarkable.
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In fact, however, the current influence of the Balkans, notoriously violent his-
tory and divided cultures varied across these conflicts.34 It appears that while
past hostilities and cultural differences may create different potentials for fur-
ther conflict, they cannot fully account for their recent levels. Situational and
contemporary factors determine the actual ability or motivation of parties to
take up violence. One of these moderating influences was the effect of economic
interest as a safety valve or prospective gain. Serb-Kosovar and Serb-Macedon-
ian relations were tempered by the mutual need to make the best of UN eco-
nomic sa nctions through s muggling and worker remittances. The embargoes
and economic reforms also had a leveling influence on Macedonia’s internal eth-
nic cleavages. Albanian leaders within Macedonia also have been guided by the
tacit conclusion that, notwithstanding that their people have legitimate griev-
ances regarding government policy and these can be effectively pressed through
nationalist rhetoric, maintaining their constituents’ standard of living and po-
litical position is better served by remaining a discontented pressure group in
that country and keeping an active hand in Macedonia’s mainstream national
politics than by being a smaller minority in a greater, but poorer, Albania, espe-
cially after its 1996 near-collapse. Though Greek government leaders had to re-
spond to their people’s outrage at Macedonia’s chosen symbols and some abet-
ted it, they also understood that their country’s basic interests ultimately
required that chauvinist passions not upset a minimally stable Greece-Macedo-
nia relationship. By the same token, landlocked Macedonia has pursued eco-
nomic ties with Greece and all the countries in the region, with which it carries
out over one-third of its trade.35

The low levels of violence were also determined by distributions of military
and political power that largely decided for the leaders of group and states
whether “playing the ethnic card” to encourage violence best served their con-
stituencies and thus their own tenure. Defenseless Macedonia in 1991–92 had
no choice but deference toward the FRY and neutrality in the Yugoslav wars. But
Gligorov also capitalized knowingly on the FRY’s military limitations in early
1992 and negotiated the JNA’s withdrawal. He profited from the demographic
circumstance that Belgrade lacked a fifth column of discontented Serbs in Mace-
donia.Within Macedonia, ethnic demographics encouraged power sharing and
intergroup cooperation. Although less enduring, a similar calculation of power
realities explains Rugova’s practice of nonviolent politics. Until 1998, the Alba-
nians’ leverage was weak because FRY police power was dominant.

In sum, structural arguments about historical and cultural givens point to
reservoirs of enmity that might be tapped where other circumstances make vi-
olence feasible and useful. But most contending states and ethnic groups in the
South Balkans of the 1990s kept their political disputes generally under control
because several more immediate factors superseded these legacies.

Early Warnings and Initial Decisions

Local and regional incentives and disincentives made it possible to move most
of these conflicts toward more regularized management, but the protagonists’
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fragile modi vivendi would not necessarily generate that movement. The risk re-
mained in all the arenas that incidents of low-level violence,border provocation,
and public controversy, if left unaddressed, would escalate sooner or later. We
now describe the t imeliness and features of international preventive action to
judge whether outside third parties had a significant impact.

First Warning: Denying a Friend in Need

Major international actors first responded to Macedonia when they had to de-
cide in 1991 which independence declarations they would recognize. Their first
significant response was prompted by diplomatic events, not early warnings of
rising tensions. Western concern about Yugoslavia had been expressed in the
1970s with regard to what would happen when Tito died. Warnings in the late
1980s of Yugoslavia’s possible breakup identified the most likely troubles as
Bosnia and the “Albanian question,” meaning Kosovo and its implications for
Serbia, Macedonia, and Albania.36 But from 1989 to 1991, except for U.S.sena-
tor Robert Dole and others who visited Kosovo and discussed human rights
abuses, none of Yugoslavia’s potential conflicts received the attention of high-
level U.S. officials. The prevailing view was that, in Secretary of State James
Baker’s words, the United States had “no dog in this fight.” Instead, the United
States was focused on obtaining allies for the Persian Gulf War and on the
breakup of the Soviet Union. It urged the Europeans to take more responsibil-
ity, and it helped the EC’s efforts.

Despite the fact that its own Badinter Commission advised against recogni-
tion for Croatia and Bosnia-Herzegovina but recommended it for Macedonia,
the EC in January 1992 flip-flopped these recommendations for the sake of EU
solidarity. Relenting to intense German pressure f rom Foreign Minister Hans
Dietrich Genscher, it recognized Slovenia and Croatia and supported their ad-
mission into the United Nations but turned down Macedonia. Bosnia was rec-
ognized in April. When Greece pleaded that blocking Macedonia’s quest for
recognition was a vital national interest, the EU went along, for its members
wished to avoid a falling out so soon after the Maastricht Treaty in November
committed them to a common foreign and security policy.

When U.S. State Department staffers weighed these decisions in February
and March 1992,however,several factors disposed the United States to recogni-
tion. U.S. officials viewed Milo ević and Croatia’s Franjo Tudjman more or less
as scoundrels but viewed Bosnia’s Izetbegović and Macedonia’s Gligorov as
more reasonable.When Gligorov had visited Washington in January to urge at-
tention to Macedonia’s vulnerabilities,he was readily received by Deputy Secre-
tary of State Lawrence Eagleburger. Macedonia set up a Washington liaison of-
fice, and the country’s enterprising new temporary representative, Ljubica
Acevska, a Macedonian American, spoke effectively on behalf of her birth-
place.37 In addition, the U.S. officials handling Yugoslavian affairs included not
only a former ambassador to Yugoslavia in Eagleburger but also several staff
members in the Policy Planning Staff and Eastern European bureau who had
more than a passing knowledge of the Balkans’ potential for turmoil. These 
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officials concluded that all the republics, including Macedonia, should be rec-
ognized, and in late March, identical letters were readied for the secretary of
state’s signature.

But these considerations did not win the day. On the virtu al eve of the recogni-
tion dec ision’s announcement in April 1992, interventions by the Greek foreign
and prime ministers — respectively at the highest State Department and White
House levels — led the United States to deny recognition to Macedonia but confer
it on Croati a . As one dis appointed U. S . staf fer put it,“The winner of the Badinter
beauty contest didn’t even get a pri ze.”3 8 Eagleburger and the White House had ac-
cepted Greek prime minister Mit sotakis’s argument that three months were
needed to prepare Greek public opinion . After the announcement, however, the
Greek embassy began what U. S .of fic i als des c ribe as a deliberate campaign among
Greek Americans against recognition of Macedoni a . With the presidenti al elec-
tion coming up,this pressure and the ef forts of U. S .s enators such as Paul Sarbanes,
Democ rat of Maryland and a Greek American , kept the mat ter alive.

The argument may have been voiced that an intense Greek reaction to U. S .
recognition might cause a Macedoni an overreaction , thus es calating this dispute.
But the dec ision evidently did not flow from any such calculation of stability in the
region . More li kely, it disregarded the possible turmoil were Macedoni a’s lack of
diplom atic protection to be ex ploited by Albani an activists or neighboring coun-
tries.Nor was the issue simply crowded out by competing agend as or unable to gar-
ner enough bureauc ratic or public “political will .”A course of action was propos ed
by the norm al policy apparatus and address ed at the top,but the recommended ac-
tion was revers ed.An allied government exerc is ed a veto on foreign policy profes-
sionals because of the influence of a domestic pressure group in an election year.3 9

In short, the earliest responses were governed by ulterior f actors, not early
warnings.While available early warnings were not discrete alarms but more like
ongoing concerns, Kosovo and Macedonia had long been pinpointed as vulner-
able spots. But the response to the first opportunity to preempt possible conflict
was shaped more by the European precedent and domestic political considera-
tions than to what might reduce the chances of escalation. Nor was the first re-
sponse preventive. “Preventive recognition” had been tried to avoid war in
Bosnia but done harm. In Macedonia’s case, this option may have eased the sit-
uation, but it was not tried.

Second Warning: Balkan “Domino Theory”

The concerns of U. S .Yugoslavia spec i alists did begin to shape a preventive pol-
icy in late summer 1992. Again , however, this was because of ulterior factors, not
spec ific events in Macedonia or Kosovo. Department of State and National Secu-
rity Counc il (NSC) staf f were focus ed on the outbreak of the Bos ni an war, the as-
soc i ated NATO naval blockade, and United Nations Protection Force (UNPRO-
F OR) operations. The Deputies Advisory Commit tee of the NSC had begun to
meet on Bos nia twice a week . The presidenti al election campaign once again
played a role, this time more positively than regarding recognition . To cut a dis-
tinctive figure in foreign policy, candid ate Bill Clinton struck the theme that the
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United States needed to go “beyond containment” and exercise leadership even
regarding crises generated within countries.

As the Bosnian war continued into fall, top Bush administration officials be-
gan to worry that it might spread the violence of the Yugoslav breakup even
wider. The long-envisioned southern Balkan nightmare scenario now started to
hit home.40 The most telling point for the United States was that, if Greece got
involved, its rival Turkey might feel compelled to do so, thus dividing NATO just
when that body was searching for its post–Cold War reason for being.41 In fact,
the argument was advanced in the NSC that in terms of vital U.S. interests, the
Bosnian theater was less important than the South Balkans. Ending the war in
Bosnia might be too difficult, but it could not be allowed to cause wider regional
instability.NSC director Brent Scowcroft expressed the“burnout”theory, which
saw the United States w illing to tolerate continued B osnian war until the pro-
tagonists exhausted themselves but needing to draw some “line in the sand” to
keep any new war fronts from opening up in the east and south.42

The new impetus was not prompted by specific cables or intelligence alerting
policymakers to potentially explosive events in Kosovo or Macedonia.43 Action
was b eing considered not because Macedonia itself was suddenly threatened;
similar tensions or prospects of conflict had arisen in Kosovo and Macedonia in
1989 and 1991, months before specific preventive measures were taken.44

Rather, the Bosnian war served as a wake-up call for taking the South Balkan
scenario more seriously. This known scenario was having new impact because
the war made it more plausible for policymakers to envision a regionwide con-
flagration with strategic import.45

Thus, the turn to Macedonia was fac ilitated in part because the United States
and other governments had become more focus ed on and invested in the nearby
Bos ni an war — in some cas es, with troops on the ground. Policy analysts could
m ake a conceptu al link bet ween the wars in Croatia and Bos nia and potenti ally
es calating ethnic tensions in Kosovo and Macedoni a ,which reduced the inform a-
tional ,bureauc ratic,and dec ision - m aking barriers that otherwise might block the
launching of a preventive respons e, de nuovo, toward an inc ipient crisis in an as -
yet unengaged locale. Conceivably, if the major actors had not viewed the Serbi a -
Macedoni a - Greece - Kosovo cocktail as a possible third Yugoslavi an ex plosion in
the making, there might have been less at tention to Macedonia and the South
Balkans or,at best,a more belated,less vigorous preventive response li ke that taken
toward Croatia and Bos ni a .And if Milo ević had been less interested in Bos nia or
had had a more powerful army, it is possible to im agine war breaking out in the
South Balkans in early 1992. As we shall see, however, this sensiti z ation to the re-
gion did not prompt deeper engagement in post - Dayton Kosovo.

International Strategies of Action: Foster Care for a Young State

Once Bosnia did focus the United States and other governments more directly
on Kosovo and Macedonia in the fall 1992, they undertook several initiatives
rather quickly that were explicitly preventive. The next focus is the actions they
took and whether they influenced the four conflicts.
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Actors and Policy Instruments

At first, major powers acted mainly through multilateral organizations. The
United States then launched some solo initiatives, which were followed by those
of U.S.-based and other nongovernmental organizations (NGOs).46

The CSCE/OSCE: Long-Term Monitoring Mission and Roving Envoy

In late summer 1992,President Gligorov requested international observers to
monitor the border with Serbia. In early fall, President George Bush urged the
Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE) to place observer
missions in Macedonia, Kosovo, and other still-peaceful areas of rump Yu-
goslavia to discourage the emergence of ethnic tensions and alert the interna-
tional community to their earliest signs.47 The CSCE Council of Ministers
(CoM) authorized the CSCE Spillover Monitoring Mission for Macedonia on
September 18 and gave it the job of monitoring the northern border. U.S. offi-
cials saw the CSCE mission as a way to get some U.S. presence in Macedonia and
the region, and the mission was headed from 1992 to 1996 by a succession of
three experienced U.S. diplomats. These officials paid visits where border inci-
dents occurred and periodically consulted Macedonia’s leaders and neighbor-
ing capitals, including Belgrade, ensuring that their presence was known to lo-
cal and international media.

Macedoni a’s domestic tensions were soon seen as a greater problem than
aggression from the north , and border watching was inc reasingly assumed by
the subs equent UN peacekeeping force. The CSCE mission thus ex tended it s
broad mand ate into Macedoni a’s domestic ethnic af fairs.With a staf f of six to
eight, the mission has continuously tracked economic, soc i al , and political
events in the country and obs erved its demonstrations and political rallies. It
has established contact with the major political parties, held roundtables to
encourage di alogue among government of f ic i als and party leaders, and
helped conc ili ate policy disputes regarding minority interest s.4 8 It holds a
weekly meeting in which staf f of the UN mission , the CSCE/OSCE, and inter-
national hum anitari an organi z ations have exchanged inform ation on na-
tional and regional development s.A fortnightly report is sent to the Co M . The
staf f also plays local li aison for various out side organi z ations, including ar-
ranging the frequent visits of the OSCE High Commissioner on National Mi-
norities (HC N M ) .

The office of the HCNM was designed to get directly involved in ethnic pol-
icy issues throughout the OSCE member countries before they escalate. Paying
short visits lacks the advantages of an ongoing presence in the country, but the
energetic, widely respected first incumbent, former Dutch foreign minister Max
van der Stoel, has used the discretion and relative visibility of his roving portfo-
lio to visit Macedonia, Albania, and Bulgaria frequently. Addressing the differ-
ences among government, party, and community leaders, including Albanians
and Serbs, the HCNM has pressed for better employment and educational poli-
cies, and he promoted a continuing roundtable between the government and
minority groups.49 In November 1993, he publicly pressed the government to
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speed up efforts to accommodate demands for Albanian language teaching at
the Pedagogical Institute. Particularly w hen local controversies flared up that
could exacerbate the poor relations of the two communities or risk spreading
civil unrest, the HCNM has usually been able to wield his prestige to allay ten-
sions, such as when he proposed that the Tetovo issues be handled through a
new law on education.50

The United Nations: Preventive Military Deployment 
and Resident Special Representative

The idea of preventive deployment of UN forces in vulnerable areas had been
proposed in Secretary-General Boutros Boutros-Ghali’s An Agenda for Peace in
June 1992. Addressing the General Assembly in September, President Bush
stated that “monitoring and preventive peacekeeping, putting people on the
ground before the fighting starts, may become especially critical in volatile re-
gions.”51 The idea of a rapid deployment force to head off crises was also ad-
vanced in the presidential election c ampaign by candidate Clinton.52 Visiting
UN headquarters November 11,President Gligorov requested a UN peacekeep-
ing force to help buttress the weak Macedonian army.Although a similar request
by President Izetbegović of Bosnia the year before had been turned down, the
cochairs of the Steering Committee of the International Conference on the For-
mer Yugoslavia (ICFY),Lord David Owen and Thorwald Stoltenberg,suggested
a fact-finding team be sent.53

What the team recommended departed from the view of the Macedoni an gov-
ernment that the force was needed simply for defens e. They judged that the
claimed direct military threat from Albania was unli kely but regarded Serbi a’s in-
tentions as unclear, noting it had not agreed to a common border. Suf fic ient war-
rant ex isted regarding the Albani an unrest in Kosovo, if spillover from the north
c reated a pretext for Albani a’s entry into Macedoni a . The team also reali zed it
could not avoid Macedoni a’s domestic politics. The Serbi an border, hitherto in-
ternal and completely open ,now was international but suppos ed to be clos ed ow-
ing to UN sanctions. If Macedoni a’s army and police alone assumed border mon-
itoring, because of the ex tensive smuggling they would continue to enforce
regulations on a predominantly Albani an population , for whom pass age back and
forth from Kosovo had long been taken for granted.Albani ans had been killed in
smuggling inc idents arising from the black market, so such a role might ex acer-
bate Macedoni an - Albani an domestic relations. Cons equently, the team recom-
mended that UN civili an police work with Macedoni an police along the border.5 4

The UN secretary-general (UNSG) proposed a battalion of about seven hun-
dred men as an extension of UNPROFOR in Croatia. Resolution 795 passed the
Security Council with no opposition on December 11. The world’s first multi-
lateral preventive deployment55 arrived in January 1993 composed of five hun-
dred Canadians, who were soon replaced by seven hundred Swedish, Norwe-
gian, and Finnish troops.56 It was separated into a distinct command from
UNPROFOR, with the name United Nations Preventive Deployment Force
(UNPREDEP), in March 1995. By far t he largest international m ission in the
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country, the military contingent was 1,050 persons strong at its height in 1996,
having been supplemented by U.S. troops in 1993 (discussed later).57

The deployment’s mandate was to patrol the Macedonian side of the 240-
kilometer Serbian and 180-kilometer Albanian border, to monitor and report
developments that could threaten Macedonia, and “by its presence, deter such
threats from any source, as well as help prevent clashes which could otherwise
occur between external elements and Macedonian forces, thus helping to
strengthen security and confidence in Macedonia.”58 Troops were positioned at
a string of temporary border posts, from which small patrols were sent out.
Their instructions were to report specified threatening events but retreat from
any significant attack, returning fire only in self-defense. The patrols ap-
proached intruders in nonprovocative ways to inform them of the agreed ad-
ministrative line and request their return, which usually occurred.

The mission’s civili an police currently work with Macedoni an police and civil
authorities in border areas with large proportions of ethnic minorities. Although
not funded through their regular budget and done of f - hours,military and civili an
comm ands have conducted ex tensive visitation and started hum anitari an and
other projects in local communities to create goodwill . The aim is to help villages
with vulnerable populations from falling through the government’s safety net.5 9

The si x - month reports of the UNSG in 1992 and 1993 saw the mission as still
needed for ex ternal threats but noted the ef fect of a military pres ence in calming
the country it s elf. Subs equent reports emphasi zed the possible threat from inter-
nal political tensions. In March 1994, the Security Counc il gave UNPR E DEP an
ex plic it mand ate to focus on internal issues.6 0 The resident spec i al repres entative
of the sec retary - general (SRSG) was encouraged to use his good of fices in coop-
eration with the country authorities to foster political di alogue. As the head of
U N PR E DE P, SRSG Henryk Sokalski has engaged in active consultations with the
political forces and ethnic groups in the country, often behind the scenes, and
m aintained contacts with high of fic i als in Albania and the FRY.He has of fered sug-
gestions relating to the rights of ethnic communities. The civili an staf f have con-
tinuously monitored and analy zed internal political development s.

The United States: Threat of Force, Peacekeeping Troops, and 
Third-Party Mediation

The U.S. government initially got involved in Macedonia primarily through
promoting and staffing multilateral missions, but it also took two significant
unilateral initiatives, both involving military action. To buttress the CSCE mis-
sion in Kosovo, Bush issued a “Christmas warning” in December 1992 to Ser-
bian president Milo ević against increased Serbian internal pressures. This
stated that in the event of conflict caused by any Serbian action,the United States
was prepared to make air strikes against strategic targets in Serbia. These warn-
ings were repeated by President Clinton in February 1993 and by the State De-
partment that October.61 In addition, in July 1993,although not requested by the
secretary-general, three hundred U.S. troops were added to UNPROFOR to
man the Serbian border—a further message to Serbia to stay out of Macedonia.
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Why, without being solicited, did the United States provide ground troops
under UN command, though they had been consistently denied for Bosnia?
Coming into office, the Clinton administration committed itself to go “beyond
containment.” Secretary of State Warren Christopher pledged at his confirma-
tion hearings to have “a new diplomacy that can anticipate and prevent crises,
rather than simply manage them.”62 But the U.S. decision to join UNPROFOR
did not flow from these goals.It was a reflex action after its efforts to take a more
robust approach to Bosnia failed.

As National Security Advis er Anthony Lake argued in early 1993, Bos nia was
d angerous both in regional terms and globally because of its Christi an versus
Muslim overtones. UN Repres entative Madeleine Albright also believed the
United States should lead in promoting multilateral peacekeeping. When me-
dia stories of ethnic cleansing came out of Bos nia in early April , the adminis-
tration felt inc reas ed pressure to follow through on its campaign rhetoric, hav-
ing critic i zed Bush’s cold, strategic approach to hum an cris es such as Haiti . But
during Christopher’s May trip to Europe, the new administration’s first major
propos al for Yugoslavi a , “lift and stri ke,” totally failed to persu ade the Euro-
peans.6 3 A fall - back action was to add U. S . troops to but tress the containment
of possible spillover from the Bos nia war into Macedoni a . Clinton’s critique of
Bush’s strategic containment had resulted in an ethnic war containment policy
of his own .6 4

In addition , U. S . military analysts saw Macedonia dif ferently. A peacekeeping
doctrine was emerging that held that American troops should be us ed only where
they could make a dif ference.6 5 Adding peacekeepers in Bos nia would simply
place them in an already largely unm anageable situ ation .No clear line ex isted be-
t ween warring combatant s, and U. S . power could not substanti ally alter the mili-
tary equ ation . In Macedoni a , however, there were no hostilities bet ween Macedo-
nia and Serbi a , so a clear line for deterrence could be drawn . The mission would
not breach a state’s sovereignty. Besides, the Macedonia mission needed more
troops and from the United States in particular. Fifteen thous and troops from the
United Kingdom were already in Bos ni a , and France felt it had no more to spare.
The United States coming to Macedonia would blunt the repeated critic ism from
European capitals that the United States was urging them to take tough actions in
Yugoslavia but was unwilling to put its own troops on the ground.6 6

Regarding the Macedonia-Greece dispute, in response to the Greek embargo
that followed U.S. recognition, Clinton appointed a special envoy in spring 1994.
The United States had three goals: (1) to remove the Macedonia-Greece con-
troversy from the headlines so U.S.foreign policy would not be whipsawed from
more inflammation by a domestic lobby; (2) to preempt the involvement of Ser-
bia, Bulgaria, and Turkey; and (3) to stabilize Macedonia by enabling it to get
into multilateral programs.67

The chief U.S. negotiator sought to hammer out a draft agreement by holding
official but nonpublic negotiations in New York City involving back-and-forth
discussions between the governments, rather than face-to-face exchanges. This
method allowed t he parties to explore several options but discouraged detri-
mental public leaks. Even though it had little aid money or threats to induce an
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agreement, the United States undertaking these talks was important in it s elf. The
inherent,inc reasingly apparent practical advantages of get ting beyond the dispute
were highlighted to both sides.6 8 Intensified pressure from U. S . assistant sec retary
of state Richard Holbrooke finally nudged the negoti ations to the interim accord
of September 1995. Macedonia redesigned its flag and removed objectionable
constitutional langu age. Greece agreed to end its trade embargo, commit to open
trade, and stop using its power in the OSCE and EU to block Macedoni an mem-
bership. Both agreed to end of fensive propaganda and establish norm al relations
and technical cooperation .The name issue was deferred,however,and dis cussions
have continued. The United States established full diplom atic relations immedi-
ately prior to signing the agreement, and it sent an ambass ador to Skop je. Mace-
donia has been admit ted to the OSCE,the Counc il of Europe, and the Partnership
for Peace,and it is receiving IMF and World Bank loans.

NGOs: Civic Society Demonstration Projects and Track Two Diplomacy

Below the level of the national political leadership at which UNPREDEP and
the OSCE operate in Macedonia, U.S. and other nongovernmental organiza-
tions launched conflict resolution training and civil society promotion projects
at the national and grassroots levels. These began in the year following the gov-
ernmental organizations’arrival. Initially, Search for Common Ground tried di-
alogue projects with ethnic leaders and the government’s Parliamentary Coun-
cil for Ethnic Relations, thus playing a role similar to the UNPREDEP and the
OSCE. Subsequently, it turned to cross-ethnic projects to build civil society, in-
cluding a TV series and investigative journalism project, conflict resolution
training on education issues with journalists and in schools in conjunction with
Skopje University’s Ethnic Conflict Resolution center, and a student environ-
mental clean-up project. The U.S.-based Center for Ethnic Relations has done
problem-solving workshops, and the Center for Applied Studies in Interna-
tional Negotiation trained trainers in conflict resolution in spring 1995.
Catholic Relief Services (CRS) is sponsoring local parent association school
projects that cut across the Macedonian-Albanian social divide. The National
Democratic Institute provided technical assistance in organizing the 1994 elec-
tions,and the International Republican Institute advised nationalist parties how
they could broaden their electoral appeal for the 1998 elections. The Soros
Foundation gave seed money to independent newspapers when they lost their
government subsidy.

In essence, these projects aim to plant role models in Macedonian society that
both embody and support processes through which democratic, multiethnic
societies and nonethnic states are expected to carry out civic functions such as
public dispute resolution, education, the press, elections, and local community
affairs. Specific approaches are not imposed since the intent is to encourage
Macedonians to evolve particular methods and corresponding norms on their
own, an indigenous culture of peace. The theory is that if Macedonians develop
their own stakes in these procedures and values, strong barriers are set up to the
violent escalation of political controversies.
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NGOs also sought to fill the gap in international engagement in Kosovo. The
Bush and Clinton warnings to Milo ević sought to deter increased repression,
and UNPREDEP provided an uncertain bulwark against massive refugee flows
into Macedonia.But the FRY authorities held the upper hand in Kosovo and,un-
like the Macedonian government, did not initiate further international govern-
mental missions after ejecting the initial OSCE mission in July 1993.Because the
FRY’s legal sovereignty limited how much the international community could
become involved politically,on-the-ground engagement was confined mainly to
humanitarian relief for the badly deteriorating health and social conditions
through Mercy Corps International, Oxfam, and the CRS. But with no fewer
than thirteen governmental initiatives and sixteen NGO efforts tried from 1992
to 1997, it cannot be argued that Kosovo escalated because of simple interna-
tional neglect. The problem was that no robust and sustained effort was made
to address the political sources of the continuing tensions.69

Following Dayton, Track Two initiatives approached the Kosovar leadership
and Milo ević to urge dialogue. After a failed EU initiative in early 1996, dis-
cussions by the Italian NGO Communità di Sant Igidio, with EU and U.S. gov-
ernment encouragement and U.S. funds, achieved a breakthrough education
agreement between the LDK’s Rugova and Milo ević on September 3. This
called for reopening all levels of the Kosovo government sc hools to Albanian
students a nd teachers, including t he teacher-training colleges and faculties of
the University of Prishtina. The plan was to start within a month under the su-
pervision of three representatives from both sides. The parties were both under
increasing pressure to produce results for their constituencies.Milo ević’s party
was coming up for reelection in November, and he earnestly sought access to
World Bank and IMF funds for Yugoslavia (removal of the “outer wall of sanc-
tions”). The talks also allowed Rugova to produce concrete benefits for LDK
supporters who were hearing criticisms of his leadership.The United States also
negotiated to place a U.S. Information Service (USIS) cultural office in Prishtina
in June 1996, to establish an official U.S. presence in Kosovo.

But Albanian students only began to return in some numbers after the con-
flict escalated over a year later. It was not until the escalation of the conflict in
spring 1998 that high-level and sustained attention and robust action were un-
dertaken by the United States through a mediation effort, and new sa nctions
were pressed by a UN contact group composed of the United States, Britain,
France, Germany, Italy, and Russia. Though the new Serb armed activity clearly
fit the criteria of the Christmas warnings, no U.S. military actions were taken
until NATO air maneuvers sought to back up a mediation initiative by President
BorisYeltsin.Aimed as they were at stopping the spiral of violence,these all were
reactive efforts and, though necessary, testified to the failure of prevention.

Containment Verging on Nation Building

This array of preventive activities deployed on behalf of Macedonia were
initially justified as containing “spillover” from the Bosnian war in the form of
aggression from Serbia or a Kosovo explosion. Clinton’s public letter to the UN
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explained the purpose of adding the U.S. troops as deterring an attack on Mace-
donia. But because of the Albanian ethnic ties across Macedonia’s borders, the
international activities quickly went beyond building a firewall against the
spread of a raging external fire. Conflict retardant was applied first within the
country, next on a possible brushfire in the vicinity, and, finally, on the growing
conflagration next door.

In the aggregate, the multiple initiatives buttressed the weak capacities of the
financially and institutionally impoverished new Macedonian polity to carry
out basic functions. Since Macedonia lacked many of the capabilities normally
possessed by states, the international community brought a “welcome wagon”to
its door with some start-up provisions for national defense,police,domestic po-
litical processes, community affairs, social services, economic policy, and even
regional diplomatic and defense relations.70 Once a strategically placed country
was deemed vulnerable to attack or subversion and it requested assistance, it
quickly became the object of a kind of international foster care that, though not
constituting an international protectorate, more than substituted for the em-
bassies that were not established in 1992–93 when Macedonia was refused
recognition. This was a significant breaching of Macedonia’s sovereignty, albeit
voluntary.71 Under the rubric of preventive diplomacy, the international com-
munity was nation building. Although this helped realize the dream of ethnic
Macedonians for a state, the model it promoted was that of a liberal and civic
state, based on economic and other interests, not ethnic identity. Few third par-
ties honored the notion that a single people should form the basis of a state. The
thrust was rather to preserve existing multiethnic states and strengthen them
mainly through buttressing their official functions and linkages.

Evaluating Third-Party Impacts

To so characterize international preventive actions is not to demonstrate their
actual effectiveness. To do that, we must find observable or plausibly inferred in-
roads into the sources or course of the conflicts, weigh them against any nega-
tive effects, and judge whether the benefits are enduring.

Macedonia-Serbia: Political Tripwire

Once UNPREDEP arrived,the minimum criterion was whether international
actions deterred cross-border aggression and kept violence from escalating.
UNPREDEP’s most tangible effect was snuffing out sparks of potentially violent
border incidents.When a Serbian force took over Cupino Brdo,for example, the
risk of a larger confrontation was avoided when the UN commander conducted
shuttle diplomacy between the two sides to mediate their joint withdrawal. Af-
ter the Serbs withdrew, a Nordic battalion was placed in the position. However
innocuous seeming, even initially small-scale incursions with no larger intent
might have unleashed a train of events leading to wider hostilities between
Macedonians or Albanians a nd Serbs. Unless UNPREDEP’s continuous pres-
ence and modulated defensive procedures dampened these low-level, poten-
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tially violent episodes, it was unlikely either side would have been able to keep
them under control.

What if border confrontations nevertheless did escalate further or were
stepped up deliberately? Some argue that UNPREDEP’s lack of firepower and a
mandate to meet a more threatening military contingency, such as advance au-
thorizations for Chapter VII action,made it merely symbolic. Because it could
easily be overrrun by Serbian forces, it presented no credible tripwire. Only
when this bluff was called would the true test of UN preventive deployment have
come. The thousand-person force would be no match for an all-out Serbian in-
vasion, but did it deter something less?

By having enough force in position to signal international interest and provid-
ing a pres ence that could alert of a crisis quickly and it s elf be in harm’s way, U N-
PR E DEP did create a meaningful political and psychological barrier suf fic ient to
that situ ation .The forward monitoring position and base of operations already in
place reduced the political and logistical dif ficulties of establishing a new beach-
head to counter an invading force.It is one thing to dispatch troops anew,another
to reinforce the numbers already there.7 2 Also, incursions ac ross the border would
be aimed directly at the Western and other national forces as well as the civili an
personnel from many member states in several multilateral organi z ations. After
spring 1993,about five hundred American troops were added to the deterrent,and
they are regarded by most analysts as the backbone of U N PR E DE P. Moreover,
U N PR E DEP put Western and U. S . resolve on the line when it was already being
questioned, and considering other strategic interests the Western government s
s aw at stake,such an action would li kely have triggered the but tressing of the force
or other countermeasures such as air stri kes on Serbi an territory. Finally, military
incursions would violate norms against international aggression that, while not
gu aranteed, are now widely and firmly accepted. Though not recogni zed by the
EU or the United States until 1994, once Macedonia became a member of the
United Nations in 1993 and was recogni zed by many government s, it was a virtu al
state. Because of the collective security commitment under the UN Charter, this
added impetus to protecting Macedonia from aggression , which the Security
Counc il would feel compelled to support. When later recogni zed as a state by
m any others, the potenti al costs to an invader inc reas ed further.At the very least,
an aggressor would know there would be no easy victory, and it might be Pyrrhic
because of d am age to its international im age.

Thus, the source of UNPREDEP’s deterrence was not strictly military power
but the psychological or political threshold created. A Serbian military thrust
would have brought Serbian-Western relations to an entirely different level of
direct confrontation. The chances of triggering more vigorous involvement or
further countermeasures—i.e., U.S. and other military intervention—were
probably too great a risk to run for any but the most heedless aggressor. In com-
bination with recognition as a state and the other international missions in
place, UNPREDEP did in fact draw a “line in the sand” that would be enforce-
able and thus has been effective.73 Vis-à-vis Milo ević, this presence bought
Macedonia time until after the Bosnia war. Even if he had felt the need to dis-
tract attention from losses in Bosnia and Serbia’s economic problems, it raised
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the price considerably of advancing to the south, thus probably closing off that
option.

Macedonia-Greece: Better Late Than Never

Initi ally, the EU and the United States inc reas ed the risks of turmoil in Mace-
donia by undercut ting its ef fort to find international legitim acy and, combined
with the collateral ef fects of the UN sanctions against Serbi a , put it under consid-
erable soc ioeconomic strain . Greek Prime Minister Mit sotakis and President
Gligorov may have been able to reach a resolution if U. S . or other support had in-
vigorated the UN negoti ations earlier than spring 1994. This might have obvi ated
the fall of the Mit sotakis government and the Greek elections that consolid ated a
more hardened position . Whether it was politically impossible to make inroads
against Greek - American pressures is unknown ,but earlier initi atives were not un-
dertaken in part because U. S .of fic i als underestim ated the an x ieties and emotions
this stirred up. They tended to see the Greek reaction to a name and flag as silly.

Although belated,the eventual UN and U.S.mediations still catalyzed the rec-
onciliation. The negotiations shielded the dispute from Greek or Macedonian
nationalists and the Greek-American lobby, so they no longer defined the terms
and intensity of the controversy. They provided an opportunity to negotiate that
both sides would have found politically inexpedient to initiate on their own.The
parties could engage on substance rather than only symbols, the economic dis-
advantages each side felt could be weighed in, and the parties could consider
mutual concessions. Clearly, the mediation was responsible for reaching an
eventual settlement, making further confidence building possible.

The skills of the negotiator were also essential for getting the parties to the
point of agreement,74 but the UN talks did not actually reach a settlement until
the stepped-up U.S. involvement in 1994 added urgency, and a final boost by a
higher-level official made the difference between talking and agreeing. This
opened the door to other international aid, security guarantees, and closer re-
gional economic relations.

Intra-Macedonia Relations: Confidence and Security-Building Measures

As with the border threat, the CSCE and UN missions also provided deter-
rence and violence avoidance for domestic relations.First, the presence of an in-
ternational military force provided the basic undergirding of public security
that arguably deflated domestic efforts to subvert domestic politics by terrorism
or covert force. The force allayed the insecurities of the ethnic communities that
opponents could exercise this option. The UN force in effect provided a neutral
police function whereby minorities had an implicit watchdog on the govern-
ment’s security operations and the majority Macedonians had further protec-
tion against minority provocation or terrorism. More assured, the ethnic com-
munities could pursue civil politics with less fear.75 This presence reinforced
indigenous moderate elements who sought to encourage professional conduct
by the army and police.
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Second, the international missions helped keep potentially inflammatory po-
litical events from triggering violence, or low-scale violence from escalating,
through providing quick and accurate public information against rumors, im-
mediate and direct contacts with the governmental and other leaders to en-
courage calm responses a nd consultations, and policy ideas for their discus-
sions. Incidents such as the attempted assassination of Gligorov in 1995 do not
automatically cause major explosions.76 Similarly, the provision of humanitar-
ian aid in areas not well served by the government reduced the chances that lo-
cal political manipulation of public services could create ethnic controversies.

Furthermore, through ethnic roundtables, continuing contacts with govern-
ment and party leaders, the visits of the HC N M , and other means, the interna-
tional missions kept up pressure on the government,provided channels to address
minority ethnic issues, and submit ted policy ideas. Here again , such channels
would have been politically dif ficult for either side to initi ate by it s elf.

Yet the ability of UNPREDEP and the OSCE to foster a self-animating
nonethnic domestic politics has definite limits. Their leverage is dependent
largely on particular controversies arising within the official circles that allow
them to play a role. But the government has resisted uncomfortable levels of
pressure, on the grounds that issues are internal matters. International “conflict
resolution” NGOs approached ethnic issues more indirectly, by modeling alter-
native forms of civic culture, which governmental entities would find difficult.
Their strategy of slowly diffusing an inherently attractive conflict resolution
method has the potential for being internalized by a growing network of host
country citizens and thus with commitment. But NGOs have no major carrots
or sticks to use against the political and economic environment,77 and thus their
models can take root and spread only if national politics are fairly stable and
economic opportunities increase. UNPREDEP’s umbrella was essential for the
NGOs to work with some effect. Resource-poor NGOs are also severely limited
in how much of a population they can reach. Local NGOs need to take over this
work, but the latter are few and even more poorly funded.78

Kosovo: The Lid Blows Off

As long as Serbian forces were occupied elsewhere, the Christmas warnings
helped discourage more overt Serb oppression in Kosovo. But after Dayton, this
disincentive was outweighed by Milo ević’s perceived political gains from try-
ing to crush the KLA. Until then, international actions toward Kosovo main-
tained a nonviolent but vulnerable status quo. Human rights reports, along with
the travels of Ibrahim Rugova,helped keep the plight of the Albanians before the
U.S. and other governments. But though some third parties such as U.S. con-
gressman Elliot Engel advocated Kosovo’s self-determination, international
views generally neither encouraged the hopes of Albanians for more political
control nor d iscouraged t hem. The humanitarian aid of NGOs kept the high
level of tension in Kosovo from becoming a popular rebellion by offsetting the
worst social effects of the crisis. Because the aid was directed largely at the be-
leaguered Albanians, however, it did l ittle for political reconciliation and may
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even have been divisive. And no efforts sought vigorously to channel the Serb-
Albanian standoff into dialogue or provide sufficient motivation to reach set-
tlement, as had been done in the other cases.

Not until the Track Two mediation of the 1996 Milo ević-Rugova education
agreement did major powers press the sides to move beyond stalemate to nego-
tiations. More recent efforts to convene Serbian officia ls w ith Kosovo leaders
and opposition groups have been unsuccessful because no real pressures were
put on the stronger party. Combined with FRY martial law, the LDK’s nonvio-
lent philosophy, and the political and psychological separation of the two com-
munities, the international stance perpetuated a nonviolent but stagnant equi-
librium. Absent any meaningful engagement, Kosovo was left susceptible to
incrementally rising turmoil, and the parties quickly became entrapped in mu-
tual destruction, for which the blunt deterrence strategy was ill prepared. In the
end, the least attended conflict arena put at risk the other more elaborate pre-
ventive provisions on behalf of Macedonia.

In sum, the progress in preventive terms achieved by third parties varied
greatly across the three arenas.Macedonia’s relations to the rump Yugoslavia and
Greece were moved from single-issue negotiations to various interstate rela-
tions. Unlike in the Greek conflict, however, the international community has
not yet made vigorous efforts to settle their border dispute and thus move Mace-
donia-Serbia relations beyond a basic stability. The intrastate ethnic disputes
within Macedonia are still regulated through institutional channels but not
abated in intensity or transformed into other issues. But the conflict in Kosovo
was allowed to become more inflamed than it ever had been. In these two do-
mestic arenas, international efforts seem to have provided, on the one hand, a
political platform that increased incentives for ethnic nationalist competition,
but without channeling the politics that they approached into strong indigenous
institutions that can resolve nonviolently the heightened ethnic issues,much less
transcend the pervasive ethnicization of politics in both settings.

These differing results should not obscure the aggregate benefits of the sev-
eral preventive efforts for Macedonia. The most evident in most arenas was
keeping intergroup or interstate differences from escalating by deterring or con-
taining any initial violent manifestations. More broadly, the critical mass created
by the UN and other international presence testified concretely to a wider global
interest in Macedonia and its environs, thus lowering the general level of anxi-
eties and reducing regional interstate uncertainties—“giving everyone a sense
of comfort,” in the words of one U.S. diplomat. This gave Macedonia itself a safer
haven for its national politics to work in. There and in the other arenas, preven-
tive diplomacy also fostered interparty dialogues, negotiations, and eventually
two agreements, one of which has been implemented. Even after Kosovo esca-
lated, the Albanians in Albania and Macedonia saw at least restraint in their
short-term interest. By controlling the volatility and tackling over time the sub-
stantive issues in most of the potential hot spots that comprised the feared
Balkan scenario, preventive efforts decoupled several of these threats from each
other so they were less contagious, thus lowering the overall likelihood of the
scenario unfolding.
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Crisis Management in 1999

With the escalation to civil war in Kosovo in late 1998 and 1999, the limits of
preventive diplomacy that does not loosen up existing ethnic political balances
of power and standoffs was revealed, not only in Kosovo but also in Macedonia.
Within a few months, the refugee exodus and ethnic cleansing in Kosovo, and
the NATO reaction in the form of a bombing campaign, led to enormous suf-
fering and destruction in Kosovo as well as Serbia. They threatened the destabi-
lization of Macedonia through their impact on its internal ethnic relations.

For one thing, Macedonia was put in the role of an antagonist toward the
rump Yugoslavia because it is associated with the NATO presence and policies.
In late 1998,NATO troops replaced UNPREDEP in patrolling the country’s bor-
ders. After the bombing of Serbia commenced in March 1999, Serb troops cap-
tured three U.S. soldiers a long the border and h eld them as prisoners of war.
Since then,more NATO troops have arrived. Demonstrations against the NATO
presence have apparently been attended by ethnic Macedonians as well as Serbs.
Second, Macedonia’s unexpected but necessary reception of over 247,000 Al-
banian refugees escaping the Kosovo conflict not only meant a financial and lo-
gistical burden but threatened to provoke its fragile internal ethnic Macedon-
ian - Albani an modus vivendi . In less than three months, the Albani an percentage
of the population increased from the estimated 26 percent to about 37 percent,
many of whom were staying with Albanian families rather than in refugee
camps. Macedonian farmers protested violently against the appropriation of
their land for refugee camps. The forced nighttime expulsion by Macedonian
police of thousands of refugees from the temporary Blace camp, and their de-
portation to other countries, took the international humanitarian organizations
by surprise and threatened to provoke reactions from Albanian citizens in
Macedonia and their representatives in the government coalition. Government
officials made public claims that the KLA was recruiting soldiers from among
the refugees and that caches of weapons were being discovered.

Although NATO has pledged protection of Macedonia from ex ternal at tack ,
and donors have pledged compens ation for its recent costs and lost trade with Yu-
goslavi a , that war may yet unravel the achievements of the internal preventive
measures that have been moderately successful so far, owing to the strain on the
domestic political fabric on which Macedoni a’s survival as a state has so far relied.

Key Ingredients

Certain features help ex plain these impact s : quick deployment, continuous
on - the - ground pres ence, multidimensionality, and goal cohesion . When third
parties first turn to a potenti al conflict, protagonists may step up their hostilities
to improve their bargaining position in antic ipation of third - party arrival . But at
least in late 1992, turnaround time bet ween the first public consideration of in-
ternational missions and their arrival was comparatively short — only a month
for the OSCE and one and a half for UNPROF OR.7 9 Once in the country, as with
the border monitoring, the mission’s response time to potenti ally ex plosive local
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inc idents was short because early warnings could be both issued and answered
in - country. Local and national inc idents that held the potenti al for violence, and
provocative events that might spawn divisive rumors,were tracked virtu ally daily
and could be treated quickly. The inform ation shared through the weekly meet-
ings among UN,O S C E ,and other organi z ations is diss eminated both laterally on
site and vertically to central UN and OSCE head qu arters, m aking it possible to
m arshal out side organi z ations’ resources, such as technical ex pert s, to deal with
potenti ally troublesome inc idents quickly.

Another key ingredient was the mix of “hard” and “soft”instruments that were
brought to bear on the several faces or fronts of the conflict s. U N PR E DE P, the
OSCE mission , the IC F Y, the Counc il of Europe (Co E ) , the HC N M , the U. S . ne-
goti ations, and NG Os together targeted the several geographic fronts in and out-
side Macedonia and, within Macedoni a , the subnational as well as national lead-
ership levels.Several sources of potenti al violence were thus address ed — ex ternal
military threat s, ethnic intergroup and party politics, and local community eth-
nic interfaces — any of which might drive tensions upward. Toward these prob-
lems, they deployed a range of carrots and stick s, as well as fac ilitating methods.
Espec i ally important from the start, but often lacking in at tempts at prevention ,
was the protection of basic security that UNPR E DEP embodied.8 0

Finally, these multifaceted actions in and around Macedonia all had a shared
preventive purpose, owing perhaps to the prod to action from the Bosnian war.
That focusing, strategic concern led to starting up the first missions quite s i-
multaneously in the fall of 1992 and early 1993, rather than adding them bit by
bit over time. As a military presence, UNPROFOR/UNPREDEP inherently
seemed to command respect and perhaps attract other activities. Rather close
working relations also have existed between the multilateral missions,with UN-
PROFOR/UNPREDEP being the implicit first among equals.81

A Sustainable Peace?

Following the Dayton Accords, the UNSG continued to see the need for the
UN pres ence for both ex ternal and internal reasons.In late 1996,the Russi an gov-
ernment persu aded the Security Counc il to begin a gradu al reduction in UN-
PR E DE P. The downsi z ing was suspended when Albania erupted into turmoil in
March 1997. But in late 1998, the Macedoni an government chose to recogni ze
Taiwan as a sovereign state, having been of fered billions of dollars in economic
aid. In respons e, China vetoed the UN Security Counc il dec ision to renew the
m and ate of U N PR E DE P, and the mission ended.

A us eful benchm ark of whether preventive ef forts have had lasting ef fects and
the third parties can ex it is the ex tent to which they have moved conflicts from
simply violence avoid ance into self - energi z ing, institutionali zed political conflict
or interstate relations.New violence would be unli kely because local dispute man-
agement is self - regulating. In these terms, the two interstate conflicts are the most
stable because they evolved from ad hoc to regular diplom acy and are li kely to
achieve further deepening.In the two internal conflict s,however, though basic sta-
bility was address ed, the underlying dynamics were allowed to persist and grow.
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Macedonia may backslide to potential crisis without further attention. Al-
banian and other minority demands are still processed mainly through parlia-
mentary and governmental politics,but how long governmental institutions can
keep ethnic issues largely under their wing is uncertain. Discernible results are
slow, and meanwhile, the political and psychological gulf and prejudices be-
tween the ethnic communities have not narrowed substantially. Indeed, each
policy issue and sometimes third-party initiatives often become new occasions
for ethnic mobilization and further polarization, especially perhaps by the Al-
banian nationalists.82 Rifts in both ethnic-oriented parties could still make na-
tional politics more volatile, as each group’s leaders within the government face
more radical flanks. The risk persists that when Gligorov retires and other lead-
ers depart, or a serious political or security crisis drags on such as in Kosovo or
unstable Albania itself, the cooperation and tenuous legitimacy achieved by the
governing elite could erode, and they could succumb to pressures from political
outbidders from Albanian radicalism and/or backlash against the Albanians
from Macedonian extreme nationalists.

Whether or not it is NATO, some force may need to take over from UNPRE-
DEP to maintain the guarantee of security and signs of international concern
for Macedonia. But to make its exit eventually possible, a deepened indigenous
effort has to cut more sharply across the ethnic infrastructure and create a non-
governmentalized public politics.

The persisting underlying problem is that Macedoni an public life and policy
debate are too imbued with ethnic ity. National politics monopoli zes public dis-
cours e, and that politics is riven with divisive ethnic disputes. Macedoni an soc i-
ety is pluralistic only in the sense of being vertically fragmented almost exclu-
sively on ethnopolitical lines.What policy movement occurs depends too heavily
on ad hoc bargaining among sm all groups of leaders, and thus the skill of the
country’s respected first president and a handful of ministers and party leaders,
rather than on more self - energi z ing institutions that are subject to broad and di-
verse popular pressures.The of fic i al and interparty channels have dif ficulty tran-
s cending or circumventing ethnic ity through economic and soc i al peace build-
ing, and neither the international governmental nor NGO activities have
engendered an indigenous politics that can manage political disputes and exer-
c ise policy leadership.What is now requisite for this more vigorous,dif ferenti ated
politics is growing local business es and industries that can generate more jobs
and tax revenues as well as interest assoc i ations and voluntary giving. More local
governmental bodies and nonethnically organi zed indigenous civic bodies, na-
tional and grassroot s,would help dissolve ethnic political tensions by taking over
from central government more of the burden of tackling Macedoni a’s soc iety -
wide public problems, such as health , poverty, housing, and the environment,
thus moving them out of the national ethnopolitical arena into other venues.8 3

International pressure and presence has been necessary to resolve ethnic and
other issues and to help forestall a serious political or internal security crisis.But
by focusing the international spotlight on national issues and giving them a
public stage, the third parties themselves have contributed to some extent to
politicizing ethnic issues. Nevertheless, deeper measures might be possible be-
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cause several governments and multilateral organizations have become invested
in Macedonia and seem committed to stay alert and involved.

In Kosovo, the risk of a violent outbreak was perpetuated because public se-
curity was not buttressed and political dialogue was not progressing.The Milo-
ević-Rugova education agreement opened a new avenue for accommodation

which might have led to further agreements and preempted new rounds of vio-
lence sparked by the rising expectations of Kosovo’s restive youth—half of
Kosovo’s population is under twenty-five—and backlash from the fears of fur-
ther roused Serbs. But because it lacked a means of enforcement, the plan was
not implemented. Since no other strong channels existed for going beyond po-
litical stalemate to ongoing engagement, Kosovo’s prolonged psychological and
political standoff persisted as a possible flashpoint.84

Admittedly, the motivation for moving toward such cross-group engagement,
especially on the Serb side, was poor. Even if the Together alliance that demon-
strated against Milo ević in 1996 and early 1997 had not fragmented and more
democratic forces had come to power, Serb Kosovo policy would not necessar-
ily have become more progressive, since none of the opposition movement
showed support for Kosovo autonomy and would have actively addressed the is-
sue. Left as it was, therefore, the Kosovo situation escalated into civil war, whose
consequent refugee fl ows a nd i ncitement of ethnic i nsecurities in Macedonia
have put to a serious test all the other regional preventive efforts.

Lessons Learned

This close look at a model case of international third - party preventive diplom acy
reveals mi xed but,on balance,positive result s.The sources of restraint in the South
Balkans from 1991 to 1998 do not derive from lack of historical and cultural po-
tenti al for conflict. Violence - inhibiting contemporary interests and actions that
were local to the “Yugoslavia exception” did provide fertile ground for interna-
tional engagement, but these restraints alone could not reduce the risk of violent
es calations arising from provocative inc ident s. Though at first unresponsive and
unhelpful , international third parties were uncharacteristically proactive in re-
duc ing the risks of conflict from several threatening ex ternal and internal dis-
putes. In all but Kosovo, they applied appropri ate and suf fic iently robust preven-
tive measures that filled political needs beyond what the protagonists thems elves
could accomplish . These multiple instruments not only deterred or short - c ir-
cuited inc ipient violence but also fac ilitated negoti ations among ethnic and state
leaders that reached agreement s, thus allevi ating potenti ally ex plosive disputes.

But this model case has failed so far to meet the further test posed of creating
sustainable peace so third parties can exit. Despite their geographic and func-
tional range, the third-party measures mostly engaged sovereign or quasi-sov-
ereign states and built official diplomatic and military regional relations, rather
than redirecting the main forces driving their respective national politics. Sig-
nificantly, the state-oriented approach neutralized most, but not all, of the in-
terlocked potential sources of the feared South Balkan scenario. But it has not
engendered a sufficiently nonethnic politics within Macedonia,and it missed an
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opportunity to change the terms of Serb-Kosovar relations. Indeed, to some de-
gree, third parties exacerbated these domestic conflicts, thus making an exit
from the region soon highly risky. The case also yields larger hypotheses that
undercut conventional wisdoms about the emergence of conflicts, early warn-
ing,“political will,” and preventive action.

Contrary to structural arguments, even regions with bloody histories and
group identities that are organized into ethnonationalist causes are not predes-
tined for war. Such legacies or even current signs of interethnic tensions are not
necessary precursors of conflagration. Whether smoke will mean fire depends
on the circumstances and policies that influence a particular ethnic dispute’s un-
folding. Thus, whatever t heir so-called “root” causes, ethnic conflicts in weak
and emerging states are more immediately struggles among rival elites and the
competing factions within them for control of the state, its policy benefits, and
international recognition. Such struggles can be violent or peaceful, but the
leaderships of mobilized and democratized ethnic communities face continu-
ing pressures from “outbidders” who advocate more extreme approaches. In
states that lack a strong institutional framework and broad-based, cross-cutting
electorates, these struggles are all more or less uncertain and potentially violent.

To assay the specific likelihood of violence and capacities for peace in any one
case requires close analysis of the particular direction that certain generic fac-
tors take in that context. Rather than focusing only on discrete“early warnings”
of potential violent explosions, ongoing tracking is needed of key local and re-
gional socioeconomic realities and the ups and downs of political dynamics,us-
ing finely calibrated measures.Peace and conflict are not dichotomous states but
rather graduated conditions along a spectrum. Because it catalogues the items
only on the c auses side of the ledger, the conventional method of diagnosing
conflicts—which is borrowed from studying full-blown violent conflicts—may
generate “false negatives” when applied to simmering political disputes, as well
as ignore opportunities for buttressing peaceful trends. Thus, it must also mon-
itor indigenous potential conflict inhibitors.

Among the critical variables is international action. Local inhibitors may in-
dicate promising entry points in vulnerable societies where third parties can
cost-effectively buttress local incentives for conflict prevention by reinforcing
conditions, institutions, and actors that are favorable to peaceful change. Local
peace preservers cannot be taken for granted indefinitely, and reinforcing inter-
national action may be necessary. Even where there are no signs of imminent
eruptions, significant risks exist, and taking out conflict insurance may be well
worth a relatively small premium.

But as the initial EC and U.S.decisions regarding Macedonia recognition, the
UN sanctions and the Dayton Accords showed, international actions do not al-
ways provide that preventive help.Just as domestic and regional factors and con-
flict protagonists may work to prevent violent escalation of local tensions,as well
as precipitate them, so also international factors and actors can worsen the po-
tential for violent conflicts, not simply stem them. In short, diagnosing whether
conflicts are likely to take peaceful or violent courses is roughly analogous to cal-
culating the result of a mathematical equation that is composed of several dis-
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tinct but interacting functions, each with differing magnitudes and signs, nega-
tive or positive, in particular cases.

Conventional wis dom im agines dis c rete early warnings arising from troubling
events in a country with possible conflict and then being transmit ted to distant
capitals. There, analysts consider policy options and dec ision makers respond if
they can muster “political will .” But we found no such mechanical sequence of lo-
cal stimulus - third party respons e. Ulterior interests largely dec ided whether and
when respons es occurred.At the first opportunity to act spec ifically toward Mace-
doni a , the need for multilateral cons ensus blocked EU preventive recognition ; the
U. S . response was vetoed by the same ally in NATO and its domestic lobby. Only
when major powers perceived that broader symbolic or strategic concerns dear to
their capitals might be at risk — such as a regionwide war, NATO unity, and the
reputation of U. S . Bos nia policy — did warnings get a respons e.

Even then, a local invitation was the immediate prompting. This helped
greatly overcome barriers to third-party entry that would otherwise be posed by
sovereign prerogatives of unwilling protagonists or a dangerous situation.By re-
questing international observers and a peacekeeping force, Gligorov and other
relatively moderate political leaders in the region were possibly the sine qua non
of the international missions. Third parties saw a “feasible” opportunity where
they could be relatively comfortable that they were not getting embroiled in an
unmanageable intercommunal conflict. If the United Nations, the Nordic coun-
tries,and later the United States had had to override a country’s sovereignty and/
or f ace more antagonistic local parties, it is much less likely they would have
acted at all, or as early as they did, and through a military force. International
prevention that lacks such local consent and amenable politics may fail to gain
sufficient support to even happen or be more costly and ineffective. This barrier
explains why the opportunity in Kosovo following Dayton was missed. It was
less open to outside involvement, and what was done in the name of prevention
there proved insufficient.

Multifaceted, resource-intensive international prevention seems to happen
additively. The fact that international actors are in the neighborhood may have
a quickening and aggregating effect that enhances their responsiveness and ef-
fectiveness in adjacent areas because policymakers and publics are more recep-
tive to more proactive efforts in the same locale. First, once international efforts
started elsewhere in Yugoslavia, the South Balkans were more salient than they
might otherwise have been.Outside actors were already significantly engaged in
nearby Macedonia on the ground and had some vested interest in the region.
Third parties develop stakes in not wanting the conflict to spread and their pol-
icy officials are exposed more directly to the signs and implications of its spread.
They can appeal to avoiding “another Bosnia.” Because of these ways third par-
ties got engaged, the problem of mustering “political will”did not arise.

Second, once in Macedoni a ,prevention missions at tracted other governmental
and nongovernmental initi atives by creating the need to report on the situ ation ,
generating inform ation and at tracting more at tention by governments and pro-
fessionals to the idea of pres erving former Yugoslavi a’s only peaceful multiethnic
state.A cumulative process adds to the ef fectiveness of international ef fort s, since
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the more foreigners on the ground, the more at tention is focus ed on local actors’
behavior, deterring them from actions world opinion finds unacceptable. Taking
the pulse of a country through regular fact gathering on the ground not only helps
s eparate major from minor warnings and set priorities but also reduces respons e
time to real trouble. The “feed back loop” linking troubling event, early warning,
analysis, and response is locali zed and sm aller, m aking possible both early detec-
tion of problems and their treatment. This assumes local agents of international
organi z ations have dis c retionary authority to take spec ific low - intensity actions,
as the OSCE mission , the UN SR S G , and HCNM did. Finally, ex posure on the
ground encourages the deepening of activities into local soc ieties.

The arrival on the scene by international preventive diplomats can also create
another platform on which the nationalist political game can be played. Just as
the international actors can wield incentives and disincentives that dissuade or
encourage local players to act less or more violently, ingenious leaders of pro-
tagonist communities can play to international audiences so they back their
cause in the local struggle.

In confronting this, international governmental preventive measures have a
qualitative l imitation, while nongovernmental approaches have a quantitative
one. In Macedonia,UNPREDEP was essential to a favorable climate for a new
Macedonian national politics, so the temptation to undertake political violence
could be displaced by legitimate channels for political struggle, including gen-
erally nonviolent street demonstrations. In fact, UNPREDEP and the OSCE
have been unusually involved in the domestic and local-level politics of a more
or less willing sovereign state, even if often informally and behind the scenes.
Their hybrid of official diplomacy with Track Two dialogues belied somewhat
the notion that intergovernmental bodies cannot deal effectively with nonstate
actors. Nevertheless, they tended to deal inherently with national-level political
actors. Their policy tools thus require supplementary efforts that can strengthen
national and local institutions and procedures for dispute resolution and im-
plement economic programs to alleviate material needs and thus gradually take
the heat out of ethnic group grievances. Lacking these measures,diplomacy will
perpetuate the incentives to wage the zero-sum game of ethnic group one-up-
manship, even beyond its usefulness for the interests of the members of the
groups involved. In Kosovo, the politics of parallelism provided neither politi-
cal engagement nor reliable security. Thus, the humanitarian NGO efforts,
though important in their own terms, could only preserve the status quo, and
any progress by Track Two diplomacy was determined by whether the side with
the upper hand found it convenient. In short, neither of these approaches alone
can create a dynamic domestic politics and self-sustaining civil society.

All things considered, preventive action needs to be reconceptualized. It may
work best not when viewed and organized as a hierarchical process through
which special high-level early warning and preventive units launch “one-time”
interventions that are triggered by alarms about specific events that augur a
looming local outbreak of violence. Rather, it can work best as a rolling process
that is carried out locally by many outside and local actors. This process involves
continuous tracking or monitoring of peaceful and conflictual conditions and
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repeated responses, both to deter and to quell potential violence as well as but-
tress the forces of peaceful transition. To provide sufficient incentives and dis-
incentives to foster the desired regulated forms of political conflict and social
change, preventive action must draw wherever possible on all available pro-
grams that may be appropriate to particular situations, including those in eco-
nomic development and reforms, democratization, military affairs, trade, and
education,for example,as well as diplomacy. To be put to work to build on peace
and act against violence, these functional programs need to adopt specific con-
flict impact and peace-building indicators and decision procedures that fine-
tune the timing, targeting, and distribution of resources of their relevant oper-
ations. Without awaiting a specific invitation, peace-building and violence
prevention functions need to be built into the routine operations of the govern-
ments and multilateral organizations wherever they are already operating in the
various authoritarian and clientelist systems that are now being challenged by
the global trends toward economic and political liberalization.
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Ethnic Conflicts in Africa



9

Somalia: Misread Crises 
and Missed Opportunities

Kenneth Menkhaus and Louis Ortmayer

Case Summary

IN JANUARY 1991, AFTER fifteen years of worsening political d ecay and three
years of civil war, the final remnants of the Somali state disintegrated. In its

wake arose a fractious mosaic of militia fiefdoms, Islamist enclaves, mafiaesque
commercial empires, and large zones of lawless, predatory banditry. The pro-
longed civil war and marauding warlordism that followed the collapse of the
Siyad Barre regime left most of the country in ruins and spawned widespread
famine in the southern portion of the country. This descent into chaos was so
profound that even a massive international intervention, replete with thirty
thousand UN peacekeeping troops and a multibillion-dollar budget,was unable
to promote national reconciliation and resuscitate the failed Somali state.When
the UN Operation in Somalia (UNOSOM) withdrew in 1995, Somalia was left
as a collection of fluid, highly localized polities that together fail to add up to
anything approaching a conventional state and in which sustainable peace is
elusive for all but a few fortunate regions in the country.

Ex planations of “what went wrong” in Som alia vary widely. Many analysts pin
blame on individu al leaders. The former Som ali dictator, Siyad Barre, is held re-
sponsible for repressive,divide - and - rule tactics that stoked the flames of clan con-
flict,1 while post - Barre political and militia figures in Som alia are accus ed of s elf -
aggrandi z ing pursuit of power at the ex pense of their own countrymen .2 Other
analysts hold the Cold War rivalry bet ween the Soviet Union and the United States
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accountable for the exceptional militarization of conflicts in the Horn of Africa
and for shoring up the oppressive Barre regime for two decades.3 In addition, a
virtual cottage industry has developed around critiques of international actors
in Somalia—the United Nations, the Organization of African Unity, the United
States, nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), and others—for sins of omis-
sion and commission as the Somali crisis evolved. The inexplicable inaction of
the international community during critical early phases (1988–91) of the So-
mali crisis has been widely cr iticized in postcrisis analyses.4 Even harsher as-
sessments have been leveled at the subsequent 1992–95 humanitarian interven-
tions in Somalia that fared so poorly. One such critique finds fault with the
“naïveté” of international attempts to marginalize factional and militia leaders
and with the failure of the United Nations to maintain neutrality in the conflict.5

A rival school of thought blames the failure of international peace-building ef-
forts on the United States and United Nations for legitimizing Somali“warlords”
who were seen as the c ause of, not t he s olution to, Somalia’s conflict.6 Others
simply criticize the poor quality of international diplomacy in Somalia, which
they conclude was uninformed, incompetent, and inconsistent and which as a
result sometimes fueled the very conflicts it sought to mediate.7 Despite their
differences, these assessments share a common premise—that the Somali crisis
could have been significantly contained had more appropriate and astute poli-
cies been pursued there.

At the other end of the analytic s pectrum are more f atalistic cr itiques t hat
contend that attempts by the international community at preventive diplomacy
and peace enforcement in Somalia were misplaced and probably doomed to fail.
Some of these arguments question the relevance of liberal, Western notions of
conflict resolution and power sharing in intractable ethnic conflicts in the third
world.8 Others take the position that the Somali conflict has simply not been
ripe for resolution; that is, the protagonists to the dispute have not reached a
“hurting stalemate” and are thus not amenable to outside mediation.9 Finally,
some argue that the Somali crisis is rooted not in a mere power struggle between
competing factions but rather in the complete collapse of the state structure, an
event that was bound to produce endemic conflict not easily amenable to out-
side mediation.10

Analytically sound discussion of the missed opportunities for preventive
diplomacy in Somalia must navigate between the shoals of wishful thinking and
fatalism.The point of departure for this analysis is that a period of profound po-
litical crisis was indeed inevitable in Somalia and, even in a “best-case scenario,”
would have produced sharp and probably deadly communal and factional con-
flict. But what actually transpired in Somalia—the prolonged and utter collapse
of the state, the destructive civil war that left most of southern Somalia in ruins,
and the rise of an economy of banditry and plunder that produced massive
famine and refugee crises—unquestionably constitutes a “worst-case scenario”
that could and should have been avoided.While no amount of preventive diplo-
macy could have completely preempted some level of violent conflict during the
crisis of state involution in Somalia, available evidence suggests that timely
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diplomatic interventions at several key junctures might have significantly re-
duced, defused, and contained that violence. Once those windows of opportu-
nity were missed, however, Somalia was lost to a downward spiral of violence
and warlordism from which it has yet to reemerge.

Anatomy of the Somali Conflict

Though many factors have played a part in Somalia’s descent into prolonged
warfare and communal violence, several underlying causes are most significant.

Involution of the State

A strong case can be made that the central force driving the conflict was and
remains the crisis of the state in Somalia. As early as the 1970s, Somalia was on
a collision course with a period of profound political involution and social cri-
sis l inked directly to the unsustainability and artificiality of the S omali s tate,
which had grown bloated on extremely high levels of Cold War–inspired eco-
nomic and military assistance.11 By the mid-1980s, 100 percent of Somalia’s de-
velopment budget was externally funded, and 50 percent of its recurrent budget
was dependent on international loans and grants.12 At the height of Somalia’s
foreign aid dependence in 1987, one analyst calculated that total development
assistance constituted a stunning 57 percent of Somalia’s GNP.13 Somalia, one of
the poorest countries in the world, had become “a ward of the international
community” and its state a house of cards.14

This windfall of “rent” derived from Som ali a’s strategic location and its hu-
m anitari an mis ery enabled Barre to finance and sustain a vastly oversi zed civil
s ervice and one of the largest standing armies in sub - Saharan Africa . The hun-
dreds of thous ands of jobs and access to government cof fers that this entailed
s erved as an ideal vehicle through which to dispense patronage and buy of f po-
tenti al opposition . Worse still , one of Som ali a’s other top sources of revenue —
remit tances from migrant workers — was vulnerable to the vagaries of the oil
m arket and ex ternal politics.1 5 Thus, both Som ali soc iety and the Som ali state
were living far beyond their modest means in the 1970s and 1980s.1 6 The reck-
oning finally came with the end of the Cold War, when Som ali a’s strategic value
plummeted. By 1988, s erious hum an rights abus es in Som ali a , which had pre-
viously been downplayed by Western donors, became the justification for
freez ing aid to the Barre regime. By 1989, Som alia was almost entirely cut of f
from out side foreign assistance ; in Janu ary 1991, the Som ali state completely
collaps ed.

In sum, the dramatic expansion of Somalia’s “national cake” by external
sources enabled the B arre regime to use patronage as the cement to bind to-
gether a fractious Somali polity; and the dramatic shrinkage of that cake at the
end of the Cold War produced an inevitable and fierce conflict for the few re-
sources that remained. Diplomats and other peacemakers seeking to defuse this
conflict were thus working w ithin t he parameters of a far more serious crisis
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than a mere dispute over power sharing or a more equitable allocation of
resources. Preventive diplomatic efforts that focused on striking a deal for
power sharing within the state missed the central point—that the state itself was
in profound crisis. Conventional preventive diplom acy confronted in the Som ali
state’s rapid and total collapse a fund amentally new type of c risis for which it was
not conceptu ally and tactically prepared.

Centrifugal Forces

Another critical factor in Somalia’s crisis was, and remains, the centrifugal
forces—political, economic, and social—pulling at the seams of national unity.
Both colonial and postcolonial state structures in Somalia have struggled, with
only limited success, to superimpose their authority on historically stateless So-
mali society. The single most powerful centrifugal force in Somalia is segmen-
tary lineage identity, or clan.

Clannism is a fundamental element in the current Somali conflict. But its vir-
ulent contemporary manifestation in Somalia is poorly understood, leading
some observers to attribute all of Somalia’s woes to clannism even while others
deny its relevance. Like all ethnic identities, clannism in Somalia can be mobi-
lized or (less easily) demobilized by enterprising political elites; it can play a use-
ful and healthy role or can be u niquely divisive and destructive; and it has the
capacity to be highly flexible, fluid, and even inventive.17

Clannism possesses a proclivity toward fissure and fragmentation that ren-
ders political alliances and pacts very transient. Indeed, since 1991, nearly all of
the most deadly armed conflicts have pitted S omalis of the same clan-family
against one another. Holding together the subclan rivalries and antagonisms
within clans occupies most of the day-to-day energies of Somali political and
clan leaders. For those outside mediators and Somali peacemakers seeking to
prevent or contain conflict, clan politics proved to be a vexing force to work
against.

When Siyad Barre came to power in a coup in 1969, one of his early pro-
nouncements was the “outlawing” of clannism. But Barre himself increasingly
relied on divide-and-rule tactics between Somali clans to maintain his hold on
power. He was, moreover, widely credited as a master of the game, enabling him
to keep opposition divided and off-balance through skillful manipulation of in-
tricate clan rivalries.Barre’s“survivalist,divide-and-rule tactics,”concludes I.M.
Lewis,“relied heavily on the unreliable expedient of bribing and arming friendly
clans to attack the claims of his opponents.”18 The long-term cost of this strat-
egy was high;many observers fault Barre for creating such deep-seated clan an-
imosities and grievances that opposition forces were unable to overcome their
own clan divisions to form a government of national unity after his overthrow.
While conflict in Somalia could at no point be reduced to a simple clan for-
mula—class, region, generation, commercial interests, and other factors also
helped shape and complicate the pattern of politics—clannism came to take on
a dynamic of its own independent of the political leaders who aspired to ma-
nipulate it for their own benefit.19
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Repression

Another highly combustible element in the Somali crisis was the level of po-
litical repression under the Barre regime. To maintain his grip on power, Barre
relied not only on patronage and divide-and-rule tactics but also on terror. The
often capricious targeting of real and potential enemies for imprisonment, tor-
ture, and execution created a climate of fear, violence,and vengeance that at least
partially explains how a country that was remarkably free of violent crime up to
the mid-1980s descended so quickly into an abyss of cruel and gratuitous crim-
inality in the 1990s. As with so many of Somalia’s woes, this too was an exter-
nally supported phenomenon. The fearsome security forces—the National Se-
cret Service (NSS) and the “Red Berets” (drawn almost exclusively from Barre’s
Marehan clan)—were created and trained by advisers from t he Soviet Union
and Eastern European countries during the 1970s.20

The high level of political repression employed by the Barre regime had ad-
ditional political fallout: it came to reinforce in the minds of Somalis the per-
ception of the state not as an instrument of governance but as a tool for domi-
nation and expropriation by one group over others. Control over the state was
seen in increasingly stark, zero-sum terms by Somalis. While some constituen-
cies, such as former civil servants, were desperate to resuscitate the state, most
Somalis viewed the prospect of a revived state w ith fear, and hence they d is-
trusted national reconciliation efforts that included the rebuilding of a transi-
tional government as a goal. Mediators seeking to cultivate a spirit of power
sharing as a positive-sum game were thus tilling rocky soil.

Militarization

Mounting political tensions in Somalia over the course of the 1980s played
themselves out against a backdrop of one of the most militarized regions of the
third world. Over the course of three decades, the Soviet Union and the West
poured several billion dollars in total military assistance into Ethiopia and So-
malia. Tragically, most of this hardware and training was directed by those two
governments against their own people.

The 1991 collapse of both the Barre regime in Somalia and the Mengistu Haile
Mariam regime in Ethiopia triggered an enormous outpouring of weaponry
and ammunition into public hands, so that the entire Horn of Africa was awash
in inexpensive weaponry at the precise moment that the Somali state collapsed.
Most Somali males over the age of twelve owned and carried a weapon. This
meant that every instance of communal tension had the potential to quickly es-
calate into a much more lethal conflict. By empowering armed youths and mar-
ginalizing clan elders, the militarization of Somali society undermined the cen-
tral peacemaking role that elders traditionally played.It also meant that virtually
every Somali constituency was sufficiently armed to exercise veto power over
any agreement or peace process with which it did not agree.And, because most
Somali constituencies held inflated notions of their relative importance, size,
and right to rule, their ability to exercise veto power at the point of a gun made
preventive diplomacy and peace building even more difficult.
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The Crisis of Legitimate Authority

At every phase of the Somali crisis,a central obstacle to preventive diplomacy
and peacemaking was the problem of identifying leadership that enjoyed legit-
imacy as representatives of their alleged Somali constituencies. In fact, leader-
ship and representation were constantly contested. In the absence of legitimate,
authoritative Somali representatives, diplomatic efforts to defuse or contain
crises ran aground.

The absence of legitimate authority was most acute following the collapse of
the Somali state in 1991, when political authority was in chronic dispute, and
tended to occur along two distinct fault lines. The first was intraclan. When rec-
onciliation efforts were pursued between two or more clans, it was often difficult
to secure representatives who were acceptable to all subclans within their lin-
eage. But a second, more intractable dispute over representation pitted leaders
of factions and militias versus a loose collection of “grassroots” community
leaders composed of elders, clerics, intellectuals, businessmen, heads of local
NGOs, and others. While relations between these leaders were complex and
variable, each claimed to be the sole legitimate authority and representative of
the community. As a result, many external efforts to promote reconciliation or
prevent conflict actually served to trigger conflict within Somali communities
over who among them had the right to negotiate on behalf of the rest. Indeed,
securing the right to negotiate on behalf of one’s group was often of greater po-
litical consequence to aspiring Somali leaders than the actual outcome of the ne-
gotiations,as it helped legitimize and solidify their leadership claims against in-
ternal rivals.21

But even prior to the collapse of the Somali state, representation was a con-
tentious matter. Leadership within dissident groups opposing the Barre regime
was in constant dispute, as was the size and composition of the opposition they
claimed to represent. And in the final two years of the Barre regime, the rise to
prominence of a peaceful, multiclan, civic opposition group known as the
“Manifesto Group”was undermined in part by accusations that the collection of
over one hundred business leaders and former p oliticians d isproportionately
represented some clan interests over others and represented a clique of former
elites from the 1960s rather than the broad Somali populace.

Conflict Constituencies

A final element in this anatomy of the Somali conflict is the r ise of groups
whose interests were increasingly linked to ongoing conflict rather than peace
and stability. Their vested interest in interclan tensions, armed violence, and the
breakdown of law and order complicated preventive diplomacy and peace
building. Once significant political actors came to associate their political sur-
vival and economic prospects with conflict rather than with reconciliation,
peace building was transformed from an exercise in negotiation and mediation
(i.e., the art of reshaping the Somali protagonists’ perceptions of their interests)
to the much more problematic assignment of either marginalizing recalcitrant
players (which the United Nations attempted in its war on General Aideed in
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1993, with disastrous results) or transforming their interests from conflict to
peace through programs of reconstruction and demobilization.

By far the most significant “conflict constituency” in the early phases (late
1970s to 1988) of the Somali crisis was the Barre regime itself; its survival de-
pended on the fomenting of divisions, distrust, and vendettas between other
clans. Having made far too many internal enemies, Barre and his supporters
knew that reconciliation leading to political accommodation and power sharing
was a formula for their removal from power.

Once the crisis ex ploded into full - s cale civil war in northern Som alia in 1988,
other conflict constituenc ies aros e. Within the Som ali military, of ficers guilty of
commit ting or ordering atroc ities against the Is aaq clan of northern Som alia un-
derstood that a cess ation of hostilities and a political reconc ili ation carried the risk
of inquiries into their war crimes.At lower levels in both the military and the var-
ious liberation front s,young soldiers,most of whom were rec ruited from poor and
remote nom adic regions, found that ongoing conflict provided them with oppor-
tunities to secure luc rative war booty from towns and cities far exceeding any
other economic prospects for illiterate herders. For these young men , peace
promis ed lit tle more than unemployment and marginali z ation .Merchants of war
also profited from continued conflict, thanks in large part to the international
economy. Some merchants found the arms trade highly luc rative ; others profited
from the looting and dism antling of the country’s infrastructure for res ale as scrap
metal abroad ; still others found the diversion and res ale of emergency food relief,
and the business of ex tortion of international relief agenc ies, an irresistibly prof-
itable enterpris e ; and still others, including international concerns, found Som a-
li a’s stateless ness and anarchy an at tractive environment for illic it activities such as
tox ic waste dumping.2 2 Finally, the wors ening environment of conflict and ins e-
curity produced a host of aspiring factional and militia leaders, whose power bas e
rested on fear and force, not popular referendum , and whose status within their
constituenc ies would quickly be eroded if their prim ary service — protecting the
clan against enemy threat s — was no longer needed.

The emergence of conflict constituenc ies — groups with tangible, sometimes
vital interests in ongoing or heightened communal conflict and warfare and who
risk significant political or economic loss es in peace — ex ponenti ally inc reas es the
dif ficulties of reconc ili ation and peace - building ef fort s. Importantly, these inter-
ests could and did change over time. Many bandit s, having acquired property or
wealth , grew to favor peace and rule of law as a means of protecting their new as-
s et s ; some factional and militia leadership had similar conversions.Yet this process
of transform ation was very slow. The destructive role that conflict constituenc ies
played in Som alia once they developed serves as yet another reminder why timely
preventive diplom acy is imperative in countries threatened by civil war.

Early Warning and Strategy of Action

At four distinct periods since 1979, opportunities arose for the international com-
munity to play a role in preventing or containing a series of wors ening political
conflicts in Som ali a . In each instance,opportunities were miss ed.And with every
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miss ed opportunity, Som ali pass ed one “point of no return” and entered into a
new, more violent, and more intractable level of conflict. Som ali a’s des cent into
complete state collapse and civil war was thus a sequence of cas cading cris es, each
of which of fered brief windows of opportunity for timely diplom atic intervention .

Significantly, each of these opportunities for preventive diplomacy was lost
for quite different reasons.In 1979–80,geostrategic imperatives, fueled by height-
ened Cold War tensions in what National Security Adviser Zbigniew Brzezinski
termed the“arc of crisis” from the Horn of Africa to Afghanistan, overrode con-
cerns about Somalia’s internal political conflicts. In 1981–88,strategic priorities
were joined by bureaucratic incrementalism in both the U.S. government and
other donors, which worked against any policy change calling for linkage of aid
to political reforms and reconciliation. From 1988 to 1990, missed opportuni-
ties were a function of reduced international interests and lowered priorities in
Somalia. In addition, while external actors had ample access to information on
the growing political crisis in Somalia in 1988–90,they were working within the
parameters of an inadequate analytic framework; that is, they assumed that the
Somali situation was a conflict over power sharing within the state, not a crisis
of the state itself.As a result, the very nature of the crisis was fundamentally mis-
read by virtually all involved, including the Somali protagonists.

The final window of opportunity for preventive diplomacy, from January to
November 1991,was utterly lost to a constellation of factors. These included in-
ternational indifference to a low-priority region in t he post–Cold War era; risk
aversion in a country whose politics were seen as fraught w ith peril; lingering
hostility toward and fatigue with Somalia on the part of key international actors;
concerns over sovereignty in the confusing new context of a collapsed state; and
a lack of both reliable information and a reliable analytic “road map” for diplo-
macy in a stateless society. Collectively, these factors resulted in an astonishing
absence of international efforts to mediate in the immediate aftermath of the
collapse of the Somali state. The subsequent explosion of heavy fighting in Mo-
gadishu in November 1991, and the complete destruction of much of the capi-
tal, represented the final “point of no return” for a battered country.

Political Crisis and Geostrategic Imperatives: 1978–1980

In the immediate aftermath of its disastrous loss to Ethiopia in the 1977–78
Ogaden War, Somalia entered a short period of severe political crisis, but one
that constituted a window of opportunity for preventive diplomacy. The oppor-
tunity was lost because potential Western patrons were preoccupied with
geostrategic and geopolitical matters. The only conditionality imposed on the
Barre regime at this time was intended to modify a Somali foreign policy—its
continued military incursions into the Ogaden region of Ethiopia—which was
a source of diplomatic complications for the United States.

Early Warning

Abandoned by the Soviet Union in 1978 and kept at arm’s length by an am-
bivalent and divided Carter administration, the Barre regime was for two years
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without the direct support of a superpower patron. Opposition to the regime
flared up in the wake of the military loss and the power vacuum created by the
departure of Barre’s Soviet patrons. In large part, political opposition reflected
grievances that had accumulated over the course of the first decade of the revo-
lutionary government. Throughout the 1970s,notes Africa Watch, the army and
security forces“sought to stamp out dissent and to prohibit criticism of govern-
ment policies a nd leadership by extreme and systematic repression. The gov-
ernment’s response to any political opposition was excessively and indiscrimi-
nantly violent.”23

From 1978 to 1981 the regime was consumed by accusations, arrests, execu-
tions, and coup attempts. Two insurgency movements were formed, the Somali
Salvation Democratic Front (SSDF), composed of the Mijerteen clan, and the
Somali National Movement (SNM), composed of the Isaaq clan.24 Meanwhile,
the economy was in free fall, and hundreds of thousands of refugees from the
war were encamped in Somalia. Barre was vulnerable and in a poor bargaining
position had external powers insisted on initiatives that would have defused po-
litical tensions—expanding power sharing in the government, ending repres-
sion of peaceful opposition, negotiating with the armed opposition groups, and
containing nepotism.

Strategies of Action

The key external player in this instance was the United States, which, having
been expelled from Ethiopia by the revolutionary Dergue in 1977, was ponder-
ing“playing the Somali card”as a means of restoring a U.S.presence in the Horn
of Africa.25 Had it offered aid to Somalia, but linked that assistance to political
reform and reconciliation, it is possible that the Barre regime would have been
forced to come to terms with its internal opposition. But establishing closer ties
to Somalia was problematic and the subject of protracted debate within the
Carter administration. One of the constraints was concern over the diplomatic
fallout from close association with a virtual pariah state in Africa,a status that
Somalia earned through its long-standing irredentist claims on the Ogaden re-
gion of Ethiopia. Any outside power that provided military assistance to Soma-
lia while its irregular forces continued to cross the Ethiopian border would face
serious diplomatic fallout in Africa. The Africa Bureau of the Department of
State (DoS) was thus especially reluctant to embrace a relationship with Soma-
lia, and it vigorously objected to Pentagon and National Security Council pro-
posals to establish a U.S.-Somali military relationship.

Twice in 1977 and 1978, U.S. agreements to provide military aid to the Barre
government were reached, only to be quickly withdrawn when evidence re-
vealed Somali military presence inside Ethiopia.26 No arms would be provided,
reiterated U.S. diplomats, until the Somali government terminated its involve-
ment in the Ogaden.27 Conditionality was thus established as an important fea-
ture of U.S. aid to Somalia but directed only at modifying its foreign policy.

By 1979, however, the Iranian revolution and the Soviet invasion of
Afghanistan elevated American security concerns in the Persian Gulf and
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strengthened the hands of those who sought r ight of access to the airstrip at
Berbera in northern Somalia. Geostrategic imperatives overrode lingering
diplomatic doubts about t he reliability of Somalia as an ally, and by 1980 the
United States was committed to the provision of “defensive” military assistance
to Somalia and a package of economic assistance that soon expanded into the
largest U.S. aid program in sub-Saharan Africa. Once military and economic aid
began to flow from the United States and its allies, an emboldened Barre regime
had little incentive to negotiate with internal opposition.28

American and other Western diplomats knew that the Barre regime faced in-
ternal opposition on a number of fronts, including several that led to failed
coups. Indeed, the conventional wisdom in published analyses from 1978
through the early 1980s was that Barre’s rule was reaching its final days.29 But
most observers believed that Barre would be replaced in a coup mounted from
within his own government; the armed opposition f ronts in exile in Ethiopia
were weak and in disarray. U.S. diplomats were primarily concerned with insur-
ing that whoever replaced Barre would be friendly to Western security interests.
In this they were reassured by the fact that such a successor would have little
choice but to continue to embrace the new alliance with the West, since a return
to Soviet patronage was out of the question. The hope and expectation was that
new leadership would be more inclined to seek reconciliation w ith the disaf-
fected northern clans, the Isaaq and Mijerteen, and would broaden clan repre-
sentation in the government. This element of wishful thinking—that Somalia’s
political conflicts would subside with the departure of Barre from the scene—
clouded the thinking of diplomats, academics, and Somali dissidents alike.

Bureaucratic Incrementalism: 1981–1988

Throughout the 1980s, the international community witnessed visible signs
of a worsening political crisis in Somalia, particularly in northern Somalia,
where the army imposed a brutal military occupation targeted against the Isaaq
clan.A handful of outside observers—human rights groups, the U.S. Congres-
sional Subcommittee on Africa, and some independent analysts—voiced con-
cern about the political cauldron inside Somalia and questioned the appropri-
ateness of foreign aid to the Barre regime. But once major military and
economic assistance programs to Somalia were put in place, agencies developed
their own powerful organizational interests in maintaining operations and were
thus reluctant to consider linkage of aid to political reforms.30 Notably, Western
donors were willing to link aid to economic reforms in Somalia and were equally
willing to use aid as an enticement to coax Somalia into a peace process with
Ethiopia.31 But no policy of linkage was developed to modify the regime’s wors-
ening political behavior toward its own people. Thus, the last opportunity for
initiatives that might have headed off the outbreak of full-scale civil war in the
north of the country was missed.

The failure of international preventive diplom acy in this period was more than
a sin of omission . The substanti al economic and security assistance provided to
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the Barre regime during this period actu ally ex acerbated the conflict by providing
Barre with the means to suppress, terrori ze, and divide his growing opposition .
The euphemism employed by American of fic i als — that the United States pro-
vided only “defensive”military weaponry to Som ali a — obs cured the fact that So-
m ali military operations were directed almost entirely against Som ali citi zens.

Early Warning

Signs of imminent political crisis were abundant throughout the 1980s; pub-
lished political analyses annually forecast the demise of the regime.32 Specula-
tion that Barre would be replaced in a coup was heightened in the aftermath of
his 1986 auto accident, in which he suffered serious injuries. Meanwhile, politi-
cal tensions in the country were increasing.As early as 1983,Africa Confidential
reported that “politically and in terms of security the regime is losing control:
large regions of the country are now in a state of virtual anarchy.”33 Some of the
intermittent armed conflict in the countryside represented clan resistance to
military intimidation, extortion, and human rights abuses; but in other cases it
consisted of interclan conflict sparked and nurtured by the Barre regime itself.

By far the most serious signal of impending civil strife was in northern So-
malia.In response to the rise of an armed insurgency movement (the SNM),the
government in 1982 placed the northwest of Somalia under a state of emergency
and established w hat amounted to a military o ccupation in the region. Isaaq
clansmen were shut out of positions in local politics, were displaced from com-
mercial activities, and lived under a state of emergency. They were harassed, de-
tained without trial,extorted,held for ransom by the military, tortured, and sub-
jected to the whims of a notorious military court,which was implicated in mass
executions.34 General Morgan, the military commander of the region, referred
to “a campaign of obliteration” against the Isaaq in a leaked report in 1987.35 In
addition, the government took advantage of the refugee crisis from war and
drought to relocate tens of thousands of Somali Ogadeni refugees from Ethiopia
into northern Somalia, where it used the camps as recruitment bases to arm
Ogadeni clansmen against the Isaaq. For the Isaaq clan, the entire situation was
increasingly unbearable and proved a recipe for civil war.

Nowhere were signs of impending crisis more apparent than within the So-
mali military. First, the top ranks of the military became the exclusive domain
of the Marehan and an i ncreasingly narrow band of allied clans, reflecting the
political exclusion of most of Somali society. Second,forced conscription by the
military became more and more prevalent in the 1980s, a practice that antago-
nized broad sections of civil society and contributed to mutiny and desertion in
the armed forces.36 Third,army units came to be defined along clan lines,a prac-
tice that allowed Barre to pit one clan against another but that ultimately proved
explosive.37 But most important, the military’s main preoccupation over the
course of the 1980s was not national defense but rather suppression, control,ex-
tortion, and expropriation against its own people, a fact that could not have es-
caped the notice of U.S. military advisers.
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Strategies of Action

These warning signs were noted and publicly dis cuss ed,but misread ; they were
generally seen as indicators of an impending coup or internal power struggles
rather than foreshadowings of c ivil war. Espec i ally in the afterm ath of Barre’s se-
rious car acc ident in 1986, U. S . and other analysts devoted most of their at tention
to the political intrigues within Barre’s inner circle,awaiting a move that would re-
place Barre and thus improve the political clim ate.3 8 At the time, this interpreta-
tion of events seemed reasonable ; the Som ali opposition movement s, for instance,
did not ex ploit the confusion following Barre’s acc ident but were instead very
quiet, which most obs ervers took to be a sign that they were waiting to enter into
a di alogue with a successor administration .3 9 In the end, however, it was clear that
throughout the 1980s the donor community consistently ex hibited what David
Rawson terms a “bas eless optimism . . . with lit tle apparent regard for the political
undercurrents tugging at the Som ali state.”4 0 He at tributes this collective mis-
reading of Som ali a’s prospects for political and economic reform to a combination
of factors, including the “studied ambivalence of Siyaad’s zig - z ag tactics,” bureau-
c ratic inerti a ,and a “groupthink”dynamic within the donor community.4 1 Meliss a
Pailthorp concludes that this was less a case of misreading than of geostrategic ex-
pediency, arguing that “despite blatant corruption , hum an - rights abus es and in-
consistent cooperation in [economic] policy reform ,donors continued to support
a government financed almost exclusively by ex ternal sources in order to uphold
foreign policy agend as.”4 2

A few ex ternal actors voiced concern about the broader implications of Som a-
li a’s political crisis, but to lit tle avail .Within the U. S . government, the House Sub-
commit tee on Africa was the most persistent critic, charging that the State De-
partment (DoS ) was downplaying wors ening hum an rights abus es and repression
by the Barre regime.4 3 But those objections generated lit tle interest in a generally
indif ferent Congress and were no match for the powerful voices in the Do S , U. S .
Agency for International Development (AID),and Department of Defense (Do D )
that lobbied for continued close ties to the regime. DoD advocacy was anim ated
by a broad strategic mission of m aintaining rapid response capac ity into the Mid-
dle East,while AID sought to protect its ambitious mission ,the largest U. S .foreign
assistance program in sub - Saharan Africa .With U. S .s ecurity assistance programs
to Som alia totaling over $500 million in the 1980s, and U. S . economic aid to the
country reaching $639 million over the course of the decade,powerful interests in
the maintenance of those aid relations developed within key branches of the U. S .
government.4 4 For their part, UN agenc ies and international NG Os also knew of
wors ening political conditions inside the country but rarely opted to speak out, as
Som alia hous ed some of their largest and most ambitious aid project s.4 5 Thus, in-
ternational development projects continued to be propos ed, studied, funded, and
( unsuccessfully) implemented in a business - as - usu al manner. It was not until
1 9 8 7 , with the appointment of Frank Crigler as U. S . ambass ador to Som ali a , that
the United States began to prioriti ze hum an rights as among the “opportunities for
bilateral cooperation” in Som ali a .4 6
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In contrast to the abs ence of international diplom atic ef forts to head of f So-
m ali a’s growing internal tensions, a great deal of international ef fort was de-
voted to resolving the long - standing conf lict bet ween Som alia and Ethiopi a .
Throughout 1986 and 1987, diplom ats from the European Economic Com-
munity and Italy dangled promis es of hundreds of millions of dollars in aid
to the governments of both Mengistu and Barre if a set tlement on the Ogaden
could be reached.4 7 For their part, both Mengistu and Barre also viewed an
accord as an opportunity to shut down cross - border insurgency movement s
that each sponsored against the other. The two inc reasingly besieged regimes
could then redirect their armed forces to deal with other trouble spots and
rebellions.

Nearly all outside analysts believed that a Mengistu-Barre deal would seal the
fate of the SNM as an armed insurgency group. This expectation was certainly
shared by the Barre regime when it signed the Ethiopian-Somali accord in April
1988.Nevertheless, in yet another collective misreading of Somalia’s politics, the
opposite transpired. Instead of folding,the desperate SNM launched a full-scale
attack on Barre’s forces in northern Somalia in May, hoping to liberate enough
territory to create a permanent foothold inside Somalia. It succeeded in push-
ing into the city of Burao and temporarily capturing most of the principal city
of Hargeisa. Government forces responded with “appalling savagery,” targeting
the entire Isaaq civilian population with arrests, rape, mass executions, and in-
discriminate shooting and bombing.48 Hundreds of thousands of Isaaq refugees
fled for their l ives across the Ethiopian border; government warplanes strafed
them as they fled. As many as fifty thousand Somalis died and the city of
Hargeisa was virtually leveled in what outside analysts depicted as a “genocidal”
campaign by the Barre regime against the Isaaq. The civil war had begun, and
the level of brutality it t riggered boded ill for subsequent diplomatic efforts to
contain and resolve it through negotiations.

Preventive Diplomacy in a Collapsing State: 1988–1990

The context in which preventive diplom atic ef forts were pursued in Som ali a
from 1988 to 1990 dif fered dram atically from preceding years.Within Som alia it-
s elf, the civil war in the north was spreading into other sections of the country, so
that preventive diplom acy was focus ed on the dif ficult task of reconc ili ation and
power- sharing in the midst of armed hostilities.Simultaneously, the waning of the
Cold War had a powerful but paradox ical ef fect on diplom atic initi atives in So-
m ali a’s crisis. On the one hand, it gave Western states much greater latitude to link
foreign aid to political reforms and reconc ili ation , but at the same time it dram at-
ically reduced Western interest in Som ali a .The result was a policy of collective dis-
engagement. Foreign aid was almost entirely frozen by 1989, but that linkage pol-
icy was accompanied by only a few, half - hearted diplom atic ef forts to promote
reconc ili ation in Som ali a . Many analysts fault the international community for
this passive and withdrawn respons e, and they consider the dearth of of fers of in-
ternational medi ation in 1988–90 a “miss ed opportunity.” Mohamed Sahnoun ,
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who served as the UN spec i al repres entative to Som alia from March to October
1 9 9 2 , ass erted that “if the international community had intervened earlier and
more ef fectively in Som ali a , much of the catastrophe that has unfolded could have
been avoided.”4 9

For the most part, international inaction in Somalia in this period was a re-
flection of reduced interests in the country; but it was also a failure of analysis.
Simply put, no one—neither diplomats nor academic specialists nor Somali
leaders themselves—foresaw the possibility that the Somali state would disinte-
grate and vanish entirely. Despite evidence that in retrospect clearly pointed to
that possibility, there was in 1988–90 no precedent in the contemporary state
system for a scenario of complete and prolonged state collapse.Unable to“think
outside the box,” analysts could not predict w hat t hey could not imagine. In-
stead,the more plausible assumption at the time was that the combination of ex-
ternal and internal pressure on the Barre regime would force it to negotiate a
power-sharing arrangement with opposition forces, probably one in which the
Barre regime’s own future would be in political asylum elsewhere. That process
would in turn create a new government that would garner enough external as-
sistance to hobble along as one of many “marginal” states in Africa. Had ob-
servers foreseen the possibility of the total collapse of the state, and the enor-
mous costs in human lives that that chaos would inflict on the Somali people,
the international community might have been motivated to mount a more sys-
tematic and engaged preventive campaign to promote reconciliation and a “soft
landing” for the shrinking Somali state between 1988 and 1990.

Early Warning

Throughout the final three years of the Barre regime, there was no shortage of
inform ation warning of a deteriorating situ ation in Som ali a . The most dram atic
warning sign was the shocking, genoc id al campaign by government forces in the
c ivil war in northwestern Som ali a . But other signals of collapse were apparent as
well .For instance, numerous reports were made public of a breakdown within the
government military, including the dangerous balkani z ation of military unit s
along clan lines ; high rates of des ertion , exceeding 50 percent ; and actu al firefight s
bet ween rival clans within the military.5 0 Moreover,in 1989 and 1990 the SNM was
joined by new clan - bas ed opposition fronts that began to at tack government
forces on multiple front s.While the SNM continued to wage war in the northwest,
the Ogadeni clan — which had supplied a large contingent of soldiers in the gov-
ernment army — broke away to form the Som ali Patriotic Movement (SP M ) , and
the Hawiye clan formed the United Som ali Congress (USC). Over the course of
1989 and 1990,the government controlled less and less of the countryside,and in-
ternational aid agenc ies were forced to evacu ate more and more regions in the face
of chaos, banditry,atroc ities, and scorched - earth tactics by the retreating govern-
ment forces. In the capital ,a “feeding fren z y”broke out,with civil servants and the
military system atically appropri ating items of value. Vehicles, funds, computers,
generators, and other valu ables were grabbed up by government employees who
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s eemed convinced that their time at the foreign aid feeding trough was soon com-
ing to an end. Ex tortion , kidnapping, and violence against aid agenc ies were also
commonplace and led many NG Os to suspend operations.

Perhaps the most ominous warning sign of all, however, was the clannish and
fractious nature of opposition movements.Not only was each opposition move-
ment closely identified with a single clan, but subclan divisions within each
movement were endemic. Under such circumstances, it was difficult to envision
a viable coalition government to replace Barre.

Key Decisions on Early Action

The first and most prominent effort to prevent the Somali crisis from deteri-
orating came from the United States. Following a protracted internal debate in
1988, the United States froze military and economic assistance to the Barre
regime until m eaningful p olitical reforms and reconciliation efforts were un-
dertaken. Within two months of the outbreak of civil war in the north of
Somalia, U.S. ambassador Crigler recommended freezing shipments of lethal
weaponry to Somalia and placing political reconciliation at the top of U.S. ob-
jectives in Somalia, proposals that were supported by the State Department and
approved by the White House but that met with resistance from the Department
of Defense.51 The Pentagon rejected linkage outright, arguing that it needed to
continue to nurture a military-to-military relationship to ensure access to the
port and airstrip at Berbera, and voicing concern that U.S.credibility was on the
line if it froze military aid to an ally in need.52 Indeed, in June 1988, the Penta-
gon signed off on the delivery of $1.4 million in lethal aid to Somalia that had
been previously delayed for logistical reasons, a move that was widely criticized
later.

But the more consequential debate over linkage of aid to political reforms in
Somalia occurred between Congress and the DoS. It revisited the recurrent de-
bate over the effectiveness of linkage of foreign aid in pursuit of behavior mod-
ification.On one side was the House Subcommittee on Africa,which threatened
to freeze various economic assistance packages to Somalia unless the Barre
regime ended human rights abuses and accepted political dialogue with the op-
position.53 Congress, as well as vocal human rights organizations, argued that
the United States was fueling the conflict by providing support to the Barre
regime, which implicated the United States in the regime’s human rights abuses
and thus jeopardized future U.S.relations with a post-Barre government.54 But
State Department officials countered that freezing economic aid would only re-
duce U.S. leverage with the Barre regime and make it more difficult to play a con-
structive role in political reconciliation.“People on the Hill need to be realistic,”
one official contended.“Foreign assistance gives very little leverage when you
want one-for-one results.”55 Another State Department official stressed the im-
portance of“keeping faith with the [Somali] government”and“not applying un-
due public pressure” to maintain leverage.56 Nonetheless, Congress froze $55
million in economic assistance to Somalia by October 1988.
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Strategies of Action

Between the summers of 1988 and 1989, an internally divided U.S. adminis-
tration unintentionally pursued a multitrack approach to Somalia. Congress
played the role of “hard-liner,” condemning human rights abuses and freezing
foreign aid to Somalia; the Pentagon played the role of “good cop,” continuing
joint military exercises with the Somali military in an effort to maintain good
relations; and the State Department played the role of “honest broker,” making
numerous efforts to coax the Barre regime into political dialogue with the SNM,
insisting on the need for political reconciliation and respect for human rights,
and promising renewed aid if improvements were made. A case could be made
that this accidental division of labor played to the strength of State Department
negotiators in efforts to move the Barre government toward dialogue with the
SNM. But the greater strength of the U.S.bargaining position was the ripple ef-
fect U.S.policies eventually had on other bilateral and multilateral donors, most
of whom began to suspend programs in Somalia. Most importantly, the U.S.
policy strongly influenced the lending practices of the World Bank and the In-
ternational Monetary Fund, shutting Somalia off from multilateral donors as
well. Though the Barre regime still enjoyed some assistance from Italy, Saudi
Arabia, and Libya through 1989,a seal of approval from the United States was
essential to win back adequate levels of multilateral assistance.

Until July 1989, the United States engaged in low-key discussions through its
embassy in Mogadishu to prompt political dialogue and reconciliation. This re-
portedly included a 1988 offer of asylum to Barre,57 as well as promises to re-
lease funds to cover Somalia’s arrears to the IMF if progress was made on polit-
ical reconciliation.58 The enticement of a resumption of aid partially succeeded
with the desperate Barre government. In February 1989, Barre sent his prime
minister, General Mohamed Ali Samatar, on a tour of the United States and
United Kingdom to present an impressive set of political reforms. Samatar
promised the release of all political prisoners, unconditional amnesty to all So-
malis living abroad, an end to forced conscription of Somali refugees,59 an in-
vestigation into human rights violations, national reconciliation to end the war
in the north, and privatization of the economy.60 But the implementation of
these promises was often problematic. The investigation into human rights
abuses, for instance, was to be conducted by a committee that included the di-
rector of the National Security Service, which was responsible for many of the
worst abuses. And Samatar’s promise of national reconciliation was stillborn
when it was revealed that the government refused to negotiate w ith the SNM
leadership, which it v iewed as a terrorist organization, but instead sought dia-
logue with selected northern “community leaders.” Samatar’s promises ap-
peared to be yet another instance of Barre’s “zig-zag tactics” with the interna-
tional community, empty pledges meant only to buy time and new aid packages
from donors.

American efforts to foster political dialogue ended abruptly in July 1989,
when the Somali military was implicated in several massacres in Mogadishu and
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unrest reached the streets of the capital.At that point, U.S. diplomats concluded
that Somalia had crossed a point of no return, and U.S. efforts to play a major
role in reconciliation would be futile.61 The State Department and Pentagon no
longer pressed for resumption of aid, and instead the United States began a sig-
nificant drawdown of embassy staff.62 Thereafter, although the Department of
State continued to call for reconciliation, the United States played no significant
diplomatic role in the spiraling crisis.

As the United States disengaged,few international actors stepped in to assume
a more prominent mediating role. Italy and Egypt both attempted to convene a
reconciliation conference in 1990.But those two states were perceived as having
political agendas and preferences within Somalia that aroused suspicion on the
part of one or more of the Somali groups; there was particular concern that such
peace proposals were thinly disguised efforts to salvage the Barre regime.63

Other international actors, especially the United Nations, the Organization of
African Unity (OAU), and the Arab League, were conspicuously absent. The
Arab League was preoccupied with the 1990 Iraqi invasion of Kuwait; the OAU
was historically reluctant to involve itself in the internal conflicts of its member
states; and the United Nations was unlikely to assume a high-level diplomatic
role in the absence of a cue from the Security Council, which it did not receive.
An air of fatalism about the Somali crisis permeated embassies in Mogadishu.
By mid-1989, Somalia was essentially left to its own devices by a preoccupied
and frustrated international community.

Unfortunately, that policy of collective dis engagement may have led to a miss ed
opportunity for a constructive medi ating role in Som ali a .In May 1990,144 promi-
nent and respected Som ali community leaders drafted and signed a manifesto
calling for a return to civili an ,multiparty rule and the convening of a national rec-
onc ili ation conference to establish a caretaker government until elections could be
held.6 4 It was clearly a courageous, last - ditch ef fort by a multiclan alli ance of for-
mer politic i ans, businessmen , and community leaders to save the country from
all - out, clan - bas ed civil war in the capital . The “Manifesto Group” m ay not have
been an ideal coalition—a number of c ritic isms were rais ed about its internal
composition and agend a — but it nonetheless repres ented the last hope for a
broad - bas ed, negoti ated, and peaceful process of political transition and succes-
sion in Som ali a .6 5 Some obs ervers contend that,had the international community
provided vigorous and public support for the manifesto,Som alia might have been
provided a window of opportunity to ex it from its spiraling violence. But interna-
tional support for the manifesto was muted, and the government response was to
arrest and detain over fifty of the signatories.

Thereafter,Somalia clearly passed yet another point of no return. The descent
into full-scale, clan-based civil war in the capital and violent anarchy through-
out southern Somalia was swift and assured.A last-ditch effort by the Italian and
Egyptian governments to convene a reconciliation conference in December
1990 was overtaken by events and canceled. The fact that these two outside bro-
kers proposed a power-sharing arrangement that included a continued role for
Siyad Barre only deepened the suspicions of opposition groups that Egypt and
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Italy were not neutral but had ties to the Barre regime to protect. Such Somali
fears that outsiders all had their own hidden agendas and tended to favor one
clan over another were sometimes well grounded but often a reflection of a
paranoia born of a brutal civil war.Nonetheless,perceived bias on the part of ex-
ternal mediators would complicate diplomatic initiatives in Somalia during the
years of anarchy and intervention.

At no point in the spiraling crises of 1988–90 could a single diplomatic deci-
sion have dramatically altered the course of events in Somalia.But it is quite pos-
sible that a concerted, high-profile, and coordinated international strategy em-
phasizing both reconciliation and resources might have provided a “soft
landing”for the conflict-ridden and shrinking Somali state.66 One lesson of spe-
cial importance from this period in Somalia’s crisis is the complexity of linking
foreign aid to preventive diplomacy. Freezing economic and military aid to the
Barre regime did succeed in shocking the government into pursuing concrete
political reforms, but at the same time was a key precipitating cause of the col-
lapse of the state itself.Had donor states and their decision-making bodies been
aware that the complete freezing of aid to Somalia would prompt the collapse of
the state, they might have been better served by a more gradualist approach, one
that ratcheted foreign aid levels downward slowly, to give the Somali state a
chance to wean itself from external support.

Preventive Diplomacy in a Collapsed State: January to November 1991

The fall of the last remnants of the Barre regime in January 1991 was accom-
panied by total collapse of the state itself. In truth, most of the countryside had
already been without even the pretense of state governance for a year or even
longer, as the regime withdrew to major towns and the capital. Even where the
“state” still had a presence, its primary activity was extortion, plundering, and
terrorizing local populations, not governance. The collapsed Barre regime was
succeeded by chaos, in which city streets and agricultural v illages were raided
by roving, armed bandits, and a spree of widespread looting left homes, busi-
nesses, government buildings, and embassies completely plundered. Mean-
while, Hawiye and Darood clan militias fought over a wide swath of agricultural
land in southern Somalia,a war that featured as much pillaging of innocent vil-
lages as it did actual combat between the USC and SPM forces.When the Hawiye
and Darood were not fighting one another, they were increasingly engaged in
deadly quarrels among themselves.In particular, the Hawiye clan family was bit-
terly divided between supporters of Ali Mahdi (of the Abgal clan) and General
Mohamed Farah Aideed (of the Habr Gedr clan) over leadership of the USC and
the “provisional government” Mahdi claimed to head.

Early Warning

From the vantage point of outside observers, it appeared that Somalia had de-
scended into a level of anarchy, gratuitous violence and destruction that far ex-
ceeded worst-case scenarios projected by analysts in 1989 and 1990.But this was
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yet another misreading of the Somali crisis. However tragic and chaotic Soma-
lia had become in 1991,it could, and did,get worse. In particular, simmering in-
traclan tensions,especially within the Hawiye clan family, threatened to explode
into a level of violence that would virtually destroy the capital, Mogadishu, and
hasten the arrival of one of the worst famines and refugee crises of the twenti-
eth century. The ten months between January and November 1991 thus consti-
tuted a final window of opportunity to head off such a disaster. That opportu-
nity was lost, primarily because of myopic leadership w ithin S omali political
factions themselves but also because of an astonishing absence of any apprecia-
ble international effort to mediate or provide good offices.

Indeed, with the exception of a handful of NG Os and the International Com-
mit tee of the Red Cross working in dangerous conditions to provide emergency re-
lief in a wors ening hum anitari an crisis, the world paid very lit tle at tention to the
chaos in Som ali a .Embassies and UN of fices in Mogadishu were all evacu ated and
clos ed.The U. S .embassy,which in the late 1980s had over two hundred of fic i als and
contractors, was reduced to a single desk of ficer and one spec i al relief coordinator
for the U. S .Of fice of Foreign Dis aster Assistance, both of whom monitored the sit-
u ation from Nairobi ,Kenya .6 7 In the words of former Ambass ador Crigler, the U. S .
had “turned out the light s, clos ed the door, and forgot about the place.”6 8

Strategies of Action

U.S. diplomacy after 1990 was based on a preference to allow former colonial
powers Italy and Great Britain to take the lead in policy on Somalia. But the
United Kingdom was disinclined to get involved (and was at any rate always sus-
pected of a bias in favor of northern Somalia, its former colony). By contrast,
Italy retained a strong interest in the Horn of Africa, and in maintaining its cul-
tural and commercial interests there. As a result, the Italian government sought
to provide its “good offices” in 1991 to the various Somali factions. But Italy
faced a number of obstacles. First, its neutrality continued to be suspected by
some Somali factions, especially by General Aideed. Second, the Italian govern-
ment itself was divided on policy preferences in the Horn of Africa along party
lines, so that the coalition government in Italy pursued not a bipartisan policy
but rather a “partisan bi-policy.”69 This led to some poorly conceived and nearly
fatal diplomatic initiatives, including an October 1991 incident in which an Ital-
ian aircraft carrying Undersecretary of Foreign Affairs Andrea Borruso was
shot at by Aideed’s forces and prevented from landing in Mogadishu. Dissatis-
fied by Italian efforts, Somalis urged American officials to step up to play a lead
role in promoting reconciliation. Jan Westcott, the OFDA special relief coordi-
nator for Somalia, recalled,“[B]y September [1991],I was being approached by
Aideed, elders, local administration officials and businessmen on a continual
basis and asked to urge the United States government to send a senior diplomat
to assist them in reconciling their differences.Jimmy Carter’s name was brought
up several times.”70 But no such initiatives were made.

The one promising opportunity for national reconc ili ation — the “D j ibouti
Conference”held in July 1991, supported by regional governments in the Horn of
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Africa — received no assistance from the United Nations, OAU, or major powers,
and hence lacked the clout to pressure all major Som ali factions to at tend and
abide by the accords. It was not until a horrific war bet ween two factions of the
Hawiye clan leveled Mogadishu in November 1991, followed by massive famine,
that the world began to take notice of, and eventu ally become embroiled in , the
Som ali crisis. By then , there was nothing left for preventive diplom acy to prevent.

Apportioning blame for this case of overwhelming collective inaction is eas-
ier than explaining that inaction. One of the most succinct and well-publicized
critiques of the “failure of the collective response” directs the blame as follows:

The unvarnished history of the UN’s role in Somalia is a tragic one of opportunities
missed and strategic and operational blunders not justified by situational realities.
Western donor governments did little better,andAfrican entities—in particular the Or-
ganization of African Unity (OAU)—contributed virtually nothing to efforts to avoid
calamity. . . . The perpetrators of Somalia’s misery are Somali. The passive accomplices,
however, are officials of the UN, of other multilateral organizations, and of the govern-
ments of major powers who contributed to that misery by neglect, denial, evasion of re-
sponsibility, and bungling relief operations and peacemaking initiatives launched with-
out cohesive strategy.71

But what explains this record of “neglect and denial” and the virtual absence
of international diplomatic intervention into a major political and humanitar-
ian crisis throughout all of 1991? First, international inaction was an accurate
measure of international indifference. The world continued to be preoccupied
by more important developments elsewhere; in 1991,the Gulf War and its after-
math was deemed of far greater consequence than civil wars in Africa. Though
Somali faction leaders were slow to understand this, the end of the Cold War rel-
egated Somalia’s intrinsic importance to global powers to near zero. Only inter-
national relief agencies placed Somalia on the “front burner” of their agendas.
Indeed, some NGOs, frustrated by the inaction of the United Nations and ma-
jor states, took matters into their own hands, sponsoring or assisting regional
peace conferences in Somalia with mixed results.72

The very chaos that posed as the problem to be solved in Somalia also proved
to be a powerful disincentive to get involved. Diplomatic forays into the frac-
tious, confused,and often paranoid world of Somali factional politics promised
a high probability of failure.Diplomats who chose nonetheless to intervene with
offers of good offices and mediation, such as the Italians, quickly found them-
selves enmired in disputes over legitimate representation within Somali society,
and in short order were accused of favoritism of one group or another. As a re-
sult, risk-averse approaches that were limited to“monitoring and reporting”the
situation were considered the more prudent and preferred course of action.

The physical dangers of chronic lawless ness and sporadic gun bat tles also led
risk - averse states and international organi z ations to keep operations bas ed in
Nairobi , Kenya . For individu al government s, the risk of kidnapping or ass assina-
tion was too great to justify the reopening of embassies. One DoS security team
member concluded that Mogadishu in 1991 was “worse than Beirut.”7 3 The
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dilemma was that diplom ats who wished to play a constructive role in Som alia had
to win the confidence of the Som alis by traveling in country. Mohamed Sahnoun ,
the UN spec i al repres entative to Som alia in 1992, is widely acknowledged as hav-
ing earned the greatest respect and confidence of the Som ali people ; yet his travel
through the country got him temporarily kidnapped and nearly cost him his life.

The United Nations’ almost complete absence from the Somali scene in 1991
has been the subject of considerable commentary and cr iticism, as many ex-
pected that organization to take the lead in both humanitarian relief and diplo-
matic initiatives. One prominent human rights group went so far as to proclaim
that “Somalia is the greatest failure of the United Nations in our time.”74 Many
stinging indictments of the UN agencies charge that they preferred the comfort
of their villas in Kenya to the difficult and dangerous relief work in Somalia,and
thus they found a variety of excuses to justify their inaction. In response, UN
agencies contended that their mandates do not allow them to work in open war
zones; they are development agencies, not emergency relief organizations. Op-
erations in war zones, they noted, were for specialized agencies such as the In-
ternational Committee of the Red Cross.

But the more puzzling UN absence was diplomatic, not humanitarian. The
United Nations offered no assistance to mediate the conflict throughout all of
1991; indeed,a special representative to the secretary-general was not appointed
to Somalia until March 1992. Following the disastrous outbreak of war in Mo-
gadishu in late 1991, the United Nations was under heavy pressure to assume
some diplomatic responsibility. But t he envoy it hastily sent to Mogadishu in
February 1992, James Jonah, was so poorly briefed that the mission was univer-
sally seen as a disaster that actually worsened relations in Mogadishu and fur-
ther reduced UN credibility.

A parti al ex planation for the United Nations’ incompetence and abs ence until
March 1992 can be at tributed to the fact that unli ke states, which poss ess em-
bassies, intelligence agenc ies, and ministries of state to monitor and report on po-
litical developments in other countries, the United Nations has no such institu-
tional intelligence apparatus, no country desk of ficers, and a short institutional
memory. But if that can serve as a parti al rationali z ation for the United Nations’
medioc rity in preventive diplom acy in Som alia in early 1992, it does not ex plain
its diplom atic abs ence from the Som ali political scene throughout all of 1 9 9 1 .
There, responsibility rests foremost with member- states in the Security Counc il ,
which did not even include Som alia on its agenda until the spring of 1 9 9 2 , when
Sec retary - General Boutros Boutros - Ghali embarrass ed the Counc il by comparing
its preoccupation with Yugoslavi a ,where it had just commit ted fourteen thous and
peacekeeping troops, to its indif ference to Som ali a , triggering a public debate
about rac i al double stand ards for global hum anitari an cris es.7 5 The United States
had in particular sought to keep Som alia of f the agend a ; Sec retary of State James
Baker and his staf f feared that the rapidly rising number and costs 
of UN peacekeeping operations would trigger a congressional backlash , and they
did not want the United Nations to assume diplom atic responsibilities in Som ali a
that might well lead to an additional UN peacekeeping operation .7 6 A coalition in
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the Do S , including the East Africa of fice, the Hum an Rights Bureau, and the
OF DA ,press ed for greater U. S .and UN involvement,but National Security Advis er
Brent Scowc roft and the DoS assistant sec retary for international organi z ation af-
fairs, John Bolton ,were “against ex pending ef fort and scarce financ i al resources on
an area peripheral to U. S . strategic interest s.”7 7 When Bolton allegedly argued “let’s
not try to right every wrong in the world”7 8 in opposing greater UN involvement
in Som ali a ,he accurately reflected the sense of diplom atic tri age the Bush admin-
istration us ed to cope with the worrisome outbreak of post – Cold War regional
brushfires. Keeping the United Nations’ agenda manageable and its peacekeeping
budget contained overrode calls for greater U. S . and UN diplom atic involvement
in Som ali a .

Another explanation for the collective inaction of the international commu-
nity was that some actors—particularly the United Nations and the OAU—were
virtually paralyzed over the problem of sovereignty in the context of state col-
lapse. Both organizations are founded on the principle of sovereignty and non-
interference; yet in the absence of a recognized government, it was unclear
through whom they would work.Many preferred to wait until such time as a rec-
ognized government was formed rather than deal creatively with this new con-
dition of statelessness.

Finally, preventive diplom acy in 1991 was hampered by an abs ence of both re-
li able inform ation about what was happening inside the country and a sound an-
alytic “road map”providing guid ance for diplom acy in collaps ed states.Through-
out 1991,very few foreigners were able to travel and live in Som ali a ,and those few
relief workers who did could only garner inform ation about very limited areas.
Most of the country’s politics had become terra incognita for international diplo-
m at s ; even Som ali faction leaders were groping to try to understand the new so-
c i al and political forces they had helped to unleash . But even if bet ter inform ation
had been available, the international community faced a fund amentally new type
of diplom acy — diplom acy in a collaps ed state — with which it lacked any ex peri-
ence. The most fund amental question of all — determining who repres ented
whom in the fractious Som ali polity — proved to be a more daunting challenge
than state - centered diplom acy could handle. Unprepared for stateless diplom acy,
the international community was unable to identify new avenues for diplom atic
intervention . For instance, throughout 1991 the most dangerous crisis was actu-
ally regional rather than national — the growing tensions within the Hawiye clan
over control of Mogadishu and the USC. What was needed at that time was pre-
ventive diplom acy at the subnational level , not national reconc ili ation . That ob-
s ervation seems self - evident in hindsight but in 1991 would have constituted a
paradigm revolution for conventional , state - centric diplom acy.

Lessons Learned

In the absence of effective preventive diplomacy throughout Somalia’s series of
cascading political crises, the worst-case scenario came to pass—the destruc-
tion of the capital city in heavy fighting, the fragmentation of political author-
ity, and the triggering of a massive famine and refugee crisis. Diplomatic efforts
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thereafter focused on cessation of hostilities,national reconciliation,and the ne-
gotiating of safe passage of emergency relief to famine victims.

The sudden, intensive media coverage of the Somali famine in the summer of
1992, culminating in the dramatic decision to launch a major UN peace en-
forcement mission into Somalia in December 1992, constituted a stunning re-
versal of previous international indifference. And, while the massive U.S.-led
operation succeeded in quickly ending the famine in southern Somalia,UNO-
SOM had far less success in promoting national reconciliation. Critiques of the
failed UN mission in Somalia have tended to lay blame on the United Nations’
incompetence, and there is some truth to charges that UN diplomacy through-
out the i ntervention was often mediocre, inconsistent, and short-sighted. But
the dozens of failed peace conferences convened by the United Nations and by
other parties between 1992 and 1995 were stymied by more than the United Na-
tions’ shortcomings. They were also waylaid by the same structural impedi-
ments that plagued peace-building efforts prior to 1992.Both international and
local peacemakers were frustrated by the dearth of legitimate authorities who
could represent Somali constituencies at the negotiating table; the endless dis-
putes within Somali society over who represented whom; and inevitable Somali
suspicions of the political biases or agendas of external mediators, including the
United Nations;79 the continued existence of conflict constituencies that, for
economic or political reasons, worked to undermine any efforts at reconcilia-
tion; severe economic scarcity, which made conflicts over the shrunken “na-
tional pie”more difficult to resolve; the high level of militarization of Somali so-
ciety, which enabled any community dissatisfied with peace accords to exercise
“veto power” at the barrel of a gun; and the tendency for efforts aimed at reviv-
ing local and regional state structures (another mandate the United Nations was
expected to fulfill) to undermine reconciliation efforts and exacerbate rather
than reduce communal strife. In the eyes of most Somalis, peace itself was po-
tentially a positive-sum game, but the reestablishment of state authority (which
was usually linked to reconciliation talks) was viewed in starkly zero-sum terms
and hence was a major obstacle to reconciliation. This seemingly paranoid view
of the state was not unwarranted; past Somali experience suggested that the state
was a blunt instrument that one clan monopolized at the expense of the rest.

As one of the first and most dramatic instances of state collapse in the
post–Cold War era, Somalia provides potentially valuable lessons of immediate
relevance for preventive diplomacy in comparable crises elsewhere. Unfortu-
nately, the disastrous results of the UNOSOM intervention in Somalia have
heavily politicized the task of “learning lessons” from that country. As a result,
comparativists seeking to derive useful generalizations from the Somali cr isis
must proceed with appropriate caution.

On the basis of our analysis, a number of instructive conclusions from the So-
mali case may be drawn. We have broken them down into two distinct cate-
gories: misread crises and missed opportunities.

The chronicle of international involvement and noninvolvement in Som a-
li a’s wors ening crisis from 1979 through 1991 is a litany of miss ed oppor-
tunities. A number of lessons from this failure of the collective response are
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noteworthy. First, a close reading of the chronology of the Som ali crisis reveals
that the country’s des cent into chaos pass ed through several cas cading “point s
of no return ,” each of which of fered inc reasingly narrow windows of opportu-
nity within which timely out side diplom atic intervention might have spared
the country from further conflict and collaps e. Unfortunately, each of thos e
windows were miss ed, for very distinct reasons ranging from geostrategic im-
peratives to political indif ference. Conceptu ali z ing Som ali a’s political conflict s
as “cas cading” c ris es proved to be a us eful analytic tool of possible relevance in
future conflict s ; its strength is that it reinforces the notion that conflicts may
provide multiple opportunities for constructive diplom atic intervention .

In addition, Somalia clearly confirms the need for a “multi-track approach
where national, regional, and international actors complement one another”
rather than working at cross-purposes.80 If, as most observers conclude, the
United Nations must play a more assertive role in preventive diplomacy, then
major powers in the Security Council must give the Secretariat direction by
placing such crises on the Security Council agenda.Yet the United Nations’woe-
ful performance in Somalia in 1991—clearly the most dramatic “missed oppor-
tunity”in the Somali debacle—suggests that that organization may lack the nec-
essary resources and capacity to play a lead role in post–Cold War preventive
diplomacy. Despite much discussion about prospects for enhancing the diplo-
matic role of either the United Nations or regional organizations in preventive
diplomacy, there may be no substitute at this time for sustained diplomatic at-
tention and engagement by the world’s most powerful nations. Those nations
must in turn recognize that both their attention and inattention to simmering
conflicts can have a powerful“ripple effect”on other international actors. In So-
malia, U.S. policy decisions and nondecisions proved strong influences on the
policies of other states and multilateral institutions in the Horn of Africa; the
U.S. decision to freeze aid to the Barre government, for instance, triggered sim-
ilar policies among other donors, and its decision to intervene militarily in De-
cember 1992 pulled dozens of other states into the intervention.

For marginal states like Somalia, however, prospects for commanding sus-
tained attention from the United States is increasingly unlikely; on the contrary,
most observers now assume that U.S. diplomatic engagement in peripheral re-
gions of the world will continue to decline. Increasingly, attention is being redi-
rected toward the potential for unconventional actors—nongovernmental or-
ganizations and “private diplomacy”—to play a m ore active role in preventive
diplomacy. The U.S. Institute of Peace concludes that,“in the absence of exten-
sive U.S.engagement and easily identifiable levers of influence, NGOs and pri-
vate diplomacy have helped fill the void, often with the encouragement of offi-
cials and with Agency for International Development funds.”81 On this score,
Somalia offers ample lessons and warnings.In the most critical phases of the cri-
sis, from 1989 through 1991, when major state actors and the United Nations
withdrew from active diplomatic efforts, NGOs and other avenues of private
diplomacy missed opportunities to fill the vacuum and perhaps might have
played a constructive role. Subsequently, however, NGOs have become much
more committed to both direct and indirect peace building in Somalia, with
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quite mixed results, in no small measure because of their l imited institutional
capacities to conduct diplomacy. Somalia’s dozens of failed peace conferences
since 1991—including several peace initiatives that actually worsened ten-
sions—serve as a warning that peace building in collapsed states is a highly
complex matter. Simply “subcontracting” unwanted diplomatic responsibilities
out to eager NGOs,private foundations,and eminent persons is likely only to set
them up to fail in much the same way that an unprepared United Nations was
set up for failure in Somalia.

Somalia’s worsening cr isis throughout the 1980s and early 1990s was never
properly understood and diagnosed, and hence effective strategies for preven-
tive diplomacy in Somalia were never developed. The collective misreading of
the Somali conflict was a function of the fact that it constituted a fundamentally
new type of crisis—the collapse of an unsustainable state into protracted anar-
chy—which had not occurred throughout the Cold War era and which was thus
beyond the radar screen of political analysts. Subsequently, variations of this
sans état scenario have been at the root of several other crises—including
Liberia,Rwanda, Democratic Republic of Congo, Cambodia, Afghanistan, and
Angola—suggesting that the collapsed state in Somalia was not unique but re-
flects instead a troubling new category of post–Cold War conflicts.

Efforts to prevent and manage conflicts that are neither interstate nor in-
trastate but rather stateless in nature, place a number of immediate demands on
analysts and diplomats. First, the international community must be better
equipped analytically to interpret early warning signs of partial or complete
state collapse. Somalia’s own early warning signals offer clues as to what might
constitute identifiable underlying causes of possible or imminent state collapse
elsewhere—a badly bloated state structure dependent on external aid for its
funding, combined w ith a high level of political repression a nd an extremely
weak domestic economy. Precipitating causes of state collapse are also well
within our capacity to monitor, including the prospect of rapid and near total
loss of access to external assistance (foreign aid, migrant labor remittances, ex-
port earnings). Refining these and other indicators might better serve analysts
in recognizing “Somalia scenarios” elsewhere.

Second, diplomats and mediators must be convinced that conflicts born of
state collapse are fundamentally distinct from “conventional” conflicts and
hence require different diplomatic approaches. This observation seems self-ev-
ident to those who have worked within the chaos of such crises but is less ap-
parent to those viewing these conflicts from a distance. Crises of state collapse
often exhibit many of the same features as conventional conflicts, including vir-
ulent ethnonationalism, factionalism, and regionalism.But they are set apart by
a number of distinct characteristics, including power vacuums in which armed
elements are increasingly beyond the control of either government or rebels,en-
demic disputes over rights to represent constituencies in negotiations, the rise
to prominence of a multitude of nonstate political actors (in Somalia, “clan el-
ders”) with whom diplomats are unaccustomed to dealing, and humanitarian
crises often associated with zones where state authorities have ceased to perform
even minimal functions. An important task for the field of comparative politics
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and political anthropology is to develop better understanding of the political
dynamics in zones of statelessness, to provide diplomats and mediators with
“road maps” in this new operating environment.

Third, analysts and diplomats must be better equipped w ith a “toolbox” of
new techniques to prevent or contain conflicts linked to state collapse, and they
must be prepared to discard approaches that are inappropriate in that environ-
ment.82 For instance, emphasis on power-sharing formulas may not be relevant
where there is no state within which power can be shared. Emphasis on regional
or local-level peace initiatives may be more fruitful than national-level recon-
ciliation, as peace-building efforts in both the northwest and southern regions
of Somalia suggest. And recognition of nonstate actors as often critical players
in preventive diplomacy and peace building may be essential.

Once a simmering conflict is diagnosed as a potential instance of state col-
lapse, macrolevel diplomacy can be better calibrated as well, especially with re-
gard to the role of external assistance in the viability of a dangerously unsus-
tainable state. Somalia’s crisis suggests that strategies of linkage of foreign aid to
political reform must be handled as a fine instrument, not a s ledgehammer, to
ensure both that a regime is sent the appropriate message and that the economy
and state is provided a “soft landing” rather than the crash landing that can ac-
company the total freezing of foreign aid. Unfortunately, that level of calibration
of foreign aid is difficult to accomplish both at the international level, where bi-
lateral and multilateral aid donors have distinct political agendas and are reluc-
tant to coordinate aid strategies, and at the national level, where the dynamics of
legislative politics and intradepartmental rivalries come into play.

Another instructive misreading in the Somali conflict had to do with assess-
ments of the interests of the Somali protagonists, especially in the latter phases
of the crisis (1989–91). Specifically, the rise of chaos and lawlessness in the
country was accompanied by the simultaneous rise of “conflict constituencies”
who, either for political or economic reasons or both, had a vested interest in
continued instability, anarchy, and an economy of plunder. The overt hostility
these conflict constituencies had to any peace accord was not fully appreciated
by some outside mediators, who labored under the illusion that all parties to the
worsening dispute could be accommodated if only the right power-sharing for-
mula could be struck. Peace meant political ma rginalization for a number of
warlords, economic marginalization for most of the bandit/militiamen, and an
end to a mafialike economy for powerful merchants. Approaches to peace in
zones of protracted anarchy must assess the scope and power of conflict con-
stituencies and either work to transform their interests (e.g., through demobi-
lization programs for militiamen) or marginalize them politically.

Finally,one of the most consistent and costly misreadings of the Som ali conflict
was the near- univers al view that, as the Cold War ended, Som ali a’s crisis consti-
tuted a low foreign policy priority that could be safely ignored while global pow-
ers at tended to more pressing mat ters. Som alia and other recent complex emer-
genc ies should serve as a firm reminder that crude geostrategic calculations of a
country’s relative political importance are poor gauges of the actu al political im-
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portance that a country may have in six months. With the growth of the medi a’s
capac ity to place remote trouble spots onto the foreign policy “front burner”
through intensive and critical coverage (the so - called CNN ef fect ) , it is virtu ally
assured that every American administration will be forced to devote considerable
diplom atic and even military resources on political or hum anitari an cris es that
they might otherwise prefer to ignore.An enduring lesson of the Som ali catastro-
phe is that there is no longer any such thing as a “back burner” conflict for either
the United States or United Nations.With the massive diplom atic resources at the
international community’s fingertips, and with the costs of inaction so high in
places such as Som ali a ,R wand a , and Liberi a , it is inc reasingly untenable to em-
brace a policy of “turning out the lights and closing the doors”on brewing politi-
cal cris es in seemingly remote countries.
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Preventive Diplomacy in Rwanda:
Failure to Act or Failure of Actions?

Astri Suhrke and Bruce Jones

Case Summary

THECA SE OF RWANDA in the 1990s is a tale of opportunities missed that reveal
fundamental restraints in the present international mechanisms for warn-

ing and preventive diplomacy.1 The striking fact of the Rwandan genocide is
that it was devised, planned, publicly broadcast, and ultimately conducted in
view of a UN peacekeeping force. The peacekeeping operation, in turn, was the
result of a protracted and multifaceted international diplomacy designed to end
the civil war that preceded the genocide in the second quarter of 1994. The fact
that the largest slaughter of civilians since Pol Pot’s Cambodia could transpire in
a context not of international inattention but of multiple forms of international
engagement provides compelling evidence of just how weak are the existing
multilateral systems for preventing the escalation of violence.

An analysis of early warning could begin with October 1, 1990, when an
armed refugee movement, the Tutsi-dominated Rwandan Patriotic Front
(RPF), invaded Rwanda from southern Uganda. The invasion triggered the dis-
aster in Rwanda almost four years later and was itself the culmination of previ-
ous strife of a type frequently seen in Africa: victims or losers in a conflict seek
refuge in a neighboring country, which then becomes a base for invading the
homeland.2

In this case, members of Rwanda’s Tutsi minority, who had been the princi-
pal victims of political violence in Rwanda after decolonization transferred po-
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litical power to the majority Hutu community in 1962, fled to the surrounding
countries, with large numbers settling in southern Uganda.3 Repeated efforts by
the refugees to return had been of no avail until a generation of Rwandans born
in exile launched a new invasion in 1990. The objective was to permit full and
free settlement in Rwanda—a demand consistently denied by Hutu president
Juvenal Habyarimana—and to force the regime to accept power-sharing
arrangements that would give the Tutsi significant political representation in the
government. The attack was propitiously t imed to take advantage of support
from Uganda’s president Yoweri Museveni and a decline in the political and eco-
nomic fortunes of the Habyarimana regime.4

The princ ipal ex ternal parties to the conflict were regional states — with 
Zaire and Uganda lining up behind the government of R wanda and the RPF,
respectively — and two European powers that were engaged by virtue of coloni al
ties (Belgium) and continuous aspirations to play a major role in Africa (France ) .
The Mit terand government supported the Habyarim ana regime through spec i al
development funds and military training agreements of the kind norm ally given
to French ex - colonies in Africa ,5 and it marked its interests by sending a sm all
number of troops to help the government when the RPF invaded. Given French
concerns to keep francophone Africa as a sphere of influence, Paris viewed the
RPF as particularly worrisome because of the movement’s ties to anglophone
Ugand a .

Formal denials notwithstanding, it was commonly known at the time and
subsequently confirmed that Uganda served as a rear base for the RPF. The mil-
itary leader of the RPF during most of the civil war, Major General Paul Kagame,
was close to Ugandan president Museveni, and many RPF soldiers came from
posts in the Ugandan army (National Resistance Army [NRA]) that they had
deserted, taking along guns, trucks and all, often with the tacit support of their
commanding officers. For Museveni, supporting the RPF enabled him to repay
the Rwandan refugee leadership, many of whom had fought by his side in the
early days of his own rebellion. By 1990, there was also growing resentment
among Ugandans against the refugees; were the RPF to achieve victory, many
would presumably leave for Rwanda.

None of the large powers had been engaged in this part of the Great Lakes re-
gion during the Cold War, nor was the one rem aining superpower afterwards.
Even during the years of globali zed superpower rivalry, the United States had no
military pres ence and quite limited interest in this sm all Central African country.
It is indicative that the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) did not begin tracking
the country situ ation system atically until after the RPF invasion in 1990.6 Among
top of fic i als in Washington , only Assistant Sec retary of State for Africa Herm an
Cohen took more than a passing interest in the civil war, in keeping with his gen-
eral ef forts to engage the United States in conflict resolution in Africa during his
tenure.After Cohen left of fice at the end of the Bush administration ,Washington’s
tendency to assign Rwanda to a French sphere of interest resurfaced.

Not withstanding the somewhat peripheral nature of R wanda to the major pow-
ers, the October 1990 invasion triggered an ex traordinary diplom atic activity that
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demonstrated the vitality of international medi atory structures on the regional
level .7 Just two weeks after the invasion , Tan z ania called a regional meeting of the
heads of state of R wand a , Ugand a , and Zaire to dis cuss the situ ation and, fearing
further refugee flows, rem ained actively involved and became host as well as “fa-
c ilitator” for the subs equent peace talk s. The sec retari at of the Organi z ation of
African Unity (OAU) was also active in recognition of the organi z ation’s princ iple
that African states had a prim ary responsibility to address regional conflict s.Soon
other levels were informed or engaged — the (inform al) Economic Community of
the Great Lakes Region , the European Union , and more peripherally the United
Nations.Also, the governments of Belgium , France, and the United States at vari-
ous times helped move the process forward. The Belgi an government became ac-
tively involved within days of the invasion , pushing forward a regional medi ation
process which achieved a first ceas e - fire within four months.8

The results did not match the level of activity, however. The initial success of
regional diplomacy was short-lived. A formal cease-fire signed at N’Sele, Zaire,
on March 29,1991, lasted only to mid-April, when fighting resumed. The limits
of regional diplomacy were revealed when a second cease-fire also broke down
in early 1992. It required a push from France—supported by more limited but
parallel diplomatic suasion by the United States led by Assistant Secretary Co-
hen—to move the conflicting parties to the negotiating table.9 In addition, the
European Union, Canada, Switzerland, the Catholic Church and others coun-
seled peace talks. The result was the l aunching in the summer of 1992 of the
Arusha talks, named for the town in Tanzania that served as the locale. With
Tanzania as facilitator and with backing from the OAU and,albeit somewhat be-
latedly, the United Nations and the majorWestern donor countries as observers,
the Arusha process brought together the RPF, the Habyarimana regime,and op-
position parties that had grown up during the period of civil war.

A comprehensive set tlement was signed on August 1993.While on the one hand
the Tan z ani an government des erves credit for its sustained and skillful medi ating
ef fort, it had also required a dec isive push on the bat tlefield to finali ze the agree-
ment. In Febru ary 1993, the RPF launched a major of fensive to break Habyari-
m ana’s opposition to the power- sharing formula tentatively negoti ated in Arusha .
The of fensive shocked Kigali and threw the government forces into dis array.Rebel
troops fought to within twenty - three kilometers of the capital , demonstrating the
R P F’s military superiority. The of fensive deepened the engagement of the French ,
who dispatched a sm all military reinforcement to stif fen the government side. In
New York , the UN system responded to the disruption of the peace process as well :
The sec retary - general sent a goodwill mission that helped bring the parties back
to the negoti ating table, and the Security Counc il approved a military obs erver
mission to monitor the Ugand a - R wanda border. Designed to stop Ugand an sup-
plies flowing to the RPF,which had established a stronghold in northern Rwand a ,
the sm all mission (UN Obs erver Mission Ugand a - R wanda [UNOMUR]) was
pitifully inadequ ate for the task , however.

As the negoti ations neared completion , the role of the peacekeepers was ex-
tended. The Arusha Accords called for the deployment of a Neutral International
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Force to overs ee the implementation of the agreement, the princ ipal feature of
which was the creation of a transitional government encompassing some element s
of the Habyarim ana regime, the RPF, and various opposition parties that had
grown up during the negoti ation period.A new national army compos ed of unit s
from both sides in the civil war was to be formed ; the rest would be demobili zed.
Invoking Chapter VI of the UN Charter, the UN Security Counc il voted to deploy
a UN Assistance Mission for Rwanda (UNAMIR) to overs ee the installation of the
transitional government and other parts of the peace agreement, in particular, to
assist in dis arming and demobili z ing the two armies.

Yet the signing of a peace agreement in August 1993 and the deployment of
UNAMIR two months later—i.e., the initial success of what may be character-
ized as preventive diplomacy10—did not prevent two developments that are
highly relevant to the theoretical and policy concerns of this volume. The first
was a transformation in the nature of the Rwandan conflict. Having started out
in 1990 as a classic civil war between a rebel group and the government, the con-
flict spawned a genocidal attack by elements of the Rwandan state against both
the moderate Hutu opposition and the Tutsi minority population. The second
was a tremendous escalation in casualties, possibly the most massive of any con-
flict in modern history: from roughly six thousand deaths during three years of
civil war to roughly eight hundred thousand deaths during three months of
genocide. The failure to recognize the transformation of the conflict from a civil
war to genocide and to anticipate the escalation in victims and, equally, the fail-
ure to possibly nip the genocide in the bud at two points in time, constitute the
most critical missed opportunities of the Rwanda case.

The genoc ide was planned and to a large ex tent controlled by a tightly organi zed
group of ex tremists within the Habyarim ana power structure : members of the
ruling party, the Mouvement Ré volutionnaire National pour le Dé veloppement
( M R N D ) ; leaders of the Presidenti al Gu ard ; the interahamwe and impu z a-
mugambi militi as ; and members of the hard - line political grouping, the Comit é
pour la Dé fense de la Ré publique (CDR ) .1 1 In the first days of the killings, this
group mass ac red the Tut si population of Kigali and wiped out the ranks of mod-
erate politic i ans and civil soc iety leaders, most of them Hutu.Over the next three
months, unchecked by any international force, the ex tremists system atically
slaughtered Tut si populations ac ross the country, killing hundreds of thous ands
of people before the RPF’s victory on July 17, 1 9 9 4 , drove them into final retreat.

The essential motive for the genocide was to retain political power and all that
went with it. Given the history and ethnic composition of Rwanda, the political
contest over who would control the government had developed along a deepen-
ing majority-minority divide. Members of the Hutu majority community that
planned, organized, and directed the genocide stood to lose power as a result of
the power-sharing arrangements negotiated in Arusha.Alternately, many feared
that the RPF would use its legitimized entry into national politics and foothold
in the new national army to engineer a coup. In either case, the Tutsi were per-
ceived as the w inners. The fear that this prospect generated among the Hutu
population—and that took extreme forms among some of the power holders
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and their followers—must be understood against the historical memory of Tutsi
overlordship before and during the colonial period, and the practice of treating
power transfer as a totalistic, zero-sum game and a “winner-takes-all” attitude.
As the civil war neared an end and power sharing was on the horizon, Hutu ex-
tremist ideologues deliberately exploited this fear to whip up a frenzy of ethnic
hatred. Just after the peace agreement was signed,Hutu fears were powerfully re-
inforced by events in neighboring Burundi, where Hutu were also in the major-
ity and Tutsi in the minority. In October 1993,Burundi’s first elected Hutu pres-
ident was assassinated, and tens of thousands of Hutu were killed in the ensuing
violence in which the Tutsi army was implicated. The Hutu extremists in
Rwanda portrayed the events as a warning of things to come in their own coun-
try, and gained ground.

While the conventional wis dom is that the international community “did noth-
ing” to prevent the genoc ide, the fact is that the international community was ac-
tive in Rwanda in several ways in the period preceding the cataclysm . It is not the
failure to take preventive action that characteri zes the international role in the pe-
riod leading up to the genoc ide but the failure of actions taken . Only after the
genoc ide was under way did the international community respond with manifest
inaction , at least in the critical early phas e. Both periods will be covered in this
chapter. Up until April 1994, the critical question is why was a conflict, which at-
tracted substanti al conflict management and preventive diplom acy ef fort s,never-
theless allowed to es calate in such horrific fashion? Afterward, and certainly by
mid - April when it was indisputably clear that massive and orchestrated killings
were under way, the question is why were they not stopped ?

Our central argument is that for several months before the launch of the geno-
cide, information accumulated that would have allowed the main states in-
volved, as well as t he UN Secretariat, to anticipate a ma ssive escalation in vio-
lence. Indeed, the UN Secretariat and the French, U.S., and Belgian diplomatic
missions in Rwanda received clear warnings that the closer the Arusha Accords
came to being implemented, the more the extremists were prepared to unleash
a death campaign against supporters of the accords and the entire Tutsi com-
munity. An interlocking set of cognitive, bureaucratic, and political factors
weakened these signals, however, and robbed them of their warning quality.
More fundamentally, the signals were not heard because the principal actors fo-
cused on one set of issues—ending the civil war and implementing the peace ac-
cords—not fully realizing that success in solving these problems would engen-
der new and more dangerous ones. From the perspective of preventive
diplomacy, then, the Rwanda case is quite different from a situation in which
diplomats labor to halt a countdown to war or culmination of crisis. Interna-
tional diplomacy in Rwanda was not designed to prevent a clearly perceived fu-
ture calamity but, more conventionally, to restore a peace shattered by civil war.

It can be argued that even if the signals of approaching genocide had been
heard, preventive action still might not have been forthcoming.When put to the
test in April, and it was clear that massive, organized violence was under way,
neither the United Nations nor the principal members of the Security Council
acted to halt the killings.Arguably, the risks and costs of intervention at that time
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were much higher than a firmer response earlier would have been.Yet, the argu-
ment is more complex in that the failure to react to earlier signals could have re-
flected three different conditions:(1) failure to assess the significance of the sig-
nals as pointing towards massive, genocidal violence—i.e.,a failure of analysis;
(2) a failure to assess the costs of such violence to the potentially intervening
parties (including the downstream cost of a $1.4 billion bill for emergency relief
during the months April–December 1994 alone); and (3) an assessment that, in
the interests of the potentially intervening parties, the risks and costs of greater
intervention at any time exceeded the costs of not doing so. While inaction due
to points 1 and 2 is the result of misjudgment and miscalculation, the third sce-
nario is one of deliberate inaction based on calculations of national interests.
Whether such an interpretation of national interests itself is a “miscalculation”
when judged against legal and ethical norms of international responsibility is
another, although critical, question.

This chapter is divided into the periods before and immediately after April 6,
1994, when the genocidal violence commenced. During the three years prior to
the genocide, when the international community was engaged in settling the
civil war in Rwanda, early signals about an escalation of civil v iolence did not
determine preventive strategies and key decisions. Rather, conflict management
strategies influenced the reception of such signals. The case will therefore be
considered in the following sequence: First, conflict management strategies for
dealing with the civil war will be assessed from the perspective of their impact
on subsequent violence and early warning thereof (“Strategies of Action”);sec-
ond, the section on “Early Warning” will focus on the period that—we now
know—was leading up to the genocide, with emphasis on attempts to imple-
ment the Arusha Accords; and, lastly,“Key Decisions” will consider the interna-
tional response in the first critical phase during April 1994.

Strategies of Action

As noted, we cannot talk of strategies for preventing genocide in Rwanda; no
such strategy existed. Yet the international community had multiple strategies
for coping with the civil war and the parallel civil violence that became the pre-
lude to the genocide. Three processes are of interest here: first, and centrally, re-
gional, international,and multilateral actors collaborated on the Arusha process
of political mediation; second, this mediation in time produced a UN peace-
keeping force designed to secure the peace accords; and third, there was the is-
sue of aid conditionality to reduce civil violence.

Diplomatic Strategy: The Arusha Political Negotiations

The diplom acy that set tled the civil war was related to the subs equent genoc ide
in a dis jointed pat tern res embling the dec ision - m aking behavior of large organi-
z ations when dif ferent units focus on functionally related tasks but do so in an un-
coordinated manner by paying “s equenti al at tention to goals,”as John Steinbruner
has phras ed it.1 2 In these cas es, organi z ational theory tells us, rational outcomes
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are reali zed only in relation to the subtask s, not the overall design . This was pre-
c is ely what occurred in the evolving Rwand an conflict.

The Arusha process has been referred to as preventive diplomacy and judged
against the catastrophic violence that followed. Held against this standard, it is
clear that the process failed. But the main objective at Arusha was not to prevent
a perceived future disaster: rather, it was to end a civil war and construct a post-
war peace agreement in a situation short of total v ictory and absolute defeat.
This required a formula for immediate power sharing as well as agreement on a
broad range of issues: the nature of the future political process, rules for demo-
bilization and integration of the respective armies, and a system to facilitate the
return of refugees and internally displaced persons. The closer the Arusha
process came to end the war and to define the protocols that would structure fu-
ture politics, the closer—most participants believed—they had come to achiev-
ing peace. In this calculus, the primary criterion for success was to obtain the
signatures of both parties on a peace agreement. As it turned out, the historical
dynamic worked in the opposite direction: the closer the Arusha agreement
came to be realized, the more determined became the extremists to derail it by
means of a coup and mass murder. But if the genocide in this sense developed
dialectically from the peace agreement, was this because of the provisions of the
agreement and, if so, why did the Arusha Accords take the form they did?

To get the Arusha process started, both the United States and France had put
critical pressure on the Rwandan parties in early 1992. Viewing the civil war as
one of Africa’s more“solvable”conflicts,Washington bluntly threatened Uganda
that aid would be cut off unless Museveni encouraged his Rwandan clients to
negotiate. France, which had developed c lose p atron-client relations w ith the
Habyarimana regime and gave important support to the government during the
war, persuaded Habyarimana to negotiate an exit from a war that the French
Ministry of Foreign Affairs was convinced could not be won. In the formulation
of the terms of a peace settlement, however, the two major external powers had
less impact.

The final agreement dealt comprehensively with all the issues related to end-
ing the war and opening up t he political system. Yet the accords evidently did
not rest on a newfound political consensus created by defeat, exhaustion, or the
emergence of new political forces. The RPF and the domestic opposition drove
home their demands on all key points. On the government side, Habyarimana
had repeatedly announced his unwillingness to sign, and disinclination to up-
hold, this “piece of paper,” as he disparagingly referred to the accords in No-
vember 1992. The accords thus formalized what André Guichaoua aptly has
called “une paix militaire.”13

While resembling a victor’s agreement, the accords left the losing side with ac-
cess to the state apparatus in an interim period, and hence the means for ob-
structing the implementation of a political order that was decidedly unfavorable
to its interests. And while all parties share a part of the blame for the delays and
eventual nonimplementation of the Arusha Accords, the established forces of
the Habyarimana regime stood to lose most by implementation.

The accords moved Rwanda from a presidential to a parliamentary system of
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politics, with an interim coalition government (Broad-Based Transition Gov-
ernment [BBTG]) that entailed significant loss of power for the Habyarimana
forces.14 The hard-liners who surrounded Habyarimana—senior ministers in
the ruling MRND party,senior military figures in the armed forces and the Pres-
idential Guard, and members of the newly formed CDR—were largely denied
power in the transitional institutions. The MRND forces also would lose power
in local administrative structures and the judicial branch. The distribution of
portfolios agreed to at Arusha accentuated the dramatic nature of the change.15

Ideologically and politically, the BBTG represented a frontal attack on the power
base erected by the Habyarimana regime during twenty years of rule—it was a
denial of authoritarian rule, of “Hutu power,” and especially northwestern-
based Hutu power, which was the regional constituency and political backbone
of the regime. The terms of the agreement formally signaled a pluralist state and
a civil society, and the idea of a people united by a common Rwandan national-
ity rather than divided along ethnic lines into Hutu versus Tutsi.

The losses incurred by the existing power holders in the political sphere were
paralleled, and thus sharpened, by equivalent losses in military matters. After
the February 1993 offensive demonstrated the RPF’s military superiority, the
government was eventually forced to accept a scheme that split positions 50–50
on the command level and narrowly favored the government in a 60–40 distri-
bution of troops. Over twenty thousand government troops were to be demobi-
lized, more than twice the figure for the RPF.16

The following question aris es, then :Were the Arusha Accords indeed a “perfect
agreement,”as the Tan z ani an medi ators called them at the time, or were there al-
ternatives? In retrospect, it has been argued that the agreement far exceeded what
the hard - line Hutu forces would accept and so helped provoke their violent reac-
tion in form of genoc ide.1 7 Some Western diplom atic obs ervers to Arusha made
the same point.At the time,the dis cussion of this point centered mainly on the role
of the ex tremist Hutu movement, the CDR, which was not included in the power-
sharing formula of the BBTG or allocated seats in the transitional ass embly despite
dem ands from Habyarim ana that they be repres ented. Both France and the
United States advis ed the RPF that it would be a bet ter tactic to co - opt the ex-
tremists than to exclude them , but the RPF absolutely refus ed. By focusing on the
C DR, the advocates for a more balanced agreement stood on weak ground since
the CDR was both an ex tremist movement and a nonparty; hence, its inclusion in
the BBTG could be questioned with reference to the princ iples of the accords, as
the RPF indeed did. It is also questionable if the ex tremists would have been con-
soled by a token seat or two in a transitional government that was structured to
preside over the demise of the old northwest - bas ed Hutu order (as close Arusha
obs ervers also noted out at the time ) . The Hutu ex tremists repeatedly denounced
the agreement and had publicly threatened to bring about “an apocalyps e,”as their
spokesm an , Colonel Theoneste Bagasora , declared during a session at Arusha
when the power- sharing protocol was negoti ated.

Perhaps more central was the radical loss of power, which the accords pre-
saged more generally, for the ruling MRND as well as the army. As Belgian
scholar Filip Reyntjens was quick to observe at the time,the accords represented
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a veritable coup d’état for the RPF and the internal opposition.18 This broadened
the appeal of the extremist fringe, which wanted to repudiate the entire agree-
ment and planned to do so by the most direct means: a coup d’état combined
with massive violence against the domestic opposition and the Tutsi commu-
nity, as well as renewed war against the Tutsi-dominated RPF.

Why, then, was the Arusha agreement structured as it was? First, it reflected
the actual forces on the ground. The RPF had shown its military superiority in
the decisive offensive of early 1993.There was no one to rein it in.Uganda’s erst-
while position as a critical backer had been weakened as the RPF had progres-
sively established an autonomous base inside Rwanda. Efforts by the Ugandan
government to observe international conventions by denying across-the-border
support for the rebel force had reportedly angered the RPF.19 The United States,
which in early 1992 had used threats of aid reductions vis-à-vis Uganda to help
bring the RPF to the negotiating table, had contacts with the RPF but little bar-
gaining power and made no evident efforts to increase its leverage. Apart from
the CDR issue, the few who followed the Arusha process in Washington gener-
ally thought the agreement was good. Of other outside powers, only France was
positioned to influence the negotiations by applying countervailing military
force on the ground, and French military assistance was increased slightly dur-
ing the 1993 offensive. But the poor performance of the Rwandan government
forces, combined with broader strategic assessments in Paris that relegated
Rwanda to a position of secondary importance in Central Africa, and certainly
in comparison with Zaire, made the French government hesitate. While un-
happy with some aspects of the Arusha Accords, Habyarimana’s principal ally
was unwilling to challenge the terms if that required a substantially greater mil-
itary commitment.

There were also ideological and hum an rights considerations. The Arusha Ac-
cords incorporated well - established princ iples of Western thinking about the fun-
d amentals of c ivic peace :power sharing,political pluralism ,and democ rati z ation .
On these and other issues (notably demobili z ation and the transitional govern-
ment ) , the accords were pat terned on other recent agreements that ended civil
wars in southern Africa (Namibia and Moz ambique) and Central America (El Sal-
vador and Nicaragu a ) .With the framework thus given , the main bargaining con-
cerned the distribution of power within . Apart from France and Zaire — where
support ranged from ambivalent to counterproductive — the Habyarim ana
regime had few foreign friends ; rather, the government was in 1993 inc reasingly
c ritic i zed by Western donors for persistent hum an rights abus e.

Given the weak or indifferent structures of external involvement, the Arusha
Accords came to be determined ma inly by the balance of power between the
Rwandan parties. Here the RPF was politically as well as militarily ahead of the
Rwandan government. The RPF negotiating team was extraordinarily strong,
with discipline, preparedness and commitment that contrasted starkly with the
factionalized, ill-disciplined, and ineffective government team. Representing a
coalition that Habyarimana had been compelled to accept, the Kigali delegation
was composed of some Habyarimana allies, but it was led by opposition party
members and obstructed by recognized members of extremist factions who
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went along to Arusha. With a divided delegation negotiating against the back-
drop of a deteriorating military position, the government was forced back on all
critical issues.

The imbalances of the accords would not have mattered if the losers, who
were not co-opted, had been neutralized by other means. The thought was not
foreign to those who set the terms of the peace agreement. The need for speedy
implementation and a powerful international presence to oversee the process
was fully recognized at Arusha and reflected in ambitious clauses of the accords
that called for almost immediate deployment of a powerful international peace-
keeping force. With international presence and rapid installation of the transi-
tional government, supporters of the agreement expected that the extremists
could be controlled and contained.

Military Strategy: The UN Assistance Mission for Rwanda

The Tanzanian and OAU architects of the Arusha Accords had envisaged a
Neutral International Force (NIF), as it was referred to in the Arusha texts, that
could enhance security and facilitate the formation of the transitional govern-
ment before the forces of opposition had time to consolidate.In some circles this
was conventional wisdom at the time: delays in establishing a transitional gov-
ernment would increase the likelihood that the entire peace agreement would be
derailed, the United Nations was told by several regional diplomats and the
Rwandan parties to the agreement just weeks after it was signed.20

Reflecting this concern,theArusha Accords stipulated the deployment of NIF
within thirty-seven days of the signing of the agreement. Moreover, the accords
envisaged a mandate that in important respects went beyond a classic Chapter
VI peacekeeping operation of the United nations, particularly with respect to
confiscation of illegal arms and by providing a general security guarantee for the
entire country.21 This sense of urgency was lost in the UN Security Council’s au-
thorization for a peacekeeping operation. Instead of quick deployment of an in-
ternational force w ith teeth and a robust mandate, Rwanda got a small force,
haltingly deployed and with a mandate that was not only conventional, but in-
terpreted cautiously by the UN Secretariat when the force commander in the
field wanted to stretch the terms.

In retrospect, the formation and deployment of the United Nations Assis-
tance Mission for Rwanda represented a critical juncture in the evolution of the
conflict.A more decisive and robust demonstration of international force at that
time might have restrained the extremist forces directly, or at any rate sent sig-
nals to the effect that the international community was fully behind the peace
accords. Whether that would have been sufficient to avert the course of events
which followed cannot be known, but it clearly would have heightened the
stakes and costs to those seeking to undermine the agreement, as the architects
of the Arusha Accords, various diplomats in Kigali, and the force commander
argued at the time as well as in retrospect. Why, then, were the letter and spirit
of the Arusha Accords not followed by those who authorized and deployed the
force?
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It was not a foregone conclusion that the NIF envisaged by the accords would
be a UN force.When an international force was first discussed in early 1993, the
OAU had sought to stake out a leading role commensurate with the position it
had played in the mediation process. However, it soon became clear that the
United Nations would not provide t he requisite equipment a nd fi nancing for
NIF unless it also retained command and control over the force. In the Security
Council, France was carrying the case for the United Nations, reflecting French
suspicions t hat the OAU—which had limited p eacekeeping capacity and was
known to be more favorable toward the RPF than toward the Habyarimana
regime, which Paris backed—would become a captive of the RPF. By compari-
son, the United Nations had a rapidly expanding record of peacekeeping oper-
ations. Through its Security Council membership, France would be able to ex-
ercise some control over a UN force at a time when its own military forces in
Rwanda would be withdrawn, as stipulated in the accords. France had little dif-
ficulty in persuading the other Security Council members to back the United
Nations rather than the OAU. The other member states had little if any interest
in Rwandan affairs, although some of them cautioned that the French-spon-
sored resolution for a UN force in Rwanda (S/25400/1993) might be viewed as
an attempt by Paris to salvage its influence in Rwanda and warned against
sidelining the OAU.As might be expected, Secretary-General Boutros Boutros-
Ghali sided in favor of his own organization.22

Thus, the NIF was reali zed in the form of U NA M I R. In the process, the under-
standing of the significance of the international pres ence and of the ex tremist
threat to the accords which had been evident at Arusha was parti ally lost.An or-
gani z ational dis juncture, so to speak , opened up bet ween the medi ation and the
implementation phas e. It turned out to be a critical gap bet ween a peace agree-
ment that moved key players out of power and a peacekeeping operation that had
neither mand ate nor capac ity to tackle the potenti al spoilers. In the months fol-
lowing the signing of Arusha , ex tremist forces us ed the gap to consolid ate their
opposition to the peace plan , develop their strength , and implement their plan .

Deliberating on the strength, mandate, and deployment schedule of UN-
AMIR, the UN Security Council and the Department of Peacekeeping Opera-
tions in the Secretariat (DPKO) settled for a small, interpositional force of the
kind the United Nations was familiar with and tailored it to an optimistic sce-
nario of future developments in Rwanda.Admittedly, the signals coming in were
mixed. The Reconnaissance Mission sent by the United Nations to the region in
August–September reported both positive and negative signs. The militant op-
position to the agreement was well known, the society and the economy were
reeling after three years of civil war, and while time was of the essence, the
timetable for deployment called for in the Arusha Accords was unrealistically
tight by UN standards. On the other hand, the situational prerequisites for an
easy ChapterVI operation were present:a peace agreement had been signed, the
local parties consented and cooperated, and—in a demonstration of reconcili-
ation that greatly impressed the Security Council—representatives of the RPF
and the Rwandan government jointly visited the United Nations to call for a
peacekeeping force.Viewing a mixed picture,both the Security Council and the
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Secretariat highlighted the rosy parts. To a United Nations that collectively
looked for relief from the mounting troubles facing the peacekeeping force in
Somalia at the time,“Rwanda seemed like a winner,”as the Canadian force com-
mander, General Romeo Dallaire, later commented.23

Financial considerations worked in the same direction.Being assessed 31 per-
cent of the costs of UN peacekeeping, the United States insisted on a minimal
force. Emphasizing the bright aspects of the Rwandan situation, the cost-con-
scious U.S.delegation in New York suggested in September that a token mission
of some five hundred men would suffice.24 The French mission in New York rec-
ommended a small force of around a thousand men,noting that the French con-
tingent in Kigali was merely six to seven hundred men. In the end, the Security
Council authorized a force of 2,548, which was clearly more than a token con-
tingent and at that time considered quite acceptable by the force commander–
designate, although his preferred option had been almost twice that size.
UNAMIR was estimated to cost about $10 million a month, a very modest
amount compared to larger UN peacekeeping operations.25

Despite a speedy start,2 6 the deployment of U NAMIR did not fully meet the
s chedule laid out by the Reconnaiss ance Mission or the Arusha Accords.The first
U NAMIR bat talion entered Kigali in late November, more than two months later
than the admit tedly unrealistic deadline for deployment spec ified in the Arusha
tex t s. Put ting together the rest of the mission also proved dif ficult. The force
never received all the equipment authori zed (including an armored unit and he-
licopters ) .2 7 U NA M I R’s budget was subject to the stand ard,lengthy UN dec ision -
m aking process and was not form ally approved until April 4, 1 9 9 4 .2 8 As a result,
the mission was constrained by numerous shortcomings in personnel , equip-
ment and dis burs able funds (including pet ty cash ) , and even basics such as am-
munition . Repeated field requests to New York to bring the mission up to autho-
ri zed strength were of no avail .U NAMIR had weak or no capac ity in two areas
that were significant for its operation . With only a sm all civili an police unit and
no hum an rights cell , the mission had very limited ability to investigate violent
inc ident s. The force also lacked an of fic i al intelligence unit, a fact that was de-
plored by the force comm ander and led to some improvis ation on the ground.

The stepmotherly treatment of UNAMIR reflected the overarching restraints
of the nation-state system on the peacekeeping activity of the United Nations as
a collective actor. Without critical support from Security Council members or
other potential troop-contributing countries (TCC), the Secretariat had virtu-
ally no capacity for outfitting a force.Thus,when no member state came up with
the authorized armored unit and helicopters, the DPKO had neither budgetary
recourse nor ready suppliers of such equipment to compensate.The indifference
of member states, in turn,reflected the strategic marginality of Rwanda to all but
one of the major powers on the Security Council, and France—recognizing the
changing political landscape afterArusha—had positioned itself in a secondary
role. The neutrality of a UN peacekeeping force, moreover, made it difficult for
France to help out UNAMIR, as the French delegation was quick to point out.

With no political patron in the Security Council and no institutional-bu-
reaucratic“safety net” to catch it, the case of Rwanda fell into a yawning crack of
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neglect. It remained so even when the situation clearly worsened in early 1994:
the transitional government was not installed, civil violence mounted, and Ki-
gali was“awash in illegal weapons,” as a visiting Belgian minister of defense told
the press in mid-March. In the face of the nonimplementation of the ArushaAc-
cords, the only contingency planning made for UNAMIR in New York was to
withdraw the entire force, thereby indicating the United Nations’ chosen strat-
egy in a future worst-case scenario.

Just as the terms of the peace agreement laid down some tracks for the post -
Arusha period, so the strategy of mounting a bare - bones force in the interim pe-
riod had cons equences for the evolution of the conflict. U NAMIR had lit tle abil-
ity to project power or deter violations of the accords. Instead, and — as we shall
s ee — particularly in some key dec isions immedi ately preceding the genoc ide,
U NAMIR signaled inaction and limited pres ence. Moreover, when the situ ation
radically changed after April 6, the force had minim al capac ity to respond. Lack-
ing defensive equipment and being thinly spread out, U NAMIR units could not
even move securely through the city and were stopped at road blocks manned by
paramilitary thugs. Weakness on the ground, in turn , became a major argument
for withdrawing the entire force once widespread violence erupted.

Aid Strategy: Human Rights Conditionality

It is known in retrospect that those who organized and planned the genocide
were involved in the earlier, mounting violence against civilians, especially from
1992 and onward. Such involvement, which included prominent figures of the
Habyarimana regime,was also reported and repeatedly documented at the time.
Here was an opportunity for the international community to check the escalat-
ing conflict by signaling that it would not tolerate massive human rights abuses.
Some states and major nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) did express
concern over the worsening human rights situation. Human rights NGOs and
later the UN human rights system compiled reports documenting government
involvement in systematic killings of Tutsi, particularly in northern Rwanda
(see the section “Early Warning”).

Acknowledging evidence of a deteriorating situation,certain donor countries
formally made some efforts to correct it. While the United States did not stress,
and France did not include, human rights issues in their policy toward
Rwanda,29 other donors did. Belgium formally incorporated human rights cri-
teria in its aid policy after the socialists came to power in 1992.Canada, another
major donor, had done so all along.Also the representatives of Switzerland and
the Vatican spent considerable time and efforts raising human rights issues.

In practice, however, almost all donors decided not to reduce aid despite hu-
man rights violations, even though these were recognized as severe. For in-
stance, when four international human rights NGOs in March 1993 published
an incriminating report, the Belgian government took steps considered extreme
in the language of diplomacy. The Rwandan ambassador in Brussels was told
that Belgium would reconsider its economic and military aid unless steps were
taken to rectify the situation. However, Habyarimana made conciliatory state-
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ments, and Belgian aid continued. The Canadian government announced that
Rwanda would be phased out as a major aid recipient from 1992–93 onward,
partly for human rights reasons, but mainly reflecting budgetary cuts and
changes in bilateral programming.30

Why was human rights conditionality—an arrow in the quiver available to
the international community—not pursued more decisively? One reason was
that international pressure to democratize and institute “good governance” de-
veloped a special rationale in Rwanda: just as the Arusha process was a solution
to civil war, so democratization c ame to be seen as a solution to the growing
problem of civil violence. Support for democratization and the related peace
process meant continuous economic and diplomatic engagement in Rwanda.
From this perspective, the threat of imposing sanctions by withdrawing aid—as
Western human rights organizations called for in 1992–93—would be counter-
productive. Donors thus became hostage to their own policies. In France’s case,
the alliance structure and perceptions of “the enemy” effectively ruled out any
sanctions.Of all the donors, France had the greatest leverage by virtue of its mil-
itary support for the regime, but for this reason w as also t he least cr itical. To
French policymakers, the RPF, and not the Habyarimana regime, was the prob-
lem; any action that criticized or weakened the government was seen as playing
into the hands of the enemy at the time of civil war.31

The scope for aid conditionality further narrowed as donors shifted develop-
ment aid into relief assistance following the RPF’s 1993 offensive, which dis-
placed several hundred thousand persons from the northern prefectures. The
call for pledges of international humanitarian assistance went out in the UN sys-
tem in March 1993, just at the time when four international NGOs published a
report detailing the government’s involvement in massive human rights abuses
and calling for human rights conditionality in aid policy. Faced with two hu-
manitarian needs that appeared to be contradictory, the donors chose the one
with most immediate and predictable results: provide immediate relief aid
rather than cut aid in the hope that human rights would improve later.

Given the limited scope for hum an rights conditionality,donors instead looked
to “positive conditionality,” in European Union terms, to promote democ rati z a-
tion and hum an rights and later to have the Arusha Accords implemented.Aid was
allocated to strengthen sectors deemed particularly significant for good gover-
nance, including administration in the Ministry of Justice, local hum an rights or-
gani z ations, and a free press. Despite these ef fort s, the qu ality of governance de-
clined markedly. In the Ministry of Justice, for instance, the assignment of foreign
advis ers could not make up for the fact that for most of 1993 there simply was no
minister of justice. The one who was finally appointed toward the end of the year
had a shady reputation that was subs equently confirmed.3 2

The changing political situation nevertheless produced substantial aid cuts in
the end, but the signals sent in the process were not designed to restrain human
rights abuses and possibly h ad the opposite effect. Multipartisme and fiercely
conflictual politics in late 1993 over the implementation of the Arusha agree-
ment turned administrative agencies into political fiefdoms of a more extreme
kind than before. There was no accountability and project implementation had
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become impossible, the U.S.Agency for International Development concluded,
suspending its program in 1994. Germany did the same, citing insecurity in the
countryside and the erosion of administrative efficiency. The European Union
also put most of its four-year aid allocation to Rwanda on hold. By suspending
aid with reference to bookkeeping and resource restraints rather than human
rights criteria, donors sent the message that human rights issues were insignifi-
cant to the point of not being incorporated in aid policy at all.

Early Warning

Information: Multiple, Corresponding Signals

Looking back to the period between the signing of the Arusha Peace Accords
and the genocide that commenced nine months later, it seems at first reading
hard to understand how the development of a genocidal movement escaped the
attention of the diplomats, UN officials and peacekeepers who were involved in
Rwanda. The problem was not one of lack of information, and—compared to
famous instances of misread signals in history, from the Zimmermann telegram
in World War I to preparations for the attack on Pearl Harbor—there was in this
case an abundance of overt information, accompanied by active lobbying to
bring it to the attention of policymakers.

Considerable and growing evidence of Hutu extremism was collected by hu-
man r ights organizations a nd concerned activists. It was well known that the
combined peace and democratization process faced strong opposition within
the country. By late 1992 and especially in early 1993, information had been
compiled about death squads as well as “Network Zero” around the president,
which reportedly was plotting to exterminate regime opponents and circulated
death lists. The report of an International Commission of Inquiry on Human
Rights in early 1993 was widely circulated.33 The report documented state in-
volvement in what was described as systematic killings directed against the
Tutsi, and it estimated that about two thousand persons had been murdered in
the 1990–92 period. Briefing reporters on its finding, the commission used the
term genocide to describe the killings.

The diffusion of hate propaganda in Rwanda was also noted as an indicator
of increasing tension and mounting “Hutu power.” Hutu supremacist rhetoric
became increasingly vocal and public. Radio Télévision Libre des Mille Collines
(RTLM) broadcast hate messages that called on the people to rid the country of
Tutsi. African diplomats remember CDR members proclaiming on the Kigali
cocktail circuit that in the future there would be no Tutsi left in Rwanda. Refer-
ring to the RPF as the “historical overlords,” the RTLM whipped up fear by
claiming that once the RPF army was in Kigali—as provided for in the Arusha
Accords—Tutsi troops would attack the Hutu population.

In this period as well, links between the civil violence and the peace process
had become more explicit.At every important juncture and setback for the gov-
ernment,Tutsi were murdered.Clearly discernible in retrospect, the coincidence
between killings of Tutsi and the rhythm of negotiations in Arusha was also rec-
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ognized at the time by Kigali-based diplomats and variously interpreted. “We
read the killings as a political negotiating tactic,” one diplomat later said.34 Oth-
ers saw the violence more radically as an attempt to derail the entire peace
process.

Signs clearly pointed to the consolidation of the power of the Hutu suprema-
cists through the formation of what amounted to parastatal organizations. The
CDR was formed in March 1992, bringing together m ilitary and p olitical ex-
tremists from circles inside, or connected to, the Presidential Palace. The party
militias (the interahamwe and impuzamugambi) were also formed at this time
with direct support from the CDR, the ruling government party and the Presi-
dential Guard.Both operated openly,and diplomats in Kigali readily recognized
both as instruments of the ruling party. Yet, their precise function was open to
various interpretations. Some observers accepted at face value that the militias
were formed to defend the country against the invading RPF troops according
to the doctrine of village self-defense. Subsequent intelligence information sug-
gested that, possibly up until late 1993, this was indeed their main purpose.35

The UN and NGO human rights monitoring systems also picked up impor-
tant information. Having been alerted to the human rights situation already in
1992, the UN Commission on Human Rights discussed Rwanda in both 1992
and 1993 under its “1503 procedure,” the confidentiality clause used to initiate
discussion on countries where serious problems are noticed.36 In 1993, the hu-
man rights NGOs who comprised the International Commission of Inquiry on
Human Rights persuaded the UN’s special rapporteur on ext rajudicial execu-
tions, B.W. Ndiaye, of the need to visit Rwanda. His ten-day visit produced a re-
port in August 1993 (E/CN.4.1994/7), which was presented to the commission
early in 1994—i.e., shortly before the genocide took place. The Ndiaye report
specifically referred to articles of the Genocide Convention to describe activi-
ties taking place in Rwanda.

State intelligence agencies took t heir own assessments. The Central Intelli-
gence Agency, for example, undertook a January 1994 desk-level analysis of the
Rwanda situation; its worst-case projection included scenarios of deaths on the
order of half a million casualties.37 This indicated that there was enough infor-
mation available about events in Rwanda for specialist analysts with access to all
the data to develop reasonably accurate scenarios.

Finally, UNAMIR received key pieces of information about an extremist con-
spiracy from the field. Some was picked up by the small, unofficial intelligence
unit set up by the Belgian 1st Paratroop Battalion deployed in Kigali under
Colonel Luc Marchal. The unit was financed directly by Belgium after the UN
Secretariat declined to do so and reported to the Belgian Ministry of Defense.
During early 1994, the Belgian intelligence officers provided detailed secret in-
formation, including vouching for the bona fides of a key informant, detailing
secret arms caches, and spelling out plans by MRND leaders, in cooperation
with interahamwe units, to isolate, harass, and undermine the work of the Bel-
gian UNAMIR contingent.38

The signals were communicated unequivocally to New York in a cable from
the UNAMIR force commander to the DPKO in the UN Secretariat on January
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11,1994: A“very important government official” turned informer had told him
that“hostilities may commence again if political deadlock ends.”39 Violence was
thus seen as a consequence of the event eagerly awaited by the international
donor community—i.e., implementation of the peace agreement. The January
cable had additional information. The Rwandan government informant had
told UNAMIR o f an extremist plan to assassinate politicians at the scheduled
ceremony for swearing in of the transitional government. In the process, they
would provoke an encounter with Belgian peacekeepers soldiers, expecting that
by killing some, they could provoke the entire UN contingent to leave Rwanda.
As the RPF would be instigated to resume war, 1,700 interahamwe who had been
training in camps outside Kigali were staged to sow insecurity throughout the
city; teams of forty each were organized w ithin Kigali to kill all the Tutsi who
had been registered by the militias. The informer estimated his units could kill
one thousand persons per twenty minutes.

Assassinations on this scale were no longer of the order of a political tactic but
were clearly genocidal. Moreover, the message dovetailed with a series of other
developments, indicating that the situation was rapidly deteriorating. Thus, in-
formation about the possibility of an oncoming genocide—or at any rate civil
violence on a scale that would undermine the peace process—was “in the sys-
tem”in ample quantity.Yet, in New York,Washington, Paris, Dar-es-Salaam, and
Kampala, the signals were evidently not “heard” properly: Key decision makers
did not draw the conclusion that the possibility of a genocide existed. The prin-
cipal concern was that the peace process would break down and civil war re-
sume, as was evident when the Security Council voted to renew the mandate of
UNAMIR in January and again on April 5,1994 (i.e.,one day before the violence
was unleashed).In internal as well as official documents, and as recalled by close
observers or actors later, there is little doubt that the scale, ferocity, and system-
atic nature of the genocide took the international community by surprise.

The reasons for failing to“hear”are familiar from studies of misperception in
international politics, both the cognitive factors analyzed by Robert Jervis and
the combination of bureaucratic barriers with cognitive structures detailed by
Roberta Wohlstetter in her exhaustive study of Pearl Harbor.40 In the Rwanda
case, the factors that impeded t he transformation of information into intelli-
gence fall into three main categories: cognitive, bureaucratic, and political.

Analytic Issues: Cognitive, Bureaucratic, and Political

Cognitive Factors

To begin with,the complexity of the local situation noted above blurred some
of the signals coming out of Kigali, effectively constituting a sort of “noise.” The
political scene in Kigali in the period before the genocide was extraordinarily
complex, with a flurry of rumors and propaganda further complicating the pic-
ture. Key questions remain u nclear even today, including the relationship be-
tween Habyarimana and the extremists.Was he a master or a victim of the hard-
liners, and if he moved f rom one role to another, when did this happen? The
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difficulty of distinguishing rumors from facts was exacerbated by the diffusion
of propaganda that all sides resorted to as a weapon of war and politics. Simi-
larly, raw information about organized killings in Rwanda did not dispel a cer-
tain confusion about who constituted the principal target. Some diplomats read
the violence primarily as being politically directed against regime opponents re-
gardless of ethnicity and were totally unprepared for the genocidal dimension
of the violence.41 Others saw Rwanda’s Tutsi minority as a hostage to the war be-
tween the Habyarimana regime and the RPF, and thus collectively being at great
risk. This was the pattern of the early 1960s, when attacks by a previous genera-
tion of Uganda-based Tutsi refugees-turned-guerrillas brought fierce retalia-
tion against the Tutsi who remained in Rwanda.

Some signals that were on the face of it more explicit were made ambiguous
by the context in which they appeared and thus shaped by the cognitive filters of
the listener. For example, the hate propaganda which in retrospect seems to have
provided explicit information about the brewing crisis (e.g., calls to rid the
country of all Tutsi) were interpreted by some foreign observers as efforts to put
pressure on the RPF to make concessions at Arusha. Others dismissed it as ex-
aggerated rhetoric or as a figure of speech in a complex culture. Even members
of the RPF politburo acknowledge in retrospect that they underestimated the
significance of the extremist radio broadcasts. A leading RPF member later ex-
plained, “What they said was so stupid; we did not take it seriously enough.”42

The comment recalls the reactions, some sixty years earlier, to Hitler’s Mein
Kampf. Also some Western and African diplomats said in retrospect they found
the notorious RTLM so explicit and literal that they tended to dismiss it.

More specifically, four factors contributed to the misreading of the signals
about the coming genocide.

1. Incredulity: Genocide is historically a rare occurrence. Its path of develop-
ment was unfamiliar and difficult to discern. Despite the precedent of
Cambodia, many associated the concept of genocide with the highly
mechanized killing carried out by the Nazis. The idea that hundreds of
thousands could be slated for execution in a poor, agricultural society, and
that this could be carried out in a short time, seemed incredible.

2. “Shadows”: The listening process in the United Nations and among key ac-
tors was also influenced by events of the sort that haunt decision makers
and distort perceptions through the formation of cognitive structures.We
shall call them “shadows.” One was the shadow of hope: the concern, first,
to conclude a peace agreement at Arusha and, then, to see it implemented,
so preoccupied almost all the players that they tended to underrate the
growing evidence of organized extremist movements intent on under-
mining that peace. The pursuit of the agreement, the hope invested in its
effectiveness, and the eagerness to see it implemented dominated their at-
tention right up until April 6.

Somalia was another shadow. The disintegration of Somalia and the
shortcomings of the UN response had a strong influence in both Wash-
ington and New York. Mounting v iolence in Rwanda was interpreted a s
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signs of another“failed state”with anarchic dimensions—including spon-
taneous tribal violence . In fact, Rwanda was not a failed state; on the con-
trary, it was a well-organized state protecting, or at any rate allowing, ex-
tremist forces to plot a genocide.

3. Confusion about the message: At various points, different actors monitor-
ing the evolving conflict—human rights organizations, the RPF, the spe-
cial rapporteur of the Commission on Human Rights—used the term
genocide. But the term conveyed different meanings, which created con-
fusion among the listeners. The problem with the term genocide as a sig-
nal comes in the different implications and illustrations of the legal and
popular uses of the term. The use of the legal definition of the term in an
accusatory sense arguably diminished the impact of the term in its func-
tion as a warning signal. If the killing of three hundred Tutsi constitutes
genocide (in the legal sense), then warnings about potential genocide sig-
nal the potential death of a few hundred more. The linking of the deaths of
“only”hundreds to the terms apocalypse and genocide throughout the civil
war period diminished their impact as warnings.While significant in and
of itself, early warning about genocide defined in legal terms led to very
different thinking about consequences and reaction than would a clear
signal of an impending genocide as defined in the popular sense of mas-
sive killings.

4. Des ensiti z ation : Only six months before the genoc ide occurred, m as-
s ac res in Burundi claimed the lives of a reported fifty thous and to a hun-
dred thous and persons.4 3 There was no worldwide outrage and lit tle re-
spons e. This failure of the international system to be startled or to
respond reflected a preex isting propensity to ex pect dis asters out of
Africa . The threshold for international response seemed to inc rease ac-
cordingly: if one hundred thous and persons could be killed with im-
punity, the possibility of another massive slaughter did not seem so ex-
traordinary, nor did it require particular respons es. Hence, there
developed a mental indif ference to the possible cons equences of the ris-
ing tensions in Rwand a . This was reinforced by the tendency to view the
struggles within Rwanda as the recurrence of anc ient conflicts bet ween
Hutu and Tut si rather than as a product of a well - organi zed political ma-
chine bent on genoc ide.As one Belgi an of fic i al later put it,“We’ve learned
from our ex perience that whenever there is trouble in Rwand a , the Hutu
and the Tut si kill each other.”4 4

Bureaucratic and Political Factors

Notwithstanding the dissonance and confusion, some strong signals were
available to decision makers. Two of them—the Ndiaye report and the January
11 cable from UNAMIR—came from within the UN system itself and were thus
free of the bias that sometimes accompanies signals from NGOs, states that are
arm’s-length parties to the conflict, or the parties themselves.Yet even these sig-
nals were barely recognized and did not generate changes in policy.
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The Ndi aye report on abus es in Rwanda was part of a them atic report for the
UN Hum an Rights Commission on ex trajudic i al killings and did raise the ques-
tion of genoc ide (E/CN.4/1994/7Add. 1 ) . Writ ten in August 1993, the sensitive
m ateri al contained in the report was not dealt with by the UN system until March
of the next year, and even then it received only routine consideration by the com-
mission .As a political body compos ed of UN members sensitive to sovereignty is-
sues, the commission rarely dis cuss es particular countries except those singled
out for at tention by a spec i al rapporteur.Not being singled out,R wanda was folded
into a report that the commission only dis cuss ed them atically.

Another explanation lies in the nature of the report. Ndiaye supported the
substance of the claims made a few months earlier by the International NGO
Commission, in particular that the government was involved in the massacres
of civilians. He further noted that the question of whether the massacres con-
stituted genocide“has often been raised.”After a brief discussion—contained in
four out of the report’s eighty-six paragraphs—Ndiaye offered an“initial reply”:
since Tutsi have been the victims in the overwhelming majority of cases and
have been targeted solely qua Tutsi, the Genocide Convention’s Article II(a) and
(b) would apply. The language diminished the content of the message.

Finally, the human rights machinery of the United Nations had no capacity to
relate human rights violations to a dynamic analysis of the social forces that pro-
duced them, and the monitoring process was sporadic, providing no follow-
through on reports.As a result, this part of the United Nations became virtually
irrelevant to the early warning process.

Elsewhere in the UN system, the most striking warning about impending dis-
aster came in a cable from General Dallaire in Kigali,dated January 11,1994. In
a precise forecasting of things to come, the cable revealed detailed ext remist
plans for killing Tutsi in Kigali and provoking an attack on UNAMIR. Dallaire
sent the coded cable to the chief military adviser of Boutros Boutros-Ghali,
General Maurice Baril, who discussed it with senior officials in the DPKO. Con-
cerned about the reliability of the informant, the DPKO asked Dallaire for fur-
ther assessment on this point. Dallaire affirmed the informant’s reliability in a
second cable on January 12. Nevertheless, the DPKO officials decided that the
cable did not warrant any change in policy.Dallaire was instructed to inform the
embassies of the United States, France, and Belgium in Kigali but was denied
permission to search for arms caches on the sites identified by the information.
No other action was taken, and the Security Council as a whole was not in-
formed, despite later claims by the Secretariat to that effect.45 The cable also cir-
culated to two other units in the Secretariat, the Department of Humanitarian
Affairs and the Department of Political Affairs, where officials signed off on the
cover sheet but did nothing else.

In Kigali the force commander thought differently. In the January 11cable he
requested permission to act within the next thirty-six hours by seeking out arms
caches that the informant had identified. On three occasions in early February,
Dallaire had made similar requests to carry out cordon-and-search operations
to seize arms. Each time the DPKO turned down the requests.While UNAMIR’s
mandate as specified by the UN Security Council did not mention and therefore
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did not directly authorize confiscation of illegal arms at all, the DPKO invoked
the rules of engagement formulated by the force commander and the Secre-
tariat, which only permitted action jointly with the Rwandan army or the gen-
darmerie. Similar calls from the Belgian government to permit UNAMIR to in-
terpret its mandate more proactively—issued after Belgian Defense Minister
Leo Delcroix had visited Rwanda in mid-March—were likewise rejected.46

The dif ferent ass essments by the field level and New York point to the influence
of the broader policy context in interpreting incoming data . In New York , infor-
m ation from the field about ex tremist plans in Rwanda was ass ess ed in light of
what had just happened in Som ali a . This made bad news wors e : If Dallaire’s in-
form ant was right, U NAMIR was on the target list along with thous ands of c ivil-
i ans. In that cas e, the United Nations would be fac ing a scenario that made Som a-
lia look pale, and the UN peacekeeping in Som alia had of fic i ally been identified as
a dis aster by both the Security Counc il and the Sec retari at. The new self - impos ed
rule in the DP KO was “don’t cross the Mogadishu line,” as a high - ranking of fic i al
later said.The future of UN peacekeeping in Africa was seen to be at stake,and the
concern to avoid becoming involved in “another Som ali a” was palpable.A proac-
tive policy in Som alia over confis cation of arms had triggered the conflict bet ween
the UN/U. S . forces and those of Som ali general Aideed’s unit s ; a similar chain of
event must be avoided in Rwand a .4 7 Given that a proactive response was ruled out
in advance, the inform ation that would have suggested and underpinned such a
response was also dismiss ed — deliberately or not.

The tendency towards “wishful thinking” s eemed noticeable also in other re-
spect s. In the United States,development of the Presidenti al Dec ision Directive on
peacekeeping (PDD 25) went forward in late 1993 and early 1994. Its main con-
clusion strictly limited American involvement in ,and funding of,peacekeeping.If
U. S . noninvolvement was nearly axiom atic, there was probably a tendency to
s c reen out inform ation about situ ations in which legal and moral obligations un-
der the 1948 Genoc ide Convention entailed intervention . Indeed, U. S . of fic i als
carefully avoided using the term genoc ide in April and May 1994. For France,
which had the best access to inform ation in Rwand a , recognition of inform ation
to the ef fect that Paris was supporting a regime under whose wings genoc ide was
being planned would raise questions about the good judgment of French dec ision
m akers. Even the RPF, which had the most direct interest in determining and
demonstrating the ill intentions of the Habyarim ana regime, might have dif ficul-
ties considering genoc ide as a possibility.RPF leaders have later admit ted that they
ex pected in 1990 that “thous ands”of Tut si would be killed in the afterm ath of the
invasion in retali ation , as had happened in the early 1960s.4 8 But given their very
limited ability to mitigate, let alone stop, genoc ide of the Tut si , to admit to its pos-
sibility would have either frozen them into impotence or forced them to accept a
measure of historical coresponsibility for the slaughter.

The response of the UN Secretariat also reflected the United Nations’ limited
capacity to collect and process information.After the reorganization in 1990, no
central unit in the Secretariat was charged with collecting even “soft” intelli-
gence, including the information available in the vast structure of UN agencies
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and organizations, and to translate assessments into policy options and strate-
gic planning.

More generally, the problem in the United Nations was overload: the Security
Council and the DPKO were dealing with a plethora of actual, as distinct from
possible future,crises that competed with Rwanda.Similar conditions prevailed
in national capitals, including Washington, which had the c apacity to jolt the
United Nations into listening more carefully to an area for which the Security
Council had assumed peacekeeping responsibility. But Rwanda was so margin-
ally important to the United States that Washington did not even listen to its own
warnings. The worst-case scenario produced by the CIA in January 1994, noted
earlier, did not fare much better. The report was not distributed widely, nor did
it reach the higher decision-making echelons. The fate of the report illustrates
the broader point that information does not constitute an early warning unless
it is given political attention.

The Key Decision: The Fate of UNAMIR

The two weeks following the shooting down of the plane carrying President
Habyarimana and associates on April 6, 1994, constituted a critical decision-
making phase in the international response to the conflict. If there were any
chances of reducing the scope of the genocide before it fully unfolded, this was
the time. Recent analysis by a leading U.S. scholar on Rwanda, Alison Des
Forges, suggests that the coup and simultaneous genocide were launched before
the coup makers were fully prepared, hence the uneven tempo of the k illings
during the first week. Not until mid-April was it decided to extend the killings
to Butare and the rest of the southern region. The decision, according to Des
Forges, was taken at the highest level by members of the “Crisis Committee” in
Kigali, and an important factor in their decision was the failure of the interna-
tional community to respond forcefully to the initial killings in Kigali and other
regions.49 Divisions within the military, moreover, suggested that a more deter-
mined international response against the extremists would have found allies
within. The strategy attempted by the UN force commander before April 6 and
his retrospective analysis reflect a similar assessment:a forceful response at the
outset would have been a warning to the extremists and—at best—would have
stopped them in their tracks.

Deployed as a bare-bones peacekeeping mission, and not strengthened de-
spite signals of a worsening situation, UNAMIR had no capacity to respond
forcefully. The weakness of the force—a mere two and a half battalions (about
2,500 people) for the whole country, of which one (the Ghanaian battalion) was
deployed outside the capital,plus some military observers—was graphically de-
picted by General Dallaire in a cable to DPKO on April 8. His force was spread
out and extremely short of ammunition, fuel, and water. Without resupply, it
could function only in a limited and highly defensive manner, he wrote. Resup-
ply was, of course, a possibility. The Kigali airport was initially secure, and sev-
eral UN members had the means to intervene decisively,as France,Belgium,and
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also Italy showed by launching efficient airborne operations soon after April 6
to evacuate their expatriates. The immediate response of the United Nations,
however—both as a state system and collectively in the form of the Secre-
tariat—was to emphasize the security of expatriates and the UN peacekeepers
and preparation to evacuate both. The s ignals given were thus clear: Rwanda
was abandoned to its fate.

During the first week of the crisis (i.e., until the middle of April), there were
open divisions in the Security Council on the issue of UNAMIR’s future. The
nonaligned states, led by Nigeria, argued for strengthening UNAMIR and on
April 13 circulated a draft proposal to that effect.By then,however, it was too late
and the option was not backed by offers to contribute. The draft resolution was
not even tabled. The day before, the Belgian government had told the secretary-
general that, following the murder of the ten Belgian peacekeepers in Kigali, the
entire Belgian UNAMIR contingent would be withdrawn. The decision was
communicated to the Security Council the next day.The decision deprived UN-
AMIR of its strongest unit and put the rest of the force in a precarious position.
The secretary-general made the point bluntly in a letter to Security Council
members on April 13: Belgian withdrawal w ill make it “extremely difficult for
UNAMIR to carry out its task effectively. . . . In these circumstances, I have asked
my Special Representative and the Force Commander to prepare plans for the
withdrawal of UNAMIR.”50

Having decided to withdraw its own contingent, the Belgian government lob-
bied hard to persuade the Security Council that conditions in Rwanda necessi-
tated withdrawal of UNAMIR as a whole. The stance was widely seen as an at-
tempt to legitimize its own withdrawal, but the Belgians were pushing on an
open door.51 They were strongly backed by the United States;52 the United King-
dom and France, though less vocal, also favored withdrawal. No country came
forward with troop contributions, and the Secretariat claimed later that infor-
mal canvassing at the time had produced negative results.53

Three Options

The formal decision to withdraw was taken by the Security Council in the
context of a choice between three options formulated by the secretary-general.
In reality, all but one option had already been ruled out in the informal and of-
ficially u nrecorded consultations in the council and its communications w ith
the Secretariat, probably de facto almost a week earlier.In this situation, the lan-
guage used by Boutros-Ghali when he presented the reinforcement option to the
Security Council on April 20 seemed prohibitive.The situation in Rwanda could
only be changed by “immediate and massive reinforcement of UNAMIR . . .
[which would] require several thousand additional troops and UNAMIR may
have to be given enforcement powers under Chapter VII”(S/1994/470, para.13).
The alternative of complete withdrawal also seemed difficult.Given the“dimen-
sions of the v iolence and mass killings over t he last two weeks . . . the conse-
quences of complete withdrawal, in terms of human lives lost, could be very se-
vere indeed”(para.19). That left the middle alternative of reducing UNAMIR to
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about 270 military personnel. These would take on a diplomatic role by pro-
moting a cease-fire and, when feasible, assist in the resumption of humanitarian
relief. On April 21 the Security Council approved this option over the recorded
doubt, but with the votes of its nonaligned members (S/PV.3368, 1994).

By this time, the Security Council and the Secretariat had ample information
to the effect that the killings in Rwanda were both massive and organized. As
noted earlier, information suggesting genocidal massacres had been coming in
for some time prior to April. After April 6, detailed information about mass
killings was pooled in the DPKO’s Situation Centre, and the UNAMIR force
commander reported already on April 8 that“a very well planned,organized,de-
liberate and conducted campaign of terror” was under way. The Nigerian draft
resolution that circulated in the Security Council on April 13 expressed shock
over“the death of thousands of innocent civilians.”54 The decision to withdraw
was thus taken with considerable knowledge of the likely consequences on the
ground.

The impact of the Somali experience is again important as a cognitive filter
that shaped the assessment of the situation and the attendant risks and costs.
Viewing Rwanda in the Somali lens, the Security Council, particularly the U.S.
and the U.K. delegations and also senior officials in the Secretariat (DPKO), by
this time perceived the situation as civil war combined with anarchic, or“mind-
less violence”(Res.912/1994),and took that to mean an all-or-nothing response:
a forceful Chapter VII operation or withdrawal. What the decision makers did
not see was the systematic killings of civilians, organized by a small but deter-
mined group of coup makers and carried out by lightly armed thugs and civil-
ians. To respond effectively to the latter situation need not necessarily require a
massive intervention armed with a Chapter VII mandate but a smaller force in-
serted with a mandate to protect civilians in designated sites. A mandate of this
kind was in fact later drawn up and given to UNAMIR II when political pressure
mounted for the international community to “do something” to mitigate the
killings of civilians, thousands of whom were murdered daily in April and May.

Evidently recogni z ing that it was falling into a dec ision - m aking trap in early
April , the Security Counc il commented critically on the failure of the Sec retari at
to come up with options other than an all - or- nothing respons e. The Security
Counc il wanted options to go beyond the classic framework of Chapter VI versus
Chapter V I I ,or a Som ali a - type engagement versus withdrawal , as the British am-
bass ador said on April 13.5 5 But the Sec retari at, laboring under enormous pres-
sure of time and scarce resources and lacking dec isive leadership from the sec re-
tary - general during the first week of the crisis, failed to innovate under stress.5 6

Instead, stand ard concepts and procedures prevailed. The genoc ide was not dis-
tinguished from the civil war, and the lat ter overdetermined the analysis. Options
to reinforce UNAMIR were always put in terms of a classic enforcement operation
with full Chapter VII mand ate, suggesting intervention bet ween the two armies
rather than maintaining or inc reasing troop strength to protect civili ans. The Se-
curity Counc il , for its part, did not stri ke new directions on its own , and the polit-
ical signals by the second week were clearly in the direction of withdrawal ,partic-
ularly from the United States.5 7 This constrained the Sec retari at further.
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Withdrawal became a means to salvage a UN peacekeeping operation that
had been tailored to a situation that had never really existed. But by largely ab-
senting itself from the conflict in April, the United Nations simultaneously lost
leverage to influence its future course—on the ground and diplomatically. Ex-
ternal conflict management essentially came to a halt.When the United Nations
subsequently reversed itself by authorizing on May 17 reinforcement and re-
constitution of UNAMIR into a Chapter VI force that would primarily protect
civilians, reentry proved slow, difficult and f undamentally too l ate. The p oint
was fully understood by the UNAMIR officers who discussed options in the
middle of the madness that was Kigali on April 21. Reducing the force to 270
men, which the Security Council was about to decide, meant “we can do little,”
and“we will really not be able to come back,”the deputy force commander scrib-
bled on a notepad.

Lessons Learned

Did preventive diplom acy fail in Rwanda? The question must be rephras ed with
reference to what was to be prevented. As we have shown , there was very consid-
erable diplom atic activity designed to end the civil war and obtain a comprehen-
sive peace agreement. This strategy was preventive in the sense that it sought to
prevent the continu ation of the civil war and assoc i ated violence against the civil-
i ans. In that sens e, preventive diplom acy succeeded — for a short time.

Once the peace agreement was concluded, the task was to secure implementa-
tion .A preventive dimension is again evident.Clearly perceived at the time,the de-
velopment to be prevented was a resumption of the civil war, with assoc i ated vio-
lence against civili ans as had occurred before. In this regard, however, the
international community clearly and deliberately invested only minim al ef fort s,as
evidenced in the UN peacekeeping operation mounted for Rwand a . The mini-
m alist response was reflected in the mand ate, strength and outfit ting of U NA M I R
and — perhaps most clearly — in article 2 of the mand ate,which made renewal be-
yond the initi al three months dependent on progress toward implementation of
the peace agreement. In other words, if there was no clear and positive movement
toward peace, the United Nations would dis engage militarily. Preventive diplo-
m acy would be pursued, if at all , by other and less powerful means.

This was in fact what happened when the crisis broke in April 1994 and
changed the context from one of preventive diplomacy to conflict management.
The decision to effectively disengage at that time was a continuation of the pre-
vious strategy that presaged withdrawal if the peace agreement were not imple-
mented. Retrospectively, very considerable consistency can be discerned in the
decisions of the Security Council and the UN Secretariat in the period from Oc-
tober 1993 to the end of April 1994. At every step in the escalating conflict, the
gains from involvement were juxtaposed against the risk and costs and found
not to justify a stronger response.

The United Nations’ low-cost and low-risk strategy in Rwanda reflected fun-
damentally the strategic marginality of Rwanda to the Permanent Five of the Se-
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curity Council. Without decisive leadership from the Permanent Five, and ab-
sent vigorous leadership by the secretary-general, the United Nations as a col-
lective actor was unable to sustain even a limited operation in the field peace-
keeping operation.

The limits of preventive diplomacy in this second period therefore expressed
a failure to act rather than the failure of actions taken. Judged against the objec-
tives of the main actors at the time, preventive diplomacy can hardly be said to
have failed,because it was not seriously attempted. By contrast, the period of ac-
tive diplomacy during the previous Arusha process did not show a failure to act,
and even showed some success when judged against the short-run objectives of
the peace process. The civil war was terminated by a peace agreement as the
peace process indeed intended.

In a broader historical and normative calculus, however, the overall failure of
actions taken by the international community toward the evolving Rwanda con-
flict is inescapable.Intended or not,preventive diplomacy failed in the sense that
actions taken did not prevent the eventual derailment of the peace agreement.
Most starkly,an array of diplomatic,economic,and peacekeeping efforts did not
prevent the occurrence of a genocide.

While international withdrawal and inaction in April hardly was the result of
miscalculation, it arguably was a mistake. In relation to international legal
norms governing crimes against humanity, the international community had
various legal obligations to respond. The 1948 Genocide Convention specifi-
cally concerns the right of states to intervene to stop genocide and imposes at
least a moral obligation to do so. To the extent that international legal norms re-
flect underlying principles conducive to international order and stability—as
well as ethical principles of justice—the failure of the international community
to respond more forcefully to the Rwanda genocide was “wrong” on grounds of
both morality and realpolitik.

The response to the genoc ide also stands as an indictment of ex isting multilat-
eral systems of early warning. The Rwanda case demonstrates that inform ation
about an es calating conflict does not translate into early warning or dec isive early
action unless the bureauc ratic and political machinery is prepared to translate in-
form ation into analysis, and analysis into warnings. The intelligence prepared-
ness, in turn , is partly determined by perceptions of what polic ies the actors are
prepared to undertake in line with their perception of national interest.

Apart from the underlying lack of strategic interest of the major powers in
Rwanda, this failure reflected both misjudgments and miscalculations. Signals
of escalating violence were read so as to filter out worst-case scenarios or—
when violence manifestly occurred on a large scale—were interpreted accord-
ing to axioms that distorted an accurate analysis and unduly narrowed policy
options. The costs of inaction were also miscalculated. Apart from the greater
relief costs “downstream” caused by massive violence against civilians, there was
a miscalculation of the need to take some action in the face of an unfolding
genocide and as prescribed by a signed and ratified international Convention on
Genocide. Changing his stand, the secretary-general on April 29 called on the
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Security Council directly to take “forceful action.” The Security Council re-
versed itself in mid-May by voting to send in an expanded peacekeeping force.

The Rwanda case also reflects a paradox of post–Cold War Africa.As former
U.S. assistant secretary of state Chester Crocker has noted, the end of the Cold
War created both greater opportunities for negotiated peace (in the absence of
Cold War competition by proxy) and simultaneously diminished international
interest in providing the resources and political engagement necessary to secure
such peace.58 Rwanda was caught in this dilemma. The strong international
diplomatic response to the civil war reflected the capacity of local diplomats and
the (traditionally weak) Africa departments of the various Western foreign af-
fairs ministries to engage in mediation largely free from competitive rivalry—
hence the positive experience of the Arusha process. However, when time came
to secure the negotiated benefits of Arusha, the political interest to drive an ap-
propriate, forceful military s trategy to back the d iplomatic gains w as lacking.
Limited political interest in Rwanda led to limited military engagement and lim-
ited capacity to “hear” early warning signals, and predetermined the nonre-
sponse to the genocide. By the time the political level in the West was attuned to
the crisis in Rwanda, it was too late to stop the slaughter of hundreds of thou-
sands of civilian Rwandans.
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Prevention Gained and Prevention Lost:
Collapse, Competition, 

and Coup in Congo

I. William Zartman and Katharina R. Vogeli

Case Summary

RIOTS AND POLITICAL UNREST costing as many as five thousand lives between
1992 and 1994 left Congo (Brazzaville) dangling between state collapse and

democratization; in 1997 the suspense ended with a death toll of an additional
ten thousand and a return to authoritarian rule.1 The turn to democratization
in the first part of the decade was the result of timely intervention by a congeries
of helpful mediators—President Omar Bongo of neighboring Gabon, Special
Representative Mohamed Sahnoun from the Organization of African Unity
(OAU), foreign embassies and ministries including those of France and the
United States, and the Congolese Defense Ministry—plus the savvy and equa-
nimity of newly elected Congolese president Pascal Lissouba. Some of the same
players tried again but failed in the second part of the decade, their efforts un-
done by France, the United States, and Angola. They operated in a context de-
fined by destructive elements—Congolese politicians’ personal militias, high
stakes and high uncertainty in a new political system,a spoils system for the vic-
tors, easy fallback on ethnic support groups, and fluid regional politics, adding
up to an explosive mixture.

Violence was not new to Congo. Since its independence in 1960, despite a
quarter-century of Marxist single-party rule under the Congolese Workers’
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Party (Parti Congolais du Travail [PCT]), Congo had suffered almost biennial
coup attempts, five of them successful, and bloody retribution afterward. The
fifth successful coup brought authoritarian stability under Denis Sassou
Nguesso between 1979 and 1991. When the single-party rule collapsed at the
beginning of the 1990s, the violence in Congo was over big stakes—control of
the new competitive pluralist political system that emerged. A wave of democ-
ratizations swept through French-speaking Africa spearheaded by sovereign
national conferences (Conférences Nationales Souveraines [CNS]) in which
civil society seized sovereignty and reorganized government, beginning in
Benin in February 1990 and extending to ten countries by the end of 1991.2 The
process was marked by some violence in most states and was reversed by an en-
trenched regime in half the cases, but in the other five cases a democratic tran-
sition was accomplished.

A month after Benin held elections to choose a replacement for its fallen dic-
tator, Congo opened its own CNS (meeting in March–June 1991) to end the
power monopoly of the PCT. The CNS appointed a one-year transitional gov-
ernment of the Forces of Change, headed by André Milongo, to end in June
1992.Right away,though,protests against the replacement of entrenched single-
party cadres with supporters of the new government led to mounting tensions,
a truce, and then ethnic conflict and violence, as the rush to create political par-
ties and the new competition among politicians channeled political mobiliza-
tion along ethnic lines.3

The new constitution was adopted by referendum on March 15, 1 9 9 2 , followed
by five rounds of elections, beginning at the munic ipal level in May. These elec-
tions, however, were stained with fraud and violent protests and were marked by
the transform ation of the new multiparty system into ethnoregional parties. The
t wo rounds of the national ass embly elections in June and July produced no clear
m ajority and a need for government by coalition . In bet ween the two rounds, the
opposition again claimed fraud and called for civil disobedience.

The two rounds of presidential elections in August brought a clear victory for
Lissouba in the first round over past president Sassou Nguesso and in the
runoffs over perennial opponent Bernard Kolelas.Within weeks, the alliance be-
tween Lissouba’s Pan-African Union for Social Democracy (Union Panafricaine
pour la Démocratie Sociale [UPADS]) and Sassou’s PCT fell apart over the allo-
cation of cabinet seats,and the PCT joined forces with its old enemy,Kolelas and
his Union for Democratic Renewal (Union pour le Renouveau Démocratique
[URD]), to form an opposition majority. Faced with a vote of no-confidence in
his government, Lissouba dissolved the assembly on November 17 and called
new elections.

Robbed of its parli ament and in danger of losing its majority, the opposition
again called for popular resistance and took to the street s. The dec isive political
intervention of the Congolese army chief of staf f, General Jean - Marie Mokoko,
and Gabonese president Bongo brought the conflict back to its political ex pres-
sion and away from violence,as the party leaders turned to the preparation of new
elections.4 The new general elections of May and June 1993, however, produced
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the same violent reaction from the opposition , particularly since the result s
showed them to be losing their majority; international obs ervers were much more
positive about the free and fair qu ality of the elections, showing that the electoral
mores and practices had improved over the year of democ rati z ation .

At this point, an array of national and international mediators swung into ac-
tion. Bongo’s intimate entrée into the system and past record of success, the in-
ternational attention and “nest of mediations,” plus the gradual exhaustion of
the conflicting parties and the eventual realization that v ictory was unattain-
able, combined to produce the setting for a mediated agreement on August 4,
1993, at Libreville, the capital of Gabon. The special innovation of the Libreville
agreement was an international panel of seven jurists to examine the charges of
electoral fraud in a number of districts. The second round of the elections was
rerun in October 1993,giving the presidential coalition 65 of the assembly’s 125
seats; the jurists’ panel reduced the contested seats from the first round in May
to eleven, of which eight were annulled and rerun, only slightly reducing the
government’s majority. At a large Central African conference on the culture of
peace organized by UNESCO and Congo in Brazzaville at the end of 1994, har-
mony was ostensibly ratified.

The Congo events of 1992–93 repres ent a mi xed opportunity, not a miss ed op-
portunity.On a number of occasions,the parties stopped and made peace,initi ally
on their own and then on two later occasions with inc reasing dos es of out side help.
It is uncomfortable to note that it was necess ary to es calate both violence and
peacem aking, in a ratcheting interaction , and nothing can prove that a bet ter me-
di ator might not have been able to convince the parties that they could not win
alone and had bet ter learn to play together. But neither were there obvious stones
left unturned or preventive diplom acy measures untried that would have brought
earlier reconc ili ation .At the most, the parties’unfamili arity with democ ratic rules
of the game and electoral practices should have alerted partic ipants and obs ervers
to take more active preventive measures — preelectoral dis cussions, postelectoral
monitoring, ongoing surveillance by international bodies.

In the process of learning the rules of the new game, three actions were par-
ticularly dangerous and avoidable. The initial fraud in the municipal elections
of May 1992 by Interior Minister Alexis Gabou escalated grievances, sharpened
conflict, and opened a pattern of action that was remembered even when be-
havior had changed. The shift of alliances by Sassou and the PCT compounded
grievances with an ability to do something about them, but the error may well
have been Lissouba’s decision to shortchange the PCT in its share of government
seats. The outside interference of French and Israelis in training and arming the
militias was also an exacerbating action of particularly long-term conse-
quences.Any other changes would require a change in the nature of the parties.

But the peace of 1994 was not to last. The next presidential elections were to
take place on July 27,1997, with the same principal candidates as five years pre-
vious. Sassou had been biding his time, building support for a return;twelve of
his fifty-four years had been spent in the presidential palace and he missed it.
Lissouba enjoyed the advantage of incumbency and the frustration of having
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seen two of his five years in office wasted in conflict; at sixty-six, he had no hope
of return if he were to lose, but he had no expectation of losing.

The conflict was larger than the egos of the contenders, for its real dynamic
came from the uncontrolled groups of followers, the militia, who were not dis-
banded as the 1994 agreement had required they be.As campaign preparations
intensified in the course of the year, a clash left sixteen dead on May 10 in the
North, Sassou’s territory, in the town of Owando, an enclave loyal to his north-
ern rival and ally of Lissouba, former president General Joachim Yhombi-
Opango. The president then banned militias and sent the army to Sassou’s com-
pound in Brazzaville to enforce the order on June 6, turning the city into a
battlefield that remained divided (by the railroad tracks) into two warring parts
until the final conquest of the city (and the country) by Sassou in October.5

The ensuing four months of c ivil war were interrupted by truce agreements me-
di ated by the same figures who had gradu ally produced peace in the previous
round. The inc reas ed serious ness of the conflict this time made it necess ary to
lock in the agreements with an ex ternal peacekeeping force, since there were no
internal forces left to play a neutral role. On two occasions, designated ex ternal
forces failed in their task—a French contingent left in June after having merely
evacu ated foreign nationals, and a U. S . veto in July prevented a UN peacekeeping
force from being formed. When diplom ats began considering an inter- African
force in September, it was too late. The following month , military forces arrived
from Angola , but their mission was to remove the forces of Lissouba and install
Sassou in power, which they did brutally. Ripe moments had pass ed,and the great
powers had defaulted in a clearly indicated preventive action .

Early Warning

As is perhaps common in regard to this topic, there was plenty of early warning
of this crisis, and yet it took everyone by surprise. There was no lack of infor-
mation on what was going on in the unprecedented events of the Congolese de-
mocratization process, and plenty of information about the ethnicization of the
parties and their intensifying rivalries for power. It was evident as the parties
emerged from the 1990 liberalization and 1991 Sovereign National Conference
that the new or revived parties were all ethnic creations, concentrated in their
own corners of the country. The surprise came from a general unwillingness to
accept the commentaries of seasoned “Africa watchers” that none of the ethnic
groups and leaders expected to lose in the newly opened contest for power and
none was willing to settle for merely regional control. That unwillingness was
not from ignorance; it was shared by as seasoned and native a player as Lissouba,
who thought he could simply pay off the losers with local mayoralities,which ul-
timately he was able to do but only after the road of violence had been tried—
and tried more than once. Like Sleeping Beauty’s uninvited aunt, it was the only
unrewarded but most dangerous rival, Sassou, who reemerged to oust him.
Again in 1997, the tightening tensions were visible to observers in Brazzaville,
and the French Embassy was reported to have foreseen the explosion some time
before it occurred.6
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The problem was therefore an analytic, not an informational one, in which
there was no precedent or experience with election campaigns and expectations
to provide a basis for analysis. The case carries a new lesson about preventive
diplomacy: not only do the people need to be educated about how to perform
and what to expect in an election,but the same message needs to be borne to the
political elites. It also indicates, about the warning-response gap, that adequate
warning is not the same as adequate awareness of the preventive measures to be
taken. The knowledge that Congo had a history marked by rivalries and revolts,
that the parties were bound to be dominated by their ethnic clientele, and that
parties were not permitted to enter other parties’ electoral fiefs did not give any
clue to the appropriate countermeasures. Nor, if appropriate measures could be
identified, did it indicate how they were to be applied and by whom. Once the
conflict began, however, the need and indeed expectation by the truced parties
that a peacekeeping force would arrive were early discussed and clearly i ndi-
cated but fell on irresponsibly deaf ears.

Key Decisions on Early Actions

The recurring waves of violence that accompanied the Congolese democratiza-
tion process occasioned five domestic and three international exercises in
preventive diplomacy in the first period and two ongoing domestic and five in-
ternational mediations in the second period. These efforts were not fully antic-
ipatory: Each responded to already r ising levels of unrest. In the first period,
they made an encouraging contribution to putting democratization back on
track, to forestalling predictably worse v iolence, and ultimately to preventing
impending state collapse, all in contrast to what occurred across the river in
Zaire/Congo. In the second round, they were all attempts at crisis control, not
preventive diplomacy; no cease-fire held for its agreed duration, and all initia-
tives were ground up by the machine of violence.

The drop of oil prices in 1986 had devastating effects on the Congolese econ-
omy.In spite of increasing oil exports, Sassou’s regime was struggling to keep the
economy afloat. As the Soviet Union started to liberalize in the mid-1980s, less
support was coming to its African clients. The Congolese people started putting
increasing pressure on Sassou’s government to deliver on its promises of eco-
nomic welfare. In search of a response, the Marxist state reapproached its for-
mer metropole, France, for aid, with promises to liberalize its economy. From
1985 onward the French oil giant Elf Aquitaine invested heavily in the develop-
ment of Congolese oil fields and by the end of the decade virtually controlled the
country’s economy.But the infusion of foreign investment was not enough to re-
vive the corrupt and indebted economy. By early 1990, Congolese society was
literally up in arms over the mismanagement of public affairs by the ideological
single-party regime.

In a context of world political change and under pressure of economic crisis, in-
sistent calls for political liberali z ation opened a train of events whereby,for the first
time in independent Congolese history, a government change was prepared by a
collective political dec ision , not by coup and violence. Sassou’s PCT government
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was always running ahead of these calls, thereby inc iting them to ever more stri-
dent dem ands.7 In parli amentary elections in September 1989, non-PCT candi-
d ates were included for the first time in the of fic i al election list s.The Confederation
of Congolese Trade Unions (Conf é d é ration des Syndicats Congolais [CSC]) de-
m anded the institution of a full multiparty political system , and the Ecumenical
Counc il of Christi an Churches called for a national conference free of PCT control .

Not content with the pace of liberalization, the CSC attempted to disaffiliate
from the PCT but was denied its independence. It called for a general strike in
protest in September, followed by further riots and demonstrations by workers
and students in October. Thus pressured, the central committee of the PCT de-
cided to permit the registration of new political parties and then, under contin-
uing pressure, appoint a transitional government in early 1991 to prepare a Sov-
ereign National Conference that would decide on the country’s constitutional
future.8 The CNS convened on February 25,1991, immediately adjourned until
mid-March and completed its work on June 10.

From the beginning of the transition to a democratic political system, the po-
litical discourse was marked by rising ethnic rivalries yet required coalitions
among rival groups—thirty-seven parties (most of them tiny personal groups)
constituted the Forces of Change, and twenty-nine constituted the National Al-
liance for Democracy around the PCT.As a result, the CNS,the transitional gov-
ernment under the premiership of Milongo, and the ensuing electoral rounds
played themselves, in one French official’s word, as a “psychodrama.“ As Jeune
Afrique put it during the election cycle,“The vote was regional, tribal, village, fa-
milial. . . . Congo has become a sum of villages.”9

In aggregate, however, the country was split into four parts: the sparsely pop-
ulated north (including the Mbochi people) represented by the PCT of Sassou
and dominant in the army; the Congo River Pool around Brazzaville (and the
southern quarter of the town) including the Lari, Bakongo, and Batéké people
represented by the Congolese Movement for Democracy and Integral Develop-
ment (Mouvement Congolais pour la Démocratie et le Développement Intégral
[MCDDI]) within the URD of Kolelas; the “Nibolek” (Niari, Bouenza and Lek-
oumou peoples) of the southwest represented by the UPADS of Lissouba; and
the Kouilou around the Atlantic port and economic capital of Pointe-Noire in
the south represented by the Rally for Democracy and Social Progress (Rassem-
blement pour la Démocratie et le Progrés Social [RDPS]) of Jean-Pierre Thys-
tère-Tchicaya. Nearly half of the Congolese live in Brazzaville and a quarter in
Pointe-Noire.A different way of looking at the same situation is to characterize
Congolese politics as a struggle for dominance over the national scene between
two groups of rivals in a never-ending cycle—party leaders from the populous
south (the Pool vs. the Nibolek) against army leaders from the north. Thus,lead-
ers from half of the country made tactical alliances with leaders from the other
part to defeat their regional rivals, then turned against their momentary allies to
try to monopolize power.

In addition to the parties and their ethnic clientele, most leaders developed
militias of their own during this period.In 1990,when threatened with removal,
Sassou created his “Cobras,” a personal militia of 1,500 soldiers, unemployed
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graduates, and dropouts, with French support and training.10 Efforts of the Mi-
longo transition government to gain political control of the army and then,
when that failed, to delegitimize it with false coup charges turned it into an ally
of its fellow northerner, Sassou.11 Milongo then established his own guard of
Lari and Kongo people, led by army officers from the Pool and reportedly Israeli
trained and South African armed; after the presidential elections of 1992, this
guard went over to Kolelas, from the same region, and formed the spearhead of
his 1,500 “Ninjas.” Lissouba requested French assistance in establishing his own
presidential guard after the elections; when refused, he turned to Israel to reor-
ganize his Directorate of Military Intelligence. Although a presidential guard
was not provided for in the new CNS constitution, Lissouba created one, as did
his predecessors, and it w as involved in a number of incidents in the electoral
period. A Nibolek militia, known as the Zulus or the Aubevillois after one of its
training camps, was also Israeli trained.12

First Domestic Preventive Diplomacy (First Period)

Given the tradition of violence and the high unemployment levels while the new
distribution of political power was being determined,the thoroughness with which
the supporters of Milongo’s transition government,the Forces of Change,took over
the jobs of Congo’s largest employer,the state, that had formerly been monopoli zed
by the PCT provoked cries and meetings of protest and stri kes among entrenched
employees in the ministries. The first instance of preventive diplom acy of a do-
mestic type occurred on December 2, 1 9 9 1 , when some independent politic i ans
called a meeting of the leading politic i ans to declare a truce and lower tension .1 3

Ex tremists soon broke the agreement, and the politic i ans out side the mainstream
party form ations did not have the weight to do much about it.1 4

The transition government of Milongo was particularly inept, not only in
dealing with the army and the civil service but also in doing the job of organiz-
ing the elections that was its raison d’être. Even before the first of the five elec-
toral rounds—the municipal elections—had taken place on May 3, 1992, the
government’s slow progress in preparing the electoral process brought threats of
civil disobedience from the new opposition coalition around the PCT.15 When
the municipal elections were seen to be marked by fraud and corruption, fur-
ther civil unrest and protest erupted.

Second Domestic Preventive Diplomacy

The transitional government’s bungling of the electoral process led the Superior
Counc il of the Republic (Cons eil Sup é rieur de la République [CSR ] ) , the CNS
organ that served as a parli ament until general elections, to fire Interior Minister
Gabou, reconstitute the government as a government of national unity, and hand
over the organi z ation of the legislative and presidenti al elections to the army on
May 16,1 9 9 2 .The moderator of the CNS and defense minister,General Raymond
Dam ase NGollo, and the president of the CNS, Mons eigneur Ernest Kombo,
played a major role in medi ating bet ween government and opposition when the
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“psychodram a” developed into a situ ation close to civil war.1 6 In this second in-
stance of domestic preventive diplom acy, the steadying influence of t wo institu-
tions — the CNS and the army — and their leaders was important in blocking the
“rebel tendenc ies” of politic i ans who felt that new rules meant no rules in the
struggle for power.

Despite broken promises between Kolelas and Milongo on who should be the
presidential candidate of the Forces of Change, the presidential elections of Au-
gust 2 were considered free and fair and produced clear defeats for Milongo
(10.18 percent) and Sassou (16.87 percent) in the first round and a clear victory
for Lissouba (61.32 percent) over Kolelas in the second round. The previous leg-
islative elections in June and July, however, produced no clear majority but only
an obvious need for a coalition government,with all potential coalitions in some
way unnatural. The new political rules then favored negative coalition building,
to unseat the n atural adversary of the moment, rather than positive coalition
building, to form a stable governing alliance among unnatural partners.

Following the first round of the presidential election, Sassou accepted his de-
feat, and his PCT went into alliance with Lissouba’s UPADS against their com-
mon opponent of long standing, Kolelas. All democratic institutions were in
place when Prime Minister Maurice Stephane Bongho-Nouarra took his posi-
tion as the head of government with a mandate to form a coalition government
based on the UPADS-PCT parliamentary (and presidential) alliance. Lissouba
was said to have indicated that he did not want to humiliate the losers and that
each would be named mayor of the major city in his part of the country, begin-
ning with Kolelas in Brazzaville.

Third Domestic and First International Preventive Diplomacy

Shortly after the new cabinet was announced, however, the PCT terminated
the pact on the grounds that Lissouba had not given his PCT allies the ministe-
rial posts they had expected. The PCT then went into alliance with Kolelas,
leader of the MCDDI and URD. Now with a majority of seats in parliament, the
new coalition demanded the right to form a new government and passed a vote
of no-confidence against Prime Minister Bongho-Nouarra. In the middle of
November 1992,barely four months after the country’s first legislative elections,
Lissouba reacted by dissolving parliament and calling for new elections.17

Dissatisfied with an electoral measure of their strength, the parties sought a
test of strength by v iolence.18 Already on November 11, the new majority had
again issued a call for civil disobedience and set up barricades in the northern
and southern quarters of Brazzaville. Opposition party activists staged a
demonstration in Brazzaville on November 30, demanding the resignation of
the government and the rehabilitation of the National Assembly. Security forces
killed three of the demonstrators and injured dozens; a military inquiry impli-
cated members of the presidential guard in the deaths.19 In addition,rumors ran
of an impending coup by army officers who were tired of the infighting and in-
capacity of the civilians and offended at being giving the task of restoring order
and risking civilian and military casualties.
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As a result of the unrest, for a third time the chief of staff of the armed forces,
General Mokoko, intervened and threatened a military takeover if the two sides
would not form a transitional government to prepare the new legislative elec-
tions.20 Under such pressure, the parties of the presidential alliance and the op-
position coalition came to an agreement on December 3,1992, stipulating that
Lissouba would create a Government of National Unity with 40 percent of the
members coming from the presidential group and the rest from the opposition
majority. The opposition was charged with setting up a commission to prepare
new elections. The armed forces again received the mandate to monitor the im-
plementation of this agreement, and individuals implicated in killings and the
illegal possession of arms would not be included in an otherwise general
amnesty.21 On December 6, Lissouba appointed Claude Antoine Da Costa, an
international civil servant, as prime minister charged with forming a new gov-
ernment that would lead the country to the elections. But disagreement over the
distribution of cabinet seats between the presidential group and the opposition
soon brought the ongoing negotiations to a deadlock.An escalation was needed
in the mediation process.

The first international intervention occurred when President Bongo of
Gabon,a close friend of Lissouba, for whom he had intervened to save him from
the death penalty a decade earlier, son-in-law of Sassou, and member of the
Batéké on the southern border with Congo, came to Brazzaville on December
22. The official reason for his visit was to promote economic cooperation be-
tween the two countries, but he spent three days discussing with and mediating
between both groups. His efforts to bring the opposing parties to a consensus
bore fruit, and Da Costa was able to present his new cabinet, and a number of
joint commissions, on December 25. The crisis had been resolved and prepara-
tions for the new general elections were on their way.

There does not seem to have been any trick or angle to Bongo’s mediation.He
did not invent the formula for the agreement (the 60–40 split in a government
of national unity) but rather was instrumental in working out its detailed appli-
cation. Above all, his intervention appears to have concentrated on convincing
the principals that campaigning was better than fighting and that Congolese
unity and an open political system were values to be supported. In view of sub-
sequent events, it is important to note that in so doing, the mediator increased
his own credentials and made himself a legitimate a nd effective player in ex-
tremis on the Congolese scene.

Fourth Domestic and Second International Preventive Diplomacy

The spirit of Bongo’s compromise lasted only as long as its letter, however. The
first round of the general elections on May 2,1993, generally judged free and fair,
reversed the majority, giving the presidential coalition sixty-two seats and the
opposition forty-nine, with eleven seats still undecided.The victory of Lissouba
was largely the result of a vigorous campaign and an alliance with former gen-
eral and former president Yhombi-Opango, a northern leader and fellow
Mbochi whom Sassou had removed on coming to power in 1979 and jailed for
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a decade for high treason. Lissouba later appointed Yhombi-Opango prime
minister on June 23. No less important to the electoral victory was the fact that
Lissouba was able to pay the salary arrears of the civil servants twelve hours be-
fore the elections, thanks to a deal with Occidental Petroleum after Elf
Aquitaine, the French company previously in almost monopoly control of
Congo’s oil, refused any advance on its revenues.22

Kolelas, the opposition leader, accused Lissouba of foul play and demanded a
rerun of the elections in at least twelve electoral districts won by the presiden-
tial coalition where he claimed fraudulent voting practice had been uncovered.
Lissouba invited mediation by Kombo and a colleague,bringing only temporary
agreement on June 3,1993, on the procedures for the runoff elections.23 The sec-
ond round of elections in the eleven still-contested districts was set by the pres-
ident for June 6; boycotted by the opposition, it gave the presidential coalition a
comfortable majority of 69 out of 125, which in turn hardened the opposition
of the minority and confirmed their option for violence. Rioting first erupted in
Brazzaville on June 10 and quickly spread throughout the country. Kolelas went
on national television to call for a civil disobedience campaign to force Lissouba
to hold new general elections in the contested constituencies. When General
Yhombi-Opango accused Kolelas of arousing an insurrection and warned of a
crackdown, Kolelas called for a “military solution”—a veiled appeal for a
coup—to the political crisis.24

Lissouba insisted on a political , nonviolent resolution of the crisis. As the
f irst democ ratically elected president, he reali zed that all of his actions would
s erve as a precedent on how to resolve future cris es.2 5 He made several at-
tempts to bring political and religious leaders together and to find a peaceful
resolution of the conf lict but failed. By mid - June, lawless ness and violence had
spread throughout the country, party militi as impos ed exclusive control on
qu arters of the capital (some renamed “Sarajevo” and “Bos ni a”) and parts of
surrounding areas, and tens of thous ands of c ivili ans were displaced. Militi as
distributed arms stolen from army posts (sometimes with military complic-
ity) or bought from unpaid Zairi an soldiers.2 6 A week after Y hombi - Opango’s
appointment as prime minister, the opposition created its own parallel cabi-
net. At the end of the month , the supreme court declared “the [publication] of
the electoral results to be inconsistent with ex isting laws” and the second
round to be improperly organi zed.2 7 The ruling further encouraged the op-
position in their violent campaign , met in turn by vigorous repression by reg-
ular and irregular government forces.

While the presidenti al group and the opposition found thems elves in a
political impasse similar to December 1992, the situ ation in the country
deteriorated quickly. In mid - June, after the elections, Lissouba again asked
Mokoko to preside over a roundtable bet ween the two camps, but the at tempt
stumbled over the parties’ preconditions. A similar at tempt by Kombo also
failed.2 8 Since all direct talks bet ween the presidenti al group and the opposition
had failed, Lissouba impos ed a curfew on Bra z z aville and in mid - July asked Gen-
eral NGollo, the moderator of the CNS and defense minister in Lissouba’s new
cabinet, to undertake the third internal medi ation bet ween the dif ferent groups
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to search for a peaceful solution to the crisis.2 9 NGollo received the ex plic it man-
d ate to create conditions that would be conduc ive to a second international me-
di ation .He was empowered to refer to any national or international body and was
asked to form a medi ation commit tee made up of Congolese as well as of for-
eigners. To restore public order throughout the country, the president dec reed a
fifteen - d ay state of emergency, dissolved the national commission for organi z ing
and supervising the early legislative elections, and set up a crisis commit tee that
was placed under the authority of Prime Minister Y hombi - Opango.

Having been asked to help directly by the Congolese head of state earlier in
the crisis, a French mission led by Jean-Marc Simon, the deputy cabinet direc-
tor of Cooperation Minister Michel Roussin, had already gone to Brazzaville in
early June for talks with Lissouba andYhombi-Opango, on the presidential side,
as well as with the opposition leaders Kolelas and Sassou. The diplomatic com-
munity in Brazzaville had also held informal talks with the opposing parties
throughout the spring of 1993.At the end of June several embassies issued com-
muniqués relating to the crisis, urging reconciliation and nonviolence.30 They
did not formally offer their services to facilitate talks between presidential group
and opposition, however, until July 19, 1993, when Yhombi-Opango met w ith
the diplomatic corps in Brazzaville.31

According to French Ambassador Michel André and American Ambassador
James Daniel Phillips, ensuing meetings of the diplomatic corps w ith govern-
ment and opposition representatives were not coordinated among the different
diplomats involved in Brazzaville, nor did they follow any particular strategy of
action, but the diplomatic community in Brazzaville was so small that there was
natural communication among the principals. They emphasized that the aim
was not to suggest solutions but to calm the situation and facilitate dialogue so
that the Congolese could find their own solutions.32 When NGollo was autho-
rized to call on foreign assistance, he first contacted France; even though France
eventually declined to chair the international mediation effort in Congo, the
Ministry of Cooperation under Roussin was deeply involved in the negotiations
throughout the summer.

But nothing at this point produced any more progress than before,since there
was no sense of a stalemate or an inability of any one side to win.As Ambassador
Phillips put it,“Neither side was convinced that they were going to be the losers,
and each hoped that they would still win.”

On Yhombi-Opango’s request, OAU Secretary-General Salim Ahmed Salim
proposed to test the newly authorized OAU Mechanism for Conflict Prevention,
Management, and Resolution by nominating a personal representative and sent
three names to the Congolese principals—former Burundian President Pierre
Buyoya, former OAU Secretary-General William Eteki Mboumoua, and former
OAU Deputy Secretary-General Sahnoun. Both sides unanimously chose
Sahnoun (at the time a distinguished fellow at the U.S. Institute of Peace), who
was appointed special envoy on July 23, 1993.33 Sahnoun immediately invited
Bongo to become involved, as the only figure with enough authority and close
ties to both sides to bring them together. Two days later, Bongo sent a seven-per-
son ministerial-level delegation to Brazzaville with a second formal mediation
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offer. Gabonese Minister Zacharia Myoboto met with Prime Minister Yhombi-
Opango on July 25 and Kolelas on July 26, inviting them to meet under the aus-
pices of the OAU in Libreville, where a Franco-African c onference of foreign
ministers was taking place.

Meanwhile, by July 26, NGollo was able to secure a cease-fire between the
presidential and opposition groups, who finally signed a communiqué pledging
to dismantle barricades,disarm and disband militias,and end looting and prop-
erty destruction.34 They then boarded Bongo’s plane and arrived in Libreville
on July 29. There Sahnoun shuttled back and forth between the two groups in
different hotels, while Bongo and Roussin and their teams offered good offices
and consulted daily with the parties on the course of action to take during the
negotiations.35 Negotiations focused on two issues: the dozen districts where ir-
regularities were charged in the first round in May, and all eleven districts that
the opposition boycotted in the second round in June. To resolve these issues,
Sahnoun proposed an international judicial panel.

After a week of tough proximity talks,with the presidential group represented
by Christophe Moukouéké, the opposition by Kolelas and Sassou, plus NGollo,
upon Bongo’s special request, the Libreville Accord was finally signed on August
4,1993. The conflicting groups agreed to submit the contentious election results
from the first round for arbitration by an international jury made up of seven
judges—three from Europe named by the European Union and by France, and
three from Africa, named by the OAU and Gabon, and headed by Sikhe Camara,
representing the OAU. The second round of elections was to be held again and
were to be under the supervision of an international election committee,chaired
by Mamadou Ba as the representative of the OAU, and with members from the
EU, Gabon and France. Except for the contested twelve districts, the results of
the first round of the elections were ratified.

The accord was greeted with hope and joy. Sahnoun played a particularly self -
ef fac ing role,and is lit tle mentioned in public account s.African media and French
of fic i als prais ed Bongo for his medi ating skill . They at tributed the successful con-
clusion of the negoti ations to his determination and political ex perience.3 6 France
was particularly pleas ed to have strengthened the capac ity for diplom atic action
in the Central African subregion by giving Bongo its full support. The OAU and
its new Mechanism for Conflict Prevention , Management, and Resolution in
Africa was also reinforced ; in fact, one of the purpos es of Sahnoun’s mission was
to test and advertise the new mechanism . The OAU gave the Libreville Accord a
broader legitim acy and created for it s elf a precedent for future involvement in in-
trastate conflict s : “Until now it has been taboo to deal with internal problems,”
Sahnoun stated.“There was the problem of sovereignty, noninterference in inter-
nal problems.We have moved on from there now . . .and I think [the OAU] should
be given the chance to see if it can resolve these problems before they are taken
onto the international scene.”3 7 Sahnoun’s direct involvement came to an end with
the signing of the Libreville Accord.But with the OAU director for political af fairs,
Mam adou Ba , as chairm an of the commit tee to overs ee the second round of the
elections two months later, the OAU maintained an important involvement to
monitor the progress of democ rati z ation .
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The details of the multiparty mediation are still presidential secrets. Bongo
and Sahnoun seem to have complemented each other, with the former’s family
ties and presidential prestige fitting well with Sahnoun’s diplomatic skill and in-
stitutional prestige, and French pressure backing them both. In sum, the suc-
cessful mediation appears to have had three components: a large supporting
nest of international efforts to convince the parties that violence and con-
frontation had reached their point of diminishing returns, specific proposals
and persuasive arguments by a few key actors (Sahnoun, Bongo, Roussin), and
an independent realization by the parties that they had to reconcile and coop-
erate rather than fight for total control.

Fifth Domestic Preventive Diplomacy

The Libreville Accord provided the basis of the conflict resolution process,
but locally in the Nibolek and in Brazzaville ethnic tensions remained so high as
a result of the previous confrontations and the continuing operations of the
militias that they produced their own sparks to ignite four months of incredible
savagery beginning in early November.While the rival political leaders were un-
deniably—if ambiguously—involved, the mechanism was primarily “follower
led” by unemployed youths, gangs, and militias, dragging in leaders to protect
and avenge their followers. The conflict took on incredible personal violence
during this phase—gang rapes, live impalings, pestled babies, bodies thrown in
the Congo River—plus artillery bombardments of neighborhoods.38 Exhaus-
tion becomes the key to winding down such conflict and defusing an au-
tonomous grassroots enactment of the ethnic security dilemma.39

To continue the Libreville process,Lissouba reappointed NGollo as a medi ator,
this time ex plic itly independent of government. Within two weeks after the con-
clusion of the Libreville Accord, fifty - six petitions for the annulment of the first -
round results of the May legislative elections had been submit ted to NGollo for in-
vestigation by the international jury (twenty - six from the presidenti al coalition
and six from the allied URD of Milongo, t wenty - t wo by the opposition , and two
by independents) .While the jury set it s elf to work , the international election com-
mit tee prepared for the rerun of the second round elections in eleven districts in
early October, giving three to the presidenti al group for a close majority of si x ty -
five seats and eight to the opposition , now numbering fifty - s even .

Tensions mounted again almost immedi ately after the election results were
m ade known . Opposition parli amentari ans boycot ted the first session of the new
National Ass embly, and opposition militi as and the national army had violent
confrontations at the beginning of November. Within two days, about twenty
URD activists were dead and thirty in jured ; for the first time the opposition ap-
pealed for di alogue.4 0 Chairm an Ba of the international election commit tee called
again for peace in meetings with both the chairm an of the presidenti al coalition ,
Moukou é k é , and the repres entative of the opposition parties, Kolelas. The Con-
golese medi ator,NGollo,s ecured a pledge from Kolelas to make an appeal for calm
and for an immedi ate resumption of all civili an activities in the opposition strong-
holds south of Bra z z aville, and the National Ass embly pass ed legislation dealing
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with spec ific grievances, including access to the state - owned media and the pro-
vision of grievance procedures among political organi z ations.After a new wave of
violence in mid - December,the leaders of both presidenti al and opposition camps,
as well as the chief of staf f and the Congolese Armed Forces, m ade a joint appeal
for calm , and toward the end of the month ,Lissouba called a “last chance”consul-
tation among all parties.Instead,“ethnic cleansing”4 1 continued in the qu arters of
Bra z z aville, m aking a death toll of about one hundred for December alone.4 2

In response, on January 27,1994, after a particularly heavy bombardment of
a Brazzaville neighborhood, more than fifty deputies from both political camps,
representing the four southern regions where most of the v iolence had taken
place, created an interregional committee to achieve peace, chaired by an oppo-
sition deputy.43 The committee established a cease-fire to end the spiral of in-
terethnic clashes that had engulfed the region since November, to be accompa-
nied (again) by the disarming of the rival militias and the effective return of the
displaced people to their permanent areas of residence.Three days later, the par-
liamentarians also agreed to create a national peacekeeping force to enforce the
implementation of their agreement, and after a week,twenty top-ranking army
officers submitted a plan for implementing the cease-fire. A four hundred–
person mediation force was patrolling the streets of Brazzaville in less than two
weeks, preparing the security conditions for the return of tens of thousands of
internally displaced persons, and within two months, the mediation force had
begun the collection of arms.44

On January 31, the international arbitration jury finally announced its find-
ings,annulling the results in eight of the fifty-six constituencies from which they
had received petitions and recommending by-elections; since only three of the
seats were held by members of the presidential coalition, the results were un-
likely to affect the presidential majority.45 The opposition accepted the judg-
ment, and almost immediately calm returned to the streets of Brazzaville.

In mid - 1 9 9 4 ,Lissouba announced plans for governmental decentrali z ation ,re-
gional autonomy, and equitable regional allocation of resources, and he propos ed
the establishment of power- sharing institutions,on the South African model ,c rit-
ic i z ing the ex isting constitution , bas ed on the French model , as favoring winner-
take - all outcomes and contradicting the Congolese spirit of negoti ation and di a-
logue.4 6 During the same period, Kolelas, Lissouba’s strongest challenger, was
elected mayor of Bra z z aville ; Thyst è re - T chi kaya ,m ayor of Pointe - Noire ; and Mi-
longo, speaker of the National Ass embly, as propos ed by Lissouba two years ear-
lier.4 7 In August 1994,Kolelas appeared in public with senior repres entatives from
the presidenti al group and together they paid tribute to those on both sides who
had died during the 1993 disturbances.A symbolic international confirm ation of
the reconc ili ation was marked by the National Forum for the Culture of Peace, a
regional summit sponsored by UNESCO and hosted by Congo in Bra z z aville on
December 19–23, 1 9 9 4 . Among its results was the creation of a multiparty com-
mission to reorgani ze the armed forces and the judic i ary.4 8

It would be wrong to underestimate the importance of the Libreville Accord
because of the continuing outbursts of serious violence that followed it. The ac-
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cord created the foundation for further efforts and allowed those efforts to be
undertaken on the national level, without resort to foreign intervention. By its
multilayered international auspices, it engaged the leading politicians in a com-
mitment that was more binding than the previous attempts. Not only were those
previous engagements less solemnly sealed (even the first Bongo mediation pro-
duced an understanding among “brothers” rather than a formal international
agreement), but the occasions to upset the earlier agreements were more com-
pelling than the agreements themselves.

The post-Libreville situation was different.On one hand, the bloody bouts of
ethnic cleansing in the quarters of Brazzaville were the rotting consequence of
the preceding years of violence, but not their direct continuation. The ethnic se-
curity dilemma is a rational response to a paranoid perception, in which each
ethnic g roup feels it must t ake measures to protect itself against other ethnic
groups who are perceived to be bent on eliminating them. The vicious circle be-
comes one of eliminating the other before you are eliminated, and therefore of
cleaning out the neighborhood to avoid being cleaned out.49 Thus, much of the
worst violence at the end of 1993 and in January 1994 was no longer carried out
by the troops of the two coalitions but by neighborhood mobs and gangs out of
control, drugged, calling themselves invisible and invulnerable.

In addition, between the Libreville Accord of August 4 and the judicial panel
decision of January 31, the October rerun of the second-round elections once
again provided an occasion to revive the conflict in political terms. Each of the
other agreements had been followed by rounds of elections that called the whole
process back into question again, and in this case, too, the narrowness of the
presidential majority made elections explosive as a resolution mechanism.Vio-
lence erupted again in the following months, until the neighborhoods were fully
cleansed ethnically and the roving bands exhausted. It was good that the arbi-
tration panel was given a four-month period after the rerun elections to make
its decision and that that decision left no room for altering majority control of
the government. The one remaining explosive issue was decided at the end of
the period, in the judicial panel’s report. The group was not v ulnerable to the
same partisan challenges of earlier instances and its report was credible and bal-
anced. It brought the conflict to an end, although it left a heritage of hatred and
separation and a legacy of ethnicized political organization for the next (1997)
round of elections.

Third International Preventive Diplomacy

Preventive diplom acy in 1993 and 1994 pres ented an invalu able contribution to
the prevention of all - out civil war and state collaps e.The long - term success of the
democ ratic process in Congo left a role open to the international community to
help strengthen the democ ratic institutions, to build on the basic but fragile rec-
onc ili ation worked out in 1992–94 bet ween the antagonist s. The National Demo-
c ratic Institute for International Af fairs (NDI) initi atives in building democ ratic
institutions, the French support in integrating the dif ferent armed factions, and
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the UNESCO ef fort to propagate a culture of peace are important sequels to the
medi ation ef forts that led to the Libreville Accord and its implementation .

After 1994 the Congolese political parties started to def ine their programs
in order to overcome the ethnic overtones of their politics. The NDI , an orga-
ni z ation for overs eas political assistance funded by the U. S . National Endow-
ment for Democ racy, conducted work shops in Bra z z aville in July 1995 that
helped the parties gain an insight into democ ratic institutions and programs
beyond the limits of their own national borders. The NDI obs erved that “de-
spite recent signs of reconc ili ation bet ween the major Congolese political ac-
tors, some parties seemed very apprehensive of the next presidenti al elections,
s cheduled for [July 27,] 1997.”5 0 Given Congo’s history with Marx ist ideology
and reluctance among Congolese politic i ans to develop new ideologies, “the
s earch [was] to stri ke a balance bet ween the perceived negative sum nature of
the nas cent Congolese democ ratic system which was highlighted by the coun-
try’s winner- take - all system (and which [was] viewed by many as heightening
regional and ethnic tensions ) , and its past history of highly ideological total-
itari an rule.”5 1

France offered help to integrate the different militias into a single army—not
an easy task,as one French official expressed it,since“Congolese militias learned
combat but no discipline.” In the spring of 1996 a mutiny by the Israeli-trained
Zulus of Lissouba sent danger signals that old structures were still intact, and
Kolelas’s Ninjas and Sassou’s Cobras remained present in Brazzaville and the
North. All Congolese politics in the remaining years of Lissouba’s term focused
on a rerun of the presidential contest in 1997.

First International Preventive Diplomacy (Second Period)

Following a campaign swing of Sassou in the Mbochi North , an armed
clash bet ween his and Y hombi - Opango’s militi as in Owanda on May 10,
1 9 9 7 , and the ensuing spread of violence in the region occasioned a presi-
denti al dec ree on May 29 banning all militi as, repeating the engagement of
the Libreville Accord three and a half years late. Two days later, U N E S CO
director- general Frederico Mayor, patron of the Culture of Peace Program ,
chaired a meeting where the country’s leading politic i ans signed a solemn
engagement to “form ally and solemnly renounce the use of arms as a means
of resolving conf lict s.”

In the following days, tension remounted; Lissouba announced the discovery
of large illegal arms imports and then of a planned coup by Sassou. On June 5,
troops encircled the former president’s compound to confiscate his Cobras’
arms and arrest two individuals charged with the killings in the North. Within
two days the city was divided into two embattled territories, from which Sassou’s
Cobras and Lissouba’s Zulus incessantly shelled and attacked each other, with
the Bakongo or “Sarajevo” quarter of Brazzaville’s mayor Kolelas held out of
combat by his Ninjas.52 The powder accumulating before the eyes of Congolese
and international observers had been ignited.
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First Domestic Preventive Diplomacy (Second Period)

Capitalizing on his ambiguously neutral position as head of the opposition
but with ministers in the government,53 Kolelas immediately sought to negoti-
ate a cease-fire, but it collapsed as soon as it was signed on June 8. Kolelas then
created a National Mediation Committee on June 12, meeting sometimes at the
French Embassy and sometimes in the city hall, with the assistance of French
ambassador Raymond Cesaire, an active mediator who remained on post
throughout the conflict. The French and U.S. ambassadors worked closely to-
gether throughout the mediations.54

Second International Preventive Diplomacy

The Elysée immediate swung into action. Five hundred French troops already
in Brazzaville in case of a need to evacuate foreigners from Kinshasa during the
fall of Zairean dictator Mobutu Sese Seko were strengthened by an additional
unit of four hundred soldiers on June 10, rising the next day to twelve hundred;
they were posted at the airport in Operation Pelican with orders to begin im-
mediate evacuations from Brazzaville and then return to France.55 At the same
time,French president Jacques Chirac by telephone obtained agreement in prin-
ciple on a new cease-fire and a return to mediation by Gabonese President
Bongo.Both Lissouba and Sassou broadcast orders to their militias to cease hos-
tilities on June 11, without effect.56

Second International and First Domestic Preventive Diplomacy (Reprise)

The various international and national mediation efforts joined together in
Libreville under the auspices of Bongo on June 15. Joined by Sahnoun, then the
special representative of the UN and OAU secretaries-general for the region,
Bongo arranged terms including prolongation of the cease-fire (which had fi-
nally taken hold), joint patrols, and progressive removal of barricades. Sassou
insisted on an international force, which could include French troops, to moni-
tor the agreement. The mediators held nine hours of proximity talks in Libre-
ville on June 16, but when the departure of the French forces from the airport
was announced, the same day, the parties left Libreville to continue the com-
bat.57 Operation Pelican flew away on June 16–21, its evacuation mission com-
pleted, despite requests to remain by the mediators.

While the Libreville meeting was taking place with Bongo and Sahnoun , the
National Medi ation Commit tee under Kolelas, meeting in the French Embassy
with the French and U. S .ambass adors, negoti ated another three - d ay ceas e - fire to
begin on June 17; part of the agreement was the postponement of the presidenti al
elections, but the nature of the government that would organi ze the elections
thereafter was still under dis agreement.At its ex piration ,the truce was renewed for
a week , interrupted from time to time by shelling. The bat tle for the airport con-
tinued, along with dis cussions with the National Medi ation Commit tee, where
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Kolelas pursued a nine - point plan including a national union government and a
UN peacekeeping force. Members of the parli ament, called into spec i al session by
Lissouba to install a long - promis ed constitutional commit tee to postpone the
election ,s et up their own medi ation commit tee.5 8

As t he b attle for t he airport and the competing national mediations slowly
stalled, Bongo and Sahnoun’s efforts continued. Their terms were essentially the
same as Kolelas’s, but the operative element remained a 1,000–2,000-person
peacekeeping force, which the mediators proposed to the UN Security Council,
with support on June 21 from UN Secretary-General Kofi Annan; three African
states (Niger, Senegal, Togo) and Bangladesh pledged their military participa-
tion. Meeting on July 3, the Security Council hesitated, asking for a further re-
port from the special representative.

Bongo and Sahnoun obtained a cease-fire on July 5, and another on July 14;
negotiations progressed, turning to the details of the new elections before the
end of August but still stumbling on the designation of a prime minister, at the
same time as sporadic fighting and shelling continued. With signatures on a
cease-fire but uncontrolled militias continuing sporadic shelling across an un-
moving battle line, the mediators and parties agreed that an interposition force
placed in time between the cease-fire and the general peace agreement was the
key to a settlement.

Contrary to the UN discussions, the Libreville proposal was for an Inter-
African Force of seven hundred for six months, costing only $15 million; Bongo
obtained a promise from Senegalese President Abdou Diouf of five hundred
men and the commanding officer, while Botswana and Namibia pledged the re-
mainder of the force. Former French Prime Minister Michel Rocard, a member
of the European Parliament called in by Bongo, spent the period following the
cease-fire obtaining pledges of financing from various members of the EU, sup-
ported by a decision of the European Council of Ministers on July 23.The coun-
cil, however, ran up against the need for UN Security Council authorization for
an international peacekeeping force.

Instead, the Security Council rebuffed the inter-African proposal and re-
newed examination of a larger peacekeeping force under UN control, which
would have required two months of preparation and much higher costs. While
the parties were straining at t heir cease-fire, marking time and awaiting a UN
decision on the peacekeeping force, the Security Council took its time, and the
mediators were told by U.S. representatives that the cost was out of the question.
The mediators suspended their efforts onAugust 6.The Security Council on Au-
gust 8 finally decided that neither a peacekeeping force nor lesser measures were
“viable options” at that time; it recalled the preconditions, including a durable
cease-fire, a political process, and security at the airport—all items that had
been in place for nearly a month but that required a peacekeeping force to main-
tain. Both Rocard and Sahnoun have indicated that the time was r ipe and the
stalemated parties ready, and that a small force at a tiny cost (in international
terms) would have ended the conflict.59 The decision was an abdication of re-
sponsibility similar to that of April 1994 when the same body (for the same rea-
sons) refused to act to stop the Rwandan genocide.
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Third International and Second Domestic Preventive Diplomacy

With the refusal of the Security Council, the combatants in Congo sought to
break their stalemate by other means, turning elsewhere in the country, largely
on the initiative of the various militia groups, and seeking outside reinforce-
ments. After August 10, new violence broke out in the North, where the greater
strength of Sassou’s forces and their reinforcement with ex-Forces Armées de
Rwanda (FAR, or Rwandan Armed Forces) refugees allowed him to compensate
for his growing weakness in Brazzaville.60 Lissouba, on the other hand, sought
allies across the river, from the newly installed government of Laurent Kabila in
former Zaire, now again Congo; the shift was difficult because Lissouba had for-
merly had close relations with Mobutu.

Stray shells had been falling on Kinshasa since the beginning of the conflict,al-
though it was dif ficult to establish which side was firing the shot s.6 1 New rounds
c ross ed the river again in mid - August. On August 13, the “new revolutionary
leaders” of the region — Presidents Yoweri Mus eveni of Uganda and Pasteur Bi z-
imungu of R wand a — and then on August 16 Lissouba in turn met with Kabila in
Kinshasa to launch their own peace plans, including a regional Inter- African
Force from Angola , Central African Republic, Chad, R wand a , Burundi , Congo -
Kinshas a , and Ugand a . Its financ ing was presum ably left to the partic ipating
countries,and, in the event,neither the force nor the medi ation ever materi ali zed.

Mediation by Bongo and Sahnoun resumed, however, despite the fact that it
was hard to keep Lissouba’s attention with the distraction of a potential and
more favorable mediator in Kinshasa. On August 20 the fourth peace plan was
issued from Libreville; it would keep Lissouba in office beyond his term’s expiry
at the end of the month until elections could be rescheduled, and it purported
to break the deadlock over the transition government by putting the prime and
defense ministries in the hands of Sassou’s men. Lissouba rejected it and instead
formed his own new government of national unity with Kolelas as prime min-
ister.Although the new coalition involved the leaders of nearly three-quarters of
the country, Sassou’s five seats were empty. By this t ime, Lissouba felt that not
only was the Libreville mediation going against him but also the French gov-
ernment was t urning to support Sassou.62 At t he beginning of September, he
traveled to France, only to be refused audience by the French president,premier,
foreign and cooperation ministers, and in a telephone conversation with Presi-
dent Chirac was advised to take on Sassou as prime minister.63

Continuing the mediation and to counter Kinshasa, a regional summit was
held in Libreville on September 14 with the heads of state with close relations
with France, from Togo, Benin, Central Africa, Chad,and Cameroon, along with
Bongo and Sahnoun, to establish a new cease-fire and peace plan. Instead of at-
tending, Lissouba v isited Kabila, but w ith n either diplomatic nor military re-
sults. On the ground, the fighting stalemated again, with the more populous
South in government hands and the North consolidated under Sassou’s control.

With extraordinary tenacity, equaled only by the persistence of the blocked
but bloody shelling,Bongo and Sahnoun continued to work on a peace plan and
cease-fire.The day after the special session of the UN Security Council called by
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the United States on September 25 to study conflict in Africa ,Sahnoun again asked
for a peacekeeping force as the last chance, only to be told that a perm anent ceas e -
fire was a necess ary precondition and the United States would not support any ex-
penditures for the purpos e.6 4 The new peace propos al was delivered to the rivals
the next day, and Lissouba found its propos als for a presidenti al counc il and mul-
tiparty technical commissions acceptable. Lissouba and Kolelas traveled to vari-
ous capitals of the Libreville and Kinshasa groups to engage their support for an
inter- African force, alongside of troops from Congo - Kinshas a , where renewed
shelling — judged initi ally to come from Sassou’s Cobras but later found to come
from Lissouba’s Zulus — had resulted in twenty - one fatalities at the end of Sep-
tember.6 5 On October 9 Sassou initi aled the peace plan and ceas e - fire, finally
bringing both parties into agreement to end the conflict.

Preventive diplomacy was at the end of its rope, however, cut off by new de-
velopments on the battlefield. The day after bilateral agreement on the peace
plan, the Cobras b roke the four months’ military d eadlock in Brazzaville and
took the presidential palace. Two days later, neighboring Angola, one of Kabila’s
closest allies,charged that Lissouba’s troops had attacked the Angolan enclave of
Cabinda, off whose shores two-thirds of Angola’s oil was produced. Lissouba
had a history of relations with Angola that was to prove disastrous.As part of his
friendship with Mobutu and his antagonism to Marxist forces at home and
abroad, he had long supported the two Angolan rebel groups, UNITA of Jonas
Savimbi and the Front for the Liberation of the Enclave Cabinda (FLEC). On
October 14, as the Cobras completed the takeover of Brazzaville, they were
joined byAngolan troops in an attack on the main cities at the mouth of the river
and entered Pointe-Noire, the oil capital. The operation was completed in two
days. International intervention had indeed ended the fighting, but by provid-
ing a victory for the challenger over the elected president, not as a mediation.66

Strategies of Action

The most striking feature of the domestic and foreign efforts at preventive
diplomacy in Congo is their mutual support in the absence of any real coordi-
nation. The small size of the Brazzaville diplomatic community made specific
coordination unnecessary,and there was very close collaboration particularly in
the preparation of the Libreville Accord by Sahnoun, Bongo,and NGollo in 1993
and Kolelas in 1997. The possibilities of outbidding by competing mediators
and the potential for undercutting among r ival interests never materialized in
1993–94. As a result, the Congolese crisis was one of many cases of “layered me-
diation,” in which initial mediators were backed up by higher levels that could
take up the effort when the previous level wore out.

In 1997, however, the clear position of the French in favor of Sassou and the
great ideological rift down the Congo River during the collapse of Mobutu’s
Zaire undercut the joint national and international mediation efforts and pro-
vided rival efforts by mediators in Libreville and Kinshasa (even if the latter
never fully materialized). Bongo and Sahnoun were extraordinary in their pa-
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tience, perseverance, and continual creativity. Equally extraordinary in its cata-
strophic effects was the irresponsibility of the United States and other members
of the UN Security Council who persisted, with exquisite timing, in refusing the
authorization of an intervention force at the very moments when it was most
promising and most needed.

The French Role

France has considerable economic interests in Congo; in 1993, it held 70 per-
cent of Congo’s national debt, and in 1996,80 percent. France was the most im-
portant investor in the development of Congo’s oil industry, the fourth largest in
black Africa a ccounting for 85 percent of Congo’s foreign exchange e arnings,
where Elf Aquitaine held a near-monopoly position until the famous“Occiden-
tal deal” of 1993.67 By 1996, Elf was in control of 75 to 85 percent of Congo’s oil
production, followed by Agip. This economic dominance, in the eyes of the
French,created a basis of trust among the Congolese players that laid the foun-
dation for successful preventive diplomacy. As one French official expressed it,
“La diplomatie préventive ne marche pas sans influence, et l’influence on doit la
payer” (something that, according to this official, the United States is not pre-
pared to do in Africa, an observation endorsed by the American ambassador at
the time). This t rust across t he board in 1993–94 was to turn into increasing
support for one side during the French paranoia over American influence in
central Africa in 1997.

France did not use its dominant economic position to play the peacemaker’s
role. Its role was severely limited in the first crisis by the fact that it appeared to
have bet on the wrong horse. Historic French ties were with Sassou, and these
ties continued after the shift to democratization (a shift, in general, on which the
French position has been extremely ambiguous). While there are many French
players, both government and private, in Congolese affairs, and t heir specific
roles are probably not necessarily coordinated, the general Congolese and
Brazzaville diplomatic perception even in 1993–94,supported by pieces of real-
ity, was of French backing for the opposition and coolness to Lissouba. Sassou’s
militia was reportedly French armed and trained; Elf rather archly turned down
Lissouba’s request for a loan and then prepayment on a new oil field; and the nu-
merous French missions during the long crisis period of 1993–94 were not
marked by major initiatives at mediation until the Libreville meeting. The crisis
had its fallout on Paris: the president/director-general of Elf was fired, and the
director for Africa at the French Foreign Ministry was sent abroad for having
missed an opportunity to play a more positive role. By the time of the second
crisis, both France and Elf were missing the good relations they had enjoyed for
more than a decade with Sassou, and they moved to end the indecisive tenure of
his elected successor, seeing Sassou as more of a man of the new times and—as
ultimately shown—a bridge across the Congo River.

Although details of the French role are not known , the French at Libreville in
the first crisis appear to have been prim arily filling the important function of
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keeping the parties convinced that now was the time to make peace, while Sah-
noun and Bongo worked out the formula and details. Even though France gives
c redit to the Congolese and to Gabonese president Bongo,m any high - level French
delegations were sent to Congo, and Sahnoun shut tled to Paris, amid shut tles be-
t ween the two protagonist s’hotels, in the conviction that the OAU alone could not
resolve the conflict and needed French and EU backing. In the second crisis, the
French role was more important in Bra z z aville than in Libreville, thanks to Am-
bass ador Ces aire’s tireless assistance to the Kolelas medi ation , but these internal
ef forts were soon overshadowed by the international ef fort in Gabon ultim ately
undone from Paris (plus Lu anda and Washington ) .

Bongo’s Role

Gabonese president Bongo’s quick intervention in the face of a deadlock be-
tween opposition and government in December 1992 proved to be effective in
bringing the democratic process back on track. When incidents of violence
again threatened to turn into civil war following the legislative elections in
spring 1993, OAU special envoy Sahnoun called on Bongo once more, this time
to convoke the protagonists to his palace in Libreville and to keep them there for
a week until they signed a final truce.

Bongo proved to be an ef fective medi ator and showed great commitment to-
ward bringing the opposing groups to a compromis e. His skill was in patient lis-
tening and in avuncular couns el . As U. S . ambass ador Phillips has des c ribed the
process,“Africans work bet ter as medi ators with other Africans.The structure has
to be endless patience. Let everybody have their say. Let everybody say it three or
four times. Then finally a cons ensus emerges.” Bongo’s role was that of an elder
statesm an who had the trust of all parties to the conflict and close relationships
with the main players of the two groups :“ [The Congolese leaders] come to me for
really simple reasons. That is because I am related to the Congolese political play-
ers by blood ties, by emotional ties and by ties of alli ance. And I am perhaps the
only one who can say what I think to Lissouba ,Sassou and chairm an Kolelas.”6 8

Probably the most important aspect of this hearing and healing process was
Bongo’s authority in keeping the princ ipals in the room for a week ,rather than let-
ting them “bark and bolt.” The isolated venue of Libreville (at least away from
Congo) and the medi ator’s insistence that the parties stay until they had an agree-
ment that covered all the contentious items was the key to success in the medi ation .
During a full week of negoti ations in Libreville, Bongo spent every day working
with the Congolese repres entatives to find solutions that would resolve the imme-
di ate crisis and give long - lasting legitim acy to the agreements that were eventu ally
signed in the pres ence of the OAU,French ,E U,and Gabonese repres entatives.

Bongo played down any possible French influence on his role in the negotia-
tions that led to the Libreville Accord. A French official stressed that a key to a
successful diplomatic intervention was to have a well-established basis of confi-
dence, not to pressure the African leaders, and to keep an open mind about the
roles of elders and preexisting relations between different leaders;69 interna-
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tional mediation in Congo was successful because no top-down solutions were
presented in Libreville; and those found w ere elaborated by the international
partners and the Congolese parties jointly. The French supported an old ally of
both the president and the opposition and at the same t ime created more ca-
pacity for diplomatic interventions in the subregion.

None of these conditions were present in 1997.The two principals were rarely
present in Libreville, and the Libreville exercise went on and on and on,making
their presence more difficult. Even in the proximity talks in June, the parties
were never together in one room, and they left at the end of the day to return to
tend their militias. In these conditions, the perseverance of Bongo was all the
more remarkable, and it accounts for the significant cease-fire in July and again
the cease-fire and peace plan accepted—too late—at the end of September.

The OAU and Its Preventive Diplomacy Interventions

After the OAU Mechanism for Conflict Prevention, Management, and Reso-
lution i n Africa was established in at the twenty-ninth OAU summit at Addis
Ababa in June 1993, the political crisis in the Republic of Congo presented an
immediate opportunity to go beyond the norm of noninterference in internal
problems of its members countries and test the mechanism. On July 23,the OAU
secretary-general appointed the former deputy secretary-general of the OAU
and recently UN envoy to Somalia, Mohamed Sahnoun, as the OAU envoy to
Congo, the unanimous choice of both sides in the conflict.70 He was not of the
region, yet was known to it, and his position was balanced by the local media-
tor, President Bongo. Congo thus presented a test case for the OAU that would
set a precedent for any future mediation efforts in domestic conflicts.

Sahnoun was known as a professional diplomat with a taste for direct, per-
sonal engagement. His quick sense of the principal and surrounding situations
was shown by his immediate call to Bongo and his broader concern for involv-
ing the EU and the French, and also by his balanced formula for equal African
and European membership in the jurists’ panel (with an African chair). Beyond
invention of the formula, the rest of his time was spent in persistent persuasion,
focusing the grievances on the two electoral issues where they could be managed
and then selling the solution.

The OAU’s political and moral importance in Africa lent legitimacy to the
lengthy process and to its result. Moreover, as the chair of the international elec-
tion committee and the international arbitration jury, it covered the difficult
task of its members with credibility and a sense of neutrality.71

It is therefore ironic that the best features of 1993–94 present in 1997 led to
such bad results. Again Sahnoun was back at the job, now bearing two authori-
ties as the special representative of the secretaries-general of both the OAU and
the United Nations. He was as indefatigable in his job as was Bongo, and in ad-
dition he brought a fine sense of situational understanding and timing that led
him to press so urgently for UN Security Council support at the crucial mo-
ments of July–August and late September.
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The U.S. Role

The United States had a secondary role of collective importance in the crises.
While the American embassy monitored the evolution of events from the CNS
through the elections of 1992 and 1993, with the heightened violence after the
second 1993 round in June, the Congolese asked the United States to provide
good offices. Washington so authorized Ambassador Phillips, and although he
was unable to bring about an agreement between the two camps, his action was
an important part of the“nest of mediations” that formed the basis of the OAU’s
ultimately successful action. Again in 1997, the American ambassador played a
useful role alongside his French colleague in the internal mediation, but without
success.

Such was the limit of U.S. power and interest. As the fifteenth largest foreign
oil supplier of the United States, Congo did not weigh heavily in U.S. interests.
The United States enjoys an important position and reputation in Africa that
drags on it like an albatross. It is weighed down by several layers of mispercep-
tions. Seen as the last remaining superpower, bigger than France, it is expected
to be the great power of last resort by anyone unable to attract French support.
In addition, when the party in question is standard-bearer for a cause that the
United States has championed, that party automatically expects U.S. backing.
Then, because of the United States’ important successes in mediation,especially
in parts of Africa, Africans expect that they can turn to it to make peace in all
conflicts. Finally, if either support or disinterested mediation should appear, it is
immediately cast in the context of “Franco-Anglo-Saxon rivalry.”

Thus, Occidental’s assistance to Lissouba after Elf ’s rejection was the source
of opposition expectations of French support against“U.S.-backed Lissouba,”of
government expectations of additional U.S. backing, and, incidentally, of Loik
Flock-Prigent’s dismissal as president/director-general of Elf. On the other
hand, Kolelas, seeing himself as the eternal opponent to the Marxist single-party
regime and thus the“Mandela of the Congo,”expected U.S. support for his cam-
paign.At the height of the crisis, Congolese leaders asked for U.S.mediation. In
the end, the United States was able to deliver about $50,000 in technical assis-
tance throughout the whole process plus private-sector supplies of semitrans-
parent ballot boxes.

In the second crisis, the United States was preoccupied—to the extent that it
was—by events next door in Zaire. But this made it only more important for
France to secure its predominance in Congo (Brazzaville), even if it was not
threatened by the United States. The Franco-American Cold War played the
same role of conspiracy,suspicion,and motivation in Africa that the earlier Cold
War had played on the global level.

The Congolese Role

French Cooperation Minister Michel Roussin’s deputy cabinet director Jean-
Marc Simon attributes the eventual success of mediation in 1993–94 to the Con-
golese themselves: “They realized the risks, and took all possible political mea-
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sures to bring about a peaceful solution.International intervention took place at
the initiative and invitation of the Congolese parties.”72 From the very begin-
ning of the crisis, with the minor politicians’ initiative in December 1991, the
Congolese tried to keep the political machine on the tracks of democratization.
Lissouba’s dedication to the electoral process and the new political system, de-
spite some tactical errors from time to time,also provided an anchor for the sub-
sequent layers of mediation. Particularly impressive was the persistence of the
Congolese leadership to find a political solution and not simply crack down on
the violent opposition. For better or worse, Kolelas had access to state-run tele-
vision to make his appeals,even at the height of the crisis. There was evidence of
a real commitment to democracy by Lissouba and his entourage, even by the op-
position—who after all used a very democratic tool, the no-confidence vote, to
get rid of the government.

NGollo’s role was authoritative and dedicated; it was he who cleared the air
before the presidential elections inAugust 1992 and he who produced the cease-
fire in July 1993,a conflict management initiative that enabled the conflict reso-
lution at Libreville. He benefited from a general respect by the army (or at least
parts of it) and from an ability to combine proposals with veiled threats of an
army intervention if the politicians did not settle down. Mokolo, a more parti-
san figure,nonetheless played an important role of mediator,animated by a pro-
fessional sense of the military as a national institution; his testimony reflects a
Congolese tradition of mediation by the military.73 More generally, the role of
the army should be noted as a guardian of the new institutions. In mid-Febru-
ary 1992,a month before the constitutional referendum, the army held its own
“estates general,” resolutely independent of the state and government, in which
it adopted the new course of state building issued from the CNS as its own.From
time to time thereafter, it threatened intervention,but always as a means of keep-
ing the process of democratization on track.

In the second crisis, on the other hand, it was no more a question of learning
to use the new system or of playing new institutional roles. It was simply a fight
to the death, with only two sides—Lissouba’s and Sassou’s—and those not yet
committed waiting for the opportune moment to jump on one bandwagon or
the other. In addition, in 1997 as in 1994, the chiefs were no longer in charge of
their troops. As a result, the well-intentioned efforts of the Internal Mediation
Commission of Kolelas were beside the point, and even the International Medi-
ation Committee’s cease-fires had only a tenuous relation to events in the city,
the airport, or upcountry.

Lessons Learned

Congo in 1992–94 is clearly a case of state collapse forestalled and in 1997 a case
of collapse consummated. The result of the three international and five domes-
tic preventive diplomacy interventions in the first period was a successful navi-
gation of the dangerous straits between autocracy and democracy, and some
valuable lessons.
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First, Congo was a case of multimediation. None of the efforts alone in
1993–94 was sufficient, and they all reinforced each other, in several ways.“Hor-
izontally,”they were timely,cooperative,and respectful of the various mediators’
“territories.” There is no evidence of the usual mediator’s one-upmanship and
instead rather unusual cooperation between the French sphere and the OAU
sphere of African activity. That cooperation was spontaneous; the diplomatic
community in Brazzaville was so small and informal that contacts were frequent
and normal, but not planned or directed. The newness of the OAU Mechanism
seems to have given it authority and respect, counterintuitively: people were in-
terested in giving it a positive test.

“Vertically,”the mediations built on each other,“escalating”from internal gov-
ernment mediation through internal autonomous mediation to multiactor in-
ternational mediation and back down again. As layers of mediation, they pro-
vided room for appeal to higher authority and backup for lower authority. The
first rounds simply agreed to reduce hostility and cooperate; later levels put spe-
cific, accountable items beyond mere cease-fire into the agreements. Such lay-
ered mediation is often necessary to handle a complex conflict, and conflicts
tend to be complex. To jump to the highest level would have been an inflation of
means that would have left no backups and mediators of later resort (cf. among
others the better-known mediation of the Addis Ababa Agreement in Sudan in
1972, when layered mediation was an important element in success).74 Since
only the general context but not the specific grievances of 1993 were present in
1992, it would have been difficult for Bongo (or anyone else) to make the Libre-
ville Accord any earlier.

The year 1997 entailed multimediation at its worst. Despite coordination be-
tween the two mediation committees in Brazzaville and Libreville, and the co-
operation between Bongo and Sahnoun, the competition between the internal
efforts of the mayor versus the parliament at home and between Kinshasa and
Libreville abroad was fatal to any success.And this even though neither the par-
liamentary nor the Kinshasa alternatives ever produced anything. The fact that
they were there, a potentiality, undermined the serious alternatives. Bad media-
tion drives out good.

Second, a key to the nature of the process as well as the solution, unfortu-
nately, seems to go back to ripeness.75 Willingness to settle in 1993–94 did not
appear until the parties had become convinced that they could not win and that
therefore their conflicting efforts were only causing pain to self and others, for
no gain. That is as good a characterization of a “mutually hurting stalemate” as
one might find; the mediators, meanwhile were plentifully present with a way
out, and the valid spokesmen for the sides were clearly indicated. Preventive
diplomacy, of the combined internal and external varieties, was therefore a
learning process, in which the conflict as much as the mediation worked to get
across the message that winning of the single-party authoritarian style was now
out of the question, and cooperation was the only path to shared governing. The
only way to shorten that learning process is to produce more effective persua-
sion, a skill that has its human limitations.
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Despite its tragic outcome, the second crisis also underscores the importance
of ripeness. It was the existence of a mutually hurting stalemate in July, tested
and unyielding, that made the moment so potentially promising and appropri-
ate for a peacekeeping force, and it was the ability of the Cobras and Angolans
to escalate their way out of another stalemate in October, just as a cease-fire and
peace plan were being accepted, that shows the importance of the components
of ripeness. But at the same t ime, the experience also shows that r ipeness is a
necessary but insufficient condition for effective negotiations or mediations to
begin, not a guarantee of their success. For the process to go on,a peacekeeping
force was needed.76

Third, both cases show the necessity for a neutral military force to lock a
cease-fire and peace plan in place.That force was available internally in 1994, but
there were no neutral internal forces left three years later. Therefore, an interna-
tional force was necessary. It is utterly uncomprehending of the loose situation
obtaining in a civil war to insist, as the UN Security Council did, on a firm and
unblemished cease-fire as a precondition, and that insistence was in fact merely
a cover for its own irresponsible inaction and lack of interest. Once a cease-fire
is agreed to in principle, the presence of interposition forces is a precondition to
its existence in reality, not the reverse. Once again,as in 1994 in Rwanda,the U.S.
and other Security Council members have blood on their hands for their inep-
titude and irresponsibility.77

Fourth, in its evolution, the conflict changed, so that it was not the same con-
flict being mediated in 1992,1993,1994, and 1997. Each of the mediations was
upset by new events that the mediation had not covered,as new grievances arose
that “confirmed” the bad conduct of the parties in each other’s eyes. The third
round after the Libreville Accord of August 4,1993, was of a different nature that
escaped the principals’ control. There was a sorcerer’s apprentice quality about
the militia and party members that eluded the authority of their creators. The
complicating element in the Congolese crisis appears to have been the lack of
control by the principals over their troops. The unrealistic political expectations
of Kolelas and Sassou triggered the crisis, but the conflict and violence was car-
ried out by ethnicity-identifying mobs and gangs out of control, working out
their ethnic security dilemma. This is a typical “valid spokesman” problem, but
one that is hard to forestall in the circumstances, short of long-term education
programs and experience.

After 1994, however, there was enough time to implement the Libreville Ac-
cord and disband the militias, an action that was absolutely necessary (and
maybe even sufficient) to prevent the reexplosion of civil war. Instead they were
left to gather arms, attract reinforcements, and build up steam.When the presi-
dential campaign passed through the North in June, the hair trigger was set to
go off on its own and there were no national police forces to keep order. The af-
termath of the 1993–94 crisis was a sadly wasted opportunity to rebuild order.

Finally, an element that contributed to the resolution of the overall conflict in
1994 and kept Congo from following Rwanda and Burundi was the absence of
extremes. Kolelas was indeed a hothead, but he was still a politician with a
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chance at a piece of the pie, not a warlord or militia leader. The Congo crisis al-
ways remained in the hands of politicians, who had wrong expectations, to be
sure, and had to learn new ones for the new era, but who in the end could make
and hold a deal. Room was provided for almost all of them in the political sys-
tem, and after it was all over, more room was discussed in the revision of the
French-type majority-rule constitution into a more pluralistic, power-sharing
type. The politicians were never upstaged and unseated by the militants,and the
sporadic mediations and agreements, even though broken, kept the play in the
politicians’ hands. One man was left out of the postcrisis settlement in 1994,
however, and t hat was sufficient to create a fully p olarized situation f rom the
start in 1997. Nonetheless, a different policy by France and by the UN Security
Council members—notably the United States—could still have brought the
civil war under control.
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thousand for military casualties, with an additional two hundred forty thousand wounded
and maimed (September 3,1996).A senior staff member of the Chechen Republic’s mission
to the Russian government,Aleksandr Dzyublo,commented that while no accurate figures for
civilian casualties are available, the numbers are considerably higher (Izvestiya, September 5,
1996, p. 1). These figures are disputed by Minister of Internal Affairs Anatoly Kulikov, who
claims that only 18,500 lives were lost and that inflated figures were being supplied by the
Chechen separatists (cited in Kommersant-Daily, October 8, 1996, p. 3). The best-docu-
mented recent estimate, by Vladimir Mukomel, calculates the total number of deaths at
35,000, of which 6,500 are military and 28,500 civilian; “Vooruzhennye Mezhnatsional’nye i
Regional’nye Konflikty: Liudskie Poteri, Ekonomicheskii Ushcherb, i Sotsial’nye Posledstviia
[Armed Interethnic and Regional Conflicts: Human Losses, Economic Destruction and So-
cial Consequences],” in Identichnost’ i Konflikt v Postsovetskikh Gosudarstvakh [Identity and
Conflict in Post-Soviet States] (Moscow: Carnegie Endowment for International Peace,1997),
pp. 298–324.

3. The civilian casualties in the war were largely the result of Russian bombardment and
shelling of Grozny and other cities and villages; there were few reports of the kind of indis-
criminate violence by Chechens against the Russian civilian population or large-scale ethnic
cleansing, which were all too common in Bosnia, as well as in Nagorno-Karabakh and Abk-
hazia. Indeed, a number of accounts by Russian and foreign journalists mention Chechen ef-
forts to shelter Russian civilians trapped in Grozny during the early stages of the war.

4. While this view contradicts the official position of the Russian government at the
time, it is shared by a number of knowledgeable Russian officials and analysts, including par-
ticipants in the negotiations between Moscow and Grozny.While many aspects of the behind-
the-scenes negotiations remain confidential, interviews carried out by the author confirm
that a number of suggestions for t hird-party mediation or for the involvement of interna-
tional organizations or actors were rejected by the Russian side as an unacceptable intrusion
into its sovereignty. See also notes 33 and 34.

5. Michael Lund, Preventing Violent Conflicts: A Strategy for Preventive Diplomacy
(Washington, D.C.: U.S. Institute of Peace Press, 1996), p. 86.

6. For a detailed account of this process, see Gail W. Lapidus, “Gorbachev and the ‘Na-
tional Question’: Restructuring the Soviet Federation,” in Soviet Economy 5, no. 3 (July–Sep-
tember 1989); and “From Democratization to Disintegration: The Impact of Perestroika on
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the‘National Question,’” in From Union to Commonwealth: Nationalism and Separatism in the
Soviet Republics, ed. Gail W. Lapidus and Victor Zaslavsky (Cambridge: Cambridge Univer-
sity Press, 1992).

7. Many of these aspirations and grievances antedated perestroika; e.g., in 1954 the Writ-
ers’ Union of Tatarstan sent a request to the Communist Party Central Committee asking that
the status of the republic be upgraded. In the North Caucasus, the political movements that
emerged in the late 1980s initially also focused on achieving Union Republic status and sub-
sequently called for autonomy (samostoyatel’nost’) and sovereignty; see Ann Sheehy,“Power
Struggle in Checheno-Ingushetia,” Radio Liberty Reports, November 8,1991. The democrat-
ically oriented deputies of the Inter-Regional Group were sympathetic to these demands; in-
deed, the proposed new constitution drafted by Andrei S akharov and Galina Starovoiteva
sought to eliminate the hierarchical ethnoterritorial structure of the Soviet system and to give
equal recognition to demands for national self-determination by all groups.

8. The declaration adopted on November 27,1990, proclaimed that the Chechen-Ingush
Republic was part of neither the Soviet Union nor the Russian Federation; however, it also in-
cluded provision for entering into contractual relations with other states and with a “union of
states,” in effect, the USSR.

9. For a more detailed discussion of these e vents, see Fiona Hill, “Russia’s Tinderbox:
Conflict in the North Caucasus and Its Implications for the Future of the Russian Federation”
(Cambridge, Mass.: Strengthening Democratic Institutions Project: Harvard University,
1995); Emil Pain and Arkady Popov,“Chechnya,” in U.S. and Russian Policymaking with Re-
spect to the Use of Force, ed. Jeremy Azrael and Emil Pain (Santa Monica, Calif.: RAND Cor-
poration, 1996); Valery Tishkov, Ethnicity, Nationalism and Conflict in and a fter the Soviet
Union: The Mind Aflame (London: Sage, 1997), chaps. 9 and 10. The influential article by for-
mer ambassador Jack Matlock includes an inaccurate chronology of events, suggesting that
Dudayev emerged on the scene in Chechnya only in 1991 rather than a full year earlier (Jack
F. Matlock,“The Chechen Tragedy,” New York Review of Books, February 16, 1995, pp. 3–6).

10. For a more comprehensive analysis of the struggles over Russia’s federal structure, see
Gail W. Lapidus and Edward Walker,“Nationalism, Regionalism and Federalism: Center-Pe-
riphery Relations in Post-Communist Russia,” in The New Russia: Troubled Transformation,
ed. Gail W. Lapidus (Boulder, Colo.: Westview, 1995). For different views of center-periphery
relations among Russian analysts and policymakers, see Gail W. Lapidus with Svetlana Tsalik
(eds.), Preventing Deadly Conflict: Strategies and Institutions, Proceedings of a Conference in
Moscow, Russian Federation (Report to the Carnegie Commission on Preventing Deadly
Conflict, Washington, D.C.:,1998).A case study of Tatarstan is found in Edward W. Walker,
“The Dog That Didn’t Bark: Tatarstan and Asymmetrical Federalism in Russia,” Harriman
Review 9, no. 4 (Winter 1996), and in Metta Spencer (ed.), The Partition of State (Boulder,
Colo.: Westview, forthcoming).

11. See Gail W. Lapidus, “Ethnonationalism and Political Stability: The Soviet Case,”
World Politics (July 1984).Although a number of recent studies have emphasized the ways in
which Soviet policy promoted national and cultural development and state formation among
non-Russian minorities, the policy was highly differentiated over time and space and allowed
little scope for political or economic autonomy.

12. This argument is further reinforced by the findings of a survey conducted by Western re-
s earchers in 1993 in the five Moslem republics of the Russi an Federation ; the highest levels of
both religious belief and practice were reported by Chechens. See Sus an G. Lehm ann , “Islam
and Ethnic ity in the Republics of Russi a ,”Post - Soviet Af fairs 13 (Janu ary – March 1997): 7 8 – 1 0 3 .

13. Only Dagestan reported a higher figure, with 80 percent; and Tatarstan’s, by compar-
ison, was 48.5 percent.
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14. According to official census data, only 0.2 percent of the titular nationality considered
Russian to be its national language; Goskomstat SSSR,Vsesoyuznaya Perepis’Naseleniya,1989
[All-Union Census of the Population, 1989] (Moscow: 1991).

15. The Russian Constitution adopted in December 1993 ignores the earlier Chechen De-
claration of Sovereignty,explicitly identifies the Chechen Republic as a constituent part of the
Russian Federation, and does not contain any provision for secession.

1 6 . Not withstanding important changes in the intervening years,there are stri king parallels
in this respect bet ween the dec isions to invade Afghanistan and Chechnya (Oleg Grinevsky,
“Afghanistan and Chechnya : A Comparison of Soviet and Russi an Dec ision Making,” Seminar
at the Center for International Security and Arms Control , Stanford University,Stanford, Calif. ,
October 8,1 9 9 7 ) . On the dec ision to invade Afghanistan ,also see Oleg Grinevsky,“Posle Yad a —
Pulya [After Poison—a Bullet] ,”Nez avisim aya Ga zeta , July 18, 1 9 9 7 , p. 4 .

17. Whether Yeltsin’s action constituted a violation of the constitution raised considerable
controversy; Yeltsin declared neither martial law nor a state of emergency,nor did he officially
notify the Federal Assembly or seek the approval of the Federation Council, as the use of reg-
ular troops would normally require. The decision was issued in the form of several executive
decrees including one in the name of the Security Council,a body whose authority had not
yet been defined, and was defended on the grounds that it was the president’s responsibility
“to restore constitutional order” in Chechnya. For a more detailed treatment, see Robert
Sharlet, “Transitional Constitutionalism: Politics and Law in the Second Russian Republic,”
Wisconsin International Law Journal 14, no. 3 (1996):495–521. In July 1995 a divided Consti-
tutional Court upheld the president’s action, with several dissents and “special opinions”
(Rossiisskaya Gazeta, August 11, 1995, pp. 3–7).

18. According to surveys conducted by the All-Russian Center for t he Study o f Public
Opinion, the public has been highly critical of Russian policy from the initiation of military
action in December 1994 to the present. In polls conducted in 1996,66 percent of respondents
judgedYeltsin’s actions to be unsatisfactory,and only 23 percent considered them satisfactory.
Some 36 percent of respondents favored the departure of Russian troops from Chechnya and
acquiescence to Chechnya’s independence, while 23 percent favored decisive action to liqui-
date the Chechen fighters and retain Chechnya within the Russian Federation by any means.
Asked who was primarily responsible for the bloodshed in Chechnya, 47 percent named
Yeltsin and his circle, 7 percent the Russian military leadership, and 24 percent Dudayev and
his field commanders. Over 54 p ercent considered Russian policy toward Chechnya totally
mistaken, while 3 percent considered it totally correct. Asked what they considered to be an
appropriate policy, roughly 50 percent of respondents advocated the swiftest possible with-
drawal of federal troops from Chechnya, and then the resolution of the relationship between
Chechnya and Russia. These attitudes remained highly stable throughout the duration of the
conflict. I should like to express my appreciation to Lev Gudkov of the All-Russian Center for
the Study of Public Opinion for making the survey data available to me.

19. Nongovernmental organizations such as Memorial a nd the Committee of Soldiers’
Mothers deserve mention as consistent critics of the war. The most comprehensive critique of
Russian policymaking by a Russian analyst, along similar lines, is found in Pain and Popov,
“Chechnya,” in Azrael and Pain, U.S. and Russian Policymaking.

20. This emphasis on intraelite conflict and on the mutually reinforcing aspects of inter-
elite confrontation highlights a significant omission in Stephen Van Evera’s otherwise sug-
gestive treatment of the impact of nationalism on the risk of war; “Hypotheses on National-
ism and War,” International Security, 18, no. 4 (Spring 1994): 5–39.

21. Internal Affairs Minister Anatoly Kulikov was a leading exponent of such views, and
he remained unalterably opposed to any compromise with the Chechen“separatists”even af-
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ter the debacle of August 1996 paved the way for Lebed’s negotiation of the Khasavyurt agree-
ment. The tenor of his views is captured in a speech to the Duma on October 2 denouncing
the agreement, where he argued that misguided Russian concessions were leading to ever
more radical Chechen goals, including secret plans to u nite a large part of the North Cau-
casian region to expel Russia from the Caucasus and lock it off from the Caspian Sea. He pre-
dicted t hat t he separatists would build a “militaristic, totalitarian, extremist-criminal state
that is absolutely a nti-Russian” and w ould u nite a ll a nti-Russian f orces f rom Tajikistan to
Ukraine and the Baltics. The Khasavyurt agreements, he stated, represented “a highly profes-
sional job that provides support for the process of the destruction of the Russian state as a
whole” (Sovetskaya Rossiya, October 5, 1996, p. 2).

22. According to an account by Tatarstani President Shaimiyev, Yeltsin had spoken in
March 1994 of his willingness to meet with Dudayev despite the opposition of some mem-
bers of his Security Council until it was reported that Dudayev had spoken negatively of him,
at which point he effectively dropped further consideration of the idea and became almost
obsessively hostile to Dudayev. Sergei Stepashin, director of the Federal Security Service, later
asserted in an interview that the question most frequently asked of him by the president was,
“When will you catch Dudayev?” (Izvestiya, March 2, 1995).

2 3 . This overview of the conflict draws from a large body of m ateri als including a number
of judic ious and insightful accounts by Russi an analysts as well as interviews by the author in
Mos cow. Spec i al mention should be made of the series of articles by Emil Pain and Arkady
Popov in Iz vestiya , Febru ary 7, 8 , and 10, 1 9 9 5 ; Maria Eismont’s reportage in Segodnya , as well
as her article in Prism ,“The Chechen War: How It All Began ,”March 8, 1 9 9 6 ; and the somewhat
more tendentious account by V. A Tish kov, E . L . Belyaeva , and G. V. Marchenko, Chechenski i
Kri z is [Chechen Crisis] (Mos cow: Ts entr Komplek s nykh Sot si alnykh Issledovanii i Marketinga
[ Center for Soc iological Res earch and Marketing ] ,1 9 9 5 ) .The report of the Dum a’s Govorukhin
Commission ,c reated to conduct a thorough investigation of the events and assign appropri ate
responsibility,is a highly politic i zed and unreli able account.Svidetel’st va , Aakliucheniya i Doky-
menty Sobranne Kommissiey pod Preds ed atel’st vom S.S. Govorukhina [Testimony, Resolutions
and Documents Compiled by the Commission Headed by S. S . Govorukhin] (Mos cow: Laventa ,
1 9 9 5 ) .Two excellent English - langu age books on the subject that appeared after the completion
of this study are Carlot ta Gall and Thom as de Waal’s Chechnya : Calamity in the Caucasus ( New
York : New York University Press, 1 9 9 8 ) , and Anatol Lieven’s Chechnya : Tombstone of Russi an
Power ( New Haven , Conn . : Yale University Press, 1 9 9 8 ) .

24. A second abortive intervention occurred in November 1992 when Russian forces
sought to use the conflict between Ingush and Ossetians in the Prigorodnyi district of North
Ossetia to advance into Chechnya;see the account by North Ossetia’s Minister of Internal Af-
fairs G.M. Kantemirov, in Govorit Elita Respublik Rossiiskoi Federatsii:110 Interviu Leokadii
Drobizhevoi [The Elite of the Republics of the Russian Federation Speaks:110 Interviews with
Leokadia Drobizheva] (Moscow: 1996), p. 188.

25. Sergei Shakrai, chairman of the Russian State Committee on Nationality Policy, was a
leading advocate of a strategy of isolating Dudayev and undermining his legitimacy by in-
sisting on the illegality and criminal nature of the Chechen regime. While the Russian Soviet
Federated Socialist Republic (RSFSR) Congress of People’s Deputies had declared the Octo-
ber 1991 elections illegal, neither the executive nor the judiciary ever undertook a formal re-
view and assessment of them.

26. Assertions that the Chechen side was unreconciled to anything short of full indepen-
dence are not clearly supported by the record. The Chechen constitution adopted in 1992 re-
ferred only to “state sovereignty”; the term independence was not used (Konstitutsiya
Chechenskoi Respubliki [Constitution of the Chechen Republic], Grozny, 1992). Moreover,
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Russian officials repeatedly demonstrated a tendency to exaggerate the threat of dismember-
ment. E.g., although the 1994 power-sharing treaty with Tatarstan would later be held out as
a model for compromise w hich the Chechens rejected, those negotiations were protracted
and extremely tortuous, and even the more modest demands of the Tatarstan side were
viewed with alarm by many in Moscow. Indeed, Tatarstan’s plans to hold a referendum on its
status on March 20,1992, provoked a serious crisis with Moscow and the real threat of Russ-
ian military intervention,as a number of officials in Moscow,includingYeltsin himself,alleged
at the time that the Kazan leadership was aiming at full independence.

27. According to informed Russian s ources, substantial qua ntities o f Russian w eapons
and military technology were transferred to the Chechen side in 1992 with the knowledge and
approval of Defense Minister Grachev. This was by no means an isolated incident; in the gen-
eral disarray following the breakup of the Soviet Union and the chaotic withdrawal of Soviet
military forces, large quantities of weapons were transferred or sold by military units in the
Transcaucasus as elsewhere, allegedly w ith the acquiescence and often the participation of
high-level military officials.

2 8 . Emil Pain has denied that the President’s Analytical Center recommended or supported
this approach , as some analysts have alleged ; he argues that the strategy of covertly arming the
anti - Dud ayev opposition was already famili ar to the Russi an sec ret services, which had em-
ployed such tactics in overthrowing Presidents Gams akhurdia in Georgia and Elchibey in Azer-
baijan (Az rael and Pain , U. S . and Russi an Policym aking) .

29. For additional interpretations, see Valery Tishkov,“Explaining, Representing,and Cat-
egorizing the Chechen War,” in Conflicts in the Caucasus, ed. P. Baer and O. Berthelson (Oslo:
Prio, 1996); Valery Tishkov, “Political Anthropology of the Chechen War,” Security Dialogue
28, no. 4 (December 1, 1997): 409–424.

30. The leading figures in the ascendant“party of war”included Nikolai Yegorov, who had
replaced Shakhrai as minister for nationalities and regional affairs in mid-May and was given
full control over policy toward Chechnya on November 30, Defense Minister Pavel Grachev,
Minister of Security Sergei Stepashin, Minister of Internal Affairs Viktor Yerin, and Oleg
Lobov, secretary of the Security Council, as well as two key figures in the president’s appara-
tus: General Aleksandr Korzhakov, a shadowy and hard-line figure w ho headed t he presi-
dent’s Security Service and was his key confidant at the time; and a close associate, General
Mikhail Barsukov, Kremlin commandant. Korzhakov and Barsukov were closely allied with
First Vice Premier Oleg Soskovets, who was the major challenger to Prime Minister Viktor
Chernomyrdin and an opponent of his economic policies. Yegorov, according to several ac-
counts, provided the major impetus for coercive action; of Cossack background and an
agronomist with no training in ethnic issues, he had gained a reputation as a harsh adminis-
trator with little sympathy for ethnic minorities.As a thoughtful Russian parliamentarian and
analyst,Viktor Sheinis, has noted, the replacement of Shakhrai by Yegorov was not so much a
change from a “dove” to a “hawk” but rather from “an educated man with an inventive mind”
to a “butcher—an ignorant uneducated man who prefers exclusively coercive decisions for
those complicated problems which exist in C hechnya.” For a more extensive treatment, see
John Dunlop,“The ‘Party of War’ and Russian Imperial Nationalism,” Problems of Post-Com-
munism 43, no. 2 (March/April 1996); and Lilia Shevtsova,“Moscow’s Chechen War,” unpub-
lished manuscript, Moscow Carnegie Center, 1998.

31. Ruslan Khasbulatov was a former Yeltsin ally of Chechen descent who backed Yeltsin
in August 1991 but later opposed Yeltsin’s policy toward Chechnya and sought to use the sit-
uation to promote his own political ambitions.

32. The plan to set up a puppet government, which would then legitimi ze the introduction
of Russi an forces, was stri kingly reminis cent of Soviet policy in Lithu ania in Janu ary 1991.
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33. According to an account by Justice Minister Yuriy Kalmykov, who opposed the deci-
sion, participants were told to vote on the “force option” first and to discuss the issue after-
ward; Aleksandr Gamov, “Security Council Votes Decisions Prior to Discussing Them” (in-
terview with Yuri Kalmykov, Komsomol’skaya Pravda, December 10, 1994, p. 3). Defense
Minister Grachev reportedly failed to share with the Security Council the reservations of the
General Staff.See OlegVladykin,“Genshtab Preduprezhdal,Grachev Prenebreg [The General
Staff Warned, Grachev Disregarded],” Obshchaya Gazeta, December 11–17, 1997.

34. The account of the conversation comes from human rights activist Sergei Kovalyov, as
cited in Pain and Popov, “Chechnya,” in Azrael and Pain, U.S. and Russian Policymaking.
Kozyrev would later assert that a successful military action required a “scalpel” rather than a
hammer but that the military proved incapable of it (conversation with the author at Stanford
University, May 13, 1996).

35. The phrase is that of Security Council Secretary Oleg Lobov, as cited in Tishkov, Eth-
nicity, Nationalism and Conflict, p. 218.

3 6 . A sec ret government document dated December 1 and later leaked by Russi an sources,
if authentic, of fers a chilling glimpse of the contingency planning for the intervention . Appar-
ently prepared for Prime Minister Chernomyrdin’s signature, it contains instructions for han-
dling the mass evacu ation of the population of Chechnya : Plan Meropriyatii po Obespecheniy u
Evaku at sii Nas eleniya Chechenskoi Respubli ki ( Pravitelst vo Rossi iskoi Federat sii [Government
of the Russi an Federation ] : Rasporya z heniye [Dec ree ] , December 1, 1 9 9 4 ) .

37. OMRI Daily Digest 86 (May 3, 1995).
38. Interfax sociological bulletin Viewpoint (no. 50), and Radio Ekho Moskvy, as reported

in RFE/RL Research Institute, Bulletin no. 236, December 15, 1994.
39. The massacre of more than a hundred unarmed civilians in the village of Samashki by

Interior Ministry t roops, and the deliberate torching of over two hundred homes, came to
symbolize the wanton brutality of the war and the blurring of all distinctions between
Chechen combatants and civilians. Human rights organizations such as Memorial also doc-
umented the massive use of “filtration camps” by Russian forces, ostensibly to separate fight-
ers from civilians, as an embryonic system of mass terror, in which large numbers of prison-
ers were subjected to beatings and torture in appalling conditions, and from which large
numbers never returned.

40. A useful chronology and compilation of proposals for a settlement can be found in Di-
ane Curran, Fiona Hill, and Elena Kostritsyna,“The Search for Peace in Chechnya:A Source-
book 1994–1996”(Cambridge, Mass.: Strengthening Democratic Institutions Project, Har-
vard University, March 1997).

41. In the spring of 1996, General Vyacheslav Tikhomirov, commander of federal forces
in Chechnya, repeatedly asserted that the only subject of negotiations should be how the
Chechen militants would surrender their weapons, even as Yeltsin was announcing a broad
peace plan and promising the withdrawal of federal forces.

42. For a fuller treatment of the current situation,see Lapidus, “Contested Sovereignty:
The Tragedy of Chechnya,” International Security 23, no. 1, Summer 1998, pp. 33–36, and Ed-
ward W.Walker,“No Peace,No War in the Caucasus: Secessionist Conflicts in Chechnya,Abk-
hazia and Nagorno-Karabakh” (Strengthening Democratic Institutions Project, Harvard
University, February 1998), pp. 3–11.

43. See Alexander George and Jane Holl, The Warning-Response Problem and Missed Op-
portunities in Preventive Diplomacy, chapter 2 in t his volume. The difficulties in identifying
the potential for violent conflict are discussed in Mikhail Alekseev,“Early Warning, Ethnop-
olitical Conflicts, and the United Nations: Assessing the Violence in Georgia/Abkhazia,” un-
published paper, the Kennan Institute, Washington, D.C.
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44. Emil Pain and Arkady Popov, “Russian Policy in Chechnya,” Izvestiya, February 10,
1995, p. 4.

45. Testimony in Hearing b efore t he Commission on Security and C ooperation in Eu-
rope, U.S. Congress, May 1, 1995, p. 34.

46. Reported in Tishkov, Belyaeva, and Marchenko, Chechenskii Krizis.
47. Author’s conversation with Yegor Gaidar, November 26, 1996.
48. Presidents Shaimiyev of Tatarstan and Aushev of Ingushetia, e.g., were skillful and in-

fluential figures who were in a position to play a constructive political role.
49. Nezavisimaya Gazeta, September 20, 1997.
50. Statement by Movladi Udugov to joint session of the Chechen Presidential Council

and the Parliament of the Confederation of Caucasian Peoples, TASS, August 23,1994. The
request for UN or other foreign observers was repeated the following month. According to a
Segodnya correspondent in Grozny, following a rocket attack on the airport on September 30,
1994, the Chechen leadership called an emergency meeting at which it rejected opposition
demands for a transfer of power, appealed to the governments of other North Caucasian re-
publics to“forestall the use of their resources and territory”by Russian forces and called upon
the United Nations and other foreign governments to send observers to Chechnya (Natalia
Gorodetskaya, Segodnya, October 1,1994, p. 1). Sergei Filatov, head of Yeltsin’s administra-
tion, responded with a statement that Russia’s leaders were not contemplating an invasion of
Chechnya.

51. According to a high-level UN official interviewed by the author, no formal request
from the Chechen leadership was ever received.

52. A similarly negative response to suggestions that OSCE mechanisms be invoked was
reported in the Washington Post, January 13, 1995, p. A26.

53. However, it should also be noted that a project designed to monitor potential sources
of ethnic conflict, by the Moscow Institute of Ethnology and Anthropology in c onjunction
with Harvard’s Conflict-Management Group,failed as late as October 1994 to identify the po-
tential for conflict over Chechnya; Alekseev,“Early Warning,” pp. 7–8.

54. From 1992 to the outbreak of war, the UNPO sent urgent warnings to individual gov-
ernments, to the Political Affairs office of the UN secretary-general, to the Foreign Ministry
of Russia, and to the U.S.State Department and Congress, and offered a base at their Hague
offices to a representative of the Chechen government.

55. International Alert, Chechnia: Report of an International Alert Fact Finding Mission,
September 24–October 3, 1992 (London: n.d.).

56. International Alert, Chechni a . The mission was des c ribed as a fact - finding visit, in the
context of trips to several regions of potenti al ethnic conflict, in an ef fort to develop early -
warning mechanisms ; it ex plic itly dis avowed any intention of contacting local NG Os in-
volved in conflict resolution , of providing third - party involvement or of proposing solu-
tions, although President Dud ayev indicated his willingness to dis cuss third - party
involvement in a let ter of December 14, 1 9 9 2 , responding to the report (p. 5 2 ) . The removal
of Tish kov and his replacement by Sergei Shakhrai signaled a more hard - line approach by
the Russi an government to nationality policy and fewer possibilities for cooperation with
international organi z ations, but there is no evidence that International Alert it s elf sought to
pursue the issue.

57. The definitions are drawn from Lund, Preventing Violent Conflicts, pp. 38–41.
58. The willingness of the Baltic governments to cooperate with such ef forts stood in

stri king contrast to the Russi an at titude at the time and reflected their strong desire for
recognition as genuinely democ ratic, firmly European countries and for acceptance into Eu-
ropean institutions. Such at titudes were significantly weaker and far more controversi al
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among Russi an elites, some of whom sought to define Russi an identity and interests as
“Eurasi an .”

59. For an analysis of the Russian buildup in the North Caucasus Military District and of
preparations for joint operations between troops of the Ministry of Internal Affairs and the
Ministry of Defense, see Timothy L.Thomas, The Caucasus Conflict and Russian Security: The
Russian Armed Forces Confront Chechnya, Parts One and Two (Fort Leavenworth, Kans.: For-
eign Military Studies Office, 1995).

60. In a communiqué of December 13,1994, the UNPO asserted that the organization had
for months been warning the international community of the likelihood of a military inva-
sion and appealing for international efforts to prevent it. The communiqué condemned the
Russian invasion and called upon all governments, the United Nations, and the CSCE to use
all possible influence over Russian government to prevent a “bloodbath.”

61. Such public assurances were proferred by Sergei Filatov, head of the presidential staff,
on August 4 and 9, and by Yeltsin himself on August 11. Interviewed on TV before departing
on a working tour of theVolga,Yeltsin stated,“Intervention by force is impermissible and must
not be done.Were we to apply pressure by force against Chechnya, this would rouse the whole
Caucasus, there would be such a commotion, there would be so much blood that nobody
would ever forgive us. It is absolutely not possible.” Similar denials were issued by the Min-
istry of Foreign Affairs and Ministry of Defense on August 10 and 11.As late as September 30
Filatov told journalists that Russia had ruled out armed involvement in the Chechen conflict.
“We have only one position—no Russian troops must be there,” he asserted (Interfax News
Agency, as reported by BBC Summary of World Broadcasts, October 3, 1994).

62. One example of the tenor of such allegations was a December 1994 declaration of the
Central Council of Russian National Unity, a right-wing political group: “The present
Chechen administration has turned Chechnya into a parasitic, thieving conglomerate, and
thereby lowered its people to the level of the early Middle Ages,” cited in Tishkov, Ethnicity,
Nationalism and Conflict, p. 184. As Yeltsin himself described the situation,“on the territory
of the Chechen republic as the result of an armed coup, there was established the most dicta-
torial kind of regime. The fusion of the criminal world and the regime—about which politi-
cians and journalists spoke incessantly as the main danger for Russia—became a r eality in
Chechnya. This was the testing g round for t he preparation and dissemination of criminal
power to other Russian regions” (Nezavisimaya Gazeta, February 17, 1995, p. 1).

63. A senior administration official described the Chechen leadership as “blackmailing,
brutal and authoritarian,”according to a Washington Post account on December 25,1994. An-
other official dealing with Russian affairs was quoted as asserting,“I don’t want to say that all
Chechens are crooks, but the people running the country are” (Washington Post, December
25, 1994, p. A27).

64. The CSCE a greements obliged signatories to issue prior notice of military activities
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conflict, and without great costs or worsening the situation? (d) Can these preventive inter-
ventions exit the situation without risking new violence or simply freezing the status quo?

5. Probably the most crucial turning point for the breakup of theYugoslav federation oc-
curred in Kosovo in April 1987,when Milo ević, a committed socialist at the time, embraced
the Serb backlash being expressed by a crowd of Serbs. In later speeches at huge nationalist
rallies televised to the nation, he spoke against the privileges being gained by the Albanians
and other rising ethnic groups. In the Croatian 1990 election campaign, the speeches of
Franjo Tudjman referred proudly to the Ustashe in World War II,a Croatian puppet regime
that had killed many Serbs. Serbia and Croatia discriminated especially severely against their
respective Albanian and Serb minorities.

6. That independence had not emerged from a vigorous grassroots ethnonationalism
was seen when the Internal Macedonian Revolutionary Organization (VMRO) movement
was revived to form a political party for the 1990 election that could represent ethnic Mace-
donians. It gained 37 of 120 parliamentary seats, more than any other party, but it could not
form a government, so Macedonia’s first government was made up of nonparty experts.

7. Norman Cigar, “The Serbo-Croatian War, 1991: Political and Military Dimensions,”
Journal of Strategic Studies 16, no. 3 (September 1993):297,301–305; Helsinki Committee for
Human Rights in Serbia, Hate Speech as Freedom of Speech (Belgrade:1995), p. 27. The ultra-
nationalist leader of the Serb Radical Party,Vojislav Seselj, said in 1991:

Three states will come out of Yugoslavia—Greater Serbia, Small Croatia, and even smaller Slove-
nia. . . . And Macedonia has always been the Serb territory. . . . Shiptars [a term used for Albanians
in Serbia and Macedonia but not Albania] now play into our hands by refusing to take part in the
census [by t he Macedonian government]. . . .We think that all those not recorded in the census
should be banished from Serbia.

Interview in Revija-92, January 1,1991,cited in Helsinki Committee, Hate Speech, p. 8f.
And on July 10, 1991: “Macedonians, Moslems, and Montenegrins are fictitious nations.”
Quoted in the periodical Svet cited by the Helsinki Committee, Hate Speech, p. 25,n.14. Seselj
sought to exploit the discontent of Macedonia’s Serbs, and Serbian elements are believed to
have assisted some Serbian nationalist cells in northern Macedonia during this time.

8. Milo ević may have begun to reach this conclusion as early as July 1991 (Warren Zim-
mermann,“The Last Ambassador: A Memoir of the Collapse of Yugoslavia,” Foreign Affairs
[March/April 1995]). When war broke out in Croatia that month, although the JNA and its
allied Serb Croatian militias initially held the advantage, they were soon severely hampered
by draft dodging and desertions, poor training and morale, and equipment shortages. By Oc-
tober, the smaller Croatian side had forced a stalemate. By December, the JNA was on the de-
fensive and beginning to prepare for the growing hostilities in B osnia-Herzegovina (Cigar,
“The Serbo-Croatian War,” pp. 313–26). Bosnia’s independence referendum in late February
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1992 and its declaration of sovereignty in March were followed by heavy fighting that month.
The withdrawal from Macedonia began a few weeks before that.

9. In deference to Serbia,a provisional administrative line was drawn short of the old re-
public line.

10. In a press conference with Greek foreign minister Michael Papaconstantinou in No-
vember 1993,Milo ević referred to Macedonia in doubting terms and spoke of a Serbian con-
federation with Greece. The proregime Belgrade press and Serbian ultranationalists contin-
ued to see “South Serbia”as going through a trying transition on the way to eventual reunion.
After the 1994 census, the Serbian press rejected the results by claiming Macedonia actually
had ten times the number of Serbs recorded (Helsinki Committee, Hate Speech, pp. 31–35).

11. Early on,a UN official in Macedonia expressed the view that Serbia was unlikely to in-
vade. The UN secretary-general stated in September 1994 that Serbian troops did not seem
to want to provoke confrontation, and the UN liaison in Belgrade believed Yugoslav officials
were largely indifferent to Macedonia (Leatherman, “Untying Macedonia’s Gordian Knot”;
and interview).

12. Owen, Balkan O dyssey, p. 40. Compare Croatia, where most Croatians are C atholic
and Serbs, orthodox; and Bosnia, where many Bosnians are Muslim.

13. Owen, Balkan Odyssey, p. 235.
14. The Vergine symbol on the flag, a sun with sixteen rays, symbolized the Macedonian

royal family whose empire had its ancient capital in Perrine, which lies a few miles northwest
of Thessaloniki.

15. From 1946 until the Tito-Stalin split in 1948,a Greek-Macedonian movement joined
Macedonian communists in fighting a civil war against the Greek government and tried to
unite northern Greece into the FRY. On the recent tensions, see Lorie M.Danforth, The Mace-
donian Conflict: Ethnic Nationalism in a Transnational World (Princeton,N.J.: Princeton Uni-
versity Press, 1995), chap. 6.

16. In contrast, Bulgaria was the first country to recognize Macedonia, and although it de-
nied the notion of a Macedonian nationality, Macedonia-Bulgaria relations have been much
less troubled. Macedonia was also recognized by Russia and many other countries. Albania
also was not belligerent.

17. Their leaders have claimed Albani ans constitute 40 percent of the population .They boy-
cot ted the 1991 census because it did not count as citi zens many Albani ans who had fled to
Macedonia from Serbi an repression in Kosovo. The 1992 citi zenship law required fifteen years’
residence, whereas all ethnic Macedoni ans from the former Yugoslav republics are granted cit-
i zenship autom atically, regardless of how many years they have lived in the country. The 1994
census, sponsored by the Counc il of Europe in part because of this controversy, also did not
count these émigr é s, and its estim ates put their number at 22.9 percent. The 1994 figure for
Macedoni ans is 66.5 percent. The country also compris es an estim ated 4 percent ethnic Turk s,
3 percent Rom a , 2 percent Serbs, 2 percent Macedoni an Muslims, and 0.04 percent V lachs.

18. Constitution of the Republic of Macedonia (Skopje: 1991).
19. A formal complaint concerning apportionment was brought before the Constitutional

Court, and an election reform law allowing reapportionment and proportional representa-
tion was passed in 1998.

20. A year later, Macedoni an suspic ions were arous ed when the ethnic Albani an deputy
minister of defense and a leader of the ethnic Albani an political party, the Party for Democ ratic
Prosperity (PDP) were arrested for smuggling arms for a paramilitary organi z ation connected
to individu als in the Albani an government. The Albani an government has given verbal support
to ethnic Albani an parties. Although Albania recogni zed Macedonia in April 1993, it engen-
dered suspic ion by not accepting a Macedoni an nationality, and in June, it temporarily blocked
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Macedoni a’s CSCE membership.There also have been reports of Macedoni an paramilitary pro-
tection commit tees, and in 1992, a group was arrested while trying to destroy a mosque.

21. Interview. Some observers shared the government’s view that the episode derived
more from the desire to mobilize political support than educational concerns. Even though
government officials are skeptical its graduates will meet educational standards, Tetovo Uni-
versity has continued in private buildings and is tolerated. But the problem remains that the
qualifications of Tetovo graduates may not be recognized for jobs, such as in the civil services.

22. Over one thousand industries were closed or privatized. Major international financial
donors began implementing economic reforms when Macedonia became a member of the
IMF in December 1992 and t he World Bank in February 1993, which opened an office in
Skopje (World Bank, Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia: An Introductory Economic Re-
port, Report No. 14576-MK, July 20,1995; Human Rights Watch, Helsinki, Human Rights in
the Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia 6, no. 1 [January 1994]:12,n.11). These policies
reduced consumption, limited wages, laid off workers, and increased the burden on welfare
and pension costs, just when government revenues were declining. From 1990 to 1994, real
gross domestic product fell nearly 35 percent, trade flows by about 10 percent, and total in-
vestment by two-thirds, while k nown unemployment rose from 17 to 20 percent, possibly
even to 30 p ercent, with many of working-age dropping out of the labor force. Gross social
product per capita fell from U.S.$1,419 in 1987 to U.S.$720 in 1993, and per-capita income
in 1994 was U.S.$790. The UN sanctions were estimated to have cost the country U.S.$3 bil-
lion by 1995, in relation to an annual government budget of $1.2 billion. The Greek embargo
was estimated to have cost $330 million in lost exports in its first year.A further fiscal burden
was added with UN membership in 1993, when Macedonia obligated to repay a certain por-
tion of the former Yugoslavia’s loans.

23. Human Rights Watch, Human Rights, p. 12, n. 11.
24. Troebst,“Macedonia.”
25. The first parliament in early 1992 comprised a variety of parties, but the strongly an-

ticommunist, anti-Serbian Macedonian nationalist party, the Internal Macedonian Revolu-
tionary Organization–Democratic Party for Macedonian National Unity (VMRO-DPMNU)
gained 37 seats of the 120, more than any other. Though the first government, made up of
nonparty experts, fell in a nonconfidence vote in July 1992, the VMRO failed to assemble a
new government. The Alliance of Macedonia thus formed a coalition among the Social Dem-
ocratic Union of Macedonia (SDUM,the successor to the communists),the Liberal Party, and
one of the ethnic Albanian parties, the Party for Democratic Prosperity (PDP). The lack of a
two-thirds majority hampered this government from enacting reforms, however, and boy-
cotting Albanian and VMRO deputies often left it without a quorum. The Alliance strength-
ened its power in t he second parliamentary elections in October 1994, gaining a clear two-
thirds majority with 97 seats (SDS,fifty-eight; Liberals, twenty-nine; and PDP, ten). The PDP
also has a number of vice ministerial jobs.

26. In September 1993, the Albanian PDP split into a moderate and more nationalist
party. In February 1994, the IMRO split into the Internal Macedonian Revolutionary Orga-
nization–Democratic Party (VMRO-DP), with one seat, and a larger Internal Macedonian
Revolutionary Organization-Democratic Party for Macedonian National Unity (VMRO-
DPMNU), which became the main extraparliamentary opposition party. Though generally
deemed fair by election monitors, the 1994 election was criticized for several irregularities re-
sulting from government manipulation.TheVMRO-DPMNU disputed the results of its poor
showing in the first round and boycotted the second round, thus being eliminated from rep-
resentation in parliament and declaring its laws invalid.

27. Thus, Kosovo also fuels wariness between Albania and Serbia. The Kosovo Albanian
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movement said it received only moral and political support from individu al Albani ans in
Macedonia and Albani a , which it rec iprocated in the same way. Interview, 1 9 9 6 . The gov-
ernment of Albania at least gave moral support and supplied educational materi als to
Kosovo.

28. Serb nationalists hark back to the humiliating battle of Kosovo in 1389 in which their
ancestral medieval kingdom was defeated by t he Ottoman Turks. Since the late nineteenth
century, Kosovo had become t he center of a g rowing Albanian population a nd nationalist
movement. But the population increase became more dramatic in the early 1960s. In 1961,
they were 68 percent of the population, and by 1982,78 percent.As tensions rose and Kosovo’s
economy fell further behind other regions of the country, more and more non-Albanians, in-
cluding Serbs and Macedonians, emigrated. Many of Kosovo’s leaders were educated at
Prishtina University in Albanian, and Serbs identified Albanian political activists with Turk
intruders. The Albanian attacks on Serbs are mentioned by Samuel P. Huntington (The Clash
of Civilizations and the Remaking of World Order [New York: Simon & Schuster, 1996], p. 261)
but have been grossly exaggerated in Serb tracts. On the several sources of the concentration
of Albanian population since 1981,including a high Serb abortion rate,and the distorted Serb
reaction to Albanians, see Noel Malcolm, Kosovo:A Short History (New York: New York Uni-
versity Press, 1998), pp. 329–33, 336–39.

29. Albanian intellectuals and community leaders have shaped their people’s educational
and cultural institutions and political outlook, as have Serbs on their side.

30. The conflict reflects the classic feature of two sides viewing the same events with dia-
metrically opposite renditions. What Albanians (and most historians) describe as wholesale
ethnic cleansing of Albanians out of government, industrial, and other jobs, Serb officials say
was necessary because Albanians left their jobs, and the mines and other facilities had to be
kept operating. Interviews.

31. Bombs were first exploded nearby Croatian and Bosnian Serb refugee camps, the re-
sponsibility for which was claimed by the hitherto unknown “Kosovo Liberation Front.”
Other terrorist-like attacks left five Serbs killed, including three policemen, in apparent retal-
iation for the earlier killing. In January 1997,a car bomb injured the Serb rector of the Uni-
versity of Prishtina, and Serb police retaliated by killing three Albanians, arresting seventy,
and interrogating more than a hundred students and political activists, including one who
died in prison, possibly from torture. The shooting death of an Albanian student by a S erb
then brought thousands into the streets without the usual LDK permission. Shkelzen Maliqi,
“Kosovo: Broken April,” War Report (Institute for War and Peace Reporting, May 1996);
Kosova InfoFax, nos. 168 through 177;Gjeraqina Tuhina,“Kosovo: Out of the Shadows,” War
Report (Institute for War and Peace Reporting, March 1997). Although an illegal National
Movement for Liberation of Kosovo was known to exist, confused information about these
incidents and the secretiveness of the Serbian investigating authorities at first generated the-
ories that the incidents were engineered by radical Serbian elements or that Milo ević per-
petrated the bombings to bolster his declining support against the protests that began in Bel-
grade in late 1996. In 1997, FRY authorities jailed and put through highly cr iticized trials
several suspected members of the alleged terrorist groups.

32. Chris Hedges, “Albanians in Serbia Fight for Their Independence,” New York Times,
May 11,1997. More recent investigations claim that the KLA was started as a small group as
early as 1991 by descendants of earlier Albanian radicals, but then recruited a larger mem-
bership from disenchanted members of the LDK. The LDK leadership apparently also main-
tained contact with the KLA. See Chris Hedges, “Kosovo’s Next Masters?” Foreign Affairs
(May/June 1999), pp. 24–42.

33. At a time when major powers pay little attention to remote conflicts that brew below
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the boiling point, endogenous local and regional suppressants are crucial for international
prevention strategists to i dentify and track. They may i ndicate not “all clear” signals but at
least signs of local coping that can be weighed against negative “early warning” signals, and
thus help determine the precise extent and nature of the threat of particular incipient con-
flicts. Some may indicate favorable entry points where third-party preventive leverage might
get especially good results.

34. In a whole chapter devoted to Macedonia, Kaplan describes it as the real source of
World War I and other barbarisms—

a historical and geographical reactor furnace . . . [where] the ethnic hatreds released by the decline
of the Ottoman Empire had first exploded, forming the radials of twentieth century European and
Middle Eastern conflict. Macedonia w as like t he chaos at the beginning of time . . . the original
seedground not only of modern warfare and political conflict, but of modern terrorism and cler-
ical fanaticism as well.

See Robert D.Kaplan,Balkan Ghosts:A Journey through History (New York:Vintage,1994),
pp. 51–56. On the clash of civilizations reflected in the Yugoslavian and Macedonian “cleft”
countries and how such legacies tend to prevail,see Huntington, Clash of Civilizations, p.138;
and Samuel P. Huntington,“The West: Unique, Not Universal,” Foreign Affairs 75, no. 6 (No-
vember 1,1996):24–46.A usable historical variable that might predict violent conflicts is the
extent to which the current parties have fought one another in the recent past (e.g.,Miall, The
Peacemakers). To the degree there are fresher memories of bloodshed perpetrated by another
group against one’s kin or country, political activists might more easily conjure these up to in-
still distrust and hate and incite a following to take up arms. Comparing the histories of the
four conflicts threatening Macedonia, all saw past animosities, but t he Serb-Kosovar rela-
tionship saw the most hostility and lives lost in recent decades.

In Kosovo, Serbs clashed with the Albanians in v iolent demonstrations during and after
both World Wars. Mutual atrocities and expulsions were common between local pro-Nazi Al-
banian g roups a nd S erb C hetniks or communist p artisans. The vehemence o f the Greek-
Macedonian conflict, especially on the Greek side, could stem from memories of 1946 until
the Tito-Stalin s plit in 1948, when a Greek-Macedonian movement joined communists i n
fighting a civil war against the Greek government and tried to unite northern Greece into the
SFRY. In Vardar Macedonia, though Albanians had dominated Macedonians during the Axis
occupations, and ethnic Macedonians had mistreated Albanians just before independence,
Albanians had not been oppressed by Macedonians. During the Balkan Wars of 1912 a nd
1913, instances of Macedonians on the Bulgarian side being killed by Serbs, and vice-versa,
occurred. More recently, however, during World War II, Macedonians fought with Serbs
against fascism.

The impact of cultural differences is even less pronounced. If the cultural divide between
the Orthodox C hristians a nd Muslim Albanians were determinative, Serbs, Macedonians,
and Greeks would be consistently aligned against Albanians,Bulgarians and Turks.But Mace-
donians shared interests with ethnic Muslim Albanians in Macedonia. To complicate matters,
some Slavic ethnic Macedonians are Muslim, because t hey converted during t he Ottoman
Empire. And Macedonia is cooperating with Bulgaria and Turkey regarding East-West eco-
nomic relations against Serbia and Greece. Similar state interests restrained Albania’s Berisha
from inciting his ethnic brethren in Macedonia and Kosovo, and may explain Bulgaria’s re-
straint.

35. Research has found a strong association between peaceful dispute outcomes and
whether the parties to the disputes are governments, rather than groups w ithin states (e.g.,
Miall,The Peacemakers). Multiple,competing interests,such as security and maintaining eco-
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nomic gains through trade and aid, may influence the leaders of states, especially of estab-
lished ones or “satisfied powers,” more than they do the leaders of particular groups who may
aspire to state power. State leaders wish to preserve and improve their positions in the inter-
national system, such as becoming eligible for multilateral organizations and receiving the
benefits of that membership for distribution among their own constituents. They must make
practical calculations about how to keep power by balancing a variety of diplomatic, eco-
nomic, legal, and political interests at any one time. The desire to continue to preside over sta-
ble, successful regimes by protecting or improving the material well-being of their present
constituencies may be conservative when it comes to involving their states in wars. Regard-
ing the ethnic “kin groups” within a neighboring state, such state interests may outweigh the
gains from stirring up, beyond the minimum required level of rhetorical support, national
chauvinist fervor or provoking intergroup animosities. Also, because the pursuit of interests
abroad is enhanced to the extent they can preserve national unity at home, leaders would not
always be well served by encouraging divisiveness in other countries, if these states could re-
taliate in kind by supporting counteragitation to undermine their own regime. This analysis
fits many of the leaders of the established South Balkan states, who were restrained in part
from sponsoring significant agitation among a “kin” ethnic group living in a nearby country.

36. Interview. See also Owen, Balkan Odyssey, pp. 11, 40f.
37. She is now its Washington ambassador.
38. Interview. The United States told Macedonia it was a valued entity, but it was not even

granted an interest section.
39. Any U.S. reversal would not happen soon.A proposal by State Department staffers at

the end of the year that Bush use his lame duck status to grant recognition was turned down.
40. To reiterate: intensified repression by Belgrade in Kosovo or a Kosovar uprising could

incite further Serbian repression and counteragitation and cause massive outflow of refugees.
This could force next-door Albania and Albanians in western Macedonia to come to the aid
of their Kosovar brothers.A Serbian counterresponse would make western Macedonia into a
battlefield. These developments would destabilize Macedonia’s shaky interethnic coalition
government and tenuous ethnic relations, which might themselves worsen t he trouble in
Kosovo and/or invite Macedonia’s neighbors—Serbia, Greece, or Bulgaria—to take advan-
tage. Incursions into Serbia or troubles in Macedonia might provoke Serbia’s ally Greece to
attack, especially now with its dispute with Macedonia.A direct Serbian attack on Macedo-
nia was also thought possible, with the desire to reverse Macedonia’s break from the Yugoslav
federation and/or to assist Macedonia’s Serb minority. External and internal threats to Mace-
donia in turn could provoke Bulgaria, either on behalf of Macedonia against Greece or to ben-
efit from its dissolution by recovering parts for Bulgaria.

41. This prospect was not brought up in NATO meetings, however,for that would have put
the problem too explicitly. Interview.

42. In the U.S. National Security Strategy report being prepared late that year, the Bush ad-
ministration declared possible national conflicts to be threats to U.S.security that require pre-
ventive responses. The White House, National Security Strategy of the United States (Wash-
ington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, January 1993).

43. Though U.S. staff say the intensified U.S. concern also was aided by key, highly re-
spected ambassadors in the region, such as Ambassador Warren Zimmermann in Belgrade.
The visits to the Western powers by President Gligorov and communiqués from his Wash-
ington representative undoubtedly also helped keep relevant policymakers well informed
about Macedonia’s situation.

44. State Department staffers received their information from occasional news stories on
the southern Balkan region and from other sources, but the standard reports from U.S.
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embassies in the region were considered somewhat unreliable because the missions tended to
view issues through partisan prisms of their host countries. Interview.

4 5 . The Greek s’ obstreperous ness also helped to get the eventu al U. S . action , for it rankled
State Department staf fers who were impatient with their country’s inaction in Bos ni a . They be-
came convinced the United States had to do something about Macedonia to make up for a mis-
taken dec ision on recognition and for the inc reasing economic strain from the UN economic
s anctions of spring 1992. Now that Greek pressure had kept the United States from protecting
Macedonia through diplom atic recognition , they found it easier to argue that the United States
should take compens atory actions. The nonrecognition policy apparently had similarly em-
boldening ef fects in EU governments such as the United Kingdom . Foreign Of fice staf f redou-
bled their ef forts to provide other kinds of help to Macedoni a . One means was providing eco-
nomic aid through the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD), which
could circumvent restrictions on the World Bank and other donors caus ed by Macedoni a’s lack
of state status. It could soon receive aid from the EU despite the unresolved dispute with Greece.
The EU it s elf entered the Greek - Macedoni an dispute in another way. When Greece was unre-
lenting,it brought a suit to the European Court of Justice.Although the suit got nowhere and ju-
dic i ali zed the controversy, the EU aid of fered a carrot to Macedonia for set tling the dispute,
which the United States could not of fer. EU ministeri al meetings also inc reas ed the pressure on
Greece by making the Greek repres entatives uncomfortable. Interview.

46. This section does not exposit the decision processes of all the actors who became in-
volved. U.S. perceptions and decision making are emphasized because of the greater ease of
access to these sources and the fact that the United States was becoming the most influential
single third party.

4 7 . Leatherm an ,“Untying Macedoni a’s Gordi an Knot” ; Ackerm ann ,“The Former Yugoslav
Republic of Macedoni a .”A CSCE obs erver mission was established in Kosovo in October 1992
in Prishtina and several other Kosovo towns, through the approval of Prime Minister Milan
Panić. Because of the refus al of the CSCE to readmit the FRY, however, Milo ević refus ed to re-
new their vis as when the mission was up for renewal in July 1993, so they clos ed down .

48. Leatherman, “Untying Macedonia’s Gordian Knot”; Ackermann, “The Former Yu-
goslav Republic of Macedonia.”

49. Leatherman, “Untying Macedonia’s Gordian Knot”; Ackermann, “The Former Yu-
goslav Republic of Macedonia.”

5 0 . Other multilateral forums also us ed inform al di alogue to approach government and po-
litical leaders repeatedly to coax them to address certain ethnic issues and to provide advice on
possible policy solutions,and they have promoted civic partic ipation .In Febru ary 1993, the EC
Conference on the Former Yugoslavia and its successor, the joint UN-EC International Confer-
ence on the Former Yugoslavia (IC F Y) , medi ated dis cussions bet ween the government and mi-
nority communities over the constitutional langu age referring to dif ferent status es. The Coun-
c il of Europe and the EU also promoted and helped support the 1994 census to try to resolve
the ethnic numbers controversy. Also important was the work of the spec i al repres entatives of
the Hum an Rights Commission , who helped create an ombudsm an position .

5 1 . “Rem arks of President Bush to the United Nations General Ass embly,” New York , Septem-
ber 21, 1 9 9 2 . Trans c ript provided by United Nations Publications Of fice,Washington , D. C . , p. 2 .

52. Shashi Tharoor,“The Concept of Preventive Deployment in the 1990s,” presented at
“An Agenda for Preventive Diplomacy: Theory and Practice,” sponsored by t he Norwegian
Institute of International Affairs, Skopje, Macedonia, October 16–19, 1996.

53. Izetbegović was told by UN officials that UN peacekeeping would be inappropriate in
a location that was not yet a recognized state but that the European Community might be ap-
proached for help through the Western European Union (WEU).

54. This approach also helped obtain support for the UN force from ethnic Albanian
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leaders who thought deployment along the Albanian border unnecessary. Along with the
other parties in the parliament, the PDP accepted patrolling and monitoring of the Albanian
as well as Serbian borders. The FRY objected, but Albania acquiesced.

55. The mission is the only multilateral preventive deployment in the strict sense of being
placed where conflict has not occurred in recent decades but is perceived to be possible. Other
multilateral peacekeeping, such as t he United Nations Forces in Cyprus (UNFICYP), since
1964 and 1974 has included preventive objectives but in terms of avoiding renewed hostili-
ties in a recent war zone. The U.S. and NATO forces placed in Cold War Europe also sought
to avoid new conflicts but as one side’s defense strategy, not a neutral third party.

56. It was also supported by an Indonesian heavy engineering platoon, thirty-five UN mil-
itary observers, and a twenty-six-person team of Civilian Police (UNCIVPOL).Military and
civilian support staff totaled about two hundred, coming from about fifty countries.

57. The Nordic support for this mission arose out of a long tradition of participation in
UN peacekeeping going back to the late 1940s, for which they had developed special exper-
tise. As the Cold War waned, Scandinavian foreign policy analysts promoted the concept of
cooperative security through the CSCE and other channels. Prior to the publication of An
Agenda for Peace, they had proposed the idea of preventive deployment to the secretary-gen-
eral. Although in the fall 1992, Sweden and other Nordic governments turned down NATO’s
request to provide ground troops for UNPROFOR, they responded to the secretary-general’s
request for Macedonia.A preventive assignment in Macedonia gave them the opportunity to
respond to their own public opinion and signals from the United States, but without putting
troops in the line of fire. See Clive Archer, “Conflict Prevention in Europe: The Case of the
Nordic States and Macedonia,” Cooperation and Conflict 29, no. 4 (1994):367–386. The U.S.
decision is described later.

58. Secretary-general’s letter to the Security Council (S/24923, December 9, 1992).
59. UNPROFOR Macedonia did not explicitly address for a while the prospect of thou-

sands coming across from Kosovo because the issue was too controversial for the government
to discuss. Subsequently, UNPREDEP, the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees
(UNHCR), and other humanitarian bodies discussed the challenge of such an influx, includ-
ing refugees seeking protection from pursuing forces. Leatherman, “Untying Macedonia’s
Gordian Knot”; Michael Weithmann,“Macedonia—Land Between Four Fires,” Aussenpolitik
3 (1993): 261–270.

6 0 . This internal focus was taken for granted by October 1996, when the government’s min-
ister of defense des c ribed ex ternal defense as the army’s job and UNPR E DE P’s as signaling the
need to pres erve internal peace. Speech at UNPR E DEP conference, Skop je, October 1996.

61. News articles cited in Ted Galen Carpenter,“U.S. Troops in Macedonia: Back Door to
War?” Foreign Policy Briefing, Cato Institute, March 17, 1994; Troebst,“Macedonia,” p. 63.

62. U.S. Senate Committee on Foreign Relations, Nomination of Warren Christopher to Be
Secretary of State, hearing before the Committee on Foreign Relations, United States Senate,
103rd Congress, 1st Session, January 13 and 14, 1993, p. 21.

63. This proposal would have exempted the Bosnian Muslims from the arms embargo and
offered NATO air strikes, but the Europeans felt it would put their peacekeeping forces on the
ground at greater risk.

64. Elizabeth Drew, On the Edge: The Clinton Presidency (New York: Simon & Schuster,
1994), pp. 145–61.

65. Two years later, Presidential Decision Directive 25 (PDD-25) would spell out specific
criteria for U.S. participation in UN peacekeeping operations, after the debacle in Somalia
when the body of an American soldier was shown on television being dragged through the
streets of Mogadishu in October 1993. But drafting of PDD-25 started during the Bush ad-
ministration.
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66. Personal communications.
67. Aware of past difficulties in maintaining cooperation with the United Nations and the

EU over Bosnia, the United States obtained a UN authorizing resolution to give the negotia-
tions added legitimacy. Clinton also kept in close touch with UN envoy to Yugoslavia Cyrus
Vance and his deputy Herbert Okun to avoid any split position, and he briefed the EU in Brus-
sels, key U.S. congressional l eaders, and o rganizations s uch as those of Greek-Americans.
Background briefing, Carnegie Commission on Preventing Deadly Conflict.

68. To the Greeks, the U.S. mediator pointed out the economic benefits of regaining the
revenues from Macedonian trade through Thessaloniki and raised the specter of fifty-year
contracts soon being signed to build alternative east-west ports and railroads that would re-
duce the north-south trade market. He pointed out the security advantages of an indepen-
dent, democratic, and s overeign Macedonia on the n orthern border, compared to a Serb-
dominated Macedonia. He reminded the Greeks of the dangers of keeping Macedonia out of
the international community and the need to have good neighborly relations in a threatening
Balkan environment where many issues remained unresolved with Albania, Serbia, and Bul-
garia. But the United States had less leverage with its NATO ally Greece than with Macedonia.
The embargo was hurting Macedonia economically by stopping trade flows and shopping
trips for Macedonians into Greece. By compromising, Macedonia obviously stood to gain by
being recognized without caveats. Recognition would accord them full diplomatic relations
with the United States and eligibility for membership in several multilateral organizations—
the EU, the Council of Europe, the OSCE, and NATO’s Partnership for Peace—as well as the
resumption of international aid.

69. Increasingly, official b odies and nongovernmental organizations expressed concern
about the situation after 1992 and issued many recommendations that generally advised di-
alogue over possible autonomy for the Albanians, while preserving Yugoslavia’s territorial in-
tegrity. Several outside NGOs such as the Transnational Foundation from Sweden sought to
encourage specific Track Two dialogue between elements of the i ncreasingly polarized Al-
banian and Kosovo communities, but these usually broke down. Troebst, “Macedonia,” pp.
21–103.

70. E.g., to further improve relationships between Macedonia and its neighbors,Secretary
of Defense Perry visited Macedonia, Albania, Bulgaria, and Romania in the summer of 1994
and announced plans for military cooperation and a program to educate Macedonian mili-
tary officers in the United States and Europe. Washington Times, February 5, 1995, p. 1.

71. The sequence in international actions toward Macedonia reveals an interesting con-
trast with Croatia and Bosnia.Toward the latter,the international community recognized new
states to try to stop a war, but only after violence was largely under way and without any mil-
itary forces to back up the de jure independence. In Macedonia, the international community
denied recognition, but even before many major governments recognized the government ju-
ridically, it protected the de facto independent entity by planting a military force before any
violence arose and even assisted the new government to be a state.

Post – Cold War preventive action thus helped create a Macedoni an state through a process
similar to that of “juridical statehood” whereby many African states received the perquisites of
statehood and standing in the international community largely by a series of actions by other
more powerful entities. Earlier, most states in Europe earned that status by emerging out of lo-
cal centrali z ing or nationalist forces that us ed force to wrest control over a given territory and
build an integral state administration . Macedonia is not simply a newly independent state with
some prior sovereign life such as Lat vi a ; it is an unprecedented state whose legal being began in
1 9 9 1 . For reasons of their own , these powers fostered an entity on top of a local nationalism
though it had not won control of the area through force or fought a war of liberation .
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72. Increased tensions occurred in Bosnia in spring 1995 as a result of Croatia asking the
United Nations to leave. Because this might have caused a major influx of refugees or
prompted Serbia to move against Macedonia, the Clinton administration considered adding
from as few as five hundred to as many as ten thousand more troops in Macedonia. To mol-
lify congressional opposition, the administration reportedly was prepared to change the
command structure to make the mission a U.S.-led coalition or NATO operation. Baltimore
Sun, March 2, 1995.

73. The international recognition of Macedonia was more effective than the earlier “pre-
ventive recognition” of Croatia and Bosnia because Macedonia was not merely legally en-
dowed with sovereign status by edicts from foreign capitals while hostilities were already in
play. It was given a degree of prior military protection after legal sovereignty was accepted and
before any external or i nternal perpetrators of instability had a chance to impose their will
through cross-border encroachment or supporting local militias.

74. These methods included limiting the parties’ ability to grandstand by simultaneously
keeping the talks secret while also keeping highly interested parties such as U.S.senators and
the Greek-American lobby informed of their progress, assuring them that their interests were
being taken into account. By focusing on future gains, the mediator avoided the process bog-
ging down f rom t he rehearsing of bygone historical g rievances. The negotiator also “frac-
tionated” the issues, by postponing the name issue for later consideration, so that progress
could be made on the other questions.

75. Public opinion polls and surveys suggest majority support for UNPREDEP, so it was
not seen, e.g., as necessarily pro-Albanian. Neither the Albanian nor Greek governments
complained and both probably were content it was there, though this was not explicitly ac-
knowledged. Some analysts even judged that UNPREDEP prevented escalation to a civil war
by thwarting low-scale disruptive activity such as violent riots and insurgency within Mace-
donia. Though this would require a significant and controversial redefinition of mission and
work for the UN force to be reinforced, because of their position in situ, the opportunity
existed to beef up diplomatic efforts and military forces at the first signs that such turmoil was
rising beyond a low level.

76. Compare the calm following the assassination attempt on President Gligorov on Oc-
tober 3,1995, with the genocides that followed the killing of President Ndadaye in Burundi
in October 1993 and President Habyarimana in Rwanda in April 1994.

77. NGOs are also dependent like the intergovernmental entities on doing projects that
the host government will approve and on priorities that the third-party governments who are
in part their funders see as worthwhile. The exception to many of these limitations, and per-
haps the most crucial single foreign NGO,has been George Soros’s Open Society Fund, which
provided the government bridging loans to help support its debt repayments when it lost rev-
enues as a result of UN sanctions and the Greek embargo.

78. Cf. Lumsden, Peacebuilding in Macedonia.
79. The missions were quickly assembled because the OSCE already existed and one tool

they used was already operating around Europe, the long-term mission.UNPROFOR’s com-
mand structure was already functioning in Croatia. In addition, the required peacekeeping
contingents were not only readily offered but preassembled, having been organized for some
years in a Nordic joint command. Archer,“Conflict Prevention in Europe,” pp. 370, 376.

80. Conflict cases and theory refer to the importance of addressing se veral causes and
facets of conflicts. When only one or two tools are used, key sources of conflicts may go un-
addressed, thus leading to their worsening despite some measures being in place. Differing
preventive actions thus will have different targets, expected impacts, and time frames—long-
term, medium term, and short term (see Raimo Väyrynen, “Preventing Deadly Conflict:
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Global and European Perspectives,” paper prepared for the Second Pan-European Confer-
ence in International Relations, Foundation Nationale des Sciences Politiques, Paris, Septem-
ber 13–16,1995,second draft, January 1996, p. 6).E.g., emissaries from governments and the
United Nations and regional organizations are generally used to negotiating and bargaining
over tangible assets and among state actors, but they are less familiar w ith issues of group
identity and thus nongovernmental actors. Thus, power-based, official mediation, and mili-
tary peacekeeping approaches may produce “quick fix,” temporary settlements among elites
that maintain certain power relations but not address egregious problems that will surface in
the medium term such as basic public security or grassroots participation. Measures for man-
aging peaceful transition may need to be both broad—to bring hard-liners as potential
“spoilers” along in reforms (Gagnon, “Ethnic Nationalism,”165–66)—and deep—to reach
key publics (Timothy D. Sisk, Power Sharing and International Mediation in Ethnic Conflicts,
[Washington, D.C.: U.S. Institute of Peace, 1996], p. xi). But while NGOs may have some effi-
cacy with the latter tasks, they are not usually brought into the picture in major roles (Miall,
The Peacemakers, p. 185). By the same token, long-term structural approaches will not be ef-
fective in the medium term toward proximate security-threatening sources at work in emerg-
ing conflicts (e.g., Bloomfield and Leiss, Controlling Small Wars).

81. Communication and coordination between the governmental and nongovernmental
programs could be improved, however.

82. A heightening effect was especially evident in the census of mid-October 1994 to re-
solve the disparity between government and Albanian estimates of the latter’s numbers. The
second census largely confirmed the 1991 estimates, and it seems simply to have intensified
resentment among many Albanians. According to one view, this stemmed in part from the
way the Council of Europe misunderstood and mishandled certain issues of language arising
in the census questions.

83. Macedonia has virtually no broad-based civil society that cuts across ethnic lines,
such as an active middle class, independent nonethnic press, or civic associations, which
could divert discontent away from the channels of ethnic mobilization and regulate other do-
mestic interest conflicts. Except for a fledgling independent press that draws on small ad rev-
enues and subscriptions, native NGOs have few sources of local financial support. The UN
SRSG refers to these and the larger economic development needs of the country as the “third
pillar” (beyond those of security and political dialogue) (Henryk J. Sokalski, “Preventive
Diplomacy: The Need for a Multi-Dimensional Approach,”paper presented at the conference
“An Agenda for Preventive Diplomacy: Theory and Practice,” Skopje, Macedonia, October
16–19,1996).UNPREDEP tried to begin to erect it, but the UN Development Program and
other agencies would be necessary to provide the necessary resources.

84. Because the agreement languished, remission to the uneasy status quo reignited ten-
sions because dashed expectations played into extremists’ hands. It seems less likely that re-
duced oppression, implementation of the agreement, and increasing FRY-LDK contacts
would have created new obstacles through more extreme factions undermining Rugova by
charging he compromised on the Albanians’ ultimate political goals.

Notes for Chapter Nine (pages 211-237)

1. Nearly all analyses of Somalia’s crisis apportion at least some blame on Barre’s divide-
and-rule tactics, though from distinct perspectives. I.M. Lewis argued throughout the 1970s
that, socialist rhetoric notwithstanding, Barre was actually moving the country toward “ex-
treme lineage particularism.” See Lewis, “The Nation, State, and Politics in Somalia,” in The
Search for National Integration in Africa, ed. David R. Smock and Kwamena Bensti-Enchill
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(New York: Free Press,1976), pp.285–306; and A Modern History of Somalia: Nation and State
in the Horn of Africa (Boulder, Colo.:Westview, 1988), pp. 226–66. Other analysts suggest that
Barre came to rely on clan divide-and-rule tactics only in the late 1970s and 1980s, after an
initial period in the early 1970s of progressive nationalism. Hussein Adam describes this as a
shift “from nomenclatura to clan-klatura” in “Somalia: A Terrible Beauty Being Born?” pp.
69–108 in Collapsed States: The Disintegration and Restoration of Legitimate Authority, ed. I.
William Zartman (Boulder, Colo.: Rienner,1995). See also David Laitin and Said Samatar,So-
malia: Nation in Search of a State (Boulder, Colo.: Westview, 1987), pp. 90–92; and Terrence
Lyons and Ahmed I.Samatar, Somalia: State Collapse, Multilateral Intervention, and Strategies
for Political Reconstruction (Washington, D.C.: Brookings Institution,1995), pp. 14–15. Some
analyses note that Barre manipulated a variety of social divisions in Somalia, not exclusively
clan cleavages;see Ali K. Galaydh,“Notes on the State of the Somali State,” Horn of Africa 8,
nos.1–2 (1990): 1–28.

2. See, for instance, Patrick Gilkes, The Price of Peace : Som alia and the United Nations,
1 9 9 1 – 1 9 9 4 ( London : Save the Children Fund UK, 1 9 9 4 ) ; and Daniel Compagnon ,“Politi-
cal Crisis in Som ali a : The Legacy of an Ex hausted Personal Rule,” paper pres ented at the
annu al conference of the African Studies Assoc i ation , Baltimore Maryland (November
1 – 4 ,1 9 9 0 ) .

3. Some of the best-documented sources on the impact of militarization of the Horn in-
clude Jeffrey A. Lefebvre, Arms for the Horn: US Security Policy in Ethiopia and Somalia
1953–1991 (Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press, 1991); Paul Henze, The Horn of Africa:
From War to Peace (NewYork: St.Martin’s,1991); Robin Luckham and Dawit Bekele,“Foreign
Powers and Militarism in the Horn of Africa,” Parts I and II, Review of African Political Econ-
omy 30,31 (1984):9–20,7–28; Africa Watch, Somalia:A Government at War with Its Own Peo-
ple (London: Africa Watch,1990), chap. 14; and Peter Schraeder, United States Foreign Policy
toward Africa: Incrementalism, Crisis and Change (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1994), chap. 4.

4. See Jeffrey Clark, “Debacle in Somalia: Failure of the Collective Response,” pp.
205–239 i n Enforcing Restraint: Collective Intervention in Internal C onflicts, ed. Lori Dam-
rosch (New York: Council of Foreign Relations, 1993); Mohamed Sahnoun, Somalia: The
Missed Opportunities (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Institute of Peace Press, 1994); and Refugee
Policy Group, Hope Restored? Humanitarian Aid in S omalia 1990–1994 (Washington, D.C.:
Refugee Policy Group 1994), pp. 9, 68–69.

5. See John Hirsch and Robert Oakley, Somalia and Operation Restore Hope (Washing-
ton, D.C.: U.S. Institute of Peace Press, 1995); and John Drysdale, Whatever Happened to So-
malia? (London: Haan, 1994).

6. See I. M. Lewis, “Misunderstanding the Somali Crisis,” Anthropology Today 9, no. 4
(August 1993); Walter Clarke and Jeffrey Herbst, “Somalia and the Future of Humanitarian
Intervention,”pp. 239–252 in Learning from Somalia: The Lessons of Armed Humanitarian In-
tervention, ed. Clarke and Herbst (Boulder, Colo.: Westview, 1997);“The Intervention in So-
malia:What Should Have Happened,”interview with John-Paul Lederach, Middle East Report
181 (March–April 1993):38–42; John Prendergast, The Gun Talks Louder Than the Voice: So-
malia’s Continuing Cycles of Violence (Washington, D.C.: Center of Concern,1994), chap. 4;
Ken Menkhaus, “Getting Out Versus Getting Through: US and UN Strategies in Somalia,”
Middle East Policy 3,1 (1994):146–162; Africa Rights,Somalia Operation Restore Hope:A Pre-
liminary Assessment (London:1993), chap. 4; and numerous editorials in the Life and Peace
Institute’s Horn of Africa Bulletin (Uppsala, Sweden).

7. See I.M. Lewis and James Mayall,“Somalia,” pp. 94–124 in The New Interventionism,
1991–1994, ed. James Mayall (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996); Matt Bryden,
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“Somalia: The Wages of Failure,” Current History 94, no. 591 (April 1995):145–51; Michael
Maren,“Leave Somalia Now,”New York Times, July 6,1994, p.A19; various analyses published
by B ernhard Helander in his o ccasional series Somalia News Update, 1993–95; Lyons a nd
Samatar, Somalia, appendix A; and Roland Marchal,“Autopsie d’une intervention,” Politique
internationale 61 (Fall 1993): 191–208.

8. The U.S.ambassador to Kenya, Smith Hempstone, was a prominent proponent of the
view that Somali culture featured chronic violence and conflict; he characterized Somalis as
“natural born-guerrillas.” See also Stephen Stedman,“The New Interventionists,” Foreign Af-
fairs 72, no. 1 (1992–1993):1–16, and Michael Mandlebaum,“Foreign Policy as Social Work,”
Foreign Affairs 75, no. 1 (January–February 1996): 16–30.

9. This was a very popular view among UN officials in Somalia, who compared Somalia
unfavorably with Mozambique (where a UN peace operation had enjoyed far greater success)
and concluded that Somalis, like Mozambiquan society, needed perhaps a decade of warfare
before becoming truly exhausted with fighting. For a more theoretically rigorous presenta-
tion,see Richard Betts,“The Delusion of Impartial Intervention”Foreign Affairs 73,no.6 (No-
vember–December 1994): 21–33.

10. Ken Menkhaus,“International Peacebuilding and the Dynamics of Local and National
Reconciliation in Somalia,” International Peacekeeping 3, no. 1 (Spring 1996):42–67; and Ken
Menkhaus and John Prendergast, “Governance and Economic Survival in Postintervention
Somalia,” CSIS Africa Notes 172 (May 1995): 1–10.

11. Somalia’s unusually diverse range of donors provided economic assistance of over $5
billion and military aid estimated at $2.4 billion between 1960 and 1988,making it one of the
highest per capita recipients of foreign aid in the w orld. Figures are derived f rom t he U.S.
Arms C ontrol a nd D isarmament Agency (ACDA), World Military Exp enditures and Arms
Transfers (annual handbook) and cross-checked with the CIA’s World Factbook (Washington,
D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1995).

12. Ken Menkhaus,“US Foreign Assistance to Somalia: Phoenix from the Ashes?” Middle
East Policy 5, no.2 (January 1997): 126.

13. Data are from ACDA,World Military Expenditures and Arms Transfers, cited in Henze,
The Horn of Africa, p. 125.

14. David Laitin,“Somalia: America’s Newest Ally,” unpublished paper, 1979, p. 8.
15. Boston University, African Studies Center, “Somalia:A Social and Institutional Pro-

file,”Working Paper 79 (Boston: 1983).
16. This disjoint between the country’s internal capacity to finance a government and the

actual costs of an even-minimalist state structure was laid bare by UNOSOM efforts in
1993–95 to assist in the rebuilding of a “sustainable” government in Somalia. Reviewing the
actual size of the prewar Somali GNP and the country’s likely tax revenues, UN officials con-
cluded that even a bare-bones national police force would cost more than the entire annual
budget of a future Somali state.All of the rest of the trappings of the contemporary state were
well beyond the means of this impoverished country. Sustainability, as it turned out, was
never an operative principle during the rise and expansion of the Somali state.
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1. A word about definitions is in order. In general , I use the term preventive diplom acy
to des c ribe U. S . policy in Korea . This is to be distinguished from conflict resolution and c ri-
sis management, both of which imply that a crisis or war has already begun . The 1989 dis-
covery of a North Korean reprocessing center and nuclear warhead test site did spark a cri-
sis of sort s, but it was not urgent, public, or violence - prone enough to qu alify for that
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